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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

THE CI1Y OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff-Counterdefenclant-Respondent,
-vsCOLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDMSION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Defendants-Counterclaimants-Appellants,

Supreme Court No. 45105-2017

Appeal from the Third Judicial District, Canyon County, Idaho.
HONORABLE CHRISTOPHER S. NYE, Presiding
Bradley J. Dixon, Kersti H. Kennedy, GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock Street, PO Box 2720, Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Attorney for Appellants

Joseph W. Borton, Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave., Meridian, Idaho 83642
Attorney for Respondent
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Date: 7/14/2017

Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County

Time: 04: 1O PM
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Page 1 of 7

User: WALDEMER

Case: CV-2015-0008119-C Current Judge: Christopher S. Nye
City of Middleton vs. Coleman Homes, Lie, etal.

Other Claims
Judge

Date
9/4/2015

New Case Filed-Other Claims

Thomas A Sullivan

Change Assigned Judge

Davis F. VanderVelde

Petition for Declaratory Ruling

Davis F. VanderVelde

Summons Issued

Davis F. VanderVelde

Filing: AA-All initial civil case filings in District Court of any type not listed in Davis F. VanderVelde
categories E, F and H(1) Paid by: Borton, Joseph W (attorney for City of
Middleton) Receipt number: 0051138 Dated: 9/4/2015 Amount: $221.00
(Check) For: City of Middleton (plaintiff)
9/10/2015

9/15/2015

9/30/2015

Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: Stoel Rives Receipt number: 0051979 Dated:
9/10/2015 Amount: $25.00 (Credit card)

Davis F. VanderVelde

Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Stoel Rives
Receipt number: 0051979 Dated: 9/10/2015 Amount $3.00 (Credit card)

Davis F. VanderVelde

Affidavit Of Service - 9/10/15 - Coleman Homes (fax)

Davis F. VanderVelde

Affidavit Of Service - 9/10/15 - West Highlands Subdivision HOA (fax)

Davis F. VanderVelde

Affidavit Of Service - 9/10/15 - West Highlands Land Development (fax)

Davis F. VanderVelde

Affidavit Of Service - 9/10/15 - West Highlands, LLC (fax)

Davis F. VanderVelde

Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other than the plaintiff or petitioner Davis F. VanderVelde
Paid by: Dixon, Bradley J (attorney for Coleman Homes, Lie,) Receipt
number: 0055857 Dated: 9/30/2015 Amount: $136.00 (Check) For:
Coleman Homes, Lie, (defendant), West Highlands Land Development, Lie,
(defendant), West Highlands Subdivision Hoa, Inc, (defendant) and West
Highlands, Lie, (defendant)
Defendant's Notice of Appearance

Davis F. VanderVelde

10/2/2015

Three Day Notice of Intent to Take Default (fax)

Davis F. VanderVelde

10/6/2015

Answer to Petition for Declaratory Ruling (fax)

Davis F. VanderVelde

10/7/2015

Order to File Stipulated Trial Dates

Christopher S. Nye

10/19/2015

Motion to Disqualify Judge Without Cause (fax)

Davis F. VanderVelde

10/20/2015

Request for Trial Setting (Fax)

Davis F. VanderVelde

10/21/2015

Order for Disqualification of Judge Without Cause

Davis F. VanderVelde

Change Assigned Judge

Juneal C. Kerrick

10/28/2015

Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs' First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for
Production to Defendants

Juneal C. Kerrick

11/2/2015

Order of Assignment-Judge Nye

Juneal C. Kerrick

Change Assigned Judge

Christopher S. Nye

11/4/2015

Second Order to File Stipulated Trial Dates

Christopher S. Nye

11/12/2015

Notice of Substitution Of Counsel-Bradley Dixon (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

11/19/2015

Stipulation for Trial Dates (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

12/2/2015

Order Setting Pretrial ,Stipulated Trial Dates

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 10/11/2016 09:00 AM) 3 day

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 08/18/2016 11 :00 AM)

Christopher S. Nye
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Case: CV-2015-0008119-C Current Judge: Christopher S. Nye
City of Middleton vs. Coleman Homes, Lie, etal.

Other Claims
Date

Judge

12/8/2015

Notice Of Service of Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs' First Set of
Interrogatories, Requests for Production to Defendants (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

12/17/2015

Stipulated Scheduling Dates (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

3/2/2016

Defendants Motion for Leave to Amend Answer and Assert Counterclaim

Christopher S. Nye

Notice Of Hearing Defendants Motion for Leave to Amend Answer and
Assert Counterclaim 4-21-16

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 04/21/2016 09:00 AM) defs motn to
amend

Christopher S. Nye

3/25/2016

Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 05/26/2016 10:30 AM) Cross
Sum Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

4/14/2016

Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Leave to Amend
Answer

Christopher S. Nye

4/19/2016

Defendants Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to Amend
Answer and Assert Counterclaim (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

4/21/2016

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 04/21/2016 09:00 AM:
District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Tamara Weber
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100
pages defs motn to amend

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 04/21/2016 09:00 AM:
Hearing Held defs motn to amend

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 04/21/2016 09:00 AM:
Motion Held defs motn to amend

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 04/21/2016 09:00 AM:
Motion Granted defs motn to amend

Christopher S. Nye

5/3/2016

Order RE: Amended Answer to Petition For Declaratory Ruling and
Counterclaim

Christopher S. Nye

5/6/2016

Amended Answer to Petition for Declaratory Ruling and Counterclaim

Christopher S. Nye

5/23/2016

City of Middleton's Response to Counterclaim (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

6/9/2016

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Defendants' and Counter-Claimants' Memorandum in Support of Motion for Christopher S. Nye
Summary Judgment
Affidavit of Thomas Coleman in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Summary

Christopher S. Nye

Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Christopher S. Nye
Judgment
Notice Of Hearing on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 07-14-16 Christopher S. Nye
@9am
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 07/14/2016 09:00 AM) Defendants'
Motion for Summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

6/10/2016

Vol # 2 created & Expando

Christopher S. Nye

6/20/2016

Amended Notice of Hearing on Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment Christopher S. Nye
(fax)
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Case: CV-2015-0008119-C Current Judge: Christopher S. Nye
City of Middleton vs. Coleman Homes, Lie, etal.

Other Claims
Date
6/21/2016

Judge
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 07/14/2016 09:00 AM:
Hearing Vacated Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 08/18/2016 09:00 AM) Defs Motn for Christopher S. Nye
Summary Judgment
6/22/2016

Stipulation to Modify Scheduling Order (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

7/6/2016

AMENDED Stipulated Scheduling Dates (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

7/12/2016

Order Granting Stipulation to Modify Scheduling Order

Christopher S. Nye

7/21/2016

Plaintiff's Motion for summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Memorandum in support of Plaintiff's Motion for summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Affidavit of Darin Taylor in support of Plaintiff's motion for summary
Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Notice Of Hearing

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 08/18/2016 09:00 AM) motn for
summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

7/22/2016

Volume #3 & #4

Christopher S. Nye

7/28/2016

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 08/18/2016 09:00 AM:
Hearing Vacated Defs Motn for Summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Defendants' Motion to strike plaintiff's motion for summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Objection to Defendant's Motion to Strike Plaintiff's Motion for Summary
Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Motion to Amend Scheduling Order (w/order)

Christopher S. Nye

Defendant's Reply in Support of Motion to Strike Plaintiff's Motion for
Summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Defendant's Objection to Motion to Amend Scheduling Order

Christopher S. Nye

Amended Notice of Hearing

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 09/15/2016 09:00 AM) Middleton
Summary Jdmt

Christopher S. Nye

Stipulation to modify Scheduling Order re Pretrial Deadlines and Motion to
Continue Trial

Christopher S. Nye

Second Amended Notice Of Hearing on Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 09/15/2016 09:00 AM) cross summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Pre Trial scheduled on 08/18/2016 11 :00 AM: Hearing
Vacated

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 09/15/2016 09:00 AM:
Hearing Vacated Middleton Summary Jdmt

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 10/11/2016 09:00 AM:
Hearing Vacated 3 day

Christopher S. Nye

Another Order to File Stipulated Trial Dates

Christopher S. Nye

Notice Of Taking Deposition of Thomas Coleman (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

Order Granting Stipulation to Modify Scheduling Order RE: Pretrial
Deadlines and Motion to Continue

Christopher S. Nye

7/29/2016

8/2/2016

8/5/2016

8/9/2016

8/10/2016
8/17/2016
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Case: CV-2015-0008119-C Current Judge: Christopher S. Nye
City of Middleton vs. Coleman Homes, Lie, etal.

Other Claims
Date

Judge
Amended Notice of Taking Deposition of Thomas Coleman

Christopher S. Nye

8/22/2016

Stipulated Trial Dates (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

8/25/2016

Second Amended Notice of Taking Deposition of Thomas Coleman (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

8/30/2016

Third Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition of Thomas Coleman (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

8/31/2016

Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment Christopher S. Nye

8/18/2016

9/1/2016

9/8/2016

Affidavit of Darin Taylor in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Defendants' and Counter-Claimants' Memorandum in Opposition to
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Order Setting Pretrial and court trial

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 05/09/2017 09:00 AM) 3 day

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 03/16/2017 11 :00 AM)

Christopher S. Nye

Reply memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

rebuttal memorandum in support of Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment Christopher S. Nye
Affidavit of Joseph W. Borton

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 09/15/2016 09:00 AM:
District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Patricia Terry
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less thn 100
pages cross - summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 09/15/2016 09:00 AM:
Hearing Held cross - summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 09/15/2016 09:00 AM:
Motion Held cross - summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 09/15/2016 09:00 AM:
Case Taken Under Advisement cross - summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Miscellaneous Payment: CD Copies Paid by: Brown, Ruth (Idaho Press
Tribune) Receipt number: 0053606 Dated: 9/20/2016 Amount: $6.25
(Credit card)

Christopher S. Nye

Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Brown, Ruth
(Idaho Press Tribune) Receipt number: 0053606 Dated: 9/20/2016
Amount: $3.00 (Credit card)

Christopher S. Nye

10/17/2016

Memorandum Decision and Order On The Parties' Cross-Motions for
Summary Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

10/27/2016

Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration

Christopher S. Nye

11/1/2016

Notice Of Hearing RE: Pit Mo to Reconsider 11-17-16 9:00am (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 11/17/2016 09:00 AM) Pit Mo
Reconsider

Christopher S. Nye

11/2/2016

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 11/17/2016 09:00 AM:
Hearing Vacated Pit Mo Reconsider- Judge Nye to decide on briefs- no
hearing needed

Christopher S. Nye

11/7/2016

Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

9/15/2016

9/20/2016
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Case: CV-2015-0008119-C Current Judge: Christopher S. Nye
City of Middleton vs. Coleman Homes, Lie, etal.

Other Claims
Date
11/7/2016

11/8/2016

Judge
Civil Disposition Judgment entered for: Coleman Homes, Lie,, Defendant; Christopher S. Nye
West Highlands Land Development LLC, Defendant; West Highlands LLC,
Defendant; West Highlands Subdivision HOA, Inc, Defendant; City of
Middleton, Plaintiff. Filing date: 11/7/2016
Case Status Changed: Closed

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 05/09/2017 09:00 AM:
Hearing Vacated 3 day

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Pre Trial scheduled on 03/16/2017 11 :00 AM: Hearing
Vacated

Christopher S. Nye

Motion for Reconsideration or, Alternatively, to Reform Contracts

Christopher S. Nye

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration or, Alternatively, to Christopher S. Nye
Reform Contracts
11/10/2016

Defendants' opposition to plaintiff's motion for reconsideration fax

Christopher S. Nye

11/16/2016

Defendants' Counter-Claimants' Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs

Christopher S. Nye

Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon in Support of Defendants' Counterclaimants'
Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs

Christopher S. Nye

Plantiff's Memorandum of Fees and Costs

Christopher S. Nye

11/17/2016

Affidavit of Joseph W. Borton in Support of Plaintiff's Memorandum of Fees Christopher S. Nye
and Costs
11/22/2016

response to Defendant's motion for reconsideration (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

11/28/2016

Defendant's Motion to Strike Plaintiff's Petition for Fees and Costs (Fax)

Christopher S. Nye

11/29/2016

Objection to Defendants' Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs

Christopher S. Nye

11/30/2016

Motion to Disallow Defendants' Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs (Fax)

Christopher S. Nye

12/1/2016

Defendants' Motion to disallow plaintiff's

Christopher S. Nye

Memorandum in support of defendants' motion to disallow plaintiff's
memorandum of fees and costs

Christopher S. Nye

Notice Of Hearing

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 01/19/2017 09:00 AM)

Christopher S. Nye

Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk action

Christopher S. Nye

Notice Of Hearing Re: Defendants' Motion to Disallow Plaintiff's
Memorandum of Fees and Costs

Christopher S. Nye

12/13/2016

Order Denying The Partie's Motions For Reconsideration

Christopher S. Nye

1/5/2017

Notice Of Hearing RE: Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiff's Petition for
Fees and Costs-fax

Christopher S. Nye

1/11/2017

Memorandum in opposition to Plaintiff's motion to disallow defendants'
petition for attorney fees and costs fax

Christopher S. Nye

1/19/2017

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 01/19/2017 09:00 AM:
District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Tamara Weber
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100
pages

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 01/19/2017 09:00 AM:
Hearing Held

Christopher S. Nye

12/8/2016
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Case: CV-2015-0008119-C Current Judge: Christopher S. Nye
City of Middleton vs. Coleman Homes, Lie, etal.

Other Claims
Date

Judge

1/19/2017

Supplemental Affidavit of Bradley J dixon in support of Motion to strike
plaintiff's petition for fees and costs (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

2/8/2017

Memorandum decision and order awarding attorney fees and costs to the
city of middleton in the amount of $28,526.22

Christopher S. Nye

2/16/2017

AMENDED Judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Case Status Changed: closed

Christopher S. Nye

Motion to reconsider regarding attorney fees and costs (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

Motion to alter or amend regarding amended judgment (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

Memorandum in support of motion to reconsider regarding attorney Fees
and costs (fax) (with order)

Christopher S. Nye

2/21/2017

2/27/2017

2/28/2017

3/16/2017

4/11/2017

Plaintiff's opposition to defendants' motion to reconsider attorney fees (fax) Christopher S. Nye
Plaintiff's opposition to defendants' motion to alter or amend the amended
judgment (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

Notice Of Hearing re Defendants motion to alter or amend the amended
judgment and defandants motion to reconsider attorney fees (fax)

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 03/16/2017 09:00 AM) defn motn to
alter or amend judgmenUreconsider attny fees

Christopher S. Nye

Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk action

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 03/16/2017 09:00 AM:
District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Tamara Weber
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100
pages

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 03/16/2017 09:00 AM:
Hearing Held

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 03/16/2017 09:00 AM:
Motion Held

Christopher S. Nye

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 03/16/2017 09:00 AM:
Case Taken Under Advisement

Christopher S. Nye

Memorandum decision and order denying Coleman's motion to reconsider Christopher S. Nye
the costs and fees award and granting Coleman's motion to alter or amend
the judgment
Second Amended judgment

Christopher S. Nye

Case Status Changed: closed

Christopher S. Nye

Christopher S. Nye
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: Shawn Maybon Receipt number: 0020699 Dated:
4/11/2017 Amount: $16.00 (Credit card)

5/12/2017

Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost- CC Paid by: Shawn Maybon
Receipt number: 0020699 Dated: 4/11/2017 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card)

Christopher S. Nye

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid
by: Dixon, Bradley J (attorney for Coleman Homes, Lie) Receipt number:
0027468 Dated: 5/12/2017 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: Coleman
Homes, Lie (defendant), West Highlands Land Development LLC
(defendant), West Highlands LLC (defendant) and West Highlands
Subdivision HOA, Inc (defendant)

Christopher S. Nye
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Case: CV-2015-0008119-C Current Judge: Christopher S. Nye
City of Middleton vs. Coleman Homes, Lie, etal.

Other Claims
Judge

Date
5/12/2017

Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk action

Christopher S. Nye

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 27474 Dated 5/12/2017 for 100.00)(clerk's
record for appeal)

Christopher S. Nye

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 27475 Dated 5/12/2017 for 200.00)(transcript Christopher S. Nye
for appeal)

6/2/2017

Defendants/CounterclaimaniUappellants' notice of appeal

Christopher S. Nye

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Christopher S. Nye

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid
by: Borton-Lakey Law Receipt number: 0031586 Dated: 6/2/2017
Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: City of Middleton (plaintiff)

Christopher S. Nye

Plaintiff/Counter-DefendanU Cross Appellant's Notice of Cross Appeal

Christopher S. Nye
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K CARLTON, DEPUTY

Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Telephone: (208) 908-4415
Facsimile: (208) 493-4610

Attorneys for the Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No:

CV ✓ lS- '6\l ~

Plaintiff,
vs.

PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.

IDAHO CODE

§10-1201 ET SEQ

Defendants.

COMES NOW, the City of Middleton (the "Plaintiff'), by and through its attorney of
record, Joseph W. Borton of the firm Borton-Lakey Law Offices and in accordance with Idaho
Code § 10-1201 et seq hereby petitions this Court for a Declaratory Ruling against the
Defendants as follows:

PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING -PAGE 1
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•
NATURE OF THIS ACTION

1

This case concerns whether two fully executed written contracts entered into

between the parties became void as a result of the repeal of the City of Middleton's impact fee
ordinance. There is no express language within either contract that would render them void,
and the City believes that both agreements remain valid and binding on both parties.
PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE

2

The City of Middleton, Idaho is a municipal corporation of the State of Idaho

that is located in Canyon County, Idaho.

With a population of approximately 6,000 residents

covering six square miles, Middleton is located just north of the Boise river and three miles east
oflnterstate 84.
3

Defendant Coleman Homes, LLC (herein "Coleman") is an Idaho Limited

Liability company in good standing that is actively doing land development business in Canyon
County, Idaho. Coleman is currently developing a 20-phase, 400+ acre residential community
in Middleton called "West Highlands Ranch Subdivision." It is this subdivision and certain
contracts that govern its development which are the basis of this Declaratory Action.
4

Defendant West Highlands, LLC is an Idaho limited liability company in good

standing.
5

Defendant West Highlands Subdivision Homeowner's Association, Inc is an

Idaho corporation in good standing, and serves as a Homeowner's Association (HOA) that is
charged with maintaining and managing Association property, including certain park space
available to the public pursuant to the terms of two contracts which are at issue in this
Declaratory Action.
5

Defendant West Highlands Land Development, LLC is an Idaho limited

liability company in good standing, that owns real property which has been developed in

PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING-PAGE 2
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Middleton, Idaho as a residential community and which is subject to certain contracts which are
at issue in this Declaratory Action.
6

Venue is proper under Idaho code §5-401 and §5-404.

7

Jurisdiction is proper under Idaho Code §1-705.

8

The Idaho Declaratory Judgments Act LC. §10-1201 et seq, provides for the

determination of rights or legal relations between parties to an action, including the
interpretation of contracts and other writing s. LC. § 10-1203, and a court may provide negative
or affirmative relief.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

9

On or about February 28, 2006 the city of Middleton (the "City") approved the

West Highland Rach subdivision annexation, zoning and preliminary plat (the "Project"). The
City approved an amended preliminary plat in 2009. The Project is now a 962 lot multi-phase
residential subdivision in Middleton, Idaho. See the attached Vicinity Map marked as Exhibit
1.

10

On or about July 15, 2009 the City adopted a Parks and Transportation Impact

Fee (Ordinance No 447).
11

On or about November 16, 2011, the City adopted a one year moratorium on

impact fees (Ordinance No. 472).
12

On or about December 8, 2011 the Defendant Coleman Homes, LLC and West

Highlands, LLC proposed and entered into a contract with the City called the "West Highlands
Impact Fee Agreement" attached hereto as Exhibit 2.
13

On or about December 8, 2011 the City also entered into a contract with the

West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc called a "Parks Dedication
Agreement" which is attached hereto as Exhibit 3. Exhibits 2 and 3 are collectively referred to

PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING -PAGE
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herein as the "Agreements".
14

The Agreements are clear and unambiguous.

15

There is no language in the Agreements that voids them should the City adopt a

moratorium or repeal the City's impact fee ordinance.
16

On or about July 18, 2012 the City repealed Ordinance 472, its Impact Fee

ordinance. (Ordinance No 488).
17

On or about September 8, 2014 the City adopted a new Parks impact fee

(Ordinance No 541.)
18

In the course of investigating the rights and obligations of the Defendants as the

West Highlands development continues within the city of Middleton, there is a present dispute
on whether the two Agreements remain valid and binding agreements; the City claims that they
are, while the Defendants claim that they are void. This justiciable controversy has a direct
impact on the development obligations of the parties as this multi-phase development
continues, thus making a declaratory ruling

necessary to determine the validity of each

Agreement.
FIRT CAUSE OF ACTION

DECLARATORY RELIEF
19

The Agreements attached hereto were valid and binding upon the parties when

signed, and nothing within their plain language gives rise to any claim that they are now void.
20

Defendants' claims that the Agreements are void has hindered and continues to

hinder the lawful development of the City as well as this development and its contractual
obligations to provide improved public park space or provide financial guarantees to ensure
these public amenities are provided as agreed.
21

The City seeks this Court's declaratory ruling that the Agreements were not

PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING -PAGE 4
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voided as a result of the City's 2012 repeal of its impact fee ordinance, which was re-enacted
soon thereafter in 2014. This declaratory ruling will resolve this present dispute and clarify the
obligations as between the parties relating to the required conduct of the parties as set forth in
the Agreements. The declaratory ruling will ensure that the Project will continue through its
development lifecycle in a manner consistent with and as contemplated by the parties in their
two mutually beneficial Agreements.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
1. A declaration by this Court that the Agreements (Exhibits 2 and 3) which are the subject
of this action were not voided by the conduct of the City as set forth herein;
2. For Plaintiffs recovery of its attorneys' fees and costs incurred as a result of bringing
this action pursuant to Idaho Code § 10-121 O;
3. All other forms of relief deemed appropriate by the Court.

DATED this 3rd day of September, 2015.
BORTON-LAKEY LAW OFFICES

PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING -PAGE 5
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WEST WGHLANDS IMPACT FEE AGREEMENT

This West Highlands Impact Fee Agreemeilt ("Agreement'') is entered into 1his j_ day
of
b·e Y- s 2011 by and among the City of Middleton, a municipal corporation
in the State ofldabo ("City"), West Highlands, LLC ("Owner'')·and .COieman HQmes, LLC
("Developer;. City, Ownert and Developer may collectively be mmed to herein as the
"Parties...

:t:::¥>l!em

RECITALS
A

Owner owns certain real property mthe City of Middleton shown· on the Vicinity
Map in Exhibit A and legally deScribed m Bxlii'bit B {"Project Site"), excq,t for
that portion conveyed to Middleton School Di~ct #134 of Idaho and legally
described in Exhibit C, which exlu'bits are ilttached hereto and hereby
incorporated herein.
.

B.

Developer is developing the West Highlands·Ranch subdivision on the Project
.
Site, which is approved fur 967 residential lots.. . .

C.

The Parties entered into that certain Development Ap,ement dated February 2,
2006, as amendedJrom time to time and m.ost i,,cently in that Development
Agreement Revision #2, dated March 31, 2009 ("Development Agreement").

D.

In Article IV of th~ Developmcnt Agreement, the Parties agreed aa. follows:

I.

,•

4.1.
The parties· acknowledge this development WIii princjpally deaiped
and initially approved before tbe City began pmceedmp to propose iq,act fees.
Conaequently, Developer's propoaals, pma additional n,quircmmta imposed by the City,
detmminecl the level or improvements needed to mitipte the clewJapment•• impacts.
The partie1 filrthc:r ackiiowled&e that Developer relied on the City11 initial appro'Yll to
proceed with fiDal deaign IIPd conatructioil of the development and inlpro,aients, which
construction has, in IIODIC instances, commenced and been completed.

20~11-049722 ordlnc:e with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact
Fee Act, .&CAU10 ""ac: Section 67-8201, et HtJ, the partiea· aclmowlodgc and IIIRIC ·
Developer may be eotitied to credit ~ the present value of any construction of sys=m
improvements or conlribution or dedication_ of land or money requin,cl by a governmental
entity from the developer for sy&tem improvements of the category for which the
developmont impact fr:o is· being collected, inc~ ocrlllin portiom of the
development's sn,t.11'.ld pm improvements, provided 1hat credit is only available for
oligl'b1e capital hnprowmcdli as prescribed-in thf!·Act. ThB prieS will calculate the
amount of auch credit after the. adoption of any development impact fees, The partieil
.further acbowledae ·and agree that, under the Act, De\tdoper is not entitled to credit for
improvements that memy provide aeivic:e to the development itself'an.d are nec:esaary fur
the uie and convenience of the development'11 riSidents, including the dewlopmeat11

community ceuter Uld p:,ol.
4.3.

·

·

·

. Notwilhstandina the abo_ve, in accordanct with Idaho C. Section 67-

8il 5(2), Developer sbilll not be lllbject to development iq,act fees or crediti tbmof'
subseqllcntly adopted by the City for portiom of the. d ~ where construction bas
c:onuncoccd and is punucd acc:ording to the terms of tile ·permit or deve1opmmt approval

Wat Blpland1 Impact Fee Aareement
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B.

F.

.

As prescnoed in the Development Agreement, following City•~ adoption of the
Middleton Impact Fee Ordinance ("OrcUnanee'i, the Parties calculated the
amount of Developer's credit against impact.fees for 1hc prescot value of the
construction ofoertain parks and transportation.improvements. Such
improvements and calculations are _set forth in &hibit D, whic:h exhibit is
attached hereto and hereby incorporated h~.
Developer is making the lmprovcm.ents set fortb

in Exhibit D for the benefit of

City and its residents, in addition to the West Highlands Ranch subdivision.

AGREEMENT

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged, and in consideration of the recitals above, which are
incorporated below, the Parties agree as follows:
1.
Legal Authority. This Agreement is made pursuant to and in accordance with
the provisions of Idaho Dcvclopment Impact Fee Act, Idiho Code Section 67-8201, et seq.

(''Act").

.

2.
Impact Fee Credit.. The Parties _agree ~ the present value of the- construction
of certam padts and ~ o n improvammts in West Highlands Ranch, as set forth in
Exht]>it D. exceeds the total amount of impact
owed fot West High11111ds Ranch. Thcrefure,
Developer sball rtot be responsible for payment of imp1Wf.•~ in West Highlands Ranch. The
Parties further agree that Developer shall not.seek reimbursement from City for the value of
improvements in excess of impact fcc:s owed fur West Highluids Ranch, u woold otherwise be
allowed under the Act. The Parties aclmowlcdgc ibat Exhibit D does not identify additional
improvements, taxes and ~er potential sources of revenue that might tbrtb.er offset impact fees
because further offset is not necessary in this case.

fees

2.1
Park Jnu,royemo,ts. All park improvanents identified in Exlu"bit D
(collectively, "Parki'') !lhall he landscapafwitb grass, shrubs and trees. As the Parks are final
platted and developed~.'?..~--'?~!!,.22~criptions shall be added to Exhibit E. which exhibit is
attached hereto and hereby incorporated herein. Each Park shall be at least 1.00 acre in size and
contain at least one major amenity and one minor amenity as defined .in the Middleton City Code
and pursuant to the Resolution 28309 Park Standards and Requirement.,, "Major amenities" .
shall include but not be limited to children's play _equipment, volleyball courts, tennis courts and
similar improvanents. "Minot amenities" ehall "include but not be limited to buboque areas,
picnic tables and similar improvements. The Parks shall be connected to each other ~ to the
extcmal boundaries of West Highlands R.anch through a system of meandering sidewalb within
landscaped corridors at least twenty-five {25) feet wide.; .Developer and City shall mter into a pub
agreement tQ ensure that the Parks shall be perpetually dedicated for public use pnnuant to the
terms of said agreement an4 that. the Padcs remain open and. available to the public on the same
basis as residents. of West Highland Ranch consistait with the Middleton City Code; provided,
however, that said agreement shall not be executed unless and until City has duly adopted an
impact fee ordinance for park improvements "and is actively collecting impact fees pursuant
• I

Weit Htgllluds Impact Fee A&reement
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thereto. Prior to· execution of said parks agreement, if City adopts an impact fee ordinance
identifying a level of service for park improvements below~ in·Onlinance No. 447, the size or
number of Developer's Parks maybe reduced accordingly.
Transportation Jmprovrments. All transportation improvements identified
22
in ExhibjtD (collectively, "Streets") shall be constructed in accordance with applicable City
standards and shall be dedicated to City upon completion.

Flnandal Guarantee.. In the event that Developer applies for building permits
3.
before completion of the equivalent service level of Parks and-Streets, Developer shall provide
one or more financial guarmtees, ~e form of 'l!Vhich shall be approved by City, for Parks and
Streets yet to be completed. Acceptable guarantees shall include but not be limited to
irrevocable letter(s) of credit and/or cash depc,$it(s). • In ·all cases, the guarantee shall be drawn
solely in favor of, and payable to, the order of City.

Any ~teration or change to this Agreement sbal1 be made only by
and in compliance with thc._notice and hearing provisions of
Parties
the
the written agreement of
Idaho Code Section 67-6509, as required by Middleton City Code, Title S, and Chapter 7.
4.

AmendJDeats.

Choiee of Law. -This ~ e n t shall be construed in accQl'dance. with the laws
S..
·
of the State of lctaho in effect at the time of the ex~tion of this Agreement ·
Attorneys' Fees. and Cosa. If either party shall default under this Agreement.
6.
and said default is cured with the assistance of an attorney for the oth~ party, as apart of curing
said default, the reasonable attorneys' fees incurred by the other party shall be reimbursed to the
other party upon demand. In tho cve11t a suit or action is filed by either party againstthe other to
interpret or enforce this Agreement, the unsuccessful party to such litigation agTeeS to pay to the
. prevailing plllfy all costs and expenses, including attorneys' fe.es incurred therein, including the

same with respect to an appeal.

Effect of Agreement. This Agreement sbal_l become valid and binding only u~n
7.
its approval by the City Council and execution ofthe Ma)1)r and City Clerk. This Agreement ,
shall be binding upon 2011-049722 it. their respective grantees, successon, assigns or lessees.
[end of text: signatures•ar.ad e#aibitsfollow}
Exhibit A: Vicinity Map ,
Exhibit B: Legal Description of Project Site
Exhibit C: Legal Description of School District Property .
Exhibit D': West Highland Ranch Impact Fee Credit Calculation

·

Exhibit E: Legal Descriptions of Parks

Pap3of14
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this A,ucement
effective on the
date of the last signature hereto.
CITY OF MIDDLETON

.'(] : . -1,

By.

-

W-y~

Mayor Vicki Thurber

(2{6(11 ·

Date: .

:: k ~
\1- \- \) \ \\

Date:

COLBMAN HOMES, LLC

\A
a
Date:\?·\\~\\\
· ~ ·

By.

2011-04~722

\

II

I

Wnt BJahl••lb hnpact Fee Agreement.
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\1£ST HIGHLANDS RANCH SUBDIVISION
PREUMINARY PL.AT \4CINITY MAP
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Project No. 07-236

0
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-•

•·•---·

00•

~t11,2008

DESCRIPTION FOR
PRELIMINARY PLAT
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION

Government Lots 3 and 4, a portion of Go¥9mment Lota 1 and 2 and a pertlon of
the NW114 of the SE1/4 d Section 38, T.5N., R.3W., B,M.,· Canyon County, ldahc ~
particula,ty described as follows:
..
.,
Commencing at a 5,a• iron pin marking the SE comer of Section 38;
thence along the Ealt boundary line ohllicl Sac:lion.38 Norltl 00-D1'21• West.
212.00 feat to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNNG;

thence continuing along said Eaat boundary line North 00•01•21• wast, 1108.24
feet to the NE comer of said Govamment Lot 1;
·,
· ·
thence along the North boundary Une of said Government Lot 1 North 89"57'36•
~ . 1328.64 feet to the PIN comer of said Govemment Lot 1;
thence along the East boundary line of ttte NW1/4 of tha SE1/4 of said Section
38 North 00"OO'OO· west, 1320.05 feet to the C-E 1~18 corner of said SectJon 38;

thence along the North .boundary UM of the NW1/4 of the SE114 of said Section

38 South 99•59•41• West, 902.72 feat;

·

\hence leamg &ak:I North boundary llne South 40-13'1T Welt, 88.82 feet;

thence South 43"53'3VW•t, 451.28 feet;
thence 2011·--0497~ ·.• West, 18.99 feet; •'

...

11lence SoUlh 89°49'53" West, 41.10 feet to • point on ht West bol.nlary Ina of
the NWt/4 of the SE 114 of aald Section ~:
thence along said West boundary line South 00-00'50~ West. 815.48 teet tD the
NE comer of said Government Lot 3;
.
.•

thence along the North boundary line of said Government Lat S North 99"'56'40"
West, 1328.59 feet to the NE corner of said Government Lot 4:
·

thence along the North boundary line of said Government Lot 4 North 89"68'20"
West, 1328.60 feet to the NIN comer of said Government Lot 4;
·

Wat lfi&1alaodt Impact Fee Agreement
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-

thence along the West boundary line of said Govemment Lot 4 South 00•09•52•
West, 1357. 74 feet to the SW corner of said Section 36;
thence along the South boundary line of said SJK:tion 36 North 89"37'36" East,
2659.56 feet to the South 1/4 comer of said Section 36;
·
thence along the North-South centerline of said Section 38 North 00904'14# East,

332.56 feet;

thence leaving said No.rth~outh centerline South 89"59'0311 East, 331.38 feet;
thence South 00°22'17" East, 260.28 feet.to a point on the North right-of-way line
of Willis L,ane:
thence along said North right-of-way line the following 7 courses:
thence North 59•37•29• East, 944,42 feet;
thence North 44•JT29" East, 70.71 feet
thence North 00"22'31" West, 20.00 feet;
thence North 89"37'29" East, 110.00 feet;

thence South 00•22•31• East, 20.00 feet;
thence South 45•22•31• East, 70.71 feet;

thence North 89°37'29" East, 790.84 feet;

thence leaving said North right-of-way line North 00°01•21·• Weat, 142.00 feet;
thence North 89°37'29" East, 383.51 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING.
Containing 193.84 acres, more or lees.
·
·

ALSO:

011

A portf°'2
--0 4972iit Lois 1 arid 2, and a portion of the S112 of the NE1/4 and
a portion of thE> ,u.. .,..,. .,, u,.. SE1/4 of Section 1, T.4N., R.3W., B.M., Canyon. County,
Idaho more particularly described as follows:

Commencing at a 5/B" iron pin marking the NE comer ohaid Section 1;
.

.

thence along the East boundary line of said Section ~ South 00°03'21" West,
70.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;
feet;

thence continuing along sak1 East boundary line South 00"03'21" West, S0ti.30

West Rlgblands Impact Fee Agreement
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thence leaving said East boundary tine South ~ 52'25~ West, 632.25 feet;
0

thence South 00°53'18" East, 149.51 feet;
thence North 89"39'12• East, 57.8.75 feet to a paint on the East boundary ·une of
said Section 1;
..
·
thence along said East boundary llne Souttr 00'03'2 r West, 50.00 feet to the SE
comer or said Government Lat 1;
·
thence leaving said East boundary Bne South e9•39•12• West, 442.51 feet:
thence South

oo·os·oe- East, 429.50 feat:

thence North 89"39'12" East, 442.15-1 feet to a point on lhe East boundary line of
said Section 1:
-

thence alang said Eaa\ boundary Yne ~ oo•03'osr ~ . 197.42 feet;
thence leaving said East bcllndary Hne North 89~53'261 ~ • 509.qo feet;
thence South 00"03'09"' East, 311.00 feet;
thence South 89"'53'28" East, 509.00 faet ·1o a point
safd Section 1;

on the East boundary line of

thence along said East boundary line So_uth 00•_03•09• East, 80.00 feet;
thence leaving said East boundary nne North 99•53~• Wtm, 677 .~3 feat
lhence Soultt Ob"03'09" East. 460.94 feet to a point on the extemr boundary line
of Nottingham Greene Subdivision No. 3 ae filed In Book 34 or Plats at Page 50, f8C0rds
of Canyon County. Idaho;

thence along said exterior boundary line the folowing S courses:
thence North s1•11·2e• West, 213,51 feet;

2011:049722 West, 425.75 feet;

thence 1'

thence North 73•44•23"-West, 58.04 feet;

thence North 89'"47'05"Wut, 99.96.feet;
thence South
of l8id Section

1:

oo• 12•47• West, 269.61 feet-to a poht on the East-West centerline

thence leaving said exterior boundary line and along said East-West centerline
South 89"42'59" West, 486.63 feet.to a point c;,n the North Bank of the Canyon Hill

o•

.

West W,blandl Impact Fee Agreement
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thence along said Nortti Bank the following 2 courses: ·
thence North 46°07'55• East, 178.91 feet;

thence North 59°24'12• East, 160.17 feet;
thence leaving said North Bank South a9•43•17• West, 970.33 feet;
thence North 00°38'13• East, 99.95 feet;
thence South 89°43'22" West, 112.80 feet to a point on the East rlght-of-w11y line

of Hartley Road;

thence along said Eastright-of-way.line North 00~35'43" East, 1014.36 feet;
thence South 89°43'19" West, 40.00 feet to the North-South centertJne of said
Section 1;
·
thence along said North-South centerline North 00°36'32" Eut. 419.69 feet to

the Sou1hwest comer of West Highlands Ranch SubdMsion No, 2 as fled in Book-41 of
Plats at Page 29, records of Canyon County, Idaho;
·
thenc.e along the southerly · boundary tine of said West Highlands Rand,
Subdivision No. 2 the followit114 courses:
thell08 North 89"37'29" East, 182;88 feet;

thence North 89" 10'32" East, 52.70 feet;
thence South 89"23'28• East, 314.54 feet;

thence South 56°47'54~ East, 27.02 feet to a Point on the exterior boundary line
of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 1 as filed In Book 41 of Plats at Page 30,
records of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along the exterior boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 1 the following courses:
·
..2011-049722 ,

thence ~ .. , ,., ..,.., -. West, 113.62 feet;
thence South 25°43'2r West, 50, 05 feet to the beginning· of a curve to the left; ·
thence along said curve 95.48 feet, said curve havln9 a radius of 225.00 feet, a
central angle of 24•10•51• and a long chord of 94.77 feet whfch bears South 17•31•39•
West;
thence South 61°01'1t" East, 55.82 feet;
thence South 56"47'54" East, 141.59 feet:·

West Blgh]aad• Impact Fee Agreement
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thence South 51°46'46" East, 114.31 feet;
thence South se•47•54• East, 373:51 feet;
thence South 60"49'19" East, 95,35 feet;
thence South 68"48'19" East. 93.84 feet;
thence South 75"39'39" East, 192.84 feet;

thence North 11"47'52~ West, 81.28 feet;
thenoe North 74"23'20" East, 111.32 feet;
thence North 40"54'36" East, 54.71 feet;
thence North 89"43'21" East. 124.88 feet;
thence North 01•01 •22• West, 75.07 feet;
thence North 12"58'59" East, 167.88 feet;

thence North 12•02•33• East, 50.14 feet
thence North 07"33'12" East 100.00 feet;
thence South 84"41'30"East. 10.38 feet;

thence No,th 06°13'36"East, 100.18feet;

thence North 28"36'54" East, 54.34 feet
thence North 04•52•17• East, 100.00 feet;
thence North 82°00'1TWest. 81.29 feet;

thence North 29"36'39'! We.st, 71.45 feet;
thence ~,_ ........... "'"""West, 95 35 feet"

2011-049722

•

I

thence North 25°32'49• East, 144.?0feet;
thence South 86°17'04~ East, 8.38 feet;
thence North 21°11'36" East, 118.07 feet;

thence North 02°32'44" West, 164.TT feet:
thence South 85"27'28'.' West, 112.5Heet;
thence North 80'05'06" West, 134.34 feet;

West Hip)and1 Impact Fee Agreement
WestJliJ!,IIIIGlrapoc:1 r.. ~ Fiml 12-7-1
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thence North 04°59'53" East, 108.82 feet;
thence North OOD16'41" West, 104.36 feet;
thence North 44D3rie• East, 70.71 feet;

thence North 89°37'29" East, 1173.39 feet lo the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING,
containing 87.99 acres, more or less;

2011-049722
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WEST HIGHLANDS RANCH· IMPROVEMEN'lS

·ii' Cl,
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PARICS

0

Sesvl(;e Level per CIP: 4.4 1cr1 ~ lOOO n!Sldenb

~

6

.I>,

Improvements Needed ta Mel ~ iervfct Level per Qi,: $2635/lot x 9&7 lolS
N
N

$

2,548,045.00

!

~

IQ

West Hlghlalllfs Ranch tmprawrnents:
acres of pa,1tl x $200,cJ00/acn per OP - each &t leuf 1.00 •err in size.
Nell with at least onema,lor amenttv and c,,- mlnot amenjty

ll.•o

Improvement, £1Qedil'II 5e-Nlct! Level

$

l.560,000.00

e:

•·
1:1

-
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~

=

$

. 11,9S~OO

ii
r

i...

TRANSPORTATlON .

serw:e ll!vt!I per a~ lOS we-

(:I

~pnmments Needed to MHtSer\'IQe L.,...I per OP: $1S47/lotx 967 luti
West Hlahlands Ranch lmP11Mmertts

Signal• $17S.OOO

$
$

1.748.157.00

i1:1

$

2~,lOl.00

Wlllll110td-$62$,522{505~79201nearfeet-ic$15?.96/llllearfoot)

:JI
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9th Street - $751,574 (4751 llnNr feet x Sl.57JH;/lmearfoot)
lmpnwements ~Sentlce level
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Cemetery l'load;. $116.c,&1 (509' of 1162. lnur feet x $181.37/llnear fool)

.
s..-

;.

l.C9S.M9.00

-

EXHIBITI
Legal .Dacripttom of Parks

[To be added as Parks are final platted and developed)
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PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT
(West ffighlands)

!6,__

This Parks Dedication Agreement ("Agreement'') is entered into this
day of
, 2011 by and between the City of Middleton, a municipal corporation in the
State of Idaho ("City''), and West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc., an
Idaho nonprofit corporation ("Association"). The City and the Association are sometimes
individually referred to herein as a "Party" or collectively referred to herein as the "Parties".

~beC

RECITALS
A.
Pursuant to that certain development agreement recorded in the official records of
Canyon County, Idaho on March 31, 2009 as Instrument No. 2009015525, Coleman Homes LLC
is developing that certain residential community in the City of Middleton commonly known as
West Highlands ("Community").
B.
Certain park improvements (other than the clubhouse, swimming pool, pool deck
area, gym facility and adjacent restrooms) are being developed within the Community for the
benefit of the City and its residents.

C.
The City and the Association desire such park improvements to be developed
without cost to the City and, upon such development, transferttd to the Association to be owned,
maintained, and operated by the Association as common area parks without oost to the City.
D.
So that the Community remains fully integrated into the City of Middleton, the
City and the Association desire to have the park improvements dedicated to public use and

enjoyment, whereby such park improvements will be open and available to the public on the
same basis as residents of the Community.
E.
Accordingly, the City and the Association desire to enter into this Agreement to
memorialize their mutual understanding and agreement regarding the use, maintenance and
operation of such park improvements.

AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the recitals above and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as
follows:
1.
Parks. The park lands in the Community subject to this Agreement shall be those
parlc lands, constituting approximately 12.80 acres, with at least one major amenity and one
minor amenity each as defined in the Middleton City Code and pursuant to the Resolution 28309
Park Standards and Requirements. ("Parks"). "Major amenities" shall include but not be
limited to children's play equipment, volleyball courts, tennis courts and similar improvements.
"Minor amenities" shall include butnot be limited to barbeque areas, picnic tables and similar
improvements. The Parks do not include the clubhouse, swimming pool, pool deck area, gym
PARKS OEDJCATION AOREEMENT(WESTHIOHLANDS)
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facility or adjacent restrooms. As the Parks are final platted and developed, their legal
descriptions shall be added to Exhibit A, which exhibit is attached hereto and hereby
incorporated herein.

2.
Use of Parks. All members of the public shall be entitled to use and enjoy the
Parks for recreational purposes on equal footing as members of the Community; provided,
however, all use and enjoyment of the Parks shall be subject to the Parle Rules (as defined in
Section 3-3 hereof). The Parties acknowledge th.at the Association is making the Parks available
to the public without charge for recreation purposes as contemplated under Idaho Code § 361604 and the Association shall enjoy all limitations on liability set forth therein.
3.

Park Management.

A. Subject only to applicable law and the limitations expressly set forth in
this Agreen1ent, including, but not limited to, the express purpose of dedicating and preserving
the Parks for benefit of the public, the Association shall have the power to own, operate, insure,
govern, maintain, improve and otherwise manage the Parks in any manner the Association deems
reasonable or appropriate.
B. In furtherance of the foregoing, the Association shall have the power to
ad.opt, amend and repeal from time to time such reasonable, non-discriminatory rules and
regulations governing use of the Parks as the Association deems appropriate ("Park Rules").
Provided they are consistent with the Middleton City Code as applied to public parks and with
the express purpose of this Agreement as stated herein, the Park Rules may govern all aspects of
the Parks, including, but not limited to, reasonable hours/days of use, non-discriminatory use
limitations, user obligations, reservation and use of space or equipment for regular or special
events, user conduct, commercial operations, prohibited activities, enforcement and maintenance
standards. The Association may not grant members of the Community rights or privileges
greater than those offered to members of the public. The Association shall promptly provide the
City with a copy of all adopted or am.ended Park Rules from time to time. Upon delivery of
adopted Park Rules to the City, such Park Rules shall have the same force and effect as if they
were set forth in and were a part of this Agreement. In the event such Park RuJes conflict with
the terms of this Agreement, this Agreement shall govern.
C. The City acknowledges that the Association's ability to enforce the Park
Rules is constrained by limited rights and resources, and that certain enforcement will need to be
provided by the proper legal authorities. The Association shall have no obligation to enforce the
Park Rules to any particular standard or for the benefit of any particular party. Nothing herein
shall obligate the Association to engage in enforcement activities that would cause the
Association to incur any risk, liability or expense the Association deems inappropriate.

4.
Park Use Fees. The Association shall not charge general use fees to any member
of the public for recreational use of the Parks pursuant to this Agreement; provided, bowevec, the
Association may charge or assess special fees to users consistent with customary practices for the
reservation of public parks, including, but not limited to, fees or assessments (a) to any person,
entity for organization for any commercial, social, charitable, recreational, concession or similar

PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT (WEST HIGHLANDS)
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event in the Parks, (b) to any user for the reservation or exclusive use of any portion or facility in
the Parks, and (c) for permits for special activities related such as sound permits, temporary
event sign permits, temporary play facilities, alcohol and other matters; provided that the fees
charged and the special uses granted shall not materially impact the public's unrestricted use of
the park facilities either in percentage of reserved park space or duration, The fees charged or
assessed pursuant to this Section 4 shall not exceed the amount customarily assessed for such
matters in other public parks in the Ada County-Canyon County area.
S.
Park Improvements. The Association shall have the right to enhance and
improve the Parks in any manner the Association deems appropriate, including, but not limited
to, the installation, modification, repair, replacement and removal (by itself or others) of any
recreational or public use facilities and equipment in the Parks provided the Association
continues to provide and maintain the minimum amenities required per Section 1. Recreational
and public use facilities shall include, but not be limited to, pavilions, shelters, restrooms, picnic
areas, play structures, benches, water features, flower gardens, stages, sports fields, seating areas,
parking areas and pathways. The Association shall have the right to install, modify, repair,
replace and remove (or grant others the right to install, modify, repair, replace and remove) any
non-recreational or private improvements in the Parks, provided that such improvements do not
unreasonably interfere with the recreational use of the Parks by the public. The Association shall
have the right to grant easements, licenses or leases to others as it deems appropriate to facilitate
improvement of the Parks by others.

6.
Park Maintenance. The Association shall maintain the Parks and the
improvements thereon consistent with generally-accepted practices for public parks in the Ada
County-Canyon County area.
7.
Binding Effect; Assignment. This Agreement shall be binding upon the Parties
hereto and their respective successors or assigns. The Association shall have the right to transfer
all or any portion of the Parks to any other state or local governmental entity for use as a public
park facility on any terms the Association deems appropriate and, upon acceptance of such
transfer by the receiving governmental entity, this Agreement sh.all terminate with respect to any
portion of the Parks so transferred.
8.
Default; Remedies. If a Party defaults on any of its obligations under this
Agreement, the nondefaulting Party may exercise any lawful right or remedy if the defaulting
Party fails to cure such default after receipt of a notice from the nondefaulting Party to cure such
default within the time period specified in the default notice (which shall not be less than 30
days); provided, however, the defaulting Party shall not be deemed to be in default if such Party
has commenced diligent efforts to cure such default within the cure period and provides
reasonable assurances to the nondefaulting Party that such default will be cured expeditiously.
9.
Dispute Resolution. Ally dispute pertaining to the performance, interpretation or
enforcement of this Agreement shall be subject to mediation as a condition precedent to
continuation of (but not the institution ot) any legal or equitable proceeding. Upon receipt of a
written demand for mediation, the Parties shall endeavor to promptly select a mediator by mutual
agreement. All candidates shall be independent attorneys or judges. The mediator shall set the

PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT (WEST HIGHLANDS)
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date, time, location and rules of the mediation. The Parties shall share the mediator's fee and
other costs of the mediation fees equally; provided, however, ea.ch Party shall bear its own legal
fees. The Parties shall endeavor to hold the mediation within thirty {30) days of the demand for
mediation. Agreements reached in mediation shall be enforceable as settlement agreements in
any court having jurisdiction thereof.
10.
Amendments. Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement may be
modified or temrinated only in a written instrument executed by all Parties hereto.
11.
Notices. Any notice that a Party may desire to give to another Party must be in
writing by personal delivery, by mailing the same via registered or certified mail with return

receipt requested and postage prepaid, or by Federal Express or other reputable overnight
delivery service, to the other Party at the address set forth below:
City of Middleton
6 North Dewey Avenue
P0Box487
Middleton, Idaho 83644

City:

Association: West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc.
1859 S. Topaz Way, Suite 200
Meridian, Idaho 83642
or such other address and to such other persons as a Party may hereafter designate. Any such
notice shall be deemed given upon receipt ifby personal delivery, forty-eight (48) hours after
deposit in the United States mail if sent by mail pursuant to the foregoing, or twenty-four (24)
hours after timely deposit with a reputable overnight delivery service.

Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws
of the State ofldaho.
12.

13.
Integration. This Agreement sets forth the full and complete understanding of
the Parties relating to the subject matter hereof as of the date hereof and supersedes any and all
negotiations, agreements, understandings and representations made or dated prior thereto with
respect to such subject matter.
14.
Validity. In the event that any of the provisions or portions, or applications
thereof of this Agreement become invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, the validity
and enforceability of the remaining provisions or portions, or applications thereof, shall not be
affected thereby.
15.

Legal Authority. The City is entering into this Agreement pursuant to and in

accordance with its self-governance powers set forth in Idaho Code Section 50-301. This

Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon its approval by the Middleton City Council
and execution of the Mayor and City Clerk.

[end oftext; signa,tures and exhibits follow]
PAR.KS DEDICATION AGREEMENT (WEST HIGHLANDS)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement effective on the date of the
last signature hereto.
CITY OF MIDDLETON, a municipal corporation in the
State of Idaho

By:
M~yor Vicki Thurber

"Association"

WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation

By:
Thomas M. Coleman, Jr., President

PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT (WEST HIGHLANDS)
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EXHIBIT A
Legal Descriptions of Parks

[To be added as Parks are final platted and developed]
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OCT-06-2015 10:38

fislP A.k,_E_q_M.

Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Email: bradley. dixon@stoel.com
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No.' 9064
Email: kersti. kennedy@stoel.com
STOEL RIVES LLP
10 I S Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1900
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 389-9000
Facsimile: (208) 389-9040

OCT O6 2015
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
C LAKE, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-15-8119

ANSWER TO PETITION FOR
DECLARATORY RULING

v.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and WEST
HIGHLANDS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, WEST HIGHLANDS
SUBDIVISION HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC, an Idaho
Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS LAND
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Defendants.

COME NOW Defendants Coleman Homes, LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West Highlands
Subdivisions Homeowners Association and West Highlands Land Development, LLC
("Defendants") by and through their counsel ofrecord, Stoel Rives LLP, and submit their
Answer to Petition for Declaratory Ruling filed by Plaintiff City of Middleton.

ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING - 1
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Without assuming the burden of proof as to any issues in this litigation, Defendants
hereby respond to Plaintiff's Petition as follows:
Defendants deny all of the allegations in the Petition for Declaratory Ruling C'Petition")
not expressly admitted herein.

NATURE OF THIS ACTION
1.

Defendants state that the at-issue written agreements speak for themselves and

decline to affirm the characterization of the dispute contained in Paragraph 1 of the Petition.
Defendants deny that the at-issue agreements are "valid and binding" as alleged within
Paragraph 1 of the Petition.

PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE
2.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the

Petition.

3.

Paragraph 8 of the Petition is a statement of law to which no response is required.

To the extent that any of the allegations contained in Paragraph 8 of the Petition may be
construed as factual and directed at Defendants, Defendants deny the same.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
4.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 9 of the Petition.

5.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 10 of the Petition, Ordinance No. 447

speaks for itself.
6.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 11 of the Petition, Ordinance No. 472

speaks for itself.

ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING - 2
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7.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 12 of the Petition, the West

Highlands Impact Fee Agreement speaks for itself. Defendants do not acknowledge Exhibit 2 to
the Petition as a true and correct copy of said agreement.
8.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 13 of the Petition, the Parks

Dedication Agreement speaks for itself. Defendants do not acknowledge Exhibit 3 to the
Petition as a true and correct copy of said agreement.
9.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 14 of the Petition.

1O.

As to the allegatjons contained in Paragraph 15 of the Petition, the specified

agreements speak for themselves.
11.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 16 of the Petition, Ordinance No. 488

speaks for itself.
12.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 17 of the Petition.

13.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 18 of the Petition.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
DECLARATORY RELIEF
14.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraphs 19, 20, and 21 of the

Petition.

DEFENSES
1.

The Petition fails to state a claim for which relief may be granted.

2.

No justiciable controversy exists which tdggers the application of the Idaho

Declaratory Judgment Act, Idaho Code § 10-1201, et seq.
3.

The Petition fails to identify a controversy that is ripe pursuant to Idaho law.

ANSWER TO PETffiON FOR DECLARATORY RULING - 3
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4.

The Petition fails to establish the need for a specified relief and therefore no

present need for adjudication exists pursuant to the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act, Idaho Code
§ 10-1201, et seq.
5.

Defendants have not yet had a reasonable opportunity to complete discovery.

Due to the possibility that facts and circumstances may hereafter be discovered which may
substantiate additional affirmative defenses, Defendants reserve the right to amend their answer
to allege those further defenses when discovered.
6.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that the Petition

and each cause of action contained therein are or may be barred by the doctrine of estoppel.

7.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, tha.t the Petition

and each cause of action contained therein are or may be barred by the doctrine of laches.
8.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that the Petition

and each cause of action contained therein are or may be batted by the doctrine of waiver.
9.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that Plaintiff lacks

standing.
10.

Defendants all,::ge, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that the agreements

referenced herein fail on the ground of mutual mistake of fact.
11.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that the agreements

reference herein are unenforceable as a result of frustration of purpose.
12.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that the agreements

referenced herein are unenforceable as a result of lacking in consideration.

ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING - 4
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ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS

13.

Defendants have been required to retain the services of counsel and requests the

recovery of fees and/or costs pursuant to the applicable agreements, Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 12-

121 and 10-1210.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, having answered the Petition Defendants pray that this Court enter
judgment in its favor as follows:
1.

That the Petition be dismissed with prejudice and that the Plaintiff take nothing

against Defendants.
2.

That Defendants be awarded their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred

3.

That the Court enter such additional further relief as it deems just and proper.

herein.

DATED: October 6, 2015.
STOEL RIVES

LLP

Attorneys for Defendants

ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING - 5
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of October, 2015~ I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY

RULING in the above-entitled matter as follows:
( ] Via U.S. Mail
[X] Via Facsimile
[ ] Via Overnight Mail

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

[ ] Via Hand Delivery

Facsimile: 208-493-4610

[ ] Viaemail

Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

By:

ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING~ 6
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com

~ 9M.

MARO 2 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,
V.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and WEST
HIGHLANDS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, WEST HIGHLANDS
SUBDIVISION HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS LAND
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

Case No. CV-15-8119
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO AMEND ANSWER AND ASSERT
COUNTERCLAIM

Defendants.

COME NOW Defendants Coleman Homes, LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West Highlands
Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc., and West Highlands Land Development, LLC
("Defendants"), by and through their counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby
respectfully move this Court for an order granting leave to amend their Answer to Petition for

INAL

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND ANSWER A N D ~ ~
COUNTERCLAIM - 1
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Declaratory Ruling and to assert a Counterclaim pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 13
and 15, on the following grounds and for the following reasons.
Rule 15(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that once a responsive pleading
has been filed "a party may amend a pleading only by leave of court or by written consent of the
adverse party; and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires .... " A court should
liberally grant a motion to amend unless there is an apparent or declared reason to deny the
motion, "such as undue delay, bad faith or dilatory motive on the part of the movant, repeated
failure to cure deficiencies by amendment previously allowed, undue prejudice to the opposing
party by virtue of allowance of the amendment, [or] futility of amendment .... " Carl H

Christensen Family Trust v. Christensen, 133 Idaho 866, 871, 993 P.2d 1197, 1202 (1999).
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 13(e) allows for the presentation of a counterclaim when
the claim matured following the responsive pleading or evidence of the claim was acquired after
the responsive pleading. Similarly, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 13(t) allows for the
presentation of an omitted counterclaim through oversight, inadvertence, excusable neglect or
when justice so requires. As with Rule 15, the decision to grant the presentation of a
counterclaim rests within the sound discretion of this Court. Cougar Bay Co. v. Bristol, 100
Idaho 380, 597 P.2d 1070 (1979). In Cox v. Mountain Vistas, Inc., 102 Idaho 714, 639 P.2d 12,
(1981 ), the Idaho Supreme Court stated:
[Rule 13(t)] will find its most useful application in the case of
compulsory counterclaims. Inasmuch as a party could later be met
successfully with a plea of res judicata in a suit on a claim within
[Rule 13(a)] which he had failed to plead, the courts should be
very liberal in allowing amendments to include compulsory
counterclaims, and even permissive counterclaims where no
prejudice would result, where the pleader has not been guilty of
inexcusable neglect, or has not by reprehensible conduct deprived
himself of any claim to special consideration by the court.

Id. at 717.
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND ANSWER AND ASSERT
COUNTERCLAIM - 2
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This lawsuit involves a complicated application of the Idaho Development Impact Fee
Act ("IDIFA") and multiple agreements between the parties to this lawsuit regarding the
application of IDIFA. Specifically, although originally plead as a request for a declaratory ruling
by the City of Middleton regarding the enforceability of two separate agreements, during the
course of discovery and initial settlement negotiations, it became clear that the Plaintiff has acted
contrary to its asserted litigation position. In particular, while seeking enforcement of
agreements that prohibit the collection of impact fees, the Plaintiff has actually collected impact
fees. Additionally, it has become clear that this Court is required to make further and more
specified determinations regarding the agreements of the parties beyond the mere enforceability
of the contracts. Specifically, instead of a simple declaration of enforceability, this Court must
be presented with issues regarding the interpretation of several contractual provisions to properly
dispose of the dispute.
This lawsuit is at its earliest phases. Initial written discovery has taken place and the
parties have engaged in a mediation session as required by the agreements. However, no
depositions have occurred and no substantive motion practice has taken place in this lawsuit. No
prejudice will result from the requested amendment and there is certainly no evidence of
inexcusable neglect or improper conduct on the part of the Defendants in seeking to amend.
Additionally, the facts related to the counterclaim have come to light during and since the
mediation process. Therefore, based on the foregoing, the Defendants request that they be
allowed permission to amend their answer and assert counterclaims as identified within the
attached Exhibit A.

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND ANSWER AND ASSERT
COUNTERCLAIM-3
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DATED: March 1, 2016.

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

~,2
Kersti H. Kennedy

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1st day of March, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND
ANSWER AND ASSERT COUNTERCLAIM in the above-entitled matter as follows:

[X]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

Via U.S. Mail
Via Facsimile
Via Overnight Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via email

By:
Bradley J. o·
Kersti H. Kennedy

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND ANSWER AND ASSERT
COUNTERCLAIM - 4
7096862 1
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com
Attorneys for Defendants and Counterclaim.ants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD WDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

v.

Case No. CV-15-8119

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION
FOR DECLARATORY RULING AND
COUNTERCLAIM

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDMSION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.

AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING AND
COUNTERCLAIM - 1
6522629 2
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COME NOW Defendants Coleman Homes, LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West Highlands
Subdivisions Homeowners Association and West Highlands Land Development, LLC
("Defendants") by and through their counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and submit their
Amended Answer to Petition for Declaratory Ruling filed by Plaintiff City of Middleton.
Without assuming the burden of proof as to any issues in this litigation, Defendants
hereby respond to Plaintiffs Petition as follows:
Defendants deny all of the allegations in the Petition for Declaratory Ruling ("Petition")
not expressly admitted herein.
NATURE OF THIS ACTION

1.

Defendants state that the at-issue written agreements speak for themselves and

decline to affirm the simplistic characterization of the dispute contained in Paragraph 1 of the
Petition.
PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE

2.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4.

3.

In response to the first Paragraph 5 of the Petition 1, Defendants state that West

Highlands Subdivision Homeowner's Association, Inc. is an Idaho corporation in good standing.
Defendants deny the remaining allegations contained within Paragraph 5 of the Petition.
4.

Defendants admit the allegation contained in the second Paragraph 5 of the

Petition.

5.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs 6 and 7 of the Petition.

1 The Petition includes two paragraphs labeled "5." For purposes of this answer, the paragraphs will be referred to
as the "first Paragraph 5" and the "second Paragraph 5."

AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING AND
COUNTERCLAIM - 2
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6.

Paragraph 8 of the Petition is a statement of law to which no response is required.

To the extent that any of the allegations contained in Paragraph 8 of the Petition may be
construed as factual and directed at Defendants, Defendants deny the same.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

7.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 9 of the Petition.

8.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 10 of the Petition, Ordinance No. 447

speaks for itself.
9.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 11 of the Petition, Ordinance No. 472

speaks for itself.
10.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 12 of the Petition, the West

Highlands Impact Fee Agreement speaks for itself. Defendants do not acknowledge Exhibit 2 to
the Petition as a true and correct copy of said agreement.
11.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 13 of the Petition, the Parks

Dedication Agreement speaks for itself. Defendants do not acknowledge Exhibit 3 to the
Petition as a true and correct copy of said agreement.
12.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 14 of the Petition.

13.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 15 of the Petition, the specified

agreements speak for themselves.
14.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 16 of the Petition, Ordinance No. 488

speaks for itself.
15.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraphs 17 of the Petition.
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16.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 18 of the Petition as being

an oversimplified and improperly mischaracterized recitation of the matters at-issue within this
lawsuit. Defendants reference the counterclaim asserted below.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
DECLARATORY RELIEF
17.

Defendants admit that the Agreements were valid and binding at the time they

were executed by the parties. Defendants deny the remaining allegations contained within
paragraph of 19 of the Petition.
18.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 20 of the Petition.

19.

Paragraph 21 of the Petition contains a characterization of the dispute that is

inaccurate and incomplete and therefore denied. In particular, the requested declaratory ruling is
inconsistent with the actions of Plaintiff (by seeking enforcement of the Agreements and
collecting impact fees) and does not request a full interpretation of the at-issue Agreements to
resolve the present dispute between the parties. Defendants reference the counterclaims asserted
herein.
DEFENSES
1.

The Petition fails to state a claim for which relief may be granted.

2.

No justifiable controversy as asserted by the Petition exists which triggers the

application of the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act, Idaho Code § 10-1201, et seq.
3.

The Petition as asserted fails to identify a controversy that is ripe pursuant to

Idaho law.
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4.

The Petition as asserted fails to establish the need for a specified relief and

therefore no present need for adjudication exists pursuant to the Idaho Declaratory Judgment
Act, Idaho Code§ 10-1201, et seq.
5.

Defendants have not yet had a reasonable opportunity to complete discovery.

Due to the possibility that facts and circumstances may hereafter be discovered which may
substantiate additional affirmative defenses, Defendants reserve the right to amend their answer
to allege those further defenses when discovered.
6.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that the Petition

and each cause of action contained therein are or may be barred by the doctrine of estoppel.
7.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that the Petition

and each cause of action contained therein are or may be barred by the doctrine of laches.
8.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that the Petition

and each cause of action contained therein are or may be barred by the doctrine of waiver.
9.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that Plaintiff lacks

standing.
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS

10.

Defendants have been required to retain the services of counsel and request the

recovery of fees and/or costs pursuant to the applicable agreements, Idaho Code§§ 12-117, 12120, 12-121 and 10-1210.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, having answered the Petition, Defendants pray that this Court enter
judgment in their favor as follows:
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1.

That the Petition be dismissed with prejudice and that the Plaintiff take nothing

against Defendants.
2.

That Defendants be awarded their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred

3.

That the Court enter such additional further relief as it deems just and proper.

herein.

COUNTERCLAIM

Pursuant to Rule 13, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Coleman Homes, LLC, West
Highlands, LLC, West Highlands Subdivisions Homeowners Association and West Highlands
Land Development, LLC ("Counterclaimants") hereby assert the following Counterclaim (a
portion of which are asserted in the alternative) against Counterdefendant The City of Middleton
("Middleton") as follows:
PARTIES, JURISDICTION, & VENUE

1.

Coleman Homes, LLC ("Coleman") is an Idaho limited liability company with its

principal place of business in Meridian, Idaho. Coleman is the developer of a 694 lot
development in Middleton, Idaho known as the West Highlands Subdivision (hereinafter the
"Project").
2.

West Highlands, LLC ("West Highlands") is an Idaho limited liability company

in good standing with its principal place of business in Meridian, Idaho.
3.

West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association ("West Highlands

Association") is the homeowner association affiliated with the West Highlands Subdivision.
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West Highlands Land Development, LLC ("West Highlands Development") is an

Idaho limited liability company in good standing with its principal place of business in Meridian,
Idaho.
5.

Middleton is a duly authorized body politic of the State ofldaho.

6.

This Court has jurisdiction over the parties in this case pursuant to I.C. §§ 5-514

and 1-705. Venue is proper pursuant to I.C. §§ 5-401 and 5-404.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
Project Approval and Construction Prior to Adoption of Impact Fees

A.

7.

On January 18, 2006, Middleton approved annexation, zoning, development

agreement and preliminary plat for the Project to be developed with 797 lots.
8.

On November 1, 2006, Coleman Homes commenced construction on phases 1

and 2 of the Project.
9.

On March 31, 2009, Middleton approved annexation and zoning of an additional

40 acres and an amended development agreement and amended preliminary plat of the entire
Project, bringing the total approved lot count to 967.
10.

As approved, the Project was required to develop over 15 acres of parks, as well

as significant transportation improvements.
11.

On June 1, 2009, Coleman Homes commenced construction of phase 3 of the

Project.

B.

Middleton Adopts Impact Fee Ordinance No. 447
12.

On July 15, 2009, Middleton enacted Ordinance No. 447, which imposed an

impact fee per lot of$2,635 for parks, $1547 for transportation and $725 for fire.
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13.

Upon adoption of Ordinance No. 447, Coleman Homes and Middleton entered

into negotiations for an impact fee credit agreement to provide credit based on the park and
transportation improvements already required for the Project.
14.

On November 16, 2011, Middleton adopted a one-year moratorium on collecting

impact fees under Ordinance No. 447.
15.

On December 8, 2011, Coleman Homes, West Highlands and Middleton executed

the West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement recorded on December 15, 2011 as Instrument No.
2011049722 ("Impact Fee Agreement"), and West Highlands Association and Middleton
executed the Parks Dedication Agreement recorded on December 15, 2011 as Instrument No.
2011049721 ("Parks Agreement").
16.

The Impact Fee Agreement provides for full credit against all impact fees due for

the entire 967-lot Project based on the construction of park and transportation improvements
already required for the Project.
17.

Exhibit D of the Impact Fee Agreement calculates the credit due based on the

impact fee amounts established in Ordinance No. 447. Exhibit D provides that 12.8 acres of
developed parks more than offset the $2,548,045 due for the park impact fee ($2365 times 967
lots).
18.

Section 2.1 of the· Impact Fee Agreement provides, in part:
"Developer and City shall enter into a parks agreement to ensure
that the Parks shall be perpetually dedicated for public use
pursuant to the terms of said agreement and that the Parks remain
open and available to the public on the same basis as residents of
West Highland Ranch consistent with the Middleton City Code;
provided, however, that said agreement shall not be executed
unless and until City has adopted an impact fee ordinance for park
improvements and is actively collecting impact fees pursuant
thereto. Prior to execution of said parks agreement, if City adopts
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an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service for park
improvements below that in Ordinance No. 447, the size or number
of Developer's Parks may be reduced accordingly."
19.

On July 18, 2012, Middleton repealed Ordinance No. 447 on the basis that it was

inconsistent with the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code§ 67-8201 et seq.

("IDIF A").
C.

Project Construction After Repeal of Ordinance No. 447
20.

On July 31, 2012, Coleman Homes commenced construction of phase 4 of the

21.

On August 15, 2014, Coleman Homes commenced construction of phase 5 of the

Project.

Project.
22.

Coleman Homes continued to obtain building permits for active phases of the

Project. Middleton did not charge or collect impact fees for any phase of the Project pursuant to
Ordinance No. 447, before or after its repeal.

D.

Middleton Adopts Impact Fee Ordinance No. 541
23.

On September 7, 2014, Middleton enacted a new impact fee ordinance, Ordinance

No. 541, which "imposes a City park fee to be established from time-to-time by resolution of the
City Council."
24.

On January 21, 2015, Middleton adopted Resolution 350-15 to add the new

impact fee to the city's fee schedule. The Resolution provides that the new park impact fee is
$1,485 per lot.
25.

In August 2015, Middleton began charging impacts fees for building permits for

all phases of the Project.
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E.

The Dispute
26.

At the time the Project was approved by Middleton, the city had not enacted an

impact fee ordinance.
27.

Improvements to open space, trails, and transportation were required for the

Project.
28.

Under an impact fee regime, fees would have been paid in lieu of required

improvements.
29.

Following the passage of Ordinance No. 447, Counterclaimants had the right to

seek reimbursement and/or credits for the developed open space that was required by Middleton.
30.

The Impact Fee Agreement memorializes an agreement between Middleton and

Counterclaimants that settled issues related to credits, reimbursements, public access to open
spaces and the future obligation on the part of Counterclaimants to pay impact fees.
31.

The Impact Fee Agreement makes clear that no impact fees would be due and

owing from Counterclaimants in relation to the entirety of the Project.
32.

The Parks Agreement allowed public access to certain portions of the required

open spaces.
33.

The Parks Agreement contemplated public access to 12.8 acres of park space

within the Project. That acreage was negotiated based upon the impact fee from Ordinance No.
447 that imposed a substantially higher impact fee than the current Ordinance No. 541.
34.

Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement provides for a reduction in the amount

of park space that Middleton may secure for public access in the event that a city ordinance was
adopted providing for a lower impact fee than adopted by Ordinance No. 447.
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35.

Middleton pursued this declaratory judgment action requesting that the Court find

the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement valid and binding.
36.

The declaratory judgment request identifies no dispute between the parties

regarding the assessment of impact fees, credits or public access to park improvements.
37.

Contemporaneous to pursuing this lawsuit, Middleton has acted in a manner

inconsistent with its position that the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement are binding
and valid contracts.
38.

Middleton has demanded that Counterclaimants provide access to 12.8 acres of

the Project parks, not the reduced acreage to be calculated per Section 2.1.
39.

Additionally, while demanding public access to parks, Middleton has also

required the payment of impact fees when building permits are issued.
40.

Middleton's collection of impact fees related to the Project is inconsistent with

both IDIFA and the Impact Fee Agreement.
41.

Middleton's request to this Court to declare the agreement valid and binding with

no identification of disputed terms exemplifies the city's attempt, utilizing its legislative
authority and enforcement authority to collect impact fees, to seek a one-sided benefit of an
agreement and deprive Counterclaimants of constitutional, statutory and/or contractual rights.
42.

Counterclaimants seek a full adjudication of the issues before the Court in lieu of

the piecemeal declaratory judgment request pursued by Middleton for the purpose of double
dipping into the pocket of Counterclaimants and their customers.
43.

Counterclaimants requested mediation pursuant to the Impact Fee Agreement

provisions. The parties participated in mediation but no settlement was reached.
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CAUSES OF ACTION
COUNT I -DECLARATORY RELIEF

44.

Counterclaimants reallege and incorporate all paragraphs above.

45.

Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 10-1200 et seq., Counterclaimants are interested parties

in the construction and validity of a statute, contract and/or instrument and are therefore entitled
to a declaratory judgment with regard to the validity of Middleton's conduct regarding the
collection of impact fees on a going forward basis and the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks
Agreement.
Counterclaimants request a declaratory ruling finding the following:

46.

a. The Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement are binding and valid.
b. The Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement prohibit the collection of any
impact fees from Counterclaimants regarding the Project.
c. Any impact fees collected by Middleton were done so in violation of the Impact
Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement.
d. Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement operates to reduce the amount of park
acreage that Middleton may use for public access.
e. A determination of the amount of park acreage that Middleton may use for public
access pursuant to Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement.
COUNT II - BREACH OF CONTRACT

47.

Counterclaimants reallege and incorporate all paragraphs above.

48.

In the event this Court determines that the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks

Agreement are valid and enforceable agreements, Counterclaimants seek damages for breach of
contract.
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49.

Counterclaimants did not breach any terms of the Impact Fee Agreement and/or

Parks Agreement.
50.

Middleton has collected impact fees and demanded public access to certain open

spaces in direct contravention of the terms of the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement.
51.

As a result of Middleton's conduct, Counterclaimants have been damaged in an

amount exceeding this Court's jurisdictional threshold. Middleton has acted without a basis in
fact or law.
COUNT III - IMPOSITION OF UNCONSTITUTIONAL OR OTHERWISE
ILLEGAL TAX OR FEE

52.

Counterclaimants reallege and incorporate all paragraphs above.

53.

Idaho Code§ 67-8201 et seq., the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act ("IDIFA"),

requires that governmental entities that impose development impact fees follow certain
procedures in order to impose and collect those fees.
54.

One requirement is that a governmental entity impose the fees by an ordinance

adopted in accordance with I.C. § 67-8206.
55.

The ordinance must include, among other things, a process in which the developer

can supply an individual assessment of the proportionate share of impact fees. I.C. § 67-8204(5).
56.

After the individual assessment process, the governmental entity is required to

issue a written decision with an explanation of the calculation of the impact fee. Id.
57.

The entity is also required in that ordinance to provide a process by which a

developer can receive a written certification of the development impact fee schedule and
individual assessment for a particular project. I.C. § 67-8204(6).
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58.

The ID IF A ordinance provision has many other requirements for the

governmental entity, including establishing a procedure for the consideration of applications for
individual assessments, as well as a procedure for developers to challenge development impact
fees. LC. § 67-8204(13); LC. § 67-8212.
59.

IDIFA also requires that the entity calculate the impact fees based on a

"reasonable and fair formula or method," taking into consideration a number of factors, and
arriving at a fee that represents the proportionate share of the costs to be borne by the developer.
LC. § 67-8207.
60.

The inclusion of credits into the "proportionate share" determination is a

mandatory requirement pursuant to IDIF A. Id.
61.

ID IF A further requires that no system for impact fees can subject any

development to "double payment" of fees. LC. § 67-8204(19).
62.

Where credit is due "the governmental entity shall enter into a written agreement

with the fee payer, negotiated in good faith, prior to the construction, funding or contribution.
The agreement shall provide for the amount of credit or the amount, time and form of
reimbursement." LC. § 67-8209(4).
63.

Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 67-8204(3), an impact fee ordinance must identify the

point at which the impact fee shall be collected. However, the fee "may be collected no earlier
than the commencement of construction of the development .... "
64.

Middleton has imposed an unconstitutional and illegal tax by assessing impact

fees in addition to the written agreements created for the purpose of determining
Counterclaimants' obligation for impact fees.
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65.

Middleton has imposed an unconstitutional and illegal tax by assessing an impact

fee and demanding public access to certain parks via the agreement of the parties thereby
creating a double payment of fees.
As a result of Middleton's conduct, Counterclaimants have been damaged in an

66.

amount exceeding this Court's jurisdictional threshold. Middleton has acted without a basis in
fact or law.

COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF STATE AND FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONS'
TAKINGS CLAUSES
67.

Counterclaimants reallege and incorporate all paragraphs above.

68.

A city's fee, tax or exaction of real property imposed without legislative or

constitutional authority is illegal.
69.

Middleton has imposed an impact fee and exaction of real property rights.

70.

Such conduct is an illegal assessment and deprivation of real property rights.

71.

A city's imposition of an illegal assessment or exaction of real property is a taking

of property for public use requiring just compensation under the Idaho Constitution, Article 1,
Section 14.
72.

Such conduct is also a taking of property under the United States Constitution's

takings clause, for which 42 U.S.C. § 1983 provides a private right of action for constitutional
violations.
73.

Middleton has taken property (money) and is attempting to take real property

from Counterclaimants for public use.
74.

Counterclaimants are entitled to a return of impact fees paid with prejudgment

interest to correct this taking under the Idaho and United States constitutions (42 U.S.C. § 1983).
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75.

Counterclaimants are entitled to a reduction of park space to be made available to

the public, consistent with the agreements, and to prevent the double payment of impact fees.
76.

As a result of Middleton's conduct, Counterclaimants have been damaged in an

amount exceeding this Court's jurisdictional threshold. Middleton has acted without a basis in
fact or law.
COUNT V - INVERSE CONDEMNATION

77.

Counterclaimants reallege and incorporate all paragraphs above.

78.

Counterclaimants own real property and money in Middleton.

79.

Middleton has appropriated Counterclaimants' money and interest in their real

property by requiring a fee and/or exaction of real property in exchange for issuing building
permits.
80.

These actions occurred without legal authority, limit Counterclaimants' ability to

use their real property without paying fees or complying with Middleton's demands regarding
public access to parks, and therefore amounts to a taking.
81.

No notice was provided to Counterclaimants and Middleton did not follow the

process specified in IDIFA.
82.

Middleton has, by its actions, deprived Counterclaimants from a method of

participating in the impact fee process and a method for appealing its assessment of the impact
fee and/or exactions of real property, as required under IDIFA.
83.

Middleton has failed to return the funds to Counterclaimants with prejudgment

interest as just compensation.
84.

Counterclaimants are thus entitled to a return of fees paid with prejudgment

interest.
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85.

As a result of Middleton's conduct, Counterclaimants have been damaged in an

amount exceeding this Court's jurisdictional threshold. Middleton has acted without a basis in
fact or law.
COUNT VI - UNJUST ENRICHMENT

86.

Counterclaimants reallege and incorporate all paragraphs above.

87.

Counterclaimants conferred a benefit to Middleton by paying the illegal impact

88.

Middleton appreciated this benefit of the illegally-collected fees.

89.

By virtue ofCounterclaimants' actions in providing money to Middleton,

fees.

Middleton has been unjustly enriched at the expense of Counterclaimants.
90.

Under the circumstances, it would be inequitable for Middleton to retain the

moneys collected, as the fee was imposed without legal authority and is duplicative in the event
the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement are valid and binding.
91.

By virtue of the benefit conferred, Counterclaimants are entitled to a judgment

against Middleton compelling payment to Counterclaimants in the amount of the illegallycollected fees, plus prejudgment interest. Middleton has acted without a basis in fact or law.
COUNT VII - IMPOSITION OF CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST

92.

Counterclaimants reallege and incorporate all paragraphs above.

93.

Due to Counterclaimants' payment of the illegal fees to Middleton, the Court

should impose a constructive trust on the illegal fees paid by Counterclaimants for return to
Counterclaimants. Middleton has acted without a basis in fact or law.
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FEES AND COSTS

1.

Counterclaimants have engaged counsel to represent them in connection with this

dispute and are entitled to recover the reasonable attorneys' fees and costs they has incurred
pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 12-121, 12-117 and 10-1210, in amounts to be proved
hereafter. In the event of default judgment, Counterclaimants should be awarded fees in the
amount of $10,000.00 and any costs.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Counterclaimants pray for entry of the following relief:
1. That Counterclaimants are entitled to the entry of a declaratory judgment determining the
enforceability of the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement;
2. That Counterclaimants are entitled to the entry of a declaratory judgment determining
their responsibility for the payment ofimpact fees, Middleton's rights to require public
access to Project open spaces (to include the amount of acreage required for public access
if so required) and the refund of impact fees paid by Counterclaimants;
3. That Counterclaimants be awarded all impact fees paid prior to judgment with
prejudgment interest;
4. For a money judgment against Middleton in such other amounts as shall be proven at
trial, plus accruing interest;
5. For an award of the costs of suit, including reasonable attorney's fees. In the event
default is entered against Middleton, Counterclaimants request an award of attorney fees
in the amount of$10,000.00;
6. For an award of pre-judgment interest; and
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7. For all other relief this Court deems just and proper.
DATED: March_, 2016.

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Bradley J. Dixon
Kersti H. Kennedy
Attorneys for Defendants and
Counterclaimants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on March__, 2016, I served a true and correct copy of the
foregoing AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING
AND COUNTERCLAIM in the above-entitled matter as follows:

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

Via U.S. Mail
Via Facsimile
Via Overnight Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via email

By:
Bradley J. Dixon
Kersti H. Kennedy
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-AM¥.~ '$</; P.M.
APR f 4 2016

Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Telephone: (208) 908-4415
Facsimile: (208) 493-4610
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Attorneys for the Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No: CV-15-8119

Plaintiff,
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO DEFENDANTSS' MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO AMEND ANSWER

vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.

COMES NOW, Plaintiff, the City of Middleton, by and through its counsel of record,
Joseph W. Borton of the firm Borton Lakey Law Offices, hereby objects to the Defendants'
Motion for Leave to Amend Answer.
The request is made in bad faith, is not supported by the law, and should be denied in full
or in the alternative granted only as to Count I.
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INTRODUTION
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Defendants seek leave of this Court to amend its Answer to make one sweeping flip-flop
in its position: to now admit that the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Dedication Agreement
("the Agreements") are valid and binding contracts between the parties 1. The Defendants chose
to walk its plank and now seeks this Court's help in undoing it.
From this new admission the Defendants then ask this Court to abuse the liberal standard
ofIRCP 15(a) to bootstrap along assorted counterclaims that include breach of contract, takings
under state and federal constitution, illegal tax, and unjust enrichment. Yet, the lenient standard
set forth in IRCP 15(a) is not without limits, especially when the claims to be added are facially
invalid.
.. . [A] party may amend a pleading only by leave of court or by written consent
of the adverse party; and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires, and
the court may make such order for the payment of costs as it deems proper.
I.R.C.P. 15

It has been held that "in determining whether an amended complaint should be allowed,
where leave of court is required under Rule 15(a), the court may consider whether the new
claims proposed to be inserted into the action by the amended complaint state a valid claim."

Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat. Bank, NA., 119 Idaho 171, 175, 804
P .2d 900, 904 (1991 ). "If the amended pleading does not set out a valid claim, or if the
opposing party would be prejudiced by the delay in adding the new claim, or if the opposing
party has an available defense such as a statute of limitations, it is not an abuse of discretion for
the trial court to deny the motion to file the amended complaint." Id (underlining added). As
noted below, the proposed counterclaims are not valid.

See paragraph 14 of the original Answer which denies the validity of the Agreements, to the admission
of validity in the proposed Amended Answer at paragraph 46(a).
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As for IRCP 13(e), it does not apply to the present case because the (invalid)
counterclaims did not mature after serving the Answer. On August 13, 2015 Coleman through
legal counsel claimed that the Agreement that waived park impact fees was void (and therefore
park impact fees would be due and payable in the normal course) and therefore impact fees
were to be collected and held by the City. (See attached Exhibit 1-A and 1-B). The first park
impact fee collected by the Plaintiff was August 28, 2015. The Answer was filed October 6,
2015.
Finally, IRCP 13(f) is also of no help to the Defendants who do not even allege an
excuse - any excuse - for its neglect in asserting any counterclaims.

In sum, the Defendants first said the Agreements are valid (1-A). Soon thereafter the
Defendants changed its position and claimed they were invalid. (1-B, and Answer). Soon
thereafter the Defendants changes its position back to where it started that they are valid ...
again. (Amended Answer). Thus, the Court is left with what appears to be a bait-and-switch
attempt to use the Defendants' prior assertions, and Plaintiff's reliance on them, as a basis for
suing the Plaintiff. IRCP 15(a) limits amendments to those that are warranted ''when justice so
requires". There is nothing 'just' about the Defendants' wasteful conduct in this matter.

I.

LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD COUNTS III. IV AND V OF DEFENDANTSS'

COUNTERCLAIM SHOULD BE DENIED BECAUSE THEY DO NOT SET FORTH A
VALID CLAIM.
Defendants seek leave from this Court to amend its Answer to include as counterclaims:
illegal tax (Count Ill), takings under the state and federal constitution (Count IV) and inverse
condemnation (Count V). For the reasons more fully set forth below, those counterclaims
should be denied because specific procedural prerequisites and processes have not been
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followed, which according to statute and/or case law act as a procedural bar to bringing a case
before the courts. The claims sought to be inserted are not valid.
The Idaho Supreme Court's interpretation of I.R.C.P. 15(a) has developed clear
sideboards on the use of IRCP l 5(a) to amend a pleading. Black Canyon Racquetball Club,
Inc. v. Idaho First Nat. Bank, NA., 119 Idaho 171, 804 P.2d 900 (1991). The denial of a party's
motion to amend to add another cause of action is governed by the abuse of discretion standard
on review. The test for determining whether the district court abused its discretion is: (1)
whether the court correctly perceived that the issue was one of discretion; (2) whether the court
acted within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal standards
applicable to the specific choices available to it; and (3) whether it reached its decision by an
exercise of reason. Thomas v. Medical Center Physicians, P.A., 138 Idaho 200, 210, 61 P.3d
557, 567 (2002). It is within the district court's sound discretion to decide whether to allow a
party to amend its complaint after a responsive pleading has been served. Carl H Christensen
Family Trust v. Christensen, 133 Idaho 866,871,993 P.2d 1197, 1202 (1999).
In Black Canyon, the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the district court's denial of a
motion to amend a complaint finding that it was not an abuse of discretion by the court to deny
the motion because the statute of limitations had run, "[i]n addition to the foregoing, the trial
court concluded that the tort claims in the proposed amended complaint were barred by the
statute of limitations. Given the fact that the motion for leave to file the amended complaint
was not filed until five and one-half years after the events alleged to have constituted the new
tort claims occurred ... We conclude that the trial court did not err or abuse its discretion in so
holding." Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat. Bank, NA., 119 Idaho 171,
178, 804 P.2d 900, 907 (1991).
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In this case, Defendants failed to follow procedural requirements which are a condition
precedent to maintaining a lawsuit. The failure to comply with these procedural requirements is
the same as submitting an invalid claim because that is barred by the statute of limitations.
a.

Defendants' Illegal tax (Count III), and State Takings/Inverse Condemnation Claims
(Counts IV and V) are Barred by Defendants' Failure to Submit Notice of Tort Claim
Within the Statutory Timeframe.
Idaho Code §50-219 states, "All claims for damages against a city must be filed as

prescribed by chapter 9, title 6, Idaho Code." Title 6, Chapter 9 is Idaho's Tort Claim Act that
requires that a notice of claim against a city be filed with the city clerk or secretary within 180
days from the date the claim arose or reasonably should have been discovered, whichever is
later. See Bryant v. City of Blackfoot, 13 7 Idaho 307, 311, 48 P .3d 636, 640 (2002); LC. § 6-906.
Failure to comply with the notice requirement bars a suit regardless of how legitimate the claim
might be. See Driggers v. Grafe, 148 Idaho 295,297,221 P.3d 521,523 (Ct. App. 2009).
In Hehr v. City of McCall, 155 Idaho 92, 305 P.3d 540 (2013), the Idaho Supreme Court
held that a developer's takings claim brought under Idaho's constitution was barred due to the
developer's failure to present a timely notice of tort claim to the City of McCall within 180 days
from the date the claim arose and McCall's passage of a resolution authorizing refunds of the
community housing fees that was found to be an illegal tax did not create a new claim under
which developer could recover for inverse condemnation. The Hehr court held, "The passage of
Resolution 08-11 does not create a new cause of action for [developer] to recover for inverse
condemnation. 'This Court has held that knowledge of facts which would put a reasonably
prudent person on inquiry is the equivalent to knowledge of the wrongful act and will start the
running of the 180 days.' (quotations omitted). [Developer] was aware of all of the facts giving
rise to its takings claim long before the passage of Resolution 08-11 ... Therefore we affirm the
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dismissal of [developer's] state law takings claim on summary judgment ... " Hehr v. City of Mc
Call, 155 Idaho 92, 96-97, 305 P.3d 536, 540-41 (2013).

In this case, Count III of the proposed counterclaim seeks to recover impact fee monies
under an illegal tax theory, which is a state based claim. Similarly, Count IV of Defendants'
proposed counterclaim is a state based claim requesting payment of just compensation under "the
Idaho Constitution, Article I, Section 14." See Paragraph 71 of Counterclaim. Moreover, Count
IV seeks " ... a return of impact fees paid with prejudgment interest to correct this taking under
the Idaho and United States constitutions." See Paragraph 74 of Counterclaim. Lastly, Count V
of the proposed counterclaim is based in part on state inverse condemnation theories seeking a
return of "funds to the Counterclaimants with prejudgment interest as just compensation." See
Paragraph 83 of Counterclaim.

The problem for Defendants' state based claims is the Defendants, like the developer in
Hehr, did not submit a notice of tort claim within 180 days. Defendants cannot deny this fact.

Pursuant to the Hehr holding, Defendants' state based taking claim and inverse condemnation
claims are barred and therefore are not valid claims that can be added to this lawsuit. It was not
an abuse of discretion in Black Canyon supra to deny amendment of a claim barred by the statute
of limitations and it is likewise not an abuse of discretion for this Court to deny the state based
illegal tax, takings and inverse condemnation claims due to Defendants' failure to present a
timely notice of tort claim to the City of Middleton within 180 days from the date the impact fees
were collected.
b.

Defendants' Federal Takings/Inverse Condemnation Claims (Counts IV and V) Are

Barred by Defendants' Failure to Request a Regulatory Takings Analysis.
Defendants Federal Takings/Inverse Condemnation Claims are barred by Defendants'
failure to request a Regulatory Takings analysis. Williamson County Regional Housing v.
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Hamilton Bank ofJohnson City, 473 U.S. 172 (1995). Williamson County involved a lawsuit by

a land owner against Williamson County alleging that the county's zoning ordinance amounted
to a taking in violation of the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution. Williamson
County at 105 U.S. 175. The United States Supreme Court established two special ripeness

tests for plaintiffs alleging an uncompensated taking under the federal Constitution.
First, the Williamson County court held that the land owner's claim in that case was not
ripe because the land owner could have sought a variance from the decision maker and
therefore the government entity charged with implementing the regulation had not reached a
final decision. Williamson County at 191.
The second prong of the Williamson County test requires that the property owner must
first seek just compensation through state inverse condemnation and be denied before litigating
in federal court. Williamson County at 194. Quoting the Williamson County decision, the
Idaho Supreme Court in Hehr v. City of McCall recognized, "[I]f a State provides an adequate
procedure for seeking just compensation, the property owner cannot claim a violation of the
Just Compensation Clause until it has used the procedure and been denied just compensation."
Hehr v. City of Mc Call, 155 Idaho 92, 97, 305 P.3d 536, 541 (2013). Applying the quoted

portion of the Williamson County decision to Idaho's laws, the Idaho Supreme Court held that
failing to request a regulatory takings analysis under Idaho Code Section 67-8003 will result in
forfeiting a federal right.
In addition to seeking just compensation under the Idaho Constitution, the developer in
Hehr also based its takings claim on the 5th Amendment of the United States Constitution. The
Hehr Court dismissed the developer's federal takings claim citing the developer's failure to

request a regulatory takings analysis:
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[Developer] could have requested a regulatory taking analysis pursuant to I.C. § 678003. S.L. 2003, ch. 142, §§ 24. Idaho Code section 67--6513 specifically states,
"Denial of a subdivision permit or approval of a subdivision permit with conditions
unacceptable to the landowner may be subject to the regulatory taking analysis
provided for by section 67-8003, Idaho Code, consistent with the requirements
established thereby." "[B]ecause the Fifth Amendment proscribes takings without just
compensation, no constitutional violation occurs until just compensation has been
denied." Williamson Cnty., 473 U.S. at 194 n. 13, 105 S.Ct. 3108. If [developer] had
found the conveyance of the nine lots unacceptable, it could have sought a regulatory
taking analysis under I.C. § 67-8003. See Buckskin Props., Inc. v. Valley Cnty., 154
Idaho 486,492, 300 P.3d 18, 24 (2013). [Developer] failed to seek just compensation
under I.C. § 67-8003 and it has not shown that this statute's procedures were
inadequate. Having failed to timely bring a state claim for just compensation,
[developer] has forfeited its federal claim. See Harbours Pointe of Nashotah, LLC v.
Viii. ofNashotah, 278 F.3d 701, 706 (7th Cir.2002) ("An unexcused failure to exhaust
adequate statutory remedies forfeits a claimant's rights."); Pascoag Reservoir & Dam,
LLC v. Rhode Island, 337 F.3d 87, 94 (1st Cir.2003).
Greystone's claim fails to meet both of the ripeness requirements set forth in
Williamson County. Because Greystone has waived its federal takings claim, we
affirm the district court's dismissal of this claim.

Hehr v. City ofMcCall, 155 Idaho 92, 98, 305 P .3d 536, 542 (2013 ).
In this case, the Defendants did not request a statutory regulatory takings analysis from
the City of Middleton when the impact fee monies were collected. The term 'regulatory taking'
means a "regulatory or administrative action resulting in deprivation of private property that is
the subject of such action, whether such deprivation is total or partial, permanent or temporary,
in violation of the state or federal constitution." I.C. §67-8002. Idaho Code §67-8003 provides
that a party may request a written takings analysis within 28 days after the final decision. Like
the developer in Hehr, had the Defendants felt that impact fees should not have been assessed
against the project, it could have sought a regulatory takings analysis within 28 days. Pursuant
to the Hehr holding, the Defendants' failure to request a regulatory takings analysis results in
Defendants forfeiting its federal based takings claims. Thus, the § 1983 claim found in Count
IV and federal based inverse condemnation claim found in Count V of the counterclaim are not
valid claims and amendment of the pleadings should not be granted as to those counts.
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Defendants Unjust Enrichment and Constructive Trust Claims (Counts II. VI and VII)

are moot because the City will return the impounded park impact fees based upon Defendants'
new position that the Agreements are valid.
Each of these Counts should be stricken from any amended pleading as moot. The
Defendants' position set forth in paragraph 46(a) of its proposed Amended Answer and
Counterclaim affirms the position of the City in its Declaratory Petition; the Agreements are
valid. Yet it was the only the Defendants' own conduct in denying this fact (see 1-B) that led to
the pre-emptive collection and impounding of park impact fees from the Defendants. Simply
put, if the Agreement that waived the collection of impact fees were void, then park impact fees
would be due.
Now that the Defendants concedes that they are valid the City will return the park
impact fees collected upon this Court entering its Order that the Agreements are valid and
binding between the parties.
CONCLUSION

Justice does not reqwre, within the letter and intent of I.R.C.P. 15(a), that the
Defendants' flip-flopping conduct be permitted. Nonetheless, if the Motion is granted Plaintiff
requests that it be granted only as to Count I (Declaratory Relief), so the parties can leave this
litigation with renewed clarity on their rights and responsibilities regarding the West Highlands
Ranch Subdivision in Middleton, Idaho.
Finally, it is puzzling that the Defendants didn't simply pick up the phone, or write a
letter to counsel, indicating that they now agreed with Plaintiffs position without incurring the
expense of this motion and pleadings. Wherefore, Plaintiff respectfully requests reimbursement
of its attorney's fees and costs incurred in defending this Motion.
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 14th day of April, 2016.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Ji

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of April, 2016, I served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:

Bradley J. Dixon
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock St.
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

-V- U.S. Mail
~ Facsimile
_ _ _ Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

-=====~
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From:

Deborah E. Nelson [den@givenspursley.com]

Sent:

8/27/2014 8:20:42 PM

To:

'chris@yorgasonlaw.com' [chris@yorgasonlaw.com]

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Subject:

Parks Dedication Agreement (West Highlands) - Recorded.nrl [IWOV-GPDMS.F!D221507]

Attachments:

Parks Dedication Agreement (West Highlands) - Recorded.PDF

Hi Chris,
It appears the Par ks Dedication ~g re 7me nt ~ c_ompan_ i_o_ --~- a~ re_ ~.T_enJ _~i-~~ J~~,)n;pact,_.Fee Ag_reement)_ wa_ s

recorded, so clearly both were f1nal1zed. l~M:·1H~t~.:~....-1-5Nl'.~'f)e~flte.:;\lla;de pu~su-a.nt I
t.o:themtt no impact fees should be charged to West Highlands and no demand for payment for credits should
be made against the city. If you feel that the new impact fee ordinance changes this in some way, please
let's discuss.
Thanks,
Deb

DEBORAH E. NELSON
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W Bannock st, Boise, ID 83702
direct 208-388-1215 / assistant 208-388-1281 (Shauna Wallace)
<mailto:den@givenspursley.com> den@.givenspursley.com / <http://www.givenspursley.com>
www.givenspursley.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication is confidential and may contain privileged information. If you
have received it in error, please advise the sender by reply email and immediately delete the message and
any attachments without copying or disclosing the contents. Thank you.
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Joe Borton <joe@borton-lakey.com>

West Highlands Ranch [IWOV-GPDMS.FID221507]
6 messages
Deborah E. Nelson <den@givenspursley.com>
To: "joe@borton-lakey.com" <joe@borton-lakey.com>
Cc: Yorgason Law <chris@yorgasonlaw.com>

Thu, Aug 13, 2015 at 5:28 PM

Hi Joe,

I received your letter today inquiring about the status of West Highlands' compliance with the prior Impact Fee and Parks
agreements. As we have discussed with the City for some time, •••·••1••1.,,...<M~e:t:Qjbe,,Gity!s.:QWh
iaotfEXld No impact fees were due or waived during their tenure. Please see the attached for more information.

Best,
Deb

DEBORAH E. NELSON
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W Bannock St, Boise, ID 83702
direct 208-388-1215 / assistant 208-388-1249 (Stacy Petrich)
den@givenspursley.com / www.givenspursley.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication is confidential and may contain privileged information. If you have received it in error,
please advise the sender by reply email and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or disclosing the
contents. Thank you.

2 attachments

D noname.eml
27K

v;J

Ltr to City Council re West Highlands for 5-20-15 hearing.PDF
325K

Joe Borton <joe@borton-lakey.com>
To: "Deborah E. Nelson" <den@givenspursley.com>
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PJ.ail)tiff's. Memonmdum.in Oppo&ition to .[)\'}f,e;,ndm:rts' Motkrn fQr J..,ea,ve tQ Amend Answer

l. INTROl>UCTlON
.Even a cursory .evaluation ofthe docket irt ~l;lis laWsUitreveal.s:a .caS<t atitiI :&1rli'est:sta:ges.

Only·h1itiai written di:scovery-·and:aru1tariy 11.r~iation-1tave. occ.u_rred. And, _altho\lgh .a settle.ment.

was· -oufl.ined :in :Principal -rit 'the mediation~_ ~he-agreement :fa11ed-duc .t9 tac.tic$ qn the parh1:f.lhe
City of Middltton whfoh.-artfb(1fo :otit ·oilce. aga:fo in llie o_pp6siticiii to the·nlotion-now:bt.Hc:,i·e this
C~urt, The requc.sroo a:mendm.er.it-is:.sought ttJ a:void:additional point11;, of con.flict and obtain .a

fuU dooision. &om th1s Court,
T'he: Oppo-sid.on. spends
most ·of its .pages oastin.g aspersion~.
amend.men.t:
.
. on the req1.1.estl;d.
.
.
.
'

and-legal arg\.utieiit btifittfog ii soiiitnm? judgniei-1:f-itl'6tiohs-·befo1:e ,ackno-.vledging:tbe very
purpose behind the·.1'1~ ·.f•t' .Defendants-' Moti'on for J.,.eave:to .Amend Answcr·and :A:sm't' ·
Counterclaitn. ·(~'M~tiOt'l to.· Atn~d!'; the-City ·ofMiddletoit-is-.simultanoously·suing for theenforoernent:of ~o ·a:greements while surreptltiously co,lecting. impact fee.,;; in direct

oor~ttaventiott of those agi·eemerits ·ru:rd 111-violaifo11 ·of'the..i mpact .fee ,statutes :~nd ordin.w.,ces~

the CitY .ofMiddlcton-aoMits·-iJiis: .conduct at Page 9·.ofthe.OpPOsitiori.and··thould be.held W'its.
admission: ~nd:~~l'ces$iO~ that-it Will return_.the·ille-gally .collected itnpact fees. With Ulis

admi$si'on :and Jgrecmertt .to ·re~m ·th.e:{IiegaJiy collected:impact fees, Counts· Ill. JV, V,,. VI .arut

vn are.moo-i'ed ..and Ul'ltlecessa:ry.
part o.ftb:e .City.of Middleton attempting-to impos~·whlit:·ltinounts·to doublf::impact.fees, us.ing:a

repcalecfimpnct fee .ordi:nance·.and.an .imp.roper appifoation of the _written:'con.tractir0:r.-the

Oefendamttdn thi_s,·case. What'theChyo(Mi.ddletondesQri.b.~:a.$·*'<:me.sweepingfttp;,floph1.its
po~mrii1"· (Of)positio11. at P..2) is nothing-more th.lU\ Dete11.dants .seltclting-the lesser of two evils in
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hop~s .9.f minimizing the_ use of judicial ~°-u:rces and additional disag1-eernc,nts with a chief

e~ecutive.:gone .rogue,. ~~u~*- Defendants are requesting-that this Coutt·allow.· the amended

m1swer ·-as well as -the p.tesentat.ifui:of"Cbunts l -~nd n qfthe _pro.posed rurtet1dment.
II. ARG:UMENT

A.

The Requested Amendment and As11-ertlon.-ot-Counterclaims_.Stems Nof Ftom-a-

itsw~plng Flip..Floptt Bu~:Fro:ritConduct on .the ··Part ·of'..~lafu~lff _Djseovered During

and FollowJng.Mooiat1011 that:·Es(ablh.hes-thfi Need ror:the-Am.endnteu-t.

Tht:.-pr_opoi:.ed Amended Ans"."er:to Petition tor Declaratory Ruling and Count:erc:l.aim
fully dcs:ctlbe.s-the :~}lets .at--issue in this -lawsuit.- .:f'rii1cipaHy~ the dispute-betweeri .the:partie-s

corteems t11e-eollectfon ottmpact..foes, exactions by ~e-CiW.of-Middleton.for·opcn .spaees.-tn a·

c.tev.elopmenUhat \Yas cteated :-Prior .to .any .impact'fee· ordi.nfl:nce and _the :dem~d.$ _ofth~·-city o_f"
Midd!etcm ·r~g~d'ittg--0pe1t ·spaees ·,and :fees -a~·~e~l as ;signfticant:chan-ge~rin ·the· law -following:the-

~ecutfo~ tiftwQ ~eem-ent_initia.lty.-clesign~ .fo-preempt:an--impaet fee disr,uie: those.tw6agreements ate ·the-West Highlands .linpttct.-Fee-Agree,mij,nt :('*Impact ·Fee.-Agreem:en.t'') -~d .the
Parks Dedication-~:ent.C'Patks Agreement").

Following·_.met.ih,;tion,.a:sett_le_ment·was~utl1ne:d-aJthoug1j-i:t-wa~di~clos~ihatth~-Cityof
Mi_ddleton was
.act[ng·-eOJ'!,t('ecy
Jo··. the very. agreements J{ hatl··su.,d ·upon and· the-statutes ·that it -i.s·
. .
.
'

'
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'

'

oharged.-with -enforcing; -~lail'.ltiffhas .-even .gone:so .far-a~· lo· tn~tcii -c:hariges·in.the law .and

chmrges· to the inte1:Prtitation -of-city-ordinances. t- In. the -follQWlng·da~~ a.--settlement. '.Was··n6t
finalized .. '.fbereaft~~ .it:.~~e-~lear.t~t ,the .0.rderJy ~d~¢ of"l:>usiness .was_ best.served_ l>y·a_
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interpretatioiidifficult,- the·.requested . amendment .stems ditectlyfrom the ·conduct- of.Plaintiff (as
1foll.owing_ t.hc mediatio11 t11e City :ofMldclletmi has _ap1,Ued :ordinances .against Dc:fl;lnd1utt.'l in09nsistetllly.,. comt'ar)'
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admitted a.t Page 9 of the 0.ppositio.n). ~.i.1,1pty_a,tatedi Defendants. requ~~t_.th~
.an:~endment i.n lieu
.

ot"a compHcated _fiQht.-over·fhe appHcation:o.t"the-statutCS. and ordinances regulating .jmpaQt-fecs
which-are 1acect·.wfth
dh;oretion
in favor of a-regulstorlhnt is- intent .on .hurting_ the business of
.
.

Defendants:_aiid.riegatively impa.cUng residentiat,.-development in the-city-of Middleto1laq a
whole. lf,th.e City <if.Middleton is ltioking fqr a.teason:for th:e:requested ·a-p1_ertdmc~~ .l~: ri~ed·
only look-tcdts:,own. conduct in .regulati~g-the Oefenda~ts.
B.

Jtlltiee-Deman,d• that' Defendants Se- .Allowed to. Amend ·tts Answer an'd-Asstrt
C,011ntci-r~t1.im1f1~ud. II. .
The ·C:ity ofMiddleton pi1rsucd. this· decl.arafory judgment a:¢t.km .-rcquesting·o.nly thatthe-

Impn.ct Fee.Agreement and Parks Agreem-ertt bc·dec,lared :vnlid. . and. en·fi.1recabfo. ·The Ci:ty.-of
Middletnn identified. no dis1-rute betwecp,.-th.e·panjes it1 .this.-r~gard. .I~'is.rea:~~m:~1?1.e .tQ -interpret

tbls :a9t~ol1 as the Chy of,Middit.-t011 ··seeking t<> avoid a,1•uiing_.regardfog,thQ·1mpact 0.f a decision
that fbe.agrcetnent:s were valid and eitforceahlt, A Siinplistic.rulii1g.-oftheJ'ittture.teqµesled by
the City of Middlete>ri.- would 011.ly make· eertail1· that-the ·parties .are back-in :front bf the ·Court
disputing .the-appl~cnti6n..of the _figt'eeme1:it. 'l11ern..ru:e:sig~fieant disa:gree1:11ents betwe:el1 th~

pa-:ti,es re.g~itg the interpretation. o_fJhe-·ttgreelnents, lndeed, . as·r~t as.April 1'8~.:wi-6~
Def'e!1dants
·attorney
. '.
.
..received a letter .from at1other
.
... representing th~ City· of Middleton- making
'

',

demands -eonitafy-fo th-o written-igtt:emetit,. ·none of'which .are .refle<1ted.Jtt-the ·rudimen.tary
declattito'fyjudgment-fe'(J'i.1¢st .-m«thf by J1lmrttitl: A~. tefl:ectcd .in the.-proposed Amended Answer
to-Petition.'for Declaratory Ruling and C~unt~clabn.~. ~e.fendants:request .a-tho~ugh .anci ·n~al.

decla.rator-y jU.dgtn.et):hietcmrlnation
to-1ncludi,:
.
.
~

~

l ·, the .ttnpa~tFee,Agteeinei:'ft :and:Pafk$ .Agreement -arttbin:di:11g.-ai1.d v:ana.
2, Thll. lm.pact:Fee.Agreemcnnmd Jlarks-Agreement _prohibit-the-coll~tion of-any

9!.J;?J;NJJANTS' R:EPLY MEM<>.~,Al':TDlJMlN' SlJP'.PORTOJtMOTlON FOR..LEAVE.
TO-AMEN)) ANSWERAND. .ASSERT COUNTERCLAIM ·-:-4 .
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3. Any hn.pact fees collected by Midc.tleto11 wel',e. _do,r1e so it1 violatfon of the lmpa~t

Fee-Agree.ment-nnd.,Parks A;greemcmt.
4. Section2..1 .otthe·lfnpact Fee :A,:sreei:ri~i:.i,. ope.rate~. ~o reduce·tbe.-amount -~f patk

-~creagethat
may us~rfor. .pubik:.
. . Middleton
.
.
. a.ccesl!l;·
.

a®e$S J,ursuaut to :$tX;tio.n .2,l .ofthe I.:tnfn\Ct-F~ Agr~emeut
Thi5. requested ruling -nnd- t.\tlt ·i.ttterpretathm·of-finp~ct·F~,!\g~ent .and Pa_fk;s

Agreement .scrve.s ·to f,illy a_djudicate the·-dispuie, Plaint~(:r~-~p~sifi,on -~ . this·request ·and
suggestion .that fris untimely or-unexcused ·l.s -nothfog sh(frt ofbaftlirig: .tf Pla:ititi.ff:&eeks :to ,have
the· agttrements .held binding,and ·enforceabl.e .it m$..eij· no $enSt· that 'it would- ~ppO.Se the

amernitn~nt and a _complete.and full r.µ_Hng:~~ the dispµteci Js,~ues.particularly While-it is sending
demattd i~ttets acknowledging .a .dispute regarding ·the·interpretati_on-0t't~e:agreement1L

SimUarly1 .Courtt' II is merely-a .t,,reach .of ooritract daim based ·upon the demands being,
asserted by'thc-'City.o'tM'iadletbn, Plaintiff'isdemanding. flnanciat guarantees and pubJic.aecess
tQ _parks

i:n.-direct violation .o.f:the-lmpa:et :Fee:..A:~ent and Parks .Agreement relying, in part.on

a.:repeale.d .impact .fce·:otdinanee. Plainti.trseeks the enforceinent. of.thQ~e,agreem~ts· ~nd :should:
be-h~1d responsible .for1hcir conduct i.n th.ttt..regard.
-Idaho ·Riile$·df Civil Procedure· 1:huid 1s imj,ose-extreri'i'ely 1'i'beral.sfar1d·ard1 'f'cifthe.

amendrr.u.mt .ofplcndh,.gs:. This lawsuit .i's at' its·very ea.rliest-of sta~s and. the. .-u.mei1d.menti$.
dire~tly:ntttj.bl!tabl_e-to the w-nduct ·of Plaintiff.d'is-cov.er.ed following :the .flJin1:lofthe answ~ and

ft?llqwb:1g the t.aiie1f l).1ediat1on•. "I1t1s motion is an attempt'at;narrowing ihe iss.ues and seekbig to
avoid tmn.ecess.:ary:fbtote. di.~pufeg 'Witl1 the City··of Middlefo:11,. Justice ~'.tf.ires.-Ui.e· i:tr<>11·c)s¢d·

amendment-btI®USe'the.-atss.etUort ·t'Sf the :amendment simply seeks· to obtain: :an order.ly-tesQluticm

DEFENDANTS1 ·.REPLYMEMORANDUM IN'.SU.PPORT ,OF MOTION FORLEAVE
ro AMEND ANSWER AND A.SSER'.f .CO'fJN"l'ERCl,AlM .. s·
8610529.:_1
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of the. dispute and preven.t fut.ure la·wsuit.1$..r.egurding the applicnti.on .of the .awe.ement$ an.d hl'!paqt

H.-e·statutes .. Counts .I .Md 1:1: ~'.l'l.Otbiug,morc.:than.make:·certain that·a _tun and complete ruiing,is
made· by tl1is- Court ·_regarcting.th~..lmp~ct_ Fe.e•:A.:gre~ent :and P:arks. Agreement
Ci.

Counsel '.Fo.r Defendants-Consnlted.'\Vlth .Opposing.-Counseho ;No Avail.

the:Opposj:t.i.on. (;ontaitts unnec.e-ssa.ry .accusatio.ns. ln .req~esthtti :fees and. costs. .~efo~d to.
this ·nm:tion•. Plahttl:ff'!;lSSCl'ts ··'\it ls•puvi1i11g .that -ihe:bet:endants didn ~t ·simpiy pick ·~p Ute pilom:;.
or write a :letter to counsel/indica:ting_-that· th.ey oow agreed with-Plairttifrs-peisition without

incufri.ng .the.expense·ofthi!.i .mmi0.n.·artd pleadii1.W!t Qpposition at P. 9. The ehuacteri:ution·t>f
thenu,tiottas agreement-with Plaintitrs. po~iti.on i.l!i mis:1¢adif!:g .and ·i'nco.rrect. Sub$tantia1

cffered·noihin_g.t~at would suggest' an amiob1e·.reso1ution _to·-the ·_ptopoaed .amendment. As
d{set.ts'a~:.herein, ihe-deei'aion--to--·a:mend i!\l .a. direct resu1t"of eonducf.hfth-e-Plaintiff iit an·effort to
salvage an effortfu compi'ete·a si7.e'able-deyelopment.in·'the·city..SimUin:1)\ no~ing.abou.t:thus.e
neg~tiations suggested tl1at the City of Middleton woiild sitnply gi.v~ . back .the :illegally collected

impact fees.. A'nd,. it--is .obvious even
. .within .-fhirtexi- ot:ihe·. OppQsitio.n that the City of .Middleton
'

.,

'

th.e·retd.disagreement from .the litigation. But, follow:ing.'the··r~eipt ¢f the .Opposition, coUnsel
fo.r:Defen.~~ri~s.r~ched ~mt to opposin-g.counsc:Hn an attempt-to om/1ate·~.w--n,ee:d for n1.r.ther

consideration
. .issue. At ·that
they-would not. pu111ue
. . ofthis
.
. .time~".·D~fondants-agreed·that
.
. . <,'Our.,:ts..1.U
'

through-VII ·of'ihe-proposed ·1m.endment-in-exchange..for :l stipulatioil to JhetCJrtairiing

am.endn'le(lti..-Mtl o:tder:fonhe ·retum of.the .illegally tollected impact ~ - That·re.q.u~st' :Wal
denied .by Plttintiffin fayor ofseeking.-a. one-~ded :and ·incomplete.s.tipulath:,n.

OEFEijDA'.!';TS·, .REPI.;Y·MEl\f.ORA.NDUM'.11'fSUPPORT OF MOTlOJ'i·FQR:·~EAVE
TO .AMEND ANSWER.AND ASSERT COUNTERCLAIM ....6
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Based on !he;;, forQg:oing, Defondnnts request that this.Comt .gnu1t Dt!fondants' Motirn.1. for

Leave. to At·nemi.Answer.and Assert Cour1tm·clain'.t with respecUo the answer and th& proJmsed
counterclaims asserted in. counts I and U.

·q

:l'.)ATEl): Apdl l. :t_,, :ZOi 6.

GIVHNS PURSlJJY LL,P
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!2t~8J'Il'1~::ATE•.Qf' .§.!~RYJ<.;;.E
l llEREJ 3Y CE~RTlFY thaLon. April Jit,.2010, l_gerveda._true and correct
copy of.the
·s 1' ,'R·'ll,'rlu'•
, I'.. J,i '(?'',M"l','M
I, , : . .!... . , Q1l··A'
J-"- ,.N'')'lJl\:~
,,l : ,1-v'.,1··N
, ; , ~s··•·u·ppo
. . · .·.'R'
. ·1·
, , , ()",F'M'·
. . . . . , (')'l'l(')·N
·, . . . ,.. , '

,,,
.•. ng '1,
'il')'t'"i':•·r1
1l).t:ego1
.J'"' 1.,l .r,.,, ('N'l)'""·N'
. . l~. ··•r&,1.~

l'F.'AVE
.POR
.
. ...
, "
.
... TO
. . .AMli"''N
.
) .-As·.s·•.:
. , . . DA,
. .'N''•s··w··,·~
E'RT··C'O
. .£, <,1lA•,·,N'l
U'N''l'E'R
. .
.
. .
·· ·a.t'mve
. . . .. ~ . '(']''
t
· · ~.
,, ..., A.'l'M:.
. . .m t·11e
cu·titlt,d m1;dfer tis follows: ·
Joseph W. Borton

[ 'J Via U,.S. Mail

B<>rton _Lakey La,y Otl1ce~
141 :EL -Ctfrlto11 Avt,
.Meridian, ID-83642
t~'t1c$ifr1i1e: ios-49:3.~46 to

( x] Via Fncshhil.c

[ ] Via <Jvcrbig1ii Mail
[ ] Via Hand Delivery.

[ ] Vin email

Hmail: joe@.bo1'to11-lakey.eom

' ', ' ~DAN
'
' Ts~ RE.P
DEFE
' ' LY MEMO
. " , RAND
. . . . . lJM .IN ,SUPPO
. . · RT
. · or~ .MOTIO
.. , , N ·roR
•. , . l ...EAVE
Ii . . . .
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com

\,\ :f I.A,k. E
o

M-'Y o·a 201s
CANYON COUNTY CLEPIK
T. CRAWFORD, OEPUTV

Attorneys for Defendant and Counterclaimant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-15-8119
v.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
RULING AND COUNTERCLAIM

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants.
V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant,

ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING
AND COUNTERCLAIM - 1
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ORIGINAL

This matter having come before the Court on Defendants' Motion for Leave to Amend
Answer and Assert Counterclaim ("Motion") and good cause appearing, therefore,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED consistent with this Court's oral ruling during the April 21,
2016, hearing on this matter that:
1.

Defendants' Motion is granted with respect to the proposed amended answer and
Counts I and II of the proposed counterclaim.

2.

Consistent with the agreement of the parties, as represented during the April 21,
2016, hearing on the Motion, the West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement,
recorded on December 15, 2011 as Instrument No. 2011049722 and the Parks
Dedication Agreement recorded on December 15, 2011 as Instrument
No. 2011049721 are valid and enforceable; however, a dispute exists between the
parties to this lawsuit regarding the interpretation of those agreements and the
respective rights and obligations as between the parties to those agreements.

DATED:- Q,,zot6.

The Honorable Christopher S. Nye
District Judge

ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on

:::t:<\~7

,2016, I served a true and correct

copy of the foregoing ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR
DECLARATORY RULING AND COUNTERCLAIM in the above-entitled matter by

placing same in the US Mail, postage affixed, addressed as follows:
Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Bradley J. Dixon
Kersti H. Kennedy
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Clerk of the Court
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•
Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83 701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com

MAY O6 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
J HEIDEMP,N, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants and Counterclaimants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,
V.

Case No. CV-15-8119

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION
FOR DECLARATORY RULING AND
COUNTERCLAIM

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,
V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.

AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING AND
COUNTERCLAIM - 1
6522629 3
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ORIGINAL

COME NOW Defendants Coleman Homes, LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West Highlands
Subdivisions Homeowners Association and West Highlands Land Development, LLC
("Defendants") by and through their counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and submit their
Amended Answer to Petition for Declaratory Ruling filed by Plaintiff City of Middleton.
Without assuming the burden of proof as to any issues in this litigation, Defendants
hereby respond to Plaintiff's Petition as follows:
Defendants deny all of the allegations in the Petition for Declaratory Ruling ("Petition")
not expressly admitted herein.
NATURE OF THIS ACTION

1.

Defendants state that the at-issue written agreements speak for themselves and

decline to affirm the simplistic characterization of the dispute contained in Paragraph 1 of the
Petition.
PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE

2.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4.

3.

In response to the first Paragraph 5 of the Petition1, Defendants state that West

Highlands Subdivision Homeowner's Association, Inc. is an Idaho corporation in good standing.
Defendants deny the remaining allegations contained within Paragraph 5 of the Petition.
4.

Defendants admit the allegation contained in the second Paragraph 5 of the

Petition.
5.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs 6 and 7 of the Petition.

1 The Petition includes two paragraphs labeled "5." For purposes of this answer, the paragraphs will be referred to
as the "first Paragraph 5" and the "second Paragraph 5."

AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING AND
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6.

Paragraph 8 of the Petition is a statement of law to which no response is required.

To the extent that any of the allegations contained in Paragraph 8 of the Petition may be
construed as factual and directed at Defendants, Defendants deny the same.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

7.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 9 of the Petition.

8.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 10 of the Petition, Ordinance No. 447

speaks for itself.
9.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 11 of the Petition, Ordinance No. 472

speaks for itself.
10.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 12 of the Petition, the West

Highlands Impact Fee Agreement speaks for itself. Defendants do not acknowledge Exhibit 2 to
the Petition as a true and correct copy of said agreement.
11.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 13 of the Petition, the Parks

Dedication Agreement speaks for itself. Defendants do not acknowledge Exhibit 3 to the
Petition as a true and correct copy of said agreement.
12.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 14 of the Petition.

13.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 15 of the Petition, the specified

agreements speak for themselves.
14.

As to the allegations contained in Paragraph 16 of the Petition, Ordinance No. 488

speaks for itself.
15.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraphs 17 of the Petition.

AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING AND
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16.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 18 of the Petition as being

an oversimplified and improperly mischaracterized recitation of the matters at-issue within this
lawsuit. Defendants reference the counterclaim asserted below.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
DECLARATORY RELIEF

17.

Defendants admit that the Agreements were valid and binding at the time they

were executed by the parties. Defendants deny the remaining allegations contained within
paragraph of 19 of the Petition.
18.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 20 of the Petition.

19.

Paragraph 21 of the Petition contains a characterization of the dispute that is

inaccurate and incomplete and therefore denied. In particular, the requested declaratory ruling is
inconsistent with the actions of Plaintiff (by seeking enforcement of the Agreements and
collecting impact fees) and does not request a full interpretation of the at-issue Agreements to
resolve the present dispute between the parties. Defendants reference the counterclaims asserted
herein.
DEFENSES

1.

The Petition fails to state a claim for which relief may be granted.

2.

No justifiable controversy as asserted by the Petition exists which triggers the

application of the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act, Idaho Code§ 10-1201, et seq.
3.

The Petition as asserted fails to identify a controversy that is ripe pursuant to

Idaho law.

AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING AND
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4.

The Petition as asserted fails to establish the need for a specified relief and

therefore no present need for adjudication exists pursuant to the Idaho Declaratory Judgment
Act, Idaho Code§ 10-1201, et seq.
5.

Defendants have not yet had a reasonable opportunity to complete discovery.

Due to the possibility that facts and circumstances may hereafter be discovered which may
substantiate additional affirmative defenses, Defendants reserve the right to amend their answer
to allege those further defenses when discovered.
6.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that the Petition

and each cause of action contained therein are or may be barred by the doctrine of estoppel.
7.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that the Petition

and each cause of action contained therein are or may be barred by the doctrine oflaches.
8.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that the Petition

and each cause of action contained therein are or may be barred by the doctrine of waiver.
9.

Defendants allege, without admitting any liability whatsoever, that Plaintiff lacks

standing.
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS

10.

Defendants have been required to retain the services of counsel and request the

recovery of fees and/or costs pursuant to the applicable agreements, Idaho Code§§ 12-117, 12120, 12-121 and 10-1210.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, having answered the Petition, Defendants pray that this Court enter
judgment in their favor as follows:

AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING AND
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1.

That the Petition be dismissed with prejudice and that the Plaintiff take nothing

against Defendants.
2.

That Defendants be awarded their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred

3.

That the Court enter such additional further relief as it deems just and proper.

herein.

COUNTERCLAIM

Pursuant to Rule 13, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Coleman Homes, LLC, West
Highlands, LLC, West Highlands Subdivisions Homeowners Association and West Highlands
Land Development, LLC ("Counterclaimants") hereby assert the following Counterclaim (a
portion of which are asserted in the alternative) against Counterdefendant The City of Middleton
("Middleton") as follows:
PARTIES, JURISDICTION, & VENUE

1.

Coleman Homes, LLC ("Coleman") is an Idaho limited liability company with its

principal place of business in Meridian, Idaho. Coleman is the developer of a 694 lot
development in Middleton, Idaho known as the West Highlands Subdivision (hereinafter the
"Project").
2.

West Highlands, LLC ("West Highlands") is an Idaho limited liability company

in good standing with its principal place of business in Meridian, Idaho.
3.

West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association ("West Highlands

Association") is the homeowner association affiliated with the West Highlands Subdivision.
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4.

West Highlands Land Development, LLC ("West Highlands Development") is an

Idaho limited liability company in good standing with its principal place of business in Meridian,
Idaho.
5.

Middleton is a duly authorized body politic of the State ofldaho.

6.

This Court has jurisdiction over the parties in this case pursuant to LC. §§ 5-514

and 1-705. Venue is proper pursuant to LC.§§ 5-401 and 5-404.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
A.

Project Approval and Construction Prior to Adoption of Impact Fees
7.

On January 18, 2006, Middleton approved annexation, zoning, development

agreement and preliminary plat for the Project to be developed with 797 lots.
8.

On November 1, 2006, Coleman Homes commenced construction on phases 1

and 2 of the Project.
9.

On March 31, 2009, Middleton approved annexation and zoning of an additional

40 acres and an amended development agreement and amended preliminary plat of the entire
Project, bringing the total approved lot count to 967.
10.

As approved, the Project was required to develop over 15 acres of parks, as well

as significant transportation improvements.
11.

On June 1, 2009, Coleman Homes commenced construction of phase 3 of the

Project.
B.

Middleton Adopts Impact Fee Ordinance No. 447
12.

On July 15, 2009, Middleton enacted Ordinance No. 447, which imposed an

impact fee per lot of $2,635 for parks, $1547 for transportation and $725 for fire.
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13.

Upon adoption of Ordinance No. 447, Coleman Homes and Middleton entered

into negotiations for an impact fee credit agreement to provide credit based on the park and
transportation improvements already required for the Project.
14.

On November 16, 2011, Middleton adopted a one-year moratorium on collecting

impact fees under Ordinance No. 447.
15.

On December 8, 2011, Coleman Homes, West Highlands and Middleton executed

the West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement recorded on December 15, 2011 as Instrument No.
2011049722 ("Impact Fee Agreement"), and West Highlands Association and Middleton
executed the Parks Dedication Agreement recorded on December 15, 2011 as Instrument No.
2011049721 ("Parks Agreement").
16.

The Impact Fee Agreement provides for full credit against all impact fees due for

the entire 967-lot Project based on the construction of park and transportation improvements
already required for the Project.
17.

Exhibit D of the Impact Fee Agreement calculates the credit due based on the

impact fee_amounts established in Ordinance No. 447. Exhibit D provides that 12.8 acres of
developed parks more than offset the $2,548,045 due for the park impact fee ($2365 times 967
lots).
18.

Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement provides, in part:
"Developer and City shall enter into a parks agreement to ensure
that the Parks shall be perpetually dedicated for public use
pursuant to the terms of said agreement and that the Parks remain
open and available to the public on the same basis as residents of
West Highland Ranch consistent with the Middleton City Code;
provided, however, that said agreement shall not be executed
unless and until City has adopted an impact fee ordinance for park
improvements and is actively collecting impact fees pursuant
thereto. Prior to execution of said parks agreement, if City adopts
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an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service for park
improvements below that in Ordinance No. 447, the size or number
of Developer's Parks may be reduced accordingly."

19.

On July 18, 2012, Middleton repealed Ordinance No. 447 on the basis that it was

inconsistent with the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code§ 67-8201 et seq.
("IDIF A").

C.

Project Construction After Repeal of Ordinance No. 447
20.

On July 31, 2012, Coleman Homes commenced construction of phase 4 of the

Project.
21.

On August 15, 2014, Coleman Homes commenced construction of phase 5 of the

Project.
22.

Coleman Homes continued to obtain building permits for active phases of the

Project. Middleton did not charge or collect impact fees for any phase of the Project pursuant to
Ordinance No. 447, before or after its repeal.

D.

Middleton Adopts Impact Fee Ordinance No. 541
23.

On September 7, 2014, Middleton enacted a new impact fee ordinance, Ordinance

No. 541, which "imposes a City park fee to be established from time-to-time by resolution of the
City Council."
24.

On January 21, 2015, Middleton adopted Resolution 350-15 to add the new

impact fee to the city's fee schedule. The Resolution provides that the new park impact fee is
$1,485 per lot.
25.

In August 2015, Middleton began charging impacts fees for building permits for

all phases of the Project.
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E.

The Dispute
26.

At the time the Project was approved by Middleton, the city had not enacted an

impact fee ordinance.
27.

Improvements to open space, trails, and transportation were required for the

Project.
28.

Under an impact fee regime, fees would have been paid in lieu of required

improvements.
29.

Following the passage of Ordinance No. 447, Counterclaimants had the right to

seek reimbursement and/or credits for the developed open space that was required by Middleton.
30.

The Impact Fee Agreement memorializes an agreement between Middleton and

Counterclaimants that settled issues related to credits, reimbursements, public access to open
spaces and the future obligation on the part of Counterclaimants to pay impact fees.
31.

The Impact Fee Agreement makes clear that no impact fees would be due and

owing from Counterclaimants in relation to the entirety of the Project.
32.

The Parks Agreement allowed public access to certain portions of the required

open spaces.
33.

The Parks Agreement contemplated public access to 12.8 acres of park space

within the Project. That acreage was negotiated based upon the impact fee from Ordinance No.
447 that imposed a substantially higher impact fee than the current Ordinance No. 541.
34.

Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement provides for a reduction in the amount

of park space that Middleton may secure for public access in the event that a city ordinance was
adopted providing for a lower impact fee than adopted by Ordinance No. 447.
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35.

Middleton pursued this declaratory judgment action requesting that the Court find

the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement valid and binding.
36.

The declaratory judgment request identifies no dispute between the parties

regarding the assessment of impact fees, credits or public access to park improvements.
3 7.

Contemporaneous to pursuing this lawsuit, Middleton has acted in a manner

inconsistent with its position that the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement are binding
and valid contracts.
38.

Middleton has demanded that Counterclaimants provide access to 12.8 acres of

the Project parks, not the reduced acreage to be calculated per Section 2.1.
39.

Additionally, while demanding public access to parks, Middleton has also

required the payment of impact fees when building permits are issued.
40.

Middleton's collection of impact fees related to the Project is inconsistent with

both IDIF A and the Impact Fee Agreement.
41.

Middleton's request to this Court to declare the agreement valid and binding with

no identification of disputed terms exemplifies the city's attempt, utilizing its legislative
authority and enforcement authority to collect impact fees, to seek a one-sided benefit of an
agreement and deprive Counterclaimants of constitutional, statutory and/or contractual rights.
42.

Counterclaimants seek a full adjudication of the issues before the Court in lieu of

the piecemeal declaratory judgment request pursued by Middleton for the purpose of double
dipping into the pocket of Counterclaimants and their customers.
43.

Counterclaimants requested mediation pursuant to the Impact Fee Agreement

provisions. The parties participated in mediation but no settlement was reached.
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CAUSES OF ACTION

COUNT I - DECLARATORY RELIEF
44.

Counterclaimants reallege and incorporate all paragraphs above.

45.

Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 10-1200 et seq., Counterclaimants are interested parties

in the construction and validity of a statute, contract and/or instrument and are therefore entitled
to a declaratory judgment with regard to the validity of Middleton's conduct regarding the
collection of impact fees on a going forward basis and the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks
Agreement.
46.

Counterclaimants request a declaratory ruling finding the following:
a. The Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement are binding and valid.
b. The Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement prohibit the collection of any
impact fees from Counterclaimants regarding the Project.
c. Any impact fees collected by Middleton were done so in violation of the Impact
Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement.
d. Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement operates to reduce the amount of park
acreage that Middleton may use for public access.
e. A determination of the amount of park acreage that Middleton may use for public
access pursuant to Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement.
COUNT II - BREACH OF CONTRACT

47.

Counterclaimants reallege and incorporate all paragraphs above.

48.

In the event this Court determines that the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks

Agreement are valid and enforceable agreements, Counterclaimants seek damages for breach of
contract.
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49.

Counterclaimants did not breach any terms of the Impact Fee Agreement and/or

Parks Agreement.
50.

Middleton has collected impact fees and demanded public access to certain open

spaces in direct contravention of the terms of the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement.
51.

As a result of Middleton's conduct, Counterclaimants have been damaged in an

amount exceeding this Court's jurisdictional threshold. Middleton has acted without a basis in
fact or law.

FEES AND COSTS
1.

Counterclaimants have engaged counsel to represent them in connection with this

dispute and are entitled to recover the reasonable attorneys' fees and costs they has incurred
pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-120, 12-121, 12-117 and 10-1210, in amounts to be proved
hereafter. In the event of default judgment, Counterclaimants should be awarded fees in the
amount of $10,000.00 and any costs.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Counterclaimants pray for entry of the following relief:
1. That Counterclaimants are entitled to the entry of a declaratory judgment determining the
enforceability of the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement;
2. That Counterclaimants are entitled to the entry of a declaratory judgment determining
their responsibility for the payment of impact fees, Middleton's rights to require public
access to Project open spaces (to include the amount of acreage required for public access
if so required) and the refund of impact fees paid by Counterclaimants;
3. That Counterclaimants be awarded all impact fees paid prior to judgment with
prejudgment interest;
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4. For a money judgment against Middleton in such other amounts as shall be proven at
trial, plus accruing interest;
5. For an award of the costs of suit, including reasonable attorney's fees. In the event
default is entered against Middleton, Counterclaimants request an award of attorney fees
in the amount of $10,000.00;
6. For an award of pre-judgment interest; and
7. For all other relief this Court deems just and proper.
DATED: May

j_, 2016.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTWY that on May

4

2016, I served a true and correct copy of the

foregoing AMEND ED ANSWE R TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING
AND COUNTERCLAIM in the above-entitled matter as follows:
Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

[ ] Via U.S. Mail

IX] Via Facsimile
[ ] Via Overnight Mail
[ ] Via Hand Delivery
[ ] Via email

By:
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DP.M.

MAY 2 3 2016
Joseph W. B01ton ISB #5552
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K BUTLER, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No: CV-15-8119

Plaintiff,
CITY OF MIDDLETON'S
RESPONSE TO COUNTERCLAIM

vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Co1poration; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants.
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V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.

COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, by and through its counsel ofrecord, Joseph W. Borton of
the fum BORTON-LAKEY LAW OFFICES, and hereby responds to Defendants' Amended
Answer and Counterclaim (the "Counterclaim") as follows:
Plaintiff denies every allegation set forth in the Counterclaim unless expressly admitted
herein.

I.

Plaintiff admit the allegations contained in paragraph 1-7, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

19,22,23,24,25,43.
2.

Plaintiff admit in part and denies in part paragraphs 26 and 27. Some elements of

the Project were required and some were voluntarily incorporated into the Project by the
developer and accepted by the City.
3.

Plaintiff denies paragraphs 28 and 29 because it is unclear as written what is

meant by required improvements. Not all improvements to a project are eligible for impact fee
credits.
4.

Plaintiff denies paragraphs 30-34 as the agreements referenced speak for

themselves.
5.

Plaintiff denies paragraph 17, paragraphs 37-41, 50 and 51 as Defendant

Coleman's position has been until recently that the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Dedication
Agreement were void, and therefore impact fees that were waived as a result of those agreements
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would be due and owing. In reliance on the Defendants' position the City began collecting parks
impact fees which Coleman paid without objection. Upon Coleman's recent second change of
position (in the form of the Amended Complaint and Counterclaim) and Coleman's
acknowledgement that the City was con·ect that the Parks Dedication and Impact Fee
Agreements are valid and binding, those previously collected impact fees have already been
returned to Coleman and no further impact fees have been collected by the City.
6.

The allegation found within paragraph 18, 35, 36. 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48 is not one

to which an affirmative or negative response is requested and therefore Plaintiffs deny the same.
7.

Plaintiff admits paragraph 10 insofar as Coleman voluntarily offered to provide

and the City did accept as part of its approval process Coleman's commitment to provide to the
City over 15 acres of public park space as part of its application but deny any other implications

from this allegation.
8.

Plaintiff denies paragraph 49. Coleman has acted in a manner inconsistent with its

obligations in the Agreements, to and including failing to provide to the City any form of
Financial Guarantee pursuant to paragraph 3 of the December 8, 2011 Impact Fee Agreement,
despite receipt of written request for such payment by the City and despite the fact that Coleman
has built over 270 homes without a single acre being provided as open space open to the public.
9.

Plaintiff is without infonnation necessary to admit or deny those allegations found

within paragraphs 8, 11, 20, 21 and therefore deny the same.
10.

Plaintiff deny the allegations found in paragraph "1" labeled Fees and Costs.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
1.

The Counterclaim fails to state a claim for which relief may be granted.
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The Counterclaimant fails to establish the need for a specified relief and therefore
no present need for adjudication exists pursuant to the Idaho Declaratory
Judgment Act.

3.

No justiciable controversy exists which triggers the application of the Idaho
Declaratory Judgment Act, Idaho Code 10-12901, et seq.

4.

Counterclaimant should be equitably estopped from taking one position with the
intent that the Plaintiff rely upon it and then taking the opposite position
sometime thereafter to Plaintiffs detriment.

5.

The Counterclaimant fails to identify a controversy that is ripe pursuant to Idaho
law.

6.

The Counterclaim should be denied because of Counterclaimants failure to
establish any damages or a failure to mitigate damages.

7.

The Counterclaim should be denied because of Counterclaimant's anticipatory
repudiation.

8.

The claims set forth in the Counterclaim, without admitting any liability therefore,
should fail, may be denied, or are otherwise barred by the doctrine of waiver,
!aches, estoppel, mutual mistake of fact, and/or frustration of purpose.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays for the Judgment of this Court as follows:
i) For a dismissal of the Defendants' Counterclaim;
ii) For an award of attorney's fees and costs incurred in defending this matter;
iii) For such other relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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DATED this 23 rd day May, 2016.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 23 rd day of May, 2016, a ttue and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:
Bradley J. Dixon

U.S. Mail

X Facsimile
___ Overnight Mail

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK
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Attorneys for Defendants and Counterclaimants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-15-8119

v.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants.

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant,
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Defendants/Counterclaimants Coleman Homes, LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West Highlands
Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc., and West Highlands Land Development, LLC,
("Defendants") by and through their counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, move this Court for
summary judgment pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, because there is no genuine
issue as to any material fact, and the Defendants are entitled to judgment against the Plaintiff as a
matter oflaw.
This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment, the Affidavit of Thomas Coleman in Support of Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment, the Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon in Support of Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment and the pleadings on file in this matter.
DATED:

June1-, 2016.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this +-day of June, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION

FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT in the above-entitled matter as follows:

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]
[ ]

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

Via U.S. Mail
Via Facsimile
Via Overnight Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via email
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

v.

Case No. CV-15-8119

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, WEST
HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC, an Idaho Corporation;
WEST HIGHLANDS LAND DEVELOPMENT,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
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Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, WEST
HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC, an Idaho Corporation;
WEST HIGHLANDS LAND DEVELOPMENT,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants.
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Plaintiff and Counterdefendant,
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I. INTRODUCTION

On January 18, 2006 the City of Middleton initially approved the development of the
West Highlands Subdivision (hereinafter the "Project"), the largest of its kind in Middleton. At
that time, the City of Middleton had no impact fee ordinance. Instead, parks and other
improvements were exacted as conditions of the Project. In 2009, Middleton adopted an impact
fee ordinance. Despite the passage of the ordinance, no impact fees were due or owing by the
Project because the phases under development had already been commenced. However, in an
attempt to resolve the issue of impact fee credits owed by the city for exactions made within the
original Project approval and prior to the passage of the impact fee ordinance, the Project and
Middleton entered into an arrangement whereby no reimbursement for exactions would be
sought by the Project in return for the specific agreement that the open space exactions would be
made available for public use. That arrangement resulted in the 2011 agreements that are the
subject of this lawsuit.
Between the passage of the impact fee ordinance in 2009 and January of 2015, Middleton
struggled to properly enact and execute upon an impact fee structure. In 2011, Middleton
enacted a moratorium on collecting impact fees. In 2012, Middleton repealed the impact fee
ordinance and had to go so far as to refund all impact fees collected. Not until January of 2015
did Middleton schedule a new impact fee.
The Project never became subject to the 2009 impact fee ordinance based on when
development commenced for Phases 1 through 5. The phases were commenced before the
passage of the ordinance, during the moratorium or following the repeal. Similarly, phases 1
through 5 commenced before the passage of the 2015 ordinance.
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Middleton's ungainly attempt at enacting impact fee ordinances created significant
complexities for a project that was originally approved and commenced in 2006. Middleton's
difficulties in this regard also created a difficult interpretation of certain agreements between the
parties. For a significant period of time, however, the Project and Middleton worked together to
navigate the complexities created by this reality. However, under the leadership of Mayor Darin
Taylor, Middleton has taken a hostile approach toward residential real estate development and
Coleman Homes, LLC ("Coleman Homes") in particular. Despite never seeking to collect any
impact fees during this entire period of time and despite agreements between the Project and
Middleton recognizing that no impact fees would be due under a subsequently adopted
ordinance, the City now seeks to extract an unfair double payment of impact fees from the
Project. This lawsuit concerns the City of Middleton's attempt at using its legislative and
regulatory authority to contort the application of city ordinances and agreements between the
parties. The City filed this lawsuit seeking a declaratory ruling that the prior agreements are
valid while also charging impact fees and demanding excessive dedications over and above any
fees due or waived by the agreements and by state laws. Specifically, Middleton is asserting the
application of the 2009 ordinance to homes and phases that commenced before the ordinance
was even enacted. Additionally, Middleton would have this Court apply the 2009 ordinance to
homes and phases built and commenced before the repeal of the ordinance which specifically
included a requirement that impact fees be refunded. Lastly, Middleton would have this Court
apply the 2009 ordinance to homes built after the repeal and before the passage of the 2015
ordinance. In sum, Middleton is attempting to impose impact fees in a manner that is illegal
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under Idaho Statutes, the ordinances passed by the city and contrary to the agreements of the
parties.
Counterclaimants are requesting a full declaratory ruling interpreting the responsibilities
of the parties consistent with the applicable Idaho statutes and language of the agreements. In
particular, Counterclaimants request that this Court rule as follows:
1. That no impact fees are due or owing in any manner for Phases 1 through 5 of the
Project.
2. That the Project is obligated to make a total of 6.92 acres of park space publicly
available pursuant to the agreements between the parties.
3. That the main park, identified as Lot l(c), Block 1 of West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 1 (totaling just under 6 acres) being made publicly available
satisfies the Project's obligations under the agreements between the parties until
606 building permits are obtained by the Project.
This motion is supported by the pleadings of record, the Affidavit of Thomas Coleman
("Coleman Aff.") and the Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon ("Dixon Aff.")
II. STATEMENT OF FACTS

A.

Timeline of Events Pertinent to the Resolution of this Motion for Summary
Judgment.
On January 18, 2006, Middleton approved the annexation, zoning, development

agreement and preliminary plat for the Project to be developed with 797 lots. Coleman Aff. at
-,r2.
On November 1, 2006, Coleman Homes commenced construction on phases 1 and 2 of

the Project. Id. at ff 6(a) and (b).
On March 31, 2009, Middleton approved annexation and zoning of an additional 40
acres and an amended development agreement and amended preliminary plat of the entire
Project, bringing the total approved lot count to 967 lots. Id. at -,r 3. As part of the approval,
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Middleton required the development of over 15 acres of parks, as well as significant
transportation improvements. Id. at 4.
On June 1, 2009, Coleman Homes commenced construction on phase 3 of the Project.

Id. at ,r 6(c).
On July 15, 2009, Middleton enacted Ordinance No. 447, imposing an impact fee per lot
of $2,635 for parks, $154 7 for transportation and $725 for fire. The first three phases of the
Project had already commenced when the ordinance was enacted.
From the passage of Ordinance No. 447 on July 15, 2009 through December 8, 2011,
the parties negotiated a resolution on the appropriate credits and reimbursements owed to the
Project. Coleman Aff. at ,r 8. The adoption of an impact fee ordinance over three years following
the initial approval of the Project created significant uncertainty for both Counterclaimants and
Middleton. The simple reality is that open spaces and design elements were required by
Middleton in order to obtain approval of the Project. In an impact fee regime the Project would
merely have been charged impact fees instead of design and open space exactions. Id. And, with
the substantial open spaces approved and already under development, Counterclaimants were
entitled to significant credits and reimbursements from Middleton. For its part, Middleton
required certainty as to the public's ability to access those open spaces if credits and
reimbursement were to be given to Counterclaimants. Id.
On November 16, 2011, Middleton adopted a one-year moratorium on collecting any
impact fees from any development under Ordinance No. 447. Between the enactment of
Ordinance No. 447 and the moratorium on November 16, 2011, no impact fees were due or owed
by Counterclaimants by operation ofldaho Code§ 67-8215, as fully discussed below.
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On December 8, 2011, Coleman Homes, West Highlands, LLC ("West Highlands") and
Middleton executed the West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement recorded on December 15, 2011
as Instrument No. 2011049722 ("Impact Fee Agreement"). EXHIBIT A to the Coleman Aff.
On that same day, West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association ("West Highlands
Association") and Middleton executed the Parks Dedication Agreement recorded on December
15, 2011 as Instrument No. 2011049721 ("Parks Agreement"). EXHIBIT B to the Coleman
Aff.
In 2012 a full advisory committee was appointed by the Middleton City Council to
compare the existing impact fee ordinance with Idaho Code. On June 6, 2012 that advisory
committee recommended that the impact fee ordinance be repealed, refund all impact fees
collected to date, update the capital improvement plan, operate the capital improvement plan
under a new committee and consider creating an impact fee for a specific, city-wide beneficial
project. See Impact Fee Committee Findings and Recommendations to City Council, June 6,
2012 attached to the Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon ("Dixon Aff.") as EXHIBIT A.
Prior to conclusion of the one year impact fee moratorium, on July 18, 2012, Middleton
repealed Ordinance No. 447 on the basis that it was inconsistent with the Idaho Development
Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code§ 67-8201 et seq. ("IDIFA").
In July of 2012, Middleton refunded all impact fees collected under Ordinance No. 447.
City of Middleton Front Page (January 2013) at p.2, EXHIBIT B to the Dixon Aff.
On July 31, 2012, Coleman Homes commenced construction of phase 4 of the Project.
Coleman Aff. at ,i 6(d).
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On August 15, 2014, Coleman Homes commenced construction of phase 5 of the Project.
Id. at, 6(e).

On September 7, 2014, Middleton enacted a new impact fee ordinance, Ordinance No.
541, which "imposes a City park fee to be established from time-to-time by resolution of the City
Council." A true and correct copy of Ordinance No. 541 is attached to the Dixon Aff. as
EXHIBITC.
On January 21, 2015, Middleton adopted Resolution 350-15 to add the new impact fee
to the city's fee schedule. See EXHIBIT D to the Dixon Aff. The Resolution provides that the
new park impact fee is $1,485 per lot. Once again, by operation of both the Impact Fee
Agreement and Idaho Code§ 67-8215, no impact fees were due or owing from the Project.
Coleman Homes continued to obtain building permits for active phases of the Project.
Middleton did not charge or collect impact fees for any phase of the Project pursuant to
Ordinance No. 447, before or after its repeal. Coleman Aff. at, 11.
In August 2015, Middleton began charging impacts fees for building permits for all
phases of the Project contrary to Idaho law, contrary to the city ordinances and contrary to the
agreements between the parties. Id.
B.

The Impact Fee Agreement
The Impact Fee Agreement was negotiated and executed with an understanding that the

Project was developed and approved in a regime that did not include impact fees. Therefore, the
Impact Fee Agreement acknowledged the Project's entitlement to credits for improvements made
under the original approval. Recital D to the Impact Fee Agreement incorporates Section 4.1 of
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the Development Agreement Revision #2, dated March 31, 2009 ("Development Agreement")
which states:
The parties acknowledge this development was principally
designed and initially approved before the City began proceedings
to propose impact fees. Consequently, Developer's proposals, plus
additional requirements imposed by the City, determined the level
of improvements needed to mitigate the development's impacts.
The parties further acknowledge that Developer relied on the
City's initial approval to proceed with final design and
construction of the development and improvements, which
construction has, in some instances, commenced and has been
completed.

EXHIBIT A to the Coleman Aff at 1. Recital D goes on to incorporate Section 4.2 of the
Development Agreement which states:
In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development
Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq, the parties
acknowledge and agree Developer may be entitled to credit for the
present value of any construction of system improvements or
contribution or dedication of land or money required by a
governmental entity from the developer for system improvements
of the category for which the development impact fee is being
collected, including certain portions of the development's street
and park improvements, provided that credit is only available for
eligible capital improvements as presented in the Act. The parties
will calculate the amount of such credit after the adoption of any
development impact fees. The parties further acknowledge and
agree that, under the Act, Developer is not entitled to credit for
improvements that merely provide service to the development
itself and are necessary for the use and convenience of the
development's residents, including the development's community
center and pool.

Id. Lastly, and most notably, the Impact Fee Agreement incorporates Section 4.3 of the
Development Agreement which specifically acknowledges that the Project cannot be responsible
for development impact fees related to portions of the Project that were commenced before the
adoption of an impact fee ordinance. It states:
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Notwithstanding the above, in accordance with Idaho Code Section
67-8215(2), Developer shall not be subject to development impact
fees or credits thereof subsequently adopted by the City for
portions of the development where construction has commenced
and is pursued according to the terms of the permit or development
approval.
Jd.(emphasis added). To accomplish these goals, the Impact Fee Agreement created an impact
fee credit, consistent with these recitals which states:
The Parties agree that the present value of the construction of
certain parks and transportation improvements in West Highlands
Ranch, as set forth in Exhibit D, exceeds the total amount of
impact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch. Therefore, Developer
shall not be responsible for payment of impact fees in West
Highlands Ranch. The Parties further agree that Developer shall
not seek reimbursement from City for the value of improvements
in excess of impact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch, as would
otherwise be allowed under the Act. The Parties acknowledge that
Exhibit D does not identify additional improvements, taxes and
other potential sources of revenue that might further offset impact
fees because further offset is not necessary in this case.

Id. at 2.

C.

The April 15, 2016 Letter From Chris Yorgason, Middleton City Attorney.
Before this Court allowed the amended answer and counterclaim, on April 15, 2016,

Chris Y orgason, city attorney for Middleton sent correspondence to Coleman Homes regarding
the Impact Fee Agreement. See EXHIBIT C to the Coleman Aff. (hereinafter the "Yorgason
Letter.") The Yorgason Letter exemplifies Middleton's interest in skewing the Impact Fee
Agreement language and attempt to garner a double benefit from Counterclaimants. In the letter,
Mr. Y orgason details Middleton's position on Counterclaimants' obligations under the Impact
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Fee Agreement. In sum, the Yorgason Letter demands parks or a financial guarantee 1 equal to
$2,635.00 per lot for 281 lots. $2,635.00 is the per lot impact fee legislated by repealed
Middleton City Ordinance No. 447. The Yorgason Letter does not identify the basis for alleging
that 281 lots have been developed. To date, only Phases 1 through 5 of the Project have been
commenced and those phases only contain a total of268 lots. Coleman Aff. at ,r 12. Thus, the
Y orgason Letter makes clear that Middleton is attempting to collect "payment" in the form of
open space through the Impact Fee Agreement for 967 lots (the total number oflots approved in
the Project) times $2,635.00. In other words, Middleton believes it is ultimately entitled to open
space amounting to $2,548,045.00 ($2,635.00 x 967).

III. ARGUMENT
A.

The Impact Fee Agreement Requires that the Court Interpret the Agreement Based
Upon the Amount Imposed by Middleton Ordinance No. 541 and Resolution 350-15.
The Impact Fee Agreement provides for full credit against all impact fees due for the

Project based on the construction of park and transportation improvements already required by
Middleton for the approval of the Project back in 2006 and 2009. See EXHIBIT A to the
Coleman Aff. at§ 2. Exhibit D to the Impact Fee Agreement calculates the credit due based on
the impact fee established in Ordinance No. 447 if all lots had been subject to impact fees.
Exhibit D provides that 12.8 acres of developed parks in the Project appropriately offsets the
amounts that the Project would have paid in impact fees under Ordinance No. 447.
Additionally, the Impact Fee Agreement contemplates the possibility of a change in
ordinance that would cause the impact fee amount to be decreased and correspond with a

1 Section 3 of the Impact Fee Agreement imposes an obligation on the part of the developer to provide a financial
guarantee in the event it applies for building permits before the necessary equivalent service level of open spaces is
completed.
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decrease in the amount of open space that the Project must make available. Section 2.1 of the
Impact Fee Agreement provides, in part:
Developer and City shall enter into a parks agreement to ensure
that the Parks shall be perpetually dedicated for public use
pursuant to the terms of said agreement and that the Parks remain
open and available to the public on the same basis as residents of
West Highland Ranch consistent with the Middleton City Code;
provided, however, that said agreement shall not be executed
unless and until City has adopted an impact fee ordinance for park
improvements and is actively collecting impact fees pursuant
thereto. Prior to execution of said parks agreement, if City adopts
an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service for park
improvements below that in Ordinance No. 447, the size or
number ofDeveloper's Parks may be reduced accordingly.

EXHIBIT A to the Coleman Aff. at § 2 (emphasis added).
Following the passage of an impact fee ordinance in 2009 (Ordinance No. 447),
Counterclaimants had the right to seek reimbursement and/or credits for the developed open
space that was required by Middleton in the Project approvals. The agreements that are now the
subject of this lawsuit, particularly the Impact Fee Agreement, sought to settle issues related to
credits, reimbursements, public access to open spaces and the future obligation on the part of
Counterclaimants to pay impact fees. In sum, those agreements determined that no impact fees
would be due and owing from Counterclaimants for the entirety of the Project in return for an
agreement that Middleton would secure public access to enough open spaces to "pay" for the
waived impact fees.
The Parks Agreement contemplated public access to 12.8 acres of park space within the
Project. That acreage was negotiated based upon the impact fee from Ordinance No. 447 that
imposed a substantially higher impact fee than the current Ordinance No. 541. Ordinance No.
541 imposes an impact fee of$1,485.00 per lot versus the $2,635.00 per lot under the repealed
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Ordinance No. 447. Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement requires a reduction in the amount
of park space that Middleton may secure for public access in the event that a city ordinance was
adopted providing for a lower impact fee.
As exemplified in the Y orgason Letter, Middleton has demanded more than is due for
this Project in an attempt at imposing the service level of the repealed Ordinance No. 447.
Based on the plain reading of the Impact Fee Agreement, this Court must interpret the open
spaces requirement based on Ordinance No. 541 and a $1,485.00 per lot service level.

B.

No Impact Fees May be Collected For Portions of the Project Commenced When No
Impact Fee Ordinance Existed.
As discussed above, the Impact Fee Agreement adopts sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 of the

Development Agreement. EXHIBIT A to the Coleman Aff. Specifically, Section 4.3 states that
the city may not make the Project responsible for impact fees "subsequently adopted by the City
for portions of the development where construction has commenced .... " However, the
Y orgason Letter is seeking to do exactly that. The Y orgason Letter purports to seek a financial
guarantee or open space related to 281 lots contained in phases that were commenced when no
impact fee ordinance was in existence in Middleton. Once again, it is worth noting that Phases 1
through 5 only contain 268 lots and no other phases have been developed in the Project so the
request for a financial guarantee for 281 lots is perplexing.

C.

Idaho Code§ 67-8215(b) Prohibits Middleton From Utilizing the Impact Fee
Agreement to Collect Payment of Fees Through Open Space For Phases
Commenced Prior to the Passage of Ordinance No. 541.
Idaho Code§ 67-8215(b), entitled "Transition," relates to the Idaho Legislature's

acknowledgment that impact fee ordinances permitted by IDIFA could not be created and
enforced in a vacuum. The statute specifically acknowledged situations in which projects had
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already commenced and were being developed under a regulatory scheme that was vastly
different when approved. Idaho Code§ 67-8215(b) states:
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, that portion
of a project for which a valid building permit has been issued or
construction has commenced prior to the effective date of a
development impact fee ordinance shall not be subject to
additional development impact fees so long as the building permit
remains valid or construction is commenced and is pursued
according to the terms of the permit or development approval.

Id. (emphasis added).
Thus, for those portions of a project where construction has commenced, a city may not
retroactively impose an impact fee. Phases I and 2 of the Project were commenced on
November 1, 2006. At that time, no impact fee ordinance existed. Phase 3 of the Project
commenced on June 1, 2009. Again, no impact fee existed in Middleton at that time. Phase 4 of
the Project was commenced on July 31, 2012. Although Ordinance No. 447 was passed on July
15, 2009, it was repealed on July 18, 2012. Thus, when Phase 4 commenced there was no
impact fee ordinance and no fees owed. Phase 5 of the Project commenced on August 15, 2014.
Ordinance No. 541 was not in place until January 21, 2015.
The Y orgason Letter makes clear that Middleton would have this Court interpret the
Impact Fee Agreement to require that Counterclaimants make open spaces publicly available to
"pay" for impact fees that were never due and owing. The 281 lots identified in the Y orgason
Letter are all contained in Phases 1 through 5 that were commenced while no impact fee
ordinance was in effect. In fact only 46 building permits have been pulled since the passage of
Ordinance 541. Coleman Aff. at ,r 13. And, each of those 46 lots are contained in Phases 1
through 5 of the Project. Id. To enforce the Impact Fee Agreement in a manner requested by
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Middleton would be to impose impact fees on lots that were not subject to the ordinance at the
time their associated building permits were pulled or phases commenced.

D.

The City of Middleton Refunded All Collected Impact Fees When Ordinance No.
447 Was Repealed.
Upon the repeal of Ordinance No. 447, Middleton refunded all impact fees collected

under authority of that ordinance. City of Middleton Front Page (January 2013) at p.2,

EXHIBIT B to the Dixon Aff. However, in this lawsuit Middleton is implicitly requesting that
this Court read the Impact Fee Agreement in such a way that Ordinance No. 447 becomes the
basis for the collection of open space as payment for impact fees pertaining to the Project.
Middleton's conclusion that Idaho law required it to refund the impact fees collected under the
repealed ordinance defeats its unsupportable position in this lawsuit.

E.

Counterclaimants are Responsible to Provide Public Access to a Total of 6.92 Acres
of Parks Within the Project.
There are 268 lots contained in Phases 1 through 5 of the Project. Coleman Aff. at ,r 12.

As approved, the entire Project has 967 lots. Id. By operation of Idaho law, Phases 1 through 5
are not subject to impact fees. Thus, only the remaining 699 lots (967 - 268) may be considered
for this Court's interpretation of the Impact Fee Agreement.
The appropriate impact fee to be used for the calculation of open spaces under the Impact
Fee Agreement comes from the current Ordinance No. 541 which establishes a fee of$1,485.00
per lot. The $1,485.00 per lot impact fee times 699 lots equals a total impact fee obligation of
$1,038,015.00 for the Project. The total impact fee obligation of $1,038,015.00 divided by the
Capital Improvement Plan value of parks ($150,000.00 per acre2) upon which the impact fee is
based, equals 6.92 acres. As a result, the Impact Fee Agreement requires that the Project "pay"
2

See EXHIBIT F to the Dixon Aff. at p. 6.
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for its impact fee obligation through allowing public access to 6.92 acres of parks. To do
otherwise would allow Middleton to impose more than a double liability for impact fees on this
Project.

F.

Even if this Court Somehow Concludes that All 967 Lots Must Be Included to
Calculate the Publicly Available Open Space, Only 9.57 Acres Must Be Made
Available Pursuant to the Impact Fee Agreement.
Even if this Court were to reject Counterclaimants' argument that only 699 lots may be

considered in calculating the open space that must be made publicly available under the Impact
Fee Agreement, the demands of Middleton are still inappropriate, excessive and contrary to the
language of the agreement. If this Court were to include all 967 lots approved within the
development, the total impact fee liability to be paid for with open space equals $1,435,995.00
(967 lots x $1,485.00). Utilizing the Capital Improvement Plan value of $150,000.00 dollars per
acre of parks, the $1,435,995.00 correlates to 9.57 acres of park space.

G.

This Court Should Rule that No Financial Guarantee is Necessary at This Time.
Counterclaimants acknowledge the financial guarantee obligation contained within

Section 3 of the Impact Fee Agreement. That section, as discussed above, contemplates the
submission of a financial guarantee if building permits are requested prior to the completion of
anticipated park areas. On April 27, 2016, counsel for Counterclaimants responded to the
Yorgason Letter. See EXHIBIT E to the Dixon Aff. Therein, Counterclaimants indicated that
they would make the main large park contained within the Project available to the public. Id.
That park is identified as Lot l(c), Block 1 of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 1. Id.
The main park is just less than 6 acres in size. In response to the agreement to make the 6 acre
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park publicly available, Middleton made further demands for a financial guarantee contrary to
the terms of the agreements.
As discussed above, the total amount of parks space owed by the Project is 6.92 acres. At
current, no lots have been developed outside of Phases 1 through 5. Thus, there are no impact
fees owed by the Project. The main Project park consisting of nearly 6 acres is more than
sufficient for a significant period of development. Under this calculation, the nearly 6 acre park
is sufficient until 606 building permits within phases covered by the ordinance have been applied
for within the Project. 3
IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Counterclaimants request that this Court interpret the Impact Fee
Agreement to require 6.92 acres of park space. Further, Counterclaimants request that this Court
rule that Phases I through 5 of the Project may not be considered within the lot count to interpret
the Impact Fee Agreement. Additionally, Counterclaimants request that this Court conclude that
the main park consisting of nearly 6 acres be deemed sufficient until a total 606 building permits
(to which the impact fee ordinance applies) have been applied for by Counterclaimants within
the Project.
DATED: JuneL 2016.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Counterclaimants
3 606

lots times $1,485.00 equals $899,910. Divided by the Capitol Improvement Plan value equals 5.99 acres.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h i s ~ o f June, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS AND COURTERCLAIMANTS'
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT in the
above-entitled matter as follows:

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

[ ] Via U.S. Mail
[ ] Via Facsimile
[ ] Via Overnight Mail
~ Via Hand Delivery
[ ] Via email

By: ....
,,,,,,/
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com

JUN O9 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K BRONSON, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants and Counterclaimants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-15-8119
v.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS COLEMAN IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants.

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant,
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
COUNTY OF ADA )
I, THOMAS COLEMAN, having personal knowledge of the following, and if called to
testify, would and could competently testify thereto, declare the following to be true and correct:
1.

I am over the age of 18 and President of Coleman Homes, LLC ("Coleman

Homes") one of the Defendants/Counterclaimants in the above-titled action. I have been
primarily responsible for the oversight of the Coleman Homes development in Middleton, Idaho
known as the West Highlands Subdivision (hereinafter the "Project").
2.

On January 18, 2006, Middleton approved annexation, zoning, development

agreement and preliminary plat for the Project to be developed with 797 lots.
3.

On March 31, 2009, Middleton approved annexation and zoning of an additional

40 acres and an amended development agreement and amended preliminary plat of the entire
Project, bringing the total approved lot count to 967.
4.

As part of the approval process for the Project, the City of Middleton required the

development of over 15 acres of parks and open spaces as well as transportation improvements.
At the time of the Project approval Middleton did not have an impact fee ordinance.

5.

On November 1, 2006, Coleman Homes commenced construction on Phases 1

and 2 of the Project.
6.

The Project is multiphase development that commenced development in 2006.

The commencement of development for each phase began as follows:
a. Phase 1 commenced on November 1, 2006.
b. Phase 2 commenced on November 1, 2006.
c. Phase 3 commenced on June 1, 2009.
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d. Phase 4 commenced on July 31, 2012.
e. Phase 5 commenced on August 15, 2014.
7.

On July 15, 2009, Middleton enacted Ordinance No. 447 imposing a $2,635 per

lot impact fee.
8.

Following the adoption of Ordinance No. 447, I spent a significant amount of

time working with Middleton to negotiate a resolution to impact fee credits that would be owed
to the Project. In sum, had an impact fee ordinance been in place at the time the Project was
approved, the open space requirements would not have been required by Middleton and the
Project would have been required to be responsible for impact fees pursuant to the ordinance.
Thus, the parties began negotiating a mechanism to deal with impact fee credits owed to the
Project coupled with assurances that appropriate open space was publicly available.
9.

Ordinance No. 447 was subject to a one year moratorium on November 16, 2011

and was ultimately repealed on July 18, 2012.
10.

On January 21, 2015, Middleton adopted Resolution 350-15 to add the new

impact fee (Ordinance No. 541) to the city's fee schedule. The Resolution provides that the new
park impact fee is $1,485 per lot.
11.

Coleman Homes continued to obtain building permits for active phases of the

Project and Middleton did not charge or collect impact fees for any of those phases. In August
2015, Middleton began charging impacts fees for building permits for all phases of the Project.
12.

Phases 1 through 5 of the Project include 268 lots. As approved, the Project

contains a total of967 lots. As a result, the remaining phases for development contain a total of
699 lots.
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•
13.

Since the passage of Middleton Ordinance No. 541, the Project has applied for

only 46 building permits. Each of those 46 buildings permits were for lots contained within
Phases I through 5 of the Project.
14.

Attached hereto as EXHIBIT A is a true and correct copy of the West Highlands

Impact Fee Agreement executed on December 8, 2011 and recorded on December 15, 2011 as
Instrument No. 2011049722 ("Impact Fee Agreement").
15.

Attached hereto as EXHIBIT B is a true and correct copy of the Parks Dedication

Agreement executed on December 8, 2011 and recorded on December 15, 2011 as Instrument
No. 2011049721 ("Parks Agreement").
16.

On April 15, 2016 Coleman Homes was sent a letter by Chris Yorgason, Attorney

for the City of Middleton. A true and correct copy of that letter is attached hereto as EXHIBIT
C. Therein, Mr. Yorgason demanded public access to parks or a financial guarantee pursuant to
the Impact Fee Agreement based on the service level of$2,635.00 per lot as contained in the
repealed Ordinance No. 44 7. Mr. Yorgason further made this demand based on an allegation
that 281 building permits are subject to the Impact Fee Agreement.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States and the laws of the
State of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct.
.

/,·~

Thomas Coleman

-.:Su.,V\.e...

-3:~da~2016.
• • ~~~~~~~d SWORN to before me th1~

: =~~=
, .. ,.......,

~

li

S'JATE Of IOAHO
·· ""'~-- • • • • • • • • • .... ·

~1n,__~
Notary_P~blic for_Idaho,
Comm1ss1on Expires: \ \ \
\

\~D~D
\
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h i s ~ June, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS COLEMAN IN SUPPORT OF

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT in the above-entitled matter
as follows:

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]
[ ]

Via U.S. Mail
Via Facsimile
Via Overnight Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via email

By:
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Exhibit A
134

------- IITRUMENT NO
.

---

~D\l Dt#? 0-~

WEST IDGKLANDS IMPACT FEE AGREEMENT
This West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement ("Agreemenfi is entered into this j__ day
of
he Y- , 2011 by and among the City ofMiddleton, a municipal coiporation
in the State ofldabo ("City.,), West Highlands, LLC ("Owner")"and Coleman Hc,mes, LLC
("Developer"). City, Owner, and Developer may collectively be referred to herein as the
"Pardes".

~em

RECITALS
A.

Owner owns certain real property in the City of Middleton shown· on the Vicinity
Map in Exhibit A and legally desaibed in Exhi~it B ("Project Site"), except for
that portion conveyed to Middleton School Dis~ct #134 of Idaho and legally
described in Exhibit C, which exhibits are attached hereto and hereby
incorporated herein.

B.

Developer is developing the West Highlands Ranch subdivision on the Project
Site, which is approved for 967 residential. lots. . · • ·
·

C.

The Parties entered into that certam D~opment Ag,;ccment dated Febnuuy 2,
2006, as amended .from time to time and most r~ntly in that Development
Agreement Revision #2, dated March 31, 2009 ("Development Agreement'').

D.

In Article IV of the Development Agreement, the Parties agreed as follows:
4.1.
The parties• acknowledge this development was principa.lly designed
and initially approved before the City began proceedings to propose impact fees.
Consequently, Dew:lopar's proposals, plus additional RqUirements imposed by the City,
determined the level of improvements needed to milipte the development's impacts,
The parties further acknowledge that Developer relied on the City's initial approval to
proceed with final design and construction of the de~opment and impro~ts. which
construction has, in some instances, commenced and been completed.
2011-049722 ordancc with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact
Fee Act, !O&Do UJOC Section 67-8201, et StftJ, the parties· acknowledge and aaree
Developer m·ay be entitied to cmiit for ~e present value of any construction of system
improvements or contn'bution or dedication_ of land er money requin,cl by a govemmcnfal
entity from the developer for system improvements of die category for which the
development impact fee is being collected, includi~g certain portions of the
development's stniet _and park improvements, provided that cmfit is only available for
eligible capital improvementi as prescribed. in the Act The parties will caJculatc the
amount of such credit after the adoption of any d~lopment impact fees. The parties
further acknowledge -and a~e that, under the Act, DeYCloper is not entitled to c:rcdit for
improvements that merely provide service to the development itselfand an, nccessaty for
use and convenience of the development's residents, including the development's
community center and pool.
·
·

the

4.3.
Notwithstanding the abo_ve, in accordance with Idaho Co~ Section·678215(2), Developer shall not be subject to development impact fees or credits thereof
subsequently adopted by the City for portions of the dC~C>Pfflent where c.onstruction bas
commenced and is pursued according to the tenns of 'pennit or development approval.

~e
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E.

As prescribed in the Development Agreement, following City's adoption of the
Middleton Impact Fee Ordinance (''Ordinance"), the Parties calculated the
amount of Developer's credit against impact.fees for the present value of the
construction of certain parks and transportation.improvements. Such
improvements and calculations arc set forth in El.bibit D, which exhibit is
attached hereto and hereby incorporated herein.

F.

DeveJoper is making the ·improvements set forth in Exhibit D for the benefit of
City and its residents, in addition to the We.st Highlands Ranch subdivision.
AGREEMENT

NOW, 1HEREFORE, for good and vaJuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged, and in consideration of the recitals above, which are
incorporated below, the Parties agree as follows:
·
1.
Legal Authority. This Agreement is made pursuant to and in accoroance with
the provisions of Idaho Development Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq.
("Act").
.

2.
I:mpa.ct Fee Credit. The Parties J1.gn:e that tbe p.resent value of the· construction
of certain parks and ~rtation improvements· in wesi Highlands Ranch, as set forth in
Exhl"bit D, exceeds the total amount of iJnpact
owed for West Highlands Ranch. Therefore,
Developer shall not be responsible for payment of impact fees in West Highl~s Ranch. The
Parties fiuther agree that Developer shall not seek reimbursement :from City for the value of
improvements in excess of impact fees owed for West Hight~. Ranch, as would otherwise be
allowed under the Act. The Parties acknowledge that Exhibit D docs not identify additional
improvements, t.ix.es and ~er potential sources of revenue thQt might further offset impact fees
because further offset is not necessary ii1 this case.
·
·

fees

2.1
Park Improvements. All park improvements identified in Exhibit D
(collectively, "Parki") ,::haft he landscaped with grass, shrubs and trees. As the Parks are final
platted and developed;2.'2.~!:~~~~~ptioos shall be added to Exln"bit E, which exht"bit is
attached hereto and hereby incorporated herein. Each Park shall be at least 1.00 acre in size and
contain at least one major amenity and one minor amenity as defined .in the Middleton City Code
and pursuant to the Resolution 28309 Park Standards and Requirements. "Major amenities" .
shall include but not be limited to children's play equipment, volleyball courts, tennis courts and
similar improvements. "Minor amenities" shall fac~ud~ but not be limited to barbeque areas,
picnic tables and similar improvements. The Parks shall be connected to each other apd to the
external boundaries of West Highlands R;anch through a system of meandering sidewalks within
landscaped corridors at least twenty-five (25) feet wide. Developer and City shalJ enter into a parks
agreement tQ ensure that the Parks shall be peIJ>etually dedicated for public use pursuant to the
tenns of said agreement anc:f that the Parks remain open and ·available to the public on the same
basis as residents. of West Highland Ranch consistent with the ·Mi_ddleton City Code; provided,
however, that said agreement shall n_ot be executed 1D1)ess and until City has duly adopted an
impact fee ordinanc.e for park improvements and is actively
ool~ecting
impact fees pursuant
.
.
.
'

Weit Hf&hludt fmpact Fee Ap-eement
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thereto, Prior to execution of said parks agreement, if City adopts M impact fee ordinance
identifying a level of service for park improvements below that in Ordinance No. 447, the size or
number of Developer's Parks may be reduced accordingly.
2.2
Transportation Improvements. All transportation impi-ovements identified
in Exhibit D (collectively, "Streets") shall be constructed in accordance with applicable City
standards and shall be dedicated to City upon completion.
3.
Financial Guarantee. In the event that Developer applies for building pennits
before completion of the equivalent service level of Parks and Streets, DeveJoper shall provide
one or more financial guarantees, the fonn of which shall be approved by City, for Parks and
Streets yet be completed. Acceptable guarantees shall include but not be limited to
irrevocable letter(s) of credit and/or cash deposit(s). In all cases, the guarantee shall be drawn
solely in favor of, and payable to, the order of City.

to

4.

Amendments. Any alteration or change to this Agreement shall be made only by

the written agreement of the Parties and in compliance with the notice and hearing provisions of
Idaho Code Section 67-6509, as required by Middleton City Code, Title 5, and Chapter 7.

5.
Chofce of Law. This Agr~ent shall be construed in accordance. with the laws .
of the State ofiqaho in effect at the time oftbe ex~tion of this Agreement.
6.
Attorneys' Fees an.d Costs. If either party shall default under this Agreement
and said defauJt is cured with the assistance of an attorney for the oth~ party, as a part of curing
said default, the reasonable attorneys' fees incurred by the other party shall be reimbursed to the
other party upon demand. In the event a suit or action is filed by either party against the other to
interpret or enforce this Agreement, the unsuccessful party to such litigation agrees to pay to the
prevailing party all costs and expenses, including attorneys' fees incurred therein, including the
same with respect to an appeal.

7.
Effect of Agreement. This Agreement shall bec.ome valid and binding only upon
its approval by the City Council and execution of the May~r and City Clerk. This Agreement .
shall be binding upon 2011-04.9722 it, their respective grantees, successors, assigns or lessees.
{end of text; signatures a~ exhibits follow]
Exhibit A: Vicinity Map
Exhibit B: Legal Description of Project Site
Exhibit C: Legal Description of School District Property
Exhibit D: West Highland Ranch Impact Fee Credit Calculation
Exhibit E: Legal Descriptions of Parks
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement effective on the
date of the last signature hereto.
CITY OF MIDDLETON

By.tL~
Mayor Vicki Thurber

(-z{s(u ·

Date:

:SJ;~
Date: ---'-\L_...__}\~--__.__\--'-\_ __

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC

By:
2011-049722

fa--V'(/J'
A/J

Date:

\

' °S"'____,_,
_·_\c_\_\

West Hlghfwdc Imp11ct Fee Agreement
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EXHIBIT A

Vlclufty Map
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EXHIBITB
Legal Description of ProJect Sit,

I
.. _,.

HSOEM1Wa_ , St

fDAHO

Sul<elSO
.
Her1dla,,, ldalio 8]~2

$URVEY
GROUP
-.

Pl""!il (Hlt_lM6-~57D
Po {llll) 884-SJ"

-·

Project No. 07-236

August 11, 2008

DESCRIPTION FOR
PRELIMINARY PLAT
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIYISIOf\!

Government Lots 3 and 4, a portion of Government Lota 1 and 2 and a portion of
the NW1/4 of the SE114 of Section 36, T.SN., R.3W., B.M., Ganyon County, Idaho mere
particularly described as follows:
·
Commencing at a 5/8• iron pin marking the SE comer of Section 36;
thence along the East boooda,y line of said Sectlon.36 North 00-01'21" West,
212.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;

thence continuing along said East boundary line Nor1h 00°01•21• West, 1106.24
feel to the NE comer of said Government lot 1;
thence along the North boundary line of salcl Government Lot 1 North 89°57'36•
West, 1329.64 feet to the tNl/ comer of said Govemment Lot 1;
thence along the East boundary line of the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section
36 North 00"00'00" West, 1320.05 feet to the C-E 1~te comer of said Section 38;

thence along the North .boundary line of tne NWt/4
36 South 99•5e•41•We&t, 902.72 feet;

or the SE1/4 of said Section
·

thence leaving said North boundaiy Hne Soulh 40°13'17• West, 88.82 Jeet;
thence South 43~53'39" West, 451.28 feet;
thenc:e

2011-o,i97}2 '.' West, 18.99 feet;

ttience South 89•49•53• West, 41.10 feet to a point on 1he West boundary line of
the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section 36;
lhence along said West boundary line South 00•00•50; West, 915.48 feet to the

NE comer or said Government Lot 3;

thence along the North boundary line of said Government Lot 3 North 89.56'40'
West, 1328.59 feet lo the NE comer of said Government Lot 4;
·
thenc:e along the North boundary line of said Government Lot 4 North 89.58'20"
West, 1328.60 feet to the NW corner of said Government Lot 4;
·

S:USG Pr~dslWesl Highlands Plsls\Oocumefib'Wia&t highl•nds pre plat OESC.doc
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thence along the West boundary line of said Government Lot 4 South 00•09•52•
Wes!, 1357. 74 feet to the SW corner of said Section 36;
thence along the South boundary line of said S~ion 36 North 89"37'36" East,
2659.58 feet to the South 1/4 comer of said Section 36;
·
thence along the North-South centerline of said Section 36 North 00°04'14" East,
332.56 feet;
thence leaving said North-South centerline South 89"59'03" East, 331.38 feet;
thence South 00•22•17• East, 260.28 feet to a point on the North right-of-way line
of Willis lane;
thence along said North right-of-wa:y line the following 7 courses:
thence North 88"37'29" East, 944.42 feet;
thence North ~ 37'29" East, 70.71 feet;
0

thence North 00°22'31" West, 20.00 feet;
thence North 89"37'29" East, 110.00 feet;
thence South 00"22'31" East, 20.00 feet;
thence South 45"22'31" East, 70.71 feet;

thence North 89"37'29" East, 790.84 feet;
thence leaving said North right-of-way line North 00•01 •21·• West, 14200 feet;
thence North 89"37'29" East, 383.51 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING,
Containing 193.8'f. acres, more or less.
ALSO:

A portfo'2 0; 1049722 ,t Lots 1 and 2, and a portion of the S1/2 of the NEi/4' and
a portion of lhb ..... ,:~ ~, .. ,., SE1/4 of Section 1, T.4N., R,3W., B.M., Canyon County,
Idaho more particularly described as follows:
Commencing at a 5/8" iron pin marking the NE comer of-said Section 1;
thence along the East bourdary line of said Section 1 South 00"03'21" West,
70.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNIIYG;
feet;

thence continuing along said East boundary line South 00"03'21" West, 806.30

S:USG Proje<:ts\Wesl Highland, Plola\Ooc.rnenll\wea1 highlands pre pla1 DESC.cloc
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thence leaving said East boundary tine South 66°52'25" West, 632.25 feet;.
thence South 00°53'18" East, 149.51 feet;
thence North B9°39'12" East, 57B.75 feel to a point on the East boundary ·une of
said Section 1;
·
thence along said East boundary line South·oo•o3•21· West 50.00 feet to the
corner of said Government Lot 1;
·

SE

thence leaving said East boundary line South 89"39'12" West, 442.51 feet;
thence South 00°03'09" East, 429.50 feet;
thence North 89"39'12" East, 442.51 feet to a point on the East boundary line of
said Section 1;
·
thence along said East boundary line South 00•03•09• East, 197.42 feet;
thence leaving said East boundary line North 89°53'28" West, 509.00 feet;
thence South 00"03'09" East, 311.00 feet;
thence South 89"53'26' East, 509.00 feefto a point on the East boundary line of
said Section 1;
thence along said East boundary line So_uth 00"_03'08" East, 60.00 feet;
thence leaving said East boundary line North 89"53~6" West, 677.53 feet;
thence South 00"03'09" East, 460.94 feet to a point on the exterior boundary line
of Nottingham Greens Subdivision No. 3 as flied In Book 34 of Plat.s at Page 50, records
of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along said exterior boundary line lhe following 5 courses:
thence North 51°17'26" West, 213.51 feet;
thence r-201

L {

04972f

West, 425. 75 feet;

thence North 73"44'23"West, 58.04 feet;
thence North 89°4 7'05" West, 98.96_ feet;

thence South 00°12'47" West, 269.61 feet to a point on the East-West centerline
of said Section 1;
thence leaving said exterior boundary line and along said East-West centerline
South 89°42'59" West, 486.63 feet to a point cin the North Bank of the Canyon Hill
Ditch;
·

S:~SG PrajeC11\Weat Hlghlande Pleto\Oocumentslwest higl,tancfs P"' plat OESC.~oc
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thence along said North Bank the following 2 courses: ·

tflence North 46"07'55" East, 178.91 feet;
thence North 58"24'12" East 160.17 feet;
thence leaving said North Bank South 89"43'17" West, 970.33 feet;
thence North 00"38'13" East, 99.95 fee~
thence South 89"43'22" Wes~ 112.80 feet to a point on the East right-of-way line
of Hartley Road;
thence along said Eastright-of-wayline North 00°35'43" East, 1014.36 feet;
thence South 89"43'19" West, 40.00 feet to the North-South centerline of said

Section 1;

thence along said North-South centerline North 00"36'32" East, 419.SS· feet to
the Southwest comer of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 2 as filed in Book .41 of
Plats

at Page 29, records of Canyon County, Idaho;

·

thence along the southerly boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch

Subdivision No. 2 ttie following 4 courses:

thence North BS"37'29" East, 182.88 feet;
thence North 68°10'32" East, 52.70 feet;
thence South 69"23'28" East, 314.54 feet;

thence South 56°47'54" East, 27.02 feet to a point on the exterior boundary line
oir West Highlands Ranch SubdMsion No. 1 as filed In Book 41 of Plats at Page 30,
records of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along the exterior boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 1 the following courses:
·
,:2011-049722 .
thence VV..\I, , .., wV..,.. West, 113.62 feet;
thence South 25"43'27" West, 50.05 feet to the beginnirtg· of a curve to the left;
thence along said curve 95.48 feet, said curve having a radius of 225.00 feet, a
central angle of 24•1a•51• and a long chord of 94.77 feet which bears South 17•31•39•
West;
the nee South 61 "O 1'11" East, 55.92 feet;
thence South 56"47'54" Eas~ 141.59 feet;

S:VSG Projtcts\Wast Hfghlonds PlatslDocurMnt1\wesl hlgllle"'!I pre ~l•I DESC.~oc
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thence South 51°46'46" East, 114.31 feet;
thence South 56°47'54" East, 373:51 feet;
thence South 60°49'19" East, 95.35 feet;
thenoe South 6B"4'3'19" East, 93.B4 feet;
thence South 75°39'39" East, 192.64 feet;
thence North 11•47 '52~ West, 81.28 feet;
thence North 74"23'20" East, 111.32 feet;
thence North 40°5-4'36" East, 54.71 feet;
thence North 8S 1S3'21" East, 124.88 feet;
0

thence North 07°01'22" West, 75.07 feet;
thence North 12°58'58" East, 167.BB feet;
thenoe North 12"02'33" East, 50.14 feet;
thence North 07°33'12" East, 100.00 feet;
thence South 84°41'30" East, 10.36 feet;
thence North 06"13'36" East, 100.18 feet:
thence North 28°36'54" East, 54.34 feet;
thence North 04°52'17" East, 100,00 feet;

thence North B2"09'17"West, 81.29 feet;
thence North 29°36'38~ West, 71.45 feet;

201--1~049722"West, 95.36 feet;

thence ~

thence North 25"32'49" East, 144. 70 feet;

thence South 86°17'04" East, 8.38 feet;
thence North 21°11 '36' East, 118.07 feet;
· thence North 02"32'44" West, 16-t. 77 feet;
thence South 85°27'28~ West, 112.51 feet; ·
thence North B0"05'06" West, 134.34 feet;
S;~SG Pmj,,aolW•s1 Hlgnl•ndo Plals\Documenlslwest highlands pre plat DESC.doc
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thence North 04°59'53" East, 108.82 feet;
thence North 00' 16'41' West, 104.36 feet;
thenoe North 44"37'29" Eas~ 70.71 fee~

thence North 89°37'29" East, 1173.39 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING,
containing 87.99 acres, more or less;

2011-049722

S:~SG Projects\Weat Hlghilinds Flels\Oocumeotslwtot ~IQlllando pre plat OESC,doc
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Legit! DucrJptfoiU of P1rk1
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PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT
(West Highlands)

L

day of
This Parks Dedication Agreement ("Ap-eement'') is entered into this
2011 by and between the City of Middleton, a municipal corporation in the
State ofldaho ("City"), and West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc., an
Idaho nonprofit corporation (''Associatioa"). The City and the Association are sometimes
individually referred to herein as a "Party" or collectively referred to herein as the "Parties".

~hor

•

RECITALS
Pursuant to that certain development agreement recorded in the official records of
A.
Canyon County, Idaho on March 31, 2009 as Instrument No. 200901552S, Coleman Homes LLC
is developing that certain residential community in the City of Middleton commonJy known as
West Highlands ("Community'').
Cata.in park improvancnts (other than the clubhouse, swimming pool, pool deck
B.
area, gym facility and adjacent restrooms) are being developed within the Community for the
benefit of the City and its residents.

The City and the Association desire such park improvements to be developed
C.
without cost to the City and, upon such development, transferred to the Association to be owned,
maintained, and operated by the Association as common area parks without cost to the City.

So that the Community remains fully integrated into the City of Middleton, the
D.
City and the Association desire to have the park improvements dedicated to public use and
enjoyment, whereby such park improvements will be open and available to the public on the
same basis as residents of the Community.
ACCOidingly, the City and the Association desire to ent.er into this Agreement to
E.
memorialize their mutual understanding and agreement regarding the use, maintenance and
operation of such park improvements.

AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the recitals above and other good and valuable
consideration. the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby aoknowledged, the Parties agree as
follows:

Parks. The park. lands in the Community subject to this Agreement shall be those
1.
park lands, constituting approximately 12.80 acres, with a1 least one major amenity and one
minor amenity each as defined in the Middleton City Code and pursuant to the Resolution 28309
Park Standards and Requirements. ("Parks"). "Major amenities" shall include but not be
limited to children's play equipment., volleyball courts, tennis courts and similar improvements.
"Minor amenities" shall include but not be limited to batbeque areas, picnic tables and similar
improvements. The Parks do not include the clubhouse, swimming pool, pool deck area, gym
PARKS DEDJCATION AGJU!EMENT (WEST HIGHLANDS)
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facility or adjacent restrooms. As the Parks are final platted and developed, their legal
desaiptions shall be added to Exhibit A, which exhibit is attached hereto and hereby
incorporated herein.
2.
Use of Parks. All members of the public shall be entitled to use and enjoy the
Parks for recreational purposes on equal footing as members of the Community; provided,
however, all use and enjoyment of the Parks shall be subject to the Park Rules (as defined in
Section ;3 hereof). The Parties acknowledge that the Association is making the Parks available
to the public without charge for recreation purposes as contemplated under Idaho Code § 361604 and the Association shall enjoy all limitations on liability set forth therein.
3.

Park Management.

A. Subject only to applicable law and the limitations expressly set forth in
this Agreement, including, but not limited to, the express purpose of dedicating and preserving
the Parks for benefit of the public, the Association shall have the power to own, operate, insure,
govern, maintain, improve and otherwise manage the Parks in any manner the Association deems
reasonable or appropriate.

B. In furtherance of the foregoing, the Association shall have the power to
adopt, amend and repeal from time to time such reasonable, non-discriminatory rules and
regulations governing use of the Parks as the Association deems appropriate ("Park Rules").
Provided they are consistent with the Middleton City Code as applied to public parks and with
the express purpose of this Agreement as stated herein, the Park Rules may govern all aspects of
the Parks, including, but not limited to, reasonable hours/days of use, non-discriminatory use
limitations, user obligations, reservation and use of space or equipment for regular or special
events, user conduct, commercial operations, prohibited activities, enforcement and maintenance
standards. The Association may not grant members of the Community rights or privileges
greater than those offered to members of the public. The Association shall promptly provide the
City with a copy of all adopted or amended Parle. Rules from time to time. Upon delivery of
adopted Park Rules to the City, such Park Rules shall have the same force and effect as if they
were set forth in and we.re a part of this Agreement. In the event such Park Rules conflict with
the tams of this Agreement, this Agreement shall govern.
C. The City acknowledges that the Association's ability to enforce the Park
Rules is constrained by limited rights and resources, and that certain enforcement will need to be
provided by the proper legal authorities. The Association shall have no obligation to enforce the
Park Rules to any particular standard or for the benefit of any particular party. Nothing herein
shall obligate the Association to engage in enforcement activities that would cause the
Association to incur any risk, liability or expense the Association deems inappropriate.
4.
Park Use Fees. The Association shall not charge general use fees to any member
of the public for recreational use of the Parks pursuant to this Agreement; provided, however, the
Association may charge or assess special fees to users consistent with customary practices for the
reservation of public parks, including, but not limited to, fees or assessments {a) to any person,
entity for organization for any commercial, social, charitable, recreational, concession or similar

PAOE20F6
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event in the Parks, (b) to any user for the reservation or exclusive use of any portion or facility in
the Parks, and (c) for permits for special activities related such as sound pennits, temporary
event sign pennits, temporary play facilities, alcohol and other matters; provided that the fees

charged and the special uses granted shall not materially impact the public's unrestricted use of
the park facilities either in percentage of reserved park space or duration. The fees charged or
assessed pursuant to this Section 4 shall not exceed the amount customarily assessed for such
matters in other public parks in the Ada County-Canyon County area.

Park Improvements. The Association shall have the right to enhance and
5.
improve the Parks in any manner the Association deems appropriate, including, but not limited
to, the installation, modification, repair, replacement and removal (by itself or others) of any
recreational or public use facilities and equipment in the Parks provided the Association
continues to provide and maintain the minimum amenities required per Section 1. Recreational
and public use facilities shall include, but not be limited to, pavilions, shelters, restrooms, picnic
areas, play structures, benches, water features, flower gardens, stages, sports fields, seating areas,
parking areas and pathways. The Association shall have the right to install, modify, repair,
replace and remove (or grant others the right to install, modify, repair, replace and remove) any
non-recreational or private improvements in the Parks, provided that such improvements do not
unreasonably interfere with the reaeational use of the Parks by the public. The Association shall
have the right to grant easements, licenses or leases to others as it deems appropriate to facilitate
improvement of the Parks by others.
Park Maintenance. The Association shall maintain the Parks and the
6.
improvements thereon consistent with generally-accepted practices for public parks in the Ada
County-Canyon County area.

Binding Effect; Assignment. This Agreement shall be binding upon the Parties
7.
hereto and their respective suceessors or assigns. The Association shall have the right to transfer
all or any portion of the Pm:ks to any other state or local governmental entity for use as a public
pmk facility on any tams the Association deems appropriate and, upon acceptance of such
transfer by the receiving governmental entity, this Agreement shall terminate with respect to any
portion of the Parks so transferred.
Default; Remedies. If a Party defaults on any of its obligations under this
8.
Agreement, the nondefaulting Party rnay exercise any lawful right or remedy if the defaulting
Party fails to cure such default after receipt of a notice from the nondefaulting Party to cure such
default within the time period specified in the default notice (which shall not be less than 30
days); provided, however, the defaulting Party shall not be deemed to be in default if such Party
has commenced diligent efforts to cure such default within the cure period and provides
reasonable assurances to the nondefaulting Party that such default will be cured expeditiously.

Dispute Resolution. Any dispute pertaining to the performance, interpretation or
9.
of
enforcement this Agreement shall be subject to mediation as a condition precedent to
continuation of (but not the institution of) any legal or equitable proceeding. Upon receipt of a
written demand for mediation, the Parties shall endeavor to promptly select a mediator by mutual
agreement. All candidates shall be independent attorneys or judges. The mediator shall set the

PARKS DEDICATION AGltEEMENT (WEST HICiHLANDS)
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date, time, l<X:ation and rules of the mediation. The Parties shall share the mediator's fee and
other costs of the mediation fees equally; provided, however, each Party shall bear its own legal
fees. The Parties shall endeavor to hold the mediation with.in thirty {30) days of the demand fur
mediation. Agreements reached mmediation shall be enforceable as settlement agreements in
any court having jurisdiction thereof.

Amendments. Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement may be
10.
modified or terminated only in a written instrument executed by all Parties hereto.
Notices. Any notice that a Party may desire to give to another Party must be in
11.
writing by personal delivery, by mailing the same via rcgisterm or certified mail with return
recejpt requested and postage prepaid, or by Fedenl Express or other reputable overnight
delivery service, to the other Party at the address set forth below:

City:

City of Middleton
6 North Dewey Avenue
POBo:x.487
Middleton, Idaho 83644

Association:

West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc.
1859 S. Topaz Way, Suite 200

Meridian, Idaho 83642
or such other address and to such other persons as a Party may hereafter designate. Any such
notice shall be deemed given upon receipt ifby personal delivery, forty-eight (48) hours after
deposit in the United States mail if sent by mail pursuant to the foregoing, or twe.nty-four (24)
hours after timely deposit with a reputable overnight delivery service.

Ch.alee of Law. This Agreement shall be construed maccordance with the laws
12.
of the State of Idaho.
Integration. This Agreement sets forth the fbll and complete understanding of
13.
the Parties relating to the subject matter hereof as of the date hereof and supersedes any and all
negotiations, agreements, \Dlderstandings and representations made or dated prior thereto with
respect to such subject matter.

Validity. In the event that any of the provisions or portions, or applications
14.
thereof of this Agreement become invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, the validity
and enforceability of the remaining provisions or portions, or applications theceof, shall not be
affected thereby.
Legal Authority. The City is entering into this Agreement pursuant to and in
15.
accordance with its self-governance powers set forth mIdaho Code Section 50-301. This
Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon its approval by the Middleton City CoUJ1cil
and execution of the Mayor and City Clerk.

fend oftext; signatures and exhibits follow]
PARJCS DEDICATION AGIEEMENT (WEST HIGHLANDS)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement effective on the date of the
last signature hereto.

"City"

CITY OF MIDDLETON, a municipal corporation in the

State ofldaho

By:

M~yor Vicki Thurber

"Association"

WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho nonprofit COIJlOration

By:

Thomas M. Coleman, Jr., President

PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT (WEST HIGHLANDS)
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EXHIBIT A
Legal Descriptions of Parks
[To be added as Parks are final platted and developed]
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YORGASON
LAW OFFICES, PLLC

-

RECEIVED

APR 18 2016
STOEL RIVES

April 15, 2016

Coleman Homes
c/o Bradley Dixon
Stoel Rives, LLP
101 S. Capitol Blvd. Ste.1900
Boise, Idaho 83702

RE:

Coleman Homes financial guarantee for parks

Mr. Dixon:
I am the City Attorney for the City of Middleton. This letter is a formal demand on behalf of
the City of Middleton that Coleman Homes, LLC fulfill its obligations under the West
Highlands Impact Fee Agreement (the "Agreement"). A copy is attached for your
convenience.
Pursuant to that Agreement, dated December 8, 2011, Coleman Homes promised to provide
financial guarantees in the event they applied for building permits before completing the
equivalent service level of Parks and Streets.

3.

Financial Guarantee. In the event that Developer applies for building

permits before completion of the equivalent service level of Parks and Streets,
Developer shall provide one or more financial guarantees, the form of which shall be
approved by the City, for Parks and Streets yet to be completed. Acceptable
guarantees shall include but not be limited to irrevocable letter(s) of credit and/or
cash deposit(s). In all cases, the guarantee shall be drawn solely in favor of, and
payable to, the order of the City.
According to Exhibit D of the Agreement, the proper service level was 4.4 acres per 1,000
residents. Stated another way, the cost of the improvements needed to meet the necessary
service level was $2,635/lot for each of the 967 lots in the West Highlands development
To date, Coleman Homes has not provided any parks towards the required service level.
However, Coleman Homes has applied for 281 building permits.

CHRIS YORGASON
chris@vorgasonlaw.com

6200 N MEEKER PLACE

BOISE, ID 83713

157

P: (208) 861-3332
F: (208) 375-3271
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Pursuant to the terms of the Agreement, Coleman Homes is required to provide a financial
guarantee in the amount of$740,435. Please provide the financial guarantee immediately
and no later than April 29, 2016.

~D1;1

,~

Attorney for the City of Middleton
cc:

Client
Coleman Homes

CHRIS YORGASON
chris@yorgasonlaw.com

6200 N MEEKER PLACE
BOISE, ID 83713
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Agreem:em,

E.

As prescn"bed in the Development
follOWins City's adoption of the
Middleton Impact Fee Ordinance ("Ordlnanee"), the Parties calculated the
anioont of Dovelopcr's credit against impact.fees for the present value of the
construction of ccrtam parks and 1ransportation:_improvcwents. Such
improvements and calculations arc .set forth in Elhibit D. whidl exlnoit is
attached hereto and hereby incorporated h~.

F.

Developer is making the ·improvements set forth in Exln'bit D for the benefit of
City and its residents, in addition to the West Higblands Ranch subdivision.
AGREEMENT

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged, and in consideration of the recitals above, which are
incorporated bolow, the Parties agree as follows:
·
I.
Legal Authority. Thia Agreement i1 made pursuint to and in. accordance with
the pro'1isions of Idaho Development Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq.
("Act").
.
2.
lmpaet Fee Credit.. The Parties _IIJ'CC ~ the present value of the- construction
of certain pa.des and ~rtation improvamcnts in West Higlllandi Ranch, as set forth in
Exln'bit p, exceeds the total amount of impact
owed fbt West Highlands Ranch. Therefore,
Developer shall not be responsible for payment of imp•~ iQ West Hiphmds Ranch. The
Parties further agree that Developer shall not.seek reimburaementftom. City for the value of
improvements in excess ofimpact fCCli owed for Wc::l!lt Hi.e;'bhaids Ranch, as would otherwise be
allowed under the Act. The Parties admowledge that Exhibit Ddocs not identify additional
improveanents, tax.es and ~er potential sources of revenue that misht f\uther offset impact fees
because further offset is not necessary in this case.
·

fees

2.1
fark bnprovements. All park improvements identlfied in &hibit D
(collectively, '"Parki"\ 11hall he lands<.apcd ·with grass, shrubs and trees. As the Pmks are final
22...:scrip1ions shall be added to Bzdµ'bit E, which exln"bit is
platted and developat:22.11.
attached hereto and hereby incmporated herein. F.ach Parle shall be at least 1.00 IICll'C in size and
contain at least one major amenity and one minor. amenity as defined .in the Middleton City Code
and pursuant to the Resolution 28309 Park Standards and Requu-emen/8. ~Major amenities" .
shall include but not be limited to children'a play _equipment, volleyball gourts, tennis comts and
similar improvements. "M'mor amenities" shall:i~ude but not be limited to barbeque areas,
picnic tables and similar improvements. The Parlcs shall b"e connected to each other ~d to the
external boundaries of Werst Highlands R.:anch dJrough a system of meandering sidcwaJb within
landscaped corridon at least twenty•five (25) feet wide. .Developer and City sball enter into a parks
agreement tQ erumrc that the Parks shall be perpetually decncated {or public use pnrsuant to the
terms of said agreemmt anc;l that the Parks remain open and·avmlablo to the public on the same
basis aa residen~ of West Highland Randi cmisistait with the Mi_ddleton City Code. provided,
howewr, that said agreement Bhall not be executed unless and until City bas duly adopted an
impact fee ordinance for park improvcments·and is activ~y col~ecting impact fees pursuant

~~!!.
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thereto. Prior to· executiCll of said padcs agreement, if City iclo;ts an impact ix, orclfoance
identifying a level of service tbr park improvements below tlJat in·Onlinance No. ·447, the size or
number of Developer's Parka may be reduced according1y.
2.2

Transportation Improvements.

All transportation improvements identified
accordance with applicable City

in ExhibitD (collectively, "S1reefl, shall be constructed in
standards and shall be dedicated to City upon completion.

3.
Fbulmlal Guarantee.. In the event dlat Develc,per applies fur bmlding permits
before completion ofthe equivalent scmcc level of Parb and S ~ Developer shall piovide
ono or more financi-1 ~ ~c form of~hich shall be approved by City, for Parka and ·
S1nelB l"'l to be completed. Aoceptable guaraateea lhall mclude but not be limited to
Irrevocable letter(s) of credit and/or cash dc,polfit(s). · In-all cases, the guarantee shall be drawn
solely in favor of, and payable to, the order of City.
4.
Amendm•tl. Any alteration or chanp to tbu Agreement sball be made Ollly by
tho written agreement of the Partiei and in compliance with the 'notice and hearing provisions of
Idaho Code Sec:tion 67-6509, as required by Middleton City Cade. Tide 5, and Olapter 7.

S..
aaolce_of Law. -This-~ lball be OODllmed in acc:onlan~with.tholaw ,
of the State of lctaho in effilct at the time of tho cit~doa ofdds Agreement. ·. .
6.
Atton.ey1' :feet ad Com. If either party aball defimlt'IIDdarthis Aareemeat.
and said default is cured with tho assistance. of an attorney ibr the oth~ party. as it part ofcuring
said defimlt, the reasonable attomeys' fees incurred by the other party shall be reimbursocl to the
other party upon demand. In tho event a suit or action is filed by either party against'thc other to
iJlteJ:pret or enforce this Agreement, the unsuccesstul party to such litigation agrees to pay to the
pnvaiUng patfy all C081B and expenses, including attorneys' fees fncurred therein. includin& the
SIDIO with "esret to ID appeal,

7.
Effect of A&nemmt. This Agreement~ become valid~ blndina aalyUP,JD
its approval by tho Oty Connell and execution ofthe Ma)'91' and City Cledc. This Apemnmt .
shall be bindiq upon 2011-049722 it, their R8pCld:ive grantee&, 1DCCC811011, lll8isns or I.Cllleea.

[end oftex.t; signatures-a,:ad ~t~follow]
Exhibit A: Vicinity Map ,

Exhibit B:
Exhibit C:
Exhibit D:
Bxlu'bit B:

Lep] Description of Project Site
Legal Description of School bi~ct Property
West Hisb)and Ranch Impact Fee Cralit Caloulation
Legal Dclcdpti.~DS of Parb
.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement effective on the
date of the last signature hereto.
·
CITY OP MIDDLETON

By.·tL~
Mayor Vicki Thurber

Date: .

(2{8(11 ·

:w
,i h~) ,,_

Date:

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC

~

~ ·

By.
2011-049722

Date:

West Blp.l-.u
Fee Agreement.
____
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Projc,Gt No. 07-236
DESCRIP110N FOR
PRELIMINARY PLAT
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION

Aurriat 11, 2008

Government Lots 3 and 4, a portion of Gowmment Lota_ 1 end 2 and a pcrtlcn of
the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of Section 38, T.5N., R.3W., B,M., Canyon County, Idaho more

partlculady deicrlbed • follows:

. •

•.

·

Commencing at a Ml" lmn pin marking the SE comer of S8cti0n 38;
thence along lhe Eaat boundary line ohald Seclion._38 Nor1h 00"01'21" West,
212.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;
·
thenoe con11nuing • ~ said Ent boundary fine North 00•01.•21•weat, 1108,24
feet to tha NE comer of 11111d Gawlmment Lot 1:
·
lhenoe along the North boundary llne of said Gollammant Lot 1 North W57'36"

w..t, 1329.84 feet to the NW comer of aald Gowmment lot 1;

thence along the East boundary ffne fl the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section
38 North 00"00'00" Waat, 1320.05 feet to lhe C-E1~18 comer ofeald Section 38;

. lhenoe along the Norlh .boundary Une of the NW1/4 or the SE1/4 of aakf Section
38 South 894'58'41"West, 902.72 feet;·
·
hnce lnN\ng 1181d North boundaiy llneSou\h 40"13'1'1" West, 88.82 feet;
thence South 43~53'3V Weat, 451.20 faet
!hence 2011'

-0497?i2 ·.• Weet, 18-99 feel;

ttience South 81r48'53" WClllt. 41.1 D feet to a point on th$ West bo1a1dary llna of
the NWt/4 of the SE1/4 of aald S.ction 38:

lhenca along Seid Welt boundary line Soulh 00°00'50~ West, 9111.48 faet ID the
NE comer of said Government Lot 3;
thence along the North boundary llne al said Government ~ 3 North llr56'40"
West, 1328.59 feet ID the NE oomer of said Government Lot 4:

thence alona the North boundary line of 1a1d Government Lot 4 North 89"58'20"
West, 1328.60 feet to the NW comer d 111d Government Lot 4;
·

Wat
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· thence along the West boundary Rne of Hid Government Lot 4 South 00'09'52•
West, 1357.74fell101he SW corner of said Section 38:
thence along the 8oulh boundary Hne of said s.alon 38 Nori! 8993738" Eut,
2869.58 feet to the South 1/4 comer of aald Section 38:
·

thence along Iha North-South c:enterlne al eald Secllon ~ North 00904•14• East,
332.58 feet;
thence leavlng aald North-South cenlelllne South:~•s,•03• ~ 831.38 feel;

"°"'

r

thence South 00•2211 Eall, 260.2!3 fNt .~ • point on 1he

dlNIIB~•

right-of.way line
.

thenaa .ionu Mid Noi1h rta~v line the fol~ 7 aourMI:
thence Nolth 89"37'2V EMt, 844.-42 feel;

thence Norlh~937'2!1' ~ 70.71 f'Nt
thence North oo-22'31" Walt, 20.00 feat;

thence North 8"7'29" Eaet. 110.00 feet;
. thence Soiih 00·22'31" Eat, 20.00 feet;
thence SOUlh .w22'31" Ent, 70,71 INt;

thenoe North aa-37'29" East, 790.84 fNt;
'

.

.

!hence leavlng 1111d N~ rlght,of,,Wlly llna Narlh 00-01'21" West, 142.00 feet;
.
taence Norlh &r37'21" East, 383.61 feet to the ReAI. POINT OF BEGIINING.
Contillnlng 193.84 aCfll, mora or leit.
·
·
'

ALSO:
A portlol;Oi i-04en2,a I.ala 1 and 2, and a portion of the S1'2 of the NE114 ino
e porlon of the:',... .,~.., •- SE114 of Section 1, T.4N., 1:',3W., B.M., Ca~. County,
Idaho mont parllculalfy daeaibed •• followa:
:
·

Commencing at a. 518" IR>n pk'! marking 1he NE comet ohaid Sedlon 1;
.
thence along the Eat boufldmy llne of 1ald Section
70.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF ll!GINNING;
·
'

1 South 00"03'21" West,

thence continuing along tallt Eatt boundflrY lne South 00"03'21" Weet, 806.30
feet;

Pap78f14
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thence leaving said East boundary tine South ~•5~25~ Weat, 832.25 feet;
thence South 00°53'18" East, 149.51 feet;
thence North 89"39'12" East, 578.75 feet to a point on the East boundary line of
said Sectfcn 1;
·
thence along said East boundary llne Soulfr00'03'21" West, 50.00 feet lo the SE
comer of said Government Lot 1;
·

thence leaving said East boundary Bne SOUth 89°39'12" West, 442.51 feet
thence South 00"03'09" Eat, 429.50 feat;
thence North 8&938'12" East, 442.61 feet to·a point on lhe Eut boundary llne of
·

said Section 1:

thence along uld Ent boundaiy Ina Soulh 00•03•or E~t, 187A2 feet;
thence leaving salcl East boundary One North 89~6328" ~ . 508.001'191;
thence South 00"03'09" East, 311.00 feel;
thence Soulh 89°53'28" East, 509.00 faefto a point on the East boundary llne of

aald Section 1;

thence along aald East boundary Une So_uth 00•_03•09• ~ . 80.00 feat;
~ca leaving 881d East bounchiry n,_. N()rth a9•53~• West. en.~3 teali

lhenca Soutl'I Ob'03'09" East, 480.94W ID a point on the exlerior boundaiy line
of Nottingham Greens Subdivision No, 3 aa flied In Book 34 of Plats at Page 60, reconta
of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along said extertor boundary Une tha folowlng 5 courses:
thence North s1·1r2e"West, 213.51 feet;
thence ~

11:049722 Weat, 425.75feet;

thence North 73"44'23".West, 58.04 feet
thence North 89°47'05" West, 99.96. feet;

· thence South 00"12\4rWeat, 269.81 feetto a point en the Eaat-west cantertlne

of &aid Section 1:

thence leaving said exterior boundeiy. line and along aaid Eat-Weet centerline
South 89°42'59' West, 486.63 feet. to a point c;,n the North Bank of the Canyon HII

Ditch;

.

.

Pap8or14
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thence along said Nortl1 Bank lhe following 2 counies: ·
thence North 46°07'55• East, 178.91 feet,
thence North 59°24'12• Eaat, 180.17 feet;

thence leaving said North Bank South 99•43•17• West, 970.33 feel;

thence North 00"38'13" East, 99.96 feet;
thence South 89"43'22" West, 112.80 feet to a pokit on the East right-of~ line
al Hartley Road;
thence along Aid East.rfght-of-way.Une North 00~35'43" East, 1014:38 feet;
thence South 89°43'19"

Section 1;

West, .40.00 feet to

~

North-South cenlerllne of said

thence along said North-SOI.Ith centerline North 00"36'32" East, 419.89 feet to
the Saultlwest comer of West Highlands Ranch Subdlvlalon No. 2 • fillld In Book .41 of
Plata at Page 29, record8 of Canyon CoOnly; Idaho; ·· · · ·
thence along the soulherly · boundary llne of said Weat Highlands Ranch

Subdivision No. 2 tt,e following 4 couraea:

thence North 89"37'29" East, 182.88 feet;
thence North 89"10'3T East, 52.70 feet;

thence South 89°23'28" E88t, 31A.54 fast;
thence Sout'1 56"4T54- East. 27.02 feet to a point on the extarfllr boundary llne
of West Hlghlanda Ranch Subdlvtalon No. 1 u filed In Book 41 of Plata at Page 30,
records of Canyon County, Idaho;
· lhence along the exterior boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 1 the following COUl988:

...2011-049722
thence fiw.,, ,., .,., ,_ , West, 113.82 feet;
thence South 25"43'27 Weal, 50,05 feat to the baglnnlng'of a cu,ve to the left; ·
thence along said curw 95.48 feet, said curve having a radlua of 225.00 feet, 11
central angle of 24°18'51" and a long chord of 94.77 feet which be8fll South 17°31'39"

West:

.

thence South e1·01 ·11· East, 55.92 feet;

thence South 56°47'64" East, 141.59 feet· .

West Blp]allll1 Impact Pee Agmmeat
-~'-Poc..-Fllloll:Z.'•I

· Pagehfl4
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thence South 51.48'48" East, 114.31 feet;
thence South 5&•47•54• East, 373:51 feet;

thence South 60"411'19' Ent,.95.35 feel;
thence South 88"48'19" East, 93.84 feet;

thence South 75"39'39" East, 192.84 feet;
thence North 11"4T52~West, 81.28feet;
· thence North 74"23'20" East, 111.32 feet;

thence North 40"54'38" East, 54.71 feat;
thenoe North 89°43'21". East, 124.88 feet;

thence North 07"01'22" West, 75.07 faet:
thence North 12°58'59" Esat, 167,88 feet;
thence North 12•02933• Eaat, 50.14 feet;
thence North 07"33'12" East, 100.00 feet;
thence South 84"41'30"Eaet, 10.38fNt;

thence Nollh 08"13'38" Eaat, 100.18 feet;
thenoe North 28"38'54" Eait, 54.34 feet

thence North 04"52'17" East, 10D.00 feet;
thence North 82'09'17" West, 81.29 feet;

thence North 29"38'39~ Weat, 71.45 feet;
thence I'!..........~ ,.,,,... West, 95 36 feet·
2011-049722
'
'
ltlence North 25"32'4&" East. 144. 70 feet:
thence South 86"1T04~ East, 8.38 feat;
thence North 21°11'36" East, 118.07 feet;

thence North 02•32•44• West, 164.77 feet:·
the11<:e South 85"27'28~ West, 112.51 feet;
thence North B0"05'06" West, 134.34 feet;_

Page10ofl4
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thence North 04•59•53• East, 108.82 feet;"
thence North 00"16'41" West, 104.36 feet;
thence North 44•37~9• East, 70.71 feet
thence North 89•37•29• East, 1173,39 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING,
containing 87.98 acr95, mora or less;

I ,

I
2011-(149722
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
hradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com
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A~H-M,

JUN O9 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K BRONSON, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants and Counterclaimants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
TIIE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-15-8119
v.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

AFFIDAVIT OF BRADLEY J. DIXON IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants.

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant,

AFFIDAVIT OF BRADLEY J. DIXON IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARYJUDGMENT-1
9607862 1

ORIGINAL
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•
STATEOFIDAHO )
) ss.
COUNTY OF ADA )
I, BRADLEY J. DIXON, having personal knowledge of the following, and if called to
testify, would and could competently testify thereto, declare the following to be true and correct:
1.

I am over the age of 18 and I am one of the attorneys for Defendants

Counterclaimants in the above-titled action. The facts set forth in this affidavit are based upon
information provided to me by my clients, information available in public records and in the
court filings of the captioned case.
2.

Attached hereto as EXHIBIT A is a true and correct copy of the Impact Fee

Committee Findings and Recommendations to City Council dated June 6, 2012.
3.

Attached hereto as EXHIBIT B is a true and correct copy of City of Middleton

Front Page for January 2013.
4.

Attached hereto as EXHIBIT C is a true and correct copy of Middleton City

Ordinance No. 541.
5.

Attached hereto as EXHIBT Dis a true and correct copy of Resolution 350-15.

6.

Attached hereto as EXHIBIT E is a true and correct copy of an April 27, 2016

letter from Bradley J. Dixon to Chris Yorgason.
7.

Attached hereto as EXHIBIT F is a true and correct copy of the Middleton 2014

Park and Pathway/Trail Capital Improvement Plan.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States and the laws of the
State of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct.

AFFIDAVIT OF BRADLEY J. DIXON IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
9607862 1
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DATED t h i ~ ofJune, 2016
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AFFIDAVIT OF BRADLEY J. DIXON IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
9607862 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ f June, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF BRADLEY J. DIXON IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT in the above-entitled matter

as follows:

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]
[ ]

Via U.S. Mail
Via Facsimile
Via Overnight Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via email

AFFIDAVIT OF BRADLEY J. DIXON IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
9607862 1
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Impact Fee Committee

Findings and Recommendations to City Council
June&, 2012

Recommendations:
At the May 17, 2012 Impact Fee Committee meeting, committee members voted unanimously to
recommend the following to the Middleton City Council:
1. Repeal the current impact fee ordinance.
Reasons:
• Middleton Impact Fee Ordinance is not compliant with Idaho State code as
outlined below which exposes the City to unnecessary legal challenges.
• Other alternatives exist at this time more suitable to Middleton based on size
and current economic conditions.
• Repeal is recommended versus moratorium extension because the perception
of an impact fee still in force will create uncertainty about what will happen
when the moratorium is lifted which may inhibit development. Furthermore,
the process to bring the existing ordinance into compliance with State code is
the same, so no effencies/savings exist by keeping the ordinance in place with
an extended moratorium.
2. Refund all impact fees collected to date.
3. Update the Capital Improvement Plan in the future under a new committee.
4. Operate City Capital Improvements with other funding sources:
a. Exactions - an improvement that is negotiated during the development stage prior to
construction. Example: Stop light Middleton Rd/Hwy 44
b. Public-Private funding Example: South Cemetery Road
c. Donations - Example: Davis Park; Middleton Place Park
d. Grants/State/Federal Funding - Example: Downtown Revitalization
e. Property Taxes
f. Application Fees
5. consider creating an- impact fee for a specific, city-wide beneficial project.

Committee Flndlocfs):
1. It is the collective opinion of the Impact Fee Committee that If the current impact fee ordinance
is left in place it will deter commercial and residential development in Middleton.
2. Middleton's impact fees in general are much higher than similar or surrounding cities due to out
dated asset costs and growth numbers.
3. The Impact Fee Committee has spent considerable time reviewing Idaho State Code and
Middleton City Code in regard to Impact Fees. Over the course of the last several months it has
been determined that there are several areas where the City ordinance could be challenged for
not meeting State Statutes. A summary of those findings are below.
Idaho State Code §67-8204 - Minimum Standards and Requirements for Development of Impact
Ftte Ordinances:

177

67-8204(1)

A development impact fee shall not exceed a proportionate share of the cost of
system improvements determined in accordance with section 67-8207, Idaho
Code. Development impact fees shall be based on actual system improvement
costs or reasonable estimates of such costs.

Committee Findin1:

1) Capital Improvement Plan does not accurately establish
proportionate share of cost of system improvements; 2) Costs were not based
on reasonable estimates; 3) Park impact fee charged only for residents of City,
but many more use it; 4) The intermittent implementation of the impact fee
ordinance violates proportionate share.
67-8204(16)

A development impact fee ordinance must provide a detailed description of the
methodology by which costs per service unit are determined. The development
impact fee per service unit may not exceed the amount determined by dividing
the costs of the capital improvements described in section 67-8208(1)(f), Idaho
Code, by the total number of projected service units described in section 678208(1)(g), Idaho Code. If the number of new service units projected over a
reasonable period of time is less than the total number of new service units
shown by the approved land use assumptions at full development of the service
area, the maximum impact fee per service unit shall be calculated by dividing
the costs of the part of the capital improvements necessitated by and
attributable to the projected new service units described in section 678208(1){g), Idaho Code, by the total projected new service units described in
that section.

CqmmittH Flndilll!:
67-8204(23)

Methodology of costs not ,.detailed and demonstrated"

A development impact fee ordinance shall provide for the calculation of a
development impact fee in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. A development impact fee shall not be deemed invalid because
payment of the fee may result in an incidental benefit to owners or developers
within the service area other than the person Pi!IYing the fee.

Committee FlndJn1:

Did not follow generally accepted accounting principles
due to lack of supporting documentation.
Idaho State Code §67-8205 - Development Impact Fee Advisory Committee
67-8205(2)

The development impact fee advisory committee shall be composed of not
fewer than five (5) members appointed by the governing authority of the
governmental entity. Two (2) or more members shall be active in the business of
development, building or real estate. An existing planning or planning and
zoning commission may serve as the development impact fee advisory
committee if the commission includes two (2) or more members who are active
in the business of development, building or real estate; otherwise, two (2) such
members who are not employees or officials of a governmental entity shall be
appointed to the committee.
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CommJttee Flndlng(s):

Questionable if the committee at the time of adoption
met the requirements with members active in business of development,
building or real estate.

67-8205(3d)

File periodic reports, at least annually, with respect to the capital improvements
plan and report to the governmental entity any perceived inequities in
implementing the plan or imposing the development impact fees;
Committee Findingfsl: Committee did not file annual reports to our knowledge.

67-8205(3e)

Advise the governmental entity of the need to update or revise land use
assumptions, capital improvements plan and development impact fees.
Committee Findlngfsl: The market conditions changed drastically since
adoption of ordinance. Previous committees did not revise land assumptions,
CIP, or fees.

Idaho State Code §67-8207 - Proportionate Share Determination
67-8207(1)

All development impact fees shall be based on a reasonable and fair formula or
method under which the development impact fee imposed does not exceed a
proportionate share of the costs incurred or to be incurred by the governmental
entity in the provision of system improvements to serve the new development.
The proportionate share is the cost attributable to the new development after
the governmental entity considers the following: (i) any appropriate credit,
offset or contribution of money, dedication of land, or construction of system
improvements; (ii) payments reasonably anticipated to be made by or as a
result of a new development in the form of user fees and debt service
payments; (iii) that portion of general tax and other revenues allocated by the
jurisdiction to system improvements; and (iv) all other available sources of
funding such system improvements.

Committee Flndin1fsl: Cost of existing level of service is $1712/home but new
growth cost level of service was set at $725/home. This does not appear to
constitute an equitable proportionate share.
Idaho State Code §67-8208 - Development Impact Fee Advisory Committee
67-8208(1a)

A general description of all existing public facilities and their existing
deficiencies within the service area or areas of the governmental entity and a
reasonable estimate of all costs and a plan to develop the funding resources
related to curing the existing deficiencies including, but not limited to, the
upgrading, updating, improving, expanding or replacing of such facilities to meet
existing needs and usage;
Committee Flndlngfsl:Capital Improvement Plan does not break down existing
public facilities, with deficiencies, estimates of all costs and funding sources etc.
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67-8208(1k)

A schedule setting forth estimated dates for commencing and completing
construction of all improvements identified in the capital improvements plan.

Committee Finding(s): Capital Improvement Plan does not contain an
implementation schedule.
67-8208(1i)

Identification of all sources and levels of funding available to the governmental
entity for the financing of the system improvements;

Committee Findincls):

No breakdown between government entity, user and

other funding sources.
67-82081f)

A description of all system improvements and their costs necessitated by and
attributable to new development in the service area based on the approved
land use assumptions, to provide a level of service not to exceed the level of
service adopted in the development impact fee ordinance;

Committee Finding(s): No description of improvements or deficiencies with
sufficient detail to establish and document costs.
Idaho State Code §67-8213 - Development Impact Fee Advisory Committee
67-8213(3c)

Monitor and evaluate implementation of the capital improvements plan;

Committee Findinclsl:

No monitoring and evaluating of the Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP) was found.

67-8213(3d)

File periodic reports, at least annually, with respect to the capital
improvements plan and report to the governmental entity any perceived
inequities in implementing the plan or imposing the development impact fees;
and

Committee Flnding(s):
67-8213(3e)

No annual reports were found.

Advise the governmental entity of the need to update or revise land use
assumptions, capital improvements plan and development impact fees.

Committee Flndiglsl:

No revisions were made to CIP and impact fees.
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Talk with the Mayor
Discussion:
City goals, finance, impact fees, utility rates, parks.
Tuesday January 8, 2013
10:00 A.M. City Hall
6:30 P.M. City Hall

MAYOR'S OPENING MESSAGE
The Mayor, City Council, Planning and Zoning
Commission, and Staff try to do what is desired by, and
best for, a majority of City residents. We believe that
City leaders are accountable for their actions. We want
to report City business to you, 12 months after Mayor
Taylor, Councilmember Huggins, and Councilmember
Spencer took office.

CITY OF MIDDLETON GOALS
1} Provide utilities and services required by law
and desired by a majority of residents.
2) Keep costs, taxes, and fees as low as
possible.
3) Provide accurate and prompt customer
service with a smile.
4) Remove unnecessary regulation, keep
government small.

January2013

CITY GOVERNMENT
Middleton is a municipality governed by Idaho Code, it
is a political subdivision of the State of Idaho and has
about a five-million dollar yearly budget. The City's
fiscal year is from October 1 to September 30.
Proposed City budgets are published and adopted in
July/August each year. Sewer systems are usually the
most expensive utility for a City. State law requires the
City to provide potable water, sewer, streets,
storrnwater, public safety, and trash services to paying
residents.
Under Idaho law, cities may, but are not required to,
provide airports, libraries, parks, pathways, pools,
economic development, golf courses, etc. In 2012, the
City of Middleton has focused on reducing costs to
residents and limiting City government to those
services required by Idaho law. The only "op\ional"
services provided by the City of Middleton are a library,
parks, and pathways.
Caldwell, Nampa, Meridian and Boise are going to get
the fancy restaurants and big businesses. Middleton is
a livable community with nice people, great schools,
and low crime. We like it that way, and want to keep it
that way!

CITY BANK ACCOUNTS
The City has a checking account that it uses for
deposits and to pay bills. It also has interest-bearing
accounts to hold money until spent. Approximate City
account balances are:

OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENT
In the Middleton area, there are other local government
entities that have their own offices, organizations,
elected officials, and collect their own taxes: Canyon
Highway District No. 4, Cemetery District, Middleton
Rural Fire District, Greater Middleton Parks and
Recreation District, Middleton School District #134, and
several irrigation and drainage districts, companies or
water delivery associations. These other local
government entities are NOT under City of Middleton
leadership.

208-585-3133

$51,717.97 Syringa Bank checking account
$250,000 Syringa Bank savings account
$250,000 Pioneer Credit Union savings account
$6,099,384.91 Local Government Investment
Pool savings account
The City is working with IDADIV for a savings account
and competitive rate.
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WASTEWATER TREATMENT PROJECT
(WWTP) continued

City finances are audited each year to determine if the
City is following state and federal accounting rules and
principals. City accounting is organized into seven
funds, each with several revenue sources. Middleton
City ufunds" are:

General Fund- administrative, public safety,
building, zoning, and facility maintenance
Sewer Enterprise Fund - revenue spent only
on sewer system maint. and improvements
Water Enterprise Fund - revenue spent only
on water system maint. and improvements
Streets Fund
Stormwater Fund
Library Fund
Parks Fund
Garbage Fund - revenue pays only expenses
to solid waste disposal contractor

$2.1 Million City funds
$2.8 Million Loan from U.S. Dept. Agriculture
-Rural Development (USDA-RD)
$2.0 Million Grant from USDA-RD

Feb 2012

Based on recommendations, the City
advertised and hired a company to review
the facility plan and design. After review,
the Brown and Caldwell engineering firm
identified about six items the City could
add/change to comply with state and
federal requirements and maximize the
facility's equipment and efficiency (lower
costs for residents).

Aug 2012

City Council budgeted money to complete
the construction with the additional/
changed items, but discussed waiting to
purchase a sludge de-watering press
(about $800,000).

CITY BONDS
2002 Sewer Bond for $1,200,000, balance of
$966,097.31. City budgeted to pay $500,000 in 2013.
2009 Sewer Bond for $2,800,000.
In 2011, the City approved a funding plan to construct
the sewer treatment plant improvements now about 40%
complete. The City paid the first $2.1 Million, and the
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture - Rural Development
(USDA-RD) will loan the City $2.8 Million and then grant
the City $2 Million all in 2013. The City approved bonds
to be sold to securities investors, and bond proceeds will
pay the short-term loan from the federal government.
Monthly base-rate sewer fees pay the bond investors the
original bond amount plus interest.

WASTEWATER TREATMENT PROJECT
(WWTP)
2006

Federal Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) issued a compliance order to
Middleton for not timely renewing its permit
to discharge treated wastewater into the
Boise River.

2006-11

The City completed the facility plan and
design.

Oct 2011 The City approved a funding plan, hired
Ewing Company to construct the upgrades,
and hired Holladay Engineering Company
to provide engineering services relating to
the construction. The upgrades were
estimated to cost approximately$ 7 Million.

Page 2

July/Aug 2013 The upgraded wastewater treatment
facility is scheduled to be op~rational.

CITY UTILITIES
In November 2012, there were 2081 total accounts
(business and residential connections to City utilities}.
155 paid late, 38 were shut off. This pattern mirrors other
months. About the same amount of late fees were
collected in 2012 and in 2011, but tension on water
shutoff day has decreased substantially.
YTD 2012 $10.00 Late Fees
$13,256.26
YTD 2012 $15.00 Svc. Restoration Fees $4,344.57
2011 $25.00 Late Fees
$18,573.63
The City is hiring JUB Engineering to perform a "utility
rate study" to ensure residents do not pay one cent
more, or one cent less, than is necessary in monthly
utility bills. Completion of the study is anticipated in
March 2012.
Property owners (not tenants) are eligible to receive a
refund of the $100.00 utility deposit held by the City if
their account has been open at least 24 months without
paying late. Please contact the City at 585-3133 to
request a refund if you think you qualify. After a deposit
is refunded, the City will require you pay it again if a late
fee is assessed to your account. The City annually mails
a reminder of the refund procedure to qualifying
residents, so please make sure the City has your mailing
address.
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LEGAL SERVICES
Chris Vargason, Vargason Law Office, $150 per hour to advise staff on day-to-day legal
questions, and advise City Council at its meetings.
City Prosecuting Attorney: Sarah Hallock-Jayne, Hamilton Michaelson and Hilty LLP, $1,500 per month, to prosecute
·
citations and criminal cases arising in Middleton.
City Bond Attorney:
Susan Buxton/Stephanie Bonnie, Moore Smith Buxton and Turcke, to prepare 2009
bond documents and advise the City on bonding procedures.
City Litigation Attorney:
Jeff Smith, Moore Smith Buxton and Turcke, $260 per hour (divided equally among two-orthree of Mr. Smith's other clients} in the Integrated Municipal Application Package (IMAP)
protested by several cities and irrigation districts against United Water's water-right
application filed at the Idaho Department of Water Resources in about 2004. The cities are
trying to protect their water rights against interference by United Water.
City Litigation Attorney:
Todd Lakey. Borton Lakey Law Offices, $150 per hour to defend two tort claims Holladay
Engineering delivered to the City in 2012.
City Attorney:

IMPACT FEES

IMPACT FEES continued

In 2006, the City prepared an impact fee study, adopted
an impact fee ordinance, and approved impact fees for
streets, fire and parks based on the study. In 2009, the
City repealed the impact fee ordinance, and re-adopted it
following the procedure in Idaho Code. In 2011, the City
approved a one-year moratorium from collecting impact
fees and several advisory committee members resigned.

The City Council accepted the advisory committee's
findings and recommendations. The ordinance was
repealed and impact fees refunded.

In 2012, a full advisory committee was appointed by
Council and convened to compare Idaho Code
requirements for impact fees with the City's impact fee
study, ordinance and fees. The advisory committee
consisted of the following individuals: Jeremy Fielding
(surveyor), Kellie Herbert (Realtor), Alan Mills
(developer}, Gary Schrecongost, and Committee
Chairman Justin Walker (engineer).
The advisory committee presented its four-page findings
and recommendations to City Council on June 6, 2012,
recommending the City "repeal the impact fee ordinance,
refund impact fees collected (required by State law),
update the City's capital improvement plan, operate
capital improvements with other funding sources, and
consider creating an impact fee for a specific, city-wide
beneficial project."
Other funding sources include developer exactions (land,
right-of-way, on-site and off-site street/utility
improvements), developer cash/non-cash contributions
(IRS form 8283}, public-private funding, grants,
application fees, and property taxes. Impact fees
collected totaled $128,620.15.

The City is working on a five-year plan to upprade and
expand City parks. Once the plan is complete and
implementation underway, the City will update the capital
improvement plan and consider adopting an impact fee
for sidewalks and parks in 2013-14.

CITY PARKS
The City owns and maintains four parks: Middleton
Place Park (aka Harmon Park}, Roadside Park (aka
Tank Park), Davis Park (SW corner of Hwy 44 and
Middleton Rd), and Grove Park (across the street south
of Pioneer Credit Union). The City budgeted $80,000 to
improve Middleton Place Park by electricity to the park,
refurbishing restrooms, installing drinking fountains,
installing water spigots near pavilions, adding playground
equipment and other park features, and installing a
walking path, benches, shade trees, flowers, and shaded
benches.
The Greater Middleton Parks and Recreation District, not
the City of Middleton, owns and maintains three parks:
Payne Park, Hawthorne Park, and Foote Park.
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FY 2012 Budget Report
As of September 30, 2012

Cofflbined.r:unc1s:Revenue ·
.·•, . . . ·'

-

•

,

..

,..

.·.·· ..........••• ,, __ },-:

>¥!"- •• • •

General Fund Revenue
Street Fund Revenue
Park Fund Revenue
Library Fund Revenue
Garbage Fund Revenue
Water Fund Revenue
Sewer Fund Revenue
Impact Fee Fund Revenue

Total

c.oin~i~ Funds E!xpendilurt
General Fund Expenditure
Street Fund Expenditure
Park Fund Expenditure
Library Fund Expenditure
Garbage Fund Expenditure
Water Fund Expenditure
Sewer Fund Expenditure
Impact Fee Fund Expenditure

-

CurrentMontfii:

YlDJteceli~ . . ·.• . j;;·\".~3F,Eludgetec1.Jaw.amec1R,~

$44,991.00
$5,621.00
$481.00
$504.00
$32,695.00
$51,463.00
$115.900.00
$21.56

$1,080,437.00
$881,684.00
$188,250.00
$129,530.00
$401.417.00
$673,154.00
$1,950,648.00
-$30,408.29

$908,850.00
$4,622,268.00
$187,500.00
$133.346.00
$380.350.00
$1,281,713.00
$6,005,979.00
$0.00

-$171,587.00
$3,740,584.00
-$750.00
$3,816.00
-$21,067.00
$608,559.00
$4,055.331.00
$30,408.29

$251,676.58

$5,274,711.71
39.0%

113.520.006..00
100%

18.245.29'.29

1.9%

Current Month

YTDExpenH

Budgeted

Balance

$25,762.00
-$42,081.00
$6,671.00
$11,817.00
$796.00
$7,372.00
-$126,218.00
$0.00

$648,177.00
$647,255.00
$99,661.00
$99,430.00
$366,084.00
$648,568.00
$1,882,458.00
-S13,697.36

$908,850.00
$4,622,268.00
$187,500.00
$133.346.00
$380,350.00
$1,281,713.00
$6,005.979.00
$0.00

$260,673.00
$3,975,013.00
$87,839.00
$33,916.00
, 1$14,266.00
$633,145.00
$4, 123.521.00

. Available Cash· ·· Basic Investment

funds

$35,358.26
$1,111.71
$35,843.31
$3,884.61
-$3.421.40
$69,820.55
$6,134.46
$0.00

General
Street
Parks
Library
Garbage
-Water
•sewer
Impact Fee

$1.232,921.63
$1,358,008.36
$305,301.30
$255,566.83
$124,056.74
$135,079.57
$1,118,288.97
$85,225.82

,Totat combined. caa11··,•
..
.
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Reserve lnvesbnent
•cannot be used for O&M

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$1,124,861.77
$1,475,206.50
$0.00

81.0%

-
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FY 2013 Year-to-Date
Budget Report
As of November 30, 2012
. :m Received ··
COmbined FundsRftVelM.. . .. c:urreni Month
-·
-

General Fund Revenue
Street Fund Revenue
Park Fund Revenue
Library Fund Revenue
Garbage Fund Revenue
Water Fund Revenue
Sewer Fund Revenue
Impact Fee Fund Revenue

Total

$92,083.70
$91,406.72
$15,547.42
$8,103.78
$64,779.71
$133,679.67
$223. 170.53
$16.92

$889,508.85
$1,355,432.00
$223,596.00
$134,514.00
$395,297.00
$593,970.00
$8,342,190.00
$0.00

$797,425.15
$1,264,025.28
$208,048.58
$126,410.22
$330,517.29
$460,290.33
$8.119.019.47
-$16.92

'331,955.87
2.8%

1628,788.45

$11.934,507.81
100%

$11,305,719.40
94.7%

-""''-

...

...

Con1bin~.Pu~~~-~ .. _~-u~ lllordtl
General Fund Expenditure
Street Fund Expenditure
Park Fund Expenditure
Library Fund Expenditure
Garbage Fund Expenditure
Water Fund Expenditure
Sewer Fund Expenditure
Im ct Fee Fund
enditure

Funds
General
Street
Parks
Library
Garbage
'Water
"Sewer
Impact Fee

... ·au~ Jnea~l!d Revenue

$35,413.95
$55,932.96
$8,234.02
$3,575.38
$32,649.45
$76,170.84
$119,962.15
$16.92

$51,761.01
$79,091.11
$7,521.89
$9,190.20
$60,515.03
$24,920.88
$419,523.87
$0.00

~"""""'"'!!"""!'~'!!•.!

Available Cash
$567, 135.80
-$39, 118.54
$37,599.88
-$5,871.07
-$30,502.36
$124,792.23
-$638,504.43
$0.00

5.3%

~~.i.,,f,
$87,399.33
$131,149.16
$13,676.01
$17,794.54
$91,412.49
$81,154.30
$1.166, 190.46
$0.00

_Basiclnvesbnent
$1. 183,466.75
$1,358.502.16

$305,416.14
$255.662.97
$124.103.41
$135,129.65
$909,784.43

$85,257.85
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Buctg~
$889,508.85
$1.355,432.00
$223,596.00
$134,514.00
$395,297.00
$593,970.00
$8,342, 190.00
$0.00

,~;~nt
-Cannot be used for O&M
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
S0.00
$1,125,284.91
$1,384,550.96
$0.00

·~-~~-

$802, 109.52
$1,224,282.84
$209,919.99
I $116,719.46
$303.884.51
$512,815.70
$7,175,999.54
$0.00

-
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING
City Engineer:

Amy Woodruff, Civil Dynamics $105 per hour to review plans, specifications, developer's
subdivision and utility designs, inspect constructed improvements, and advise staff on
day-to-day engineering questions, and advise City Council at its meetings.

Sewer/Wastewater:

Larry Rupp/Jason King, Keller & Associates Engineering, to provide engineering services
relating to construction of the wastewater (sewer) treatment facility upgrades
(about $349,352 YTD).

Stormwater:

Brian Jackson at SPF Water and Jack Harrison at HyQual, to document City compliance with its
federal stormwater (NPDES) permit and to prepare the City's Annual Report and Monitoring
Report (about $8,115 YTD).

Floodplain:

Steve Holt at TO Engineering to compare Middleton's floodplain ordinance to federal floodplain
regulations, to verify the floodplains identified on the Federal Emergency Management Agency's
(FEMA's) floodplain maps to minimize the number of residences in the floodplain, and to
determine and certify Middleton's wastewater plant is outside of the floodplain (about $3476
·
YTD).
SPF Water

Water:
Streets:

S. Highland Dr. - Joel Grounds, Precision Engineering, .road design (about $4,350 YTD),
construction scheduled April/May 2013. The City will be mailing landowners in Highlands
subdivision an invitation to meet on January 10, 2013 to review the draft design for
improvements to S. Highlands Dr. and Willow Cir.
Minot Rd. - Joel Grounds, Precision Engineering, road design (about $32,120 YTD),
construction scheduled April/May 2013.
S. Cemetery Rd . - Bryan Foote, Horrocks Engineering, environmental survey and design
(about $12,424 YTD). This $450,000 project is 92.66% federally funded. Construction
anticipated 2014/2015 or after.

Professional Services Fee Payment Summary 2011 and 2012

--~~~:smiib Buxton and turcke
2011 TotllJ Payment
1 1112 - 1~J/12 Payment YTD
__

-•- .

·1

S 57,733.44
S 6.897.88

.l,"::·.::·.:):

Yorgason Law~ . .LC
2011 Total Payment
1/1/12- 21111/12 Payme

$
VTD

Holladay Engineering
2011 Total Payment
1/1112-12118/12 Payment YTD

Civil Dynamics. PC
2011 Total Payment
111/12 ..,12118112 Payment YTD

187

$

0.00
77,575.85

$ 560,~15.43
157,701 .09

$

0'.00

$128,541.~
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CITY PROBLEMS
In 2012, the City identified three main problems that cost residents extra money or cause frustration. If not avoided, these
problems will get worse, not better:
1) Complying with the EPA's wastewater permit and compliance order,
2} Complying with EPA's stormwater permit,
3) Rising flood insurance premiums and always-expanding FEMA floodplains, and
4) Congestion on State Highway 44 in downtown Middleton, especially during peak hours.
The City is taking every step possible to reduce future engineering, equipment, facility, sampling, monitoring, and
reporting costs associated with complying with federal permits and standards, which always become more stringent, cost
more, and are harder to comply with.
The City is amending its area of impact boundary, comprehensive plan, ordinances, and public works standards: 1) to
add land-application of wastewater as a treatment method; 2) to implement development and road construction designs
and standards that eliminate or limit the collection of stormwater needing treated; 3) to encourage growth toward higher
ground (getting out of floodplains and possible future floodplains); 4) to encourage, preserve and construct additional
east-west roads at Minot and Concord roads, connect exjsting segments of Willis Road, and a local road south of
Highway 44 and north of the Boise River; 5) and to attract new businesses (which pay more taxes and lighten the load on
residents).

CITY COMMUNICATION

CITY CODE ENFORCEMENT

The City is re-configuring its website to make it
easy-to-use and find the information you want without
having to call or come into City Hall. We anticipate
the new website will be launched by March 2013.
Attendance at monthly meetings to "talk with the
Mayor" has dwindled, but the Mayor continues to
schedule these meetings at 10:00 am and 6:30 pm on
the second Tuesday of each month. This Middleton
FrontPage monthly newsletter has proven effective
and is liked by many, at a cost of about $275 per
month.

In 2012, the City received 45 complaints alleging
violations of Middleton's weed, refuse, abandoned
vehicle, nuisance, or building ordinances.
7
3
35
45

Unfounded
Active/open
Closed (35 complied - 4 cited, and 4 City
abated and collecting costs}
Total

MAYOR'S CLOSING MESSAGE
We included full revenue and expense reports for Fiscal Year 2012 and year-to-date Fiscal Year 2013 in this issue of the
FrontPage. Please call me at 697-4354 or Administrative and Communications Coordinator Becky Crofts at 585-3133 if
you have questions or comments about the reports or other subjects discussed in this issue.
A portion of my letter to Gazette on December 13, 2012 is re-printed below. It summarizes my first year in office, thanks
Middleton residents for their support, and lists some accomplishments and changes.

Middleton City News - Submitted to Gazette 12/13/12
Letter to Middleton Residents from Mayor Taylor
Merry Christmas! We have had a great year and accomplished much. Together, we have celebrated Memorial Day, 4th
of July, and Veterans Day ... and together we have mourned the passing of several people we know and love. We have
struggled to transition from one City administration to another, and have emerged better for it.
I appreciate being part of the Middleton community with thoughtful people who watch out for each other, help those in
need, and share their time and talent with the youth in music, sports, scouts and other youth activities. Middleton is a
great place to live!
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Middleton City News continued
Some infonnation about me that was circulated by recall
petitioners, no matter how convincing, just is not true.
The prosecuting attorney detennined that I have not done
anything illegal or unethical. I am an honest but
imperfect man. I made a few mistakes this year that I
wish I had not: in February, I waived $15.00 utility
charges a day early; in November, I charged $15.00
service restoration fee a day early and inadvertently (so I
reversed those charges); in March, I did not post an
agenda for the first two meetings of the Impact Fee
Advisory Committee; and in October, I inadvertently
added a .95 garbage fuel surcharge to utility bills (so I
reversed those charges).
Thank you for supporting me as Mayor. As a candidate, I
pledged to improve Middleton's reputation by:
1) Reducing Fees and Spending,
2) Eliminating Unnecessary Rules and Regulations,
3) Cooperating with the school district and other
organizations, and
4) providing Friendly Customer Service.
I believe that City Council, Planning and Zoning
Commission, staff, contractors and I have accomplished
those goals.
Accomplishments Include:
• Turned off voice menu so City Hall phone is
answered by a person; turned off the video camera
tape recording every person walking into City Hall;
•

Implemented a grace period before water shut-off
day;

•

Increased speed limits in town west and south;

• Surveyed residents to prioritize projects:
•

Held monthly town hall meetings to share and
receive information; monthly newsletter that
accounts for City business; posting on the City
website revenue/expenses posting to the website
the construction progress reports progress reports;

•

Established a roster of engineering firms so that a
firm specializing in wastewater is working on the
sewer projects, and so on with water, streets;

•

Did not raise the City's real property tax levy rate;

• Adopted a balanced budget; budged to pay
$500,000 toward the City's 2002 sewer bond
having a pre-payment balance of about 1 Million;
• Welcomed several new businesses to town
including Terry Reilly Clinic, Kings, Family Dollar,
Car Wash Clinic, Mikes Bargain Barn, Tacos El Sol,
Under The Ink Influence, Simply Bliss, Design
Secrets, AWS,Custom Creations Dental Lab, KIWI
Designs;

•

•
•
•
•
•

Welcomed Middleton Village remodel of its parking
lot and the building with Garbanzo's Pizza and Jim's
Pawn;
Eagle Scout project to paint approximately 370 City
fire hydrants;
Established a Historical Society and obtained a
$47,000 grant;
Established a Mayor's Youth Advisory Council;
Shortened and simplified City Code by removing
regulations that were outdated, had been replaced,
were duplicate, or were re-statements of Idaho
Code; consolidated City fees and amended them to
be fair (some were increased and some decreased);
Submitted Safe Routes to School application to
extend sidewalks to schools.

Paving Projects:
As soon as asphalt plants open, the City intends to
rebuild South Highlands Drive and pave Minot Road and
Wills Road, where disturbed by installed waterline.
Anticipated completion date is ApriVMay 201l.
Pending Projects:
Wastewater treatment project construction is on
schedule and as budgeted; conducting a utility rate study
to ensure residents pay as little as possible; shrinking
the area of City impact boundary; establishing and
identifying 1-mile, 3-mile and 5-mile walks in town
connecting parks and schools using existing facilities;
adopting a 5-year parks plan to upgrade and expand
City parks; incorporate aspects of Middleton history into
City parks and walking paths; refurbish Trolley Station
and the Civic Center; update City slogan; Eagle Scout
project to erect a monument sign east of town
welcoming people to the City of Middleton; updating the
City's plans and public works standards to minimize
costs of complying with federal permits; and alignment of
Middleton Road and North Middleton Road.
A vocal few have said I have done things illegally or
unethically. Those allegations are false, and the
prosecuting attorney found my leadership to be legal and
ethical. Many, many residents have called, emailed or
told me, Council members, or staff how pleased they are
with the accomplishments and the direction the City is
heading.
Thank you all for your messages of continued support.
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ORDINANCE NO. ~ \

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CTIY OF lvIIDDLETON. CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO,
ADOPTING A NEW MIDDLETON IMPACT FEE ORDINANCE; PROVIDING FOR THE
IMPOSffiON. COMPUTATION AND PAYMENT OF ACITYPARKfMPACTFEE;
PROVIDING FOR TIIE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN IMPACT FEE FUND; PROVIDING FOR
EXE.i\1PTIONS, REFUNDS, CREDITS A.1-ID WAIVERS RESPECTING THE IMPACT FEES;
PROVIDil-JG GENERAL PROVISIONS, APPLICABILITY AND APPEALS; AND
PROVIDING Ai~ EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Idaho Code §67-8201, et seq., the City of Middleton ("City'') may
impose impact fee-.s to fund expenditures by the City o!l capital improvements to its pmks needed
to serve new development;
WHEREAS, the City hired Keller Associates, Inc., ("Keller") to analyz.e and assess new
development and residential construction ("development") projections in order to determine the
demand for City park capital improvements t.o accommodate additional residents in the City md
to prepare a capital improvements plan for City parb; and
WHEREAS, the City of 1'diddleton impact fee study 2nd capital improvements plan, p r ~ by
Keller (the "in1pact fee study"), incorporatet.i herein by reference, sets forth a reasonable
methodology and analysis fur determining and quantifying the impacts of various types of new
residential and nonresidential development ro. !:he citrJ pa:i:ks facilities; quantifies the reasonable
impact of new development on City park facilities addres..~..d therein; determines the costs
necessary to meet demands created by new development; and determines impact fees as set forth
in this Ordinance that are at a level no greater than necessary to defray !he cost of planned capital
improvements to .increase the service capac.ity of City parks to maintain the current level of
e:risting park facilities per-capita. The City hereby establishes, as City standards, the level of
service standards referenced in the impact fee study as part of the City's current plans for future
ex1>ansions to the eity park facilities; and
·
WHEREAS, based on reasonable methodologies and analyses for determining the impacts of
new development on City parks, including review and reli!IDCe on the City's comprehensive plan
and existing sewer and water system improvements, the impact fee study quantifies the impacts
of new development on City park facilities, and establishes impact fees on new residential
development no greater than necessary to defray the cost of capital improvements that will
increase the service capacity of City park facilities to serve new residential development; and

WHEREAS, in preparing the impact fee study, the City reviewed and has relied upon the capital
improvements plan prepared by Keller, in coordination with City's engineers, planners, and
:financial officers, and adopted by the City, and has reviewed and analyzed what elements of new
residential development are or would generate demand for additional improved City parks
addressed therein; and
WHEREAS, all of capital improvements planned for and included in the impact fee study, which
are to be funded by City park imprc.et fees r.re directly related to services that the City is
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authorized to provide, and me services requtred by the City pursuant to resolution, code,
ordinance and/or public works construotion standards; and
WHEREAS, an equitable program for planning and :financing capital improvements to increase
the service capacity of public facilities needed to serve new residential development is necessary
in order to promote and accommodate orderly growth and development and to protect the public
health, safety and general welfare of the citizens of the City. Such protection requires that the
City's park facilities be e:\-panded to accommodate new development within the City; and
WHEREAS, the City park impact fee to be imposed on new development will be and is hereby
legislatively adopted, will be generally applicable to all new residential construction and is
intended to defray the projected impacts on City park facilities c.aused by new development; mid

WHEREAS, the impact fee study qumrtifies the reasonable impacts of new development on
existing City park facilities, and the reasonable costs of capital improvements necessary to
increase the service capacity of the City's park facilities to accommodate the additional demands
and impacts of new development; and
WHEREAS, based upon the impact fee study, testimony received at public hearing. a review of
all oftbe mets and circumstances, and ihe recommendation of the Impact Fee Advisory
Committee, in the reasonable judgment of the City Council, the City perks impact fee hereby
established is at a level no greater than necessL"'Y to defray the cost of capital improvements
directly related to the residential land development; and
WHEREAS, in accordance with the procedural requirements of Title 67, Chapter 82, Idaho
Code, the impact fee study and Capital Improvements Plan have been presented to and reviewed
by the City Council; and
WHEREAS, after due and timely notice, the City Council held a public bearing to discuss,
review ind hear public comments on the proposed impact fees set forth herein; and

WHEREAS, the impact fees adopted hereby are fair mid rational, charge new development
according to new development's impact on the City's parks and benefit those who pay impact
fees inn tangible W!J.y.
BB IT ORDAlNED, BY THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF 11IE CITY OF
MIDDLETON, IDAHO:
Section 1.
The foregoing recitals are hereby affirmed and incorporated herein by this
reference as :findings of the City Council.
Section 2.

Findings

In addition, the City Council of the City of Middleton, Idaho finds that:
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(a)
Based on the City's comprehensive plan and the City's goal of providing for the health,
safety, and general welfare of City residents, it is necessary that the City's parks accommodate
new develop1nent within the City.
(b)
New residential development imposes and will impose irl.creasing and excessive demands
upon City parks.
(c)
The revenues generated from new residential development in the City of Middleton do
not generate sufficient funds to provide the necessary improvements and expansion of City parks
necessary to accommodate new development.
The City population is forecasted to double in the next ten years, new development is
(d)
expected to continue, and wiJl place ever-increasing demands on the City to provide md expand
City packs to serve new development.
(e)
plan.

The Cit'/ has planned for the improvement of City pm·r,.s fa the capital improvements

(f)
The creation of an equitable impact fee system would enable the City to impose a
proportionate share of the costs of needed improvements to City parks to accommodate new
development, and would assist the City in implementing the City parks capital improvements
plan.

(g)
In order to implement an equitable impact fee for City parks, the City hired Keller &
Associates to prepare an impact fee study. The resulting document (the ".impact fee study") is on
file in the office of the city clerk of the City of Middleton.
(h)
The impact fee study is consistent with the City of Middleton comprehensive plan and the
levels of :service set forth in the impact fee study are hereby adopted.
(i)
The impact fee study sets forth reasonable methodologies and analyses for detennining
the impacts of new residential development on City parks and determines the cost of acquiring or
constnxcting improvements necessary to meet the demands fur such City pm:ks created by new

development.
(j)
The impact fees are based on the impact fee study, and do not exceed the costs of City
park expansion and improvements to serve new de11elopment that will pay the impact fees.
(k)
The City perks included in t"lie calculation of impact fee in the impact fee study will
benefit all new development throughout the City, and it is therefore appropriate to treat all areas
of the City as a single service area for purposes of calculating, collecting and spending the
impact fees collected.

0)
There is both a rational nexus and a rough proportionality between the development
impacts created by residential development and the irnpact fee that such development will be
required. to pay.
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(m} This chapter creates a system by which impact fees paid by new development will be
used to help pay for capital improvements for the City parks in ways that benefit the
development for which impact fees were paid.

(n)
This chapter creates a system under which impact fees shall not be used to correct
existing deficiencies in public facilities, or to replace or rehabilitate existing publie facilities, or
to pay for routine operation or maintenance of those public facilities.
(o)
This chapter creates a system under which there shall be no double payment of impact
fees, in accordance with Idaho Code Section 67-8204(19).
(p)
This chapter is consistent with all applicable provisions of Title 67, Chapter 82, Idaho
Code, concerning impact fee ordinances.

(q)
1ms chapter shall not be deemed invalid because payment of an impact fee may result in
an incidental benefit to others within the service area other than lhe fee payer.

Section 3.

Imposition and Computatiop of Impact Fees

(a)
The City hereby imposes a City park impact fee to be established from time-to-time by
resolution of City Council.
(b)
Any application for a building pennit enabling construction of a new residential dwelling
unit shall be subject to the impact fee. The City park impact fee is based upon the assumptions
and recommendatiom; set forth it1 the impact fee study, capital improvement plan, and Impact
Fee Committee Findings and Recommendations to City Council datedJ1.me 9, 2014.
(c:)
No City residential building permit shall be issued until the impact fee has been paid.
The City shall have the authority to withhold a building permit, stop construction, withhold
utility services or impose liens as the Cll3e may be, until the impact f-:ie has been collected.

§~tion4.

Impact Fee Funds: Reftmds of Impact Fees Paid

(a)
There is hereby established a City Park Impact Fee Fund into which shall be deposited all
park impact fees for the purpose of ensuring City park impact fees collected are designated for
the accommodation of City park capital improvements reasonably necessary to serve new
residential development that paid the impact fee.
(b)
The fund shall be an interest-bearing account which shall be accounted for separately
from other City funds. Any interest or other income earned on monies deposited in a :fund shall
be credited to such fund

(c)
City.

Funds shall be deemed expended when payment of such funds has been approved by the
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Section 5.

Exemptions from Impact Fees

The following sJuill be exempt from payment of the impact fees:

(a)

(1) Rebuilding a dwelling unit structure that was destroyed by fire or other catastrophe,
provided that the structwe is rebuilt and ready for occupancy within two (2) years of its
destructio1L

(2) Construction of an unoccupied accessory structure, attached or detached, or addition
to a dwelling unit unless it can be clearly demonstrated that the addition creates another
dwelling unit (for example finishing a basement, with ldtchen and outdoor entrance. into
a rental apartment) or a impact on the capacity of system improvements.
(3) Remodeling or repairing a dwelling unit a manner that does not increase the number
of dwelling units.
(4) Replacing a dwelling unit with another dwelling unit on the same lot, provided that
the number of dwelling units does not increase.
(5) Adding uses that are typically accessory to residentiE1J uses, such as clubhouse, unless
it can be clearly demonstrated that the use creates a significant impact on the capacity of
City park improvements.
(b)
L-lstallation of modular building or manufactured home is considered the same as ne
residential con:rtruction, unless an impact fee has been paid previously for installation of a
modular building or manufactured home on that same lot or space.

Section 6.

Credits

Credit may only be transferred by a fee payer that has received c1e<lit to st..~h fee payer's
successor in interest. The credit may be used only to offset impact fees for the same category for
which the credit W83 issu~~ Credits shall be transferred by any written instrument clearly
identifying which ~edits are being transferred, the dollar amount of the credit being transferred,
and the system improvements for which the credit was issued. The instrument of transfer shall be
signed by both the transferor aud transferee, and a copy of the document shall be delivered to the
City for documentation. of the transfer before the transfer shall be deemed effective.
Section 7.
(a)

A fee payer may appeal any discretionary action or inaction by or on behalf of the City.

(b)
A fee payer may pay an impact fee under protest in order to obtain a development
approval or building permit(s) and, by paying such impact fee, shall not be estov.,:,ed from
exercising the right of appeal provided herein, nor shall the fee payer be estopped from receiving
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a refund of any amount deemed to have been illegally collected. Upon final disposition of an
appeal, the impact fee shall be adjusted in accordance with the decision rendered and, if
necessary, a refund paid.
Upon voluntary agreement hy the fee payer and the City, the fee payer and the City may
a disagreement related to the
impact fee for proposed development Costs for the independent mediation service shall be
shared equally by the fee payer and the City. Mediation may take place at any time during an
appeals procC3S and participation in mediation does not preclude the fee payer from pursuing
other remedies.
(c)

enter into mediation with a qualified independent party to address

Section&,

Miscellaneous Provisions

AB used in this chapter, masculine, feminine or neu1a' gmde:r and the singular or plural
(a)
number shall each be dee.med to include the others wherever and whenever the context so
dictates; the word shall, will or must is always msndator.y; the word may is permissive; end the
word should indicates that which is recommended, but not required.
Nothing in this chapter shall limit or rnodify the rights of any person to complete any
(b)
development for which a lawful building permit was issued prior to the effective date of this
ordinance.

Nothing in this chapter shaJJ prevent the City :from requiring a developer to construct
(c)
reasonable project improvements in conjunction with a project.

Nothing in this chapter shall obligate the City to approve development which results in
(d)
e.xtra.ordinaey impact or reduced levels of City pm:k facilities.
A development impact fee shall not exceed a proportionate share of the actual cost, ore
(e)
reasmmble estimates of such costs, of City park improvements determined in accordance with
section 67-8207, Idaho Code.

Nothing in this chapter shall restrict or diminish the power ofthe City: (1) to impose
(f)
reasonable conditions on the anner.ation of any property to the City in accol'dance with Idaho
Code, .including conditions for recovery of project or system improw,ment costs requfred as a
result of such voluntary annexation, c-r (2) to negotiate and execute development agreements that
may impose additional conditions on development, including the recovery of pl'Dject or system
improvement costs, either in connection with a proposed annexation. or in connection with any
other development within the City.
The impact fees described in this cl-..apter, and the administrative procedures of this
{g)
chapter shall be reviewed at least once every five (5) years to ensure that: (1) the demand and
cost assumptions and other assumptions underlying such impact fees are .still valid; (2) the
resulting impact fee does not exceed the actual costs of providing City parks required to serve
new development; (3) impact fee revenue has been and is expected to be spent for City pm
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:facility improvements of the type for which such impact.- were paid; and (4) such City par.k
facility improvements will benefit 1hose developments fur which the impact fees were paid.
(h)
Violation of tlw chapter shall be subject to those remedies pI'ovidcd in the Middleton
City Code.

(i)
The captions used in this chapter ate for convenience only and shall not affect the
interpretation of any portion of the text of this chapter.

0) If any paragraph, section. subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of this chapter is, for any
reason, held to be invalid, inconsistent with the provisions of the Idaho Impact Fee Act, Sections
67-8201, et seq., Idaho Code, unconstitutional end/orwenforceable, such provisions shall be
deemed to be separate, distinct and independent and the remaining provisions of this chapter
shall continue in full force and effect.
Section 9,
This Ordioauc.e shall be in full force and effect from and after thirty (30) days subsequent to this
Ominance's passage, approval, and publication, according to law, whereupon all chapters or
parts of chapters, codes or parts of codes, in conflict with the provisions of this Ordinance shall
be repealed.
Dated this

B th

day of August, 2014.

CITY OF MIDDLETON
Canyon County, Idaho

~~ym-~
ATfEST:

~~

PaulineN~
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION 350-lS
A RESOLUTION OF THE MIDDLETON CITY COUNCIL, MIDDLETON, CANYON COUNTY,
IDAHO, PLACING THE APPROVED DEVELOPMENT IMPACT FEES ON TIIE CITY'S FEE
SCHEDULE; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, Section 67-8201, et seq., Idaho Code authorizes a municipality to establish and collect
development impact fees; and
WHEREAS, the city held a public hearing on July 2, 2014, noticed as required by Idaho Code §67-8206,
to consider adopting a capital improvements plan and an ordinance authorizing the implementation of
development impact fees; and
WHEREAS, at the conclusion of the public hearing, the city council, by motion, set the development
impact fees in the amount of$1,48S.00;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
MIDDLETON, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO, as follows:
Section 1: The City of Middleton hereby adds the development impact fees, as approved by motion of the
city council on July 2, 2014, in the amount ofSI,485.00 to the city's regular fee schedule.
Section 2: This Resolution shall be effective as of the date of its adoption.
PASSED BY THE COUNCIL OF TIIE CITY OF MIDDLETON, IDAHO THIS 21 st day of January,
2015.
DATED this 21st day of January, 2015.

CITY OF MIDDLETON

ATTEST:
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GIVENS PURSLEYLLP
Attorneys and Counselors at Law
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 63701
Tet,:,phane: 208-388- 1200
fac1imllo: 208-388• I :JOO
www.givonspuoley.com

Bradley J. DiXon

tmJ.dlDY2i!Q1Jif.Jivm:J!Q~•ll~1~Q!D

208·386· 1261

GoryG,All,:,n
Peter G. Borton
Chrislophor J. 6t:1e1an
Jo1an J. Blakley
Clint R. Bolinder
Erik J. BOiinder
Jell w. Bower
Pro1lon N, Corter
Jeremy C. Chau
WIiiiam C. Colo
Michael C. Creamer
Amber N. Dino
Bradley J. Dixon
Thomas E. Dvorak
Jeffrey
Fereday
Mortin C. Hondrlckson

c.

B~an J. Holleran
Kooti H. Kennedy
Dan E. Knickrehm
Neal A. Ko1k0lla
Debora K. K~slensen
Michael P. Lawrence
Fronklln G. I ee
Da~ld R. Lombardi
Klmborly D, Moloney
Kennell, R. McCIUfe
Kolly Groono Mc:Connell
Alex r. McLaughHn
Melodia A, McQuode
Christopher H. Meyer
L. Edward Mlllor

PoMck J. Miller
Judson B. Montgomery
Doboroh E. Nel1an
w. Hugh O'Rlordan. LL.M.
Michael O. Roo
P. Mark n,ampsan
Jellrey A. Warr
Robert B. Wl~le

Angela M. Reed. of counsel

Kennolh L. Pu,.ley (1940·20151
Jomes A. McClure 11924-2011)
Roymond D. Giveni (1911-2003)

April 27, 2016

Chris Y orgason
Yorgason Law Offices, PLLC
6200 N Meeker Place
Boise, ID 83713
RE:

The City of Middleton v. Coleman Homes, LLC, ct al

Dear Chris:
I am in receipt of your Jetter dated April I 5, 2016 addressed to me at Stoel Rives LLP. Please
note that in November of 2015, I moved my practice to Givens Pursley LLP.
As you are aware, a lawsuit between The City of Middleton ("Middleton" or Plaintiff/Counterdefendants") and Coleman Homes, LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West Highlands
Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc. and West Highlands Land Development, LLC
(collectively "Defendants/Counterclaimants") is pending in Canyon County. See Case No. CV15-8119 (the "Lawsuit"). A principal issue for determination in that lawsuit relates to the
interpretation of the West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement ("Impact Fee Agreement"), recorded
on December 15,2011 as Instrument No. 2011049722 and the Parks Dedication Agreement
(4'Parks Agreement") recorded on December 15, 2011 as Instrument No. 2011049721.
Specifically, the Court will be asked to interpret the amount of open space that Defendants/
Counterclaimants must allow for public access.

It bears mentioning, that your letter identifies an incorrect calculation of the number of lots and a
service level based upon a repealed impact fee ordinance. Please be advised that Defendants/
Counterclaimants intend to make the Park at West Highlands Subdivision, noted as LOT lC,
BLOCK 1 of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 1, which is approximately 6 acres of parks
available to the public consistent with the plain meaning of the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks
Agreement.

8598896_1
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April 27, 2016
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Please also be advised that the City of Middleton is not authorized to directly contact my clients
regarding the Lawsuit. Future communications should be directed only to my attention.
Very truly yours,

cc: Joseph W. Borton
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KELLER

Technical
Memorandum

associates
TO:

Mayor Darin Taylor - City of Middleton

FROM:

Justin Walker, P.E.

DATE:

June 17, 2014

SUBJECT:

BACKGROUND
This technical memorandum presents a capital improvement plan for the City of
Middleton Parks and Pathwayn-rail system. The primary objective of this report is to
provide the City information about potential future revenue including impact fee
eligible revenue and capital expenditures in order to make decisions regarding
impact fee charges, annual park system budgeting, and timing for capital
improvements to existing and proposed parks and pathways/trails. This scope of
work does not include a park system facility planning study but rather an inventory
of existing and proposed infrastructure improvements, development of the City's
level of service, and summary of available funding sources for implementation of the
capital improvement plan Including impact fees. The list of capital Improvements
and associated cost estimates outlined in this report primarily come from previous
studies and information furnished by the City.
SERVICE AREA

The City has elected to use the impact area boundary as the service area boundary
for purposes of this capital improvement plan. Chart 1 illustrates the service area
boundary which is generally described as the area bounded on the south by the
Boise River, on the east by Ada/Canyon County line, on the north by Purple Sage
Road, and on the west 1/4 mile west of Emmett Road.
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Chart 1: Capital Improvement Plan Service Boundary

It should be noted that all the existing park and pathway/trail infrastructure is inside
the City limits.
EXISTING PARK AND PATHWAY/TRAIL INFRASTRUCTURE

The City has both existing developed and undeveloped parks as illustrated in Chart
2. Developed parks are defined as parks with landscaping and other park
amenities. Undeveloped parks are generally bare ground of which the City has
ownership. The City's developed parks include Middleton City (14.95 acres),
Heritage Memorial (1.7 acres), Grove (0.7 acres), and Davis (0.4 acres) parks which
represent a total of 17.25 acres. The City's undeveloped parks include Meadow
(2.0 acres) and Creekside (5.5 acres) parks for a total of 7.5 acres.

Chart 2: Parks and Trails/Pathway Master Plan
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Table 1 provides an inventory of the features of each existing park, the market value
of the property, and the replacement value of the park features and amenities. The
market value of the property was determined based on two recent park property
transactions In Middleton which resulted in a value of $69,700 per acre for a 5.5
acre park property and value of $66,500 per acre for another 2 acre park property.
Consequently, a market value of $70,000 per acre was used to establish the value
of existing park property. The values of the features and amenities in Table 1 were
developed based on quotes from suppliers, recent construction bids for materials,
and other industry cost databases.

2014 Parks & Pathway/ Tral Capital lmpiowment Plllll
City d Middlemn
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Table 1: Inventory and Value of Existing Park and Pathway/Trail Infrastructure
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Table 2 compares raw park land market value and park development costs used for
Middleton to other local communities.
Table 2: Comparison of Park Land and Development Costs
Park Component

Raw Land Value ($/ac)
Park Development Cost ($/ac)
Total Value ($/ac)

Mlddleton..2014

Star-2012 ·

Mtrldlan•2006 '

$70,000
$80,000
$150,000

$25,000
$75,000
$100,000

$110,000
$85,000
$195,000

A summary of each of the developed and undeveloped parks are presented below.
Middleton Place Park

This developed park has been formerly known as Harmon Park and/or Park Place
Park and is located east of Marjorie Street and north of State Highway 44. It is the
City's largest developed park and provides the most features and amenities. The
City has recently made substantial improvements to the park including new
playground equipment and new pavilions. The City is also in the process of
constructing new restroom facilities and an additional pavilion among other
amenities. While the City has plans for improving the park amenities and
maintaining the existing basketball and tennis courts, there are no documented
deficiencies.
Roadside Park

This developed park is located adjacent to City Hall and houses the Trolley Station
and old Army Tank. Recent substantial improvements have also been made to this
park including horseshoe pits, pathway, pavilions, and expansion of grassy area
' http://sterllngcodiflers.com/codebook/gelBookData.php?section_lda:4661 O&keywords=lmpacl fee#s4661 O
: August 28, 2006 City of Meridian Impact Fee Study and Capital lmprovemenl Plan Flnal Report
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among other improvements. The deficiencies at this park include nonwADA
compliance at the restrooms which are estimated to cost approximately $100,000.
Centennial Grove

This developed park is located off South Middleton Road just north of the Boise
River. This park primarily includes grass and shade trees with a paved pathway
along the east edge. There are no documented deficiencies at this park-ADA Noncompliance.
Davis Park

This developed park is located on the southwest corner of the intersection of State
Highway 44 and South Middleton Road across the street from Heritage Memorial
Park. This park primarily includes grass, shade trees, and a picnic bench. There
are no documented deficiencies at this park-ADA Non-compliance.
Meadow Park

This undeveloped park is part of The Crossings Subdivision located in the north part
of the City across from a new school site planned to open in 2018. This park
includes a City-owned municipal well house. The City purchased this property with
the understanding that the City would facilitate construction of a segment of W
Meadow Park Boulevard to provide public access to the park which has been
estimated by the City to cost $130,000. Park development Is schedule by the City In
2017.
Piccadilly Park

This 5.5 acre undeveloped park is located along State Highway 44 across the street
from the Middleton Middle School. The property is zoned C2 and was purchased by
the City for approximately $383,500 or $70,000 per gross acre. The City recently
acquired this property and has many plans for improvements to this park to start in
2017. There are no documented deficiencies at this park.
Existing Deficiencies

The inventory of the existing park and pathway I trails have identified existing
deficiencies summarized below that are estimated to cost $100,000 to mitigate. It
should be noted that revenues from impact fees cannot be used to correct existing
deficiencies. A brief summary of each park is provided with a list of any deficiencies
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FUNDING SOURCES
The primary sources of funding or mechanisms for completing parks and
pathway/trail infrastructure Improvements are summarized below. It Is required that
the City use mechanisms and funding sources other than impact fees to correct
existing deficiencies.

Impact Fees
Idaho State code allows cities and counties to develop Impact fees to equitably
assess costs to new development for park and pathway/trail infrastructure
improvements under the provisions of an impact fee ordinance. It is understood that
the City Is In the process of developing an Impact fee ordinance In accordance with
State Code and this capital improvement plan and analysis is part of the process.

Development Negotiations and Exactions
The City can work cooperatively with developers and property owners during the
development process to complete Improvements and expansions to the City's parks
and pathway/trail program. This typically occurs during the platting, zoning, and
building permit process.

Public-Private Partnerships
Often the City and Development can realize cost savings and other benefits when
cooperating together to complete projects that are mutually beneficial. The City
should continually seek these opportunities. The City can and should exercise
similar partnerships with the Greater Middleton Parks and Recreation District
(GMPRD). Coordination with the GMPRD who has a similar mission and performs
similar work can prove mutually beneficial to both entities.
Development Application Fees
The City can choose to use revenue collected from development fees and charges
(other than Impact fees if/when they exist) to complete improvements to the parks
and pathway/trail system. These expenditures must be budgeted and expended in
accordance with City budgeting processes.

Property Tax Revenue (City General Fund)
The City can choose to use revenue collected from property tax revenue to
complete improvements to the parks and pathway/trail system. These expenditures
212090-00213/14-214
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must also be budgeted and expended in accordance with City budgeting processes.
It Is recognized that there are many and varied demands on the City's general fund
revenue which makes use of these revenues challenging.

Grants and Donations
There are various federal, state, and private grant programs available for park and
pathway/trail improvements. These programs are typically competitive and should
be pursued when appropriate. Historically, the City has been the beneficiary of
donations of property, materials and labor for park and pathway/trail improvements.
Donations can and should continue to be an important part of the City's park
implementation plan.
LEVEL AND VALUE OF EXISTING SERVICE (LOS)

The basis for establishing a park impact fee is determining the level of service the
existing residents enjoy. The City has detennined to use single-family residential
unit/household (ERU) as the service unit that receives direct benefit for parks and
pathways/trails and will be the basis for assessing and collecting impact fees for
The City has established existing policies and
parks and pathways/trails.
procedures for quantifying multi-family units into ERUs which should be the basis for
establishing an impact fee assessment. The existing estimated population and
number of residential households/units in the City limits are 6, 150 (per Community
Planning Association of ldaho-COMPASS-statlstlcs3) and 2,193 (City records)
respectively. This correlates to an average household size of 2.8 people per
household. Table 3 below presents the existing parks and pathway/trail level and
value of service for City residents.

B

http:llwww.compassldaho.org/dooumentslprodservldemolCltyPop18Q0-2014.pdf
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Table 3: Existing Parks and Pathway/Trail Level and Value of Service

Middleton Park and Pathway/Trail Impact Fee Study
March 2014 Population Estimate ,.
March 2014 # of Households .,
Household Slie ..

#

6,150

• COMPASS data

2,193

::~=~~~ds "' ~'.~!~

•
••

= 2.80 persons per Household (ERUI

Average Parle De!lttopment Costs:
$158,000 p..- acre
$70,000 p..- acre

Developed Parks/Trails •
Undewloped Parks =
Existing Developed Parle Acreage and Tn,f/s:

Mlddletcn Place Park "'
Roadside Partc =
Centennial Gr0\11 ,.
DalAs Park ""
Existing Trails =
Tctals.,

~
14.95acrts

~

12,080,000
$335,000
$138,000
$51,000
1148,000
12,730,000

1.2 acres
.7 acres
.4 acres
n/a

17.25 acres

extsdng Undeveloped Parle Ac,..,-:

Meadow Parle •
PlccadlNy Park =
Totals=

~

~

2.0acrH
5.5 acres
7.5 acrea

$140,000
1385,000
$525,000

Lflllfll of Service:

Developed Park •

17:-;;·2
-.,,...,~
;;:.;:5~,-(2,19311,000)

Undeveloped Park •

-~..,.7;,.;·5;..,.,,,,...- • 3A acres per 1,000 ERU

11

7.9 acres per 1,000 ERU

(2,19311,000)

ParWTrllll Vslua par HouHhofd:

Developed Park/Trail
Value per Houaahold •
Undeveloped Park Value
per HouaahOld •

Total Park Value per
Household•
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$1,246

$525,000
2193

•

$239

$1,488
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The maximum justifiable park and pathway/trail Impact fee that the City could
assess to future residential development is $1,485 per residential unit (single family
dwelling unit). The impact fee committee and City Council can elect to charge a fee
less than the maximum fee is they desire. Chart 3 compares the maximum
justifiable Middleton park impact fee to the park Impact fees for various communities
in the Treasure Valley. The proposed fee of $1,485 is consistent with most of the
impact fees in other Treasure Valley communities.

Park Impact Fee
$2,500
$2,000
$1,500
$1,000
$500

S·

7

Boise

-·

Meridian

Eagle

1.

C.ildwell

Nampa

Star

Middleton

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

City staff has worked with elected official and the public over the last few years to
Identify priority park and pathway/trail improvements. In addition, the City has
acquired park property through various measures and identified future park property
to be acquired and developed. The City's plan is based on the land use
assumptions illustrated In Chart 4.

Chart 4: Existing and Future Land Use Map

4 Boise Impact Fees for Parks, Fire & Police Publication
s Meridian Building Services Residential Building Permit and Fee Calculator (Estimate Only)
~ Phone Call to City of Eagle
7 City of Caldwell Bulldlng Permit Fees Resolution No. 109-12
• City of Nampa Revised Development Impact Fee Ordinances, February 15, 2010
' http://sterlingcodifiers.com/codebook/getBookData.php?section_ld'"4661 0&keywords=impact fee#s46610
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Table 4 illustrates the City's population for the last 24 years which results in an
average growth rate of approximately 5%. Based on land use and this 5% annual
growth rate, the City projects a 20-year population of 16,300 and number of
residential households of 5,820 which reflects an additional approximate 10,150
people and 3,630 ERUs assuming the average household size of 2.8 remains
constant over the next 20 years .

Table 4: Historical City of Middleton Populations 10

Ydr

Populdltn

1990
2000
2010
2014
Average Annual Growth Rate

1,851
2,978
5,524
6,150
5%

This additional population will pose a significant demand on the City's parks and
pathway/trail system and will require additional improvements and infrastructure to
maintain the existing level of service presented earlier. An equivalent value of 28.7
acres of developed parks and 12.3 acres of undeveloped parks needs to be added
over the next 20 years to maintain the existing level of service. Table 5 illustrates
These
the recommended parks and pathway/trail capital improvements.
Improvements represent a combination of expansion and upgrades to existing
parks, development of park property already owned by the City, and acquisition and
development of new parks and pathways/trails.

'

0

http://www.compassldaho.org/documents/prodserv/demo/CllyPop1890·2014.pdf
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Table 5: Parks and Pathways/Trails Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)
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The proportionate share of CIP improvements eligible for impact fees justified by an
additional 3,630 ERUs (using a $1,485 impact fee assessment) would equal $5.4
million of the total $16.5 million (33%) 20-year CIP improvements. The City should
identify other funds to supplement park impact fees for complete implementation of
the CIP and correction of existing deficiencies. The City has developed a proposed
implementation plan schedule. The capital improvement plan and schedule of
implementation is a working document that should be reviewed and updated in
accordance with State/City code regularly by the City and at a minimum every 5
years. Table 6 illustrates the proposed 6-year CIP implementation schedule . The
schedule is subject to change in funding and City priorities.
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Table 6: Parks and Pathways/Trails CIP Implementation Schedule
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CONCLUSIONS

We offer the following conclusions from the findings of the study.
1. The City should pursue all sources of funding for implementation of the parks
and pathway/trail capital improvement plan.
2. If the City elects to use park impact fees, a maximum fee of $1,485 per single
family residential dwelling unit (ER) is justified by the existing level of service
which is comparable to other park impact fees
3. The level of service (LOS) and existing and future capital improvement plan
should be updated every year but not less frequently than every five years.
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com

JUN O9 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K BRONSON, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants and Counterclaimants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-15-8119
V.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

NOTICE OF HEARING ON
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants.

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant,

NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMQflL~~~
9203420 1
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YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that Defendants and Counterclaimants Coleman
Homes, LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association,
Inc., and West Highlands Land Development, LLC ("Defendants"), by and through their counsel
of record, Givens Pursley LLP, will call up for hearing Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment on the 14th day of July, 2016, at the hour of 9:00 AM, or as soon thereafter as counsel
can be heard. The hearing will be held before the Honorable Christopher S. Nye at the Canyon
County Courthouse, located at 1115 Albany Street, Caldwell, Idaho.
DATED: June~ 2016.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

~

~~

Kersti H. Kennedy
Attorneys for Defendants and
Counterclaimants

---------

NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-2
9203420 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h i ~ o f June, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION

FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT in the above-entitled matter as follows:

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]
[ ]

Via U.S. Mail
Via Facsimile
Via Overnight Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via email

By:

NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-3
9203420 1
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e
_F_IA.k 15() El,,M,
Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
Victor Villegas ISB #5860
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

JUL 21 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
p SALAS, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

Case No: CV-15-8119

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.

COMES NOW, Plaintiff the City of Middleton, by and through its counsel of record,
Joseph W. Borton of the firm Borton Lakey Law Offices and pursuant to IRCP 56(c), hereby
moves this Court for Summary Judgment. This Motion is supported by the pleadings on file, and
the Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment and Affidavit of
Darin Taylor, filed concurrently herewith.

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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DATED thiJo day July, 2016.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thiJl day of July, 2016, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:

_X

U.S.Mail
_ _ Facsimile
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Bradley J. Dixon
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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JUL 21 2016
Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
Victor Villegas ISB #5860
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
p SALAS, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

Case No: CV-15-8119

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.

The above named Plaintiff, City of Middleton, ("City") by and through its attorney of
record, Joseph W. Borton, of the firm Borton Lakey Law Offices and hereby submits this

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment. For the reasons discussed
below, the City's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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1

INTRODUCTION

The City of Middleton (the "City") from 2006 through 2009 approved several land use
applications brought by the Defendants (herein "Coleman") for a large residential development
called "West Highlands" located adjacent to Mills Road and Hartley Lane within the northern
portion of the city of Middleton. These approvals were done in accordance with the Local Land
Use Planning Act ("LLUPA"), Idaho Code §67-6501 et seq.
Within this land use approval was Coleman's proposal, commitment, and integrated
condition of approval that Coleman set aside 15 .1 acres of open space for use by the public. This
public open space would be owned and maintained by a homeowners' association for the
development, but like an actual park that is owned by the City, it would be open for all public use.
Subsequent to the land use approval, the parties entered into several contracts that would guide
the development of West Highlands, including a Development Agreement (revised twice), a Parks
Dedication Agreement, and an Impact Fee Agreement.
This Declaratory Judgment action was filed to resolve a dispute between the City and
Coleman over whether a repeal of the City's prior parks impact fee ordinance relieved Coleman
of dedicating these 15 .1 acres of open space for public access. Coleman maintained that the West
Highlands Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks Dedication Agreement were somehow voided
due to the repeal of the City's impact fee ordinance. The City remained steadfast that both
Agreements were valid and enforceable, and it appears through Coleman's Amended Answer that
it now agrees with the City on that point.
Plaintiff now requests, in accordance with the Affidavit of Darin Taylor and this
Memorandum, that Summary Judgment be entered in its favor as follows:

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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(1)

Summary Judgment in Plaintiffs favor granting the declaratory relief it requested, to wit:
that the Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee Agreements are valid and
enforceable agreements;

(2)

Summary Judgment in Plaintiffs favor dismissing Count Two (breach of contract) in
Defendant's Counterclaim; and

(3)

The Court should make its Declaratory Ruling and enter Judgment accordingly affirming
that Coleman remains obligated to provide 15.1 acres of open space as set forth in its
LLUP A conditions of approval.
STATE OF RELEVANT FACTS

On January 18, 2006, the City approved an annexation, zonmg and development
agreement with Coleman for 797 residential lots within the City called "West Highlands". See ,r 8
to Affidavit of Darin Taylor in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment (hereinafter
"Taylor A.ffd. "). As a result of the original 2006 annexation a contract between Coleman and the

City was signed (referred to as a "Development Agreement") and recorded on February 28, 2006.
This Development Agreement was revised once on November 16, 2006, and a second time on
March 31, 2009. These Development Agreements are attached to the Taylor Affd. as Exhibit 1-A,
Exhibit 1-B, and Exhibit 1-C.
On January 20, 2009, the City received from Coleman an application requesting a
modification to the West Highlands development, which would provide "specific commitments
regarding significant parks and transportation improvements that will accompany the
development." This proposal and the specifics of what commitments Coleman offered, was
memorialized in a letter signed by Thomas Coleman. Taylor Affd Exhibit 2-A, and Exhibit 2-B.
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Within Coleman's 2009 letter, specifically was Coleman's own proposal to the City of
what it wanted to provide as "park improvements" as part of the West Highlands development.
Coleman specifically proposed a 38-acre park and trail system, with "15.l acres of individual
parks with amenities", and then noted the approximate size and number of parks that would
comprise this acreage. Coleman offered to the City that "[t]he park and trail system shall be open
to the public but will be privately owned and maintained so there will be no ongoing cost to the
city." Taylor Ajfd, Exhibit 2-B. On Attachment C within Exhibit 2-B was a map created by
Coleman that showed the City where Coleman proposed to site his public park facilities.
Among the enumerated conditions, Coleman proposed to construct certain parks
improvements which Coleman described as follows:
30. Developer shall make the following parks improvements, as generally
illustrated on Attachment C hereto:
B. Developer's parks system shall include approximately 15.1 acres of
individual parks with amenities, as follows ("major amenities" shall include but
not be limited to children's play equipment, swimming pools, volleyball courts,
tennis courts and similar improvement; "minor amenities" shall include but not be
limited to barbeque areas, picnic tables and similar improvements):
1) An approximately 5.8-acre park with at least two major
amenities and two minor amenities.
2) An approximately 2.9-acre park with at least one major amenity
and two minor amenities.
3) An approximately 2.1-acre park with at least one major amenity
and two minor amenities.
4) Two approximately 1.0-acre parks, each with at least one major
amenities and two minor amenities.
5) Approximately 2.3 additional acres of parks along the park and
trail system with at least one minor amenity.

C.

Each Individual park shall be landscaped with grass, shrubs, and

trees.

The park and trail system shall be open to the public but will be
D.
privately owned and maintained so there will be no ongoing cost to the City.
Taylor Ajfd Exhibit 2-B, p 4. (emphasis in bold added)
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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The City's Planning and Zoning Commission heard Coleman's application on December
15, 2008, January 26, 2009 and February 23, 2009. Within those public meetings Coleman
reinforced its desire to provide the public park amenities it had cited in its January 20, 2009
proposed "conditions of approval" (Exhibit 2-B). The City Staff Reports for these public hearings
confirmed this continued commitment on behalf of Coleman. Taylor Affd Exhibits 3-A and
Exhibit 3-B. The Development Standards noted on page 5, paragraph 7(c) of both Staff Reports
reference Coleman's desire to make portions of his open space privately owned but open to the
public for public use.
The Planning and Zoning Commission on February 23, 2009 voted unanimously to
recommend approval

of Coleman's application,

which expressly

included Coleman's

commitment to provide public open space for the citizens of Middleton. "Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law" were signed and entered on the City record. See Taylor Affd Exhibit 3-C.
Within the "Order of Law" on Exhibit 3-C was a unanimous recommendation from the Planning
and Zoning Commission to the City that Coleman "shall comply with all conditions of approval
entitled West Highlands Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009" which were also
attached to the Order.

These were the same conditions that Coleman initially proposed and

drafted as part of its January 20, 2009 submission to the City (previously identified as Exhibit 2A).
Following receipt of this unanimous recommendation for approval, Mr. Thomas Coleman
as President of Coleman Homes sent by e-mail a letter to the City council for the upcoming city
council meeting. Taylor Affd. Exhibit 4. In his letter Coleman states "[w]e support all of the
Planning and Zoning Commission's recommended Conditions of Approval."

The letter also

represented to the City Coleman's belief that "these applications, if approved, will result in a
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better development for the city." Coleman then specifically referenced these conditions of
approval in stating that Coleman thought those conditions "provide the City with specific
commitments regarding significant parks and transportation improvements that will accompany
the development". Taylor Ajfd. Exhibit 4.
On March 4, 2009, the City Council heard Coleman's West Highlands application.
Within the City staff report was reference to Coleman's continuous commitment to make certain
park amenities available for use by the public and privately managed and maintained by a
homeowner's association. The Staff Report also reaffirmed that "Mr. Coleman has provided a list
of conditions of approval the he has agreed to." Taylor Ajfd. Exhibit 5.
Following this public hearing, the City council unanimously voted to approve the
Coleman application for West Highlands, pursuant to the City's adopted Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law and Order dated May 6, 2009. Taylor Ajfd. Exhibit 6. The City expressly
approved the application with the following condition "(3) The application shall comply with all
conditions of approval entitled West Highlands Conditions of Approval dated January 20, 2009".
Again, these were the same conditions that Coleman originally offered to the City as part of its
application which was referenced earlier as Exhibit 2-A and 2-B. Coleman was obligated to
provide to the City that which Coleman had originally offered: open space amenities that would
be privately owned and maintained yet made available for all Middleton residents to use. As
stated in Coleman's original January 20, 2009 proposed Conditions of Approval, "[t]he park and
trail system shall be open to the public but will be privately owned and maintained so there will
be no ongoing cost to the city."
In March 2009, the City had not yet enacted an impact fee ordinance, so Coleman wanted
to receive credit for the public park and transportation improvements Coleman was providing.
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See Exhibit 7-B to Taylor Affd Ultimately the City and Coleman agreed that any impact fee

credit would be calculated after the adoption of an impact fee ordinance. Id. To that end the
parties entered into a revised Development Agreement titled "Development Agreement Revision
#2" on March 11, 2009. See Exhibit 1-C to Taylor Ajfd The relevant portions of the revised
Development Agreement included a new section titled "Impact Fee." The language of that
section reads:
The parties acknowledge this development was principally designed and
4.1
initially approved before the City began proceedings to propose impact fees.
Consequently, Developer's proposals, plus additional requirements imposed by
the City, determined the level of improvements needed to mitigate the
development's impacts. . ...
4.2 In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act,
Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq, the parties acknowledge and agree Developer
may be entitled to credit for the present value of any construction of system
improvements or contribution or dedication of land or money required by a
governmental entity from Coleman for system improvements of the category for
which the development impact fee is being collected, including certain portions of
the development's street and park improvements, provided that credit is only
available for eligible capital improvements as prescribed in the Act. The parties
will calculate the amount of such credit after the adoption of any development
impact fees. The parties further acknowledge and agree that, under the Act,
Developer is not entitled to credit for improvements that merely provide service to
the development itself and are necessary for the use and convenience of the
development's residents, including the development's community center and pool.
4.3 Notwithstanding the above, in accordance with Idaho Code Section 678215(2), Developer shall not be subject to development impact fees or credits
thereof subsequently adopted by the City for portions of the development where
construction has commenced and is pursued according to the terms of the permit
or development approval.
See pp. 4-5 of Exhibit 1-C to Taylor Ajfd.

Approximately two months after the City's May, 6, 2009 Findings of Fact, Conclusions
and Order for West Highlands Ranch Subdivision, the City adopted a Parks Impact Fee Ordinance
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as Ordinance No. 447. Taylor Ajfd. At this same time, the City and Coleman began discussions
on how park impact fees would be collected and credited for the public park commitments made
by Coleman and incorporated into its development, as well as how to implement the public parks
arrangement set forth in the Conditions of Approval. These discussions spilled over into 2011.
On January 4, 2011, Coleman's legal counsel wrote to the City proposing that " ... the
parties merely execute an agreement confirming that no impact fees will be due." Taylor Ajfd,
Exhibit 7-B. Specifically, the letter stated:
Coleman will agree not to seek payment for reimbursement if full credit is granted
for the West Highlands Ranch improvements, such that no impact fees will be due.
Coleman has worked in good faith with the City for two years and, as a fair and
simple resolution, we respectfully request that the City execute the attached Impact
Fee Agreement.
Exhibit 7-B to Taylor Ajfd.
Later that year the City adopted a one-year moratorium on the collection of park and
transportation impact fees. Taylor Affd. During this moratorium, legal counsel for Coleman and
the City negotiated terms and conditions of what impact fees were going to be due, whether any
credits were warranted, and how the parties intended to reconcile these positions. The parties also
worked out the mechanism by which the public parks that Coleman was developing would be
privately owned and maintained an open to the public. These negotiations were evidenced in
discussions between counsel for the parties as well as letters and draft settlement agreements
which identified the positions of each party and worked toward a mutually agreeable resolution.
Taylor Ajfd. Exhibit 7-A (Oct 5, 2010), Exhibit 7-B (Jan 4, 2011), Exhibit 7-C (July 18, 2011),

and Exhibit 7-D (Oct 12, 2011).
In furtherance of these negotiations, Coleman drafted two documents for the City to
consider called an "Impact Fee Agreement" and a "Parks Dedication Agreement" ("the
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Agreements"). These two agreements were signed by the parties on December 8, 2001.

A

recorded copy of these two completed contracts is attached to the Taylor Affd. as Exhibit 8
(Impact Fee Agreement) and Exhibit 9 (Parks Dedication Agreement). The West Highlands

Ranch Impact Fee Agreement provided that the City would not charge impact fees on West
Highlands Ranch and in return, Coleman would not seek reimbursement.
2. Impact Fee Credit. The Parties agree that the present value of the construction
of certain parks and transportation improvements in West Highlands Ranch, as set
forth in Exhibit D, exceeds the total amount of impact fees owed for West
Highlands Ranch. Therefore, Developer shall not be responsible for payment of
impact fees in West Highlands Ranch. The Parties further agree that Developer
shall not seek reimbursement from the City for the value of improvements in
excess of impact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch, as would otherwise be
allowed under the Act.
The terms of the West Highlands Ranch Impact Fee Agreement also provided that the
parties would execute a "Parks Agreement" to ensure that the parks would be perpetually
dedicated for public use. This Impact Fee Agreement also stated that if, prior to the parties
signing a Parks Dedication Agreement, the City were to adopt an impact fee ordinance identifying
a level of service for park improvements below that in Ordinance No. 447, then the size or
number of Developer's Parks may be reduced accordingly. Exhibit 8 to Taylor Affd. The City did
not adopt a lower level of service for parks prior to the Parks Dedication Agreement being signed
by the parties, and therefore the size and number of parks were not reduced. Taylor Affd. ,r 49.
Following the execution of the Agreements and for several years thereafter both Coleman
and the City relied upon them to guide their activities. An example of this mutual understanding
and reliance was evidenced in an email sent to the City by legal counsel for Coleman on August
27, 2014. In this email Coleman's legal representative says "[b]ased on these agreements, and the
performance made pursuant to them, no impact fees should be charged to West Highlands and no
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demand for payment for credits should be made against the city." Taylor Affd. Exhibit 11. The
City, in reliance on the Agreements did not collect any park impact fees from Coleman on
building permits that were issued for its West Highlands Development. The City, in reliance on
the conditions contained in the application approval, awaited the Coleman Homes' dedication of
park acreage that would be privately maintained open space for public use. As of today that has
not yet happened; Coleman has dedicated nothing as open public park space despite having issued
over 250 building permits for homes in West Highlands Rach.
Then in 2015, Coleman changed its position and made a claim that the Agreements were

not valid (Taylor Affd. Exhibit 13) and then less than a year later Coleman changed its position
again and now agrees with the City that the Agreements are valid and enforceable.
While Coleman's position toggled back and forth, its obligation to provide 15.1 acres of
public open space with amenities that are privately owned and maintained did not. That obligation
remained a binding commitment between Coleman and the City in accordance within the
"Condition of Approval" offered by Coleman on January 20, 2009 (Exhibit 2A), accepted by the
City, and integrated into the LLUPA approval process.

PARKS IMPACT FEE CHRONOLOGY
The City adopted a Parks and Transportation Impact Fee ordinance on July 15, 2009 as
Ordinance No. 447. On November 16, 2011, the City then adopted a one-year moratorium on the
collection of these impact fees as Ordinance 472. Soon thereafter on July 18, 2012, the City
repealed its Parks Impact Fee by Ordinance No. 488.
On August 29, 2014, the City then passed Ordinance 541 to collect a $1,485.00 city park
impact fee on each new construction residential building permit issued. This is the Parks Impact
Fee that is in effect today.
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STANDARD OF REVIEW

Summary judgment is appropriate "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c); McKay v.
Walker, No. 42434, 2016 WL 1163034, at *3 (Idaho Mar. 23, 2016).
To survive Summary Judgment, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations
or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided
in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine
issue for trial. I.R.C.P. 56(c). A mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is
not sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact for the purposes of summary judgment.
AED, Inc. v. KDC Investments, LLC, 155 Idaho 159, 163, 307 P.3d 176, 180 (2013) "[T]he
nonmoving party must submit more than just conclusory assertions that an issue of material fact
exists .... " Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 238, 108 P.3d 380, 385 (2005) (citing
Northwest Bee-Corp. v. Home Living Serv., 136 Idaho 835, 839, 41 P.3d 263,267 (2002).
ARGUMENT

I.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT SHOULD BE ENTERED IN FAVOR OF THE CITY ON

ITS PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF BECAUSE ALL PARTIES NOW
AGREE THAT THE PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMNT AND IMPACT FEE
AGREEMENT ARE VALID AND BINDING CONTRACTS.

Summary Judgment should be entered in favor of the city of Middleton concluding that
the Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee Agreement (the "Agreements") are valid and
binding contracts on the parties. This summary judgment would conclude the case brought by the
City of Middleton on September 3, 2015, wherein the following relief was requested:
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The City seeks this Court's declaratory ruling that the Agreements were not
voided as a result of the City's 2012 repeal of its impact fee ordinance, which was
re-enacted soon thereafter in 2014.
Petition for Declaratory Ruling (paragraph 20) September 3, 2015.

There was no known dispute concerning the acreage that was to be made available and
open to the public, as those 15.1 acres were set forth within the LLUPA-approved Conditions of
Approval and corresponding Development Agreement between the parties.
Subsequent to the filing of this Petition, the Defendants filed an Answer on October 6,
2015 denying that the Agreements were valid. (Answer to Petition for Declaratory Ruling,
paragraph 14) Then, on March 1, 2016, the Defendants changed their position and asserted that
the Agreements were valid. This change of position was set forth within the Defendants' motion
seeking to file an amended Answer, which was granted by the Court. Finally, on May 3, 2016,
within its Order granting the Defendant the right to amend its answer, the Court's Order also
stated that the Agreements "are valid and enforceable".
As there is no longer a dispute about the relief requested by the Plaintiff, Summary
Judgment should be granted in Plaintiff's favor as to its first (and only) cause of action.
II.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT SHOULD BE ENTERED IN FAVOR OF PLAINTIFF

DISMISSING COUNT TWO OF COLEMAN'S COUNTERCLAIM (RE: BREACH OF
CONTRACT).
Summary judgment should be entered in favor of the City as to Count Two of Coleman's
Counterclaim (alleging breach of contract) because Coleman failed to file a notice of tort claim,
because Coleman is equitably estopped from alleging a breach, because no justiciable controversy
exists which triggers the application of the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act, and because
Coleman has not suffered any contract damages.
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A.

Summary Judgment should be entered in favor of the City as to Count Two

(breach of contract) of Coleman's Counterclaim because Coleman failed to file a Tort Claim
Notice.
Idaho Code §50-219 states in its entirety, "All claims for damages against a city must be
filed as prescribed by Chapter 9, Title 6, Idaho Code." I.C. § 50-219. The Idaho Supreme Court
has interpreted the phrase 'All claims for damages' to mean just that; all claims for damages,
regardless of the theory upon which the claim is based. Scott Beckstead Real Estate Co. v. City of
Preston, 147 Idaho 852, 855, 216 P.3d 141, 144 (2009). "We therefore construe the language

contained in I.C. § 50-219 to require that a claimant must file a notice of claim for all damage
claims, tort or otherwise, as directed by the filing procedure set forth in I.C. § 6-906 of the Idaho
Tort Claims Act, chap. 9, tit. 6." Id. quoting Sweitzer v. Dean, 118 Idaho 568, 572, 798 P.2d 27,
31 (1990). The specific code section of the Idaho Tort Claims Act, Chapter 9, Title 6 dealing
with delivery of notice is Idaho Section 6-906. That statue provides:
All claims against a political subdivision [subdivision] arising under the provisions of this
act and all claims against an employee of a political subdivision for any act or omission of
the employee within the course or scope of his employment shall be presented to and filed
with the clerk or secretary of the political subdivision within one hundred eighty (180)
days from the date the claim arose or reasonably should have been discovered, whichever
is later
I.C. § 6-906 (holding added).
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 50-219, a notice of claim for damages must be filed with the
city clerk within 180 days from the date the claim arose or reasonably should have been
discovered, whichever is later. Id. citing Bryant v. City of Blackfoot, 137 Idaho 307,311, 48 P.3d
636, 640 (2002); LC. § 6-906. The failure to comply with the notice requirements of Section 50219 will result in a plaintiffs claims for damages being dismissed. See. Bryant v. City of
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Blackfoot, 137 Idaho 307, 311-312, 48 P.3d 636, 640-641 (2002); Scott Beckstead Real Estate Co.
v. City ofPreston, 147 Idaho 852,855,216 P.3d 141, 144 (2009).
Coleman has never served the City with a Notice of Claim as required by Idaho Code
Section 50-219 See

,r 50 to

Taylor Affd and therefore Coleman's failure to give notice in and of

itself is sufficient grounds requiring dismissal. Furthermore, Coleman cannot cure its failure by
now serving the City with a Notice of Claim because it is too late. To be timely, Coleman had to
have served the City with a Notice of Claim within 180 days of the claim arising. Paragraph 25 of
the Counterclaim alleges that impact fees were collected in August 2015. Similarly, the Affidavit
of Darin Taylor states that the City began collecting impact fees on August 28, 2015. Even if this
Court were to assume that the 180-day period started on the last day of August (i.e. August 31,
2015), Coleman would have to have delivered the Notice of Claim to the City no later than
February 27, 2016 to make it within the 180-day deadline.
Should Coleman assert that the tort claim notice was not pied as an affirmative defense,
that assertion would be irrelevant. A party does not waive an affirmative defense for failing to
raise it in the initial answer, so long as it is raised before trial and the opposing party has time to
respond in briefing and oral argument on summary judgment. Fuhriman v. State, Dep't ofTransp.,
143 Idaho 800, 803---04, 153 P.3d 480, 483-84 (2007). Patterson v. State, Dep't of Health &
Welfare, 151 Idaho 310, 316, 256 P.3d 718, 724 (2011). Because IRCP 8(c) identifies no
consequences for failing to plead an affirmative defense, the Idaho Supreme Court has determined
that "a party does not waive an affirmative defense for failing to raise it in the initial answer, so
long as it is raised before trial and the opposing party has time to respond in briefing and oral
argument" Id, see also, Guzman v. Piercy, 155 Idaho 928, 935, 318 P.3d 918, 925 (2014). For
these reasons, this Court must dismiss Coleman's breach of contract claim.
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B.

Summary Judgment should be entered in favor of the City as to Count Two

(breach of contract) of Coleman's Counterclaim because Coleman is "estom>ed" from asserting
that the contract was breached.
Quasi-estoppel "precludes a party from asserting, to another's disadvantage, a right
inconsistent with a position previously taken by [them]. The doctrine applies where it would be
unconscionable to allow a person to maintain a position inconsistent with one in which [they]
acquiesced, or of which [they] accepted a benefit." KTVB, Inc. v. Boise City, 94 Idaho 279, 281,
486 P.2d 992, 994 (1971). In other words, the party against whom estoppel is sought must have
gained some advantage to himself or produced some disadvantage to the other party or the person
invoking quasi estoppel must have been induced to change his position. E. Idaho Agric. Credit
Ass'n v. Neibaur, 133 Idaho 402, 411, 987 P.2d 314, 323 (1999); Parker v. Boise Te/co Fed.
Credit Union, 129 Idaho 248, 256-57, 923 P.2d 493, 501-02 (Ct. App. 1996).

Quasi-estoppel is properly invoked against a person asserting a claim that is inconsistent
with a position previously taken by that person with knowledge of the facts and his or her rights,
to the detriment of the person seeking application of the doctrine. The Highlands, Inc. v. Hosac,
130 Idaho 67, 70-71, 936 P.2d 1309, 1312-13 (1997). Quasi-estoppel, unlike equitable estoppel,
does not require misrepresentation by one party or actual reliance by the other. Thomas v.
Arkoosh Produce, Inc., 137 Idaho 352, 357, 48 P.3d 1241, 1246 (2002) see also Schiewe v.
Farwell, 125 Idaho 46, 49, 867 P.2d 920, 923 (1995) ("The doctrine of quasi-estoppel is

distinguishable from equitable estoppel in that no concealment or misrepresentation of existing
facts on the one side, nor ignorance or reliance on the other, is a necessary ingredient.").
In this case, Coleman has taken one position and then has taken the opposite position to
the detriment of the City. First, the record shows that Coleman took the position that the Impact
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Fee Agreement and the Parks Agreement were invalid after the City's repeal of the first impact
fee ordinance. Coleman's position is summed up in a May 13, 2015 letter from their legal counsel
explaining Coleman's position that it would not provide parks because:
1. Dedication of parks pursuant to prior agreement: Phases 1-5 of West Highlands
Ranch preceded and thus are legally exempt from the City's new parks impact fee
ordinance effective September 8, 2014. During the prior phases and as a result of a
prior impact fee ordinance, West Highlands Ranch and the City previously entered
into an Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Dedication Agreement to provide for the
"dedication" of up to 12.9 acres of internal parks (not a donation, but simply to
allow public access) in exchange for full impact fee credit under the prior impact
fee ordinance. However, the City subsequently repealed that ordinance on the
basis that it was illegal, so no impact fees were waived (or ever due) and no
parks were dedicated. City staffs current recommendation for West
Highlands Ranch to perform this prior agreement, which has no
consideration from the City and is rendered void and unenforceable by the
prior repeal of an illegal ordinance, is unreasonable. Further, it is unlawful
for the City to demand any park dedication without providing impact fee
credit under the current City impact fee ordinance. West Highlands Ranch
does not agree to this recommendation.
Seep. 5 of Exhibit 13 to Taylor Ajfd. (holding added); See also Exhibit 14 to Taylor Ajfd. (email
from Coleman's attorney stating " ... these agreements are null and void due to the City's own
actions. No impact fees were due or waived during their tenure."). Those statements demonstrate
that Coleman was fully aware of the facts and nonetheless asserted that the agreements were void.
Based on Coleman's position, the City began collecting impact fees on August 28, 2015.
Taylor Affd

1 49.

Now, Coleman's Amended Answer and Counterclaim attempts to paint the

City as the wrongdoer whose conduct is allegedly in breach of the very two agreements that
Coleman claimed were invalid. Once Coleman changed its position a second time, the collected
impact fees were promptly returned. Taylor Affd. 166. Coleman cannot lawfully maintain a breach
of contract action and assert, to the City's disadvantage, a right inconsistent with a position
previously taken. Wherefore, Count Two alleging a breach of contract should be dismissed.
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C.

Summary Judgment should be entered in favor of the City as to Count Two

(breach of contract) as that claim is moot, that no justiciable controversy exists which triggers the
awlication of the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act, and that Coleman has not suffered contract
damages.
Coleman's Counterclaim alleges that the City is in breach of the Impact Fee Agreement
and Parks Dedication Agreement because it collected park impact fees. The undisputed facts
however are that the entire amount of impact fees collected were returned to Coleman right after
Coleman agreed with the City's position that both agreements were valid, and before the
Amended Complaint was ever filed.
As this Court well knows the elements for a claim for breach of contract are: (a) the
existence of the contract, (b) the breach of the contract, (c) the breach caused damages, and (d) the
amount of those damages. O'Dell v. Basabe, 119 Idaho 796, 813, 810 P.2d 1082, 1099 (1991).
Here, the City's return of the impact fee money mooted Coleman's breach of contract claim.
Coleman has no breach of contract damages. A judgment cannot be entered for one element of a
cause of action such as entering judgment for liability and not damages. Mosel! Equities, LLC v.
Berryhill & Co., 154 Idaho 269, 278, 297 P.3d 232, 241 (2013). "An issue becomes moot if it
does not present a real and substantial controversy that is capable of being concluded through
judicial decree of specific relief." Buckskin Properties, Inc. v. Valley Cty., 154 Idaho 486, 496,
300 P.3d 18, 28 (2013).

In Buckskin, a developer sought a declaratory ruling that Valley

County's act of requiring developers to enter into a Road Development Agreement ("RDA") as a
condition of development approval was illegal. Id. During the lawsuit, Valley County adopted
Resolution 11-6 which removed the requirement for developers to enter into an RDA. Id The
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Buckskin court held that the passage of Resolution 11-6 mooted the developers action. Id. at
Idaho 497.
Insofar as the claim set forth in Court Two is moot and fails to identify a justiciable
controversy exists which triggers the application of the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act because
Coleman has not suffered contract damages, the claim for breach of contract should be dismissed.

III.

THE COURT SHOULD MAKE ITS DECLARATORY RULING AND ENTER

JDUGMENT AFFIRMING THAT COLEMAN REMAINS OBLIGATED TO PROVIDE
15.1 ACRES OF OPEN SPACE AS SET FORTH IN ITS LLUPA CONDITIONS OF
APPROVAL.
Coleman committed through the LLUPA process to provide the City 15.1 acres of open
space for public use. Taylor Affd. Exhibits 2-A, 2-B and 6. This Court's declaration that the
Agreements are valid does not change that fact, the Impact Fee Agreement does not change that
fact, and the Parks Dedication Agreement does not change that fact. Nor does LLUP A allow that
specific condition of approval to be altered without following its statutory process. Neighbors for
a Healthy Gold Fork v. Valley Cty., 145 Idaho 121, 127, 176 P.3d 126, 132 (2007). (holding that

decisions of zoning agencies are quasi-judicial in nature and, as such, are subject to due process
constraints) Due process in the LLUPA context requires: (a) notice of the proceedings; (b) a
transcribable verbatim record of the proceedings; (c) specific, written findings of fact; and (d) an
opportunity to present and rebut evidence and an opportunity for all affected persons to present
and rebut evidence. Gold Fork at 127, 132. There has been no approved (or requested)
modification to any Development Agreement related to the acres of public open space Coleman is
to provide in West Highlands. Taylor Affd. ,-i 51.
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It is undisputed that the Parks Dedication Agreement was signed before it was recorded

on December 15, 2011. Taylor Affd. Exhibits 8 and 9. It is also undisputed that prior to December
15, 2011 the City had not adopted a parks level of service lower than what was set forth in Exhibit
D to the Parks Dedication Agreement. Taylor Affd. 138. Thus, not only are the parties unable to
modify these park acres without compliance with LLUPA, but that Court does not need to get to
that analysis because the alleged prerequisite for a park acreage reduction - that the level of
service was reduced - did not occur prior to the Agreement being signed.
This is consistent with the scope and intent of the parks Dedication Agreement which
states in Recital E that ''the City and the Association desire to enter into this Agreement to
memorialize their mutual understanding and agreement regarding the use, maintenance and
operation of such park improvements". (emphasis added) Taylor Affd. Exhibit 9. The agreement
did not attempt alter the amount of public open space that Coleman was to provide, it merely
outlined how that open space acreage would be used, maintained and operated.
Accordingly, Coleman remains obligated to provide 15.1 acres of improved open space
with amenities that are privately owned and maintained, and that are open to the public in the
manner set forth within Coleman's commitment to the City in the "Condition of Approval"
offered by Coleman on January 20, 2009 (Taylor Affd. Exhibit 2A), and accepted by the City, and
integrated into the Annexation and Plat approvals, and the parties Development Agreement.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Wherefore, the City of Middleton respectfully requests that this Court enter its Declaration
and Summary Judgment as follows: (1) Summary Judgment in Plaintiffs favor granting to it the
declaratory relief it requested, to wit: that the Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee
Agreements are valid and enforceable agreements; (2) Summary Judgment in Plaintiffs favor
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dismissing Count Two (breach of contract) in Defendant's Counterclaim; and (3) for a
Declaratory Ruling and Judgment affirming that Coleman remains obligated to provide 15.1 acres
of open space as set forth in its LLUP A conditions of approval.
Oral argument is Requested.

DATED this 21 st day July, 2016.

BORTON-LAKEY LAW OFFICES
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21 st day of July, 2016, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:

y

U.S. Mail
- - Facsimile
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Bradley J. Dixon
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
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_F_I £6qM.
A.~

JUL 21 2016

Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
Victor Villegas ISB #5860
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
P SALAS, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No: CV-15-8119

Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT OF DARIN TAYLOR IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

)
) ss.
)

Darin Taylor, being first duly sworn on oath, and based upon his own personal knowledge,
deposes and states as follows:

AFFIDAVIT OF DARIN TAYLOR IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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I am the elected Mayor of the City of Middleton (''the City"), the Plaintiff in the

above-entitled action. I am over the age of 18 and I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth
herein and can testify to them hereto.
2.

The exhibits attached to this Affidavit are public records possessed by the City that

affect an interest in real property and that set forth the City's regularly-conducted and regularlyrecorded activities regarding the specific land use matters identified within the attached exhibits.
3.

For the purposes of this affidavit, I refer to the Defendants collectively as

"Coleman". The property that was developed by Coleman which is at issue is called "West
Highlands Ranch" located at and around the intersection of Willis Road and Hartley Lane in
Middleton, Idaho.
2005 - 2006:
4.

ANNEXATION, ZONING AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

On or about October 12, 2005, the City received Coleman's application for

annexation of The Highlands Ranch property ("Highlands Ranch") consisting of about 297 acres,
with a request to zone 7 .5 acres commercial and zone the remaining land residential.
5.

The Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on November 21, 2005

to consider the application, and requested the applicant provide a Development Agreement which
would be a contract between Coleman and the City that contained specifics of the project, including
a concept plan.
6.

The Middleton City Code in effect on the date the application was accepted by the

City required five percent (5%) of a development to be open space meeting shape, use and method
of calculation provisions of the City Code.
7.

On December 19, 2005 at a continued public hearing, the Planning and Zoning

Commission recommended that the Middleton City Council ("City Council") approve the
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annexation and the Development Agreement submitted by Coleman, and zone all of the property
as "R-3 residential", which means three units per gross acre.
8.

At a public meeting on January 18, 2006, the City Council accepted the Planning

and Zoning Commission's recommendation and approved the annexation, zoning and
Development Agreement. On March 15, 2006, the City entered Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law for Highlands Ranch.
9.

The City signed Ordinance 391 annexing the property, and recorded it on April 17,

2006 in the records of Canyon County, Idaho, with the approved Development Agreement.
10.

The Development Agreement between Coleman and the City was signed and

recorded on February 28, 2006.
11.

This Development Agreement was revised once on November 16, 2006, and a

second time on March 31, 2009.
12.

All three Development Agreements are attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit 1-A,

Exhibit 1-B, and Exhibit 1-C respectively.

2006:
13.

PRELIMINARY PLAT (297 acres into 797 Jots)

On February 3, 2006, Coleman submitted a Preliminary Plat application for

Highlands Ranch. The City staff determined the application was incomplete and returned it to
Coleman on February 7, 2006.
14.

On March 3, 2006, Coleman submitted and the City accepted another Preliminary

Plat application to subdivide the approximately 297 total gross acres into the 797 residential lots
which would be referred to as Highlands Ranch Subdivision ("Highlands Ranch").
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Within the Application prepared and submitted by Coleman was a narrative that

spoke to "Open Space Information" and what Coleman's development would provide to the City.
It stated as follows:

The common lots for Highlands Ranch consist of recreation, irrigation,
screening, and drainage areas. The subdivision includes 38.93 acres of common
lots.
Common lots will provide landscaping along collector streets and dedicate
areas for subdivision entry signage and landscaping. Common lots will also
provide buffers along the Neighborhood Boulevard which connects the residential
neighborhoods of Highlands Ranch and separates residential lots from roadways.
Over six acres of additional common space has been devoted to increase the size of
these landscape buffers to exceed Middleton City Code standards. The total acreage
for Highlands Ranch street buffers (not including the six acres that exceed
Middleton standards) is over 16 acres. All common lots will be owned and
maintained by the subdivision homeowner's association.
Three major park areas have been proposed for the subdivision. A large
6.23-acre park will be located in the southeastern portion of the subdivision. This
park will serve as a focal point for the subdivision and will provide recreational
amenities for Highlands Ranch residents. A 2.13-acre park will be constructed in
the northeastern portion of the subdivision and a 1.49-acre park will be constructed
in the northwestern portion of the subdivision. These smaller parks will serve as
neighborhood gathering places and will provide recreational amenities for residents
in the northern portion of Highlands Ranch. A total of 9.85 acres have been
dedicated to parks in Highlands Ranch. A nearly five-acre open space area is also
located adjacent to the school site in the southern portion of the development.
16.

The Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on April 17, 2006 to

consider the Preliminary Plat Application, and recommended that the City Council approve it,
which it did at a public meeting held on July 19, 2006.
17.

Between July 2006 and October 2008, Coleman developed Highlands Ranch

Subdivision Phases 1 and 2, totaling 52.20 acres.
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18.

•

ANNEXATION, AMENDED PRELIMINARY PLAT CONDITIONAL
USE PERMIT FOR A 'PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT'
AMENDED DEVELOPMENT AGREMENT

On October 16, 2008, Coleman submitted and the City accepted applications to

annex and zone 40.56 additional acres; to amend the 2006 preliminary plat by subdividing
approximately 282 acres into 844 residential lots; for a conditional use permit to allow a planned
unit development on an R-3 zoned property; and to amend the 2006 Development Agreement.
With these applications, Coleman changed the name of the subdivision from Highlands Ranch
Subdivision to West Highlands Ranch Subdivision ("West Highlands").
19.

Subdivision Phases 1 and 2 were underway so Coleman did not include that 53.20

acres and 124 residential lots in the 2008 application numbers. The entire project on October 16,
2008 consisted of approximately 337 acres (297 in 2006 plus 40 in 2008) and 968 lots (797 in 2006
plus 171 in 2008). In Coleman's words, "The changes from the original preliminary plat include
an additional 40.56 acres of land and an additional 171 buildable lots."
20.

The planned unit development (PUD) process varies several City code provisions

and standards, and afforded Coleman more and smaller lots, reduced setbacks, and flexibility in
design while providing common open space, parks, and other amenities not often found in
traditional residential developments.
21.

Coleman explained the purpose of the 2008 applications as follows m the

"Introduction" and "Project Overview" narrative portion of the applications:
We are requesting the approval of these new applications in order to integrate
additional property we have purchased, to correct some design flaws in the original
plan, and to accommodate a broader range of homes that will enhance the sense of
community within West Highlands Ranch and that respond to a changing market
demand. In this new vision of West Highland Ranch, we plan to create a
distinctive place where residents can buy their first home, raise a family and retire
- offering homes for families no matter which stage of their life they are in.
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Significant amenities for all residents are the trademark of the community and
include a resort style swimming pool, a community fitness center, a recreation
room, a central park, numerous neighborhood parks throughout the community,
and a vast network of detached sidewalks and pathways.
West Highlands Ranch is designed along a central, divided boulevard with
connections to Emmett Road, Hartley Lane, and Willis Road ..... The boulevard
is designed as a parkway with 25-foot landscaped walkways on both sides and a
center mediate designed as a dry creek bed.
22.

"Community" in the narrative portion of the application meant West Highlands

Ranch Subdivision residents, not the Middleton community, i.e., not open to the public.
23.

The Middleton City Code in effect on the date the applications were accepted by

the City, October 16, 2008, required a minimum of ten percent (10%) open space. A developer
can voluntarily have more open space, but not less. This means ten percent (10%) or 33.7 acres
of open space (337 total project acres) was required, and approximately twelve percent of open
space (40 acres) was proposed by Coleman.
24.

On December 15, 2008, the Planning and Zoning Commission considered

Coleman's applications at a public hearing. This hearing was continued to January 26, 2009 for
additional information.
25.

Prior to that second hearing, on January 20, 2009, Coleman submitted a revised

application-narrative, a revised proposed development agreement, and proposed "West Highlands
Ranch Conditions of Approval". These revisions would provide "specific commitments regarding
significant parks and transportation improvements that will accompany the development".
26.

This proposal and the specifics of what commitments Coleman offered was

memorialized in a letter signed by Thomas Coleman. A complete copy of this proposal letter is
attached here as Exhibit 2-A, and Coleman's proposed Conditions of Approval attached as
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Exhibit 2-B. The City accepted these as part of the City's record for West Highland Ranch

Subdivision.
27.

Within Coleman's January 20, 2009 submittal, specifically stated on page 4,

paragraph 30 of Exhibit 2-B, was Coleman's own proposal to the City of what it would provide as
"park improvements" within the City as part of the West Highlands development.
28.

Coleman specifically proposed a 38-acre park and trail system, with "15.1 acres of

individual parks with amenities", and then noted the approximate size and number of parks that
would comprise this acreage. Coleman offered to the City that "[t]he park and trail system shall
be open to the public but will be privately owned and maintained so there will be no ongoing cost
to the city."
29.

On Attachment C within Exhibit 2-B was a map created by Coleman that showed

the City where Coleman proposed to site these public park facilities.
30.

Coleman's offer of public park amenities within Exhibit 2-A and Exhibit 2-B was

included in the formal application to the City.
31.

The City Staff Reports for the public hearings, attached as Exhibits 3-A and

Exhibit 3-B, also reference Coleman's proposed Conditions of Approval and Parks Improvements.

The "Development Standards" noted on page 5, paragraph 7(c) of both Staff Reports reference
Coleman's desire to make portions of the open space privately owned but open to the public for
public use.
32.

The City's Planning and Zoning Commission heard Coleman's application as

revised at public hearings on January 26, 2009 and again on February 23, 2009.
33.

Within these public meetings Coleman reinforced its desire to provide the public

park amenities cited in the January 20, 2009 proposed "conditions of approval" (Exhibit 2-B).
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Based in part on those representations the Planning and Zoning Commission on February 23, 2009
voted unanimously to recommended approval of Coleman's application, which included
Coleman's commitment to provide public open space for all residents of Middleton. "Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law" were signed and entered on the City record on March 16, 2009, a
copy of which is attached here as Exhibit 3-C.
34.

Within the "Order of Law" on Exhibit 3-C was the unanimous recommendation

from the Planning and Zoning Commission to the City Council was that Coleman "shall comply

with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands Conditions of Approval, dated January

20, 2009" which were also attached to the Order. These were the same conditions that Coleman
initially proposed and drafted as part of its January 20, 2009 submission to the City (see., Exhibit
2-A).

35.

On February 25, 2009, Mr. Thomas Coleman sent by e-mail his letter to the City

Council for the upcoming City Council meeting where Coleman's West Highland's application
would be considered and decided.
36.

In the Coleman letter attached here as Exhibit 4, Mr. Coleman states "[w]e support

all of the Planning and Zoning Commission's recommended Conditions of Approval." The letter
also represented to the City Mr. Coleman's belief that "these applications, if approved, will result
in a better development for the city." Mr. Coleman then specifically referenced these conditions
of approval by stating that he thought those conditions "provide the City with specific
commitments regarding significant parks and transportation improvements that will accompany
the development".
37.

On March 4, 2009, the City Council considered Coleman's applications at a public

hearing. A copy of the City Staff Report for that public hearing is attached as Exhibit 5.
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The City Staff Report references Coleman's continuous commitment to make

certain park amenities available for use by the public and maintained by the homeowners'
association at the expense of the HOA. It also stated that "Mr. Coleman has provided a list of
conditions of approval the he has agreed to."
39.

Following this public hearing, the City Council unanimously voted to approve the

Coleman applications for West Highlands Ranch Subdivision, subject to several conditions
including "The applicant shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands
Conditions ofApproval, dated January 20, 2009," without making any changes to them (referenced

earlier as Exhibit 2-B).
40.

The City's Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order dated May 6, 2009 is

attached as Exhibit 6.
41.

In making this approval, the City approved the application with the following

conditions "(3) The application shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West
Highlands Conditions of Approval dated Januazy 20, 2009".

Again, these were the same

conditions that Coleman originally offered to the City as part of the application which was
referenced earlier as Exhibit 2-A and 2-B.
42.

Coleman was obligated to provide to the City that which Coleman had originally

offered: open space amenities that would be owned and maintained by a homeowners' association
and made available for public use. As stated in Coleman's original January 20, 2009 proposed
Conditions of Approval which were incorporated into the Order approved by the city council,
"[t]he park and trail system shall be open to the public but will be privately owned and maintained
so there will be no ongoing cost to the city." Coleman obligated itself to construct approximately
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15.1 acres of parks and amenities (the Parks Improvements) that would be owned and maintained
by a homeowners' association and open for use by all members of the public.
43.

On July 15, 2009, the City adopted a Parks and Transportation Impact Fee as

Ordinance No. 447. Mr. Thomas Coleman was on the City's impact fee advisory committee at the
time and he began discussions with the City on how park impact fees would be collected and
credited in West Highlands.
44.

Legal counsel for Coleman and the City negotiated terms and conditions of what

impact fees were going to be due, whether any credits were warranted, and how the parties intended
to reconcile these positions. Each party worked to outline the respective roles, rights and
responsibilities of the City, Coleman, and the homeowners' association for West Highlands, which
association would be tasked with owning and maintaining the Parks Improvements that would be
open to the public. These negotiations were evidenced in discussions between counsel for the
parties as well as letters and draft settlement agreements which identified the positions of each
party and worked toward a mutually agreeable resolution.
45.

A copy of several of these letters that evidence the free negotiation of terms are

attached here as Exhibit 7-A (Oct 5, 2010), Exhibit 7-B (Jan 4, 2011), Exhibit 7-C (July 18,
2011), and Exhibit 7-D (Oct 12, 2011).
46.

On November 16, 2011, the City approved a moratorium and stopped collecting the

2009 Parks and Transportation Impact Fee.
47.

Three weeks later on December 8, 2011, Coleman and the City signed an "Impact

Fee Agreement" and a "Parks Dedication Agreement" (collectively referred to here as "the
Agreements") that were subsequently recorded in Canyon County, Idaho. Copies are attached
hereto as Exhibit 8 (Impact Fee Agreement) and Exhibit 9 (Parks Dedication Agreement). A legal
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description of the public park space for each agreement was provided by Coleman to the City and
is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.
48.

On July 18, 2012, the City by Ordinance No. 488, repealed the 2009 Parks and

Transportation Impact Fee Ordinance No. 447. Coleman never paid any parks impact fees to the
City of Middleton based on Ordinance No. 447.
49.

Prior to December 15, 2011 (the date the Parks Dedication Agreement was

recorded) the City had not adopted an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service for park
improvements below that found in Ordinance 44 7. Therefore, the last sentence of paragraph 2.1
in the Impact Fee Agreement does not apply.
50.

Between July 2012 and August 2014, the City corrected several deficiencies in

City-owned parks, received grants and made capital improvements to City park facilities,
appointed an impact fee advisory committee, updated the City's capital improvement plan for City
parks, and proposed a new impact fee.
51.

On August 29, 2014, the City passed Ordinance 541 to collect a $1,485.00 City

park impact fee at the time each new construction residential building permit was issued (Park
Impact Fee). This is the Parks Impact Fee in effect today.
52.

Following the execution of the Agreements, both Coleman and the City relied upon

them to guide their activities, and for several years each party acted in reliance on these two
Agreements. Even after the passage of Ordinance 541 the City did not collect any park impact
fees from Coleman, and Coleman did not claim any credits for its obligation to provide public park
space.
53.

One example of this mutual understanding and reliance was evidenced in an email

sent to the City by legal counsel for Coleman on August 27, 2014. In this email, attached as
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Exhibit 11, Coleman's legal representative says "Based on these agreements, and the performance

made pursuant to them, no impact fees should be charged to West Highlands and no demand for
payment for credits should be made against the city."
54.

The City, in reliance on the Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee

Agreement, did not collect the $1,485 City park impact fee on new residential construction
building permits issued by the City to Coleman for West Highlands.
2015: COLEMAN CHANGES ITS MIND

55.

On February 27, 2015, Coleman submitted and the City accepted an application to

amend its 2009 Preliminary Plat and Development Agreement to add a school lot, city park lot,
and 114 residential lots.
56.

On March 23, 2015, the Planning and Zoning Commission considered Coleman's

applications and continued the public hearing to April 20, 2015 for more information.
57.

On April 20, 2015, the Planning and Zoning Commission resumed the public

hearing, and at that hearing Thomas Coleman changed his mind by claiming now that the
Agreements were no longer in effect. Coleman also represented to the City that it believed it was
no longer obligated to make any of its park space open to the public, despite the express language
of the Conditions of Approval (which Coleman proposed and never objected to during the public
hearing process). The City Staff proposed findings reflected this new position wherein it stated
that ''the Applicant does not intend to dedicate approximately 12.8 acres of improved land to the
City for a City park."
58.

On May 18, 2015, the City received by email an unsigned letter from Mr. Thomas

Coleman, attached as Exhibit 12, who makes the following statement at Page 5 regarding School
and Park Site Donation - Impact Fee Credit.
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1.
Dedication of parks pursuant to prior agreement: Phases 1-5 of West
Highlands Ranch preceded and thus are legally exempt from the City's new parks
impact fee ordinance effective September 8, 2014. During the prior phases and as
a result of a prior impact fee ordinance, West Highlands Ranch and the City
previously entered into an Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Dedication Agreement
to provide for the "dedication" ofup to 12.9 acres of internal parks (not a donation,
but simply to allow public access) in exchange for full impact fee credit under the
prior impact fee ordinance. However, the City subsequently repealed that ordinance
on the basis that it was illegal, so no impact fees were waived (or ever due) and no
parks were dedicated. City staffs current recommendation for West Highlands
Ranch to perform this prior agreement, which has no consideration from the City
and is rendered void and unenforceable by the prior repeal of an illegal ordinance,
is unreasonable.
58.

On May 20, 2015, the same attorney for Coleman who less than a year earlier

confirmed to the City the Agreements were valid (see Exhibit 11) sent a letter to the City (Exhibit

13) claiming the opposite was true .

.... However, soon after the [Impact Fee and Parks Dedication] Agreements were
complete, the City repealed the impact fee ordinance on the basis that it was illegal.
.. . As a result, neither party performed: no impact fees were waived (or due), and
no parks were dedicated for public access. Because the City cannot provide the
legal consideration bargained for in the prior Agreements and because the
underlying basis of the contract was determined by the City itself to be illegal, the
Agreements are void and unenforceable, and the Applicant is not in default.
59.

On May 20, 2015, the City Council considered Coleman's applications at a public

hearing, during which Coleman's attorney discussed with Council the Impact Fee and
Development Agreements, and told the City that it believed parks impact fees would now be due
for homes built going forward City Council continued the public hearing to June 3, 2015 so
Council could read information submitted by Coleman earlier that day. That continued hearing
never occurred because on June 2, 2015 Coleman withdrew its February 27, 2015 application.
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On August 13, 2015 Coleman through legal counsel reaffirmed its stance that the

Agreements were void and that park impact fees would be due and payable in the normal course,
as set forth in the email attached as Exhibit 14.
61.

Because Coleman took this new position, the City started charging and Coleman

started paying impact fees on August 28, 2015 in the amount of$1,485.00 on each new residential
building permit for the Coleman project. Company representatives from Coleman paid this parks
impact fee to the City with each new building permit and did so without objection.
62.

As of the date of this affidavit, the City has not received any written Notice of Tort

Claim that objected to the collection of this Parks Impact Fee from Coleman, or for any other part
of this Project.
63.

There has been no approved (or requested) modification to any Development

Agreement related to the acres of public open space Coleman is to provide in West Highlands.
2016: COLEMAN CHANGES ITS MIND (AGAIN)

64.

On March 1, 2016, Coleman filed a motion with this Court to change its position

by amending its Answer and adding a variety of Counterclaims, asserting that the Agreements
were valid contracts.

65.

On April 21, 2016, this Court heard oral argument on Coleman's request and

granted the Motion to Amend in part, and entering an order that the two Agreements were valid
and enforceable.
66.

On April 22, 2016, in response to Coleman's acknowledgement that the City's

position on the validity of the agreements was correct, the City returned to Coleman those
previously collected park impact fees that Coleman had been paying without objection since
August 28, 2015, in the amount of $23,760.00.
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On May 5, 2016 this Court entered its written Order which stated that the two

Agreements "are valid and enforceable" (Exhibit 15) and the Defendant filed its Amended Answer
on May 6, 2016.
68.

If this Court issues a Declaratory Judgment affirming the validity of the two

Agreements, no parks impact fees or credits would be due, and Coleman would remain obligated
to provide improved parks with amenities that are privately owned and maintained, and that are
open to the public. Coleman's open acreage commitment to the City remained unchanged from
the "Conditions of Approval" offered by Coleman on January 20, 2009, and accepted by the City,
and integrated into the Annexation and Plat approvals as noted above.
69.

The total amount of open space Coleman is obligated to provide with amenities that

are privately owned and maintained, and that are open to the public, is 15.1 acres.
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT
DATED this _ti_ day of July, 2016.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

JP/

day of July, 2016.
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CRTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I°'\

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
tlay of July, 2016, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:

X

Bradley J. Dixon
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

U.S.Mail
- - Facsimile
- - - Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery
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DEVELOPMENf AGREEMENT
This DcveJopment Agreement is ontered into by and between tl1e City of Middleton, a municipal
wrpotation in the State ofidaho (hateina!kr referred to ll.5 "City"), and Blttck Co..t Development,
LLC (hereaflct rcfcrri;<l to as "Devcloptr'').

RECITALS
WI-fEREAS, Developer has applied co the City for a rewne to R-3 of the prop Im)' more
particufo.rly described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein (the ••Property''),
WHEREAS, the City, plm,;uant to 67-6511 A, IdaJ10 Code, ha.-. the anthority to conditionally
rezone the propttrty and to enter into a development agreement fer the purpose ofallowing, by
ijgreement, ,l specific developmtmt to pmceed in a specific area aud for a specific purpa!:ie or use
whicl) is approprifite in tht..l area, but for which all allowed uses for the reque5too zoning may not
be appropriate pursuant to the fdnho Codt: and the Middleton City Code.

AGREEMlENT
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and vahwble consideratkm, the receipt and sufficiency of which

is hei:-cby acknowledged, and in c(lnsideration of the rccito.is above, which arc uworporated
below, thepartie,,; agree as fuUows:

ART1CLEI
LEGAL AU'fllOR.ITY
1.1 This Agreement is :rnflde pursuunt to and in occordnnce with the provisions of Idaho
Code Section 61-651 lA and Middleton City Code, Title 5, Chaptl-T 7.

ARTICLE TI
ZONING ORDINANCE A.1\f.EMNDMJi:1""'T
2.l The City will adopt an ordirumce amendmg tlll: Middleton Zoning Otdinanct: to
r~.one the property to R-3. The Ordinance will become effective after its pu!lsage, appmval, and
publication and the execution and recordation of this Agreement.

ARTICLE UI

CONDll'IONS ON l)J!.:VELOPMENT
3.1 Applicmit will develop the Property subject to the conditions a.1JJt limitation..':! set forth
in this Development Agreement. Fllither, Applicant will submit such applications
regarding flood plain development permit review, prelimhrn.ry and final p1at reviews,
aud/or any conditional use p<.>t1nits, if npplicable, and any other applicable applications ru;
may be required by the City ofMiddk-ton.
3.2 The development sba11 comply with the Middleton Comprehensive Plrm .and City
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Code, as they (:.:d!!l in final fonn ar the time the Devc.:lopmenl ApplicBtion was ,ipprove<l)
cxcupt as otherwise provided by Idaho G.)de. Unless greater requirements ate established
by Middleton Comprehensive Plan and City Code, the fullowing conditions shall be
sat is ih::J:

3.2.1. Tile development shall include 5% of the gi·oss ari:n th.at must be set aside
for open space and shall conform to MCC 6-3-7 (D) and 6-5-3-l -7 BS to shape,
use und method ofcakt~lation.

3.3 When the property is subdivide(], Deveioper shall fil~ a plat with the City and all
in::provements as $et forth in Title 6, Ch.apter 4, shall he mmplctcd in accordance with the
subdivision ordiu11.ncc.
3.4 Developer agrees th:tt failu,c to constrm;:t the proposed development consistent wilh
the Middleton City Code and tbis Agreement, and auy amendments hc..-rcto shall result in
a <lefuult of this Agreement by Developer.

3.5 Cond!tio1is, gunrantce for Completion. All of the conditiomi set forth llerdn shall be
complied with or sha.ll be guarantee.d. for completl\iu by Developer before signature ofthe
Final Plllt, bnilding permit, or Certificate of Occupancy wi11 be grante<l. Faihire to
ctHnply or. guntruitec completion of the condilio11S established in the subdivision plat
approval conditions, the Middleton City Code or the term.c; ofthis Agreement within one

year shall result in a default of this Agreement by Developer. ln the cv~ut ownership of
the dcvclopmet.1t tr:m-.fo:rs p.r:fort<.\ signature of the final Plat, City of.Middleton
Ordi.aaucc No. 385 will be apr}licable to the development. Developer may bztlarautce all
items except: t.) s ~ signs, 2.) water improvemv11ts, 3,) sewer, and 4.) Emergency
Vehicle ingr~ss I cgr~:i at one hundred and fifty percmt (150%) of the estim1J,ted cost of
completion pursuant to Middleton City Code.
3.5. l. lfthi; roadwuyli are not paved prior to recordiug the Final Plat, tbe City
shall issue up to five (5) building permits per phase; howe:-ver, certificates

Qfoccupanc-ie:,; shi'!IJ nut be issued for any of these buildings witil such
tim(; 11s the; roadways are completed for that purticul.ar phase with asphult,

curb/gutter, and sidewalk.
3.6 Commencement ofConstructio11. Dovelopr.:r shall commence construct-inn within two
(2) y~ars of the etfoctive date ofthis Agreement. In the event Developer fuib to
commence construction within the time periods h~rein stated, Developer shaU be in
default of thi:,; Agrn~ment.

3. 7 Road connections will be provided to all adjoining devclopabie properties which ate
at least 40 acres in size as of date of adoption of Development Agrecnu;.ut.
3.8 A pcclestrian route will be comtructcd through the gubdivision to provide for future
c.oiu1ections to surrounding schools_

._____,
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3.9 Access pomts will comply with Canyon Highway .Di~trict
policies for separation und spacing

(14
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policies and ACHD

3. IO Prelim.it1wy plu..t for :,ubjecl property will be in /'iuhstantial confurmance with
submitted conceptual plai1 and entryway exhibits ,L~ ,Lpprovcd by City Council at th~

January IS, 2006 public henring.
3.11 A solid wood or vinyl fonce will be construr;te<l between th~ subject property and th1:
existing cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes bordering the cemetery.
3.12 A trnffic study must be subroittDti prior to a.pprovnl of the Preliminary Plat.
Developer must mitigate the,ir proportionatti t1h11rc of advct5c trn:ffic impact-',l.
3. 13 The Architectru·al Control scc;tion of the Code,q, Covenants, and Restric.tions
(CC&R's) for the Proposed High.lillldi,; R1111ch Subdivision shnll be revimved and
approved by Midrllt\'ton City Caunc::il prior to preliminary plat approval. The
Architectural Control s~!ion ofth" CC&R's can be submitted during the n:vicw pwccss
of the preliminary plat and 110 later than 2 wc0lc.s prior to City Council approval oftbe
prnliminary plat. Upon uppmvnl of the Architecturnl Control section, no changes shall be
made to the A~chitecturru Control section without review and approval by Middleton

City Council.

ARTICLE IV
AFFIDAVIT OF PROPERTY OWNERS

4, I An affidavit of all owners of the Property agreeing to :mbmit tho Property to this agreement
and to the provisions set forth in Idaho Code Section 67-6511 A and Middleton City Code shall
be provided and is incorporated herein by x-cf\..,cnce,

ARTICLEV

DEFAULT
5.1 In the event D~vdop~r, her/his heirs oi: assigns or subsequ~nt owner$ of the prQp~ or any
otlwr person ncquid.ng uu inlcrcst in tho property, foil to fothful1y comply with all of the tcnns
EJml conditions included in the Agreement, this Agn:cuwot may be modified or terminuted by the
Middl(~ton City Council up on compliance with the requir~ments of Middleton City Code. In th~
event the City Council dct(,,Trnincs that this Agreement shall be modili.ed, the t1mTIS of thl.c;
Agreement shall be amemled and de,•eloper slmll comply with the amended tcnns. All uses of
propimy, which are not consistent with R-3 :wning sh1J.1l ccnsc. Nothing herein shall preveut
Developer from .1pptying for any rniture of use permit con.Yistent with R-3 zoning, A w~iver by
the City of uny dcfouH by Devdoper of any one ol" more C>fthe coverulnt.s or conditions hereof
stialJ apply sohily to the breach ancl hrcnches waived mid shall not bar uny other rights or
remedies of the City or apply to any subsequent !>reach o:f any .such or other covenants and

conditions_

3
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S.1 Consent to Rezone. Dc..'Velapcr; by <..-ntering into the Agreement, docs hcrby agree that in the
event there sha11 be a default in th~ terms and conditions of th.is AP,reement that thls Agreement
5baJl Betve a.s consent to a reversion of the subject property to R-3 zoning as provided in the

' ~_,.·

Idaho code.

5.3 Remedies. Upon a bren.ch of this Agreement, any oftl1e parties ill any court of co1npetent
jurisdiction, by action or proceeding at law or in equity; muy aecure the specific performance of
the CO"Vt:uu.r1ts and agreements herein contained, may be awarded dama,g:f'.s for failure of
performance- of both. or may obtain rcsdssion, discoonectlon, ant! darn11gcs for rcpndfation or
matedal faikire of performance. Before any fai]ure of any party to this Agreement to perfom\ it,
obligations under this Agreement, the party claiming such twlurc shall notify; in writing, the
party alleged to have railed to pt..-rform ofthe allc::ged failure and sllilll demand perfunnance. No
brench ofthis Agreement may be found to b.llve oa::i:i.rred if perfunnance has oonweJJ.<:ed to the
sutis faction of the complaining party within thirty (3 0) days of the receipt of such notice.
ARTICLE VI

UNENl'ORCEABLE l'ROVJSIONS
6.1 If .nny term, ·provi,;iorJ., oommitment or restriction of this Agreement or the application thcteof
to auy party or citcUJnst11ncc shn..11, to any extent be held invalid or l.Ulcmforoeablc, the remainder
of this instrument shall rernau.1.in full force and effect.

ARTICLE VII

ASSIGNMENT ANl) TRANSlt'ER
7.1 After its execution. the Agreeinent shall be recorded in th1:.: office of the County Recorder 1,t
the expense ofJJevelope-r. Each cornmitmf:lnt and restriction on the development subject to this
Agreement, shall be a burden on the Property shall be 11-ppurtenant wand Ibr the benefit of the
Property, adjucc.mt property and other residential property near the Property and sh.all nm with
the land. This Agreement shall hr..: binding on the City and Developer, lUld their respective heirs,
ud1ui11istrators, executors, agents, legal representative. successors and asslgns; provided,
however, that ifull or any portfon of the Prop1..11y is divlded and ea~h owner ofa !~gal lot shall
only be responsible fo1· duties and obligations a.~sociated. with an owner's parcel and shall not be
tespousible fur d1.ities and obligations or defaults illi to their parcels of lots with the .Property.
TI1e new owner of the Property or any portion thereof (incl11ding, without limitation, a.ny own1,.;:
who acquires its interest by fureclosu.n:, tntstee's sale or oth~rwise) shall he liable for all
connnitm1mts and other obligations arising under thi.~ Agreement with respect only to such
owner's lot or parcel_

ARTICLE VIll
GENERAL MA'l'lERS

R. l Amendments. Any alteration or cha11ge to this Agreement ~hnJl he made only after
oomplying with the notice 1md hearing provisions ofldaho Code Section 67 ~ 6509, as required
by Mtddle-ton City Code, Title s, and Chnptcr 7.
4
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8.2 P11rai:,rraph Heading s. This ogrecm ~t shiill be cotl.!ltn1cted accordin
g lo its fair meaning and
us if prcpnroo by both p,u-ties herdo. Title and w!$ptioos are for conveni ence only
and i;:h.1)( not
constitute a portion of this Agrf'.ement. As used in this Agrcctrn:nt, masculi ue, fcm.ini.rH
~ oi; • euter
gender s.nd the singular or plural number shall ea1,,'.h be deemed to inclurte the others
whereve r
and whenever the context so dictates.

8.3 Clwice of Law. This Agreement shall be construed in accordum.:c.: with the luws
of the State
ofldilho in effect at the time of the ~xecution of this Agreement. Any action brought
in
cunnect ion with tbjs Agreem ent shall be brought in fl court of compete nt
jud~ci.fotion located in
Canyo11 County, Idaho.
8.4 N()ticcs. Any notice which ii party may desire to give to another party must
be in writing and

may be given by pi'fsonal delivery, by mailing the same hy registered or certified
mail, return

receipt requeste d postage prepaid, o:r by Federal Express or other :n••-putablc
overnig ht dcliv~iry
service, to the party to whom the notice is direcfed at the addre~s of such party
set fortlt below.

Mkldltlton:

City Clerk

City of Middleton
P.O. Box 487
Middlet on, 1D 83644
Dcvcinpe:1r:

Black Cat D(:.vclopm1c:nt, LLC
404 S. 8TH St. Ste, 240

Bofae, lD 83"/02
or such other adi1i:-ess and to such other persons as the parties may hereafter designa
te in writing
tc.1 the other parties. Any such notice shall be deemed given upon
d~livery if by persona l
delivt--ry, upon duposit in the United Stntcs mail if ~i;nt by mail pursuan
t to the furcgoin g,
8.5 Attorne y's Fees and. Costs. If either party shall default under this Develop
ment Agrci:tm :nt

a • d s:,iid dt=foult is cnred wit11 thi.) 11.S~ist1111ce of an 11ttomey fur the othei: pacty, 11s
a part of curing

said default, the reasona ble attorney s' fees incurred hy the oth,:r party shall
be reimbur sed to the

other party upon demand. Io the event n suit or actfon is filed lJy either party
again~t the other to

intcrpni t or ~-nforce, this Agreem ent,

U1c

llrul1wc~sful party to such litigatio n 1\grees to pay to the

prevailing party all costs and expenses, [nc.Iuditlg nttorney,;' fi.:i..:s incw'l'ed tllccein,
including the
same with respect to an appeal.
8.6 Bffoctiv e date. This agrocmcnt shall be effective lifter delivery to euch of
the parties hereto
of a fully executr.<1 ,,.opy of the Agreemcut.

8. 7 Effect of Agreem ent. This Agre,ement shall become valid and binding
ouly upou its
approva l by the City Cowu':il and cxecutio u of the Mayor and City Clerk Thfa
Agreement shall
be binding upon the parties to it, tl10ir rcsp'--ctivc grnntec,,, sm:cf.':simrs, assigns or lessees.
I

--

,
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£N \¥ITNES.S WHEREOF, the patties have hereunJo caused th.ii; Attrc:~nt to he
exccui'--<li ,,u the day md year fl.me above written.

Datixl this ZJ1 &y of l="'eb

2006.
ClTY;

C!TY OF MIDD!-ETON

t

lN WlTNESS WHEREOF. the ~cs hilve. h~u..nio caused thiA Agmem.ent to be execut.QJ, on
the day IU'ld ye-ar first above written.

·.__......

D&ted this

A- day of 4

1

2006.

DEVELOPER:

B;J---

BLACK CAT DEVELOPMRNT, LLC

6
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ORDINANCE NO. 391 i '..:-'.;. _:::.
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~~,
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r'

..

.. ,

AN ORDINANCE ANNEXlNG TO THF. CITY OF MIDDJ..ETO*. ~'AHO. ·f'ERTAJN REAL
PROPFJ.tTY SITU.A.TED IN THE UNINCORPORATED AREA OF e:ANYON COUNTY,
IDAHO, AND CONTIGUOUS TO THE CORPORATE LIMITS OF THE CITY OF
MIDDLETON, IDAHO; ESTABLISHING THE ZONING CLASSJFlCATION OF SAID REAL
PROPERTY AS R-3 LOW Dl\.""NSITY RESIDENTIALWITH A DEVELOPMENT
AGREE.MEN!'; DIRECTING 11-IAT COPIDS OF TIIlS ORDINANCE BE Fll,ED AS
PROVIDED BY LAW; AND PROVIDING AN F.FFECUVE DATE.
WHEREAS. the City of Middli:,ton, Idaho (the "City''); iii a municipal corporation organized end
operating under tile law11. of the State of Idaho and is authorized to anne,: to and incorporate
within the boundaries of thf'l City contiguous re.Ill property in the manner provided by Section 50222, Idaho Codo~ and
WHE.REAS, the owner of the real property situated in the umncotporatod area of Canyon CollDly
arad purticulatly dewrihw in .E,i;bibit A, attached and hC)Jl;lby made a part of this ordinance, bas
requetue(I. iij writing, annaxation of said real property to the City ofMlddlelot1; and
WHEREAS, the Planning and Zoning Commission of the City, punuant to public notice as
requir<..-d by law, held a public hearing on November 21, 2005, •~ reqwred by Section 67-6525,
Idaho Code, and recommended to the Mayor and C'..ouncit that the they approve the request for
anne,cation and zoning to R-3 Low Density Residcatial; and

WHEREAS, the Middleton Cjty Council, pu.nuam to public notice a~ required by IJtw, held a·
public he11ring on January 18, 2006 on the annexation and I"CCOD'llil(:tluod zoning for the real
property described in Exhibit A attached. as .requited by S41,Ction 61-6525, Idaho Code;
NOW, 11:IEREFORE, BE rr ORDAJ.NED BY lllE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF MIDDLETON, IDAHO. AS FOLLOWS;
~~tiP..!Ll, The .Middleton City Council hereby finds and declares that the real ps:operty described
in Exhibit A attached is contiguous to the City that said property QUI bs reasonably assuru.ed to
be used for the orderly developm1,mt <.Jf the City. unu that the owner of $ltd property has
requested, in vvriting, rumcx.atlo.n thereof to the City with a z.oci.ng deiugnation ofR.~3 LQw
Den.'iity Res.idential.
S.~Rtion 2, The real property, all a.ituate in Cnnyon County, Idaho. adjHcont and contiguous to tl1e
City. described in Exhibit A attached, is hereby aunex:ed to and incorporated in the territorial
7

limits ofth.e City of Middleton, ldal10.

~ n 1. From and after the effcctivc date ofthi.s ordinance, 1111 p.ropeny and persons within. the
boundaries and territory described awove shall be subject to all ordinances, resolutions, police
rey;ulations, taxation, and other powers of the City of Middleton, Idaho.

·· ........ ,,··

Section 4. The wnfag cl.as.!lificatlon of the land described in Exhibit A attached ig hereby
established as R-3- Low Density Rcsiclet'ltiat as provided by the zoning ordinnnce ofthe City and in
~.o.rdance with the Comprehensive. P1an. The 7.oning Map is hereby amended to include tho real
property described in Exhibit A attached a..~ R-3 Low Density Residentilll classification with a
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S.~i;:liQn 5. T11e City Clerk i!; horeby directed to file, within ten (10) days of the pll..$.'1-age, approval
and publication of this ordifUmee, a certified copy of th.is ordinBnce with the office:i of the Auditor,
Treasurer and Assessor of Canyon County, Idah.o, and with the Idaho State Tax. Commission,
Boise, Idaho, as required by Section 50~22J. I&ho Code, and to comply with the provisions of
Secti!,)11 63-22 l 5, Idaho Code, -with reg.-.rd to the preparation and :filing of a map and legal
description of the real property anm,x:ed by this ordiruuice.
.S@ion 6, This ordin.B11ce shall take eft«:t .and be in furcc from and attei- its pas&ag(l, approval
a:nd publication 118 requin,d by law_ In lieu of publication of the Mtice ()rdinancc, a !IW11lllary
thereof in cnmpliance with Soot.ion 50~901A. Idaho Code, may be published.

DATED this I &th of Jwuary, 2006
CITY OF :MIDDLETON
Canyon County, fdaho

B~~~~\_~
Y.--...c_ _ ,_"·· .
-, ...~ .
Frank McK.em-er, Mayor
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR ANNEXATION

TJ-iE HJGHLANOS
A Paroal of land loc:ared in a portion of Section 36, Township 5 North, Ranr,e 3 Wfi>..l!t and in a
portion of Seotlon 1, Township 4 North, Range 3 Wt,st, Bolne Meridian, Canyon Cou~ty1 jdatio
~nd deeoriood a& follows:

Dasie of Beering t,,elng the East line of th!l Sc\Jtheaat 1/-4 of aai.o 5Aciion 36 derived from round
monuments and tskeri as South 00"01'21" Es11t
BEGINNING st a brus cap marking ttia Northallet comar of U.S. G0110mrnant Lot 1 of tne
Southeast 1/4 of said Seotlon 36, then~ along the East line of said U.S. Govemmsnt Lot 1
South 00°01'21" east a dll!ltance of 1,108.24 fest.to a 5/B inch rebar;
tr.anr:e leaving said Ea$t fine, South 89~37'29~ Wsat a dlmtanoo of 363.51 foet to a 5/8 lnoh
rebar;
thence South oo•n1•21~ Eamt a distance of 212.ao fe&t to a 5/fJ !noh r'ebar on the Soum lfnti of
$ala U.S. Government Lot 1;
thenoa along a&id Solf:h line Nortn 89"37'29" Eaat a dl~tanca or 383.51 f-ea-t to a Brans Cap
mcmurne.nt marking thm Southeast comer of Hid U,S. GOV!!mment Lot 1;
thcnca alcog thc:i G:ast 1Ine of said Sectlan 1 South 00"03'.21 '' Westra dt~tanr.e ot 876.30 fent to a
112 Inch rebar,
thance leaving salt.I East line South 86 8 52'.25" Wegt a dfstanr.e of 63:2.25 faatto a 1/2 inch
rebar;

-..___,,·

thence South 00°53'18'' Ea1t a dia!:enca of 149.51 feet to a 1/2 Inch robar:
thanc:o North 89°39'12'' Esst a dlatlince cf 578.76 feet to a 1/2 inch rabar on the East llnl'l of
said Section 1;
thence along !laid East tine South ooao3121'' We&t a diatanca ot s• .oo feet to a 5/8 Inch reoar
marking the Southeast cornGt of U,s. Govemment Lot 1 or said Section 1:
ihence along the South !Joe or Dill/cl U.S. Govemment Lot 1 South 81>"39'1 West a dlstanoei or
442.51 feet to a 6/8 inch re.bar.
tlli!nee leavlng ua.ld Sot1th line South 00"03'09" EPllt e dl11tan<.'1t of "429.50 feet to a 516 Inch
rebar;
thence North 89P39'121' Ea11t a dlS.!tuice of 44?.,61 feet to a f;IB Inch rebar on the, Elilst lina of the
Southe'llst i/4 of the Nc-rtn011&t 1/-4 of Qld Seotle>n 1;
thence along said East !Ina South 00"03'09'1 East a dl11tanca qf 197.42 feet to a point;
ttlE.nOO IElilVlng .said Esirt line North ae•53'26" WeKt,a dlstanco of 50G.00 feat ta e 1.12 Inch rebar.
tnenca south 00"03'0G" East a dlttanoe ot 311.00 feet to a 112 in~h r&bar;
tti~noa South 89"53'26" East ij dli:.!Bnca o, 508.00 fuet to a point on eald ~est llne;
thence elong $8[d east line South 00'03109'' East, d!Wlncc or 00.00 feet ta a 5/8 fnch rebar;
thence le.a.Ying said F.ast line North 69•53'26" West a dl~tanlXl or 611 .SJ feet to a 5/8 lnct'I reba,~
thenr..o South oo•03'09" East a dlallince of 460. 94 feat to a 6/8 Inch re bar an tha Nol'tl'I Bank of
the Canyon Hill D!tch;
thence along said North Bank the following courses:
North 51 "ff26" West a distanoe of 213,51 feet to a 5{8 inch rebar on tile Sauth Une of eek!
Southeast 1/4 of the NO!theant 114;
thence North 53"56'66" West a d!Btanoe of 4:?.fi.75 foet to a 5/8 Inch mbar;
thence, North 73"'44123" We&t fil distance of 58.04 feet to a 518 Inch reb.ir;
then~ North 89"47'05" Wffllt a distance of98.96 teot to a 6/8 inch r&bar on the West line of
said Southeast 1/4 of the North6Sst 1/4;
thence leaving said North Bank and alona said West llne South 00"'12'47" West a dlshince of
20'1.62 feet to a 5/8 Inch re bar mari(ing the Soulhwast comer of said SQuthoast 1/4 of the

r

l

Northeatt 114:
the.nee leaving $Etld Weit Onei ~nd Rfong tf'le Soulfl line of the So1JlhW8l'it 1/4 of the Northearst
1/4 of said S8':tion 1 South B9"42'59" Wast a dffiltsncB of 8B .R3 fef>t tc a point on saict North

I

Bank:

\I

•

I

I

I
:•.
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thence loaYlng said South line and alon9 said North Bank. the following COLJl'li!1$!
North 46"07'!iti" East a distance of 178.91 feet tu a 112 Inch rabar;
thence North 59Q24'12" Easta dllltanc:a or 160.17 feet to a 1/2 tnch rebar;
thence !eavlng sraid North Bank South a9u43•1 r• West a distance or 970.33 l'eet tc a 1/2 Inch
rebar:
lhenco Nortti 00"38'13'' l:t111t a distance of 99.0S faet toe 1/2 lnch rebar;
thence South B8"43'2i" West a distance of 152-80 feet to a t;;/a inch rebar on the Wl.llilf line of
said Southwelit 1/4 cf ~he Northeast 1/4:
thence along ~id West line North 00"35'43" East a dist-an~ of 1,014.36 feet to a brasr, cap
rnonumont marking Nc,rthweat corner of &aid Southwest 1/4 of the Northea!'lt i/4;
thence leaving said North line and slcng the Wttst line of U.S. Govamm81it Lot 2 of said Se~on
1 Norlfl 00"36'32" East a dlstaflce of, ,317.63 feet to a bms, cap marklng the Northwest eomer
cf said U.S. Govemment Lot 2;
ttiance leaving llilld Wt)St llne and along the North lino of Bald U.S. GoVt'lrnment Lot2
North 9B~37'2B"
dl&tanoo ot 333.04 feet to Ii 5/6 Inch rebar,
thence. lt!aving said North line North 00"22'fl" Weat a cltatsnce of 330.28 faet to a 618 Inch

east,

rebar;
thence North 89"59'03'' West a diatante of 331.38 feet to a 5/8 tnr.ti rebar on the E:ast line aT
U.S. Government Lot::. of said Section 38;
thence along said East ltne South 00'04'14" Wost a di\i\tance of :.:!3'.J.. 5G feel to said Braa& Cap
markir,g the NorthwestCQmerofsald U.S. Government Lot2.;
thence 1ea111ns l$ald East.rrric and along ttte South fine of s2id u,s. Govommant Lot 3
South 89"37'36" Wr!st a diatanoe 0f 1,J29.11 fertt to 1:1 Ml inch rebar matil:ing too Souihweat
aom!iir of a.ald U.S. Go•remrnont Let 3;
ti,ence leaving :11aid South line and afong the South line of U.S. Government Let 4 Qf aald
section 36 South 89 5 37'36" West o d[atanoe of 1,000.21 met to a point;
thence 1aavtn9 21aU:I South tine North 00"09'fi2" East a distance af 330.19 rect to a 5/8 inoh

rebe.r;

thence South 89 37'40" WMt R dliats.nce af 330.20 feet ti, e pofnt cm the Wtffi'I line or said I.I. S.
Government Lot4;
thence along said West line North 00b09'52" East a dlidsnee of 1,027.64 foet to a 518 inch rebar
marldng tha Northwest comar of oaia U:S. Gcvcmment Lot 4;
thenc:a leaving said WE>..Fil line and along the North tine otaald U.S. Government Lat-4
South 89"58'20" East &1 dlstanc:a of 1,32S,60 f&Gt to a 5/8 Inch rebar marking me Nort11east
comer of said U.S. GollStnmont Lot 4:
thence feavlng said Nortl'I lino and along the North line: of said U.S. Government LDt J
South Stl 6 58'36" E.a!St e. distance of 1,32B,67 f P-et to a 5/8 Inch ~bar marking the Ncrthaeat
cQrner of said U.S. Government Lot 3;
thorn;e let1vin9 said Nocth llne along the North tine of U.S. Govemment Lot 2 of i.ard Section 39
South 89°58'25" Easts cflstance af 1,330.48 met to a 1/?. inch rebar at the base of a bant GL.O
bros& cap matidng thi, Northeaat comi,r of said u_s, Government Lot 2 of said Sectlon 38;
th,mce leaving said North lir,e along tha North llne uf U.S. Government Lot 1 ot said Section 36
South 89"57'36'' cast a dlstanca of 1,329.68 raet to tl'l& POINT or BEGINNING.
4

---·

Said Parcel c:orrb.lining 12,867,708 !!iquare htet ar295.40 ~cres, more er less and Ji; subject to

au e>clstir1g easamenbs and rl'1hl&-of-waya or ruool'd or lmp!ied,
END OF OESGRIPTION.

Craig R. McCullough P.L.S. 6801
Tlmberlfne. surveying
3.5 14th Ave, south
Nampn, ldBha 83651

.,._,_;'
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INSTRUMENT NO,

At16ll (f; 'b~

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
Revision #1
(To original Agreement dated 2/28/06)

This Development Agreement is entered into by and between the City of Middleton, a municipal
corporation in the State ofldaho (hereinafter referred to as ''City"), and Black Cat Development,
LLC (hereafter referred to as "Developer").

RECITALS
WHEREAS, Developer has applied to the City for a rezone to R-3 of the property more
particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein (the "Property'').
WHEREAS, the City, pursuant to 67-651 lA, Idaho Code, has the authority to conditionally
rezone the property and to enter into a development agreement for the pwpose of allowing, by
agreement. a specific development to proceed in a specific area and for a specific purpose or qs.e
which is appropriate in the area, but for which all allowed uses for the requested zoning may not
be appropriate pursuant to the Idaho Code and the Middleton City Code.
AGREEMENT

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which
is hereby acknowledged, and in consideration of the recitals above, which are incorporated
below, the parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
LEGAL AUTHORITY

1.1 This Agreement is made pursuant to and in accordance with the provisions of Idaho
Code Section 67-651 lA and Middleton City Code, Title 5, Chapter 7.

ARTICLE II
ZONING ORDINANCE AMEMNDMENT
2.1 The City will adopt an ordinance-amending the Middleton Zornng Ordinance to
rezone the property to R-3. The Ordinance will become effective after its passage, approval, and
publication and the execution and recordation of this Agreement.
ARTICLE III
CONDITIONS ON DEVELOPMENT
\

3.1 Applicant will develop the Property subject to the conditions and limitations set forth
in this Development Agreement. Further, Applicant will submit such applications
regard:ing flood plain development pennit review. preliminary and final plat reviews,
and/or any conditional use permits, if applicable, and any other applicable applications as
may be required by the City of Middleton.

I
I

PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT

_.\1----
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3 .2 The development shall comply with the Middleton Comprehensive Plan and City
Code, as they exist in final fonn at the time the Development Application was approved,
except as omerw:ise orovicieci ov idano Code. LinleBS cc:~::'::·::.=_-;~;~'-.::::::.::::;~"::~.:::.::::::::;,:~:::,.
nv IViiaaieton comnrenens1ve Pian ano Ctrv LOG-=-:::::==~~::-.-.-_:_~ · --- -_ - -- ..
.5.L. l. Ine aevelo'!)mem sna1i inc1uae )o/o or me !?1"•:-55 :;:--:::: :_'-_-~ .--.---~- . · --- · · ··
ror open snace anri snail conronn to 1v.icC ci-J- i i 0: ::::.: : -: : · i ·: :: 1___ · .
-- -- .. ~ ~-, - ·.:.:.:: X".=--. ~~l~=~~.=._-:~ -:; .-;-;.~ ·;·.\ .;

A. A minimum

ofiu percent ~-r·a'wemng units 5,7a,:~:· ,,.'::/:;,· :: ·.:'::
fJarages. if3 car l!arage, sin>Jie car gara~e m<.1.y ~/ ... ,,i~;__~ ,>:;

.B. .A minimum ofiO percent ofdweiiz ng unfrs ;;i-?~-::~

1.::::'-i:;:: -;.:.·-.:?""-'
set back a minimum of]() feerfi-om fron. iiv(;;~ ;;_-:::~-::?: "p.-,·::\

.:._1

C. A minimum of 10 percent ofdwelling units shall utilize garages

set back a minimum of 5 feet from front living space or po,.ch .

columns

minimum of JO percent ofdwelling units shall utilize garages
set fon,vard a maximum of IO feet from .front living space or porch
columns

D. A

3.2.1.1.2. Add Note #13: The corner lot side setback may be reduced to 20
feet if 3 car garage is utilized

3. 2. 1.1. 3. Add Note #15: The rear yard setback may be reduced to 15 feet
when applied to open sided covered porches. The 20 setback to enclosed
living space shall remain. The overall v,.ridth of the porch which occurs in this
additional 5 feet may not be greater than 50% of the entire width afthe

house
I,

3.3 When the pri;,perty is subdivided, Developer shall file a plat with the City and all
improvements as set forth in Title 6, Chapter 4, shall be completed in accordance with the
subdivision ordinance.
3.4 Developer agrees that failure to construct the proposed development consistent with
2

l

l
l

J

}
....

--------···

---

-

--------- --------- ---- -
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the Middleton City Code and this Agreement, and any amendments
hereto shall result in
a default of this Agreement by Developer.

3 .5 Conditions, guarantee for Completion. A11 of the conditions set forth
herein shall be
complied with or shall be guaranteed for completion by Developer before
signature of the
Final Plat, building pennit, or Certificate of Occupancy will be grante
d. Failure to
comply or guarantee completion of the conditions established in the subdiv
ision plat
approval conditions, the Middleton City Code or the terms of this Agree
ment within one
year shall result in a default of this Agreement by Developer. In the
,.___ ·__ _
event ownership of
-- the development transfers pnor'fo signature 'of the Fina1 Plat~ City
of Middleton
.
Ordinance No. 385 will be applicable to the development. Developer
may guarantee all
items except: 1.) street signs, 2.) water improvements, 3.) sewer, and
4.) Emergency
Vehicle ingress/ egress at one hundred and fifty percent (150%) of the
estimated cost of
completion pursuant to Middleton City Code.
3.5.1. If the roadways are not paved prior to recording the Final Plat,
the City
shall issue up to five (5) building permits per phase; however, certific
ates
of occupancies shall not be issued for any of these buildings until such
time as the roadways are completed for that particular phase with asphal
t,
curb/gutter, and sidewalk.
3.6 Commencement of Construction. Developer shall commence constr
uction within two
(2) years of the effective date of this Agreement In the event Develo
per faits to
commence construction within the time periods herein stated, Devel
oper shall be in
default of this Agreement.

3. 7 Road connections will be provided to all adjoining developable proper
ties which are
at least 40 acres in size as of date of adoption of Development Agree
ment.
3.8 A pedestrian route will be constructed through the subdivision to
provide for future
connections to surrounding schools.
3.9 Access points will comply with Canyon Highway District #4 policie
s and ACHD
policies for separation and spacing
3.10 Preliminary plat for subject property will be in substantial confor
mance with
submitted conceptual plan and entryway exhibits as approved by City
Council at the
January 18, 2006 public hearing.
3.11 A solid wood or vinyl fence will be constructed between the subjec
t property and the
existing cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes bordering the cemete
ry.
\

3.12 A traffic study must be submitted prior to approval of the Prelim
inary Plat
Developer must mitigate their proportionate share of adverse traffic
impacts.

3
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3.13 The Architectural Control section of the Codes, Covenants, and Restrictions
(CC&R's) for the Proposed Highlands Ranch Subdivision shall be reviewed and
approved by Middleton City Council prior to preliminary plat approval. The
Architectural Control section of the CC&R's can be submitted during the review process
of the preliminary plat and no later than 2 weeks prior to City Council approval of the
preliminary plat. Upon approval of the Architectural Control section, no changes shall be
made to the Architectural Control section without review and approval by Middleton
City Council.

ARTICLE IV
AFFIDAVIT OF PROPERTY OWNERS
4, 1 An affidavit of all owners ofth• Property agreeing to submit the Property to this agreement
and to the provisions set forth in Idaho Code Section 67-651 IA and Middleton City Code shall
be provided and is incorporated herein by reference.

ARTICLEV

DEFAULT
5.1 In the event Developer, her/his heirs or assigns or subsequent owners of the property or any
other person acquiring an interest in the property, fail to faithfully comply with all of the tenns
and conditions included in the Agreement, this Agreement may be modified or tenninated by the
Middleton City Council up on compliance with the requirements of Middleton City Code. In the
event the City Council determines that this Agreement shall be modified. the terms ofthis
Agreement shall be amended and developer shall comply with the amended terms. All uses of
property, which are not consistent with R-3 zoning shall cease. Nothing herein shall prevent·
Developer from applying for any nature of use pennit consistent with R·3 zoning. A waiver by
the City of any default by Developer of any one or more of the covenants or conditions hereof
shall apply solely to the breach and breaches waived and shall not bar any other rights or
remedies of the City or apply to any subsequent breach of any such or other covenants and
conditions,
5.2 Consent to Rezone. Developer, by entering into the Agreement, does herby agree that mthe
event there shall be a default in the te.rms and conditions of thls Agreement that this Agreement
shall serve as consent to a reversion of the subject property to R-3 zoning as provided in the
Idaho code.

5.3 Remedies. Upon a breach of this Agreement, any of the parties in any court of competent

jurisdiction, by action or proceeding at law or in equity, may secure the specific performance of
the covenants and agreements herein contained, may be awarded damages for failure of
performance of both. onmay obtain rescission, disconnection, and dam.ages for repudiation or
material failure of performance. Before any failure of any party to this Agreement to perform its
obligations under this Agreement, the party claiming such failure shall notify, in writing. the
party alleged to have failed to perform of the alleged failure and shall demand performance. No
4
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breach of this Agreement may be found to have occurred if performance has commenced to the
satisfaction of the complaining party within thirty (30) days of the receipt of such notice.

ARTICLE VI
UNENFORCEABLE PROv1SIONS
6.1 If any term, provision, commitment or restriction of this Agreement or the application thereof
to any party or circumstance shall, to any extent be held invalid or unenforceable, the remainder
of this instrument shall remain in full force·and effect.
-·

.

-

ARTICLE VII
ASSIGNMENT AND TRANSFER
7.1 After its execution, the Agreement shall be recorded in the office of the County Recorder at
the expense of Developer. Each commitment and restriction on the development subject to this
Agreement, shall be a burden on the Property shall be appurtenant to and for the benefit of the
Property, adjacent property and other residential property near the Property and shall run with
the land. This Agreement shall be binding on the City and Developer, and their respective heirs,
administrators, executors, agents, legal representative, successors and assigns; provided,
however, that if all or any portion of the Property is divided and each owner of a legal lot shall
only be responsible for duties and obligations associated with an owner's parcel and shall not be
responsible for duties and obligations or defaults as to their parcels of lots with the Property.
The new owner of the Property or any portion thereof (including, without limitatioli~ any owner
who acquires its interest by foreclosure, trustee's sale or otherwise) shall be liable for all
commitments and other obligations arising under this Agreement with respect only to such
owner's lot or parcel.

ARTICLE VIII
GENERAL MATTERS
8.1 Amendments. Any alteration or change to this Agreement shall be made only after
complying with the notice and hearing provisions ofidaho Code Section 67 - 6509, as required
by Middleton City Code, Title 5, and Chapter 7.
8.2 Paragraph Headings. This agreement shall be constructed according to its fair meaning and
as if prepared by both parties hereto. Title and captions are for convenience only and shall not
constitute a portion of this Agreement. As used in this Agreement, masculine, feminine or neuter
gender and the singular or plural number shall each be deemed to include the others wherever
and whenever the context so dictates.
8.3 Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the State
ofidaho in effect at the time of the execution of this Agreement. Any action brought in
connection with this Agreement shall be brought in a court of competent jurisdiction located in
Canyon County, Idaho.

5
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&.4 Korices. Anv notice wn.ich a oanv mav desf!'f" in ci,~,.. ;,, :,=:=,,:.,,~ ~,,.,.; .... ==,,,.,: ;,,. ;,, ,.~.,..:,:=,:: "=··
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or sucn omer aoaress arm to sucn omer persons as me p~.:::;:;:; mil,' ,;:;~:;-~;H:;':r t~~;;.g_u;';t:::: m ;;s,_:!'.~,:,:
to the other !;)arties. Any such notice sh.a.ii be deem:!d :;:i-,.-~:: :...;~:.:.'.:.'. -:.t~1·:·,,:::; :.i :.·y ::::-~··?·";::i
rie.hvery, upon deposit m tile United States mail ir':::5:.: b} :-,: ,,:; ;,·.,., :;·.::::·: :: :'.·; ', £::·,·:.'{: :,.;;.
8.:5 Attomey··s Fees and Costs. Ji eimer party s.haii de:rau.it ~d;.;t .:;:}l,; D~·',',;_;;:~:~:m:::.;l:: ,c",.~-;:-;.'::~;:;.;-':,~:
and. sai<i default is cured with the assistance of an arto~.-::y fu:;:- ;'..i:~ :xh~ p;;,..;y, ~2 :.;. ;;.;rt:-:;{ :.::.:ri.;:~
sairi default,. the reasonable attorneys' tees incu.."l'ed ~Y ti:;.~ ;:;ili.;;r r,,;:u'y ;;;:.;,~ii t.~ r:.:":iii;.:::;;;:-.;:_~:J t.:., tJ:. ~
om.er party upon demand. in the event a suit or action fa ~i"1 by ;:.-i;t.:::, p;;r;:y ,,g;1:u:1at rr;.,:; 0::h,.::,: -:-.:
interpret orenrorce ti:ris Agreement, the unsuccessfui :purty ~~ ;,::,::.:n iid~~;.~:;:)i;. fl§.....:.:;::~, tt: p:.1y ;:,:; ,:;:,,
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8.6 Effective date. This agreement shall be effective after delivery to each of the parties hereto
of a fully executed copy of the Agreement.
8. 7 Effect of Agreement This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon its
approval by the City Council and execution of the Mayor and City Clerk. This Agreement shall
be binding upon the parties to it. their respective grantees, successors, assigns or lessees.

6
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W \VITNESS \VHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement the date first set

forth above.

CITY OF MIDDLETON

'kt-:-

'-·~--

B~
fr)'- Ku,N--v~Mayor Frank McKeever

-

ElJen Smitb, City Clerk

PROPERTY OWNER

By_1_\__,_~\(.:..-v.;_,__,_\/~-=-----

STATE OF IDAHO

County of Canyon

lip

)

) ss.

)

rwveh'l.blv

,

On this
day of
200.k, before me. the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally appeared Frank McKeever, Mayor of the City of Middleton, known
or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument and
acknowledged. to me that he has the authority to execute and executed the same for the purposes
therein contained on behalf of the City of Middleton.

I
:[

i
1

j
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DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
Revision #2
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Agreement dated 2/28/06Jfo,
(To orioinj2l
i,,a---

·~

i; '.:'~

;:n
1··1

c,

~~

~
(

'

w
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This Development Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into by and among the City of
Midd]eton, a municipal corporation in the State of Idaho (hereinafter referred to as "City"), West
Highlands, LLC (hereinafter referred to as '"Owner') and Coleman Homes, LLC (hereafter
referred to as "Developer").

RECITALS
WHEREAS, Owner ovals certain real property shown on the Vicinity Map in Exhibit A
and legally described in Exhibit B ("Project Site"), except for that portion conveyed to
Middleton School District #134 ofldaho and legally described in Exhibit C, which exhibits are
attached hereto and incorporated herein.

WHEREAS, Developer previously requested annexation, R-3 zoning and preliminary
plat approval of the majority of the Project Site (all except the Additional Property, described
below) for the development of the West Highlands Ranch subdivision, and the City previously
approved that request subject to the terms of the original version of this Agreement, dated
2/28/06.
WHEREAS, Developer has acquired additional real property shovm on the /umexation
Vicinity Map in Exhibit D and legally descnbed in Exhibit E ("Additional Property") that it
desires to develop as part of the West Highlands Ranch subdivision, and Developer has applied
to the City for annexation and R-3 zoning of the Additional Property.
WHEREAS, Developer has applied to the City for approval of a revised preliminary plat
for the entire Project Site, which plat is included in Exhibit F, attached hereto and incorporated
herein.
WHEREAS, Developer has applied to the City for approval of a planned unit
development ("PUD") for the purpose of reducing certain dimensional requirements for a portion
of the lots within the development.
WHEREAS, the City, pursuant to Section 67-651 lA, Idaho Code, has the authority to
conditionally zone property and to enter into a development agreement for the purpose of
allowing, by agreement, a specific development to proceed in a specific area and for a specific
purpose or use which is appropriate in the area, but for which all allowed uses for the requested
zoning may not be appropriate pursuant to the Idaho Code and the Middleton City Code.
WHEREAS, upon annexation and zoning of the Additional Property and approval of the
revised preliminary plat and PUD for the Project Site, the parties desire to enter into this revised
Agreement to incorporate the terms and conditions of such approvals.

PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT · I
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NOW. THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of

which is hereby ackn.owJedged, and in consideration of the recitals above, which are
incorporated below, the parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE I.
LEGAL AUTHORITY
1.1. This Agreement is made pursuant to and in aooordance with the provisions of
Idaho Code Section 67-651 lA and Middleton City Code, Title 5, Chapter 7.
ARTICLE II.

ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENT
2.1.

Upon annexing the Additional Property. the City will adopt an ordinance

amending the Middleton Zoning Ordinance to zone the Additional Property to R-3. The
Ordinance will become effective after its passage. approval and publication and the execution
and reoordation of this Agreement.
ARTICLE ID.
CONDITIONS ON DEVELOPMENT
3.1.
Applicant will develop the Project Site subject to the conditions and limitations
set forth in this Agreement Further, Applicant will submit such applications regarding flood
plain development pennit review, final plat reviews and/or any conditional use permits, if
applicable, and any other applicable applications as may be requircd by the City of Middleton.

3.2.
The development shall comply with the Middleton Comprehensive Plan and City
Code, as they exist in final form at the time the development applications were approved, except
as otherwise provided by Idaho Code or as modified pursuant to this Agreement. The following

conditions shall be satisfied:
3.2.l. The development shall include 10% of tbe gross area that must be set
aside for open space and shall conform to MCC 6-3-7(0) and 6-5-3-1(1)(7) as to shape, use and
method of calculation.

3.2.2. The development shall be subject to MCC 5-2-4 Table 2 and Notes. with
the following exceptions:
3.2.2.1.
In lieu of Note #4 the following garage setback restrictions
shall be applied and required percentages shall be met within each phase of the development or
each cluster of 50 adjacent permitted lots:

A.
A minimum of 10 percent of dwelling units shall utilize side entry
garages. If 3 car garage. single car garage may be front facing.
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT - 2
Page 2 of 26!
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A minimum of 10 percent of dwelling units shall utilize garages set

B.

back a minimum of 10 feet from front living space or porch columns.
C.
A minimum of 10 percent of dwelling units shall utilize garages set
back a minimum of 5 feet from front living space or porch columns.
D.
A minimum of 10 percent of dwelling units shall utilize garages set
forward a maximum of 10 feet from front living space or porch columns.
3.2.2.2. In lieu of Note #10, the following required minimum lot width

percentages shall be met:
A.

At least 10 percent oflots shall have a width ofless than 70 feet.

B.

At least 10 percent oflots shall have a width of 70-79 feet.

C.

At least 10 percent oflots shall have a width of 80-89 feet.

D.

At least 10 percent oflots shall have a width of90 feet and greater.

3.2.2.3.

The comer lot side setback maybe reduced to 20 feet if a 3

car garage is utilized.
3.2.2.4.
The rear yard setback may be reduced to 15 feet when
applied to open sided covered porches. The 20 foot setback to enclosed living space shall remain.
The overall width of the porch which occurs in this additional 5 feet may not be greater than 50%
of the entire \l.1.dth of the house.
3.2.2.5.
For the lots identified with diagonal hatching on Exhibit G
attached hereto and incorporated herein:

A.
B.

The minimum lot width shall be 55 feet.
The mi.nimum interior lot area shall be 5700 square feet, and the

minimum corner lot area shall be 6600 square feet.
C.

The minimum interior side setback shall he 5 feet, and the
minimum side street setback shall be l 5 feet.

3.2.3. In lieu of the definition for "lot width" in MCC 5-1-2, lot width shall be
measured at the actual front setback line.

3.3.

Developer agrees that failure to construct the proposed development consistent

with the Middleton City Code and this Agreement, and any amendments hereto, shall result in a
default of this Agreement by Developer.
Conditions, Guarantee for Completion. All of the conditions set forth herein for a
particular final plat shall be complied with or shall be guaranteed for oompletion by Developer
3.4.

before signature of the final plat, building permit or certificate of occupancy for that plat phase
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT · 3
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will be granted. Failure to comply or guarantee completion of the conditions established in the
subdivision plat approval conditions and the Middleton City Code as modified by the terms of
this Agreement within one year, unless that timeframe is modified by tlle City Council, shall
result in a default of this Agreement by Developer. Developer shall be allowed to guarantee all
items except: L) street signs, 2.) water improvements, 3.) sewer and 4.) Emergency Vehicle
ingress/egress at one hundred and fifty percent (150%) of the estimated cost of completion
pursuant to Middleton City Code and the procedures set forth in MCC 6-4-l(D)(l)-(3). The
estimated rost shall be provided by Developer and reviewed and approved by the City engineer.
Acceptable guarantees shall include but not be limited to irrevocable letter(s) of credit and/or
cash deposit(s). In all cases, the guarantee shall be drawn solely in favor of, and payable to, the
order of the City, in accord with the regulations contained in the agreement by and between the
guarantor and the City.

3.4.1. If the roadways are not paved prior to recording the final plat, the City
shall issue up to five (5) building permits per phase; however, certificates of occupancy shall not
be issue.cl for any of these buildings until such time as the roadways are completed for that
particular phase with asphalt, curb/gutter and sidewalk.
3.5.
Commencement of Construction. Developer shall commence construction within
two (2) years of the effective date of this Agreement. In the event Developer fails to commence
construction within the time periods herein stated, unless modified by the City Council,
Developer &hall be in default of this Agreement

3.6. Road connections will be provided to all adjoining developable properties as
shown on the revised preliminary plat in Exhibit F.
3. 7.

A pedestrian route will be constructed through the subdivision to provide for

future connections to surrounding schools.

3.8
A solid wood or vinyl fence will be constructed between the Project Site and the
existing cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes bordering the cemetery.
3 .9
At such time as the City is prepared to install a traffic signal at the intersection of
State Highway 44 and Cemetery Road, and so long as such installation wiU be completed prior to
January 1, 2015, Developer shall pay the City $175,000 to be used to"'-ard the cost of that traffic
signal within 30 days of a written request from the City. Developer shall execute a guarantee to
secure this payment, the form of which shall be approved by the City Attorney.

ARTICLE IV.
IMPACT FEE
4.1.

The parties acknowledge this development was principally designed and initially

approved before the City began proceedings to propose impact fees. Consequently, Developer's
proposals, plus additional requirements imposed by the City, detennined the level of
improvements needed to mitigate the development's impacts. The parties further acknowledge
that Developer relied on the City's initial approval to proceed with final design and construction
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of the development and improvements, which construction has, in some instances, commenced
and been completed.

4.2.
In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act,
Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq, the parties acknowledge and agree Developer may be
entitled to credit for the present value of any construction of system improvements or
contribution or dedication of land or money required by a governmental entity from the
developer for system improvements of the category for which the development impact fee is
being collected, including certain portions of the development's street and park improvements,
provided that credit is only available for eligible capital improvements as prescribed in the Act.
The parties will calculate the amount of such credit after the adoption of any development impact
fees. Toe parties further acknowledge and agree that, under the Act, Developer is not entitled to
credit for improvements that merely provide service to the development itself and are necessary
for the use and convenience of the development's residents, including the development's

community center and pool.
4.3.
Notwithstanding the above, in accordance with Idaho Code Section 67-8215(2),
Developer shall not be subject to development impact fees or credits thereof subsequently
adopted by the City for portions of the development where construction has commenced and is
pursued according to the terms of the permit or development approval.

ARTICLEV.
AFFIDAVIT OF PROPERTY OWNERS

5.1.
An affidavit of all owners of the Property agreeing to submit the Property to this
Agreement and to the provisions set forth in Idaho Code Section 67-651 lA and Middleton City
Code shall be provided and is incorporated herein by reference. The School District affidavit is
included as Exhibit H, attached hereto and incorporated herein.
ARTICLE VI.

DEFAULT
6.1.
In the event Developer, its heirs or assigns or subsequent owners of the Project
Site or any other person acquiring an interest in the Project Site fail to faithfully comply with all
of the terms and conditions included in this Agreement, this Agreement may be modified or
tenninated by the Middleton City Council upon compliance with the requirements of Middleton
City Code. In the event the City Council determines that this Agreement shall be modified, then
either (i) Developer and the City shall agree to amend the terms of this Agreement and
Developer shall comply with the amended terms or (ii) the Agreement shall be terminated. All
uses of Project Site that are not consistent with R~3 zoning, as modified by this Agreement, shall
cease. Nothing herein shall prevent Developer from applying for any nature of use permit
consistent with R-3 zoning. A waiver by the City of any default by Developer of any one or more
of the c.ovenants or conditions hereof shall apply solely to the breach and breaches waived and
shall not bar any other rights or remedies of the City or apply to any subsequent breach of any
such or other covenants and conditions.
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6.2.
Consent to Rezone. Developer, by entering into the Agreement, does hereby agree
that in the event there shall be a default in the terms and conditions of this Agreement that this
Agreement shall serve as consent to a reversion of the subject property to R-3 zoning as provided
in the Idaho Code.
6.3.
Remedies. Upon a breach of this Agreement, any of the parties in any court of
competent jurisdiction, by action or proceeding at law or in equity, may secure the specific
performance of the covenants and agreements herein contained, may be awarded damages for
failure of performance of both or may obtain rescission, disconnection and damages for
repudiation or material failure of performance, and any other remedy as provided by law. Before
any failure of any party to this Agreement to perform its obligations under this Agreement, the
party claiming such failure shall notify, in writing, the party alleged to have failed to perform of
the alleged failure and shall demand performance. No breach of this Agreement may be found to
have occurred if performance has commenced to the satisfaction of the complaining party within
thirty (30) days of the receipt of such notice.

ARTICLE VD.
UNENFORCEABLE PROVISIONS
7 .1.
If any tenn, provision, commitment or restriction of this Agreement or the
application thereof to any party or circumstance shall, to any extent, be held invalid or
unenforceable, the remainder of this instrument shall remain in full force and effect.

ARTICLE VIII.
ASSIGNMENT AND TRANSFER
8.1.
After its execution, the Agreement shall be recorded in the office of the County
Recorder at the expense of Developer. Each commitment and restriction on the development
subject to this Agreement shall be a burden on the Project Site, shall be appurtenant to and for
the benefit of the Project Site, adjacent property and other residential property near the Project
Site and shall ran with the land. This Agreement shall be binding on the City and Developer and
their respective heirs, administrators, executors, agents, legal representatives, successors and
assigns: provided, however, that if all or any portion of the Project Site is divided and each
owner of a legal lot shall only be responsible for duties and obligations associated with an
owner's parcel and shall not be responsible for duties and obligations or defaults as to their
parcels of lots with the Project Site. The new owner of the Project Site or any portion thereof
(including, Vlrithout limitation, any owner who acquires its interest by foreclosure, trustee,s sale
or otherwise) shall be liable for all commitments and other obligations arising under this
Agreement with respect only to such owner's lot or parcel.

ARTICLE IX.
GENERAL MATTERS
9.1.
Amendments. Any alteration or change to this Agreement shall be made only
after complying with the notice and hearing provisions of Idaho Code Section 67-6509, as
required by Middleton City Code, Title 5, and Chapter 7.
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT - 6
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Paragraph Headings. This Agreement shall be constructed according to its fair
meaning and as if prepared by both parties hereto. Title and captions are for conveniencti only
9.2.

and shall not constitute a portion of this Agreement. As used in this Agreement, masculine,
feminine or neuter gc:ndcr and the singular or plural nwnbcr shall each be deemed to include the
· others wherever and whenever the context so dictates.

9.3.

Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of

the State of Idaho in effect at the time of the execution of this Agreement. Any action brought in

connection with this Agreement shall be brought in a court of competent jurisdiction located in
Canyon County, Idaho.
Notices. Any notice which a party may desire to give to another party must be in
writing and may be given by personal delivery, by mailing the same by registered or certified
mail, mum receipt requested postage prepaid, or by Federal Express or other reputable overnight
delivery-service, to the party to whom the notice is directed at the address of such party set forth
below.
9.4.

Middleton:

City Clerk
City of Middleton

P.0.Box487

Middleton, ID 83644
Owner or Developer:

Coleman Homes, LLC
1025 S. BridgewayPl. Suite 280

Eagle, ID 83616
or such other address and to such other persons as the parties may hereafter designate in writing

to the other parties. Any such notice shall be deemed given upon delivery if by personal delivery,
upon deposit in the United States mail if sent by mail pursuant to the foregoing.
Attorney's Fees and Costs. If either party shal1 default under this Agreement and
said default is cured with th.e assistance of an attorney for the other party, as a part of curing said
9.5.

default, the reasonable attorneys' fees incurred by the other party shall be reimbursed to the other
party upon demand. In the event a suit or action is filed by either party against the other to
interpret or enforce this Agreement, the unsuccessful party to such litigation agrees to pay to the
prevailing party al] costs and expenses, including attorneys• fees incurred therein, including the

same with respect to an appeal.
9.6.

Effective date. This Agreement shall be effective on the date of the last signature

hereto.
9.7. Effect of Agreement This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon
its approva) by the City Council and execution of the Mayor and City Clerlc. This Agreement
shall be binding upon the parties to it, their respective grantees, successors, assigns or lessees.
[End of Text. Signatu.res with Acknowledgements and Exhibits to follow.)
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WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement.
CITY OF MIDDLETON

By.L~
Mayor Vicki Thurber

Date:

Attest:

3

/zv((Jq

Ellen Smith. City Clerlc

WEST HIGHLANDS, LLC

By._=:U~Vl.~G'-.JIZ---~----=---D_\'-----

Date: ----""~"--'-)-~_\....,__\

COLEMAN HOMES. LLC

By:_:ii1...L......:....~--=--Date: _..;;.__J.__3}~-)-+{_CC1
_ __
Ex.hibjt A: Vicinity Map
Exhibit B: Legal Description of Project Site
Exhibit C: Legal Description of School District Property
Exhibit D: Annexation Vicinity Map
Exhibit E: Legal Description of Additional Property

Exhibit F: Revised Preliminary Plat
Exlu"bit G: Lot Width Map
Exluoit H: School District Affidavit
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

•

•

)
) ss.
)

Marth .

,

On this .a_.&_ day of
in the year of 2009, before me, a Notary Public in
and for the State of ldabo, personally appeared Vicki Thurber, Mayor of the City of Middleton,
known or identified to me to be the person ·whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrwnent
and acknowledged to me that he has the authority to execute and executed the same for the
purposes therein contained on behalf of the City of Middleton.
'

.

d affixed my official seal the

Residing at -1.,µ.::i,1,,4J,~U,,L.JU.1.!~t.L-----My Commission expires _ __,...___...._______

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Canyon

) ss.
)

.3.L

MQn:,n,

,

On this
day of
in the year of 2009, before me, a Notary Public in
and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared
known or
identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument on behalf
of West Highlands, LLC and acknowledged to me that (s)he has the authority to execute and
executed the same for the purposes therein contained.

77,m-ras Loku1tLv1

,
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STATE OF IDAHO

•

•

)
) ss.

County of Canyon

·:s I

)

&1arch

On this
day of
'in the year of 2009, before me, a Notary Public in
and for the State ofldaho, personally appeared -:n1bW10S (D!etn;1,.v1
, known or
identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument on behalf
of Coleman Homes, LLC and acknowledged to
that (s)he has the authority to execute and
executed the same for the purposes therein contained.

me

rN V.-1TNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand
day and year in this certificate :first above wr.rffirR.-

d affixed my official seal the

Residing at _ ____,,..........,'--"-~~="'-';;;.._-- -My Commission expires _ __.....____._ _ _ __
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EXHIBIT A
Vicinity Map
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EXHIBITB
Legal Description of Project Site

•
l4SO East W..t111'UlW!r 5t.
S~l:e ISO
Meridlar~ Idaho 836'12

IDAHO

SURVEY
GR.CUP

Project No. 07-236

August 11, 2008
DESCRIPTION FOR
PRELIMINARY Pl.AT

WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
·Government Lots Sand 4, a portion of Government Lots 1 and 2 ancl a poniOn of
the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of Section 36, T.5N., R.3W., B.M., canyon County, Idaho more
particular1y deseribed as follows:
Commencing at a 5/8• iron pin marking the se· corner of Section 38;

thence along the East boundary Une of said Section 36 North 00•01•21· West,

212.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING:

thence continuing along said East boundary fine North 00°01'21" West, 1108.24
feet to the NE comer of said Government Lot 1;

thence along the North boundary line of said Govemment Lot 1 North 89°57'36"
West, 1329.64 feet to the NW comer of said Government Lot 1:
thence along the East boundary line of the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section

as North oo·oo·oo• West. 1320.05 feet to tfle C-E1/16 corner of said Section 36;

thence along the North boundary line of the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section

35 South 89°56'41" West, 902.72 feet;
thence leaving said North boundary line South 40•13•17• West. 88.82 feet;

thence south 43"53'3S"West, 451.28 feet;

thence South 58°32'44"West, 18.99 feet:
thence South 89°49'53" West, 41.10 feet to a point on the West boundary line of
ltle NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section 36;
lhenoe along said West boundary line South 00°00'50" West, 915.48 feet to 1he

NE ~mer of said Government Lot 3;
thence along the North boundary line of said Government Lot 3 North 89°58'40"
West, 1328.59 feet to the NE comer of said Government Lot 4;
thence along the North boundary Hne of said Government Lot 4 North 89°58'20"
West, 1328.60 feet to the tN-J comer of said Government Loi 4;

S:~SG Proje~\West Highlerods Plm\Doeurneritslweat hlghlal\ds pre plat DESC.doc
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thence along the West boundary line of said Government Lot 4 South 00"09'52''
West, 1357. 74 feet to the SW comer of said Section 36;
thenc.e along the South boundary line of said Section 36 North 89°37'36" East,

2659.58 feet to the South 1/4 comer of said Section 36;
thence along the North-South centeriine of said Section 36 North 00"04'14" East,

332.56 feet:
thence leaving said North-South centerline South 89°59'03"

thence South 00°22'1
of Willis Lane;

East, 331.38 feet;

r East, 260.28 feet to a point on the North right-of-way fine

thence along .said North right-of-way line the following 7 courses:
thence North 89°37'29" East,

944.42 feet:

thence Nortll 44°37'29" East, 70.71 feet;
thence North 00•22·31• West, 20.00 feet;
thence North 89°37'29"

East, 110.00 feet;

thence South 00"22'31" East, 20.00 feet;

thence South 45"22'31" East, 70.71 feet;
thence North 89"37'29" East, 790.84 feet;
thence leaving said North right-of-way line North 00•01•21• West, 142.00 feet;
thence North 89°37'29" East, 383.51 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING.
Containing 183.84 acres, more or less.

ALSO:
A portion of Government Lots 1 and 2, anc:I a portion of the S1/2 ot the NE1/4 and
of the NE1/4 of the SE1/4 of Section 1, T.4N., R.3\N., B.M., Canyon County,
Idaho more particularty described as follows:

a portion

Commencing

at a 5/8" iron pin marking the NE comer of said Section 1 ;

thence along the East boundary line of said Section 1 South 00"03'21" West,
70.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;
thence continuing along said East boundary line South 00"03'21" West, 806.30

feet;

S:'4SG Pmjeds\Wei,t Highlallds PiatslOocume,ulwest highland• pre plat DESC.doc
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thence leaving said East boundary line South 66°52'25" West, 632.25 feet;

thence South 00°53'18" East. 149.51 feet;
thence North 89°39'12" East. 578.75 feet to a point on ltie East boundary line of
said Section 1;
!hence along said East boundary line South 00°03'21" West, 50.00 feet to the SE
comer of said Govemment Lot 1;

thence leaving said East boundary rine South 89°39'12"West, 442.51 feet;
thence South 00°03'09" East, 429.50 feet;

thence North ss•39·12· East, 442.51 feet to a point on the East boundary line of
said section 1:
thence along said East boundary line South 00"03'09" East. 197.42 feet;
thence leaving said East boundary fine North 89°53'26" West, 509.00feet
thence South 00°03'09" East, 311 .00 feet;
thence South 89&53'26" East, 509.00 feet to a point on the East boundary line of
said Section 1;
thence along said East boundary line South OOQ03'09" East, 60.00 feet;

thence leaving said East boundary line North 89"53'26" West, 677.53 feet;
thence South 00•03•09• East, 460.94 feet to a point on the exterior boundary line
of Nottingham Greens Subdivision No. 3 as filed in Book. 34 of Plats at Page 50, records

of Canyon County, Idaho;

thence along said exterior boundary line the following 5 courses:

thence North 51°17'26" West, 213.51 feet;

thence North 53"55'58" West, 425.75 feet;
thence North 73"44'23" West, 58.04 feet;

thence North 89°47'05" West, 99.96 feet;
thence South 00"12'47" West. 269.61 feet to a point on the East-West center1ine
of said Section 1;
thence leaving said exterior boundary line and along said East-West centerline
South 89°42'59" West, 486.63 feet to a point on the North Bank of the Canyon Hill
Ditch;

S:\ISG F'l'0iects1Wall Highlands Pleto\Document•'-•t highlando P"' plat DE SC.doc
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thence along said North Bank the following 2 courses:
thence North 46°07'55" East, 178.91 feet;
thence North 59°24'12" East, 160.17 feet;
thence leaving said North Bank South 89°43'17• West, 970.33 feet;

thence North 00°38'13" East, 99.95 feet;
thence South 89°43'22" West, 112.80 feet to a point on the East right-of-way line
of Hartley Road;

thence along said East right-of-way line NOl1h 00°35'43" East, 1014.36 feet:
thenca South 89°43'19ft West, 40.00 feet to the North-South centerline of said
Section 1;

thence along said North--South centerfine North 00°36'32" East, 419.69 feet to
the Southwest comer of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 2 as filed in Book 41 of
Plats at Page 29, records of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along the southerly boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 2 the following 4 courses:

thence North 89"37'29° East, 182.88 feet;
thence North 69°10'32" East. 52.70 feet;
thence South 89°23'28" East. 314.54 feet;
thence South 56"47'54" East, 27.02 feet to a point on the exterior boundary line
of West Highlands Ranch Subdivisior1 No. 1 as filed in Book 41 of Plats at Page 30,
records of Canyon County, Idaho;

thence along the exterior boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subd lvision No. 1 the following courses:
thence South 15"30'54" West, 113.62 feet;
thence South 25"43'27" West, 50.05 feet to the beginning of a curve to the left;
thence along said cu,ve 95.48 feet said curve having a radius of 225.00 feet, a
central angle of 24"18'51° and a long chord of 94.n feet which bears South 17°31'39"
West;

thence South 61°01'11" East 55.92 feet;
thence South 56°47'54" East, 141.59 feet;

S:IISG ProjedslWH1 Highland& PlatslDocirnerrts\wul hjgt\land:s pre plat DESC.doc
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thence South 51 °46'46" East, 114.31 feet;
thence South 56"47'54" East, 373.51 feet;

thence South 60"49'19'" East, 95.35 feet;
thence South 68°48'19" East, 93.84 feet;

thence South 75"39'39" East, 192.84 feet;
thenc.e North 11"47'52" West, 81.28 feet;
thence North 74°23'20" East, 111.32 feet;

thence North 40°54'36" East, 54.71 feet;
thence North 89°43'21" East, 124.88 feet;

thence North 07°01 •22• West, 75.07 feet;
thence North 12°56'59" East, 167.88 feet;
thence North 12·02•33· East, 50.14 feet;

thence North 07°33'12" East, 100.00 feet;
thence South 84"41 '30" East, i 0.36 feet;

thence North 06°13'36" East, 100.18 feet;
thence North 28"36'54" East, 54.34 feet;

thence North 04•52•1r East, 100.00 feet;
thence North 82"09'17" West, 81.29 feet;

thence North 29•35•39· West, 71.45 feet;

thence North 58"19'23" West, 95.36 feet;
thence North 25°32'49" East, 144. 70 feet;

thence South 86°17'04" East, 8.38 feet;

thence North 21°11 '36" East, 118.07 feet;

thence North 02"32'44" West, 164.77 feet;
thence South 85"2T2a· West, 112.51 feet;
thence North 80"05'06" West, 134.34 feet;
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thence North 04•59•53• East, 108.82 feet;
thence North 00°16'41" West, 104.36 feet;

thence North 44"37'29" East, 70.71 feet;

t,ence North 89°37'29" East, 1173.39 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING,
containing 87.99 acres, more or less;

S;\ISG Projllcts\Wess Highland$ Pla1s10-ntslw&&t highland• pn, plat DESC.doc
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EXHIBITC
Legal Description of School District Property
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Annexation Vicinity Map
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EXHIBITE
Legal Description of Additional Property

1-450 EutWater!Dwer St.
150
Meridian, ldallo 83642

IDAHO

Suite

SURVEY
GROUP

Phone (208) &Ut-8570
Fax (2QS) 884-5399

DESCRIPTION FORANNEXADON PARCELS
WEST mGBLANDS.RANCH SUBiJIVISION
Pa,roe!s of land located in the South ½ of Section 36, T.5N., R.3W., B.M., Canyon Courey,
Idaho, said parcels being more particularly described as follows:
PARCELA

BEGINNING at the southwest cmru!r of the said .Section 36, from which the Soud1 ¼
comer of said section bears North 89"37'36" East, 2659.S8 feet;
'fhm:c aloug the West boundary of said Sccdm 36 Nonb 00°09'52-': .East, ·330.20 feet 19 a

point on (be ex.istiDg Middletan City Limits boundary;

· , ·•·. · ·

'l1lmce along the existiDg Middleton City Limils boundaty:

'i'..::

Thcooe North 89"37'40n Ewit, 330.20 fffl;
Thence SolJ!h 00°09'52" West, 330.19 feet to 11 ~on lhe South boundary of said

Secti!lll36;
Thenc,e along said South section boundacy South S9°37'36" West, 330.20 feet to the
Pcmt or BegiDJUl!.C, Said parcel containing 2.SO ames, more or Jess.

P..\RCUB

Comm~~• SIB" iron Pin marlcing the C.mter ~f. said ~ection 3&, (controlling property
comet: c.p_& F. No: 200005347). said comer~ North 49~ West, 0.99 feet Jroin the Center of
sectian as~~ in C.P.& F. 20055S133; tmice ~ !be ~forth line of said NW¼ the
SE¼ l!ll ~ ·from saidCOl'.ltroWii.g property~ N~.8~"56_'4l"Ewit, 427,45 feet to a point
.. .
.
on the eKte!:\dcd cm~ of !ID irrigation ditch and ~ Real f~fnt or ~,eginaiil~

of

N.o:

Thence coIJtirming North 89°56;4 l" East, 902.72 f~ to the C-E l/16 comer;
Thc:noe South 00"00'00" West, 1320.06 feet to the SE 1/16 corner, said comer being on the
existing Middletoo City Llmib boundary;

·

·

Thence a.long said City Limits boundary Norlh 89"58' 1B" West, 1330.S0 feet tb the C-S
·
1/16 comer;

1Jiaicc lcirriDg 38id City Limits boundmy 8']d along the West line of said NW ¼ of the SE
¼ aslocate!;l fi:om said controlling property comer (C ¼) North OO"OO'Sl" East, 915.48 feet to a
point in said irrigation ditch;
80414\80414-ANNEX.DES.DOC

Prof•i•lonal Land Surveyors
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Thence along the center of said ditch North 89°49'53" F.ast, 41. l () feet;
Thence North ss~32'46" Ea&, 18.99 feet;

Thence North 43°53'39" East, 451.29 feet:
Thau:c North 40°13' 17" Eaat. GB.82 feet to the Pomt of Beginnning. Containing 31.1)6
seres, more or less;

80414\80414-ANNEX.DBSDOC
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Lot Width Map
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EXHJBITB
School District Affidavit

•

AFFIDAVJT OF U:GAL INTEREST

STATE OF IDAHO)
) ss
COUNTY OF ADA )
!, Ri c:h

Si'li1'1l.a·

•

Representat:!Ve of Middleton Sctlool District #134 of

Idano, 5 South Third Avenue West.. Middleton, Idaho 83644, being first duly sworn
upon oath, depose and say:
1. That Middleton School District #134 ofldaho Is the record owner of a portion

of the property described on the attached, and pemiiSS!on Is granted to
Engineering Solutions, I..IY
1029 N. Rosario Street
Meridian, ID 83642
to submit the accompanying appllcatlon pertaining to that property.

Addressorlocationofproperty:511 remehr:v Road, Middleton, JD

83544

r agree to indemnify, defend and hold the Oty of Micldleton and Its
employees harmless from any dalm or llabmty resulting from any dispute as
to the statements contained herein or as to the ownership of the property
which Is the subject of the appl1catlon.

2.

3. I understand there may be dlrect costs Incurred by the City In obtalnlng a
review of the appllcatlon by archltectS, engineers, or other professlonals
necessary to enable the City to approve or disapprove the appllc;atlon. I
understand that I will be billed on a monthly basis and WID remit payment
within 30 days.

Type of application: ...B~~~ijkJ~~~!l:ldllmllliuermL_ _ __
Dated this

25th

(Signature)
SUBSCRIBE;D AND SWORN to before me the day and year first above written.
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January 20, 2009
City of Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission
15 N. Dewey Avenue
Middleton, Idaho 83644
RE:

West Highlands Ranch Subdivision

Dear Commissioners:
Coleman Homes is pleased to present for your consideration new development
applications related to the existing West Highlands R;rnch subdivision, located afong the
north and south sides of Willis Road between Emmett and Cemetery Roads. The City
originally approved the development in 2006 and subsequently approved final plats for
phases 1 and 2. The new applications include: (1) annexation and zoning to add new
property, (2) a revised preliminary plat and planned unit development to correct some
design flaws and to offer a broader range of lot (and home} sizes, and (3) a development
agreement modification to reflect these changes.
Since submitting our applications in October 2008, we have met regularly with
city staff (including planning staff, the city engineer, public works, and the city attorney)
to discuss these applications. We sincerely appreciate all of the time and effort this
team has expended to review and comment on the applications. Their' input has been
invaluable and has enhanced the applications.
Enclosed with this letter for your consideration are an updated Application
Narrative, proposed conditions of approval, and a development agreement modification
that we have developed with the extensive input of the city staff and city attorney. The
conditions of approval and development agreement terms provide the City with specific
commitments that every West Highlands Ranch home will be designed and constructed
with high quality architecture, landscaping, and building materials. Further, they
provide the City with specific commitments regarding significant parks and
transportation improvements that will accompany the development.
We believe these applications, if approved, will result in a better development
for the City. The proposed mix of lot and home sizes will accommodate a broader range
of homebuyers, who desire high quality homes in varying sizes and price ranges

PLAINTIFF'S
' ..· EX.HIB~
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depending on their stage of life. In particular, we believe our request to allow some
smaller lots (while still maintaining the overall density and average lot size required in
the R-3 zone) will create a more desirable and sustainable community. This housing
diversity will provide residents with several options for homes that are neither entrylevel homes nor custom estates. This will help the City grow responsibly and in a
manner that is consistent with current planning principles, population demographks,
and market demand. As both the developer and homebuilder, we are in cl unique
position to ensure that these goals are accompltshed.
Thank you for your consideration of these applications. I look forward to
discussing them with you at the January 26 th hearing.

Regards,

Thomas Coleman
Coleman Homes

COLEMAN000214
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WEST HIGHLANDS RANCH CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
JANUARY 20, 2009

ARCHITECTURE/ HOME DESIGN:
1.

Minimu m square footage for any home sha!! be 1,200 square
feet Minimu m square

footage for the ground floor of any two-story home shall be 1,000
square feet.
2.

Ali homes shaH have a front porch or courtvard area.

3.

Any front facing three-c ar garage, or two-ca r garage greater than
26 feet in width, shall h.:ve
an 18-inch offset betwee n the garage doors or wail area to break
up the front wall plane of
the garage.

4.

AH driveways shall have a maximu m width of 20 feet. Approv
ed materia l
concret e-tvpe pavers.

5.

No unbroken, vertical two-sto ry elevatio n wa/1 planes wiH be aHowed
{Le. front garage walls
or similar, wide unbrok en surfaces on the front elevation). AH
fu!!-height two-sto ry wa!!s
must be offset by at least 1 foot from the first floor wall below,
unless otherw ise broken by
a roof or other archite ctural elemen t. This wm not apply to second
floor bonus spaces

wm be concrete or

above garages, which have lowered plate heights on side walls giving
the appearance of a
single story, or full height entry porches, stairvve!!s or other two-sto
ry archite ctural design
elements.
6.

AH homes shall feature winged side and rear yard fencing. Fencing
materia l shall be
decora tive vinyl. Open wrough t iron fencing shall be used adjacen
t to parks. Open or sem!-

privacy fencing shall be used adjacent to open spaces, such as pathwa
ys.
7.

Each home shaH have a minimu m of two exterio r lights at the
front wall of the garage and
minimum of one exterior Hght at front residence entrance.

8.

All home siding shall be Masonite, Hardie Planlc or similar quality.
No vinyl, aluminum or
steel siding shall be allowed .

9.

At least 75% of ali homes ln the commu nity shall have front elevatio
ns featuring accent
elements of brick, stone {manufactured or synthetic), stucco or specialt
y accent type siding
which differs from the siding type of the base house. Said accent
materia l is to return a
minimu m of two feet at the sides of house or to the next adjacen
t perpendicular plane,

whiche ver is less, and should be a minimu m of 100 square feet.
No "flat plane" facades

shall be allowed.

10. Porch soffits shall be finished with a material consistent with the
level of adjacent materials
and trim. All exposed wood shall be painted with a solid stain or paint.

1

h
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11. AH designs should incorporate varied architectural elements such as projections, recesses,
dormers, porches, etc. to create visual interest and animation. long, flat, unbroken surfaces

sha!l not be at!owed.
12. Front elevation windows that occur in a fiat waH piane shall be trimmed with a compatibfe
materlal. if adjacent wall surface returns back into a window (i.e. furred watt or setback
windows), no additional tdm shall be required.

13. Front porch posts and column widths shaH be sized appropriateiy for the correct proportion
relative to the height of the architectural feature. No single 4 x 4 porch posts shall be

allowed.
14. Ali gable end eaves shall be a minimum of 12 inches in width. All soffit eaves shall be a
minimum of 15 inches in width. AH fascia boards shall be a minimum of 7½ inches in width,
unless designed as a multiple element fascia. If so, total width of fascia mass must stm total
at feast 7 ½ inches. Some reduction in eave width may be allowed by the West Highhrnds
Design Review Committee on specific areas of front elevation depending on architectural
sty.le and theme. Sides and rear eave widths to remain as noted above.
15. Ail homes shall have a minimum of twefve lnch eaves beyond exterior waHs.
16. AH front yards sha!! be completed w1th irrigation systems, rolled sod lawn, planter areas
with a minimum of 12 shrubs and a minimum of 2 trees within 30 da'y's of the issuance of

Certificate of Occupancy.
17. Ail rear yards shall be landscaped and have an irrigation system insta!ied, within 90 days of
homeov,.,ner occupancy. AH rear yards of homes owned by developer shall be maintained so
as to limit the growth of noxfous weeds.

18. Ali streets shall have detached sidewalks with rolled sod lawn and a minimum of one tree
per lot in the landscape strip between curb and sidewalk. All trees in landscape strip
between curb and sidewalk shall be Class I or Class !i, so as to aHow for minimal
encroachment into street.
19. Minimum roofing type shall be 30-Year Architectural Shingle. Additional roof types (i.e.
concrete or clay tiles) of similar quality may be allowed the West Highlands Design Review
Committee depending on architectural style and theme.
20. Roof pitch shall be a minimum 5:12 unless flatter pitch is appropriate to the specific
proposed design theme, which shall requirE= special review and approval by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee.
21. Homes shall be painted in accordance with the color palette approved by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee, which will inciude a variety of colors ranging from
earth tones to brighter "ranch'' type colors, in a tasteful balance.

2
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22. Identical house plans shall be separated by at least 2 lots (including facing lots across the
street) with no more than 3 plotted in this sequence unless separated by 3 lots. Identical
house elevations shall not occur in sequence and shall be separated by at least 2 lots of
varied elevation design.
23. All homes built on lots less than 7,500 square feet shall be of similar de-sign and the same
quality as the elevations included in Attachment A hereto.

COMMUNITY DESIGN I OPEN SPACE:
24. No more than 30% of lots in the community shall be less than 7,500 square feet. No lot sha!I
be less than S,70D square feet

25. Owner shall donate certain property {identified ir. Exhibit C to the Development Agreement
Revision #2) to the school district for the school district's expansion of parking, play area

and temporary' classrooms at Heights Elementary.
26. Road connections shall be provided to all adjoining developable properties as shown on the
revised preliminary plat (Exhibit F to the Development Agreement Revision #2).
27. A pedestrian route shall l:>e constructed through the subdivision to provide for future
connections to surrounding schools.
28. A solid wood or vinyl fence shall be constructed between the project site and the existing
cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes bordering the cemetery.
29. Developer shall make the foHowing transportation improvements, as generally illustrated on

Attachment B hereto:
A.

B.

C.

Developer shall widen and improve Emmett Road, a minor arterial shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of

approximately 0.23 lane mifes.
Developer shall widen and improve Willis Road, a major collector shown on the
crty's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 1.42 lane miles.
Developer shall widen and improve Hartley Lane, a major collector shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 0.89 lane miles.

D. Developer shall widen and improve Cemetery Road, a major collector shown on
the Clty's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of

approximately 0.36 miles.
E.

·

Developer shall construct and dedicate Ninth Street, a new minor collector shown

on the City's Transportation Plan, for a distance of approximately 0.66 miles.
F. Developer shall dedicate the full right-of-way for Arabian Street, a minor collector
shown on the City's Transportation Plan, for a distance of approximately 0.18

miles and shall construct and dedicate the southern half of such street for such

distance.
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G. Developer shaH construc t and dedicate the followin g left tum lanes:
11 Northbo und Cemetery Road to westbou nd w1ms Road.
2} Eastbound Willis Road to northbo und Emmett Road,
3) Eastbound WHHs Road to northbo und Hartley Lane.
4) Westbou nd Wnils Read to southbo und Hartley Lane,
S) Northbo und Hartley lane to westbou nd W'illis Road.
6) Southbo und Hartley Lane to eastbou nd Willis Road.

30. Develop er shaH make the following parks improve ments, as generally rnustrate
ct on

Attachment C hereto:
A.

a.

Developer shall construc t an approxim ately 3iH1cre lntercormected park
and trail
system that extends to the development's external boundaries on all sides.
Developer's park system shat! include approxim ately 15.1 acres of !ntHvidu
ai parks
with amenities, as follows {"major amenitie s" shall induo'e but not be limited
to

children's ptav equipment, swimming pools, voHeyba/1 courts, tennis courts and
similar improvements; "minor amenitie s" shall include but not be Hmited
to
barbeque areas, picnic tables and similar improve ments):
1) /l.n approxim ately 5.8-acre park with at least two major amenitie
s and
two miner amenities.
2) An approxim 2tely 2.9-acre park with at !east one rna]or amenity
and
two minor amenities.
3) An apprmdmateiy 2,1-acre park with at least one major amenity
and
two minor amenities.
4) Two approxim ately 1.0-acre parks, each with at feast one
amenity
ancl two minor amenitie s.
5) Approximately 2.3 addition al acres of parks along the park and
trail
svstem with at !east one minor amenity each.
C. Each indivrduai park shall be landscaped wlth grass, shrubs and trees.
D. The park and trail system shall be open to the public but will be priVateiy
owned
and maintained so there wm be no ongoing cost to the City.

31. Deve!oper shall comply with the provisions set forth in letters from
Hot!aday Engineering
dated November 11, 2008 and December 8, 2008 and the letter from Engineering
Solutions
dated Novemb er 17, 2008, a!! of which are included in Attachm ent D
hereto.

4
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A TACHMEN
Conditions of Approval
Janna 20, 2008
Holladay Engineering Letter Dated November 11, 2008
Engineering Solutions Letter Dated November 17, 2008
Holladay Engineering Letter Dated December 8, 2008
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32 N. Mellin
P.O: Sox 235
Payetf~, ID 83661 .
. (.200) 6-12~ ® Fa:re # (200) 6"2~2159
November 11, 2008·
Mayor Vick: Thurber
City of Middleton
6 N. Dewey Ave.
Middleton, Idaho 83644

Re:

Higtdands Ra!'lc:h SubdMsiori PreHminary Piat (R~vised)
Cfty of Mldcfieton; HECO ?roje~ No. 070105 A.

Dear Mayor Thurber.
The revised preliminary plat for the above refererr...ed development has been reviewed and the
following comments are presented for your CO!]side_ration.
Traffic Impact studv Cotnments:

1. The review comments provided for the cniginai traffic' an.;!!ysis appi;, to the updated traffic
impact study for the proposed development

2. The updated traffic impact study shows the proposed nigh school with 300 students. The
traffic impact study submitted by
Middleton Schoo! District # 134 shoivs the proposed
school with 1500 students. Table 1, trip generation summary and total build out traffic volumes
shoui~ be updated for total trips \Mit_h 1500 students.
3. The intersection of Emmett Road and Wi!l!s .Road should be signalized by built out year to
provide adequate capacity for the potential traffic from the proposed West Highland Ranch and
the High School.
4. The roadway capacity analysis shows planning threshold for arterial streets as 14,000 vehicles
per day (vpd) at LOS D and 15,500 vpd a:t LOS E.. Except SH 44 and Emmett Rd, other
streets are classified as collector or local streets. Planning threshold capacities for ooliec+.or
and local streets are different from arterial streets. The roadway capacity analysis should be

revised with collector and local streets planning threshold values.

5. The conclusions section of the report is incomplete. Some pages in the conclusions section
are missing in the report.
.

'

6. The conclusions and recommendation_s provided in th~. original traffic; study prepared on April
27, 2006, apply to the updated m;rffic impact study.
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November 11, 2008

General Comments:
7. Some of the centerfine curve radii do not meet the minimum City requirement of 125 feet for
local streets, a waiver shall be requested or the curves need to be modified on the plat to meet
this requirement
8. Approval from Canyon Highway District #4 needs to be obtained.
9. The actual details of the storm drainage facilities wm be coordinated with the City and
Engineertng Solutions during the design process. During the design process, additional
drainage areas may need to be designated within the development depending on the actual

layaut of the system.

i 0. It appears that additional setbacks for numerous lots need to be addressed and noted on the
plat. There are a number of lots that have narrow lot frontages and essentially act as "flag
rots." The lots with increased setbacks should be noted on the plat.
11. Under General Note #8 please remove reference to common lots within cul-de-sacs.
12. Some of the lots within the development do not meet the minimum 30 feat of frontage on

public mad; ptease revise to ensure all lots meet the requirements.
13. The buildabmty of Lot 121 Block 4 is questionable given the set back requirements and lot
layout.
14. A pedestrian pathway located on a common lot should be located near the western end of
Corral ct. to provide a corridor to connect the school site with the proposed development
{common lot should be located near Lot 43 Block 49).
15. The buildability of Lot 36 Block 49 is questionable given the 20' 'Hide water easement that is to
remain unobstructed. The water main could be relocated to the common lot requested in the
comment above.
16. The overall

sewer piping layout

and planning will be reviewed during the development of

ronstruction drawings.

17. Well No. 9 construction shall be completed prior to construction plan submittal beyond Phase
2 of the development.
18. There are several cui-d~cs that exceed the maximum length of 600 feet Please revise the
cul-de-sacs to ensure the 600 foot limit is not exceeded.

19. AH common lots shall be labeled as common lots.
20. Remove the acreage of the school Jot from the epen space area for the development This lot
does not meet the requirements for commorv'open space as defined wtthin the city code.
21. Curb, gutter and sidewalk improvements on Hartley along Phase 2 of the development shall
be completed at the time of Phase 5 improvements~
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22. Perforated pipe shown in Typical Collector Roadway & Infiltration S&.'Eile Section rs only to be
constructed in West Highlands Parkway along the frontage with Phase 5 only.
23. lot 37 Block 33 should be reserved as "non-tmiid.able" until Arabian St is connected to an

existing street or Quatemorae Ave. is extended to Six Shooter Dr.
24. Rename Quaterhorse Ave. due to the possible e:>.."tension of the street across common lots to
S!x Shooter Dr.
if you have any questions or comments regarding t'le above items please cal!.
Sincerely,

HOLLA.DAY ENGINEERING CO.
By:

Michael W. Davis, P.E.
cc;

E!!en Smith
Bo!J Schmi!!en
Wendy HOVieH
Becky McKay- Engineering Solutions
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l C~ N. Rosario Street, Suite l 00
Mer:<lia.'1, lD 83642
Phone: (.W8) 938-0920
F1:..'t: [2'.>8) 938-094 l

November ! 7, 2008

City of Mf ddleton
Attn; Michael Davis, P.E.
P.O. Box 487
1'.1iddkwn, Idaho

83644

Re; West ffighla:,ds Ra:nc:1 Subdivision P::-eliminary Plat (Revised)
Dear lvll'. Davis:

This Jetter is in response to your comrnents dated November 11, 2008, on the West Highlands
Ranch preliminary plat.

Traffic lm:oa~t Resoonses:

1. The original tra..'Tic study comments were made with01..,t consideration of the proposed Impact
Fee Ordin&'1ce. With the adoption oft.11e proposed transportation impact fees, some of foe
or.igina! comments may not be applicable,
2. The traffic engineer has revised foe traffic study. See attached revised addenduzn.
3. The high school

wm come on line years before d1e build-out of the West Highlands Ranch

development. The applicant is not sure who will be responsible for the cost of signalization at

Err,n1ett a.n.d WiHis Road. Please provide clarification en this issue.
4. See attached revised addendum incorporating different planning thresholds.

5. A complete copy of the conclusions is attached.
6. Understood.
General Responses:
7. The City Council granted a waiver of the 125-foot centerline curve radii requirement for the
original preliminary plat of West Highlands Ranch. There were approximately (39) curves that
did not meet the 125-foot requirement.
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The revised preliminary plat requires a waiver for (&) curves on the follmving streets: Breton
Court, Concha Place/Corral Street, Harvest Way/Remington Ridge Way, Stallion Springs Way,
Iron Sta1Hon Drive (two curves at the south end), Heritage Drive/Hearthstone Avenue and
Overland Trail drive1Bighom Avenue.
8. A copy of the preliminary pfat and traffic study was submitted to Canyon Higlnvay District
No. 4 for Tim Richard's review arid comment. A copy of the revised addendum will be
transmitted to CHD # 4.
9. 'The project engi.neer will coordinate with the City engineer prior to design of storm drainage
facilities. The preHrninary storm drainage system delineated on the revised prelil:l"lJnary plat is
conceptual in nature. The applicant and project engineer unders'".a.,.,d tl-1e ac.tual design may
require additional aHocation of area for storm drainage.

i 0. The preliminary plat has been revised to reflect a building envdope for lots \Vtth frontages
less than 42 foot and flag lots.
I 1. General Note# 8 h.as been revised accordingly.
12. TI10se lots with foss than 30 feet of frontage have been modified to meet the requirement.
I3. Lot 121, block 4 is common lot. The prelirninruy plat has been revised and all common lots
ac'"e identified in the notes. The common lots are also designated on the plat.

14. A pedestriru, pathway has been added on t.'le west side of fot 42, block 49 for future
interconnectivity to the high school.

15. The 12-in.ch water main extension to WHiis Road through lot 36, block 49 has been relocated
to a common lot (lot 42, block 49).

16. Understood.
I7. The timing of well #9 w·as discussed with the original approval of the West Higr-Jands Ran.ch
project It was determined the number of lots allowed prior to installation of well #9 would be
based on sufficient water pressure to meet fire flow requirements. Is there new data based on the
current water model and testing for the area demonstrating a pressure deficiency?

18. There are two cul-de-sacs, Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue that exceed the
maximum cul-de-sac length of 600 feet Concha Place exceeds the maximum by 34 feet and
Mustang Mesa exceeds the requirement by 72 feet. The original preliminary plat had two
cu.1-de~sacs which exceeded the 600-foot maximum length. Therefore, consistent with the
original approval, we are requesting a waiver of the requirement for the two above listed
roadways.
19. The common lots have be.en labeled and listed on the revised preliminary plat.

?
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20. The area labeled the school Jot, was included in the open space calculation of the original
preliminary plat. The area designated as the school lot was donated to the Middleton School
District and title was transferred. Typically, if land is donated to a school district, the area is
calculated in the open space. This provides an incentive for the development comrrnmity to
donate property for future schools or expand current sites.

21. The applica.rit is in agreement vr1fu the condition.
22. A notation was added to the cross-section on the preliminary plat limiting the use of the

perforated pipe.
23. The preliminary plat has been modified to reflect and extension of Six Shooter Drive to
Quaterhorse Avenue.
24. The preliminary plat has been revised accordingly.

If you have any additional questions, please feel :free to call me.

Sincerely,

BeckyM
ENGINEERJNG SOLUTIONS, LLP

3
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Decembe r 8, 2008

Mayor Vicki Thurner
C!tv of Mlddieton
· 6 · Dewey Ave.
Middleton, Jdaho 836#

Re;

Highl~l!ids ~~ch Subdivision PreUminary Pfat {Revtsed), Revww #2

City of Mfddleifon ; HECO Projeet No. 010105 A

We have reviewed Engineering Solution's letter response (dated November 17, 2008) to ·our
comments presented in our Novembe r 11, 2008 letter. The following !!st presents the ~arus
of each

comment from the November 1rt' le-1:i:er.
Traffic Impact study Comments:
1. No fwi:her comment.

2. No further oorrn:rent.
3. No further oomment The proportionate share of the t.onstructlcm costs for traffic signals
at
Emmett and wm1s Road, Hartley and SH44, SH44 and Emmett intersections shall be paid
by

the developer. These funds may possibly be through future impact fees.

4, No further comment
5. No further comment.
6. No further oomment

General Com!fNnts:
7. No further oo."Timemt A request to wafve the minimum 125-foot camerline radius for
the (8)

remaining c1..uves not meeting this requirement must be approved prior to approval of site

construci:ion doa.lmemsr

8. No further comment. Approval letter from Canyon Highway District #4 must be provided prior
to approval cf site oornmudion doa.!ments.

9. No furthGt comment The actual. details of the storm drainage facilities wm be coordinated with
.the City and Engineering Solutions during the design process. During the design process,
additional drainage areas may need to be designated within the development depending on
the acwm layout of the syste~.
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rn. No further cornment
1i.

comment.

12. No further comme.nt
13. No further comment
further comment

15. No further comment
16. No further comment.
17. Aft.er
of the water mode! analysis previously performed and v.mh the withdraw-a! of the
VVindsor Valley development fmm the City's upper pressure zone, me City water system has
the capacity to serve Phase 3 (47 lots) of this development without the addition of Wei! No. 9.
Hov~ver, construction within the phases beyond Phase 3 of the development Viti!! not be
approved without the rompletioo of Well No. 9.
18. No further comment. A request to waive the maximum cul-de-sac length must be approved
· prior to approval of site construction documents.

19.

further comment

20. The
space should be recaicuiated wltriout trie Schooi District lot {lot 1, Bfack 21 }. In
addition, it has boon indk:ated that ownership of Lot 3, Block 21 may be transferred and
therefore should be excluded from the open space calculation. If the lot wm not be transferred,
a crossing over the canal wm need to be constructed in order to be used for a storm drafnage
facmty and be rncludoo ln the open space calculation.

21. No further comment.
22. No further comrne:mt.
23. No further oomment.
24. No further comment

if you have any questions or comments regarding the above Items please call.
Sincerely,
HOLLADAY ENGINEERING CO.
Michael W. Davis, P.E.

cc:

Ellen Smith.
BobSchmmen

Wendy Howell
Becky McKay- Engineering Solutions
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Planning and Zoning Commission
Staff Report

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development
Hearing Date: December 15, 2008, January 26, 2009
PROJECT SUMMARY: A request by Coleman Homes for a Conditional Use Permit for a Planned
Unit Development for 844 residential lots on approximately 281.83 acres generally located between
Emmett Road and Cemetery Road along Willis Road, Middleton, Idaho.
Applicant:

Coleman Homes
1025 South Bridgeway Place, Suite 280
Eagle, ID 83616

Representative:

Engineering Solutions, LLP
1029 North Rosario Street, Suite 100
Meridian, ID 83642

1.

2.

APPLICATION SUBMITTAL: Application received on October 16, 2008.
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:

Published notice IPT:
Letters to 300' Property Owners:
Letter to Applicant:
Letters to Agencies:
Property Posted:

November 26, 2008
November 25, 2008
November 25, 2008
November 24, 2008
December 4, 2008

3.

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS ACTIONS: The annexation, zoning and development
agreement for the subject property was approved by City Council on January 18, 2006.
The preliminary plat for 797 residential lots on was approved by the Planning and Zoning
Commission on April 17, 2006. City Council approved the preliminary plat on July 19,
2006.

4.

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LAND USE MAP AND ZONING MAP DESIGNATIONS:
Comp Plan
Designation

Zoning
Designation

Actual
Land Use

Existing

Low Density Residential

Agriculture (County)
R-3 (sinale-famllv) (CiM

Agricultural/Residential

Proposed

No Changes Proposed

R-3 (single-family residential)

Residential

North

Low Density Residential

Agricultural (County)

Agricultural/Residential

South

Medium Density Residential

East

Medium Density Residential
Public

West

Very Low Density Residential
Medium Density Residential

Agriculture (County)
R-4 (combined residential)
(CiM
Agricultural (County)
C-1 (neighborhood
commercial {City)
R-3 (single-family) (City)
Agricultural {County)
R-3 (sinale-family) (Cltv)

Agricultural/Residential

Agricultural/Residential
Residential

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; Staff Report Date: January 13, 2008
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Total Acreage:
Density:
Average Lot Size:
Total Lots:
Single-family:
School Site:
Common Lots:
Open Space:
Phases:

281.83 acres
2.99 units per acre
9,353 sf
903

843
1
59
29.16 acres/10.35%
20
Proposed
Zone

Proposed

Required

R-3

2.99/ac

3.0/ac

R-3

5,500 sf
40 ft
30 ft

8,000 sf*
75 ft
30 ft

Dwelling Units/Gross

Acre
Minimum Lot Size
Minimum Lot Width
Minimum Street frontage

R-3
R-3

* Note: The interior lots may be less than 8,000 sf; provided that the average lot size of all interior
lots shall be not less than 8,000 sf and the actual size of any interior lot is not less than 7,000 sf.
Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.
"The comer lots may be less than 8,500 sf and the actual size of any comer lot is not less than
8,000 sf. Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.

6. AGENCY RESPONSES:
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ): sent a response on December 4, 2008.
7. PUBLIC RESPONSES: None

8. IDAHO CODE: 67-6515
MIDDLETON CITY CODE: 6-5-3-1 Planned Unit Development:
A. Purpose And Intent
1. The planned unit development (PUD) process provides an opportunity for land
development that preserves natural features, allows efficient provision of services, and
provides common open spaces or other amenities not found in traditional lot by lot
development. The procedure may allow a combination or variety of residential, commercial,
office, technical and industrial land uses. It also provides for the consistent application of
conditions of approval for the various phases of the planned unit development.
2. A planned unit development is intended to:
a. Pennit greater flexibility and, consequently, more creative design for development than
generally is possible under conventional zoning regulations;
b. Retain and preserve natural scenic qualities and topographic features of open spaces;
promote aesthetics; prevent disruption of natural drainage patterns;
c. Promote the creation and efficient use of open space and park area;
d. Provide a harmonious variety of neighborhood development and a higher level of urban
amenities.
West Highland Rench Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; Staff Report Date: Ianuary 13, 2008
Page2
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B. Conditional Use Permit Required: Every planned unit development requires a conditional
use pennit and shall be subject to all conditional use pennit application procedures as well as
to procedures specified in this chapter. When a PUD includes mixed land uses (zoning
deviation) or is intended to be subdivided for sale to separate ownerships upon completion,
the conditional use pennitting procedure shall require two (2) public hearings, one before the
planning and zoning commission and one before the council.
C. Other Requirements: A PUD shall be subject to applicable development requirements
as set forth in MCC title 4, chapter 4; title 6, chapter 1; and MCC 6-5-4 and 6-5-6.
D. Ownership:
1. An application for approval of a PUD may be filed by a property owner or a person having
an existing interest in the property to be included in the PUD. The PUD application shall be
filed in the name or names of the recorded owner or owners of property included in the
development. However, the application may be filed by the holder(s) of an equity interest in
such property.
2. Before approval is granted to the final development plan, the entire project shall be under
single or corporate ownership or control, and proof of legal title must be presented with the
final development plan.
E. Zoning Conformance: A PUD may be allowed by conditional use permit in any zoning
district when it is in substantial confonnity with the underlying zone and upon taking the
following items into consideration:
1. The proposed uses shall not be detrimental to present and potential surrounding uses; nor
shall they be detrimental to the health, safety and general welfare of the public. The suitability
of the proposal will be considered for the location and specific site.
2. The density of the planned unit development considered as a whole shall be in substantial
conformity with the density of the underlying zoning district.
3. Any variation from the basic zoning district requirements must be warranted by the design
and amenities incorporated in the preliminary and final development plan.
4. The final development plan must be in conformance with the preliminary plan.
5. The planned unit development must meet the general objectives of the comprehensive land
use plan.
6. Existing and proposed streets and utility services must be suitable and adequate for the
proposed development.
7. An agreement may be required between the developer and the city which delineates
commitments of the developer to the city and of the city to the developer.
F. Use Regulations: Any permitted or conditional uses shown in MCC 5-2-4, table 1, land use
schedule, allowed in an underlying zoning district may also be allowed in the planned unit
development.
G. Use Exceptions: In the case of planned unit developments greater than two (2) acres in
size, the commission may authorize specified uses not pennitted or conditionally permitted by
the use regulations of the zoning district in which the development is located, provided the
commission shall find:
1. That the uses permitted by such exception are necessary or desirable and are appropriate
with respect to the primary purpose of the development; and
2. That the uses permitted by such exception are not of such a nature or so located as to be
detrimental to the surrounding neighborhood; and

Wes1 Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; Staff Report Date: January 13, 2008
Page3
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3. That the development is phased so that the approval to construct the exceptioned use or
uses is coordinated with the construction of all or a proportionate phase of the permitted use;
and
4. That no more than twenty percent {20%) of the total area of the planned unit development
shall be devoted to the uses permitted by the exception; and
5. That the uses pennitted by such exception are shown to contribute to a coherent living style
and sense of community; and
6. That the use exceptions will be located and so designed as to provide direct access to a
collector or arterial street without creating congestion or traffic hazards.
H. Developer Benefits: Planned unit developments are intended to provide certain benefits to
the public and to the developer. The installation of public improvements {streets, water, sewer,
streetlights, etc.) and two (2) or more of the amenities setforth herein, ensure a public benefit.
To provide the developer with an incentive to utilize the planned unit development process,
the following allowances may be incorporated into the proposal:
1. A variety of housing types may be included in residential projects including attached units,
detached units, single-family units and multiple units.
2. The minimum lot size of the zoning district may be reduced within the density limits of the
zone. "Density limits" defined as the gross area less all unbuildable area divided by the
minimum lot size for the zone in which the site is located.
3. Private streets may be utilized within the project with standards that are less than public
street standards set forth in MCC 6-3-2, subject to approval by the city engineer, public works
supervisor and fire chief.
4. Setbacks for buildings within the interior of the project may be less than required in the
zoning district. A distance of ten feet { 1O') shall be maintained between all detached buildings
unless greater separation is required by fire or building codes.
5. The conditions of approval applied to a large planned unit development concept plan shall
be applied consistently to each subsequent phase unless otherwise agreed to by both the
applicant and the council.
6. Buildings may be clustered to preserve as open space those areas considered to be
environmentally sensitive, such as river areas, floodways, foothills, and wetlands. Clustering of
dwelling units, commercial and industrial uses, is encouraged as long as buffer yards, open
space and emergency access are adequately planned. Buffer yards shall be required to
separate different uses in order to eliminate or minimize potential interference and nuisances
on adjacent properties.
7. Uses which are not allowed within the zoning district may be allowed as part of the planned
development subject to the twenty percent (20%) exception requirements.
I. Development Standards: The development proposal shall be preplanned in its entirety and
be characterized by a unified site design. Approval of a planned unit development shall
substantially conform to the zoning district in which the development is located unless
otherwise provided herein and based on the following:
1. Size: The minimum size for a planned unit development shall be as follows:
a. Planned development, primarily residential: No minimum.
b. Planned development, primarily commercial: One acre.
c. Planned development, primarily industrial: Five (5) acres.
d. Planned development, primarily office: Two (2) acres.
2. Residential Density: The number of dwelling units allowed in a planned unit development
shall be calculated by taking the gross area, less the area set aside for nonresidential
excepted uses, less open spaces, churches, schools, and public roadways, and dividing by
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; StaffReport Date: January 13, 2008
Page4
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the minimum lot area per dwelling unit required by the zone in which the site is located. An
increase in the computed allowable maximum density, not to exceed ten percent (10% ), may
be permitted upon recommendation of the commission that the increased density is justified in
terms of the relationship to open area, service demand and the total quality and character of
the project.
3. Yards: Along the periphery of the planned unit development, yards shall be provided as
required by regulations of the district in which the development is located, unless an exception
is provided. Where development already exists at the periphery, the yards shall be matched,
where practical, (e.g., side yards should be provided adjacent to side yards, rear yards
adjacent to rear yards and front yards opposite front yards).
4. Off Street Parking: Off street parking shall comply with the parking requirements of the
underlying zone. No common parking or maneuvering areas shall be allowed within twenty
feet (20') of the boundary of the PUD. All common parking or maneuvering areas shall be
buffered from adjacent properties. The buffer area must be landscaped, screened, or
protected by natural features with the objective of minimizing adverse impacts to surrounding
properties. In addition to the above requirements, where on street parking is prohibited, at
least one-half C/2) additional parking space per dwelling unit shall be provided either in
approved parking bays along the street or in an off street parking area.
5. Signs: Signs shall comply with the sign ordinance (MCC 5-2-5).
6. Storm Water Management: The management of storm water shall conform with the city
storm water management policy (MCC 6-3-9).
7. Open Space/Common Areas/Amenities: For purposes of this chapter, the following
definitions shall apply:
Unless otherwise approved, not less than ten percent (10%) of the total gross area of a
residential PUD shall be retained as permanent open space and shall not include strips of
less than fifteen feet (15') in width unless designed to accommodate a water feature such
as a pond or stream. A minimum of twenty percent (20%) of land area of a PUD devoted to
multiple-family residential use shall consist of open space. Of this required open space,
portions may be "common area" used for recreational or other collective enjoyment by
occupants of the development, privately owned properties dedicated by easements to
assure that open space will be permanent, and lands developed as active recreational
areas or preserved in their natural state when such areas contain unique natural assets
such as groves of trees, ponds, rivers or stream beds. If ponds are to be considered as
part of the required open space, no more than twenty five percent (25%) of the surface
area of the ponds shall be used.
a. Dimension: In order to be functionally usable, open space should exist in quantities of
some minimum dimension. Therefore, the areas of each parcel of open space to be used
for active recreational use shall have a size and shape consistent with the planned use.
b. Location: Open spaces shall be distributed within projects in locations near the dwelling
units of the people they are intended to serve.
c. Open Space: Land indicated as open space, common areas, amenities (tennis courts,
playgrounds, swimming pool, etc.), streets and sidewalks shall be shown on the preliminary
plan and provide on the plan that they be permanently maintained as such either by a
homeowners' association which provides private covenants, an agreement with the
developer or, if suitable and mutually agreeable, by public dedications.
8. Easements: Easements for pedestrian/bicycle pathways in accordance with the city's
greenbelt/bike/pathway master plan.
9. Amenities: Amenities shall be provided as a part of each planned unit development greater
than one acre in size. The number of amenities (minimum of 2) shall be proportionate to the
size of the development and may include, but not be limited to, any of the following:
a. Private recreational facilities such as a swimming pool, tennis court, barbecue area or
playground of a size appropriate to meet needs of the development.
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; Staff Report Date: Januazy 13, 2008
Page 5
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b. Provision for public access to any public open space, park or river greenbelt.
c. Publicly dedicated land in a PUD forfacilities such as school, fire station, well site, public
park, public recreational facility.
d. Additional open space for parkways, boulevards, or other features designed to mitigate
vehicle/traffic impact.
e. Other amenities as approved by the planning and zoning commission and council.
10. Landscaped Open Space: Al/ residential planned unit developments on less than one acre
shall provide each dwelling unit with a minimum of one hundred ( 100) square feet of private,
landscaped open space. The planning and zoning commission should evaluate each project
on its own merits and allow variations to the open space standard where it can be shown that
the provided space meets the intent and purpose of this section.
11. Required Setbacks: Attached structures may be permitted in planned unit developments.
The minimum separation between detached buildings shall be ten feet (10') unless greater
separation is required by fire or building codes.

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; Staff Report Date: January 13, 2008
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Planning and Zoning Commission
Staff Report

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development
Hearing Date: February 23, 2009
PROJECT SUMMARY: A request by Coleman Homes for a Conditional Use Permit for a Planned Unit
Development for 844 residential lots on approximately 281 .83 acres generally located between
Emmett Road and Cemetery Road along Willis Road, Middleton, Idaho.

Applicant:

Coleman Homes
1025 South Bridgeway Place, Suite 280
Eagle, ID 83616

Representative:

Engineering Solutions, LLP
1029 North Rosario Street, Suite 100
Meridian, ID 83642

1.

APPLICATION SUBMITTAL: Application received on October 16, 2008.

2.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:
Published notice IPT:
Letters to 300' Property owners:
Letter to Applicant:
Letters to Agencies:
Property Posted:

February 6, 2009
February 4, 2009
February 2, 2009
February 3, 2009
February 13, 2009

3.

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS ACTIONS: The annexation, zoning and development
agreement for the subject property was approved by City Council on January 18, 2006. The
preliminary plat for 797 residential lots on was approved by the Planning and Zoning
Commission on April 17, 2006. City Council approved the preliminary plat on July 19, 2006.

4.

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LAND USE MAP AND ZONING MAP DESIGNATIONS:

comp Plan
Designation

Zoning
Designation
Agriculture (County)
R-3 (single-famiM (Citvl

Actual
Land Use

Existing

Low Density Residential

Proposed

No Changes Proposed

R-3 (single-family residentiaO

Residential

North

Low Density Residential

Agricultural (County)

Agricultural/Residential

South

Medium Density Residential

East

Medium Density Residential .
Public

West

Very Low Density Residential
Medium Density Residential

Agriculture (County)
R-4 (combined residential)
(CiM
Agricultural (County)
C-1 (neighborhood
commercial (City)
R-3 (sinale-famlM (CiM
Agricultural (County)
R-3 (sinale-family) (Cltv)

AgriculturaVResidential

Agricultural/Residential

Agricultural/Residential

Residential

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; StaffReport Date: February 9, 2009
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5. SITE DATA:
Total Acreage:
Density:
Average Lot Size:
Total Lots:
Single-family:
School Site:
Common Lots:
Open Space:
Phases:

•

281.83 acres
2.99 units per acre
9,353 sf
903

843
1
59
29.16 acres/10.35%
20
Proposed
Zone

Proposed

Required

R-3

2.99/ac

3.0/ac

R-3
R-3
R-3

5,700 sf
40 ft
30 ft

8,000sf*
75 ft
30 ft

Dwelling Units/Gross
Acre
Minimum Lot Size
Minimum Lot Width
Minimum Street Frontage

* Note: The interior lots may be less than 8,000 sf; provided that the average lot size of all interior
lots sh&II be not less than 8,000 sf and the actual size of any interior lot is not less than 7,000 sf.
Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.
*The comer lots may be less than 8,500 sf and the actual size of any comer lot is not less than
8,000 sf. Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.

6. AGENCY RESPONSES:
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ): sent a response on December 4, 2008.
7. PUBLIC RESPONSES: None

8. IDAHO CODE: 67-6515
MIDDLETON CITY CODE: 6-5-3-1 Planned Unit Development:
A. Purpose And Intent
1. The planned unit development (PUD) process provides an opportunity for land development
that preserves natural features, allows efficient provision of services, and provides common
open spaces or other amenities not found in traditional lot by lot development. The procedure
may allow a combination or variety of residential, commercial, office, technical and industrial
land uses. It also provides for the consistent application of conditions of approval for the
various phases of the planned unit development.

2. A planned unit development is intended to:
a. Permit greater flexibility and, consequently, more creative design for development than
generally is possible under conventional zoning regulations;
b. Retain and preserve natural scenic qualities and topographic features of open spaces;
promote aesthetics; prevent disruption of natural drainage patterns;
c. Promote the creation and efficient use of open space and park area;
d. Provide a harmonious variety of neighborhood development and a higher level of urban
amenities.
B. conditional Use Permit Required: Every planned unit development requires a conditional
use permit and shall be subject to all conditional use permit application procedures as well as
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Pl!l.lllled Unit Development; Staff Report Date: February 9, 2009
Page2
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to procedures specified in this chapter. When a PUD includes mixed land uses (zoning
deviation) or is intended to be subdivided for sale to separate ownerships upon completion,
the conditional use permitting procedure shall require two (2) public hearings, one before the
planning and zoning commission and one before the council.
C. Other Requirements: A PUD shall be subject to applicable development requirements
as set forth in MCC title 4, chapter 4; title 6, chapter 1; and MCC 6-5-4 and 6-5-6.
D. Ownership:
1. An application for approval of a PUD may be filed by a property owner or a person having an
existing interest in the property to be included in the PUD. The PUD application shall be filed in
the name or names of the recorded owner or owners of property included in the development.
However, the application may be filed by the holder(s) of an equity interest in such property.
2. Before approval is granted to the final development plan, the entire project shall be under
single or corporate ownership or control, and proof of legal title must be presented with the
final development plan.
E. Zoning Conformance: A PUD may be allowed by conditional use permit in any zoning district
when it is in substantial conformity with the underlying zone and upon taking the following
items into consideration:
1. The proposed uses shall not be detrimental to present and potential surrounding uses; nor
shall they be detrimental to the health, safety and general welfare of.the public. The suitability
of the proposal will be considered for the location and specific site.
2. The density of the planned unit development considered as a whole shall be in substantial
conformity with the density of the underlying zoning district.
3. Any variation from the basic zoning district requirements must be warranted by the design
and amenities incorporated in the preliminary and final development plan.
4. The final development plan must be in conformance with the preliminary plan.
5. The planned unit development must meet the general objectives of the comprehensive land
use plan.
6. Existing and proposed streets and utility services must be suitable and adequate for the
proposed development.
7. An agreement may be required between the developer and the city which delineates
commitments of the developer to the city and of the city to the developer.
F. Use Regulations: Any permitted or conditional uses shown in MCC 5-2-4, table 1, land use
schedule, allowed in an underlying zoning district may also be allowed in the planned unit
development.
G. Use Exceptions: In the case of planned unit developments greater than two (2) acres in
size, the commission may authorize specified uses not permitted or conditionally permitted by
the use regulations of the zoning district in which the development is located, provided the
commission shall find:
1. That the uses permitted by such exception are necessary or desirable and are appropriate
with respect to the primary purpose of the development; and
2. That the uses permitted by such exception are not of such a nature or so located as to be
detrimental to the surrounding neighborhood; and
3. That the development is phased so that the approval to construct the exceptioned use or
uses is coordinated with the construction of all or a proportionate phase of the permitted us,;
and
4. That no more than twenty percent (20%) of the total area of the planned unit development
shall be devoted to the uses permitted by the exception; and
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit De'Vclopment; StaffReport Date: Fcbnwy 9, 2009
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5. That the uses permitted by such exception are shown to contribute to a coherent living style
and sense of community; and
6. That the use exceptions will be located and so designed as to provide direct access to a
collector or arterial street without creating congestion or traffic hazards.
H. Developer Benefits: Planned unit developments are intended to provide certain benefits to
the public and to the developer. The installation of public improvements (streets, water, sewer,
streetlights, etc.) and two (2) or more of the amenities set forth herein, ensure a public benefit.
To provide the developer with an incentive to utilize the planned unit development process, the
following allowances may be incorporated into the proposal:
1. A variety of housing types may be included in residential projects including attached units,
detached units, single-family units and multiple units.
2. The minimum lot size of the zoning district may be reduced within the density limits of the
zone. "Density limits" defined as the gross area less all unbuildable area divided by the
minimum lot size for the zone in which the site is located.
3. Private streets may be utilized within the project with standards that are less than public
street standards set forth in MCC 6-3-2, subject to approval by the city engineer, public works
supervisor and fire chief.
4. Setbacks for buildings within the interior of the project may be less than required in the
zoning district. A distance often feet (10') shall be maintained between all detached buildings
unless greater separation is required by fire or building codes.
5. The conditions of approval applied to a large planned unit development concept plan shall
be applied consistently to each subsequent phase unless otherwise agreed to by both the
applicant and the council.
6. Buildings may be clustered to preserve as open space those areas considered to be
environmentally sensitive, such as river areas, floodways, foothills, and wetlands. Clustering of
dwelling units, commercial and industrial uses, is encouraged as long as buffer yards, open
space and emergency access are adequately planned. Buffer yards shall be required to
separate different uses in order to eliminate or minimize potential interference and nuisances
on adjacent properties.
7. Uses which are not allowed within the zoning district may be allowed as part of the planned
development subject to the twenty percent (20%) exception requirements.

I. Development Standards: The development proposal shall be preplanned in its entirety and
be characterized by a unified site design. Approval of a planned unit development shall
substantially conform to the zoning district in which the development is located unless
otherwise provided herein and based on the following:
1. Size: The minimum size for a planned unit development shall be as follows:
a. Planned development, primarily residential: No minimum.
b. Planned development, primarily commercial: One acre.
c. Planned development, primarily industrial: Five (5) acres.
d. Planned development, primarily office: Two (2) acres.
2. Residential Density: The number of dwelling units allowed in a planned unit development
shall be calculated by taking the gross area, less the area set aside for nonresidential
excepted uses, less open spaces, churches, schools, and public roadways, and dividing by the
minimum lot area per dwelling unit required by the zone in which the site is located. An
increase in the computed allowable maximum density, not to exceed ten percent (10%), may
be permitted upon recommendation of the commission that the increased density is justified in
terms of the relationship to open area, service demand and the total quality and character of
the project.
·
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3. Yards: Along the periphery of the planned unit development, yards shall be provided as
required by regulations of the district in which the development is located, unless an exception
is provided. Where development already exists at the periphery, the yards shall be matched,
where practical, (e.g., side yards should be provided adjacent to side yards, rear yards
adjacent to rear yards and front yards opposite front yards).
4. Off Street Parking: Off street parking shall comply with the parking requirements of the
underlying zone. No common parking or maneuvering areas shall be allowed within twenty feet
(20') of the boundary of the PUD. All common parking or maneuvering areas shall be buffered
from adjacent properties. The buffer area must be landscaped, screened, or protected by
natural features with the objective of minimizing adverse impacts to surrounding properties. In
addition to the above requirements, where on street parking is prohibited, at least one-half (1h)
additional parking space per dwelling unit shall be provided either in approved parking bays
along the street or in an off street parking area.
5. Signs: Signs shall comply with the sign ordinance (MCC 5-2-5).
6. Storm Water Management: The management of storm water shall conform with the city
storm water management policy (MCC 6-3-9).
7. Open Space/Common Areas/Amenities: For purposes of this chapter, the following
definitions shall apply:
Unless otherwise approved, not less than ten percent (10%) of the total gross area of a
residential PUD shall be retained as permanent open space and shall not include strips of
less than fifteen feet (15') in width unless designed to accommodate a water feature such
as a pond or stream. A minimum of twenty percent (20%) of land area of a PUD devoted to
multiple-family residential use shall consist of open space. Of this required open space,
portions may be "common area" used for recreational or other collective enjoyment by
occupants of the development, privately owned properties dedicated by easements to
assure that open space will be permanent, and lands developed as active recreational
areas or preserved in their natural state when such areas contain unique natural assets
such as groves of trees, ponds, rivers or stream beds. If ponds are to be considered as part
of the required open space, no more than twenty five percent (25%) of the surface area of
the ponds shall be used.
a. Dimension: In order to be functionally usable, open space should exist in quantities of
some minimum dimension. Therefore, the areas of each parcel of open space to be used
for active recreational use shall have a size and shape consistent with the planned use.
b. Location: Open spaces shall be distributed within projects in locations near the dwelling
units of the people they are intended to serve.
c. Open Space: Land indicated as open space, common areas, amenities (tennis courts,
playgrounds, swimming pool, etc.), streets and sidewalks shall be shown on the preliminary
plan and provide on the plan that they be permanently maintained as such either by a
homeowners' association which provides private covenants, an agreement with the
developer or, if suitable and mutually agreeable, by public dedications.
8. Easements: Easements for pedestrian/bicycle pathways in accordance with the city's
greenbelt/bike/pathway master plan.
9. Amenities: Amenities shall be provided as a part of each planned unit development greater
than one acre in size. The number of amenities (minimum of 2) shall be proportionate to the
size of the development and may include, but not be limited to, any of the following:
a. Private recreational facilities such as a Swimming pool, tennis court, barbecue area or
playground of a size appropriate to meet needs of the development.
b. Provision for public access to any public open space, park or river greenbelt.
c. Publicly dedicated land in a PUD for facilities such as school, fire station, well site, public
park, public recreational facility.
d. Additional open space for parkways, boulevards, or other features designed to mitigate
vehicle/traffic impact.
e. Other amenities as approved by the planning and zoning commission and council.
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; StaffReportDate: Fcbmary 9, 2009
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10. Landscaped Open Space: All residential planned unit developments on less than one acre
shall provide each dwelling unit with a minimum of one hundred (100) square feet of private,
landscaped open space. The planning and zoning commission should evaluate each project
on its own merits and allow variations to the open space standard where it can be shown that
the provided space meets the intent and purpose of this section.
11. Required Setbacks: Attached structures may be pennitted in planned unit developments.
The minimum separation between detached buildings shall be ten feet (1 O') unless greater
separation is required by fire or building codes.

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; Staff Report Date: February 9, 2009
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Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & Order
Planning and Zoning Commission
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Hearing Date: December 15, 2008, January 26, 2009
Findings Date: February 23, 2009
PROJECT SUMMARY: A request by Coleman Homes for annexation and zoning of an additional 40.56 acres
into R-3 (single-family residential) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building sites on approximately 281.83
acres, a modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of maximum cul-de-sac length of 600-feet
for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, and a waiver offl1e minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight
curves. The subject property is generally located on the northeast corner of Emmett Road and Willis Road and
located approximately½ mile northeast of the intersection of Hartley Road and Willis Road, Middleton, Idaho.
Applicant:

Coleman Homes
1025 South Bridgeway Place, Suite 280
Eagle, ID 83616

Representative:

Engineering Solutions, LLP
1029 North Rosario Street, Suite 100
Meridian, ID 83642

APPLICATION SUBMITTAL: Application received on October 16, 2008.
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:
Published notice IPT:
Letters to 300' Property Owners:
Letter to Applicant:
Letters to Agencies:
Property Posted:

November 26, 2008
November 25, 2008
November 25, 2008
November 24, 2008
December 4, 2008

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS ACTIONS: The annexation, zoning and development agreement for the
subject property was approved by City Council January 18, 2006. The preliminary plat for 797
residential lots was approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission on April 17, 2006. City
Council approved the preliminary plat on July 19, 2006.
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LAND USE MAP & ZONING MAP DESIGNATIONS:
Comp Plan
Designation

Zoning
Designation
Agriculture (County)
R-3 (sinale-family) (City)

Actual
Land Use

Existing

Low Density Residential

Proposed

No Changes Proposed

R-3 (single-family residential)

Residential

North

Low Density Residential

Agricultural (County)

Agricultural/Residential

South

Medium Density Residential

Agriculture (County)
R-4 (combined residential)

Agricultural/Residential

Agricultural/Residential

(City)

East

Medium Density Residential
Public

West

'r+/ery Low Density Residential
Medium Density Residential

Agricultural (County}
C-1 (neighborhood
commercial (City)
R-3 (single-family) (CiM
Agricultural (County)
R-3 (single-family) (CiM
Pagel

Agricultural/Residential
Residei ·'-'

PLAINTIFF'S
: EXHIBIT
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SITE DATA:
Total Acreage:
Density:
Total Lots:
Single-family:
School Site:
Common Lots:
Open Space:

•

281 .83 acres
2.99 units per acre
903
843

1
59
29.18 acres; 10.35%

Dwelling Units/Gross Ac.
Minimum Lot Size
Averaae Lot Size·
Minimum Lot Width
Minimum Street Frontaae

Proposed
Zone
R-3
R-3
R-3
R-3
R-3

Proposed

Required

2.99/ac
5,700 sf
9,353 sf
55 ft
30 ft

3.0/ac
8,000 sf•

NIA
75ft
30 ft

* The interior lots may be less than 8,000 sf; provided that the average lot size of all interior lots
shall be not less than 8,000 sf and the actual size of any interior lot is not less than 7,000 sf. Only
residential lots are used in figuring averages.
*The comer lots may be less than 8,500 sf and the actual size of any comer lot is not less than
8,000 sf. Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.
AGENCY RESPONSES:
Middleton Mill Ditch Company & Middleton Irrigation Association responqed via a letter from
Jerry Kiser, attorney on November 26, 2008 requesting a written agreement with the
association be entered into as a condition of approval.
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) responded on December 4, 2008.
Idaho Department of Transportation (ITD) responded on December 9, 2008 stating that ITD
does not have a funding source available to make improvements to Highway 44. In the interest
of public safety and highway operations, ITD requests provisions be included in the
Development Agreement to address the created traffic impact. The traffic impact study
recommends the intersections of Highway 44 with Emmett Road, Hartley Road and Cemetery
Road will require traffic signals with additional lanes. These recommendations should be
required.
PUBLIC WRITTEN RESPONSES: None
WITNESSES SIGNED UP IN FAVOR: Thomas Coleman, applicant, Becky McKay, representative,
Gary A. Peters, and Tom Farley, Middleton School District No. 134.
WITNESSES SIGNED UP IN OPPOSITION: Don Southard
APPLICABLE CODES:
Middleton City Code, Title 5 and Title 6
Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 65
STAFF ANALYSIS:
This application is within the Middleton Area of City Impact and City limits. The 40.56 acres
Page2
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that is being annexed is currently zoned "A" (Agriculture) under Canyon County's Zoning
Ordinance. The remaining parcel is within the City limits and is zoned R-3 (single-family
residential) zone. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan Map identifies this area as low density
residential and medium density residential which is consistent with the applicant's request.
The applicant has requested a waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight
curves that do not meet this requirement. The original approved preliminary plat had
approximately 39 curves that did not meet the 125-foot requirement.
Additionally, the applicant is requesting a waiver of two cul-de-sacs, Concha Place and
Mustang Mesa Avenue, which exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length requirement of 600feet. Concha Place exceeds by 34-feet and Mustang Mesa exceeds by 72-feet. The original .
approved preliminary plat also had two cul-de-sacs which exceeded the 600-foot maximum
length.
Revisions to the Development Agreement were submitted to staff on January 20, 2009. The
changes have not been reviewed as of the date of this staff report.
The Planning and Zoning Com_mission may want to consider the following conditions:
1. The conditions in Holladay Engineering letter dated November 11, 2008 and December
8, 2008 shall be met.
2. The applicant shall comply with Drainage District No. 2's letter dated November 26,
2008, prior to any building permits being issued unless approved by Council.
Mr. Coleman has provided a list of conditions of approval that he has agreed to. The Planning
and Zoning Commission can choose to incorporate the document as whole, select specific
conditions or none of the conditions into your motion.
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission are authorized to hear this case and make a
recommendation to the City Council per Middleton City Code, Title 5 and Title 6 and Idaho
Code Title 67, Chapter 65.
2. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing, including notice by publication,
notice by mailing, posted notice and notice to other agents as set forth in Title 67, Chapter 65,
Idaho Code and ordinances of the City of Middleton have been complied with.
3. All requirements for the conduct of public hearings as set forth in Title 67, Chapter 65, Idaho
Code and the Ordinances of the City of Middleton have been complied with.
4. A pre-application meeting was held on April 6, 2008 for the revised plat.
5. The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on December 15, 2008
and January 26, 2009.
6. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan identifies this area as low and medium density residential
which is consistent with the applicant's request.
7. 40.56 acres is being annexed then added to the existing acreage that is currently within city
limits.
8. The additional acreage is to be zoned R-3 (single family residential) which is consistent with
the existing West Highland Subdivision.
9. The original annexation, zoning and development agreement for the subject property was
approved on January 18, 2006.
10. The preliminary plat for 797 residential lots was approved July 19, 2006.
11. Phase I and II final plats have been approved.
12. An addendum to the traffic study was submitted which included the additional lots.
Page3
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13. A waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight curves was requested.
14. A waiver of two cul-de-sacs, which exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length requirement of
600-feet, was requested.
15. A list of conditions of approval was provided by the applicant and agreed to.
16. The modified development agreement has been reviewed by legal counsel.
17. The club house and pool will be private but the park adjacent to the club house and pool will
be available for use by the public. The homeowners association will be maintaining this area.
18. Mr. Coleman agreed to place a temporary barricade on the end of the road that aligns the
most northerly boundary of this development until the collector road is completed, per Mr.
Peters request.
19. The minimum lot size will be 5,700 square feet.
20. The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission found that the applications presented met the
provisions of the Middleton Comprehensive Plan and found that the preliminary plat were in
compliance with requirements within Titles 5 and 6 of Middleton City Code.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Based on the forgoing findings, staff report and testimony the Middleton Planning and Zoning
Commission found this application for annexation and zoning of 40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family
residential) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building sites on approximately 281 .83 acres, a
modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of maximum cul-de-sac length of
600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, and a waiver of the minimum 125-foot
centerline radius for eight curves, would be an asset to the City of Middleton. The plat presented
is in compliance with the ordinance. The applicant is willing to meet the conditions of approval
recommended by the Planning and Zoning Commission.

ORDER OF LAW
Based on the foregoing Findings of Fad and Condusions of Law, the Middleton Planning and
Zoning Commission recommends unanimously to City Council:
The application for annexation and zoning of an additional 40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family
residential) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building sites on approximately 281.83 acres, a
modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of maximum cul-de-sac length of
600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, a waiver of the minimum 125-foot
centerline radius for eight curves be approved with the following conditions:

1. All conditions set forth in Holladay Engineering's letter dated November 11, 2008 and
December 8, 2008 shall be met.
2. The applicant shall comply with Drainage District No. 2's requirements in their letter dated
November 26, 2008.
3. The applicant shall modify the following documents to reflect the minimum lot size as 5,700
square feet:
a. 3.2.2.5.B of the Development Agreement
b. West Highlands Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009, number 24.
c. Preliminary Plat with the revised date of November 18, 2008.
4. The applicant shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands Conditions of
Approval, dated January 20, 2009.
5. The safety of the drainage ditch shall be evaluated for safety during the construction plan
review.
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Dated this 23 rd of February 2009

or=~oJt

City Clerk

PlarmingandZoning Commission
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WEST HIGHLANDS RANCH CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
JANUARY 20, 2009

ARCHITECTURE / HOME DESIGN:
1. Minimum square footage for any home shall be 1,200 square feet. Minimum square
footage for the ground floor of any two-story home shall be 1,000 square feet.
2. All homes shall have a front porch or courtyard area.
3. Any front facing three-car garage, or two-car garage greater than 26 feet in width, shall have
an 18-inch offset between the garage doors or wall area to break up the front wall plane of
the garage.
4. All driveways shall have a maximum width of 20 feet. Approved material will be concrete or
concrete-type pavers.
5.

No unbroken, vertical two-story elevation wall planes will be allowed (i.e. front garage walls
or similar, wide unbroken surfaces on the front elevation). All full~height two-story walls
must be offset by at least 1 foot from the first floor wall below, unless otherwise broken by
a roof or other architectural element. This will not apply to second floor bonus spaces
above garages, which have lowered plate heights on side walls giving the appearance of a
single story, or full height entry porches, stairwells or other two-story architectural design
elements.

6. All homes shall feature winged side and rear yard fencing. Fencing material shall be
decorative vinyl. Open wrought iron fencing shall be used adjacent to parks. Open or semiprivacy fencing shall be used adjacent to open spaces, such as pathways.
7, Each home shall have a minimum of two exterior lights at the front wall of the garage and
minimum of one exterior light at front residence entrance.

8. All home siding shall be Masonite, Hardie Plank or similar quality. No vinyl, aluminum or
steel siding shall be allowed.
9. At least 75% of all homes in the community shall have front elevations featuring a~cent
elements of brick, stone (manufactured or synthetic), stucco or speci!1ty accent type siding
which differs from the siding type of the base house. Said accent material is to return a
minimum of two feet at the sides of house or to the next adjacent perpendicular plane,
whichever is less, and should be a minimum of 100 square feet. No "flat plane" facades
shall be allowed.
10. Porch soffits shall be finished with a material consistent with the level of adjacent materials
and trim. All exposed wood shall be painted with a solid stain or paint.
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11. All designs should incorporate varied architectural elements such as projections, recesses,
dormers, porches, etc. to create visual interest and animation. Long, flat, unbroken surfaces
shall not be allowed.
12. Front elevation windows that occur in a flat wall plane shall be trimmed with a compatible
material. If adjacent wall surface returns back into a window (i.e. furred wolf or setback
windows), no additional trim shall be required.
13. Front porch posts and column widths shall be s!zed appropriately for the correct proportion
relative to the height of the architectural feature. No single 4 x 4 porch posts shall be
allowed.
14. All gable end eaves shall be a minimum of 12 inches in width. All soffit eaves shall be a
minimum of 16 inchl!s in width. All fascia boards shall be a minimum of 7½ inches in width,
unless designed as a multiple element fascia. If so, total width of fascia mass must still total
at least 7 ½ inches. Some reduction in eave width may be allowed by the West Highlands
Design Review Committee on specific areas of front elevation depending on architectural
style and theme. Sides and rear eave widths to remain as noted above.
15. All homes shall have a minimum of twelve inch eaves beyond exterior walls.
16. All front yards shall be completed with irrigation systems, rolled sod lawn, planter areas
with a minimum of 12 shrubs and a minimum of 2 trees within 30 days of the issuance of
Certificate of Occupancy.
17. All rear yards shall be landscaped and have an irrigation system installed, within 90 days of
homeowner occupancy. All rear yards of homes owned by developer shall be maintained so
as to limit the growth of noxious weeds.
18. All streets shall have detached sidewalks with rolled sod lawn and a minimum of one tree
per lot in the landscape strip between curb and sidewalk. All trees in landscape strip
between curb and sidewalk shall be Class I or Class II, so as to allow for minimal
encroachment into street.
19. Minimum roofing type shall be 30-Year Architectural Shingle. Additional roof types (I.e.
concrete or cloy tiles) of similar quality may be allowed the West Highlands Design Review
Committee depending on architectural style and theme.
20. Roof pitch shall be a minimum 5:12 unless flatter pitch is appropriate to the specific
proposed design theme, which shall require special review and apprQYal by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee.
21. Homes shall be painted in accordance with the color palette approved by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee, which will include a variety of colors ranging from
earth tones to brighter "ranch" type colors, in a tasteful balance.
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22. Identical house plans shall be separated by at least 2 lots (including facing lots across the
street) with no more than 3 plotted in this sequence unless separated by 3 lots. Identical
house elevations shall not occur in sequence and shall be separated by at least 2 lots of
varied elevation design.
23. All homes built on lots less than 7,500 square feet shall be of similar design and the same
quality as the elevations included in Attachment A hereto.
COMMUNITY DESIGN/ OPEN SPACE:
24. No more t h ~
3 ..nof lots in the community shall be less than 7,500 square feet. No lot shall
be less tha ,
qua re feet. ~,, ,~J v>\ IPL· ,,~ (&-Ui

. 'fj 1 C>U r'-1)~., \; c,1--l". -o

\

25. Owner shall donate.certain property (identified in Exhibit C to the Development Agreement
Revision #2) to the school district for the school district's expansion of parking, play area
and temporary classrooms at Heights Elementary.
26. Road connections shall be provided to all adjoining developable properties as shown on the
revised preliminary plat (Exhibit F to the Development Agreement Revision #2).
27. A pedestrian route shall be constructed through the subdivision to provide for future
connections to surrounding schools.
28. A sold wood or vinyl fence shall be constructed between the project site and the existing
cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes bordering the cemetery. ·
29. Developer shall make the following transportation improvements, as generally illustrated on
Attachment B hereto:
A. Developer shall widen and improve Emmett Road, a minor arterial shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 0.23 lane miles.
B. Developer shall widen and improve Willis Road, a major collector shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 1.42 lane miles.
C. Developer shall widen and improve Hartley Lane, a major collector shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 0.89 lane miles.
D. Developer shall widen and improve Cemetery Road, a major collector shown on
the City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 0.36 miles.
_,
E. Developer shall construct and dedicate Ninth Street, a new minor collector shown
on the City's Transp~rtation Plan, for a distance of approximately 0.66 miles.
F. Developer shall dedicate the full right-of-way for Arabian Street, a minor collector
shown on the City's Transportation Plan, for a distance of approximately 0.18
miles and shall construct and dedicate the southern half of such street for such
distance.
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G. Developer shall construct and dedicate the following left
turn lanes:
1) Northbound Cemetery Road to westbound Willis Road.
2) Eastbound Willis Road to northbound Emmett Road.
3) Eastbound Willis Road to northbound Hartley Lane.
4) Westbound Willis Road to southbound Hartley Lane.
5) Northbound Hartley Lane to westbound Willis Road.
6) Southbound Hartley Lane to eastbound Willis Road.
30. Developer shall make the following parks improvement
s, as generally illustrated on
Attachment C hereto:
·
A. Developer shall construct an approximately 38-acre interco
nnected park and trail
system.!hat extends to the development's external bound
aries on all sides.
B. Developer's park system shall include approximately 15.1
acres of individual parks
with amenities, as follows (''major amenities'' shall include
but not be limited to
children's play equipment, swimming pools, volleyball courts
, tennis courts and
similar improvements; "mino r amenities" shall include but
not be limited to
barbeque areas, picnic tables and similar improvements):
1) An approximately 5.8-acre park with at least two major
amenities and
two minor amenities.
2) An approximately 2.9-acre park with at least one major
amenity and
two minor amenities.
3) An approximately 2.1-acre park with at least one major
amenity and
two minor amenities.
4) Two approximately 1.0-acre parks, each with at least
one major amenity
and two minor amenities.
5) Approximately 2.3 additional acres of parks along
the park and trail
system with at least one minor amenity each.
C. Each individual park shall be landscaped with grass, shrubs
and trees.
D. The park and trail system shall be open to the public but
will be privately owned
and maintained so there will be no ongoing cost to the City.
31. Developer shall comply with the provisions set forth in
letters from Holladay Engineering
dated November 11, 2008 and December 8, 2008 and the
letter from Engineering Solutions
dated November 17, 2008, all of which are included in Attach
ment D hereto.
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Coleman Homes
real choices ... better living

February 25, 2009
City of Middleton City Council
15 N. Dewey Avenue
Middleton, Idaho 83644
RE:

West Highlands Ranch Subdivision

Dear Members of the City Council:
Coleman Homes is pleased to present for your consideration new development
applications related to the existing West Highlands Ranch subdivision, located along the
north and south sides of Willis Road between Emmett and Cemetery Roads.
Following a public hearing on January 26, 2009, the Middleton Planning and
Zoning Commission unanimously recommended approval of our applications with
certain conditions. We support all of the Planning and Zoning Commission's
recommended conditions of approval.
The City originally approved West Highlands Ranch in 2006 and subsequently
approved final plats for phases 1 and 2. The new applications presented to you now
include:
(1) Annexation and zoning applications to add roughly 40 acres of new
property;
(2) Revised preliminary plat and planned unit development applications to
correct some design flaws and to offer a broader range of lot (and home)
sizes; and
(3) A development agreement modification to reflect these changes.
Since submitting the new applications in October 2008, we have met regularly
with city staff (including planning staff, the city engineer, public works, and the city
attorney) to discuss these applications. We sincerely appreciate all of the time and
effort this team has expended to review and comment on the applications. Their input
has been invaluable and has enhanced the applications.
We believe these applications, if approved, will result in a better development
for the City. The proposed mix of lot and home sizes will accommodate a broader range
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of homebuyers, who desire high quality homes in varying sizes and price ranges
depending on their stage of life. In particular, we believe our request to allow some
smaller lots (while still maintaining the overall density and average lot size required in
the R-3 zone) will create a more desirable and sustainable community. This housing
diversity will provide residents with several options for homes that are neither entrylevel homes nor custom estates. This will help the City grow responsibly and in a
manner that is consistent with current planning principles, population demographics,
and market demand. As both the developer and homebuilder, we are in a unique
position to ensure these goals are accomplished.
Prior to the P&Z hearing, we provided the City with an updated Application
Narrative, proposed conditions of approval, and a development agreement modification
that we have developed with the extensive input of the city staff and city attorney.
These items are still current, except for the following changes we have agreed to:
❖

Conditions of Approval, p. 3, #24: minimum lot area should be increased to
5700 square feet.

❖

Development Agreement, Par. 3.2.2.S{B): minimum interior lot area should
be increased to 5700 square feet.

❖

Development Agreement, Par. 3.4: change 2nd sentence as follows:
"Failure to comply or guarantee completion of the conditions established in the
subdivision plat approval conditions er-and the Middleton City Code as modified
by the terms of this Agreement within one year, unless that time:frame is modified
by the City Council, shall result in a default of this Agreement by Developer."

The proposed conditions of approval and development agreement terms provide
the City with specific commitments that every West Highlands Ranch home will be
designed and constructed with high quality architecture, landscaping, and building
materials. Further, they provide the City with specific commitments regarding
significant parks and transportation improvements that will accompany the
development.
Thank you for your consideration of these applications. I look forward to
discussing them with you at the March 4th hearing.
Regards,

Thomas Coleman
Coleman Homes
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thomas@coleman-communities.com [thomas@coleman-communities.com]

Sent:

2/25/2009 9:20:54 PM

To:

'Wendy Howell'

CC:

Deborah E. Nelson; 'Becky McKay'

Subject:

Letter to City Council

Attachments: Coleman Homes to City Council 022509.pdf
Importance:

High

Wendy,

Attached please find a letter to City council clarifying the amendments to the application subsequent to
our hearing at Planning and zoning. Thanks,

Thomas

Thomas Coleman
Coleman Homes
1025 s. Bridgeway Place, suite 280
Eagle, Idaho 83616
P:

(208) 424 - 0020

F:

(208) 424 - 0030

E: Thomas@mycolemanhome.com
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West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Annexation, Zoning, Preliminary Plat, Development Agreement Modification,
& Conditional Use Permit for a Planned Unit Development.
Hearing Date: March 4, 2009
PROJECT SUMMARY: A request by Coleman Homes for annexation and zoning of an additional
40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family residential) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building lots on
approximately 281.83 acres, a modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of
maximum cul-de-sac length of 600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, a waiver of the
minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight curves and a Conditional Use Permit request for a
Planned Unit Development. The subject property is generally located on the northeast corner of
Emmett Road and Willis Road and located approximately ½ mile northeast of the intersection of
Hartley Road and Willis Road, Middleton, Idaho.

Applicant:

Coleman Homes
1025 South Bridgeway Place, Suite 280
Eagle, ID 83616

Representative:

Engineering Solutions, LLP
1029 North Rosario Street, Suite 100
Meridian, ID 83642

1.

APPLICATION SUBMITTAL: Application received on October 16, 2008.

2.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:
Published notice !PT:
Letters to 300' Property owners:
Letter to Applicant:
Letters to Agencies:
Property Posted:

3.

February 9, 2009
February 10, 2009
February 9, 2009
February 10, 2009
February 13, 2009

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS ACTIONS: The annexation, zoning and development agreement for
the subject property was approved by City Council January 18, 2006. The preliminary plat for
797 residential lots was approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission on April 17, 2006.
City Council approved the preliminary plat on July 19, 2006.

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Staff Report Date: February 27, 2009
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LAND USE MAP & ZONING MAP DESIGNATIONS:
Zoning
Designation
Agriculture (County)
R-3 (single-family) (City)

Comp Plan
Designation

Actual
Land Use

Existing

Low Density Residential

Proposed

No Changes Proposed

R-3 (single-family residential)

Residential

North

Low Density Residential

Agricultural (County)

AgriculturaVResidential

South

Medium Density Residential

East

Medium Density Residential
Public

West

Very Low Density Residential
Medium Density Residential

Agriculture (County)
R-4 (combined residential)
(CiM
Agricultural (County)
C-1 (neighborhood
commercial (City)
R-3 (sinole-familY) (CiM
Agricultural (County)
R-3 (single-family) (City)

AgriculturaVResidential

AgriculturaVResidential

Agricultural/Residential

Residential

5. SITE DATA:
Total Acreage:
Density:
Total Lots:
Single-family:
School Site:
Common Lots:
Open Space:

281.83 acres
2.99 units per acre
903
843

1
59
29.18 acres; 10.35%

Dwelling Units/Gross Ac.
Minimum Lot Size
Averaae Lot Size
Minimum Lot Width
Minimum Street Frontage

Proposed
Zone
R-3
R-3
R-3
R-3
R-3

Proposed

Required

2.99/ac
5,700 sf
9,353 sf
55 ft
30ft

3.0/ac
8,000 sf*
NIA
75 ft
30ft

* The interior lots may be less than 8,000 sf; provided that the average lot size of all interior lots
shall be not less than 8,000 sf and the actual size of any interior lot is not less than 7,000 sf. Only
residential lots are used in figuring averages.
*The comer lots may be less than 8,500 sf and the actual size of any comer lot is not less than
8,000 sf. Only residential lots·are used in figuring averages.

6. AGENCY RESPONSES:
Middleton Mill Ditch Company & Middleton Irrigation Association responded via a letter from
Jeny Kiser, attorney on November 26, 2008 requesting a written agreement with the
association be enter~d into as a condition of approval.

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
St.affRcport Date: February 27, 2009
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Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) responded on December 4, 2008 and
February 18, 2009. Both letters are the exact same.
Idaho Department of Transportation (ITD) responded on December 9, 2008 stating that ITD
does not have a funding source available to make improvements to Highway 44. In the interest
of public safety and highway operations, ITD requests provisions be included in the
Development Agreement to address the created traffic impact. The traffic impact study
recommends the intersections of Highway 44 with Emmett Road, Hartley Road and Cemetery
Road will require traffic signals with additional lanes. These recommendations should be
required.

7. PUBLIC RESPONSES: None
8. APPLICABLE CODES:
Middleton City Code, Title 5 and Title 6
Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 65

9. STAFFANALYSIS:
This application is within the Middleton Area of City Impact and City limits. The 40.56 acres
that is being annexed is currently zoned "A" (Agriculture) under Canyon County's Zoning
Ordinance. The remaining parcel is within the City limits and is zoned R-3 (single-family
residential) zone. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan Map identifies this area as low density
residential and medium density residential which is consistent with the applicant's request. An
addendum to the traffic study was submitted which included the additional lots. The club house
and pool will remain private however the park adjacent to this amenity will be available for use
by the public. The homeowners association will maintain this area.
The applicant has requested a waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight
curves that do not meet this requirement. The original approved preliminary plat had
approximately 39 curves that did not meet the 125-foot requirement. Additionally, the applicant
is requesting a waiver of two cul-de-sacs, Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, which
exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length requirement of 600-feet. Concha Place exceeds by 34feet and Mustang Mesa exceeds by 72-feet. The original approved preliminary plat also had
two cul-de-sacs which exceeded the 600-foot maximum length.
The city and applicant's attorneys are finalizing the modified Development Agreement as of the
date of the staff report.
Mr. Coleman agreed during the Planning and Zoning Commission's hearing to place a
temporary barricade at the end of the road which aligns the most northerly boundary of this
development until the collector road is completed, per Mr. Peter's request.
Mr. Coleman has provided a list of conditions of approval that he has agreed to. The City
Council can choose to incorporate the document as whole, select specific conditions or not
any of the conditions into your motion.
The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission recommended unanimously to City Council
that the applications and waivers be approved with the following conditions:
1. All conditions set forth in Holladay Engineering's letter dated November 11, 2008 and
December 8, 2008 shall be met.
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
S1affReport Date: Febnwy 27, 2009
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2. The applicant shall comply with Drainage District No. 2's requirements in their letter dated
November 26, 2008.
3. The applicant shall modify the following documents to reflect the minimum lot size as
5,700 square feet:
a. 3.2.2.5.B of the Development Agreement (Completed)
b. West Highlands Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009, number 24.
(Completed)
c. Preliminary Plat with the revised date of November 18, 2008.
4. The applicant shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands
Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009.
5. The safety of the drainage ditch shall be evaluated for safety during the construction plan
review.
In addition to the recommended conditions from the Commission, the Council may also want to
consider the following condition:
1. The developer shall contribute $175,000 to the City for improvements to the intersection of
Cemetery Road and State Highway 44 as agreed to in the previous preliminary plat
process. The deposit of these funds shall be made to the City prior to signature of the final
plat for the next phase of the development. These funds shall be held in an account until
such time that a traffic signal is constructed at the proposed intersection and would be
refundable to the developer if the traffic signal has not been completed by January 1,
2013. The fees shall also be refundable, if the City implements impact fees prior to the
construction of the -signal. If construction is completed prior to a subsequent
implementation of impact fees, the $175,000 amount will be credited towards the impact
fees due from the West Highlands Development.

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
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Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & Order
City Council

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Hearing Date: March 4, 2009
--------------'-F"""'in_d_in_,,g,<_s_D~!~-~ay 6,__,2_0_0_9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PROJECT SUMMARY: A request by Coleman Homes for annexation and zoning of an additional
40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family residential) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building lots on
approximately 281.83 acres, a modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of
maximum cul-de-sac length of 600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, a waiver of the
minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight curves and a Conditional Use Permit request for a
Planned Unit Development. The subject property is generally located on the northeast corner of
Emmett Road and Willis Road and located approximately ½ mile northeast of the intersection of
Hartley Road and Willis Road, Middleton, Idaho.
Applicant:

Representative:

Coleman Homes
1025 South Bridgeway Place, Suite 280
Eagle, ID 83616
Engineering Solutions, LLP
1029 North Rosario Street, Suite 100
Meridian, ID 83642

APPLICATION SUBMITTAL: Application received on October 16, 2008.
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:
Published notice !PT:
February 9, 2009
Letters to 300' Property Owners:
February 10, 2009
Letter to Applicant:
February 9, 2009
Letters to Agencies:
February 10, 2009
Property Posted:
February 13, 2009
HISTORY OF PREVIOUS ACTIONS: The annexation, zoning and development agreement for the
subject property was approved by City Council January 18, 2006. The preliminary plat for 797
residential lots was approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission on April 17, 2006. City
Council approved the preliminary plat on July 19, 2006.
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LAND USE MAP & ZONING MAP DESIGNATIONS:
Comp Plan
Zoning
Actual
Desianation
Land Use
Desianation
Agriculture (County)
Low Density Residential
Agricultural/Residential
Existing
R-3 (sinale-familv) (CiM
Proposed

No Changes Proposed

R-3 (single-family residential)

Residential

North

Low Density Residential

Agricultural (County)

Agricultural/Residential

South

Medium Density Residential

East

Medium Density Residential
Public

West

Very Low Density Residential
Medium Density Residential

.
Agriculture (County)
R-4 (combined residential)
{CiM
Agricultural (County)
C-1 (neighborhood
commercial (City)
R-3 (sinale-familv) (City)
Agricultural (County)
R-3 (single-family) (Citvl
Page 1
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and pool will remain private however the park adjacent to this amenity will be available for use
by the public. The homeowner's association will maintain this area.
The applicant has requested a waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight
curves that do not meet this requirement. The original approved preliminary plat had
approximately 39 curves that did not meet the 125-foot requirement. Additionally, the applicant
is requesting a waiver of two cul-de-sacs, Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, which
exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length requirement of 600-feet. Concha Place exceeds by 34feet and Mustang Mesa exceeds by 72-feet. The original approved preliminary plat also had
two cul-de-sacs which exceeded the 600-foot m~imum length.
Mr. Coleman agreed during the Planning and Zoning Commission's hearing to place a
temporary barricad_e at the end of the road which aligns the most northerly boundary of this
development until the collector road is completed, per Mr. Peter's request.
Mr. Coleman has provided a list of conditions of approval that he has agreed to. The City
Council can choose to incorporate the document as whole, select specific conditions or not
any of the conditions into your motion.
The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission recommended unanimously to City Council
that the applications and waivers be approved with the following conditions:
1. All conditions set forth in Holladay Engineering's letter dated November 11, 2008 and
December 8, 2008 shall be met.
2. The applicant shall comply with Drainage District No. 2's requirements in their letter dated
November 26, 2008.
3. The applicant shall modify the following documents to reflect the minimum lot size as
5,700 square feet:
a. 3.2.2.5.B of the Development Agreement (Completed)
b. West Highlands Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009, number 24.
(Completed)
c. Preliminary Plat with the revised date of November 18, 2008.
4. The applicant shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands
Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009.
5. The safety of the drainage ditch shall be evaluated for safety during the construction plan
review.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The Middleton City Council is authorized to hear this case and render a decision per Middleton
City Code, Title 5 and Title 6 and Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 65.
2. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing, including notice by publication,
notice by mailing, posted notice and notice to other agents as set forth in Title 67, Chapter 65,
Idaho Code and ordinances of the City of Middleton have been complied with.
3. All requirements for the conduct of public hearings as set forth in Title 67, Chapter 65, Idaho
Code and the Ordinances of the City of Middleton have been complied with.
4. A pre-application meeting was held on April 6, 2008 for the revised plat.
5. The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on December 15, 2008,
January 26, 2009, and March 16, 2009 recommending approval with conditions.
6. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan identifies this area as low and medium density residential
which is consistent with the applicant's request.
Page3
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SITE DATA:
Total Acreage:
Density:
Total Lots:
Single-family:
School Site:
Common Lots:
Op~n Space:

•
281.83 acres
2.99 units per acre
903
843

1
59
29.18 acres; 10.35%

Dwellino Units/Gros~ Ac.
Minimum Lot Size
Average Lot Size
Minimum 1-ot Wiqth·
Minimum Street Frontage

Proposed
Zone
R-3
R-3
R-3
R-3
R-3

Proposed

~equired

2.99/ac
5,700 sf
9,353 sf
55 ft
30 ft

3.0/ac
8,000 sf*
NIA
75 ft

30 ft

* The interior lots may be less than 8,000 sf; provided that the average lot size of all interior lots
shall be not less than 8,000 sf and the actual size of any interior lot is not less than 7,000 sf. Only
residential lots are used in figuring averages.
.
*The comer lots may be less than 8,500 sf and the actual size of any comer lot is not less than
8,000 sf. Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.
AGENCY RESPONSES:
Middleton Mill Ditch Company & Middleton Irrigation Association responded via a letter from
Jerry Kiser, attorney on November 26, 2008 requesting a written agreement with the
association be entered into as a condition of approval.
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) responded on December 4, 2008 and
February 18, 2009. Both letters are the exact same.
Idaho Department of Transportation (ITD) responded on December 9, 2008 stating that ITD
does not have a funding source available to make improvements to Highway 44. In the interest
of public safety and highway operations, ITD requests provisions be included in the
Development Agreement to address the created traffic impact. The traffic impact study
recommends the intersections of Highway 44 with Emmett Road, Hartley Road and Cemetery
Road will require traffic signals with additional lanes. These recommendations should be
required.
PUBLIC WRITTEN RESPONSES: None
WITNESSES SIGNED UP IN FAVOR: Thomas Coleman, applicant; Becky McKay, representative
WITNESSES SIGNED UP IN OPPOSITION: None
APPLICABLE CODES:
Middleton City Code, Title 5 and Title 6
Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 65
STAFF ANALYSIS:
This application is within the Middleton Area of City Impact and City limits. The 40.56 acres
that is being annexed is currently zoned "A" (Agriculture) under Canyon County's Zoning
Ordinance. The remaining parcel is within the City limits and is zoned R-3 (single-family
residential) zone. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan Map identifies this area as low density
residential and medium density residential which is consistent w[th the applicant's request. An
addendum to the traffic study was submitted which included the additional lots. The dub house •
Page2
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7. 40.56 acres is being annexed then added to the existing acreage that is currently within city
limits.
8. The additional acreage is to be zoned R-3 (single family residential) which is consistent with
the existing West Highland Subdivision.
9. The original annexation, zoning and development agreement for the subject property was
approved on January 18, 2006.
10. The original preliminary plat for 797 residential lots was approved July 19, 2006.
11. Phase I and II final plats have been approved.
12. An addendum to the traffic study was submitted which included the additional lots.
13. A waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight curves was requested.
14. A waiver of two cul-de-sacs, which exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length requirement of
600-feet, was requested.
15. A list of conditions of approval was provided by the applicant and agreed to by the developer.
16. The modified development agreement has been reviewed by legal counsel.
17. Mr. Coleman agreed to place a temporary barricade on the end of the road that aligns the
most northerly boundary of this development until the collector road is completed, per Mr.
Peters request.
18. The minimum lot size will be 5,700 square feet.
19. Mr. Coleman and the Council agreed to the following language being incorporated into the
development agreement: "At such time as the City is prepared to install a traffic signal at the
intersection of State Highway 44 and Cemetery Road, and so long as such installation will be
completed prior to January 1, 2015, Developer shall pay the City$175,000 to be used toward
the cost of that traffic signal within 30 days of a written request from the City. Developer shall
execute a guarantee to secure this payment, the form of which shall be approved by the City
Attorney."
20. No impact fee ordinance is in affect at this time.
21. The development agreement references the impact fees being an issue.
22. Impact fees may be assessed on this project and the credit issues will be addressed at that
time.
23. Idaho Code Impact Fee Act will apply where construction has commenced.
24. The Middleton City Council found that the applications presented met the provisions of the
Middleton Comprehensive Plan and found that the preliminary plat were in compliance with
requirements within Titles 5 and 6 of Middleton City Code.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Based on the forgoing findings, staff report and testimony the Middleton City Council found this
application for annexation and zoning of 40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family residential) zone,
preliminary plat approval of 844 building sites on approximately 281.83 acres, a modification of the
existing development agreement, a conditional use permit for a planned unit development would
be an asset to the City of Middleton. The plat presented is in compliance with the ordinance. The
applicant is willing to meet the conditions of approval recommended by the Planning and Zoning
Commission.
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Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the Middleton City Council
approved the following request:
The application for annexation and zoning of an additional 40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family
residential) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building lots on approximately 281 .83 acres, a
modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of maximum cul-de-sac length of
600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, a waiver of the minimum 125-foot
centerline radius for eight curves and a Conditional Use Permit request for a Planned Unit
Development. The subject property is generally located on the northeast comer of Emmett Road
and Willis Road and located approximately ½ mile northeast of the intersection of Hartley Road
and Willis Road, Middleton, Idaho, be approved with the following conditions:

v'

1. All conditions set fo'rth in Holladay Engineering's letter dated November 11, 2008 and
December 8, 2008 shall be met.
2. The applicant shall comply with Drainage District No. 2's requirements in their letter dated
November 26, 2008.
3. The applicant shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands Conditions of
Approval, dated January 20, 2009.
4. The safety of the drainage ditch shall be evaluated for safety during the construction plan
review.
5. The following language shall be incorporated into the development agreement: "At such time
as the City is prepared to install a traffic signal at the intersection of State Highway 44 and
Cemetery Road, and so long as such installation will be completed prior to January 1, 2015,
Developer shall pay the City $175,000 to be used toward the cost of that traffic signal within 30
days of a written request from the City. Developer shall execute a guarantee to secure this
payment, the form of which shall be approved by the City Attorney."

Dated this 61h of May 2009

·1', .~ -1

l,c:(<-·

l.:...

City Clerk

M~yor Vicki Thurber
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WEST HIGHLANDS RANCH CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
JANUARY 20, 2009

ARCHITECTURE/ HOME DESIGN:

1. Minimum square footage for any home shall be 1,200 square feet. Minimum square
footage for the ground floor of any two-story home shall be 1,000 square feet.
2.

All homes shall have a front porch or courtyard area.

3. Any front facing three-car garage, or two-car garage greater than 26 feet in width, shall have
an 18-inch offset between the garage doors or wall area to break up the front wall plane of
the garage.
4.

All driveways shall have a maximum width of 20 feet. Approved material will be concrete or
concrete-type pavers.

5.

No unbroken, vertical two-story elevation wall planes will be allowed (i.e. front garage walls
or similar, wide unbroken surfaces on the front elevation). All full-height two-story walls
must be offset by at least 1 foot from the first floor wall below, unless otheiwise broken by
a roof or other architectural element. This will not apply to second floor bonus spaces
above garages, which have lowered plate heights on side walls giving the appearance of a
single story, or full height entry porches, stairwells or other two-story architectural design
elements.

6.

All homes shall feature winged side and rear yard fencing. fencing material shall be
decorative vinyl. Open wrought iron fencing shall be used adjacent to parks. Open or semiprivacy fencing shall be used adjacent to open spaces, such as pathways.

7.

Each home shall have a minimum of two exterior lights at the front wall of the garage and
minimum ofone exterior light at front residence entrance.

8.

All home siding shall be Masonite, Hardie Plank or similar quality. No vinyl, aluminum or
steel siding shall be allowed.

9. At least 75% of all homes in the community shall have front elevations featuring accent
elements of brick, stone (manufactured or synthetic), stucco or specialty accent type siding
which differs from the siding type of the base house. Said accent material is to return a
minimum of two feet at the sides of house or to the next adjacent perpendicular plane,
whichever is less, and should be a minimum of 100 square feet. No "flat plane" facades
shall be allowed.
10. Porch soffits shall be finished with a material consistent with the level of adjacent materials
and trim. All exposed wood shall be painted with a solid stain or paint.

1
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11. All designs should incorporate varied architectur al elements such as projections, recesses,
dormers, porches, etc. to create visual interest and animation. Long, flat, unbroken surfaces
shall not be allowed.
12. Front elevation windows that occur in a flat wall plane shall be trimmed with a compatible
material. If adjacent wall surface returns back into a window (i.e. furred wall or setback
windows), no additional trim shall be required.
13. Front porch posts and column widths shall be sized appropriately for the correct proportion
relative to the height of the architectural feature. No single 4 x 4 porch posts shall be
allowed.
14. AH gable end eaves shall be a minimum of 12 inches in width. All soffit eaves shall be a
minimum of 16 inches in width. All fascia boards shall be a minimum of 7½ inches in width,
unless designed as a multiple element fascia. If so, total width of fascia mass must still total
at least 7 ½ inches. Some reduction in eave width may be allowed by the West Highlands
Design Review Committee on specific areas of front elevation depending on architectural
style and theme. Sides and rear eave widths to remain as noted above.
15. All homes shall have a minimum of twelve inch eaves beyond exterior walls.
16. All front yards shall be completed with irrigation systems, rolled sod !awn, planter areas
with a minimum of 12 shrubs and a minimum of 2 trees within 30 days of the issuance of
Certificate of Occupancy.
17. All rear yards shall be landscaped and have an irrigation system installed, within 90 days of
homeowne r occupancy. All rear yards of homes owned by developer shall be maintained so
as to fimit the growth of noxious weeds.
18. All streets shall have detached sidewalks with rolled sod lawn and a minimum of one tree
per lot in the landscape strip between curb and sidewalk. All trees in landscape strip
between curb and sidewalk shall be Class I or Class II, so as to allow for minimal
encroachm ent into street.
19. Minimum roofing type shall be 30-Year Architectur al Shingle. Additional roof types (i.e.
concrete or clay tiles) of simitar quality may be allowed the West Highlands Design Review
Committee depending on architectural style and theme.
20. Roof pitch shall be a minimum 5:12 unless flatter pitch is appropriate to the specific
proposed design theme, which shall require special review and approval by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee.
21. Homes shall be painted in accordance with the color palette approved by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee, which will include a variety of colors ranging from
earth tones to brighter "ranch" type colors, in a tasteful balance.

2
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22. Identical house plans shalt be separated by at least 2 lots (including facing lots across the
street) with no more than 3 plotted in this sequence unless separated by 3 lots. Identical
house elevations shall not occur in sequence and shall be separated by at least 2 lots of
varied elevation design.

23. All homes built on lots less than 7,500 square feet shall be of similar design and the same
quality as the elevations included in Attachment A hereto.

COMMUNITY DESIGN/ OPEN SPACE:
24. No more than 30% of lots in the community shall be less than 7,500 square feet. No Jot shall
be less than 5,700 square feet.

25. Owner shall donate certain property {identified in Exhibit C to the Development Agreement
Revision #2) to the school district for the school district's expansion of parking, play area
and temporary classrooms at Heights Elementary.
26. Road connections shall be provided to all adjoining developable properties as shown on the
revised preliminary plat (Exhibit F to the Development Agreement Revision #2).
27. A pedestrian route shall be constructed through the subdivision to provide for future
connections to surrounding schools.
28. A solid wood or vinyl fence shall be constructed between the project site and the existing
cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes bordering the cemetery.
29. Developer shall make the following transportation improvements, as generally illustrated on
Attachment B hereto:
A. Developer shall widen and improve Emmett Road, a minor arterial shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 0.23 lane miles.
B. Developer shall widen and improve Willis Road, a major collector shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 1.42 lane miles.
C. Developer shall widen and improve Hartley Lane, a major collector shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 0.89 lane miles.
D. Developer shall widen and improve Cemetery Road, a major collector shown on
the City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 0.36 miles.
.c.
E. Developer shall construct and dedicate Ninth Street, a new minor collector shown
on the City's Transportation Plan, for a distance of approximately 0.66 miles.
F. Developer shall dedicate the full right-of-way for Arabian Street, a minor collector
shown on the City's Transportation Plan, for a distance of approximately 0.18
miles and shall construct and dedicate the southern half of such street for such
distance.
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G. Developer shall construct and dedicate the following left turn lanes:
1) Northbound Cemetery Road to westbound Willis Road.
2) Eastbound Willis Road to northbound Emmett Road.
3) Eastbound Willis Road to northbound Hartley Lane.
4) Westbound Willis Road to southbound Hartley Lane.
5) Northbound Hartley Lane to westbound Willis Road.
6) Southbound Hartley Lane to eastbound Willis Road.
30. Developer shall make the following parks improvements, as generally
illustrated on
Attachm ent C hereto:
A. Developer shall construct an approximately 38-acre interconnected
park and trail
system that extends to the development's external boundaries on all sides.
B. Developer's park system shall include approximately 15.1 acres of individua
l parks
with amenities, as follows ("major amenities" shall include but not be limited
to
children's play equipment, swimming pools, volleyball courts, tennis courts
and
similar improvements; "minor amenities" shall include but not be limited
to
barbeque areas, picnic tables and similar improvements):
1) An approximately 5.8-acre park with at least two major amenities
and
two minor amenities.
2) An approximately 2.9-acre park with at least one major amenity
and
two minor amenities.
3) An approximately 2.1-acre park with at least one major amenity
and
two minor amenities.
4) Two approximately 1.0-acre parks, each with at least one major amenity
and two minor amenities.
5) Approximately 2.3 additional acres of parks along the park and
trail
system with at least one minor amenity each.
C. Each individual park shall be landscaped with grass, shrubs and trees.
D. The park and trail system shall be open to the public but will be privately
owned
and maintained so there will be no ongoing cost to the City.
31. Developer shall comply with the provisions set forth in letters from Holladay
Engineering
dated November 11, 2008 and December 8, 2008 and the letter from Enginee
ring Solutions
dated November 17, 2008, all of which are included in Attachment D hereto.

4
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BRUCE M.

• Also admitted in Oregon
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' Also admitted in South Dakota
., Al10 admitted in Utah
*Also admitted in Wa1hington

PAUL A. 'fuRCKE'

CARLJ. WmmOE•·

October 5, 2010

Deborah Nelson
Givens Pursley
601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, Idaho 83702-5919

Re:

West Highlands Impact Fees Exemption - Credit Agreement

Dear Deborah:
The City of Middleton has evaluated West Highland, LLC's ("Developer") proposed
exemption/credit agreement. As a tentative staff level analysis only, I recommend that we meet
with the full City Council at a workshop to discuss both of our analyses prior to placing it on the
agenda with other city business.
At the outset, in paragraph D of the proposed West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement
("Agreement"), certain excerpts in Article IV of the Development Agreement were mistakenly
misquoted perhaps from an earlier draft. In Paragraph 4.1, utilizing the erroneous part with
strike-through, the executed Development Agreement provides in part:
The parties further acknowledge that Developer relied on the City's initial
approval to proceed with final design and construction of the development and
improvements, which construction has eemmeBeed and, in some instances,
commenced and been completed.

In Paragraph 4.2, utilizing the erroneous part with strike-through, the provision provides:
In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act,
Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq, the parties acknowledge and agree Developer
is may be entitled to credit for the present value of any construction of system
improvements or contribution or dedication of land or money required by a
governmental entity from the developer for system improvements of the category
for which the development impact fee is being collected, including certain
portions of the development's street and park improvements, provided that credit

...
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is only available for eligible capital improvements as prescribed by the Act. Toe
parties will calculate the amount of such credit after the adoption of any
development impact fees. The parties further acknowledge and agree that, under
the Act, Developer is not entitled to credit for improvements that merely provide
service to the development itself and are necessary for the use and convenience of
the development's residents, including the development's community center and
pool.

I.

PHASES EXEMPT FROM IMPACT FEES

A.

Phases 1, 2, and 3 shall be deemed exempt.

While you and I do not generally agree on the legal interpretation of Idaho Code §678215 governing transitioning, i.e. commencement of construction 1, the City will nonetheless
agree to deem Phases 1, 2, and 3 of the West Highlands Subdivision as exempt from impact fees
pursuant to Paragraph 4.1 of the Development Agreement. This represents a total of 171 lots
amounting to $450,585.00 in exempted/credited parks impact fees and $264,537.00 in
transportation impact fees. This is by far the largest concession that the City is willing to make.

II.

STAFF- RECOMMENDED CREDIT FOR IMPACT FEES

Developer seeks credit/reimbursement for 38.58 acres of open space; inclusive of even
the open space in the phases exempted from impact fees. In excess of $7,716,000.00 at
$200,000.00 per acre, this represents the entirety of the open space, walkways, and micro-paths
of the subdivision. The request is presumably founded upon a belief that a municipality is
compulsorily required to provide credit and/or reimbursement for every piece of open space that
a developer opts to include within its subdivision. Neither the City's impact fee ordinance nor
IDIFA requires the city to credit/reimburse, in essence purchase, a developer's open space
totaling $7. 7 million dollars. Such an interpretation wholly undermines the purpose of Impact
Fees and would, in fact, bankrupt most if not all cities that were bound thereby.

1 The

.

Middleton City Code defines "COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION" as follows:
The date the building pennit was issued, provided the actual start of construction, repair,
reconstruction, placement, or other improvement was within one hundred eighty (180) days of the
permit date. The actual start means either the first placement of permanent construction of a
structure on a site, such as the pouring of slab or footings, the installation of pi1es, the construction
of columns, or any work beyond the stage of excavation; or the placement of a manufactured home
on a foundation. Permanent construction does not include land preparation, such as clearing,
grading and filling; nor does it include the. installation of streets and/or walkways; nor does it
include excavation for a basement, footings, piers, or foundations or the erection of temporary
forms; nor does it include the installation on the property of accessory buildings, such as garages
or sheds not occupied as dwelling units or not part of the main structure.
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Eligible Credit
Credit is available only for improvement costs pertaining to:
1.
the construction of (i.e. presently constructed or financial guaranty)
2.
system improvements of the proper category
3.
Required by the City
4.
which are not merely necessary for the use and convenience of the
development itself.2

1.

Construction

Credit is available only for actual construction, i.e. improvements that are presently
constructed. Any unconstructed item identified in calculating a credit must be accompanied by a
satisfactory financial guarantee, a financial instrument, in order to be eligible for credit.
Otherwise, if the subject improvement is granted as credit but not constructed due to
unforeseeable circumstances, the remaining fees, if any, on the remainder of the lots at that time
may not be sufficient to cover the balance of the construction cost

It is my understanding that the only park that has been constructed is a 5.8 acre park.
Will this park be dedicated to the City? If not, will the park be open to the public? What
amenities are afforded to the public? Will the club house and pool be open to the public? If not,
will the bathrooms be available to the public? Will the parking spaces be available to the public?
How many spaces are there after considering the required number of spaces for the club house
patrons? Who is the decision maker for reserving park space for parties, etc.? Will the HOA be
afforded the power to reserve space for the subdivision members thereby excluding members of
the public? To be eligible for credit (in essence the City is buying the park at $200,000 per acre)
what assurances are there that this is and will remain a usable public park in perpetuity?3

2.

System improvements of the category for which the impact fee is being collected.

a. Park Improvements
The City charges an impact fee for city parks. Developer seeks credit for 20. 77 acres of
privately-owned ''walkways" and 2.71 acres of"micropaths" to be utilized within the subdivision
and its inhabitants although presumably any member of the public may choose to utilize said
paths. 4 Additionally, Developer seeks credit for each and every piece of open space within the
subdivision representing not only the 5.8 acre "park" but smaller 1-2 acre oddly shaped parcels of
open space. These are not cognizable system improvements as "city parks" merely because
See Paragraph 4.2 of the Development Agreement
See Resolution 28309 Park Standards and Requirements.
1.01 " ... All parks to be accepted by the City shall be dedicated to the City."
1.02 " ....Neighborhood parks shall have an area of five to ten (5-10) acres."
1.04. "In order to meet the classification.of a Neighborhood park the following amenities shall be included:
... Restroom facility -A minimum of one (1) building with a separate Men's and Women's Room.

2

3

Ofnote, Developer is already required per the Middleton City Code to provide curb, gutter, and sidewalks for its
inhabitants.

4
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members of the public will not be trespassed from such a common area or other such parcel of
open space that is otherwise not utilized as a buildable lot. While the City is willing to consider
the 5.8 acre parcel which might (see above queries) satisfy the City's Park Standards and
Requirements (Resolution 28309), the City is not compulsorily required to buy the developer's
various parcels of open space that the developer chose or could not market as buildable lots
within a subdivision. These parcels appear to be designed to merely benefit the subdivision
inhabitants and/or satisfy the minimum requirements entitling one to subdivide property rather
than serve as a city park entitled to credit/reimbursement.
b. Transportation Improvements
Developer further seeks credit/reimbursement for the costs incurred for the construction .
of the entirety of its transportation improvements totaling $6,876,129. The City does not believe
that merely because a developer builds a road for its subdivision that it is automatically entitled
to a credit for said construction.
The only system improvement costs entitled to
credit/reimbursement are those capital improvements that are identified on the capital
improvements plan ("CIP"). Further, the majority of the transportation improvements were
necessary in order to receive plat approval for Phases 1,2, and 3; all of which are deemed exempt
from impact fees. If the fees are exempt for Phase 1,2, and 3; so too are its credits. Thus at best,
the Developer will receive a proportionate credit commensurate with the percentage subject to
impact fees. See Paragraph B supra.

3.

Required by the City and not a minimum necessity or convenience of the development.

The developer may be entitled to credit only for the construction of eligible city park and
transportation improvements that were required by the City and not for improvements that were
elective and/or convenient to the development itself or necessary in fulfilling the minimum
standards entitling one to subdivide property at a given density level. The development is located
within an R-3 zone and thus requires a minimum of five percent of open space necessary for the
use and convenience of the development's residents. As a prerequisite to subdividing property
at such density levels, such open space is not entitled to credit/reimbursement. Minimum road
widths and internal roads within the subdivision itself are necessary to service the development
and thus are not entitled to a credit. A comparable example would be an oversized sewer line.
Credit is available only for that amount greater than necessary to service the lot.
From the very outset, it was the Developer's proposal to utilize a modified planned unit
development format combining significantly higher-density lots with a concomitant increase in
open space thereby providing a distinct product to its customers. Quid pro quo. In the
Development Agreement, Developer sought a significant reduction in the allowable setbacks,
building envelops, lot sizes, and lot widths significantly increasing the normally permissible
densities. In order to maintain an overall density under three units per acre (R-3), Developer
naturally had to provide a concomitant increase in open space; a desirable incentive in marketing
lots. Now, the proposed credit agreement seeks to be reimbursed or at least credited for the
entirety of this open space. Developer received the benefit of its bargain. The Developer cannot
modify the allowable buildable densities thereby increasing the overall density and thereafter
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compel the City to provide credit for the concomitant increase in open space necessary to
maintain the proper overall density. The Developer's chosen product was not a requirement of
the City. The Developer could have provided the typical "cookie-cutter" style layout with
identical sized lots, setbacks, and lot widths with the minimum required open space. Developer
chose not to instead providing a desirable alternative to its customer providing high-density
residential amounting to 962 total lots but with the incentive of a swimming pool, community
center, and numerous open spaces within easy distance or even adjacent to the lots.
B.

Recommendation

Provided there are assurances that the 5.8 acre park will truly be usable by the City
residents and thus considered a "city park", the City is willing to give proportionate credit for this
park.
Park Impact Fee Credit Calculation:
335.03 acres
- Total Gross Area
- Overall Density (R-3 Zone)
2.87
- Park Impact Fee
$2,635 Per Lot
- Total Buildable Lots
962
$2,534,870.00 in fees
- Total Exempt Buildable Lots Phase 1-3
171
$450,585.00 Exempt
- Total Remaining Buildable Lots
791
$2,084,285.00
- Proportionate Percentage:
17.77%
o 171 of 962 total lots exempt from impact fees =
- Park System $200,000 per acre (per CIP)
- Eligible for Credit
5.8 acre park
- Total Credit
$1,160,000.00 credit
o 17.77% of Total Costs of $1,160,000.00 credit= $206,132 not entitled to credit
o Adjusted Credit= $953,868.00

•

$2,084,285 minus $953,8680 =
$1,130,417.00 remaining impact fees
Total Adjusted Impact Fees $1,130,417.00 I 791 lots
$1429.10 Impact Fee per lot

Transportation Impact Fee Credit Calculation:
•
Improvements constructed (to be constructed) included on CIP
o Cemetery Road Signal
o Cemetery Road Improvements
o 9th Street Improvements
•
CIP costs
o Cemetery Road: $181.37 per LF (one side)
o 9th Street: $157.96 per LF (one side)
•
Amount/Costs of Improvements constructed (to be constructed)
o Cemetery Road Signal: $175,000 (per development agreement)
o Cemetery Road: 2162 LF x $181.37 = $392,122
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Per CIP only 50% included in Impact Fees - $196,061 eligible
o 9th Street: 4758 LF x $157.96 = $751,574
o Total Improvement Costs: $175,000+$196,061+$751,574 = $1,122,635
Impact Fee: $1,547 per lot
Total Impact Fees without exemption: $1,547 x 962 lots= $1,488,214
Total Impact Fees with exemption: $1,547 x 791 lots= $1,223,677
Proportionate Reduction of Eligible Credit
o 171 of 962 total lots exempt from impact fees= 17.77% are exempt
o 17.77% of Total Costs of $1,122,635 = $199,492.24 not entitled to credit
o Eligible Credit= 1,122,635 minus $199,492.24 = $923,142.76 Total Credit
Total Adjusted Impact Fees ($1,223,677) minus Total Adjusted Credit ($923,142.76)
o Eligible for Impact Fee: = $300,534.24
Impact Fee per lot: = $300,534.24/ 791 lots= $380

When you have had an opportunity to review staffs analysis, I suggest we schedule a work
session with the City Council.

Sincerely,

Cc:

City of Middleton
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January 4, 2011

Via E-Mail and Mail

City of Middleton City Council
P.O. Box 487
Middleton, Idaho 83644
Re:

Impact fee credit for West Highlands Ranch

Dear Council Members:
Over the course of the last two years, our client, Coleman Communities, Inc. ("Coleman") has
been involved in discussions with City of Middleton staff and legal counsel regarding impact fee credit
for the West Highlands Ranch development. With this letter, we hope to address the City's remaining
concerns and to bring this lengthy process to a close.

West Highlands Ranch is in an unusual position, as it was designed and approved before the City
began any proceedings to adopt an impact fee ordinance. As was the norm prior to such ordinance
adoption, the City exacted various park and transportation improvements through conditions in the West
Highlands Ranch approvals and development agreement. Based on those approvals, Coleman has
commenced construction on the first three phases of the development and has completed many of the
required park and transportation improvements.
The improvements in West Highlands Ranch already serve the larger community. Its parks have
hosted activities for the Chamber of Commerce, City Council candidates, and Middleton High School
sports teams, and its pathways provide the only pedestrian connection among Middleton I Iigh School, the
church adjacent to the High School, and Heights Elementary SchooL Additionally, its transportation
improvements are used daily for thousands of vehicle trips. West Highlands Ranch is truly woven into
the fabric of the City.
While these facts provide anecdotal evidence that West Highlands Ranch should be eligible for
impact fee credit for the improvements that provide community benefits, the legal standard for calculating
credits is actually much simpler and less subjective. Under the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act
("IDIFA"). the operative question is whether the improvements exceed the service levels tn the City's
capital improvements plan ("CIP"). if so, the development is entitled to reimbursement or credit against
impact fees. Although West Highlands Ranch could seek payment from the City for the value of several
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improvements, Coleman proposes ins1ead that the parties merely execute an agreement confinning that no
impact fees will be due. To accomplish this, we have attached an Impact Fee Agreement to this letter.

I.

BACKGROUND

The original development agreement for West Highlands Ranch was executed in February 2006,
and a preliminary plat was approved in July of the same year. At that time, the City had not yet begun the
process of adopting an impact fee ordinance. Consequently, the park and transportation improvements
mitigating this development's impacts were set forth in the development agreement and the City's
subsequent approvals. In reliance on those approvals, Coleman proceeded with final design and
construction of the improvements, many of which have been completed.
In 2008, Coleman approached the City about revising the preliminary plat and development
agreement for West Highlands Ranch. Recognizing that the City was contemplating the adoption of an
impact fee ordinance, Coleman originally attempted to resolve any impact fee issues in the revised
development agreement. The resulting discussions delayed approval of the revised preliminary plat and
development agreement for several months. Ultimately, to allow the project to proceed, the parties
simply agreed that impact fee credit would be calculated after the adoption of an impact fee ordinance. 1
The revised development agreement ("Development Agreement") was executed in March 2009, and the
revised preliminary plat c•Prelimina1y Plat") was approved in May 2009.
The City adopted an impact fee ordinance ("Impact Fee Ordinance") in July 2009. That same
month, Coleman contacted City staff to initiate discussions regarding impact fee credit. Over the course
of the following months, the City and Coleman have had several meetings and exchanges of
correspondence. In September 20 l 0, in response to the City attorney's request, Coleman sent a proposed
impact fee agreement ("Impact Fee Agreement") to City attorney Paul Fitzer. In October 2010, Coleman
received a response ("Fitzer Letter") addressing the Impact Fee Agreement and setting forth staff
recommendations regarding impact fee credit.

Ii.

POINTS OF AGREEMENT

Coleman agrees with several points raised in the Fitzer Letter. These points are summarized
below for your consideration.

A.

Phases 1 through 3 are exempt.

ID IF A provides:
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, that portion of a
project for which a valid building permit has been issued or construction
has commenced prior to the effective date of a development impact fee
ordinance shall not be subject to additional development impact fees so
long as the building pennit remains valid or construction is commenced
1

Development Agreement Revision #214.2.
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and is pursued according to the terms of the pennit or development
apprnva!.2
This provision also is referenced and reiterated in Paragraph 4.3 of the Development Agreement.
Coleman agrees with the Fitzer Letter's conclusion that Phases I through 3 of West Highlands
Ranch qualify as construction that commenced prior to adoption of the Impact Fee Ordinance and,
therefore, are exempt from any impact fees. These three phases contain I 71 (or 17.68%) of the 967
buildable lots approved for West Highlands Ranch. 3

B.

Credit should be proportionately discounted by the percentage of exempt lots.

Many of the West Highlands Ranch improvements are designed to serve the entire development
and beyond, including Phases I through 3. Because Phases I through 3 are exempt from impact fees, the
Fitzer Letter suggests that credit should be discounted in proportion to the percentage of ex.empt lots (i.e.,
should be reduced by 17.68%).
IDIFA does not address this specific situation, in which improvements eligible for credit also
serve areas that are exempt from impact fees. Coleman finds the Fitzer Letter's suggestion to be a fair
resolution and accordingly has no objections to such a reduction.
C.

Credit is only available if improvements are constructed.

The Fitzer Letter states that credit only will be granted if improvements are constructed (or a
financial guarantee ensuring completion is provided). Coleman agrees that credit should not be granted
for improvements that are never constructed, and we have revised the Impact Fee Agreement to address
this concern.

III.

OUTSTANDING ISSUES

There remain a handful of issues where no consensus has been reached. We are hopeful that
these issues can be resolved, without further delay and without legal proceedings, based on the
information in this letter and the attached settlement agreement.

A.

Under IDIFA, West Highlands Ranch is entitled to credit and reimbursement for
improvements exceeding the service levels established in the CIP.

IDIFA provides that, as a prerequisite to enacting an impact fee ordinance, each governmental
entity must adopt a CIP identifying the tnrget service level for each category of public facilities. 4 Impact
2 Idaho

Code§ 67-8215(2).

3 The Fitzer Letter states that there are 962 buildable lots and therefore calculated that the exempt lots are
17 .77% of the total. We assume this is a minor clerical error, as the approved Preliminary Plat identifies 967
buildable lots.
4 .Idaho

Code § 67-8208(l)(f).
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fees must be calculated based on these service levels, and the service level for new development must be
the same as the service level for existing development.~ In other words, a governmental entity cannot
require new development to raise the service level. This fact is acknowledged in the City's own CIP,
which expressly states that projects correcting existing deficiencies or improving service levels cannot be
funded through impact fees. 6
Thus, the goal of impact fees is to maintain the service levels of various public facilities, If a
development is required to provide improvements that exceed the service level-known under IDIF A as
"system improvements" 7-the development is entitled to reimbursement or credit against impact fees for
the value of any system improvements. 8
As explained below, the park and transportation improvements for West Highlands Ranch exceed
the service levels in the CIP, so credit against City impact fees must be granted. Furthermore, because the
total amount of the credit exceeds the total amount of the impact fees for West Highlands Ranch, no
impact fees are due, and West Highlands Ranch is entitled to reimbursement from the City for the

difference.
1.

West Highlands Ranch park improvements exceed the scn'icc levels in the
CIP.

For parks, the CIP identifies a service level of 4.40 acres of parks per 1000 population. To meet
this service level and offset its impact on the City's park system, West Highlands Ranch must provide
[2.47 acres of parks. (The CIP assumes that there are 2.93 residents in each residential unit, so West
Highlands Ranch may be assumed to have 2,833 residents at full build-out.) Any park acreage in excess
of 12.4 7 acres is a system improvement, since it goes beyond what West Highlands Ranch needs to meet
the service level.
As set forth on Exhibit D of the attached Impact Fee Agreement, West Highlands Ranch includes
38.58 total acres of park improvements.9 (Please note that this figure excludes the clubhouse facilities.)
Of these, 12.47 acres are needed to meet the City's defined service level and offset the impact of each
home; the remaining 26.11 acres are system improvements. The CIP provides that each acre of park
system improvements is valued at $200,000, so West Highlands Ranch is entitled to $5,222,000 in credit

5

[daho Code § 67-8204(2).

6

City of Middleton Parks and Streets Impact Fee Study - Final Report, p. 11-12.

7 Idaho

Code § 67-8203(28).

~ Jdaho Code § 67-8209(3).
9

Approximately 9.40 acres of park improvements have been completed, with 29.18 acres yet to be

completed.
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for 26.11 acres. Discounted by 17.68% to accommodate the exemption of Phases I through 3, the total
credit would be $4,298)50. 10
Of the 967 buildable lots in West Highlands Ranch, l 71 are exempt from impact fees because
they are located in Phases l through 3. Thus, there are 796 buildable lots that are eligible for impact fees.
At $2635 per eligible lot, West Highlands Ranch would be responsible for $2,097,460 in park impact
fees. Because the credit for West HighJands Ranch ($4,298,750) exceeds the amount of impact fees
($2,097,460), West Highlands Ranch is entitled to reimbursement from tJ1e City in the amou11t of
$2,201,290 for parks improvements. However, Coleman is willing to execute an agreement simply
establishing that no impact fees are due.
2.

West Highlands Ranch transportation improvements exceed the service
levels in the CIP.

The CIP identifies a "C" service level for the City's streets and concludes that$ I 54 7 per lot is the
amount necessary to maintain this service level. In order to maintain a "C" service level for West
Highlands Ranch, West Highlands Ranch would need to include at least $1,495,949 ($1547 times 967
lots) worth of transportation improvements.
As set forth on Exhibit D of the attached Impact Fee Agreement, West Highlands Ranch includes
12 acres of land dedicated for transportation improvements to minor arterial, major collector and minor
collector streets. At a value of $50,000 per acre established by the CIP, this dedication represents an
expenditure of$600,000. West Highlands Ranch also includes 9.84 miles of lane improvements to minor
arterial, major collector and minor collector streets. The CIP provides that each lane mile of street
improvements is worth $620,000, so these improvements represent an expenditure of $6, IO 1,129.
Finally. West Highlands Ranch has committed $175,000 toward installing a traffic signal at the
intersection of Cemetery Road and State Highway 44. Thus, the tota1 transportation expenditures for
West Highlands Ranch equal $6,876,129. 11 (Please note that this figure excludes expenditures for local
streets within West Highlands Ranch.)
When the amount necessary to maintain a "C" service level ($1,495,949) is subtracted from the
transpo1tation expenditures ($6,876,129), it leaves $5,380,180. This is the credit for West Highlands
Ranch system improvements, since it represents expenditures in excess of the amount necessary to
maintain the service level. Discounted by I 7.68% to accommodate the exemption of Phases 1 through 3,
the total credit for West Highlands Ranch would be $4,428,964.
Of the 967 buildable lots in West Highlands Ranch, 171 are exempt from impact fees because
they are located in Phases I through 3. Thus, there are 796 buildable lots that are eligible for impact fees.
At $1547 per eligible lot, West Highlands Ranch would be responsible for $1,231,412 in transportation
10 ln addition, West Highlands Ranch spends $50,000 per year to maintain its park improvements. At full
build-out, annual maintenance costs are estimated to be $200,000. While this has no direct bearing on credit, it
underscores the magnitude of West Highlands Ranch's investment in park improvements.
11

Approximately $2 million worth of these transportation improvements already have been completed.
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impact fees. Because the credit for West Highlands Ranch ($4,428,964) exceeds the amount of impact
fees ($1,231,412), West Highlands Ranch is entitled to reimbursement from the City in the amount of
$3. I27.552 for transportation improvements. However, Coleman is wjlling to execute an agreement
simply establishing that no impact fees are due.

B.

Credit is available for system improvements that are not listed in the CIP.

The Fitzer Letter suggests that credit may not be granted for system improvements that are not
specifica!Jy identified in the CIP, such as the improvements to Willis Road. However, this position is at
odds with the express language of rDIF A, which provides unequivocally that "credit or reimbursement
shall be given for the present value of any construction of system im12rovements." 12 When interpreting a
statute, a court must begin with the literal words of the statute, and those words must be given lheir plain,
usual and ordinary meaning. Consequently, based on this language, a court would have to conclude that
TDIFA does not limit credit to system improvements in the CIP.
From a policy perspective, this makes sense. If a development's impacts already have been
mitigated by the required construction of system improvements (i.e., the service level has been
maintained), it is unnecessary and unfair for the development to pay impact fees too. And, to state the
obvious, why would the City identify those improvements as needed in the CJP if they are already
constructed or required to be constructed? Indeed, in some cases, the CIP identifies transportation
improvements of the same quality and service level of West Highlands Ranch but omits street segments
within West Highlands Ranch.
lDIFA forbids the adoption of any system subjecting development to "double payment." 13 To
prevent that outcome, IDIF A further provides that, once an impact fee ordinance has been adopted,
"development requirements for system improvements shall be imposed by governmental entities only by
way of development impact fees." 14 If system improvements have been imposed any other way (such as
through exactions), reimbursement or credit must be given.

In contrast, a governmental entity may only expend impact fees on improvements that are shown
in the CIP. 15 This, too, makes sense from a policy perspective. Governmental entities routinely are
required to identify proposed expenditures in advance. For example, cities must adopt an appropriations
ordinance each fiscal year, which restricts the amount and type of expenditures that may be made. Such
requirements promote transparency and accountability, as well as sound business practices.

12

Idaho Code§ 67-8209(1) (emphasis added).

13

Idaho Code § 67-8204(19).

H

Idaho Code§ 67-8215 (emphasis added).

15 "Development impact fees shall not be used for any purpose other than system improvement costs."
Idaho Code § 67-8210(2). "[S]ystem improvement costs do not include ... [c]onstruction, acquisition or expansion
of public facilities other than capital improvements identlfied in the capital improvements plan." Idaho Code § 678203(29)(a).
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We recognize the dilemma IDIFA creates for municipalities: where the City has to give credit
and/or reimbursement for constructed improvements, it will not be able to direct the same level of fees to
its targeted CIP projects. However, this statutory scheme provides a fundamental protection to developers
and homeowners: they cannot be forced to mitigate their impacts twice, once by constructing
improvements and once by paying impact fees. In addition, it is important to remember that West
Highlands Ranch is in an unusual position because it was approved prior to the adoption of the Impact
Fee Ordinance. For subsequent projects, the City will know in advance which improvements-if anywill be eligible for impact fee credit, and it can plan accordingly.

C.

Credit is available for system improvements that do not exceed City subdivision and
PUD standards.

JDIFA provides that all system improvements are eligible for credit: "In the calculation of
development impact fees for a particular project, credit or reimbursement shall be given for the present
value of any construction of system improvements.""; If system improvements are constructed, credit
must be granted. Local governmental entities are not authorized to establish their own criteria for which
improvements count as system improvements in contradiction of state law.
The Fitzer Letter suggests that system improvements may receive credit only to the e;,,.1:ent they
exceed City standards, so park 01· transportation improvements required by ordinance would not be
eligible. There is no basis for such a limitation in IDIF A. The only relevant question is whether the
improvements surpass the identified service level; if so, the improvements are system improvements for
which credit must be granted.
If this were not the case, a governmental entity could circumvent IDIFA through its development
standards. Taken to the extreme, a city could require every street within and adjacent to a subdivision to
be a principal arterial, with a traffic light at each intersection, but still refuse to grant credit for such
improvements. Under the logic employed by the Fitzer Letter, this would be permissible, even though the
improvements would clearly raise the service level and be entitled to credit.

D.

West Highlands Ranch park improvements are "parks" under the Impact Fee
Ordinance.

Credit is only available under IDIFA for improvements "of the category for which the
development impact fee is being collected."17 The Fitzer Letter suggests that the West Highlands Ranch
park improvements do not qualify as "parks" under the Impact Fee Ordinance unless they satisfy the
City's Park Standards and Requirements (Resolution 283-09). including certain minimum sizes and
amenities.
Resolution 283-09 was passed in November 2009, several months after the Impact Fee Ordinance
was adopted. The Impact Fee Ordinance subsequently was amended in May 2010, but no reference was
16

Idaho Code§ 67-8209(1) (emphasis added).

11

Idaho Code§ 67-8209(1).
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made to Resolution 283-09. Thus, there is no evidence that the Park Standards and Requirements were

somehow incorporated into the Impact Fee Ordinance.
Furthermore, nothing in the Impact Fee Ordinance or the CIP identifies any criteria necessary to
qualify as a "park." The CIP, which sets the service standard for City parks, includes existing parks as
small as 0.21 acres and existing parks that have no amenities. The CIP also includes 4.86 acres of
existing "developed pathways" without identifying any standards for such pathways.
At full build-out, the 38.58-acre West Highlands Ranch interconnected park and pathway system
wiJI include at least six. major amenities (such as children's play equipment, volleybalJ courts or tennis
courts) and at least ten minor amenities (such as barbeque areas or picnic tables). The pathways will
consist of 5-foot wide meandering sidewalks within landscaped corridors at least 25 feet wide, with 10foot wide paved micro-paths providing supplemental connections. In sum, the parks and pathways in
West Highlands Ranch are just as developed, if not more so, than those included in the CIP.
Consequently, these park improvements dearly fall within the category of "parks" set forth in the CIP
and, by extension, the Impact Fee Ordinance.
Although the West Highlands Ranch park improvements-as presently approved-are entitled to
credit, Coleman is willing to expand the scope of these improvements. If preferable to the City, for aH
future phases, Coleman could construct a IQ.foot wide asphalt pathway in lieu of the S-foot wide
meandering sidewalk shown on the Preliminary Plat. This multiuse pathway would extend for
approximately one mile and would connect Heights Elementary School to a pedestrian crossing for
Middleton High School.

E.

West Highlands Ranch park improvements are eligible for credit even though
Coleman chose to develop West Highlands Ranch as a PUD.

Finally, the Fitzer Letter suggests that credit should not be granted for park improvements
because the City did not require Coleman to develop West Highlands Ranch as a PUD. However, this
fact provides no basis for denying credit.
While it is true that the City did not require Coleman to develop West Highlands Ranch as a

PUD, this means nothing. All development is voluntary; no one is ever forced to develop property in a
certain manner or to develop property at all. If voluntary development is not eligible for impact fee
credit, then no development will ever qualify for credit.
The simple fact is that the park improvements in West Highlands Ranch were required by the
City. The City Code and the Development Agreement require West Highlands Ranch to provide 10%
open space. The PUD, as set forth on the approved Preliminary Plat, provides 11.69% open space,
including the 3.77.acre school lot. If the school lot is excluded, the PUD provides 10.35% open space
(29. I6 acres out of 28 l.83 acres).

IV,

ALTERNATE BASES FOR CREDIT

In addition to IDIFA, common law legal principles prohibit the City from collecting impact fees
from West Highlands Ranch. The Development Agreement executed by the City and Coleman sets forth
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all conditions and obligations necessary for the development of West Highlands Ranch, including the
improvements needed to offset the development's impacts. Each party has a contractual right to receive
the benefit of its bargain-no more and no less. Coleman relied on the scope of those conditions for the
approvals granted and certainly did not bargain to pay for the actual improvements and the impact fees
for such improvements. Further, if the City collects impact fees, it would receive an additional benefit
without compensating West Highlands Ranch for the value of that benefit. This is the textbook definition
of unjust enrichment.
V.

CONCLUSION

IDIF A expressly prohibits governmental entities from seeking double payment for improvements,
In other words, if a development has mitigated its impacts (i.e., maintained the service level) by
constructing system improvements, it cannot be forced to pay impact fees also, This statutory
requirement mirrors common law legal principals such as preventing unjust enrichment.
As a protection against double payment and unjust enrichment, IDIFA authorizes a developer to
seek reimbursement or credit for the value of system improvements. The value of the West Highlands
Ranch system improvements exceeds the amount of the West Highland Ranch impact fees by more than
$5 million.
Because West Highlands Ranch is entitled to reimbursement or credit, IDIF A requires the City
and Coleman to enter into a written agreement setting forth the amount of reimbursement or credit that is
due. 18 As Coleman has repeatedly offered to City staff and legal counsel, Coleman will agree not to seek
payment for reimbursement if full credit is granted for the West Highlands Ranch improvements, such
that no impact fees will be due. Coleman has worked in good faith with the City for two years and, as a
fair and simple resolution, we respectfully request that the City execute the attached Impact Fee
Agreement.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

~-µJ_
Deborah E. Nelson
DEN/la
cc: Paul J. Fitzer (via email)
.1011347_9 (7476-46)

18

Idaho Code§ 67-8209(4).
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WEST HIGHLANDS IMPACT FEE AGREEMENT
This West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement(" Agreement") is entered into this _ _ day
of _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, 20_ by and among the City of Middleton. a municipal corporation
in the State ofldaho ("City"), West Highlands. LLC ("Owner") and Coleman Homes, LLC
("Developer"). City, Owner, and Developer may collectively be referred to herein as the

"Parties".

RECITALS
A.

Owner owns certain real property in the City of Middleton shown on the Vicinity
Map in Exhibit A and legally described in Exhibit B ("Project Site"), except for
that portion conveyed to Middleton S~hool District # 134 of Idaho and legally
described in Exhibit C, which exhibits are attached hereto and hereby
incorporated herein.

B.

Developer is developing the West Highlands Ranch subdivision on the Project
Site, which is approved for 967 residential lots.

C.

The Parties entered into that certain Development Agreement dated February 2,
2006, as amended from time to time and most recently in that Development
Agreement Revision #2, dated March 31, 2009 ("Development Agreement'').

D.

In Article IV of the Development Agreement, the Parties agreed as follows:
4. I.
The parties acknowledge this development was principally designed
and initially approved before the City began proceedings to propos.e impact fees.
Consequently, Developer's proposals, plus additional requiremenlS imposed by the City,
detennined the level of improvements needed to mitigate the development's impacts.
The parties further acknowledge that Developer relied on the City's initial approval to
proceed with final design and construction of the development and improvements, which
construction has commenced and, in some instances, bas been completed.
4.2.
In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact
Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-&201, et seq, the parties acknowledge and agree
Developer is entitled to credit for the present value of any construction of system
improvements or contribution or dedication of land or money required by a governmental
entity from the developer for system improvements of the category for which the
development impact fee is being collected, including certain ponions of the
development•s street and park improvements, provided that credit is only available for
eligible capital improvements as prescribed in the Act. The panies will calculate the
amount of such credit after the adoption of any development impact fees. The parties
further acknowledge and agree that, under the Act, Developer is not entitled to credit for
improvements that merely provide service to the development itself and are necessary for
the use and oonvenience of the development's residents, including the development's
community center and pool,
4.3.
Notwithstanding the above, in accordance with Idaho Code Section 678215(2), Developer shall not be subject to development impact fees or credits thereof
subsequently adopted by the City for portions of the development where construction has
commenced and ls pursued according to the terms of the pennitordevelopment approval.

Papi of14
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As prescribed in the Development Agreement, following City's adoption of the
Middleton Impact Fee Ordinance ("Ordinance"), the Parties calculated the
amount of Developer's credit against impact fees for the present value of the
construction of certain parks and transportation improvements. Such
improvements and calculations are set forth in Exhibit D, which exhibit is
attached hereto and hereby incorporated herein.
AGREEMENT

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged, and in consideration of the recitals above, which are
incorporated below, the Parties agree as follows:
1.
Legal Authority. This Agreement is made pursuant to and in accordance with the
provisions of Idaho Development Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq. ("Act").
2.
Impact Fee Credit. The Parties agree that the present value of the construction of
certain parks and transportation improvements in West Highlands Ranch, as set forth in Exhibit
D, exceeds the total amount ofimpact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch. Therefore,
Developer shall not be responsible for payment of impact fees in West Highlands Ranch. The
Parties further agree that Developer shall not seek reimbursement from City for the value of
improvements in excess of impact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch, as would otherwise be
allowed under the Act. The Parties acknowledge that Exhibit D does not identify taxes and other
potential sources of revenue that might further offset impact fees because further offset is not
necessary in this case. The Parties further acknowledge that City may require Developer to
provide a financial guarantee for improvements yet to be constructed.
3.
Amendments. Any aJteration or change to this Agreement shall be made only by
the written agreement of the Parties and in compliance with the notice and hearing provisions of
Idaho Code Section 67-6509, as required by Middleton City Code, Title 5, and Chapter 7.
4.
Choice of Law. Venue. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with
the laws of the State ofldaho in effect at the time of the execution of this Agreement. Any
action brought in connection with this Agreement shall be brought in a court of competent
jurisdiction located in Canyon County, Idaho.

5.
Attorney ts Fees and Costs. If either party shaU default under this Agreement and
said default is cured with the assistance of an attomey for the other party, as a part of curing said
default, the reasonable attorneys• fees incurred by the other party shall be reimbursed to the other
party upon demand. In the event a suit or action is filed by either party against the other to
interpret or enforce this Agreement, the unsuccessful party to such litigation agrees to pay to the
prevailing party all costs and expenses, including attomeys' fees incurred therein, including the
same with respect to an appeal.
6.
Effect of Agreement. This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon
its approval by the City Council and execution of the Mayor and City Clerk. This Agreement
shall be binding upon the parties to it, their respective grantees, successors, assigns or lessees.
Pagel ot 14
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IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement effective on the
date of the last signature hereto.
CITY OF MIDDLETON
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mayor Vicki Thurber
Date:
Attest:

-------------

Ellen Smith, City Clerk

WEST HIGHLANDS, LLC
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Exhibit A:
Exhibit B:
Exhibit C:
Exhibit D:

Vicinity Map
Legal Description of Project Site
Legal Description of School District Property
West Highland Ranch Impact Fee Credit Calculation
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STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.

County of Canyon

)

On this _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _, in the year of 20_, before me, a Notary Public
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared Vicki Thurber, Mayor of the City of
Middleton, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing
instrument and acknowledged to me that he has the authority to execute and executed the same
for the purposes therein contained on behalf of the City of Middleton.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the
day and year in this certificate first above written.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Commission expires _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE OF IDAHO
County of _ _ __

)
) ss.
)

On this _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _, in the year of20_, before me, a Notary Public
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __, known or
identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument on behalf
of West Highlands, LLC and acknowledged to me that (s)he has the authority to execute and
executed the same for the purposes therein contained.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, l have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the
day and year in this certificate first above written.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Commission expires _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement
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Legal Description of Project Site

•
M50 E.., W,tenow.r St

IDAHO
SURVEY

Suite 150
Meridl>n, ld>h<> 83642

GROUP

Phone (208) 6-16-11570
Fax (108) 88+539'1

Project No. 07-236

August 11, 2008
DESCRIPTION FOR
PRELIMINARY PLAT
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION

Government Lots 3 and 4, a portion of Government Lots 1 and 2 and a portion of
the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of Section 36, T.5N., R.3W., B.M., Canyon County, Idaho more
particularly described as follows:
Commencing at a 5/8" iron pfn marking the SE corner of Section 36;
(hence along the East boundary line of said Section 36 North 00°01 '21" West,
212.00 feet to the REAL PO!NT OF BEGINNING;
thence continuing along said East boundary fine North 00°01'21" West, 110B.24
feet to the NE comer of said Government Lot 1;
thence along the North boundary line of said Government Lot 1 North 89°57'36"
West, 1329.64 feet to the NW corner of saicl Government Lot 1;
thence along the East boundary line of the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section
36 North 00°00'00" West, 1320.05 feet to the C-E1/16 corner of said Section 36;
thence along the North boundary line of the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section
36 South 89°56'41" West, 902. 72 feet;

thence leaving said North boundary line South 40°13'17" West, 88.82 feet;
thence South 43°53'39" West, 451.29 feet;
thenee South 58°32'44" West, 18.99 feet;
thence South 89°49'53" West, 41.10 feet to a point on the West boundary line of
the NW1/4 of the SEi/4 of said Section 36;
thence along said West boundary line South 00°00'50" West, 915.48 feet to the
NE corner of said Government Lot 3;
thence along the North boundary line of said Government Lot 3 North 89°58'40"
West, 1328. 59 feet to the NE corner of said Government Lot 4;
thence afong the North boundary line of said Government Lot 4 North 89"58'20"
West, 1328.60 feet to the NW corner of said Government Lot 4;

S:~SG ProJecl$\Wes! Highlan~s PlatslOocumen~lwest highlaods pre plat OESC.doc
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thence along the West boundary line of said Government Lot 4 South 00°09'52"
West, 1357 .74 feet to the SW corner of said Section 36;
thence along the South boundary line of said Section 36 North 89°37'36" East,
2659.58 feet to the South 1/4 corner of said Section 36;

thence along the North-South centerline of said Section 36 North 00°04'14" East,
332.56 feet;
thence leaving said North-South centerline South 89°59'03" East, 331.38 feet;
thence South 00°22'17" East, 260.28 feet to a point on the North right-of-way line
of Willis Lane:
thence along said North right-of-way line the following 7 courses:
thence North 89°37'29" East, 944.42 feet;
thence North 44°37'29" East, 70.71 feet;

thence North 00°22'31" West, 20.00 feet;
thence North 89°37'29" East. 110.00 feet;
thence South 00°22'31" East, 20,00 feet;
thence South 45°22'31" East, 70.71 feet;
thence North 89°37'29° East, 790.84 feet;
thence leaving said North right-of-way line North 00°01 '21" West, 142.00 feet;
thence North 89°37'29" East, 383.51 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING,
Containing 193.84 acres, more or less.

ALSO:
A portion of Government Lots 1 and 2, and a portion of the S1/2 of the NE1/4 and
a portion of the NE1/4 of the SE1/4 of Section 1, T.4N., R.3W., RM., Canyon County,
Idaho more particutarly described as follows:
Commencing at a 518" iron pin marking the NE corner of said Sectron 1;
thence along the East boundary line of said Section 1 South 00°03'21" West,

70.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;
thence continuing along said East boundary line South 00°03'21" West, 806.30
feet;

S:IISG Projects\West Hig~lands Plats\Documents\wesl hi9hlands pie plat OESC.doc
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thence leaving said East boundary line South 66°52'25" West, 632.25 feet;
thence South 00'53'18" East, 149.51 feet;
thence North 89°39'12" East, 578. 75 feet to a point on the East boundary line of
said Section 1;
thence along said East boundary line South 00°03'21" West, 50.00 feet to the SE
corner of said Government Lot 1;
thence leaving said East boundary line South 89'39'12" West, 442.51 feet;

thence South 00"03'09" East, 429.50 feet;
thence North 89°39'12" East, 442.51 feet to a point on the East boundary line of
said Section 1:
thence along said East boundary line South 00"03'09" East. 197.42 feet;
thence leaving said East boundary fine North 89°53'26" West. 509.00 feet;

thence South 00°03'09" East, 311.00 feet;
thence South 89°53'26" East, 509.DO feet to a point on the East boundary line of
said Section 1;

,.

thence along said East boundary line South 00°03'09" East, 60.00 feet;
thence leaving said East boundary line North 89°53'26" West, 677.53 feet;

thence South 00°03'09" East, 460.94 feet to a point on the exterior boundary line
of Nottingham Greens Subdivision No. 3 as filed in Book 34 of Plats at Page 50, records
of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along said exterior boundary line the following 5 courses:
thence North 51°17'26" West, 213.51 feet;
thence North 53°56'58" West, 425.75 feet;
thence North 73°44'23" West. 58.04 feet;
thence North 89"47'05" West, 99.96 feet;
thence South 00°12'47" West, 269.61 feet to a point on the East-West centerline
of said Section 1;
thence leaving said exterior boundary line and along said E:ast-West centerline
South 89°42'59" West, 486.63 feet to a point on the North Bank of the Canyon Hill

Ditch;

S:IISG Projects\West Highlands Plals\Documentslwest highlands pre plat OE.SC.doc
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thence along said North Bank the following 2 courses:
thence North 46°07'55" East. 178.91 feet;
thence North 59°24'12" East, 160.17 feet;
thence leaving said North Bank South B9°43'17" West, 970.33 feet;
thence North 00°38'13" East, 99.95 feet:
thence South 89°43'22" West, 112.80 feet
of Hartley Road;

to

a point on the East right-of-way line

thence along said East right-of-way line North 00°35'43" East. 1014.36 feet;
thence South 89"43'19" West, 40.00 feet to the North-South centerline of said
Section 1;
thence along said North-South centerline North 00°36'32" East, 419.69 feet to
the Southwest corner of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 2 as filed in Book 41 of
Plats at Page 29, records of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along the southerly boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 2 the following 4 courses:
thence North 89°37'29" East, 182.88 feet;
thence North 69"10'32" East, 52.70 feet;
thence South 89°23'28" East, 314.54 feet:
thence South 56"47'54" East, 27.02 feet to a point on the exterior boundary line
of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 1 as filed in Book 41 of Plats at Page 30,
records of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along the exterior boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 1 the following courses:
thence South 15°30'54" West, 113.62 feet;
thence South 25°43'27" West, 50.05 feet to the beginning of a curve to the left;
thence along said curve 95.48 feet, said curve having a radius of 225.00 feet, a
central angle of 24°18'51" and a long chord of 94.77 feet which bears South 17°31'39"
West;
thence South 6·1°01·11" East. 55.92 feet;
thence South 56°47'54" East, 141.59 feet;

S:IISG Projects\West Highlanas Pla\SIDocurnents\west highlands ~re plat DESC.doc
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thence South 51 °46'46" East, 114.31 feet;
thence South 56°47'54" East, 373.51 feet;
thence South 60°49'19" East, 95.35 feet;
thence South 68°48'19" East, 93.84 feet;
tllence South 75'39'39'' East, 192.84 feet;
thence North 11 '47'52" West, 81.28 feet;
thence North 74°23'20" East, 111.32 feet;
thence North 40°54'36" East, 54. 71 feet;
thence North 89°43'21" East, 124.88 feet;
thence North 07°01'22" West, 75.07 feet;
thence North 12"58'59" East, 167.88 feet;
thence North 12'02'33" East, 50.14 feet;
thence North 07°33'12'' East, 100.00 feet;
thence South 84°41'30" East, 10.36 feet;
thence North 06°13'36" East, 100.18 feet;
thence North 28°36'54" East, 54.34 feet:
thence North 04 °52'17" East, 100.00 feet;
thence North 82°09'17" West, 81.29 feet;
thence North 29°36'39" West, 71.45 feet;
thence North 58°19'23" West, 95.36 feet;
thence North 25°32'49" East, 144.70 feet;
thence South 86°17'04" East, 8.38 feet;

thence North 21°11'36'' East, 118.07 feet;
thence North 02°32'44" West, 164.77 feet;
thence South 85°27'28" West, 112.51 feet;
thence North 80°05'06" West, 134.34 feet;
S:IISG Projects\West Highlar.ds Plals\Documents\west highlands pre plal OESC doc
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thence North 04•59·53" East, 108.82 feet;
thence North 00•16'41" West, 104.36 feet:
thence North 44°37"29" East, 70.71 feet;
thence North 89°37'29" East, 1173.39 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING,
containing 87.99 acres, more or less;

S:\ISG Ptojacts\We~t Highlands Plat,,\OoO<Jments\we•l highlands p,~ plat OESC.doc
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wesr HIGHlANClS HANOI - IMPROVEMENTS
QUANTITY:

lnterconne«ed PMk Slf'lem
5.8-acre park with at least 2 major c1menilles and 2 minor amenltie;:
2.9-~Ct"li part< with at k!ast one major amenity and 2 minor amenltles
2.1-ac-e park with at leaston~majoramenitv and 2minoramenities
l·acre park will, ,1t least one =ior amenity br'd 2 minor amenlti<>•
1-acre pul<. wt1tJ at leas1 ooe major amenity and z minor amenities
2.3 acres of additiooill parks akx•e trall •yst.,m with at teart one minor amenity each
Walkways (25-30 mot wide land«aped pathw.aywltlt 5-foo1 wide meandi<ring walkway)
Miao-pathS llo-foot pa•ed pathway cooo,crlonl
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IMPACT fEE CALCU!ATIONS
PARKS
.5eJvlce level
Acres Needed to Mee! Service Level (4.4 acr~lOOO residents x 2.93 •esidents/unit x 967 units)

West Highlands R;,11dt Ao"es
Acres E><eealing 5€Ivice level

4.4 ileres/1000 1esidents per CIP

12.47
38.SS
26.11

Credit for Acres Exceeding Service l~el ($200,000/acre per CIPJ
Oisrount for Exempt lots (1?.68¾J

Total Credit
Total lrnpau fi!es ($Z\i35/lol K 796 lots' I

$5,222,000
$923,250
$4,298,750

•

$2,097,460

Amount £1iBible for Relmbursem.,nt

$2.201,290

TllAN$PORTAT10N

Service: level
lmpro"'!ments Needed to Meet Ser\,ke 1.eYel {$1547/lot x 967 lots)

West Hii:hlands llan.:h lmprovem<,1ts
5ig11al-S11s,ooo
Land Oe<fication - $00:J,OOO C12.00 acres x $S0,000/acre pl!r OP)

LOS "C" {$15.47/lot) ~rOP
$1,495,949
S6.876,l:Z9

5trert lmprove~ts • $6,101,US (9.84 lane miles x $620,000/l;me miloe per OP)
Improvements Exceeding Sen,ice level

$5,380,180

Credit for lmprovaments Exceeding Semoe Level

$5,380.1g()
5951,216

Discount for Exempt Lots (17.68%)

Total Credi!

$4,4:.18,964

Total Jmpact fees ($1547/lot x 796 lots•)

$1,231,412
Amo1111t Eligible for fteiml>ursenwent
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MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT L-\.W
950 W. BANNOO.: STREET, SUITE 520; BOISE, ID S3702

TELEPHONE: (208)331-lS00 FAX: (208)331-1202 v,:ww.msbtlaw.com
LOREN W. ANDERSON
SrEPH.-\NIE BONNEY"'

JOHN J. l\1CFADDEN*le>f Cou11se/
l\iiCHAEL C. l\100RE'Of Cormse/

J.

SUSAN E. BUUON'

PAUL J, FITZER

» Also admitted in California

JILL 5, I!OLINK.-\
BRUCE 1\1. SMITH
PAUL A, TURCH;

~

Also a.drnilled in Oregon
admitted in South Dakota
" ."Jso admitted in Utah
I ."Jso admilled in W ashinglon

O Also

CARL J. WITHROE»*

July 18, 2011

Deborah Nelson
Givens Pursley
601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, Idaho 83702-5919

Re:

\Vest Highlands Impact Fees Exemption-Credit Agreement

Dear Deborah:
Mr. Coleman has requested to be on the City Council's agenda for Wednesday, July 20,
2011 to discuss the status of an impact fee credit agreement for West Highlands Ranch. While
Mr. Coleman has been provided an exemption for phases 1-3, it appears he would like to have
the issue resolved for future phases at this juncture. I have evaluated the arguments in support of
the proposed Credit Agreement as articulated in your correspondence dated January 4, 2011. As
is self-evident from our earlier meetings, and correspondence, I disagree in part and agree in part
with your analysis.

I.

West Highlands asserts that it is entitled to credit/reimbursement for anv
improvements exceeding the service levels established in the CIP.

West Highlands contends that as a matter of statutory construction 1, IDIF A mandates that
lest an agreement be reached the City must issue a check to West Highlands in the total amount
1

The Idaho Supreme Court has articulated the standard in interpreting a statute:
The purpose of statutory interpretation is to asce11ain and "giye effect to legislatiYe intent:'
Statutmy interpretation begins with the literal words of a statute, which are the best guide to
determining legislative intent. The words of a statute should be giYen their plain meaning, unless a
contrary legislative purpose is expressed or the plain meaning creates an absurd result. If the words
of the statute are subject to more than one meaning, it is ambiguous and we must constme the
statute ··to mean what the legislature intended it to mean. To determine that intent we examine not
only the literal words of the statute, but also the reasonableness of proposed constructions, the
public policy behind Lhe slalute, and its legislative history."

KGF Development, LLC v. City ofKetchum. 149 Idaho 524, 236 P.3d 1284 (2010) (internal citations omitted).
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of $5,398,842.00 for parks and transportation improvements on the basis that West Highlands is
entitled to reimbursement for a,~v improvements exceeding the service levels established in the
CIP. We do not agree and believe that such would lead to absurd results effectively bankrupting
any municipality adopting an impact fee ordinance. 2
While I agree that a governmental entity cannot require new development to raise the
service level adopted in the CIP without reimbursement, West Highland inaccurately paraphrases
the applicable IDIF A and MCC provisions. West Highlands is not entitled to credit for any
improvements exceeding the service level identified in the CIP, but rather only for system
improvements, as opposed to project improvements, that were required by the City and not
merely necessary and/or aesthetically pleasing or profitable for the use and convenience of the
development project itself 3
A.

Required Project Improvements versus System Improvements as a condition to
subdivide property.

There is no fundamental right to subdivide property. The "right" to use property for a
particular use, i.e. the subdivision of land, is not a fundamental attribute of ownership. Rather, it
is a contingent right curtailed by reasonable federal, state, and local regulations "adjusting the
benefits and burdens of economic life to promote the common good." While the subdivision of
property represents a benefit, it is not without concomitant burdens including public
infrastructure and open space. "[G]ovemrnent hardly could go on if, to some extent, values
incident to property could not be diminished without paying for every such change in the general
law." 4 "The mere fact of casting financial burdens upon some who must comply does not
necessarily render such ordinances unreasonable or arbitrary."
West Highlands believes that IDIF A transfers any such financial burden to the City.
West Highlands' property is zoned R-3 allowing a maximum of three units per acre. West
Highlands submitted an application and voluntarily entered into a development agreement
(authored by applicant) requesting (as opposed to the City's requiring5) to subdivide its property
: "Language of a particular section need not be viewed in a vacuum." Friends of Farm to Market v. T'alley County,
137 ldaho 192, 197, 46 P.3d 9. 14 (2002). Statutes should be construed so as to give effect to all their provisions
and not to render any part superfluous or insignificant. Id: citing Brown v. Caldwell Sch. Dist. No. 132. 127 Idaho
112. 117. 898 P .2d 43, 48 (1995). "All sections of applicable statutes must be construed together so as to determine
the legislature's intent:• Id: citing Lockhart v. Dept. of Fish and Game, 121 Idaho 894,897,828 P.2d 1299. 1302
(1992). Constructions that would lead to absurd or unreasonably harsh results are disfayored. Id.
3

See Paragraph 4.2 of tbe Development Agreement
Pennsvlvania Coal Co. v. ],,fahon. 260 U.S. 393. 413 (1922).
5 See KHST, LLC v. Countv of Ada, 138 Idaho 577, 67 P.3d 56 (2003) where a developer challenged Ada County's
requirement that a developer construct a public street and dedicate it to the county. This Court disagreed finding that
KMST had volunteered to dedicate the road:

4

As a general matter developers do not include conditions in de\'elopment applications if Ibey
disagree with the conditions .... KMST's property was not taken. It voluntarily decided to
dedicate the road to the public in order to speed approval of its development. Having done so, it
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as a Planned Unit Development (''Plill") pursuant to MCC 6-5-3-1. With 967 lots on 335 acres
more or less, the preliminary plat identifies the overall density to be 2.97 lots per acre. As no
additional buildable lots could be utilized, this begets the question as to what portion of the open
space is not necessary for the use and convenience of the development itself.
The PUD provides a palatable development medium offering a unique product to the
customer with amenities that would nomially not be available in a typical subdivision. Most
notably, the PUD reduces the allowable lot sizes and applicable setbacks, i.e. clustering, resulting
in large building envelopes on smaller lot sizes. With very little in the way of private individual
yards, this is palatable to the elderly or the very busy who do not want or do not have time to
maintain typical yards. 6 However, in consideration of receiving the benefit of utilizing
cannot now claim that its property was 'taken· ... KMST itself proposed that it would constmct
and dedicate the street as a part of its development.
138 Idaho 582. 67 P.3d al 61. See also Lochsa Falls. LLC v. SI ale ofIdaho. Idaho Transportalion Board, 1-1-7 Idaho
232. 237. 207 P.3d 963. 968 (2010)where. a developer challenged ITD's requirement to install a traffic signal in
order to access Chinden BouleYard as a taking. a Yiolation of substantive due process, and a denial of equal
protection under the law. The de,·eloper's own mrlfic engineer recouunended the traffic signal in its Transportation
Impact Study (TIS).
6 Pursuant to MCC 6-5-3-l(A),
1. The planned unit deYelopment (PUD) process provides an opportunity for land de,·elopment
that prese1Yes natural features, allows efficient pro,·ision of se1Yices. and provides common open
spaces or other amenities not found in traditional lot by lot development. The procedure may allow
a combination or variety of residential. commercial, office, technical and industrial land uses. It
also pro,·ides for the consistent application of conditions of approval for the various phases of the
plaimed unit de,·elopment.
2. A planned unit development is intended to:
a. Permit greater flexibility and, consequently, more creative design for development than
generally is possible under corn·entional zoning regulations:
b. Retain and presen·e natural scenic qualities and topographic features of open spaces: promote
aesthetics: pre,·ent dismption ofnanual drainage patterns; .
c. Promote the creation and efficient use of open space and park area:
d. Provide a harmonious rnriety of neighborhood deYelopment and a higher level of urban
amenities.
Further, MCC 6-5-3-1 (H) pro,·idcs additional benefits to the DcYclopcr which include:
1. A ,·ariety of housing types may be included in residential projects ....
2. The minimum lot size of the zoning district may be reduced within the density limits of the zone.
"Density limits" defined as the gross area less all unbuildable area diYided by the minimum lot size
for the zone in which the site is located .
.. . 4. Setbacks for buildings within the interior of the project may be less than required in the
zoning district. ...
. . . 6. Buildings may be clustered to preserve as open space those areas considered to be
enYironmentally sensitive, such as river areas. floodways. foothills, and wetlands. Clustering of
dwelling units, commercial and industrial uses. is encouraged as long as buffer yards. open space
and emergency access are adequately planned ....
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substantially smaller lot sizes, the applicant concomitantly provides a greater percentage of
project open space in order to maintain the overall maximum allowable density.
West Highlands is attempting to abuse this privilege by accepting the benefit of clustering
and thereafter demanding credit/reimbursement for the concomitant common area open space to
stay within the allowable maximum density. Merely because the developer reduces the size of
each lot owner's private. i11dh 1idual yard in favor of larger prh'ate, common areas maintained by
the HOA, does not legally transform the private open space necessary for the use and
convenience of the inhabitants into a public park entitled to reimbursement. More importantly it
does not transform what is obviously a "project improvement" into a ·'system improvement". A
"project improvement" is defined as
project site improvements and facilities that are planned and designed to provide
service for a Project that are necessary to conform to the development standards
adopted by the City that are necessary for the use and convenience of the
occupants or users of the Project.
MCC 4-5-4 7 . In contrast, "System improvements" are
capital improvements to public facilities that are designed to provide service to a
service area greater than basic project improvements including, without limitation,
the type of improvements the city has the authority to make as described in section
50-1703, Idaho Code.

Id. The inclusion of open space within the sought-after PUD is a project improvement as such
open space was necessary for the use and convenience of the occupants to stay within the
maximum overall density. The mere transfer of a private individual yard to private common yard
does not alter its essential character.
Further, the City did not require the applicant to utilize the PUD process pursuant to
MCC 6-5-3-1. Pursuant to Section 3.2.1 of the Development Agreement, West Highlands agreed
that in consideration of the reduced setbacks and lot sizes, it agreed it would comply with MCC
6-5-3-1(!)(7) which specifies ten percent (10%) open space. 8 The preliminary plat indicates that
West Highlands has provided 10.45% open space. Having received the benefit of the bargain,
West Highlands contends it is now entitled to credit/reimbursement for 26.11 acres of the 38.58
total acres of open space at $200,000 per acre or $5,222,000.00. While you readily agreed to
reduce it by 17.68% for the City's extended olive branch exempting phases 1-3 from impact fees,
the City could take the position that no impact fees would be assessed for Phases 1-2 and no
credits would be available either. As open space in Phases 1-2 amount to 22.29% of those
phases, the city is already trying to reach an equitable solution.
7

See also LC. ~ 67-8203(22)
"Project improyements" means site improvements and facilities that are planned and designed to
proYide service for a particular development project and that are necessary for the use and
convenience of the occupants or users of the project.

8 Pursuantto MCC 6-5-3-1(1)(7) ... not less than ten percent (10%) of the total gross area of a residential PUD shall
be retained as pennanent open space.
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Public Park Capital Improvements versus Project Private Common Areas

The CIP identifies four parks, all of which are city-owned, including Middleton Place
Parl/, Roadside Park10 , Davis Park 11, and the Grove. Of the 10.45% of open space, what
percentage of West Highland's open space is within the dominion and control of the public? Has
West Highlands dedicated its open space to the City? Could it even do so? Who, the City or the
HOA, is empowered to accept reservations for events in the "parks"? Does the HOA have the
authority to exclude the public from the park when it vvishes to do so for a private event? Can
the property ever be foreclosed upon? To be eligible for credit (Jest we forget the City is in
essence buying the park at $200,000 per acre) does West Highland's open spaces comply with
any and all City 12, regional, and state plans? Are they appropriate as to size, shape, and location
as to be suitable, i.e. usable, as a City park? 13 What assurances are there that this is and will
remain a usable public park in perpetuity? To even consider a credit, these considerations must
be addressed.
C.

Pedestrian Pathways as Project Improvements

In consideration of receiving the benefit of reducing lot sizes and setbacks, West
Highlands also proposed to utilize pedestrian walkways throughout its project. (See Section 3. 7
Since the inhabitants do not have yards
and Exhibit H of the Development Agreement).
themselves, pedestrian pathways within the project are necessary for the use and convenience of
the occupants to get to these common areas and are thus project improvements. Exhibit H clearly
demonstrates this purpose. Yet now, West Highlands claims a credit for all 20.77 acres of
privately-owned 25-30 feet landscaped pathway with a five foot "walkway" and 2.71 acres of
ten-foot wide "micropaths".
Pursuant to Section 3 .2.1 of the Development Agreement, West
Highlands agreed that its open space would comply with MCC 6-5-3-1 (I)(7) as to shape, use, and
method of calculation. That section provides that the PUD "shall not include strips of less than
fifteen feet ( 15') in width .... " The ten foot micropaths appear to be nothing more than a
sidewalk.
Even the five foot "walkway" within the pathway, while convenient to the
Middleton Place Park is a city-owned, neighborhood park. approximately 12-acres located on the eastern city
boundary in Middleton Place SubdiYision. The land and primary irrigation system were donated. Long-range
de\'eloprnent of this park includes jogging track, horseshoe pits, additional playground equipment, safety fencing,
drinking fountains, bike rakes and lighting. The restrooms. tennis courts, two baseball courts. sand volleyball,
baseball field, picnic facilities, asphalt parking lot play equipment and a park shelter have been completed.
10 Roadside Park is a small city-owned park with a picturesque creek nnming through it. The park is located on
State Highway 44 and is a welcome stop for travelers. Facilities include restrooms, picnic facilities, the Sherman
Tank donated to the City in 1968 by the United States Department of Army, play equipment. horseshoe pits, shelter
and attractiYe landscaping. Also. on the gounds of the park is the Trolley Station and Middleton CiYic Center. both
are city-owned buildings used for both public and private functions.
11 Davis Park is a small city-owned park along Mill Slough Creek and has picnic facilities with at shelter. Davis
Park is located on the southwest comer of State Highway 44 and South Middleton Road.
1~ See the amended City of Middleton Parks, Pathways & Greenbelt Plan adopted on February 6. 2008 (Resolution
256-08) and Park Standards and Requirements (Resolution 283-09).
13 Pursuant to MCC 4-5-9(j). any land that is to be dedicated to the City must also be suitable for public purposes
ta.king into account factors such as size, unity, shape, locatioIL access, and utilities. LasUy. City, regional, and state
plans shall be taken into consideration when evaluating land proposals for dedication.
9
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development itself, does not rise to the level of a true pedestrian walkway pursuant to MCC 6-42(A)(2), which provides that at a minimum ... :
Concrete sidewalks on both sides of the street may be adjacent to the curb or may
be meandering, with a landscape strip between sidewalk and street. Pedestrian
walkways, when required and/or provided, shall have easements at least tvventy
feet (20') wide and pavement at least seven feet (7') wide. All developments shall
provide safe pedestrian and bicycle access throughout the development that
connects with existing and proposed pedestrian and bicycle routes as shown in the
Middleton comprehensive plan.

D.

A rule requiring compulsory municipal purchase of open space would lead to an
absurd result.

Abraham Lincoln is often attributed with this riddle:
How many legs does a dog have if you call the tail a leg?
Four. Calling a tail a leg doesn't make it a leg.
While I commend West Highland's creativity and I am admittedly being a bit facetious, if
its interpretation were correct, every city with impact fees would be bankrupt. I don't know what
Mr. Coleman paid for his land, but picture this if you would: why not buy up 300 acres in every
city that has an impact fee, build a high-rise (multi-family dwelling) on a 1 acre buildable
envelope and compel the City to credit/reimburse for the remaining 299 acres at $200,000 per
acre as open space? Wow! We would clear $5,980,000 without selling a single condo in our
high-rise.
While I am deliberately being facetious, the comparison to the PUD process is
compelling. A city is not required to buy a developer's various parcels of open space that the
developer chose or could not market as buildable lots ·within a subdivision. West Highlands'
small pocket parcels appear to be designed to merely benefit the subdivision inhabitants and/or
satisfy the maximum density restrictions and other such requirements as conditions precedent to
subdivide property. As a matter of law, a privately owned and maintained common area is not
akin to a public park and the City is not compelled to reimburse a developer for every blade of
grass merely because the Developer sought and received approval to utilize a PUD memorialized
in a development agreement. To conclude that a city is required to reimburse a developer
undermines the very purpose of impact fees. That being said, the City is willing to discuss
reducing the applicable park impact fee provided certain "park" facilities and inclusive anienities
are within the dominion and control of the City if not held in fee simple; i.e. a true city park not
under the control of an HOA.
II.

Eligible reimbursable Costs for transportation Svstem improvements must be
identified on the capital improvements plan.
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The City is \villing to reduce West Highland's transportation impact fee from $1,547 per
each of the 962 units to $380 per only 791 units. As of course you know, the transportation
impact fee of $1,547 represents the cost per linear foot to improve only certain portions of certain
roads identified on the CIP. A CIP does not include every street in the jurisdiction. To do so,
would amount to an irnpaet fee beyond reason. The inverse however is tme as applied to credits.
Viewing I.C. ~ 67-8209 in a vacuum, the Nelson Letter contends that West Highlands is entitled
to $3,197,552 for its costs associated for the construction of transportation improvements
regardless of whether it is identified on the CTP This is illogical as it must be read in
conjunction ,1vith J.C. § 67-8203(29) which provides that the costs for the
construction or reconstruction of system improvements, including design,
acquisition, engineering and other costs attributable thereto, and also including,
without limitation, the type of costs described in section S0-l 702(h), Idaho Code,
to provide additional public facilities needed to serve new grmvth and
development ... do not include:
(a) Construction, acquisition or expansion of public facilities other than
capital improvements identified in the capital improvements plan;
The \Vest Highlands Subdivision is in the northwestern-most portion of the City; some of which
was included within the ClP and some was not. Thus, to the extent that the West Highland
subdivision "results in the need for system improvements which are not identified in the capital
improvements plan", said transportation improvements are not entitled to credit or, at best, would
be entitled to credit against an extraordinary impact resulting in extraordinary costs. 14 In short,
the City's analysis of the allowable transportation impact fee credit calculation is as follows:
Transportation Impact Fee Credit Calculation:
•
Improvements constructed (to be constructed) included on CIP
o Cemetery Road Signal
o Cemetery Road Improvements
o 9th Street Improvements
•
CIP costs
o Cemetery Road: $181.37 per LF (one side)
14

Pursuant to MCC 4-5-5(j)
There may be circumstances where the anticipated fiscal impacts of a proposed development are of
such magnitude that the City may be unable to accommodate the deYelopment witlmut excessive or

unscheduled public e:\.-penditures that exceed the amount of the anticipated Impact fees from such
development. If the City detem1ines that a proposed development would create such an
e~traordinary impact on the City's streets, parks, and/or Middleton Rural Fire District public
facilities. I.he:: City may refuse:: lo approve I.he:: proposed deve::lopmenl and/or may recommend lo the
other affected government agencies that the project 110t be approYed. In the alternatiYe, the City
mny colculate n pro rata share per dv,,elling unit or square feet of nonresidential buildings, of the

extraordinary impact and charge a reasonable extraordinary impact fee tbat is greater than would
ordinarily he charged pursuant to the fee schedule
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o 9111 Street: $157.96 per LF (one side)
Amount/Costs of Improvements constructed (to be constructed)
o Cemetery Road Signal: $175,000 (per development agreement)
o Cemetery Road: 2162 LF x $181.37 = $392,122
Per CIP only 5O%i included in Impact Fees - $196,061 eligible
o 9th Street: 4758 LF x $157.96 = $751,574
o Total Improvement Costs: $175,000+$196,061 +$751,574 = $1,122,635
Impact Fee: $1,547 per lot
Total Impact Fees without exemption: $1,547 x 962 lots= $1,488,214
Total Impact Fees with exemption: $1,547 x 791 lots= $1,223,677
Proportionate Reduction of Eligible Credit
o 171 of 962 total lots exempt from impact fees= 17.77°0 are exempt
o 17.77°·0 of Total Costs of $1,122,635 = $199,492.24 not entitled to credit
o Eligible Credit= $1,122,635 minus $199,492.24 = $923,142.76 Total Credit
Total Adjusted Impact Fees ($1,223,677) minus Total Adjusted Credit ($923,142.76)
o Remainder Impact Fee: = $300,534.24
Total Impact Fee= $300,534.24 divided by 791 lots= $379.94

The City is looking forward to addressing these issues on July 20 and is certainly willing to
negotiate a satisfactory credit agreement with West Highlands provided such an agreement does
not force city taxpayers to subsidize private development
Sincerely,

MOORE SMITII BUXTON & TlJRCKE CHARTERED

Paul Fitzer
Middleton City Attorney
Cc:

City of Middleton
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From:

Paul J. Fitzer [PJF@msbtlaw.com]

Sent:

10/12/2011 7:38:29 PM

To:

Deborah E. Nelson [/O=GIVENSPURSLEY/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI Pl ENTS/CN=Den]

Subject:

Re: West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Dedication Agreement [IWOV-GPDMS.FID221507]

Thanks deb!
Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone
"Deborah E. Nelson" <den@givenspursley.com> wrote:
Hi Paul ,
Attached are two agreements for your review - West Highlands Impact Fee
Agreement and Parks Dedication Agreement. I tried to incorporate
everything we discussed at our meeting. Please let me know if you have
any comments, questions, concerns.
We will have one legal description (of the completed large park) to add to
Exhibit A in the Parks Dedication Agreement and Exhibit E in the Impact
Fee Agreement. It is being prepared now.
Thanks for all your efforts on this.
Deb

I look forward to hearing from you.

Deborah E. Nelson
Partner, Givens Pursley LLP
601 W. Bannock St., Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 388-1200 tel
(208) 388-1215 direct (208) 388-1300 fax
www.givenspursley.com<http://www.givenspursley.com/>
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail contains confidential information that
is protected by the attorney-client and/or work product privilege. It is
intended only for the use of the individual Cs) named as recipients. If you
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender,
and please do not deliver, distribute or copy this e-mail, or disclose its
contents or take any action in reliance on the information it contains.
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MOORE S1'9H BUXTON & TURCK9{:HARTERED
ATIORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT!AW

950 W. BANNOCK STREET, SUITE 520; BOISE, ID 83702
TELEPHONE: (208) 331-1800 FAX: (208) 331-1202 www.msbtlaw.com
LOREN W. ANDER.SON

JOHN J. McFADDEN"+O/Co1msel

STE!'RANIEiBoNNEY=<
SUSAN E. BOXTON"

MtCHA.EL C. MOOIIBO/ Counsel.

PAULJ.FrrzER
JILL S. Houm:,.
BRUCE M. SMITII
PAULA. TtlRO..'E'
CARLJ. WITHROE»*

• Also admitted in Califomia
• Also admitted in Oregon
' Also admitted in South Dakota
,. Also admitted in Utah
! Also admitted in Washington

October 5, 2010

Deborah Nelson
Givens Pursley
601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, Idaho 83702-5919

Re:

West Highlands Impact Fees Exemption - Credit Agreement

Dear Deborah:
The City of Middleton has evaluated West Highland, LLC's ("Developer") proposed
exemption/credit agreement. As a tentative staff level analysis only, I recommend that we meet
with the full City Council at a workshop to discuss both of our analyses prior to placing it on the
agenda with other city business.
At the outset, in paragraph D of the proposed West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement
("Agreement"), certain excerpts in Article IV of the Development Agreement were mistakenly
misquoted perhaps from an earlier draft. In Paragraph 4.1, utilizing the erroneous part with
strike-through, the executed Development Agreement provides in part:
The parties further acknowledge that Developer relied on the City's initial
approval to proceed with final design and construction of the development and
improvements, which construction has eommeneed and, in some instances,
commenced and been completed.

In Paragraph 4.2, utilizing the erroneous part with strike-through, the provision provides:
In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act,
Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq, the parties acknowledge and agree Developer
is may be entitled to credit for the present value of any construction of system
improvements or contribution or dedication of land or money required by a
governmental entity from the developer for system improvements of the category
for which the development impact fee is being collected, including certain
portions of the development's street and park improvements, provided that credit
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is only available for eligible capital improvements as prescribed by the Act. The
parties will calculate the amount of such credit after the adoption of any
development impact fees. The parties further acknowledge and agree that, under
the Act, Developer is not entitled to credit for improvements that merely provide
service to the development itself and are necessary for the use and convenience of
the development's residents, including the development's community center and
pool.

I.

PHASES EXEl\iPT FROM IMPACT FEES

A.

Phases 1, 2, and 3 shall be deemed exempt.

While you and I do not generally agree on the legal interpretation of Idaho Code §678215 governing transitioning, i.e. commencement of construction1, the City will nonetheless
agree to deem Phases 1, 2, and 3 of the West Highlands Subdivision as exempt from impact fees
pursuant to Paragraph 4.1 of the Development Agreement. This represents a total of 171 lots
a.mounting to $450,585.00 in exempted/credited parks impact fees and $264,537.00 in
transportation impact fees. This is by far the largest concession that the City is willing to make.

II.

STAFF- RECOMMENDED CREDIT FOR IMPACT FEES

Developer seeks credit/reimbursement for 38.58 acres of open space; inclusive of even
the open space in the phases exempted from impact fees. In excess of $7,716,000.00 at
$200,000.00 per acre, this represents the entirety of the open space, walk.ways, and micro-paths
of the subdivision. The request is presumably founded upon a belief that a municipality is
compulsorily required to provide credit and/or reimbursement for every piece of open space that
a developer opts to include within its subdivision. Neither the City's impact fee ordinance nor
IDIFA requires the city to credit/reimburse, in essence purchase, a developer's open space
totaling $7. 7 million dollars. Such an interpretation wholly undermines the purpose of Impact
Fees and would, in fact, banlaupt most if not all cities that were bound thereby.

1

The Middleton City Code defines "COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION" as follows:
The date the building permit was issued, provided the actual start of construction, repair,
reconstruction, placement, or other improvement was within one hundred eighty (180) days of the
pennit date. The actual start means either the first placement of permanent construction of a
structure on a site, such as the pouring of slab or footings, the installation of piles, the construction
of columns, or any work beyond the stage of excavation; or the placement of a manufactured home
on a foundation. Penn.anent construction does not include land preparation, such as clearing,
grading and filling; nor does it include the_ installation of streets and/or walkways; nor does it
include excavation for a basement, footings, piers, or foundations or the erection of temporary
forms; nor does it include the installation on the property of accessory buildings, such as garages
or sheds not occupied as dwelling units or not part of the main structure.
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A.

Eligible Credit
Credit is available only for improvement costs pertaining to:
1.
the construction of (i.e. presently constructed or financial guaranty)
2.
system improvements of the proper category
3.
Required by the City
4.
which are not merely necessary for the use and convenience of the
development itself.2

1.

Construction

Credit is available only for actual construction, i.e. improvements that are presently
constructed. Any unconstructed item identified in calculating a credit must be accompanied by a
satisfactory financial guarantee, a financial instrument, in order to be eligible for credit.
Otherwise, if the subject improvement is ·granted as credit but not constructed due to
unforeseeable circumstai.,.ces, the remaining fees, if any, on the remainder of the lots at that time
may not be sufficient to cover the balance of the construction cost
It is my understanding that the only park that has been constructed is a 5.8 acre park.
Will this park be dedicated to the City? If not, will the park be open to the public? What
amenities are afforded to the public? Will the club house and pool be open to the public? If not,
will the bathrooms be available to the public? Will the parking spaces be available to the public?
How many spaces are there after considering the required number of spaces for the club house
patrons? Who is the decision maker for reserving park space for parties, etc.? Will the HOA be
afforded the power to reserve space for the subdivision members thereby excluding members of
the public? To be eligible for credit (in essence the City is buying the park at $200,000 per acre)
what assurances are there that this is and will remain a usable public park in perpetuity?3

2.

System improvements of the category for which the impact fee is beine: collected.

a. Park Improvements
The City charges an impact fee for city parks. Developer seeks credit for 20.77 acres of
privately-owned "walkways" and 2.71 acres of"micropaths" to be utilized within the subdivision
and its inhabitants although presumably any member of the public may choose to utilize said
paths.4 Additionally, Developer seeks credit for each and every piece of open space within the
subdivision representing not only the 5.8 acre "park" but smaller 1-2 acre oddly shaped parcels of
open space. These are not cognizable system improvements as "city parks" merely because
See Paragraph 4.2 of the Development Agreement
See Resolution 28309 Park Standards and Requirements.
1.01 " ... All parks to be accepted by the City shall be dedicated to the City."
1.02 " ....Neighborhood parks shall have an area of five to ten (5-10) acres."
1.04. "In order to meet the classification of a Neighborhood park the following amenities shall be included:
... Restroom facility - A minimum of one ( l) building with a separate Men's and Women's Room.

2

3

Ofnote, Developer is already required per the Middleton City Code to provide curb, gutter, and sidewalks for its
inhabitants.

4
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members of the public will not be trespassed from such a common area or other such parcel of
open space that is otherwise not utilized as a buildable lot. 'While the City is willing to consider
the 5.8 acre parcel which might (see above queries) satisfy the City's Park Standards and
Requirements (Resolution 28309), the City is not compulsorily required to buy the developer's
various parcels of open space that the developer chose or could not market as buildable lots
within a subdivision. These parcels appear to be designed to merely benefit the subdivision
inhabitants and/or satisfy the minimum requirements entitling one to subdivide property rather
than serve as a city park entitled to credit/reimbursement.

b. Transportation Improvements
Developer further seeks credit/reimbursement for the costs incurred for the construction .
of the entirety of its transportation improvements totaling $6,876,129. The City does not believe
that merely because a developer builds a road for its subdivision that it is automatically entitled
to a credit for said construction.
The only system improvement costs entitled to
credit/reimbursement are those capital improvements that are identified on the capital
improvements plan ("CIP"). Further, the majority of the transportation improvements were
necessary in order to receive plat approval for Phases 1,2, and 3; all of which are deemed exempt
from impact fees. If the fees are exempt for Phase 1,2, and 3; so too are its credits. Thus at best,
the Developer will receive a proportionate credit commensurate with the percentage subject to
impact fees. See Paragraph B supra.

.,,., .

Required by the City and not a minimum necessity or convenience of the development.

The developer may be entitled to credit only for the construction of eligible city park and
transportation improvements that were required by the City and not for improvements that were
elective and/or convenient to the development itself or necessary in fulfilling the minimum
standards entitling one to subdivide property at a given de11Sity level. The development is located
within an R-3 zone and thus requires a minimum of five percent of open space necessary for the
use and convenience ofthe development's residents. As a prerequisite to subdividing property
at such density levels, such open space is not entitled to credit/reimbursement. Minimum road
widths and internal roads within the subdivision itself are necessary to service the development
and thus are not entitled to a credit. A comparable example would be an oversized sewer line.
Credit is available only for that amount greater than necessary to service the lot.
From the very outset, it was the Developer's proposal to utilize a modified planned unit
development format combining significantly higher-density lots with a concomitant increase in
open space thereby providing a distinct product to its customers. Quid pro quo. In the
Development Agreement, Developer sought a significant reduction in the allowable setbacks,
building envelops, lot sizes, and lot widths significantly increasing the normally permissible
densities. In order to maintain an overall density under three units per acre (R-3), Developer
naturally had to provide a concomitant increase in open space; a desirable incentive in marketing
lots. Now, the proposed credit agreement seeks to be reimbursed or at least credited for the
entirety of this open space. Developer received the benefit of its bargain. The Developer cannot
modify the allowable buildable densities thereby increasing the overall density and thereafter
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compel the City to provide credit for the concomitant increase in open space necessary to
maintain the proper overall density. The Developer's chosen product was not a requirement of
the City. The Developer could have provided the typical "cookie-cutter" style layout with
identical sized lots, setbacks, and lot widths with the minimum required open space. Developer
chose not to instead providing a desirable alternative to its customer providing high-density
residential amounting to 962 total lots but with the incentive of a swimming pool, community
center, and numerous open spaces ·within easy distance or even adjacent to the lots.
B.

Recommendation

Provided there are assurances that the 5.8 acre park will truly be usable by the City
residents and thus considered a "city park", the City is willing to give proportionate credit for this
park.
Park Impact Fee Credit Calculation:
335.03 acres
- Total Gross Area
- Overall Density (R-3 Zone)
2.87
- Park Impact Fee
$2,635 Per Lot
- Total Buildable Lots
962
$2,534,870.00 in fees
- Total Exempt Buildable Lots Phase 1-3
171
$450,585.00 Exemot
- Total Remaining Buildable Lots
791
$2,084,285.00
- Proportionate Percentage:
o 171 of 962 total lots exempt from impact fees =
17.77%
- Park System $200,000 per acre (per CIP)
- Eligible for Credit
5.8 acre park
- Total Credit
$1,160,000.00 credit
o 17.77% of Total Costs of $1,160,000.00 credit= $206,132 not entitled to credit
o Adjusted Credit= $953,868.00
•

$2,084,285 minus $953,8680 =
$1,130,417.00 remaining impact fees
Total Adjusted hn.pact Fees $1,130,417.00 / 791 lots
$1429.10 Impact Fee per lot

Transportation Impact Fee Credit Calculation:
• Improvements constructed (to be constructed) included on CIP
o Cemetery Road Signal
o Cemetery Road hn.provements
o 9th Street Improvements
11
CIP costs
o Cemetery Road: $181.3 7 per LF (one side)
o 9th Street: $157.96 per LF (one side)
• Amount/Costs ofhnprovements constructed (to be constructed)
o Cemetery Road Signal: $175,000 (per development agreement)
o Cemetery Road: 2162 LF x $181.37 = $392,122
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Per CIP only 50% included in Impact Fees - $196,061 eligible
o 9th Street: 4758 LP x $157.96 = $751,574
o Total Improvement Costs: $175,000+$196,061 +$751,574 = $1,122,635
• Impact Fee: $1,547 per lot
• Total Impact Fees without exemption: $1,547 x 962 lots= $1,488,214
a:
Total Impact Fees with exemption: $1,547 x 791 lots= $1,223,677
11
Proportionate Reduction of Eligible Credit
o 171 of 962 total lots exempt from impact fees = 17. 77% are exempt
o 17.77% of Total Costs of $1,122,635 = $199,492.24 not entitled to credit
o Eligible Credit= 1,122,635 minus $199,492.24 = $923,142.76 Total Credit
11
Total Adjusted Impact Fees ($1,223,677) minus Total Adjusted Credit ($923,142.76)
o Eligible for Impact Fee: = $300,534.24
11:

Impact Fee per lot: = $300,534.24/ 791 lots= $380

When you have had an opportunity to review staff's analysis, I suggest we schedule a work
session with the City Council.

Sincerely,

Cc:

City of Middleton
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January 4, 20 i l
Via E-Mail and Mail

City of Middleton City Council
P.O. Box 487
Middleton, Idaho 83644
Re:

Impact fee credit for West Highlands Ranch

Dear Council Members:
Over the course of the last two years, our client, Coleman Communities, Inc. ("Coleman") has
been involved in discussions with City of Middleton staff and legal counsel regarding impact fee credit
for the West Highlands Ranch development. With this letter, we hope to address the City's remaining
concerns and to bring this lengthy process to a close.
West Highlands Ranch is in an unusual position, as it was designed and approved before the City
began any proceedings to adopt an impact fee ordinance. As was the norm prior to ~uch ordinance
adoption, the City exacted various park and transportation improvements through conditions in the West
Highlands Ranch approvals and development agreement. Based on those approvals, Coleman has
commenced construction on the first three phases of the development and has completed many of the
required park and transportation improvements.
The improvements in West Highlands Ranch already serve the larger community. Its parks have
hosted activities for the Chamber of Commerce, City Council candidates, and Middleton High School
sports teams, and its pathways provide the only pedestrian connection among Middleton High School, the
church adjacent to the High School, and Heights Elementary School. Additionally, its transportation
improvements are used daily for thousands of vehicle trips. West Highlands Ranch is truly woven into
the fabric of the City.
While these facts provide anecdotal evidence that West Highlands Ranch should be eligible for
impact fee credit for the improvements that provide community benefits, the legal standard for calculating
credits is actually much simpler and less subjective. Under the ldah.o Develogment Impact Fee Act
C'fDIFA"). the operative question is whether the improvements exceed the service levels in the City's
capital improvements 12lan C'CIP''). lf so, the development is entitled to reimbursement or credit against
impact fees. Although West Highlands Ranch could seek payment from the City for the value of several
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improYements, Coleman proposes ins1ead that the. parties merely execute an agreement confirming that no
impact fees will be due. To accomplish this, we have attached an Impact Fee Agreement to this letter.
L

EACKGRODN D

The origina.1 development agreement for West Highlands Ranch was executed in February 2006,
:c.nd a preliminary plat was approved in July of the same year. At that time, the City had not yet begun the
process of adopting an impact fee ordinance. Consequently, the park and transportation improvements
mitigating this development's impacts were set forth in the development agreement and the City's
subsequent approvals. In reiiance on those approvals, Coleman proceeded with final design and
construction of the improvements, many of·v.•hich have been completed.
In 2008, Coleman approached the City about revising tlie preliminary piat and development
~greement for West Highlands Ranch. Recognizing that the City was contemplating the adoption of an
impact fee ordinance, Coleman origins.Uy attempted to resolve any impact fee issues in the revised
development agreement. The resufting discussions delayed approval of the revised preliminary plat and
development agreement for several months. Ultimately, to allow the project to proceed, the parties
simply agreed that impact fee credit would be calculated after the adoption of an impact fee ordinance. 1
The revised development agreement ("Development Agreement") was executed in March 2009, and the
revised preliminary plat ("Prelimina,y Plat") was approved in May 2009.
The City adopted an impact fee ordinance ("Impact Fee Ordinance") in July 2009. Tnat sarne
mc,nth, Coleman contacted Cit)" staff to initiate discussions regarding impact fee credit. Over the course
of the following months, the City 2:nd Coleman have had several meetings and exchanges of
correspondence. In September 20 l 0, in response to the City attorney's ;equest, Coleman sent a proposed
impact fee agreement ("Impact Fee Agreement") to City attorney Paul Fitzer. In October 2010, Coleman
received a response ("Fitzer Letter") addressing the Impact Fee Agreement and setting forth staff
recommenda tions regarding impact fee credit.
H.

PmN-rs OF AGREEMEN T

Coleman agrees with several points raised in the Fitzer Letter. These points are summarized
below for your consideration.

A.

Phases 1 tbrouglt 3 are exempt.

IDIF A provides:
Notwithstanding any other provisions cf this chapter, that portion of a
project for which a valid building permit has been issued or construction
has commenced prior to the effective date of a developrneut impact fee
ordinance shall not be subject to additional development impact fees so
long as the building permit remains valid or construction is commenced
1

Development Agreement Revision #214.2.
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and is pursued according to the terms of the pennit or development

approval. 2
This provision also is referenced and reiternted in Paragraph 4.3 of the Deve-lopment Agreement.
Coieman agrees with the Fitzer Letter's conclusion that Phases i through 3 of West Highlands
Ranch qualify as construction that commenced prior to adoption of the lmpac.t Fee Ordinance and,
therefore, are exempt from any impact fees. These three phases contain 171 (or 17.68%) of the 967

buildable lots approved for West Highls.nds Ranch. 3
B.

Credit shou[d be proportiomately discounted by the p,erceatage of el'.ernp,t iot!l.

Many cf the \Vest Highiar:ids Ranch improvements are designed to ser✓e the entire development
and beyond, including Phases 1 through 3. Because Phases l through 3 are exempt from impact fees, the
Fitzer Letter suggests that credit should be discounted in proportion to the percentage of ex.empt lots (i.e.,
should be reduced by 17.68%).
IDiFA does not address this specific situation, in which improvements eligible for credit also
serve areas that are ex:empt from impact fees. Coleman finds the Fitzer Letter's suggestion to be a fair
resolution and accordingly has no objections to such a reduction.

C.

Cr-edit fs on!y ave:Habie if improvements are constructed.

The Fitzer Letter states that credit only will be granted if improvements are constructed (or a
financial guarantee ensuring completion ls provided). Coleman agrees that credit should not be granted
for improvements that are never constructed, and we have revised the [mpact Fee Agreement to address
this concern.

HI.

OUTSTANDENG ISSUES

There remain a handful of issues where no consensus has been reached. We are hopeful that
these issues can be resolved, without further delay and without legal proceedings, based on the
information in this letter and the attached settlement agreement.

A.

Under IDIFA, West Highlands R£nch is entitled to credit and reimbursement for
improvements exceeding the service levels established in the CIP.

rDfFA provides that, as a prerequisite to enacting an impact fee ordinance, each governmental
entity must adopt a CIP identifying the target service level for each category of public facilities. 4 fmpact
2 Idaho

Code § 67-8215(2).

3 The Fitzer Letter states that there are 962 buildable lots and therefore calculated that the exempt lots are
17.77% of the total. We assume this is a minor clerical error, as the approved Preliminary Plat identifies 967
build.able lots.

4

Idaho Code§ 67-8208(J)(f).
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foes must be calculated based on these service levels, and the service level for new developme nt
must be

the s.s.me c..s the service level for existing developme nt. 5 In other words, a govemme.ntal entity cannot

require new deveiopme-nt to r,cise the service level. This fact is acknowled ged in the City's ov"·n CIP,
\Vhic.h expressly· states that projects co;re,.::dng existing deficiencies or improvlng service levels cannot be
•.,,
,
, .t.l,.
,, 6
w::weo
Luroug I1 .[mpact. rees.
Thus, the goal of impact fees is to maintain me service leve[s of various public facilities. Ii
a
oevelopment is required, to provide improveme nts that exceed the service level-kno- ..,.i under IDIFA as
"system improvem errts'"-the developme nt is entitled to reimbursem ent or credit againsi impac.t
fees for
the value of any system improvements.&
As explained below, tbe park and transportat ion improveme nts for \Vest Highlands Ranch exceed

the service !eve[s in the CIP, so credit against City impact fees must be gra,1ted. Furthermo re, because the

total amount of the credit exceeds the total amount of the impact fees for West Highlands
Ranch, no
impact fees are due, and West Highlands Ranch is entitled to reimbursem ent from the City
for the

differen,::e.

1.

West Highl.u1ds Ranch park improvem ents el:ceea the service levels in the

CIP.

For pa.rks, the CIP identifies a service level of 4.40 acres of parks per 1000 population . To meet
this .service !eve! and offset its impact on the City's park system, West Highlands Ranch must
provide
12.47 acres of parks. (The CIP assumes that there are 2.93 residents in each residentia[ unit,
so West
Highlands Ranch may be assumed to have 2,833 residents at full build-out.) Any park acreage
in excess
of 12.47 acres is a system improveme nt, since it goes beyond what West Highlands Ranch netds
to meet
the service level.
As set forth on Exhibit D of the attached Impact Fee Agreement , West Highlands Ranch includes
38.58 total acres of park improveme r.ts. 9 (Please note that this figure ex.eludes the clubhouse
factlities.)
Of these, 12.47 acres are needed to meet the City's defined sen1ice level and offset the impact
of each
home; the remaining 26. l l acres are system improveme nts. The CIP provides that eac.h acre
of park
system improvem ents is valued at $200,000, so West Highlands Ranch is entitled to $5,222,000
in credit

5

[daho Code § 67-&204(2).

6

Ciry of Middleton Parks and Streets Impact Fee Study- Final Report, p. 11-12.

7 ldaho

Code § 67-8203(28).

~ Idaho Code § 67-8209(3).
9

completed.

Approximately 9.40 acres of park improvements have been completed, with 29. 18 acres yet to be
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for 26.l l acres. Discounted by i i.68% to accommodate the exemption of Phases i through 3, the total
credit v,;ou!d be $4,298,750. 10
Of the 967 buildab!e iots in West Highlands Rs.rich, 171 are exempt from impact fees because
they are located in Phases ! through 3. Thus, there are 796 buiidable lots that are eligible for impact fees.

At $2635 per etigib-!e lot, West Highlands Ranch would be responsible for $2,097,460 in park impact
fees. Because the credit for West Highlands Ranch ($4,298,750) exceeds the amount of impact fees
($2,097,460), West Highlands Ranch is entitled to reimbursement from the City in the amount of
$2,20 l .290 for parks imnrnvements. However, Coleman is willing to execute an agreement simply
establishing that no impact fees are due.
l.

West Highlands Ranch transport2ticm tmp,rovements ex:ceed the service
ievets in the CfP.

The CIP identifies a "C" service level for the City's streets and concludes that £l547 per lot is the
amount necessary to maintain this service !eve!. In order to maintain a "C" service level for West
Highlands Ranch, West High!ands Ranch would need to include at least $1,495,949 ($1547 times 967
lots) worth of transportati011 improvements.
As set forth on Exhibit D of the attached Impact Fee Agreement, West Highlands Ranch includes
12 acres of land dedicated for transpor...ation improvements to minor arterial, major collector and minor
collector streets. At a value cf £50,000 per acre established by the CIP, this dedication represents an
expenditure of$600,000. West Highlands Ranch also includes 9.&4 miles of lane improvements to minor
arterial, major coliector and minor collector streets. The CIP provides that each lane mile of street
improvements is worth $620,000, so these improvements represent an expenditure of $6,101,129.
FinaHy, West Highlands Ranch has committed $175,000 toward installing a traffic signal at the
intersection of Cemetery Road and State Highway 44. Thus, the total transportation expenditures for
West Highlands Ranch equal $6,876,129. 11 (Please note that this figure ex.eludes expenditures for local
streets within West Highlands Ranch.)
When the amount necessary to maintain a "C" service leve! ($1,495,949) is subtracted from the
transportation expenditures ($6,876,129), it leaves $5,380,180. This is the credit for West Highlands
Ranch system improvements, since it represents expenditures in excess of the amount necessary to
maintain the service level. Discounted by 17 .68% to accommodate the exemption of Phases l throu.gh 3,
the total credit for West Highlands Ranch would be $4,42&,964.
Of the 967 buildable lots in West Highlands Ranch, 171 are exempt from impact fees because
they are located in Phases 1 through 3. Thus, there are 796 buildab]e lots that are eligible for impact fees.
At $1547 per eligible lot, West Highlands Ranch would be responsible for $1,231,412 ln transportation

10 ln addition, West Highlands Ranch spends $50,000 per year to maintain its park improvements. At full
build-out, annual maintenance costs are estimated to be $200,000. While this has no direct bearing on credit, it
underscores the magnitude of West Highlands Ranch's investment in park improvements.
11

Approximateiy $2 million worth of these transportation improvements already have been completed.
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impact fees. Because the credit for West Highlands Ranch ($4,428,964) exceeds the amount of impact
fees ($[,231,4i2), \Vest Highlands Ranch is entitled to reimbursement from the Citv in the amount of
$3.197.552 for transportation tmo;ovements. However, Coleman is vdlling to execute an agreement
simply estab!ishtng that no impact fees are due.
B.

Ci:-edit ts lt\'2:ihtble for system improvements tnat are not Hsted in the CIP.

The Fitzer Letter suggests that cred:it may not be granted for system improvements tha.1 are not
spedfically 1dentified in the CfP, such as the improvements to Willis Road. However, this position is at
odds v"ith the express language of fDIFA, which provides unequivocally that ''credit or reimbursement
shall be given for the present value of any construction of system improvements." 12 \Vhen interpreting a
statute, a court must begin with the literal words of the statute, and those words must be given their plain,
usual and ordinary meaning. Consequently, based on this language, a court ·would have to conclude that
fDIFA does not limit credit to system improvements in the CIP.
From a policy perspective, this makes se-nse. If a development's impacts already have been
mitigated by the required construction of system improvements (i.e., the service level has been
maintained), it is unnecessary and unfair for the development to pay impact fees too. And, to s"uite the
obvious, why would the City identify those improvements as needed in the CIP if they are afieady
constructed or required to be constructed? Indeed, in some cases, the CIP identifies transportation
improvements of the same quality and service level of West Highlands Ranch but omits street segments

within West Highlands Ranch..
IDrFA forbids the adoption of any system subjecting development to "double payment."13 To
prevent that outcome, IDIFA further provides that, once an impact fee ordinance has been adopted.
"development requirements for system improvements shall be imposed by governmental entities only by
way of develooment impact fees."l 4 If system improvements have been imposed any other way (such as
through exactions), reimbursement or credit must be given.
In contrast, a governmental entity may only expend impact fees on improvements that are shown
in the ClP. 15 Tiiis, too, makes sense from a policy perspective. Governmental entities routinely are
required to identify proposed expenditures in advance. For example, cities must adopt an appropriations
ordinance e!?.ch fiscal year, which restricts the amount and type· of expenditures that may be made. Such
requirements promote transparency and accountability, as well as sound business practices.

12

!daho Code§ 67-8209(1) (emphasis added).

13

Idaho Code § 67-8204(19).

1~

Idaho Code§ 67-8215 (emphasis added).

15 "Development impact fees shall not be used for any purpose other than system improvement costs."
Idaho Code§ 67-8210(2). "[S]ystem improvement costs do not include ... [c]onstruction, acquisition or expansion
of public facilities other than capital improvements identified in the capital improvements plan." Idaho Code§ 67-

8203(29)(a).
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\Ve r~cognize the diiemma rDIFA creates for municipalities: where the City has to give credit
and/or reimbursement for constructed improvements, [twill not be able to diiect the same level of fees to
its targeted CIP projects. However, this statutory scheme provides a fundamentai protection to developers
and homeowners: they canriot be forced to mitigate their impacts 1ice, on,::e by constructing
improvements and once by payrng impact fees. In addition, it is import.ant to remember that West
Highlands Ranch is. in an ·unusual position because 1,: was approved prior to the adoption of the Impact
Fee Ordinance. For subsequent projects, the City wiii know in advance which improvements-if anywm be eligible for impact fee credlt, and it can p!im accordingly.

t,,

C.

Credit is avaflahte fo-r system improvements that do not e1:ceed Ci'.ty subdfvh:i.on and

P-UD standards.
IDIFA provides that at! system improvements are eligible for credit: "In the calculation of
development impact fees for a particular project, credit or reimbursement sha.H be given for the present
value of any construction of system improvements." 16 If system improvements are constructed, credit
must be granted. Local governmental entities are not authorized to establish their owa criteria for which
improvements count as system improvements in contradiction of state law.
The Fitzer Letter suggests that system improvements may receive credit only to the e:r..1:ent they
exceed City standards, so park or transportr.tion improvements required by ordinance would not be
eligible. There is no basis for such a limitation in IDIF A. The only relevant question is whether the
imyrovements surpass the identified service !eve!; if so, the improvements are system improvements for
which credit must be granted.

If this were not the case, a governmental entity could circumvent IDIF A th.rough its development
standuds. Taken to the extreme, a city could require every street with.in and adjacent to a subdivision to
be a principal arterial, with a traffic light at each intersection, but stiH refuse to grant credit for such
improvements. Under the logic employed by the Fitzer Letter, this wDuld be permissible, even thDugh the
improvements would clearly raise the service level and be entitled to credit.
D.

West Highlands Ranch park improvements are "parks" under the Impact Fee
Orcffn:ance.

Credit is only available under IDIFA for improvernents "of the category for which the
development impact fee is being collected." 17 The Fitzer Letter suggests that the West Highlands Ranch
park improvements do not qualify as "parks" under the Impact Fee Ordinance unless they satisfy the
City's Park Standards and Requirements (Resolution 283-09)> including certain minimum sizes and
amenities.
Resolution 283·09 was passed in November 2009; several months after the [mpact Fee Ordinance
was adopted. The Impact Fee Ordinance subsequently was amended in May 2010, but no reference was
16

Idaho Code§ 67-8209(1) (emphasis added).

17

Idaho Code§ 67•&209(1).
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made to Resolmion 283-09. Thus, there is no evidence that the Park Standards and Requirements were
somehow incorporated into the impact Fee Ordinance.

Furthermo;e, nothing in the [mpact Fee Ordinance or the CfP identifies any criteria. necessary to
qualify as a "park." The CIP. which sets the service standard for City parks, includes existing parks as

smafl as 0.21 acres and existing parks that have no amenities. The CIP also includes 4.86 acres of
existing "developed pathways" without identifyir,g any standards for such pathways.
At fuil build-out, the 38.58-acre West Highlands Ranch interconnected pa.ri{ and pathway system
·will include at ieast six. major amenities (such as children's play equipment, volleyball courts or tennis
courts) and at !east ten minoi amenities (such as barbeque areas or picnic tables). The pathways will
consist of 5-foot wide meandering sidewalks within landscaped corridors at !east 25 feet wide, with 10foot wide paved micrn-paths providing supplemental connections. In sum, the parks and pathways in
\Vest Highlands Ranch are just as developed, if not more so, than those included in the CIP.
Consequently, these park improvements dearly fall within the category of "parks" set forth in the Ci?
and, by extension, the Impact Fee Ordinance.
Although the West Highlands Ranch park improvements-as presently approved-are entitled to
credit, Coleman is \>, illing to expand the scope of these improvements. If preferab!e to the City, for all
future phases, Coleman coui.d construct a lQ.foot wide asphalt pathway in lieu of the 5-foot wide
meandering sidewalk shown on the Preliminary Plat. This multiuse pathway would extend for
2.pproY.imately one mile and would connect Heights Elementary School to a pedestrian crossing for
Middleton High School.
1

E.

V</est HigErfands Ranch µark hnprcwements are efiigibie for crecHt even though
Coleman chose to deveHop West HEgh.Iands Ranch as :a PUD.

Finally, the Fitzer Letter suggests that credit should not be granted for park improvements
because the City did not require Coleman to develop West Highlands Ranch as a PUD. However, this
fact provides no basis for denying credit.
While it is true that the City did not require Coleman to develop West Highlands Ranch as a
PUD, this means nothing. All development is voluntary; no one is ever forced to develop property in a
~ertain manner or to develop property at all. If voluntary development is not eligible for impact fee
credit, then no development will ever qualify for credit.
The simple fact is that the park improvements in West Highlands Ranch were required by the
City. TI1e City Code and the Development Agreement require West Highlands Ranch to provide 10%
open space. The PUD, as set forth on the approved Preliminary Plat, provides 11.69% open space,
including the 3.77-acre school lot. If the school lot is excluded, the PUD provides 10.35% open space
(29.16 acres out of 28 l .83 acres).

IV.

ALTERNATE BASES FOR CREDIT

In addition to IDIFA, common law legal principles prohibit the City from collecting impact fees
from West Highlands Ranch. The Development Agreement executed by the City and Coleman sets forth
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all conditions and obligations necess::ry for the development of \Vest Highiands Ranch, inciuding the
improvements needed to offset the development's impacts. Each party has a comractuai right to receive
the benefit of its bargain-no more and no less. Coleman relied on the scope of those conditions for the
approvals granted and ce.rtainly did not bargain to pay for the actuai tmprovements and the impact fees
for such 1mpi0Vements. Further, if the City collects impact fees, it would receive an additional benefit
without compensating West Hlgh!arrds Ranch for the value of that benefit. This is the textbook definition
of unjust enrichment.
V.

CONCLUSION

IDIF A expressly prohibits governmental entities from seeking double payment for improvements,
In other words, if a development has mitigated its impacts (i.e.. maintained the service level) by
constructing system improvements, it cannot be forced to pay impact fees also. This statutory
requirement mirmrs common law legal principals such as preventing unjust enrichment.
As a protection against double payment and unjust enrichment, rDIFA authorizes a developer to
seek reimbursement or credit for the value of system improvements. The value of the West Highlands
Ranch system improvements exceeds the amount of the West Highland Ranch impact fees by more than
$5 million.
Because West Highlands Ranch is entitled to reimbursement or credit. ID!F A requires the City
and Coleman tc enter into a v,rrirten agreement setting forth the amount of reimbursement or credit that is
due .1g As Coleman has repeatedly offered to City staff and legal counsel, Coleman wil I agree not to seek
payment for retmbursement if fuH credit is granted for the West Highlands 'Ranch improvements, such
that no impact fees will be due. Coleman has worked in good faith with the City for two years and, as a
fair and simple resolution, we respectfully request that the City execute tne attached Impact Fee
Agreement.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

~
Deborah E. Nelson

DEN/la
cc: Paul J. Fitzer (via email)
1011347_9 (7476-46)

18

Idaho Code§ 67-8209(4).
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WEST HIGHL.t\.NDS IMPACT FEE AGREEMENT
This West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into this __ day
of __________;, 20_ by and among the City of Middleton, a municipal corporation
in the State ofidaho ("Cfty"), West Highlands, LLC ("O"'•ner") and Coleman Homes, LLC
("'De·peloper"). Cit}\ Owner, and Developer may collectively be referred to herein as the
"Pa.rtie£".

RECITALS
A.

Owner owns cer.ain real property in the City of Middleton shown on the Vicinity
Map in Exhibit A and legally described in Exhibit B ("Project Site"), except for
that portion conveyed to Ivfiddleton School District #i34 of [daho and legally
described in Exhibit C, which. exhibits are attached he.eto and hereby
incorporated herein.

B.

Devefoper is developing the \Vest Highlands Ranch subdivrsion on the Project
Site, which [s approved for 967 residential lots.

C.

The Parties entered into that certain Development Agreement dated February 2,
20D6, as amended from time to time and most recently in that Development

Agreement Revision #2, dated March 31, 2009 ("Deveiopment Agreement").
D.

In Article IV of the Development Agreement, the Parties agi-eed as follows:
4. l.

The parties acknowledge this development was principally designed

and initially ap~oved before the City began proceedings to propose impact fees.
Conseqt1ently, Developer's proposals, plus additional requiremerits imposed by the City,
determined. t,,';e ieve! of improvements needed to mitigate the development's impacts.
The parties further admowfedge that Developer relied on the City's initial approval to

proceed with final design and construction of the development and improvements, which
constru...--tion has commenced and, in some instances, has been completed.
4.2.

In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact

Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-&201, et seq, the parties acknowledge and agree

Developer is entitled to credit for the present value of any construction of system
improvements or contribution or dedication of land or money required by a governmental
entity from the developer for system improvements of the category for which the
deYeiopment lmpact fee is being collected, including certain portior.s of the
development's street and park improvements, provided that credit is only avallable for
eligible capital improvements as prescribed in the Act. The parties will calculate the
amount of such credit after the adc;,tton of any deveio;,ment impact fees. The parties
further acknowledge and agree that, under the Act, Developer is not entitled to credit for
improvements that merely provide service to the development itself and are necessary for
the use and convenience of the development's residents, including the development's
community center and pool.
4.3.
Notwithstanding the above, in accordance with Idaho Code Section 67•
8215(2), Developer shall not be subject to development impact fees or credits thereof
subsequently adopted by the City for portions of the development where construction has
commenced and is pursued according to the terms of the pennit or development approval.
West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement
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As prescribed in the Development Agreement, foHovdng City's adoption of the
M1ddleton Impact Fee Ordinance ("Ordfnance"), the Parties ca!cuiated the
amoimt of Developer's credit against impact foes for the present value of the
constrnct1on of certain parks and transportation improvements. Such
improvements and calculations are set forth in Exhibit D, which exhibit is
attached hereto ruid hereby incorporated herein.

AGREEMENT
NOW, T'"rlEREFORE, for good and. valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of

whkh is hereby acknmvledged, and in consideration of the recitai~ above, which are
incorporated betow, the Parties agree as follows:
1.
Legal ..tr~uthoritv. This Agreement is maide pursuant to and in accordance with the
provisions of Ide.ho Devefopment Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-820!, et seq. ("Act").
2.
Imoact Fee Credit. The Parties agree that the preser,t value of the construction of
certatn pafr.s and transportation improvements in West Highlands Ranch, as set forth in ErJ1ibit
D, exceeds the total an1.ount ofimpact fees owed for '\Vest Htghlands Ranch. Therefore,
Developer shall not be responsible for payment of impact fees in West Highlands Ranch. The
Parties further agree that Developer shall not seek reimbursement from City for the value of
improvements in excess of impact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch, as would otherwise be
aUowed under the Act. The Parties acknowledge that Exhibit D does not identify taxes and other
po-tentia! sources of revenue that mlght further offset impact fees because further offset is not
necessary in this case. The Parties further acknowledge that City may require Developer to
provrde a financial. guarantee for improvements yet to be constructed.
Amendments. Any a.Iteration or change to this Agreement shaH be made only by
3.
the written agreement of the Parties and in compliance with the notice and hearing provisions of
Idaho Code Section 67-6509, as required by Middleton City Code, Title 5, and Chapter 7.
4.

Choice of Law. Venue. This Agreement shall be construed irr accordance with

the laws of the State ofldaho in effect at the time of the execution of this Agreement. Any
action brought in connection with this Agreement shall be brought in a court of competent
jurisdiction located in Ca..,yon County, Idaho.

5.
Attorney's Fees and Costs. If either party shali default under this Agreement and
said defau~t is cured with the assistance of an attorney for the other party, as a part of curing said
default, the reasonable attorneys' fees incurred by the other party shall be reimbursed to the other
party upon demand. In the event a suit or action is filed by either party against the other to
interpret or enforce this Agreement, the unsuccessful party to such litigation agrees to pay to the
prevailing party all costs and expenses, including attorneys' fees incurred therein, including the
same with respect to an appeal.

6.
Effect of Agreement. This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon
its approval by the City Council and execution of the Mayor and City Clerk. This Agreement
shall be binding upon the parties to it, their respective grantees, successors, assigns or lessees.
Pagel or 14
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IB WITNESS \V1-IEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement effective on the
date of the l2St stgnature hereto.

CITY OF MiDDLETON

By:-------------h!iayor Vk:k1 Thurber

Date:

/.,_ttest~

-·-·-··-- ---·

--------------

--------

Elieri Smith, City Cterk

\YEST HrGHLANDS, LLC
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:

--------------

COLE:M.AN HOMES, LLC

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:

Exhibit A:
Exhibit B:
Exhibit C:
Exhibit D:

--------------

Vicinity Map
Legal Description of Project Site
Legal Description of School District Prorierty
West Highland Ranch Impact Fee Credit Calculation

West Highlands !rnpact Fee Agreement
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•
\

) ss.

County of Canyon

)

On this
day of _ _ _ _ __, in the year of 20_, before me, a Notary Public
in anci for the State of Idaho, personally appeared Vicki Thurber, Mayor of the City of
Mk!dieton, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing
instrument and acknowledged to me that he h.2.s the authority to e>~ecute and executed the sai-ne

for the pUt-poses therein contained on behalf of the City of Middleton.
IN \VITI~ESS 'WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my offlcfal seal the
day and year in this certificate first above written.
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at ______________
My Commission expires __________
STATE OF IDAHO

)

} ss.
County of _ _ __

)

On this __ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ , in the year of20_, before me, a Notary Public
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared - - - - - - - - - - - - " known or
identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument on behalf
of West Htgh[ands. ·LLC and acknowledged to me that (s)he has the authority to execute and
executed the same for the purposes therein contained.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, [ have hereunto set rny hand and affixed my official seal the
day and year in this certificate first above written.
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at ______________
My Commission expires __________

West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement
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EXREBiTB
Lege.! Desct'iptii:tn of Project Site

•
I<SO Ea.st Vi.":atertow~r St.
Suite 150
Moridl;;n, ldohc, Sl.42

!DAHO
SURVEY

GROUP

Phone (20S) S• i-B570
F,i,: (l!IS} tS<-S?9i

Project No. 07-236

August 11, 2008
DESCRr?TIO!~ FOR

F'R!:f.lM!N:ARY ?LAT
\I\IEST H!GHLANiDS SUBDIV!SiOW
Government Lots 3 and 4, a portion of Government Lots 1 and 2 and a portion of
the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of Section 36, T.5N., R.3W., 8.M., Canyon County, Idaho more
particularly oesciibed as follows:
Commencing st a 5/8" iron pfn marking the SE comer of Section 36;
thence along the East boundary line of said Section 36 North 00°0"1'21" West,
212.00 feet to the REAL P01~T OF 61:Gif~N!NG;
thence continuing along said East boundary fine North 00°01'21" West, 1108.24
feet to the NE corner of said Government Lot 1;

thence along the North boundary line of said Government Lot 1 North 89°57'36"
West, i329.54 feet to the NW corner of said Government Lot 1;
thence along the East boundary line of the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said SA...ction
36 North 00°00°00· Vvest, 1320.05 feet to the C-E1/i6 corner of said Section 36;
thence along the North boundary line of the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section
36 South 69°55'41" West, 902. 72 feet;

thence leaving said North boundary line South 40°13'17" West, BS.82 feet;
thence South 43°53'39" West, 451.29 feet;
thence Soutti 58 ..32'44" West, 18.99 feet;

thence South 89°49'53" West, 41.10 feet to a point on the West boundary line oi
the NW1/4 of the SEi/4 of said Section 36;
thence along said West boundary line South

oo•oo·so· West, 915.48 feet to the

NE comer of said Government Lot 3;

thence along the North boundary line of said Government Lot 3 North 89°58'40"
West, 1328.59 feet to the NE comer of said Government Lot 4;

thence along the North boundary line of said Government Lot 4 North 89°58'20"
West, 1328.60 feet to the NW corner of said Government Lot 4;

S:\ISG ProJeclslWesl Highlands F'lalSIDocuments\west highlaricl~ pre plat OESC.doc
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thence aiong the West boundary line of said Government Lot 4 South 00~09·52•
VI/est, '1357. 74 feet to the SW corner of said Section 36;

thence along the South boundary line of said Section 36 North 89"37'36" East,
2559.53 feet to the South 1/4 comer of said Section 36;
thence abng the t~on:h-South ceilterline of ssid Section 36 North 00°04'14" East,
332.53 feet;
thence leaving said h!orth-South centerline South 89°59'03" East, 331 .38 fee~
t.'1ence South 00°22'17" East. 260.28 feet to a point on the North right-of-way line
of Willis Lane;

thenoa along ssij North right-of-way line the following 7 courses:
thence North 89°37'29" East, 944.42 feet:
thenos North 44"37'29" East, 70.7'1 feet;
thence fforth 00"22'31" West, 20.00 feet;
thence North 89°37'29" East, i 10.00 feet;

thence South 00°22'31" East, 20.00 feet;
thence South 45°22'31" East, 70.71 feet;
thence North 89"37'29u East, 790.84 feet;

thence leaving said North right-of-way line North 00°01 '21" West, i 42.00 feet;
thence North 89°37'2~r Eest, 383.51 feet to the REAL ?OlliT OF 3-EGINNiNG.
Containing 193.84 acres, more or less.

ALSO:
A portion of Government Lots i and 2, and a portion of the S1/2 of the NE1/4 and
a portion of the NE1/4 of the SE1/4 of Section 1, T.4N., R.3W., B.M., Canyon County,
Idaho more particularly described as follows:
Commencing at a 518" iron pin marking the NE corner of said Sectron 1;
thence along the East boundaiy line of said Section 1 South 00°03•21- West,

70.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;
thence CDntinuing along said East boundary line South 00°03'21" West, 806.30
feet;

S:USG Projects\West Highlands Plats\Documents\wesl highlands pie plat DESC.doc
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thence leaving said East boundary line South 56°52'25" West, 632.25 feet;

t!",&f!cs South DG'53'i 8" East, i49.5i feet;
thence ~,!orth SS'2,E:''°i 2" c::ast, 578.75 feet to a point on the East boundary !ine of
sad Section 1;

thence along s.:.ici East boundar>' line Souih 00°03'2~" West, 50.00 feet to the SE
comer of sos id Government Lot 1;
thence leaving said Ea:st boundsry line Sovth 89'39'i2" \Nest, 442.51 feet;
thence Souih 00"03'0:l" East, .:.:-29.5G feet;
thence r~orth 88'39'i2" East, ,442.51 feet to a point on tl1e East boundary line of
said Section 1;
msnce along said East boundary Hne South 00°03'09" East, i 97 .42 feet;

thence leaving said East boundary fine North 89°53'26" West, 509.00 feet;
thence South 00·03•og" East, 3 "i 1. 00 feet;
thence South 89°53'26" East, 509.00 feet to a point on the East boundary line of
said Section i;
lhence along said East boundar1 line South 00°03'09" East, 60.00 feet;
thence leaving said East boundary' lrne North 89°53'26" 'West, 677.53 feet;

thence South 00°03'09" East, 460.94 feet to a point on the exterior boundary line
of Nottingha-n Greens Subdivision No. 3 as filed in Book 34 of Plats at Page 50, records
of Canyon County, k:ie:ho;
thence abng said exterior boundary line the following 5 courses:
thence North 51°17'26" West. 2'13.51 feet;
thence North 53°56'58" West, 425.75 feet;

thence North 73°44'23" VJest, 58.04 feet;
thenee North 89°47'05" West, 99.96 feet;
thence South 00'12'47" West, 269.61 feet to a point on the East-West centerline

of said Section 1;

thence leaving said e>,.1erior boundary line and along said East-West centerline
South 89'42'59" West, 486.63 feet to a point on the North Bank of the Canyon Hill
Ditch;

S:IISG ProjeclslWesi Highlan~ Plals\Documentslwest hi~hlands pre plat DE SC.doc
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thence along said f✓-o;ih Sank the fotioV1ring 2 courses:
thence f~onr, 46°0i'55" East, i78.9i feet;
thence North 59°24'12" East.

mo. i? feet;

thence leaving s&id /'-Jorth Bani-; South SS 43'1i" V\/est, 970.33 feet;
0

thence tforth 00°33'13" East, 99.95 fe-et:

thence Soutr: 89°43'22" \r\lest, 112.80 feet to a point on the East right-of-way lin~
of Hartley Road:
thence along said Ezst ri;;iht-of-way lins North 00°35'43" East. 1014.35 feet;
thence South 89°43'19" West, 40.00 feet to the ~forth-S-::.uth centerline of said

Section 'l;

thence alono said North-South centerline North 00°36'32" East, 419.69 feei io
the Southwest com~e, of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 2 as filed in Book 41 of
P!ats at Page 2S, reevrds of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along the southerly boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 2 the following 4 courses:
thence North 89°37'29" East, 182.88 feet;
thence 1,Jorth 69°10'32" East, 52.70 feet:
thence South 89°23'28'' East. 314.54 feet:
thence South 56°47'54" East, 27.02 feet to a p-:iint on the exterior boundary line
of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 1 as filed in Book 41 of Plc:ts at Page 30,
records of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence al-ong the exterior boundary line of said V\lest Highla:nds Ranch
Subdivision No. i the following courses:
tr,ence South 15°30'54" West, 1 'i3.62 feet;
thence South 25°43'27" West, 50.05 feet to the beginning of a curve to the left;
thence along said curve 95.48 feet, said curve having a radius of 225.00 feet, a
central angle of 24°18'51" and a long chord of 94.77 feet which bears South 17°31'39"
West;
thence South 6·I°01''i1" East. 55.92 feet;
thence South 56°47'54" East, 141.59 feet;

S:IISG Projects\West Highlands Pl~t,\DocurnentsM'esl ~ighlands pre plat DESC.doc
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thence South 5i 0 46'45" East, 114.31 feet;

•

thence South 58°,q-54" East, 373.51 feet;
th er.cs S:,uth 50° 49' 19" East, 95.35 feet;

thence South 68°48 19 East. 93~84 feet;
1

11

thencs South 75'38'39" E2st, 192.84 feet;
thence North 1'i 0 47'52" West, 81 .2S feat;
thence North 74°23'2G" East, 11 i.32 feet:
thence t,Jorth 40°54'36" East, 54.71 feet;
thence North 89°43'21" East, i 2.4.88 feei;
thence t-!orth 07°0i'22" West, 75.07 feet;
thence North '12"58'59'' East, 167,88 feet;
thence North 12°02'33'' East, 50.14 feet;
thence North 07°33'12'' East, 100.00 feet;
thencs South 84°41'30" East, 10.36 feet;
thence !\lorth 06°13'36" East, 100. i 8 feet;
thence North 28"36'54" East, 54.34 feet,
thence North 04 °52'17" East, '100.00 feet;
thence North 82"0fl'17" West, 81.29 feet;
thence

f'>Jor,r, 29°36'39" West, 71.45 feet;

thence North 58"19'23" West, 95.36 feet;
thence North 25°32'49" East, 144.70 ieet:
thence South 86.17'04" East, 8.38 feet;
thence North 2i "11 '36'' East, 118.07 feet

thence North 02°32'44" West, 164.77 feet;
thence South 85"27'28" West, 112.51 feet;
thence North 80°05'06" West, 134.34 feet;
S:IISG Projeds\lNest Highlar.ds Plals\Documenls 111,esl highlands pre plat OESC doc
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thence !xorth 04°5'?'53" East, 108.82 feet;

•

thence North 0G''i6'4"i'' West, 104.36 feet;
thence North 44°37'29" E2st, 70.?i feet;
thencs !✓ o;rh 89°37'29" East, 'I 173.39 fe-;t fo the REAL POINT OF &.EG!NrlfNG,
conta:inirig 87.89 acre~, more or less;
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WfST I-IIGHLAN[l5 RANOI - IMPROVEME~JT'S

lntel',;onrm--clPsf r.:,,...rh Syste.m

5.8·acrc rwk with at least 2 rnajt>r ame.nit!e.s ,1nd i minor amenlti~
29-~cra park wtth ~t ls~s\ one major ameni\y

5.F.J:0[!Cf~:;

1•acre pa,k: wriU1 at least one m;;ijor amenity ~rld 2 minor 3nle.J)IUos;
1-il!IOt.!' puk wltJ1 at ieas1 O'Jte majm ~rnenlly and Z rrHirw .:Jmenlt~s

2.roo:1.12.-rE:~
J..l0ilOr::J
l.00,,cireo

amd2 minor iPm~nitie:s.
2,l-iiae park with at Pr.~ston~ m~jor •rnP.nily and 2 minor arnmitie,
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l.oo oue'>
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5.00IMemlle,s
0.10 lane mile,
0.10 l:;io,e 11ttfo,s
0. JO lane mile.<

n.lQ lane mile,
OJ.r, lar,e mll~s
O.lOlaM miks

•

IM?ACT FEE CAlCUlAHOM$
PAJlKS

service level
Acres Needed lo Me<?! Se1Ylce I.eve! (4.1 aue.',/IOGO resi<lwts x 2.93 residelll~/uni, n 967 trnit.~)

~/I <lcresf,f)(J() ,,;;jrJ~ols pe, (If'

lVi7
Wesl fti&hlands 11,mch AcrE,
Acres ~~ee,ling .51arvi«? I.eve!
Credit for Acres Exceedini; £ervice level ($200,0D0/~o-e per CIP)
Discount for Exempt lots (17.68%)

Total Cfedlt

:)[t.53
26.J.1
$5~222,000
$923,7.50
:.">1,Z9U,7SO

•

Total frnpan r~es ($7.ti~~/lot x 796 lots• I

TR.IINSl'ORTJ\TION

Service level
ln1pro~ments Needed 1o Meel Service level {$1517/lotx967 lot:.)
West Higfllands R~nr.l, Improvements
Signal- $175,0IJO
Land Dedication - $600,000 (12.CJ0 acres, $~0.000/,me pru- C:4P)
Street lmprov~ments • $6,101,119 (9.!J4 lane miles x $5:Z0.000/l~ne mil~ p~r CIP)
Improvements E•c~edin~ S~n,ke le•el
Credit lor lmprnvamenas Exceeding Servi<>:! Lt,vel
Discount for E~empt Lol5 (17.68%)
Total Credil

LOS "C' {$1~7/lot) p~rOP
$1,49S,9~9
:;5,1.l7G,12S'

ss,:rw,nl(l
$5,380,1.80
$951,216
$1,~.~Ui!m1-

Toial Jrnract fee.~ ($1517 /lot Y- 7!:16 lots")

$1.,Ul/112
"ti

p
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• Total l.ols (967). Exempt lots in Phases 1 thrnug!, 3 (171)
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MOORE S . H BUXTON & TURC!<9CHARTERED
ATTOR."-T.:S AND COUKSElORS AT L-'.W

950 \'\'. BANNOO.: STREET, SUITE 520; BOISE, ID 83702
TELEPHONE: (208) 331-lS00 FAX: {20S) 331-1202 wv.'w.msbtlaw.com
LOREN \V. AKDERSON
STEPHANIE BONNEY=

JOHN

J.

J. ~1Cf.-\DDEN'lqf'Cr1msel

1'1ICHAEL C. Moor-.F Cl Co,msel

SUSAN E. Bunow
PAUI

J. FITZER

,, ..>Jso admitted in Califomia
• .-1.lso "dmilled in Oregon
' Also admitted in South Dakota
= Also admitted in Utah
*..1Jso admitted in \\tilShington

5. IlOL!Nfa
BRUCE 1\1. SMITH
)ILL

PAUI A. TURCI.E'
J, 1'\'ITHROE~•

CARL

July 18, 2011

Deborah Nelson
Givens Pursley
601 'iV. Bannock Street
Boise. Idaho 83702-5919

Re:

\Vest Highlands Impact Fees Exemption - Credit Agreement

Dear Deborah:

:Mr. Coleman has requested to be on the City Council's agenda for Wednesday, July 20,
'.2011 to discuss the status of an impact fee credit agreement for West Highlands Ranch. While
:Mr. Coleman has been provided an exemption for phases 1-3, it appears he would like to have
the issue resoh·ed for future phases at this juncture. I have evaluated the arguments in support of
the proposed Credit Agreement as articulated in your correspondence dated January 4, 2011. As
is self-evident from our earlier meetings, and correspondence, I disagree in part and agree in part
with your analysis.

I.

\Vest HiE:lllands asserts that it is entitled to credit/reimbursement for anv
improvements exceedin2 the service levels established in the CIP.

West Highlands contends that as a matter of statutory construction 1, IDIFA mandates that
lest an agreement be reached the City must issue a check to West Highlands in the total amount
1

The Idaho Supreme Coun has articulated the standard in interpreting a statute:
The purpose of statutory interpretation is to ascertain and ·'giYe effect to legislati.Ye intent.'·
Statutory interpretation begins with the literal words of a statute, which are the best guide to
determining legislati.Ye intent. The words of a statute should be giYen their plain meaning, unless a
contrary legislati,·e purpose is e:1..-pressed or the plain meaning creates an absurd result. If the words
of the statute are subject to more than one meaning. it is ambiguous and we must construe tile
statute --10 mean what the legislature intended it to mean. To determine that intent, we examine not
only the literal words of the statute, but also the reasonableness of proposed constructions, the
public policy behind lhe stalute, and its legislative his Lory:·

KGF Development, UC v. City of Ketchum. 149 Idaho 524,236 P.3d 1284 (2010) (internal citations omitted\.
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of $5,398,842.00 for parks and transportation improvements on the basis that West Highlands is
entitled to reimbursemem for a1~1· improvements exceeding the service levels established in the
CIP. We do not agree and believe tllat such ,vould lead to absurd results effectively bankrupting
any municipality adopting an impact fee ordinance.'"
While I agree that a governmental entity cannot requ;re new development to raise the
sen,ice level adopted in the CIP ,vithout reimbursement, West Highland inaccurately paraphrases
the applicable IDIFA and MCC provisions. West Highlands is not entitled to credit for a1~1·
improvements exceeding the service level identified in the CIP, but rather only for system
improvements, as opposed to prr?ject improvements, that v,,;ere required by the City and not
merely necessary and/or aesthetically pleasing or profitable for the use and convenience of the
development project itself. 3
A.

Required Project Improvements versus System Improvements as a condition to
subdivide property.

There is no fundamental right to subdivide property. The "right" to use property for a
particular use, i.e. the subdivision of land, is not a fundamental attribute of ownership. Rather, it
is a contingent right curtailed by reasonable federal, state, and local regulations "adjusting the
benefits and burdens of economic life to promote the common good." While the subdivision of
property represents a benefit, it is not without concomitant burdens including public
infrastructure and open space. "[G]ovemment hardly could go on if, to some ex1:ent, values
incident to property could not be diminished without paying for every such change in rhe general
law." 4 "The mere fact of casting financial burdens upon some who must comply does not
necessarily render such ordinances unreasonable or arbitrary."
West Highlands believes that IDIFA transfers any such financial burden to the City.
West Highlands' property is zoned R-3 allowing a maximum of three units per acre. West
Highlands submitted an application and voluntarily entered into a development agreement
(authored by applicant) requesting (as opposed to the City's requir;ng5) to subdivide its property
: ·'Language of a particular section need not be Yiewed in a Yacuum. ·· Friends of Farm ro Marker v. T'alley Coumy,
137 Idaho 192. 197. 46 P.3d 9. 14 (2002). Statutes should be construed so as to gi,·e effect to all their proYisions
and not to render any part supcrtluous or insignificant. Id: ciring Brown v. Caldwell Sch. Dist. Vo. 132. 127 Idaho
112. 117. 898 P.2d 43, 48 (1995). ··A11 sections of applicable statutes must be construed together so as to detennine
the legislature's intent:· Id: citing Lockhart v. Dept. of Fish and Game, 121 Idaho 894, 897, 828 P.2d 1299. 1302
( 1992). Constructions that would lead to absurd or unreasonably harsh results are disfm·ored. Id.
3

See Paragraph 4.2 of the De,·elopment Agreement

"Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon. 260 U.S. 393. 413 (1922).
5 See K.HST, LLC v. Cozmry ofAda. 138 Idaho 577, 67 P.3d 56 (2003) where a de,·eloper challenged Ada County's
requiremenr that a deYeloper construct a public street and dedicate it to the county. This Court disagreed finding that
KMST had ,·olunteered to dedicate the road:

As a general matter de\'elopers do not include conditions in deYelopment applications if !hey
disagree with the conditions .... KMST's property was not taken. It ,·oluntarily decided to
dedicate the road to the public in order to speed approYal of its deYelopment HaYing done so. it
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as a Planned Unit Development CPLTI") pursuant to MCC 6-5-3-1. V•hth 967 lots on 335 acres
more or less. the preliminary plat identifies the overall density to be '2.97 lots per acre. As no
additional buildable lots could be utilized, this begets the question as to what portion of the open
space is not necessary for the use and convenience of the development itseif
The PUD provides a palatable development medium offering a unique product to the
customer v,ith amenities that would normally not be available in a typical subdivision. Most
notably. the PlJl) reduces the allowable lot sizes and applicable setbacks, i.e. clustering. resulting
in large building envelopes on smaller lot sizes. With very little in the way of private individual
yards, this is palatable to the elderly or the very busy who do not want or do not have time to··
maintain typical yards. 6 Hov,,;ever, in consideration of receiving the benefit of utilizing
cannot now claim that its property was ·taken'. . .. KMST itself proposed that it would construct
and dedicate the street as a part of its de\·elopment.
138 Idaho 582. 6i P.3d al 61. See also Lochsa Fa1's. LLCv. Srare ofIdaho. Idaho Transportation Board. 147 ldpJ10
232. 237. 207 P.3d 963. 968 (2010)where. a de\·eloper challenged ITD's requirement to install a traffic signal in
order to access Chinden BouleYard as a taking. a \iolation of substantiYe due process. and a denial of equal
protection 1mder the law. The de,·eloper's own traffic engineer reconuuended the traffic signal in its Transportation
Impact Study (TIS).
6 Pursuant to MCC 6-5-3-l(A).

1. The planned w1it deYelopment (PT.JD) process proYides an opportunity for land deYeloprnent
that presen-es natural features. allows efficient proYision of senices. and prO\ides common open
spaces or other amenities not found in traditional lot by lot dcyclopmcnt. The procedure may allow
a combination or rnriety of residential. commercial, office. technical and industrial land uses. It
also prmides for the consistent application of conditiollS of approYal for the Yarious phases of the
plaimed unit de\·elopment.
2. A planned unit de,·elopment is intended to:
a. Pennit greater flexibility and. c-011Sequently, more creatiYe design for development than
generally is possible under com·entional zoning regulations:
b. Retain and presen-e natural scenic qualities and topographic features of open spaces: promote
aesthetics: pre\·ent dismption ofnan1ral drainage patterns:
c. Promote the creation and efficient use of open space and park area;
d. PrO\ide a harmonious Yariety of neighborhood deYelopment and a higher le;-el of urban
amenities.
Further. MCC 6-5-3-l(H) prO\ides additional benefits to the DcYclopcrwhich include:

l. A Yariety of housing types may be included in residential projects ....
2. The minimum lot size of1be zoning district lllilY be reduced within the density limits of the zone.
"Density limits" defined as the gross area less all unbuildable area diYided by the minimum lot size
for the zone in which the site is located .
.. .4. Setbacks for buildings within the interior of the project may be less than required in 1be
zoning district. ...
. . . 6. Buildings may be clustered to preserve as open space those areas considered lo be
emironmentally sensitiYe, such as riYer areas, floodways. foothills, and wetlands. Clustering of
dwelling units, commercial and industrial uses. is encouraged as long as buffer yards. open space
and emergency access are adequately planned ....
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substantially smaller lot sizes, the applicant conc.omitantly provides a ~ireater percentage of
project open space in order to maintain the overall maximum allO\vable density.
\Vest Highlai7ds is attempting to abuse this privilege by accepting the benefit of clustering
and thereafter demanding credit/reimbursement for the concomitant common area open space to
stay v,ithin the allowable maximum density. :Merely because the developer reduces the size of
each lot owner's private, individual yard in favor of larger primte, common areas maintained by
the HOA, does not legally transform the private open space necessary for the use and
convenience of the inhabitants into a public park entitled to reimbursement. More importantly it
does not transfom1 what is obviously a ·'project improvement'' into a --system improvement". A
"project improvement"' is defined as
project site improvements and facilities that are planned and designed to provide
service for a Project that are necessary to conform to the development standards
adopted by the City that are necessary for the use and convenience of the
occupants or users of the Project.
MCC 4-5-4 7 . In contrast, "System improvements" are
capital improvements to public facilities that are designed to provide service to a
service area greater than basic project improvements including, v,ithout limitation,
the type of improvements the city has the authority to make as described in section
50-1703, Idaho Code.

Id

The inclusion of open space within the sought-after PG'D is a project improvement as such
open space ,;vas necessary for the use arid convenience of the oc.cupants to stay within the
maximum overall density. The mere transfer of a private individual yard to private common yard
does not alter its essential character.

Further, the City did not require the applicant to utilize the PlJTI process pursuant to
MCC 6-5-3-1. Pursuant to Section 3.2. l of the Development Agreement, West Highlands agreed
that in consideration of the reduced setbacks and lot sizes, it agreed it would comply with :t\,fCC
6-5-3-1 (I)(7) \\'hich specifies ten percent ( 10%i) open space. 8 The preliminary plat indicates that
West Highlands has provided 10.45% open space. Having received the benefit of the bargain,
West Highlands contends it is now entitled to credit/reimbursement for 26.11 acres of the 38.58
total acres of open space at $200,000 per acre or $5,222,000.00. While you readily agreed to
reduce it by 17.68°/o for the City's extended olive branch exempting phases 1-3 from impact fees,
the City could take the position that no impact fees would be assessed for Phases 1-2 and no
credits would be available either. As open space in Phases 1-2 amount to 22.29°-'o of those
phases, the city is already trying to reach an equitable solution.
· See also LC. ~ 67-8203(22)
"Project improvements" means site improvements and facilities that are planned and designed to
provide se1vice for a particular de,·elopment project and that are necessary for the use and

convenience of the occupants or users of the project.
Pursuant to MCC 6-5-3-1(1)(7) ... not less than ten percent (10%) of the total gross area of a residential PUD shall
be retained as permanent open space.

8
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B.

Public Park Capital Improvements versus Project Private Common Areas

The CJP identifies four parks, all of which are city-owned, including Middleton Place
Parl-:9, Roadside ParkH1, Davis Park 11 , and the Grove. Of the 10.45°,~ of open space. ,vhat
percentage oflVest Highland's open space is within the dominion ai.1d control of the public? Has
West Highlands dedicated its open space to the City? Could it even do so? Who, the City or the
HOA, is empa-11,ered to accept reservations for events in the '·parks''? Does the HOA have the
authority to exclude the public from the park when it ·wishes to do so for a private event? Can
the property ever be foreclosed upon? To be eligible for credit (lest we forget the City is in
essence b1zvi11g the park at $200,000 per acre) does West Highland's open spaces comply with
any a11d ail City1-\ regional, and state plans? Are they appropriate as to size, shape, and location
as to be suitable, i.e. usable, as a City park? 13 What assurances are there that this is and will
remain a usable public park in perpetuity? To even consider a credit, these considerations must
be addressed.

C.

Pedestrian Pathways as Project Improvements

In consideration of receiving the benefit of reducing lot sizes and setbacks, West
Highlands also proposed to utilize pedestrian walhvays throughout its project. (See· Section 3. 7
Since the inhabitants do not have yards
and Exhibit H of the Development Agreement).
themselves, pedestrian pathways within the project are necessary for the use and convenience of
the occupants to get to these common areas and are thus project improvements. Exhibit H clearly
demonstrates this purpose. Yet now, West Highlands claims a credit for all 20.77 acres of
privately-owned 25-30 feet landscaped pathway with a five foot "walh.,;,,,ay" and 2.71 acres of
ten-foot wide "micropaths". Pursuant to Section 3 .2.1 of the Development Agreement, West
Highlands agreed that its open space would comply with MCC 6-5-3-1 (I)(7) as to shape, use, and
method of calculation. That section provides that the PUD "shall not include strips of less than
fifteen feet (15') in width .... " The ten foot micropaths appear to be nothing more than a
sidewalk.
Even the five foot "walkway" within the pathway, while convenient to the

Middleton Place Park is a city-owned. neighborhood park. approximately 12-acres located on the eastern city
boundary in Middleton Place SubdiYision. The land and primary irrigation system were donated. Long-range
de,·elopment of this park includes jogging track, horseshoe pits. additional playground equipment. safety fencing.
drinking fountaim, bike rakes and lighting. The restrooms. tennis courts. two baseball courts. sand ,·olleyball.
baseball field, picnic facilities. asphalt parking lot play equipment and a park shelter haYe been completed.
10 Roadside Park is a small city-owned park with a picturesque creek nnming through it. The park is located on
State Highway 44 and is a welcome stop for tra,·elers. Facilities include restrooms, picnic facilities. the Sherman
Tank donated to the City in 1968 by the United States Department of Army, play equipment. horseshoe pits. shelter
and attractiYe landscaping. Also. on the gounds of the park is the Trolley Station and :Middleton Chic Center. both
are city-owned bui1dings used for both pub1ic and pri,·ate functions.
11 Da,·is Park is a small city-mmed park along :tvfill Slough Creek and has picnic facilities with at shelter. Davis
Park is located on the southwest corner of State Highway 44 and South Middleton Road.
1~ See the amended City ofMiddleton Parks, Pathways & Greenbelt Plan adopted on Feb1112ry 6_ 2008 (Resolution
256-08) and Park Standards and Requirements (Resolution 283-09).
13 Pursuant to MCC 4-5-9(j). any land that is to be dedicated to the City must also be suitable for public purposes
taking into accouTJi factors such as size, unity. shape, locatioIL access. and uLilities. LasUy. City. regional, and stale
plans shall be taken into consideration when eYaluating land proposals for dedication.

9
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development itself, does not rise to the level of a true pedestrian walh.."V,'ay pursuant to MCC 6-42(Al(2), which pwvides that at a minimum ... :
Concrete sidev,,a.Iks on both sides of the street may be adjacent to the curb or may
be meandering, ·with a landscape strip between sidewalk and street. Pedestrian
walkvvays, when required and/or provided, shail have easements at least twenty
feet (20') ·wide and pavement at least seven feet (7') ·wide. All developments shall
provide safe pedestrian and bicycle access throughout the development that
connects 1vith ex:isting and proposed pedestrian and bicycle routes as shown in the
Middlemn comprehensive plan.

D.

A rule requiring compulsory municipal purchase of open space would lead to a.n
absurd result.

Abraham Lincoln is often attributed \/\~th this riddle:
How many legs does a dog have if you call the tail a leg?
Four. Calling a tail a leg doesn't make it a leg.
While I commend West Highland's creativity and I am admittedly being a bit facetious, if
its interpretation were correct, every city with impact fees would be bankrupt. I don't know what
1'1r. Coleman paid for his land, but picture this if you would: ,vhy not buy up 300 acres in every
city that has an impact fee, build a high-rise (multi-family d,7'1elling) on a I acre buildable
envelope and compel the City to credit/reimburse for the remaining 299 acres at $200,000 per
acre as open space? Wow! We ·would clear $5,980,000 ,1,,ithout selling a single condo in our
high-rise.
While I am deliberately being facetious, the comparison to the PUD process is
compelling. A city is not required to buy a developer's various parcels of open space that the
developer c-hose or could not market as buildable lots within a subdivision. West Highlands'
small pocket parcels appear to be designed to merely benefit the subdivision inhabitants and/or
satisfy the maximum density restrictions and other such requirements as conditions precedent to
subdivide property. As a matter of law, a privately ovvned and maintained common area is not
akin to a public park and the City is not compelled to reimburse a developer for every blade of
grass merely because the Developer sought and received approval to utilize a PUD memorialized
in a development agreement. To conclude that a city is required to reimburse a developer
undermines the very purpose of impact fees. That being said, the City is willing to discuss
reducing the applicable park impact fee provided certain "park" facilities and inclusive amenities
are within the dominion and control of the City if not held in fee simple; i.e. a true city park not
·
under the control of an HOA.

II.

Eligible reimbursable Costs for transportation Svstem improvements must be
identified on the capital improvements plan.
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The City is ,villing to reduce \Vest Highiand's transportation impact fee from $1,547 per
each of the 962 units to $3SO per only 791 units. As of course you b10,v. the transponatio n
impac1 fee of $1,547 represents the cost per linear foot to improve only cenain ponions of cenain
roads identified on the CIP. A CIP does not include e,·ery stieet in the jurisdiction. To do so,
,vould amount to an irnpac.t fee beyond reason The inverse however is trne as applied to c.redits.
'hewing I.C. ~ 67-8209 in a vacuum. the Nelson Letter contends that \Vest Highlands is entitled
to $3)97,552 for its costs associated for the construction of transportati on improvemen ts
regardiess of v,:hether it is identifled on tl1e CTP This is iliogic.sJ as it must be read in
conjunction v,ith I.C. § 67-8103(29) which provides that the costs fortbe

construction or reconstruction of system improvements, including design,
acquisition, engineering and other costs attributable thereto, and also induding,
without limitation, the type of costs described in section S0-17,J:(h), Idaho Code,
to provide additional public facilities needed to serve new growth a11d
developmen t ... do not indude:
(a) Constructio n, acquisition or expansion of public facilities other than
capital improvements identified in the capital improvemen ts plan;
The West Highlands Subdivision is in the northwester n-most portion of the City; some of,,,rhich
was included vvithin the ClP and some was not. Thus, to the extent that the West Highland
subdivision "results in the need for system improveme nts which are not identified .in the capital
improveme nts plan'', said transportati on improvemen ts are not entitled to credit or, at best, ·would
be entitled to credit against an ex:traordirnuy impact resulting in extra.ordinary costs. 14 17. short,
the City's analysis of the allmvable transportati on impact fee credit calculation is as follmvs:

Transporta tion Impact Fee Credit Calculation :
11

r:

ic

L--nprnvements constructed (to be constructed ) included on CIP
o Cemetery Road Signal
o Cemetery Road Improveme nts
o 9th Street Improveme nts
CIP costs
o Cemeter)' Road: $181.3 7 per LF ( one side)

Pursuant to f-..fCC -1--5-S(j)
There ma:y be circumstances where the anticipated fiscal impacts of a proposed development are of
snch magnitude that the Ciry may be unable to accommodate the deYelopment without excessive or
unscheduled public e:-q:>enditures that exceed the amount of the anticipated Impact fees from such
development If the City determines that a proposed deyelopment would create such an
extraordinary impact on the City's streets, parks, and/or Middleton Rural Fire District public
facilil.if;;S. the City may n:fuse Lo approve U1e proposed de,·elopmelll and/or may reconuneml lo the
other affected government agencies that the project not be approYed. In the alternath·e, the City
may calculate a pro rata share per dwelling unit or square feet of nonresidential buildings, of the
extraordinary impact and charge a reasonable extraordinary impact fee that is greater man would
ordinarily be charged pursuant to the fee schedule.
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0 , per LF
.
,_, 9. th street: "".I> 1::i" -/_.o
- (one
s1.d e).
Amount/Costs of Improwments constructed (to be constructed)
o Cemetery Road Signal: $175,000 (per development agreement)

c

1

Cen1etery Road: 2i62 LF x $181.37 == $392~122
Per CIP only 50° oincluded in Impact Fees - SJ 96,061 eiigible

9 th Street: 4758 LF x Sl57.96 = $751,574
o Total Improvement Costs: $175.000+$] 96.061 +$75 L574 = $1,122,635
ImpactFee: $1,547perlot
Total Impact Fees ·without exemption: $1,547 x 962 lots= Sl,488,214
Total Impact Fees with exemption: $1,547 x 791 lots= $1,223,677
Proportionate Reduction ofEiigible Credit
o l 7i of 962 total lots exempt from impact fees= 17.77% are exempt
o 17.77°0 of Total Costs of$1,122,635 = $199,492.24not entitled to credit
o Eligible Credit= $1,122,635 minus $199,492.24 = $923,142.76 Total Credit
Total Adjusted Impact Fees ($1,223,677) minus Total Adjusted Credit ($923,142.76)
o Remainder Impact Fee: = $300,534.24
Total Impact Fee= $300,534.24 divided by 791 tots= $379.94
o

c

c
c

~

£

"

The City is looking forward to addressing these issues on July 20 and is certainly willing to
negotiate a satisfactory credit agreement with West H:ighlands provided such an agreement does
not force city taxpayers to subsidize private development
Sincerely,

MOORE S:tvfITII BUXTON & TllRCKE CHARTERED

Paul Fitzer
Middleton City Attorney
Cc:

City of Middleton
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Message
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

I
\

Paul J. Fitzer [PJF@m
w.com]
10/12/2011 7:38:29 P
Deborah E. Nelson [/O=GIVENSPURSLEY/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI Pl ENTS/CN=Den]
Re: West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Dedication Agreement [IWOV•GPDMS.FID221507]

Thanks deb!
Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone
"Deborah E. Nelson" <den@givenspursley.com> wrote:
Hi Paul ,
Attached are two agreements for your review - West Highlands Impact Fee
Agreement and Parks Dedication Agreement. I tried to incorporate
everything we discussed at our meeting. Please let me know if you have
any comments, questions, concerns.
We will have one legal description (of the completed large park) to add to
Exhibit A in the Parks Dedication Agreement and Exhibit E in the Impact
Fee Agreement. It is being prepared now.
Thanks for all your efforts on this.
Deb

I look forward to hearing from you.

Deborah E. Nelson
Partner, Givens Pursley LLP
601 W. Bannock St., Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 388-1200 tel
(208) 388-1215 direct (208) 388-1300 fax
www.givenspursley.com<http://¾~'W.givenspursley.com/>
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail contains confidential information that
is protected by the attorney-client and/or work product privilege. It is
intended only for the use of the individual(s) named as recipients. If you
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender,
and please do not deliver, distribute or copy this e-mail, or disclose its
contents or take any action in reliance on the information it contains.
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WEST IDGHLANDS lMPACT FEE AGREEMENT
This West High.lands Impact Fee Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into thls _R_ day
of
b·e r , 2011 by and among the City of Middleton, a municipal corporation
in the State of Idaho ("City"), West High.lands, LLC ("Owner")·and _Coleman Homest LLC
("Developer"). City, Owner, and Developer may cotlective!y be referred to herein as the
''Pa:rties st•

I)qcem

RECITALS
A.

Owner owns certain real property m. the City of Middleton shown on the Vicinity
Map in Exhibit A and legally described in Exhibit B {'~jeet Site,.). ex~t for
that portion conveyed to Middleton School Dis~ct #134 of Idaho and legally

described in Exhibit C, which exhibits are attached hereto and hereby
incorporated herein.

B.

Developer is developing the West Highlands·Ranch subdivision on the Project
Site, which is approved for 967 residential lots.. .

·

C.

Yne Parties entered in.to that certain Development A~ent dated February 2,
2006, as amended. from time to time and mo~ recently in that Development
Agreement Revision #2, dated March 31, .2009 ("DeveJopmentAgreemenf').

D.

In Article IV of the Dev'elopment Agreement, the Parties agreed as follows:
4.1.
The parties' acknowledge this development was principally designed
and initially approved before tbe City began proceedings to propose impact fees.
Consequently, Developer's proposals, plus additional !C(JUUffllffi.ts imposed by the City,
determined the le"rel of improvements needed 10 mitigate the development's impacts.
The parties further acknowledge that Developer relied on t1te City's initial approval to
proceed with fmal design and construction of the development and improvements, which
construction has, in some insta.."lces, commenced and been completed.

20'< ~ -049722 ordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact
Fee Act, 1Qa'iio 1..AJ00 Section 67-8201, et seq, the parties· acknowledge and agree
Developer may be entitied to credit for the present value of any construotion of system
improvement.s or comnbntion or dedication_ of lend or money required by a governmental
entity from the developer for system improvements of the category for which the
development impact fee is· being collect.ed, including certain portions of the
development's street.~ parlc improvements, provided that credit is only available for
eligible capital improvements as prescribed in the Act. The parties will calculate the
amount of saeh credit at\e:r the. adoption of any development impact
The parties
.further acknowledge ·and agree that, under the Act, Developer is not entitied to credit for
improvements that merely provide service the development itself and are necessary for
the use and convenience of tb.e development'.s residents. including the clevelopment•s
community center and 1)001.

tees:

to

4.3.
Notwithstanding the abo_ve, in accordance with Idaho Code Section 678i15(2), Developer shall not be subject to development impact fees or credits thereof
subsequently adopted by the City for portions of the deyelqpment where C(lnstruction has
commenced and is pursued according to tie terms of tile· pennit or development approval.
West Highlalld.11 Impact Fee Agreement
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E.

As prescribed in the Development Agreement, follo'Wing City's adoption of the
Middleton Impact Fee Ordinance ("O.rdmance' 1), the Parties calculated the
ai".riou."lt of Developer's credit against impact fees for the present value of the
construction of certain parks and transportation.improvements. Su.ch
improvemeats and calculations are set forfh. in Exhibit D, which exm."bit is
attached hereto and hereby incorporated he~.

F.

Developer is making the 'improvements s~t forth Exhibit D for the benefit of
City and its residents, in addition to the West Highlands Ranch subdivision.

in

AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
-which is hereby acknowledged, a.-id in consideration of the recitals above, which are
incorporated below, t.11.e Parties agree as follows:
1.
Legal Authority, This Agreement is made pursuant to and in. accordance with
the provisions of Idaho Development Impact Fee· Act, Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq.
("Act").
.

2..
Impact Fee Credit.. The Parties i:1-gtee that the present value of the· constrJ.Ction
of certain parks and transportation improvements in West Highlands Ranch, as set forth in
Exhibit :Q, exceeds tbe total amount of impact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch. Therefore,
Developer sfuill not be responsible for payment of imp!Wt f~ in West Highlands Ranch. The
Parties :further agree that Developer shall not.seek reimbursement from City fur the value of
improvements in excess ofimpact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch, as would otherwise be
allowed under the Act. The Parties acknowledge thAt Exhibit D does n.ot identify additional
improvements, tax.es and o~er potential sources of revenue that might further offset impact fees
because further offset is not necessary in this case.

2.1
P§fk Improvements. All park improvements identified in Exhibit D
(collectively, "Parks") ~hall_ he landscaped ·with grass, shrubs and trees. As the Parks are final
platted and developed,2~1...t~~~~~criptions shall be added to Exlu'bit E, which exhibit is
attached hereto and hereby incorporated herein. Each Park shall be at least 1.00 acre in size and
con.tam at least one major am.enity and one minor amenity as denned .:L.-1 the Middleton City Code
and pursuant to the Resolution 28309 Park Standards and Requirements. "Major amenities" .
s.i.1la.U include but not be limited to children's play _equipment, volleyball courts, tennis courts and
similar improvements. "Minor amenities" shall include but not be limited to ba:rbeque areas,
picnic tables and similar improvements. The Parks shall be connected ~ each other and to the
external boundaries of West Highlands Ranch through a system of' meandering sidewallcs within
landscaped corridors at least twenty-five (25) feet wide. Developer and City shaU enter into a parks
agreement tq ensure that the Parks shall be perpetually dedicated for public use pursuant to the

terms of said agreement and that the Parks remain open and.· available to the public on the same
basis as residents_ of West Highland Ranch consistent with the Middleton City Code; provided,
however, that said agreement shall not be executed unless and until City has d'":Y adopted an

impact fee ordina.'lce for park improvements· and is activ~y collecting impact fees p~ant
West Highlands Inipact Fee Agreement
Wm lrch1a,,l$ lmi,ot! l'otAi,_ P.in&I 12-1•1
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thereto. Prior to· execution of said parks agreemen4 if City adopts an impact fee ordinance
identifyi.n.g a level of service for park improvements below tq.at in Ordinance No. 447, the size or
number of Developer's Parks may be reduced accordingly.

Transportation Improvements. All transportation improvements identified
2.2
in Exhibit D (collectively, "Streets'') shall be constructed in accordance ·1vith applicable City
standards and shall be dedicated to City upon completion. ,
Fmand.al Guarantee. In the event that Developer applies for building permits
3.
before completion of the equivalent service level of Parks and-Streets~ Developer sh.all provide
one or more financial g-lW'an.tees, the form of yirhich shall be approved by City, for Pa.des and
Streets yet to be completed. Acceptable guarantees shall include but not be limited to
irrevocable Ietter(s} of credit a.'1d/or cash deposit(s). rn all cases, the guarantee shall be dra.vvn
solely in favor of, and payable to, the order of City.
4.

Amendments.

Any alteration or change to this Agreement shall be made only by

and

in compliance with the.notice and hearing provisions of
the written agreement oftbe Parties
Idaho Code Section 67-6509, as required by Middleton City Code, Title 5, and Chapter 7.
Choice of L2w. This Agre~ent shall be construed in accordance. v.-ith the laws .
S.
of the State ofidaho in effect at the time of the ex~cution of this Agreement. ·

Attorneys' Fees. md Costs. If either party sh.all default under this Agreement
6.
and said default is cured with the assistance of an attorney for the oth~ party. as apart of curing
said default, the reasonable attorneys• fees incurred by the other party shall be reimbursed to the
other party upon demand. In the event a suit or action is filed by either party againstthe other to
interpret or enforce this Agreement, the unsucoessful party to such litigation agrees to pay to the
prevailing parcy all costs and expenses, including attorneys' feies: incurred therein, including the
same with respect to an appeal.

Effect of Agreement. This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon.
7.
- its approval by the City Council and execution of the May9r and City Clerk. This Agreement
shall be binding upon ·2011-049722 it, their respective grantees, successors, assigns or lessees.
[end oftex.t; signatures-and exhibits follow}
Exhibit A:
Exhibit B:
Exhibit C:
Exhibit D':

Vicinity Map· ,
Legal Description of Project Site
Legal Description of School District Property
West Highland Ranch Impact Fee Credit Calculation

Erltibit E: Legal Descriptions of Parks

Weat Highlands Impact Fee Agreement
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IN WITNESS \VHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement effective on t."lie
date of the last signature hereto,
CITY OF MIDDLETON

rlfl . ~,

Q

uy;

·v14u /
'

'

~

Mayor Vicki Thurber
Date:

Ellen Smith, City

\VEST. HIGHLAJ~DS, LLC
By:

L, \\j~/41
J\'0
(/\

Date: _\'--I..J_\·l.....:c...CS---1.J---!-i-+-\_ __

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC

By.~va
2011-049722

Date:

West ffighlanid1 Impact Fee Agreement.
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EXHIBIT A
Vicinity Map
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Legal Description of Project Site

!450 &.., Wit..,1t-..,,,.r St.
Siw"' ISO
M!irldw,, ldliho E3641

!DAHO
SURVEY
GROUP

l'hor,.; (lOej .&46-~S7ll

r.:i: {209) ~-m;

Projei:;t No. 07-236
DESCRiP'f!ON FOR
PREUi\ll!N/5.RY Pl.AT

August '! i, 2008

\\'EST HiGHlAt.:DS SUBDMSIO!\!
Government !..ots 3 and 4, a portion of Government Lots 1 and 2 and a portion of
the hW1/4 of the SE"lf4 of Sectkm 35, T.5N., R.3W., B,M,, C;anyon County, Idaho more
pa:rticuiarly described as foliows:
·
Commencing at e 5/S" iron pin marking the SE comer of Section 35;
thence a.rang !:he East boundary H11e of said Section 36 Nortil 00"01'21" West,

2i2.00 fset to the FlEAl POINT Oi= BEGINNING;
thence continuing along said East boundary line Norlh 00~01•21•west 1108.24
feet to t"le NE comer of said Government Lot 1;
·
thence along the North bo:.mdary fine of sa!d Government Lot 1 hlorth as~57•35•
West., 1329.64 feet to the N'Woomerofsa:id Government Lot i;
thence along the Eest l:r::amdary line of tlle NW1/4 of tM SEi/4 Cif ssicl Sectbn
36 North oo•oo•oo· West, 1320.05 re.at to the C-E1116 comer of said Section 35;

thence afong the North boundary Hne of the N'v\1114 of the SE1/4 of said Section
36 South g9~5a·41• West, 002.72 feet;
thence ieav!ng teld North boundary H!Y.:l South 40"13'17" West, 88.82 feet;
thence South 43~53'39"West, 451.29 feet;
thence

201 i' -049722 ·.• West, 18.99 feet;

thence South 69° 49'53" West, 41.1 O feet to a point on tie West boundary line of

the NW'i /4 of the SE 1/4 of said Section ~:
thence along said West ro.mdary line South 00•00•50~ West. 915.48 feet to the
NE comer of said Government Lot 3;

thence along the North boundary line of said Government I.at 3 North 89~56'40"
West, 1328.59 feet to the NE comer of said Government Lot 4;
·
thence along the North boundary line of sa-id Government Lot 4 North 89e58'20"
Wesi, 1328.60 feet to the NW comer of said Government lot 4;
·
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thence along the West bo1.mdary !he of sa!d Government Lot 4 South 00•09•52•
West, 1357, 74 feet to the SN¥ cornerof said Section 36;
thence along the South boundary iine of said S~h:m 3-S North 89°37'35" East,
2559,55 feet to the S"uth 1/4 comer of said Section 36;
·
thence aiong the North-South centerline cf said Sectkm 36 North 00"04'14" East,
332.56 feet;
thence leaving said No:th-So:sth centeriine Sooth 8B"59'03" East, 331.38 feet;
thence South 00°22'17" East, 260 ..28 feeUo a poim on the North right-of-way line

of Willis lane;

thence along said North f,ght-of-1rt.:1y !he the folkr.ving 7 courses:

thence Norm «~37'29' Esst, 70.71 feet;
thence North 00°22'3'i" West, 20.00 foot;

thence North 89°37'29" East, 1"i 0.00 feet;
thence South 00°22'31" East, 20.00 feet;

thence South 45•22•31• East, 70.?i feet;
thence North 89"37'29• East, 790.84 feet;
thence leaving said North right-of-way Hoo North 00°01'21·• West, 142.00 feet;
thence North 89"37'29" East, 383.51 feet ta the REAL PCHI-JT OF BEGINNING.
Containing 193.84 acres, more or less.

ALSO:
. A po~o12 011_049722 ,t ~ots 1 and 2,, and a portion oHhe S1l2 of the NEi/4 and
a portion of ,he,,.,_.,..,. v, ""'' Si:1f4 of Section 1, T.4N., R3W., 8.M., Canyon County,
Idaho more particularly described as foHows;

Commencing at a 518" iron pin marldng 'the NE corrn.r of-said Section 1;
thence along the East boundary line of said Seci:ion 1 South 00°03'21" West,
70.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF,BEGl~N!NG;
,
thence continuing along said East boundary line South 00"03'21" West, 806.30

feet;

West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement
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thence ieav1ng said East boundary line South 88°52'25"' West, 632.25 feet:
thence Souih 00°53'18" East, 149.51 feet;

them:;e North 89°39'12" East, 578.75 feet to a point on the East boundary line of

said Section 1;

·

thence along said East boundary fine Soutrroo•os·21n West, 50.00 feet to the

corner of said Government Lot i;

SE

thence leaving said East boundary tine South 89°39'42" West, 442.51 fee.t;

thence South oo~03'09~ East, 429.50 feet;
thence North 69"38'i2~ East, 442.&i feet to a point on tie East boundary line of
·

said Section 1;

thence a.km.J saki East bo:.mdary ilne Scmfh D\J"03'09" East, 197.42 feet;
thence leaving said East bor.mdary line North 89°53'26" West, 500.0IJ feet;
thence South OD"03'0ft East, 311.00 foot;
thence South 89°53'26" East, 509,00 foot to a point on the East boundary line of

sak! Section i;

themes sfong said East boundary line Sol.Ith t>:'.l~os•og• East, 00.00 feet;

thence leaving sald East boundary !lne North 69°53'26" West, 677.53 feet;
!hence Sooth 00°03'09• East, 460.94 feet to a point on the exterior bmmdary line
of Nottingham Greens Sub::.i!vfslon No. 3 as filed in Book 34 of Plats et Page 50, records
of Canyon County-, tdaho;
thence along said exterk:ir boundary line the following 5 courses:

thence

1'2otfo4972r West, 425.75 feet;

thence N,:,rth 73°44'23"West, 58.04 feet;
thence North 89°47'05" West, 99.96. feet;

thence South 00' '!2'47" West, 269.61 feet to a point on the East-West centerline
of said Section 1;
thence leaving said exterior boundary line and along said East-West centerline
South 89°42'59" West, 486.63 feet to a point on the North Bank of the Canyon Hill

Ditch;

·
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thence along said North Bank the following 2 courses:

thenoe North 59°24'12" East,

mo. i7 feet;

thence leaving sald North Bank South 88°43'17' West, 970.33 feet;
thence North 00°38'13" East, 99.95 feet;

thence South 89°43'22' West, 112.80 feet to a point on the East rtghJ:.of-v,.-ay iin&
of Hartley Road;
thence along said Eastr;ght-of-way.line North 00•35•43• East, 1014.36 feet;
thence South 89°43'19" \Nest, 40.00 feet to the North-SOuth centerline of saK!

Secibn i;

thence along said North-South centeri!ne North 00•35'32• East, 419.69 feet to
the Southwest comer of West Highlands Ra:nch SubdMsioo No. 2 as filed in Book4i of
Plats at Page 2B, records of Canyon Co1.mty, klaho;
thence along the sootherly bourn:lary tine of said West Highlands Ranch

SubdMsion No. 2 I.he foi!owing 4 001.mses:

thence North 99c;o•32• East, 52.70feet;

thence South 89°23'28~ East, 314.54 fe<:lt;

thence South 55•47•54» East, 27,02 feet to a Point on too exterior boundary line
of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. i as filed in Book 41 of Plats at Page 30,
rac::m:!s of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence abng the e>:l:erior boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 1 the fof~:,<Ning courses:

'c2011-049722
, "'I
• ,., ,,,., c: t
tnence
I !...,
V\!estt 1 J.J~O~ t66;
U'""""'1Jl.l

<JV~

thence South 25°43'27" West, 50.05 feet to the beginnfng·m a curve to the left; ·
thence along said curve 95.48 fee~ said curve having a racHus of 225.00 feet, a
central angle of 24°18'51" and a long chord of 94.77 feet which bears South 17"3'!'39"
West;

thence South 61 °01 '1 f' East, 55.92 feet;
thence South 56" 47'54" East. 141.59 feet;
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thence Sou+Ji 5i 0 46'46" East, 114.31 feet;
thence South 56°47'54" East, 373.54 feet;
thence South 00"49'i9" East, 85,35 feet;
thenoo Sou:h 6'8°48'19" East, 93.84 feet

thence Scum 75"39'3B"

t"lence North 74"23'2.0" East, 'li U2 feet;
themoo North «l"54'36" East, 54.71 feet;
thencs North 89°43':21"

East, 424.88 feet;

thence North 07°01'22" West, 75fJ7 foot;

thenoa North 12"02'33" East, 00, 14 feet;
thence North 07"3S'i2" East 100.00 foot;

thence North

oe• 13'36" East, rno. rn feet;

thence North 28°36'54" East, 54.34 feat
thence North 04°52'17" East,

mo.oo feet;

thence North s2•09•1r West 81.29 foot;

then~

r,2-01'-.(04972;t Wast, 95.35 feet;

thence North 25°32'49" East, 144.70 feet;

thence South 86°17'04" East, 8.38 feat;
thence North 21"11'36' East, 1i 8.07 feet;
thence North 02"32'44' West, 164. 77 feet:
thence South 85°27'28" West, 112.51 feet;

thence North 80°05'06" West, 134.34 feet;
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thence North 04°59'53' East, 105.82 feet;

thence North ocrrn•41• West, 104.36 feet;
t'ierwe North 44 °37'29" East, 70. 71 feet;
thence North 89~37'29" East, '1173.39 feet to the Re.Al POfN'i OF BEGINNING,
coms:inlng 87.991:icres, more or less;

20i 1-049722
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EXHIBITE

Legal Descripttom of Parks

[To he added as Parks are final platted and developed]
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PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT
(West Highlands)

JL_

day of
~ s Parks Dedication Agreement ("Agreement'') is entered into this
r , 2011 by and between the City of Middleton, a municipal corporation in the
State of Idaho ("City"), and West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc., an
Idaho nonprofit corporation ("Association"). The City and the Association are sometimes
indi,ridually referred to herein as a "Party" or collectively referred to herein as the "Parties".

· be

RECITALS
Pursuant to that certain development agreement recorded in the official records of
A.
Canyon County, Idaho on March 31, 2009 as Instrument No. 2009015525, Coleman Homes LLC
is developing that certain residential community in the City of Middleton commonly known as
West Highlands ("Community"}.
Certain park improvements (other than the clubhouse, swimming pool, pool deck
B.
area, gym facility and adjacent restrooms} are being developed within the Community for the
benefit of the City and its residents.
The City and the Association desire such park improvements to be developed
C.
without cost to the City and, upon such development, transferred to the Association to be owned,
maintained, and operated by the Association as common area parks without cost to the City.
So that the Community remains fully integrated into the City of Middleton, the
D.
City and the Association desire to have the park improvements dedicated to public use and
enjoyment, whereby such park improvements will be open and available to the public on the
same basis as residents of the Community.
Accordingly, the City and the Association desire to enter into this Agreement to
E.
memorialize their mutual understanding and agreement regarding the use, maintenance and
operation of such park improvements.
AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the recitals above and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as
follows:

Parks. The park lands in the Community subject to this Agreement shall be those
1.
park lands, constituting approximately 12.80 acres, with at least one major amenity and one
minor amenity each as defined in the Middleton City Code and pursuant to the Resolution 28309
Park Standards and Requirements. ("Parks"}. "Major amenities" shall include but not be
limited to children's play equipment, volleyball courts, tennis courts and similar improvements.
"Minor amenities" shall include but not be limited to barbeque areas, picnic tables and similar
improvements. The Parks do not include the clubhouse, swimming pool, pool deck area, gym
PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT (WEST HIGHLANDS)
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facility or adjacent restrooms. As the Parks are final platted and developed, their legal
descriptions shall be added to Exhibit A, which exhibit is attached hereto and hereby
incorporated herein.
2.
Use of Parks. All members of the public shall be entitled to use and enjoy the
Parks for recreational purposes on equal footing as members of the Community; provided,
however, all use and enjoyment of the Parks shall be subject to the Park Rules (as defined in
Section J-3 hereof). The Parties acknowledge that the Association is making the Parks available
to the public without charge for recreation purposes as contemplated under Idaho Code § 361604 and the Association shall enjoy all limitations on liability set forth therein.
3.

Park Management.

A. Subject only to applicable law and the limitations expressly set forth in
this Agreement, including, but not limited to, the express purpose of dedicating and preserving
the Parks for benefit of the public, the Association shall have the power to own, operate, insure,
govern, maintain, improve and otherwise manage the Parks in any manner the Association deems
reasonable or appropriate.
B. In furtherance of the foregoing, the Association shall have the power to
adopt, amend and repeal from time to time such reasonable, non-discriminatory rules and
regulations governing use of the Parks as the Association deems appropriate ("Park Rules").
Provided they are consistent with the Middleton City Code as applied to public parks and with
the express purpose of this Agreement as stated herein, the Park Rules may govern all aspects of
the Parks, including, but not limited to, reasonable hours/days of use, non-discriminatory use
limitations, user obligations, reservation and use of space or equipment for regular or special
events, user conduct, commercial operations, prohibited activities, enforcement and maintenance
standards. The Association may not grant members of the Community rights or privileges
greater than those offered to members of the public. The Association shall promptly provide the
City with a copy of all adopted or amended Park Rules from time to time. Upon delivery of
adopted Park Rules to the City, such Park Rules shall have the same force and effect as if they
were set forth in and were a part of this Agreement. In the event such Park Rules conflict with
the terms of this Agreement, this Agreement shall govern.
C. The City acknowledges that the Association's ability to enforce the Park
Rules is constrained by limited rights and resources, and that certain enforcement will need to be
provided by the proper legal authorities. The Association shall have no obligation to enforce the
Park Rules to any particular standard or for the benefit of any particular party. Nothing herein
shall obligate the Association to engage in enforcement activities that would cause the
Association to incur any risk, liability or expense the Association deems inappropriate.
4.
Park Use Fees. The Association shall not charge general use fees to any member
of the public for recreational use of the Parks pursuant to this Agreement; provided, however, the
Association may charge or assess special fees to users consistent with customary practices for the
reservation of public parks, including, but not limited to, fees or assessments (a) to any person,
entity for organization for any commercial, social, charitable, recreational, concession or similar

PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT (WEST HIGHLANDS)
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event in the Parks, (b) to any user for the reservation or exclusive use of any portion or facility in
the Parks, and (c) for permits for special activities related such as sound permits, temporary
event sign perm.its, temporary play facilities, alcohol and other matters; provided that the fees
charged and the special uses granted shall not materially impact the public's unrestricted use of
the park facilities either in percentage of reserved park space or duration. The fees charged or
assessed pursuant to this Section 4 shall not exceed the amount customarily assessed for such
matters in other public parks in the Ada County-Canyon County area.
5.
Park Improvements. The Association shall have the right to enhance and
improve the Parks in any manner the Association deems appropriate, including, but not limited
to, the installation, modification, repair, replacement and removal (by itself or others) of any
recreational or public use facilities and equipment in the Parks provided the Association
continues to provide and maintain the minimum amenities required per Section 1. Recreational
and public use facilities shall include, but not be limited to, pavilions, shelters, restrooms, picnic
areas, play structures, benches, water features, flower gardens, stages, sports fields, seating areas,
parking areas and pathways. The Association shall have the right to install, modify, repair,
replace and remove (or grant others the right to install, modify, repair, replace and remove) any
non-recreational or private improvements in the Parks, provided that such improvements do not
unreasonably interfere with the recreational use of the Parks by the public. The Association shall
have the right to grant easements, licenses or leases to others as it deems appropriate to facilitate
improvement of the Parks by others.
6.
Park Maintenance. The Association shall maintain the Parks and the
improvements thereon consistent with generally-accepted practices for public parks in the Ada
County-Canyon County area.
7.
Binding Effect; Assignment. This Agreement shall be binding upon the Parties
hereto and their respective successors or assigns. The Association shall have the right to transfer
all or any portion of the Parks to any other state or local governmental entity for use as a public
park facility on any terms the Association deems appropriate and, upon acceptance of such
transfer by the receiving governmental entity, this Agreement shall terminate with respect to any
portion of the Parks so transferred.
8.
Default; Remedies. If a Party defaults on any of its obligations under this
Agreement, the nondefaulting Party may exercise any lawful right or remedy if the defaulting
Party fails to cure such default after receipt of a notice from the nondefaulting Party to cure such
default within the time period specified in the default notice (which shall not be less than 30
days); provided, however, the defaulting Party shall not be deemed to be in default if such Party
has commenced diligent efforts to cure such default within the cure period and provides
reasonable assurances to the nondefaulting Party that such default will be cured expeditiously.
9.
Dispute Resolution. Any dispute pertaining to the performance, interpretation or
enforcement of this Agreement shall be subject to mediation as a condition precedent to
continuation of (but not the institution of) any legal or equitable proceeding. Upon receipt of a
written demand for mediation, the Parties shall endeavor to promptly select a mediator by mutual
agreement. All candidates shall be independent attorneys or judges. The mediator shall set the
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date, time, location and rules of the mediation. The Parties shall share the mediator's fee and
other costs of the mediation fees equally; provided, however, each Party shall bear its own legal
fees. The Parties shall endeavor to hold the mediation within thirty (30) days of the demand for
mediation. Agreements reached in mediation shall be enforceable as settlement agreements in
any court having jurisdiction thereof.
Amendments. Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement may be
10.
modified or tenninated only in a written instrument executed by all Parties hereto.
Notices. Any notice that a Party may desire to give to another Party must be in
11.
writing by personal delivery, by mailing the same via registered or certified mail with return
receipt requested and postage prepaid, or by Federal Express or other reputable overnight
delivery service, to the other Party at the address set forth below:

City:

City of Middleton
6 North Dewey Avenue
POBox487
Middleton, Idaho 83644

Association:

West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc.
1859 S. Topaz Way, Suite 200
Meridian, Idaho 83642

or such other address and to such other persons as a Party may hereafter designate. Any such
notice shall be deemed given upon receipt ifby personal delivery, forty-eight (48) hours after
deposit in the United States mail if sent by mail pursuant to the foregoing, or twenty-four (24)
hours after timely deposit with a reputable overnight delivery service.
Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws
12.
of the State of Idaho.
Integration. This Agreement sets forth the full and complete understanding of
13.
the Parties relating to the subject matter hereof as of the date hereof and supersedes any and all
negotiations, agreements, understandings and representations made or dated prior thereto with
respect to such subject matter.
Validity. In the event that any of the provisions or portions, or applications
14.
thereof of this Agreement become invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, the validity
and enforceability of the remaining provisions or portions, or applications thereof, shall not be
affected thereby.
Legal Authority. The City is entering into this Agreement pursuant to and in
15.
accordance with its self-governance powers set forth in Idaho Code Section 50-301. This
Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon its approval by the Middleton City Council
and execution of the Mayor and City Clerk.

[end oftext; signatures and exhibits follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement effective on the date of the
last signature hereto.
"City''

CITY OF MIDDLETON, a municipal corporation in the
State of Idaho

By:

Meyor\!icki Thurber

Ellen Smith, City Clerk

"Association"

WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation

By:
Thomas M. Coleman, Jr., President

PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT (WEST HIGHLANDS)
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EXHIBIT A
Legal Descriptions of Parks

[To be added as Parks are final platted and developed]
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Message

From:

Justin M. Fredin Uustinfredin@givenspursley.com]

Sent:

11/2/2011 3:46:34 PM

•

To:

'pjf@msbtlaw.com' [pjf@msbtlaw.com]

CC:

'Thomas Coleman' [thomas@mycolemanhome.com]; Deborah E. Nelson [/O=GIVENSPURSLEY/OU=EXCHANGE
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Den]

Subject:

legal description - West Highlands Park [IWOV-GPDMS.FID221507]

Attachments:

West Highlands Ranch - Legal Description.PDF

Paul,

Thomas col eman has asked me to forward the attached legal description for \'/est Highlands Park, which
excludes the clubhouse and pool facilities. This legal description can be added to Exhibit E of the West
Highlands Impact Fee Agreement and Exhibit A of the Parks Dedication Agreement.

Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns.

Thanks,

Justin M. Fredin
Givens Pursley LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Direct Line: 208 388-1332
Facsimile: 208 388-1300
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DESCRIPTION FOR PARK (LOT 1C, BLOCK 1)
WEST HIGHLANDS RANCH SUBDIVISION N0.1
EXCLUDING CLUBHOUSE/ POOL AREA
October 29, 2011
A parcel of lahd be[ng a portion of Lot 1C, Block 1, West Highlands Ranch Subdivision
No.1, as recorded in Book 41 of Plats, at Page 30, records of Canyon County, Idaho,
more particularly described as follows:
Commencing at the northerly most corner of Lot 1C, Block 1, West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No, 1, said corner being the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING of this
description;
Thence South 88°11'58" East, 49.62 feet along the northerly boundary of said Lot 1C to
a point on a curve:
Thence along said northerly boundary and along a curve to the left 111.07 feet, said
curve having a radius of 925.00 feet, a central angle of 06°52'47", and a chord which
bears South 50°27'49" East, 111.00 feet to a point;
Thence leaving said northerly boundary North 83°51 '49" West, 142.25 feet to a point:
Thence South 56°54'43" West, 44.93 feet to a point:
Thence South 26°14'50" West, 34.15 feet to a point;
Thence South 00°00'00" East, 47.85 feet to a point;
Thence South 63°45'10" East, 72.53 feet to a point;
Thence South 84°09'1311 East, 75.20 feet to a point:
Thence North 31"28'38" East, 50.44 feet to a point;
Thence South 81 °14'44" East, 25.20 feet to a point;
Thence North 01°59'34" East, 39.94 feet to a point;
Thence North 81°14'44" West, 20.50 feet to a point:
Thence North 13°58'0511 West, 38.67 feet to a point;
Thence North 76°01'55" East, 32.24 feet to a point on the northerly boundary of said Lot
1C, said point being on a curve;
1
111013/park·des
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Thence along said northerly boundary and along a curve to the left 337 .83 feet, said
curve having a radius of 925.00 feet, a central angle of 20°55'31 n, and a chord which
bears South 64°21'5811 East, 335.95 feet to a point;
Thence South 31°02'54" East, 20.76 feet along said northerly boundary to a point;
Thence South 12°43'56" West, 227. 79 feet along the easterly boundary of said Lot 1C
to a point of curvature;
Thence along sard easterly boundary and along a curve to the right 256.26 feet, said
curve having a radius of 275.00 feet. a central angle of 53°23'26". and a chord which
bears South 39°25'39" West, 247.08 feet to a point;
Thence North 23°52'38" West, 105.00 feet along the southerly boundary of said Lot 1C
to a point:
Thence South 77°30122 11 West, 67.11 feet along said southerly boundary to a point;
Thence North 79°43'40 11 West, 67.11 feet along said southerly boundary to a point:
Thence North 62°34'17" West, 34.20 feet along said southerly boundary to a point;
Thence North 66°47'54" West, 344.70 feet along said southerly boundary to a point;
Thence South 50°29'1011 West, 106.70 feet along said southerly boundary to a point:
Thence North 15°11'22'' West, 34.08 feet along said southerly boundary to a point on a
curve;
Thence along the westerly boundary of said Lot 1C and along a curve to the right
374.01 feet, said curve having a radius of 1970.00 feet, a central angle of 10°52'40",
and a chord which bears North 40°07'00" East, 373.44 feet to a point of curvature:
Thence North 45°33'19 11 East, 142.57 feet along said westerly boundary to the POINT
OF BEGINNING of this description;
Said Parcel of land contains 5.81 acres, more or less.

2
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Deborah E. Nelson [den@givenspursley.com]
8/27/2014 8:20:42 PM
Sent:
'chris@yorgasonlaw.com' [chris@yorgasonlaw.com]
To:
Parks Dedication Agreement (West Highlands) - Recorded.nrl [IWOV-GPDMS.FID221507]
Subject:
Attachments: Parks Dedication Agreement (West Highlands) - Recorded.PDF
From:

Hi Chris,
It appears the Parks Dedication Agreement (companion agreement with the Impact Fee Agreement) was
recorded, so cl early both we re finalized. Based on these agreements, and the performance made pursuant
to them, no impact fees should be charged to West Highlands and no demand for payment for credits should
be made against the city. If you feel that the new impact fee ordinance changes this in some way, please
let's discuss.
Thanks,
Deb

DEBORAH E. NELSON
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 w Bannock st, Boise, ID 83702
direct 208-388-1215 / assistant 208-388-1281 (Shauna Wallace)
<mailto:den@givenspursley.com> den@givenspursley.com / <http://vmw.givenspursley.com>
www.givenspursley.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication is confidential and may contain privileged information. If you
have received it in error, please advise the sender by reply email and immediately delete the message and
any attachments without copying or disclosing the contents. Thank you.
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May 13, 2015

City of Middleton City Council
P.O. Box 487
Middleton, Idaho 83 644
Re:

West Highlands Ranch

Dear City Council Members:
We are pleased to present to the City Council West Highlands Ranch's application for
Revised Preliminary Plat and Modification of Development Agreement. We provide these
written comments to summarize the specific revisions requested in the application and to address
the recommendations by City staff' and the Planning and Zoning Commission. We feel that it is
important to clarify the extent of the application because, after nearly two years of negotiations
with City staff regarding the scope of the application and required improvements, we have made
all of the modifications and concessions we can reasonably accept. We believe our application is
beneficial to all stakeholders involved. Thus, we request Llie City Council to approve or
disapprove the application as presented and described herein, and we reserve the right to
withdraw the application if the objectionable conditions recommended by City staff and the
Planning and Zoning Commission are imposed on the application.

Summary and Purpose of Application
West Highlands Ranch is approved for development of 962 lots. Phases 1-5, including
268 lots, are complete. To respond to market demand for varied home and lot sizes, to provide
land requested by the Middleton School District for a new elementary school site and by the City
for a public park, and to provide additional right-of-way for intersections requested by the City,
we proposed revisions to the approved preliminary plat and development agreement, which
include the following:
(1)

We have reduced the number ofresidential lots to 687 (out of the remaining 694
lots approved previously) to accommodate the new school and park site.

(2)

To meet the demand for increased lot and home size diversity, we request
approval for specific exceptions to the City's dimensional standards, as set forth

1 "City staff' is the same individual as the City Mayor, Darin Taylor. We have raised the concern
with City staff and the City attorney that this dual role creates an inherent conflict of interest and creates a
basis for challenge by the applicant as well as third parties. In the event of a tie, we request the Mayor to
recuse himself and the City Council to continue the hearing until a fair vote may be achieved with a
substitute appointment to the City Council.
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in the Amended and Restated Development Agreement and excerpted below.
Many of these exceptions were already approved by the City in 2009 but, with
this application. we increase the number of smaller lots that would use the

reduced lot width and setback exceptions.
3.3.1
For the lots identified with circles on Exhibit C, attached hereto
and incorporated herein, the following exceptions shall apply (Note: these exceptions
were approved in 2009 but the affected lots shown in Exhibit C is updated here):
3.3.1.1

The minimum lot width shall be 55 feet;

3.3.1.2

The minimum interior side setback shall be 5 feet;

3.3.1.3

The minimum side street setback shall be 15 feet; and

3.3.1.4 The minimum rear setback shall be 15 feet when
applied to open sided covered porches. The overall width of the porch that occurs in
this additional 5 feet may not be greater than 50% of the entire width of the house.
3.3.2

For the Jots identified with cross-hatching on Exhibit C:
3.3.2.1

The minimum lot width shall be 70 feet;

3.3.2.2 The minimum interior side setbacks shall be 5 feet/12
feet (one on each side), unless the home has at least a 3-car garage, in which case the
minimum setbacks shall be 5 feet/7 feet.
3.3.2.3
dwellings with 3-car garages;

The minimum side street setback shall be 20 feet for

3.3.2.3 The minimum rear setback shall be 15 feet when
applied to open sided covered porches. The overall width of the porch that occurs in
this additional 5 feet may not be greater than 50% of the entire width of the house.

(3)

We will dedicate right of way within our prope1ty to accommodate the City's
proposed roundabouts, per the City's request, and we will contribute the required
percentages of the funds needed to improve intersections at Willis/Hartley and
Willis/Cemetery, per the Traffic Impact Study.

(4)

We will donate a new 17. 63-acre site for use as an elementary school site and
public park. We have already dedicated the required right of way for this site and
installed curb and gutter, a five-foot meandering sidewalk and landscaping along
Willis Road, and we have provided the site with street access and utility services
(sewer, water, power, gas, cable and telephone). The District and City may
jointly determine how many acres will be owned, improved and maintained by
each. The Middleton School District has offered to improve and landscape a
portion of the site. The District is very interested in this site for their fourth
elementary school because it will reduce traffic and busing and make a perfect
neighborhood school with safe pedestrian access.

\.
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Transportation Improvements
West Highlands Ranch has pl"Ovided an updated Traffic Impact Study with this
application, prepared by Six Mile Engineering, which concludes that the development's share of
traffic impacts is fully mitigated by contributing funds toward the following:

•
•

45% of intersection improvements (signal with tum lanes or single-lane roundabout)
at Willis Road and Hartley Lane, and
34% of intersection improvements (signal with turn lanes or single-lane roundabout)
at \\Tillis Road and Cemetery Road.

The City hired its own traffic engineer, Horrocks Engineers, to review the Traffic Impact
Study. Ho1rncks only requested minor changes to the Traffic hnpact Study, which Six Mile
Engineering incorporated into a revised study.

(

Despite the conclusions in the Traffic Impact Study as to the required mitigation, which
are undisputed by the City's traffic engineer, City staff has recommended (and the Planning and
Zoning Commission accepted) conditions of approval that would require West Highlands Ranch
to acquire light of way for and to construct or fund significant additional o:ffsite transportation
improvements that are not attributable to the development and thus constitute unlawful
exactions. Many of these recommended conditions involve providing right of way and funding
for a series of roundabouts, which are very expensive, require a great deal of land for right-ofway and are not shown on the City's adopted Street Circulation Plan and Middleton Master
Transportation Plan in 2007. The recommended conditions include the following:
I.
Construction of 9th Street off-site to Cemeterv Road. City staff has recommended
West Highlands Ranch be required to construct or fund 100% of an extension of 9th Street to
connect with Cemetery Lane. The Traffic Impact Study concluded this off-site improvement is
not warranted by the proposed development, which has sufficient access onto Willis and Hartley.
2.
Roundabout at 9th Street and Cemetery Road. City staff has recommended West
Highlands Ranch be required to acquire right of way for and to construct or fund an unstated
percentage of a roundabout at this intersection. West Highlands Ranch is not adjacent to this
intersection, and since 9th Street does not connect between the development and this intersection,
West Highlands Ranch does not contribute any traffic to this intersection to warrant the
recommended improvements. Further, we do not own property adjacent to the intersection to
provide necessary right of way.
3.
State Highway 44 Intersections with Hartlev. Cemetery and Emmett. City staff
has recommended West Highlands Ranch be required to acquire right of way for and to construct
or fund unstated offsite improvements at all three of these intersections. The Traffic Impact
Study concluded turn lanes are warranted at these intersections by background traffic conditions
and therefore are not warranted by the proposed development Further, we do not own property
adjacent to these intersections and so cannot provide any necessary right-of-way.
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4.
Roundabouts at Willis/Hartley and Willis/Cemeterv. City staff has recommended
West Highlands Ranch be required to acquire right of way for and to construct or fund an
unstated percentage of roundabouts at these intersections. West Highlands Ranch is only
responsible for the percentages of these intersections set forth in the Traffic Impact Study and
stated above. We do not own all of the adjacent land and so cannot provide necessary right-ofway; we have agreed to dedicate the right-of-way we do own within the development (which
includes the NW comer ofWillis/Hmtley and is shown on the submitted plat). As to City staff's
preference for a roundabout over the less expensive signal and twn lanes, we agree our share of
funding may go toward either, so long as any extra cost of a roundabout that exceeds the cost of
a signalized intersection with tum lanes (i.e., our proportionate share) is covered by the City.

(

5.
2025 Build-Out. City staff initially directed us to use a 2040 build out year for
the Traffic Impact Study; we complied. City staff later instructed us to change this to a 2030
build out year, which significantly increases the percentage of impacts attributable to the
development. We complied and revised the Traffic hnpact Study. Just before the Planning and
Zoning hearing, City staff again requested us to revise the build out year, to 2025. This change
is unwarranted. The Community Planning Association of Southwest Idaho's (COMPASS)
adopted Transportation Planning Map uses 2040. The Traffic Impact Study assigned the current
completed and occupied homes (totaling 158) as backgrou..11d traffic, analyzing the impacts of the
remaining 110 unoccupied lots and 687 lots in this application (totaling 797). Our home sales in
West Highlands Ranch have averaged 26 per year ifwe conservatively consider the sales period
to begin in 2009 (to eliminate the slower earlier years). At this absorption rate, it will take over
30 years to sell the remaining 797 homes in West Highlands, making a 2030 horizon already
quite aggressive. City staff's new request for a 2025 planning horizon (10-year build out) is
unsupported.
West Highlands Ranch already has made significant transportation improvements, which
offset the transportation impacts from the entire development as required by the prior approvals.
With this application, we have provided an updated Traffic Impact Study. and we have agreed to
contribute additional right of way and transportation funding to the extent necessary to mitigate
our impacts. But, we cannot provide right of way we do not own. And we cannot be legally
required to fund or construct improvements that are not warranted by our development. Because
the City does not have an established trust fund or other legal mechanism in place for accepting
and holding contributed funds toward specific intersection improvements, we requested input
from City staff and the City Attorney on a mechanism or plan for the City to set this up and
corresponding language in the Development Agreement. We have not received that input to date
but remain open to any lawful way for the City to accept and hold the money to be used at these
intersections within a reasonable period of time to actually mitigate traffic from the development.
We propose the following language in the Development Agreement to address this issue:
3.1
Developer shall be responsible for paying or providing surety for 45% of the
intersection improvement costs at Willis Road and Hartley Lane and 34% of the intersection
improvement costs at Willis Road and Cemetery Road ("Intersection Improvements"). City may
choose whether the Intersection Improvements are a single-lane roundabout or a traffic signal
with left-turn lanes, provided that Developer's required contribution shall be capped based on
the lower cost improvement. (For example, if a signal with left-turn lanes costs $800,000 and a
single-lane roundabout costs $850,000, Developer's share will be capped at 45% of $800,000
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and 34% of $800,000). City may request payment of Developer's funds at such time as City has
obtained the necessary right-of-way and is prepared to commence the Intersection
Improvements so long as the City has established a trust fund account or other lawful
mechanism for holding contributed funds. If the Intersection Improvements are not completed
within fifteen (15) years after the date of this Agreement, then Developer's obligations in this
paragraph shall be null and void and City shall refund any funds collected from Developer for the
Intersection Improvements.

School and Park Site Donation - Impact Fee Credit
.,,,,---.aii\as.~Qin~di!!sc~ussions with the Middleton School District and City staff, we are proposing
to donate 17 .63 acres o partially improved land for use as an elementary school site and public

p
e
, we are requesting a credit against future impact fees that would otherwise be
due for the remaining 687 residential homes. The donated land will be improved as a "finished
lot" ready for sale. Right of way has already been dedicated; and required curb, gutter and
landscaping are already installed in the right-of-way; an improved access. Utilities and additional
access off an internal collector road will be provided to the site prior to its donation. Even
conservatively using the value for completely unimproved land in the City's Capital
Improvements Plan, the donation is valued at $1,234,100 ($70,000/acre x 17.63 acres). Because
this amount already exceeds the $1,020,195 in impact fees that would be paid over the life of the
project ($1485/unit x 687 units), the value of existing site improvements is not included.

City staff has recommended (and the Planning and Zoning Commission accepted)
conditions of approval that would require West Highlands Ranch to donate land to the school
and the City without providing any credit for impact fees. We do not accept these
recommendations, which constitute unlawful exactions. These include the following:

1.
Dedication of parks pursuant to prior agreement: Phases 1-5 of West Highlands
Ranch preceded and thus are legally exempt from the City's new parks impact fee ordinance
effective September 8, 2014. During the prior phases and as a result of a prior impact fee
ordinance, West Highlands Ranch and the City previo
d into an Impact Fee Agreement
"dedication" up to 12.9 acres of internal
and Parks Dedication Agreement to provide for
parks (not a donation, but simply to allow public access m exc ange for full impact fee credit
under the prior impact fee ordinance. However, the City subsequently repealed that ordinance on
the basis that it was illegal, so no impact fees were waived (or ever due) and no parks were
dedicated. City staff's current recommendation for West Highlands Ranch to perform this prior
agreement, which has n o ~ from the City and is rendered void and unenforceable by
the prior repeal of an illegal ordinance, is unreasonable. Further, it is unlawful for the City to
demand any park dedication without providing impact fee credit under the current City impact
fee ordinance. West Highlands Ranch does not agree to this recommendation.
2.
School site/park donation: In discussions with City staff prior to submitting the
application, City staff stated a preference for a larger city park site rather than access to smaller
internal neighborhood parks. City staff also knew we were in discussions with the school and
would propose a joint site to maximize the visual and usable open space for both uses. The
present application reflects these discussions by providing a site with space for both a school and
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a large public park. After we proposed the initial plat application showing an approximately 11acre site, City staff requested we enlarge the site by eliminating 9 additional lots along Willis
Road. We complied with this request. The District and City have had several discussions
regarding design and allocation of site. We understand the District has offered to accept and
fully improve a 7.76 acre site, which would leave nearly 10 acres for the park (9.87 acres).
West Highlands Ranch proposes to donate the 17.63-acre school and park site in
exchange for full impact fee credit under the City's new parks impact fee ordinance. As noted
above, this donation is conservatively valued at $1,234, I 00. This value exceeds the impact fees
that would be owed for West Highlands Ranch, but we have agreed not to seek any
reimbursement for the difference as would otherwise be allowed under the Idaho Impact Fee Act.
Following City staff's request to enlarge the donated site and reduce the number of lots,
City staff told us that they believed only the park acreage should qualify for impact fee credit,
not the school acreage. We believe the proposed donation of the entire 17.63 acre site for the
school and park uses is beneficial for all parties. The school site will include greened up space
and play areas, which the District will improve. The City will receive a large park site with right
of way dedication and street improvements already completed. The City has the authority to
enter into an agreement approving the proposed donation in exchange for full impact fee credit,
whether used for a school site and/or city park, pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-8214(2).
Likewise, the District has the authority to enter into an agreement with the City for the joint
acquisition, development, maintenance and equipping of playgrounds, ball parks, swimming
pools and other recreational facilities on property owned either by the District or the City,
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 33-601(5). Regardless, even if the City Council prefers to
recognize a credit for the park portion alone, a 9.87-acre park with the existing improvements
would also be entitled to a full impact fee credit. The park value is $1,025,074 ($70,000/acre x
9.87 acres, plus $334,174 for the value of the improvements), which exceeds the $1,020,195 in
impact fees that would otherwise be due.
Just before the Planning and Zoning Commission hearing, City staff instead
recommended that West Highlands Ranch be required to donate, without any impact fee credit, a
15-acre site to the school district. We do not agree to this recommendation.

Other Conditions
City staff has recommended (and the Planning and Zoning Commission accepted) several
additional conditions of approval that are unacceptable. These include the following:
1. Right in-right-out. City staff has recommended West Highlands Ranch be required to
construct right-in right-out only improvements at the approaches to the development
at Emmett Road, Hartley Lane, Willis Road, West 9th Street, Cemetery Road and
Meadow Park Boulevard. These improvements are not warranted, have not been
recommended by a traffic engineer, would unnecessarily restrict traffic flow, and add
an unreasonable expense.
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2. Active Transportation and cvcle track. City staff ha~ recommended West Highlands
Ranch be required to incorporate Active Transportation streets and cycle track. This
item was never discussed at the pre-application meeting or any subsequent meetings
with City staff about the submitted application. We do understand what is being
requested and do not accept it.
3. Thermoplastic striping of crosswalks. City staff has recommended West Highlands
Ranch be required to use them1oplastic, not painted, striping for crosswalks. This
item was never discussed at the pre-application meeting or any subsequent meetings
with City staff about the submitted application. We agree to provide all appropriate
signage and striping to create safe routes to school. However, we do not agree to use
thermoplastic striping, wl:iich is unnecessary, more expensive and much more difficult
to maintain.
4. Bus Stops Shown on Plat. City staff has recommended West Highlands Ranch be
required to show bus stop locations on the plat. This item was never discussed at the
pre-application meeting or any subsequent meetings with City staff about the
submitted application. Bus stop locations are not shown on residential neighborhood
plats because they are determined by the school district, not a developer, and they
may change from year to year.

5. Street Naming. City staff has recommended West Highlands Ranch be required to
change directional indicators in streets names on the plat. This is different than prior
direction from City staff on this issue. The streets are named and assigned directions
in accordance with the existing streets to which they are aligned, consistent with
standard naming protocols and emergency services requirements. We are happy to
meet with emergency services and the City to determine the appropriate street sign
designations and names. Typically, this is done after preliminary plat, but before
submittal of a final plat.
6. Cluster Mailbox Units. City staff has recommended West Highlands Ranch be
required to install apartment-style clustered mailbox units for all lots less than 70'
wide. This item was never discussed at the pre-application meeting or any
subsequent meetings with City staff about the submitted application. For these
smaller lots, we will install clusters of 2-4 mailboxes. in accordance with United
States Postal Service standards. Any larger clusters become too inconvenient for the
residents.

Requested Approval
We request the City Council to approve the revised preliminary plat we have submitted to
the City, which includes the City comments we agree to accept, and the revised Development
Agreement, attached hereto. The attached Development Agreement includes updates since the
last submittal, shown in redline, following discussions with City staff (e.g., updating the size of
the donated land and resulting number of lots, updating the percentages of contribution to the
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two intersections due to the change in the build out year to 2030, and adding language to address
the City's ability to hold money in trust and to use it for the intersection improvements).
We are committed to making West Highlands Ranch a special pa1t of the City of
Middleton co1mnunity, with high quality homes, amenities and infrastructure. We believe our
proposed application - including the lot adjustments, contribution to intersection improvements
and land donation to provide a new school and park site - will in1prove the development for our
residents and the City. If the City Council disagrees, and either denies the application or adds
conditions beyond those we have accepted in the submitted revised preliminary plat and the
attached Development Agreement or that we accept at the hearing, then we will withdraw the
application and proceed with the previously approved project.
We look f01ward to speaking with you about this application on May 20th •
Regards,

Thomas Coleman
Coleman Homes
cc:

Mayor Darin Taylor
Chris Y orgason, City Attorney
Rebecca McKay, Applicant representative
Deborah Nelson, counsel for Applicant
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May 20, 2015

City ofM1ddleton City Council
P.O. Box487
Middleton. ID 83644

Re:

West Highlands Ranch
Response to Staff Report and P&Z Findings and Conclusionli

City Council Membm:

West Highlands provided written teshrnony on May l 3, 2015 to describe: the pending
West Highlands Ranch applicatmn and to respond to the recommended conditions from City
staff and the Planning and Zoning Commission ("P&Z"), Since then we have received a Staff
Report (dated May 15, 2015) and the f'indu1gs and Conclusions approved by the P&Z on
May 18, 2015 c•Findings''), which effectively restate the Staff Report. This fotter and
attachments provide a response to those documents and attempt to dear up some misconceptions
about the application, We will offer additional testimony at the hearing.

Com11liance with P&Z. Recommendation
In the Staff Report on page 6, City staffrecomm~nds the City Council table the May 20
hearing unu1 Apphcant has revised the plat, traffic impact ana]ysis and development agreement
in ac~rdane e with the P&Z's recommendation, Under the Middleton City Ordinance, the P&Z
is a :recommending body for this application. and the City Council is the final decision maker.
To require Applicant to accept the interim recommendations of the P&Z would render the City
Coundl's hearing and decision meaningless and constitute an unlawful delegation of power to
the P&Z in violation of Idaho Code§ 67~6504. Applicant is entitled to a timely hearing by the
goveming body on this application; further delay is unwarn.mted and would negatively impact
our development plans. We request the hearing proceed as scheduled.
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Effective Date of Appligttiqn
The preliminary plat application was submitted and complete as of February 3, 2015.
The traffic impact analysis and supporting data were submitted to the City Engineer on
January 22, 2015 by email and hand delivery of hard copy. See email chain included as
Attachment A. which forwarded the entire 210-page study with supporting data. As of February
3, 2015t all elements required by the City's ordinance for subdivision applications, set forth in
MCC 6-2-I and 6-2-2, were satisfied. At the City's request, Applicant's representative, Becky
McKay, resent the traffic impact analysis's supporting data on February 27, 2015. See email
chain included as Attachment B.

On page 2 of the Staff Report, City staff argues the application was incomplete until
February 27, 2015 when Becky McKay resent the study and data. Because the field data was
provided to the City on January 22 by email and hand delivery; this argument is factually
incorrect. In any case, the field data is not legally required for a complete application under the
City's ordinance. MCC 6-2~1 requires a preliminary plat application to include "a traffic impact
analysis. prepared and stamped by a licensed traffic engineer, based on information t'liat reflects
current traffic conditions!' (Emphasis added). The submitted traffic impact analysis meets these
criteria; it is a traffic impact analysis, prepared and stamped by two licensed traffic engineers
with Six Mile Engineering, and based on information that reflects current traffic conditions namely, new traffic counts.
Applicable Standards
The Staff Report at page 3 includes the following as applicable standards for this project:

•

Middleton Connects map "approved by the Middleton City Council on
November 6, 2013.''

The minutes from the November 6, 2013 City Council meeting, included as Attachment
C, demonstrate that the City Council's decision on that date did not constitute amendment of the
Comprehensive Plan map. which would require additional public process. The Connects Plan
also did not amend or replace the Middleton Transportation Plan, adopted in 2007. The plat was
submitted in conformance with the adopted Comprehensive Plan and the adopted Transportation

Plan. Nonetheless, Applicant has revised the plat to provide right-of-way in the locations within
the project that Applicant owns land adjacent to a proposed roundabout.

•

Middleton Standards for Public Works Co11Struction as approved by the
Middleton City Council on February 18, 2015.

This approval date is subsequent to the effective date of the application and thus does not
legally apply.
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School Site
The Staff Report at page 1 incorrectly states that the application includes a lot for
dedication to the Middleton School District "to compensate for the impact West Highlands
Subdivision will have on schools.,, No mitigation is required with this application to offset
impacts to schools. The development as originally approved already included a donation ofland
to the District in 2007; no additional mitigation for schools was wan-anted or required by the City
for the full build out. In the current application, there is no increase in density and in fact it is
d~'Teased, so there will be no new impact on schools. Applicant provided the new school site
based on the request of the Distrlct1 not because it is required to mitigate the project's impacts,
but as a preferred neighborhood location that will increase walk-ability and limit bussing and fits
well in tl1e District,s long-term planning for future needs. The Applicant proposed this
contribution in exchange for impact fee credi~ and the District has supported this proposal.
The City Council may choose to accept or reject the proposed exchange for the school
site and/or accompanying park site donation for impact fee credit pursuant to Idaho Code §
67-8214(2). However. the City Council may not exact as a condition of plat approval a 15-acre
school site from Applicant, as recommended by City Staff on page 1Oof the Staff Report. The
exaction is not warranted by the project,s impacts and thus is unlawful.
Prior Impact Fee and Parks Dedication Agreements
The Staff Report at pages 6-10 includes several claims regarding !he 2011 Impact Fee
and Parks Dedication Agreements, including allegations that Applicant is in "breach and default"
of those Agreements. These allegations are unfounded. As described in our May 13 letter, these
prior Agreements reflected specific terms of agreement between the City and developer
regarding the amount of credit to be awarded in exchange for allowing public access to 12.8
acres of internal parks; the credit calculations and associated "'dedication" requirements were all
calculated base<l on the City's capital improvements plan and impact fee ordinance in place at
that time. However, soon after the Agreements were complete, the City repealed the impact fee
ordinance on the basis that it was illegal. See Impact Fee Committee Findings and
Recommendations (June 6, 2012) and the Minutes of the City Council (July 18. 2012) repealing
the ordinance, attached as Attachment D. As a result, neither party perl'onned: no impact fees
were waived (or due), and no parks were dedicated for public access. Because the City cannot
provide the legal consideration bargained for in the prior Agreements and because the underlying
basis of the contract was detennined by the City itself to be illegal, the Agreements are void and
unenforceable, and Applicnnt is not in default.
It is important to understand that Applicant is still providing significant usable, active
open space throughout West Highlands Ranch, at a level that more than offsets the
development's impacts. With the current application, West Highlands Ranch will have 12.95
acres of active usable open space, which includes a 6.9-acre Central Neighborhood Center with
pool, community fitness center, recreation room, playground, sand volleyball court and
pathways; a 1.73-acre North Neighborhood Center with pool, playground, and picnic shelter;
five pocket parks (0.5 acres, 1.0 acres, 1.3 acres, 0. 7 acres, and 1.0 acres), each with at least one
amenity; and 1.52 acres of 5-foot wide micropaths. Additionally, West Highlands is building

'I
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8,140 linear feet of 10-foot wide multi-use pathways for the use by the public in accordance with
the City's Pathway Plan. These improvements more than offset the project's impacts, so no
additional park exaction is war.t'llllted.
With this application, Applicant is proposing a new larger school and park site
dedication, which is entireJy over and above the developed open space provided in or necessary
for the development, in exchange for impact fee credit calculated under the City's new capital
improvements plan and impact fee ordinance. As proposed in the Amended and Restated
Development Agreement, any new dedication must be accompanied by acknowledgement by
both parties that the prior impact fee and parks dedication agreements are null and void,
especially in light of City staff's new demands regarding the prior agreements. We believe the
new proposal would be beneficial to everyone involved, and the District has testified in support
as well. If the City Council disagrees and determines not to provide impact fee credit, then
Applica11t does not commit to make the donation and will simply pay the park impact fees as due
for the remaining phases under the new ordinance. No impact fees are due for prior phasest
which are exempt in accordance with Idaho Code§ 67-8215. No impact fees were due under the
prior impact fee ordinance either given that it was adopted after phases 1-3 had commenced and
was repealed before phases 4 and 5 commenced. See email to City Attorney with timeline in
Attachment E.
Existing Develot1ment Agreement
The Staff Report at pages 6-10 includes several claims that Applicant has not complied
with the requirements in the existing Development Agreement. The Applicant has been
developing West Highlands Ranch for eight years and working with the City regarding the
current application for nearly two years and this is the first we have heard of any such concern.
Stafrs allegations are unfounded.
Applicant has constructed all transportation improvements required with each phase of
development. The current status is:
•

The Wims Road ilnprovements are approximately 2/3 completed, which is ahead
of schedule because only I /3 would be required based on current build out.
• The 9th Street improvements are not constructed because we have not yet built the
adjacent phase.
• The Cemetery Road improvements are approximately l /3 completed. in
accordance with the adjacent buildout.
• The $175,000 contribution to a signal at Highway 44 and Cemetery Road expired
by its own tenns on January l, 2015.
Applicant has also constructed all developed open space as required with each phase of
development. The current status is: 12.54 acres of total common area has been constructed,
which includes the 6.9-acre Central Neighborhood Center with pool, community fitness center,
recreation room, playground, sand volley ball court and pathways.
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Transportation Improvements
The Staff Report at pages l 0-11 lists extensive off;..site transportation improvements
recommended by City staff and the P&Z As discussed in detail in our May 13 letter,
these
improvements exceed the mitigation required by the traffic impact stlldy and thus constitu
te
unlawful exactions.
Lot Dimensions and other Plat Requirements
The Staff Report at page 6 comments that the revised plat "substantially increases the
number of small lots with variances to the dimensional standards required in an R-3 zone."
The
% offots affected by the application's proposed c.hanges are shown below:
Approved Plat (total buildablc lots 962)
55' -69' width= 268 (28%)
70'-79' width= 439 (45.5%)
80' + width= 255 (26.5%)
Propgsed Revisions to Plat (total buildable lots' 955)
55'-69' width= 516 lots (54%)
70'-79' width= 387 Jots (40.5%)
80' +width = 52 Jots (5.5%)

We request these changes to meet homebuyers' demand for increased lot and home size
diversity, as well as to accommodate the provision of tfo:: new elementary school ood
public park
site.
The Staff Report at pages 11-12 lists additional plat conditions requested by City staff
and P&Z (e,g. 1 cluster mailboxes and thermoplastic stnping), which we addressed in
our May 13
letter.
We look forward to speaking with you .about this applicatiou at tho hearing.

Sincerely,
./'I

~ 'z::.. Y~~

cc:

Mayor Darin Taylor
Chris Yorgason
Thomas Coleman
Rebecca McKay

Deborah Nelson
Legal Counsel for Applicant

24SSSU J Ii471i,46]
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...oe Borton <joe@borton-lakey.com>

West Highlands Ranch [IWOV-GPDMS.FID221507]
6 messages
Thu, Aug 13, 2015 at 5:28 PM

Deborah E. Nelson <den@givenspursley.com>
To: "joe@borton-lakey.com" <joe@borton-takey.com>
Cc: Yorgason Law <chris@yorgasonlaw.com>
Hi Joe,

I received your letter today inquiring about the status of West Highlands' compliance with the prior Impact Fee and Parks
agreements. As we have discussed with the City for some time, these agreements are null and void due to the City's own
actions. No impact fees were due or waived during their tenure. Please see the attached for more information.

Best,
Deb

DEBORAH E. NELSON
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W Bannock St, Boise, ID 83702
direct 208-388-1215 / assistant 208-388-1249 (Stacy Petrich)
den@givenspursley.com / www.givenspursley.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication is confidential and may contain privileged information. If you have received it in error,
please advise the sender by reply email and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or disclosing the
contents. Thank you.

2 attachments

D noname.eml
27K
~ Ltr to City Council re West Highlands for 5-20-15 hearing.PDF

325K

EXHIBIT

Joe Borton <joe@borton-lakey.com>
To: "Deborah E. Nelson" <den@givenspursley.com>

Wed
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursle y.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursl ey.com

,f
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MAY O3 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLEAK

T, ORAWF01'U>. DEPUTY
Attorneys for Defendant and Counterclaimant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-15-8119

v.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
RULING AND COUNTERCLAIM

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants.

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant,

ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RUL,--~~11111111- ~
AND COUNTERCLAIM - 1
EXHIBIT
8594166_1
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•
This matter having come before the Court on Defendants' Motion for Leave to Amend
Answer and Assert Counterclaim ("Motion") and good cause appearing, therefore,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED consistent with this Court's oral ruling during the April 21,
2016, hearing on this matter that:
1.

Defendants' Motion is granted with respect to the proposed amended answer and
Counts I and II of the proposed counterclaim.

2.

Consistent with the agreement of the parties, as represented during the April 21,
2016, hearing on the Motion, the West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement,
recorded on December 15, 2011 as InstnunentNo. 2011049722 and the Parks
Dedication Agreement recorded on December 15, 2011 as Instrument
No. 2011049721 are valid and enforceable; however, a dispute exists between the
parties to this lawsuit regarding the interpretation of those agreements and the
respective rights and obligations as between the parties to those agreements.

DATED:

~S~'-2'------'' 2016.

JUDGE
CHRIS NYE
The Honorable Christopher S. Nye
District Judge

ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING
AND COUNTERCLAIM - 2
8S94166_1
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on

5 ·3 ·

2016, I served a true and correct

copy of the foregoing ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR

DECLARATORY RULING AND COUNTERCLAIM in the above-entitled matter by
placing same in the US Mail, postage affixed, addressed as follows:
Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Bradley J. Dixon
Kersti H. Kennedy
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Clerk of the Court

ORDERRE: AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING
AND COUNTERCLAIM - 3
8S94166_1
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AUG 3 1 2016

Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
Victor Villegas ISB #5860
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K RUIZ, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No: CV-15-8119

Plaintiff,
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.

COMES NOW, the above named Plaintiff, City of Middleton, (the "City") by and
through its attorney of record, Joseph W. Borton, of Borton Lakey Law Offices and hereby
submits this Memorandum in Opposition of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. For the
reasons discussed below, the Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment should be denied.
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INTRODUCTION

The City of Middleton (the "City") from 2006 through 2009 approved several land use
applications brought by the Defendants (herein "Coleman") for a large residential development
called "West Highlands" located adjacent to Mills Road and Hartley Lane within the northern
portion of the city of Middleton. These approvals were done in accordance with the Local Land
Use Planning Act ("LLUPA"), Idaho Code §67-6501 et seq.
Within this land use approval was Coleman's proposal, commitment, and integrated
condition of approval that Coleman set aside 15.1 acres of open space for use by the public. This
public open space would be owned and maintained by a homeowners' association for the
development, but like an actual park that is owned by the City, it would be open for all public
use. Subsequent to the land use approval, the parties entered into several contracts that would
guide the development of West Highlands, including a Development Agreement (revised twice),
a Parks Dedication Agreement, and an Impact Fee Agreement.
The Parks Dedication Agreement simply outlines the manner in which the public open
space within West Highlands will be used and maintained. It does not establish the quantity of
parks that are to be provided. The Impact Fee Agreement simply states that by agreement of the
parties no impact fees or credits would be owed for the approved public open space that will be
governed by the Parks Dedication Agreement.
This Declaratory Judgment action was filed to resolve a dispute between the City and
Coleman over whether a repeal of the City's prior parks impact fee ordinance relieved Coleman
of dedicating these 15.1 acres of open space for public access. Coleman maintained that the
West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks Dedication Agreement were somehow
voided due to the repeal of the City's impact fee ordinance. The City remained steadfast that
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both Agreements were valid and enforceable, and it appears through Coleman's Amended
Answer that it now agrees with the City on that point.
Coleman now moves this Court for a Summary Judgment to change the number of acres
it is required to make available and open to the public from 15.1 acres down to 6.92 acres.
Neither the law not the facts support Coleman's request and the Motion should be denied.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

Summary judgment is appropriate "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine _issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c); McKay v.
Walker, No. 42434, 2016 WL 1163034, at *3 (Idaho Mar. 23, 2016).

To survive Summary Judgment, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations
or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise
provided in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, must set forth specific facts showing that there is
a genuine issue for trial. I.R.C.P. 56(c). A mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to
the facts is not sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact for the purposes of summary
judgment. AED, Inc. v. KDC Investments, LLC, 155 Idaho 159, 163, 307 P.3d 176, 180 (2013)
"[T]he nonmoving party must submit more than just conclusory assertions that an issue of
material fact exists.... " Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 238, 108 P.3d 380, 385
(2005) (citing Northwest Bee-Corp. v. Home Living Serv., 136 Idaho 835, 839, 41 P.3d 263, 267
(2002).
STATE OF RELEVANT FACTS

On January 18, 2006 the City approved an annexation, zonmg and development
agreement with Coleman for 797 residential lots within the City called "West Highlands". See ,r
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8 to Affidavit of Darin Taylor in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment
(hereinafter "Taylor Ajfd. "). As a result of the original 2006 annexation a contract between
Coleman and the City was signed (referred to as a "Development Agreement") and recorded on
February 28, 2006. This Development Agreement was revised once on November 16, 2006, and
a second time on March 31, 2009. These Development Agreements are attached to the Taylor

Affidavit as Exhibit 1-A, Exhibit 1-B, and Exhibit 1-C.
On January 20, 2009 the City received from Coleman an application requesting a
modification to the West Highlands development, which would provide "specific commitments
regarding significant parks and transportation improvements that will accompany the
development" This proposal and the specifics of what commitments Coleman offered, was
memorialized in a letter signed by Thomas Coleman. See., Taylor Affd Exhibit 2-A, and Exhibit
2-B.
Within Coleman's 2009 proposal, specifically stated on page 4, paragraph 30 of Exhibit
2-B, was Coleman's own proposal to the City of what it would provide as ''park improvements"
within the City as part of his West Highlands development. Coleman specifically proposed a 38acre park and trail system, with "15.1 acres of individual parks with amenities", and then noted
the approximate size and number of parks that would comprise this acreage. Coleman offered to
the City that "[t]he park and trail system shall be open to the public but will be privately owned
and maintained so there will be no ongoing cost to the city." Among the enumerated conditions,
Coleman proposed to construct certain parks improvements which Coleman described as
follows:
30. Developer shall make the following parks improvements, as generally
illustrated on Attachment C hereto:
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A. Developer shall construct an approximately 38-acre interconnected
park and trail system that extends to the development's external boundaries on all
sides.
B. Developer's parks system shall include approximately 15.1 acres of
individual parks with amenities, as follows ("major amenities" shall include but
not be limited to children's play equipment, swimming pools, volleyball courts,
tennis courts and similar improvement; "minor amenities" shall include but not be
limited to barbeque areas, picnic tables and similar improvements):
1) An approximately 5.8-acre park with at least two major
amenities and two minor amenities.
2) An approximately 2.9-acre park with at least one major amenity
and two minor amenities.
3) An approximately 2.1-acre park with at least one major amenity
and two minor amenities.
4) Two approximately 1.0-acre parks, each with at least one major
amenities and two minor amenities.
5) Approximately 2.3 additional acres of parks along the park and
trail system with at least one minor amenity.
C.

Each Individual park shall be landscaped with grass, shrubs, and

trees.

D.
The park and trail system shall be open to the public but will
be privately owned and maintained so there will be no ongoing cost to the
City.

See., Taylor Affd Exhibit 2-B, p 4. (emphasis in bold added)
The City's Planning and Zoning Commission heard Coleman's application on December
15, 2008, January 26, 2009 and February 23, 2009. Within those public meetings Coleman
reinforced its desire to provide the public park amenities it had cited in its January 20, 2009
proposed "conditions of approval" (Exhibit 2-B). The City Staff Reports for these public
hearings confirmed this continued commitment on behalf of Coleman. See., Taylor Affd Exhibits
3-A and Exhibit 3-B. The Development Standards noted on page 5, paragraph 7(c) of both Staff
Reports reference Coleman's desire to make portions of his open space privately owned but open
to the public for public use.
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The Planning and Zoning Commission on February 23, 2009 voted unanimously to
recommend approval of Coleman's application, which expressly included Coleman's
commitment to provide public open space for the citizens of Middleton. "Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law" were signed and entered on the City record. See Taylor Affd Exhibit 3-C.
Within the "Order of Law" on Exhibit 3-C was a unanimous recommendation from the Planning
and Zoning Commission to the City that Coleman "shall comply with all conditions of approval
entitled West Highlands Conditions of Approva~ dated January 20, 2009" which were also
attached to the Order. These were the same conditions that Coleman initially proposed and
drafted as part of its January 20, 2009 submission to the City (previously identified as Exhibit 2A).

Following receipt of this unanimous recommendation for approval Mr. Thomas Coleman
as President of Coleman Homes sent by e-mail his letter to the City council for the upcoming
city council meeting. Taylor Affd Exhibit 4. In his letter Coleman states "[w]e support all of the
Planning and Zoning Commission's recommended Conditions of Approval." The letter also
represented to the City Coleman's belief that "these applications. if approved. will result in a
better development for the city." Coleman then specifically referenced these conditions of
approval in stating that Coleman thought those conditions "provide the City with specific
commitments regarding significant parks and transportation improvements that will accompany
the development". Taylor Affd Exhibit 4.
On March 4, 2009 the City Council heard Coleman's West Highlands application.
Within the City staff report was reference to Coleman's continuous commitment to make certain
park amenities available for use by the public and privately managed and maintained by a
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homeowner's association. The Staff Report also reaffirmed that "Mr. Coleman has provided a
list of conditions of approval the he has agreed to." Taylor Affd, Exhibit 5.
Following this public hearing the City council unanimously voted to approve the
Coleman application for West Highlands, pursuant to the City's adopted Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law and Order dated May 6, 2009. Taylor Affd Exhibit 6. The City expressly
approved the application with the following condition "(3) The application shall comply with all
conditions of approval entitled West Highlands Conditions of Approval dated January 20. 2009".
Again, these were the same conditions that Coleman originally offered to the city as part of his
application which was referenced earlier as Exhibit 2-A and 2-B. Coleman was obligated to
provide to the City that which Coleman had originally offered: open space amenities that would
be privately owned and maintained yet made available for all Middleton residents to use. As
stated in Coleman's original January 20, 2009 proposed Conditions of Approval, "[t]he park and
trail system shall be open to the public but will be privately owned and maintained so there will
be no ongoing cost to the city."
In March 2009 the City had not yet enacted an impact fee ordinance, so Coleman wanted
to receive credit for the public park and transportation improvements Coleman was providing.
See Exhibit 7-B to Taylor Affd. Ultimately the City and Coleman agreed that any impact fee

credit would be calculated after the adoption of an impact fee ordinance. Id. To that end the
parties entered into a revised Development Agreement titled "Development Agreement Revision
#2" on March 11, 2009. See Exhibit 1-C to Taylor Affd. The relevant portions of the revised
Development Agreement included a new section titled "Impact Fee." The language of that
section reads:
4.1
The parties acknowledge this development was principally designed and
initially approved before the City began proceedings to propose impact fees.
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment
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Consequently, Developer's proposals, plus additional requirements imposed by
the City, determined the level of improvements needed to mitigate the
development's impacts .....
4.2 In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact Fee
Act, Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq, the parties acknowledge and agree
Developer may be entitled to credit for the present value of any construction of
system improvements or contribution or dedication of land or money required by
a governmental entity from Coleman for system improvements of the category
for which the development impact fee is being collected, including certain
portions of the development's street and park improvements, provided that credit
is only available for eligible capital improvements as prescribed in the Act. The
parties will calculate the amount of such credit after the adoption of any
development impact fees. The parties further acknowledge and agree that, under
the Act, Developer is not entitled to credit for improvements that merely provide
service to the development itself and are necessary for the use and convenience
of the development's residents, including the development's community center
and pool.
4.3
Notwithstanding the above, in accordance with Idaho Code Section
678215(2), Developer shall not be subject to development impact fees or credits
thereof subsequently adopted by the City for portions of the development where
construction has commenced and is pursued accqrding to the terms of the permit
or development approval.
See pp. 4-5 of Exhibit 1-C to Taylor Ajfd.

Approximately two months after the City's May, 6, 2009 Findings of Fact, Conclusions
and Order for West Highlands Ranch Subdivision, the City adopted a Parks and Transportation
Impact Fee Ordinance as Ordinance No. 447. Taylor Affd. At this same time the City and
Coleman began discussions on how park impact fees would be collected and credited for the
public park commitments made by Coleman and incorporated into its development, as well as
how to implement the public parks arrangement set forth in the Conditions of Approval. These
discussions spilled over into 2011. On January 4, 2011, Coleman's legal counsel wrote to the
City proposing that " ... the parties merely execute an agreement confirming that no impact fees
will be due." See pg. 2 of Exhibit 7-B to Taylor Affd. Specifically, the letter stated:
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Coleman will agree not to seek payment for reimbursement if full credit is granted
for the West Highlands Ranch improvements, such that no impact fees will be
due. Coleman has worked in good faith with the City for two years and, as a fair
and simple resolution, we respectfully request that the City execute the attached
Impact Fee Agreement.
Exhibit 7-B to Taylor Ajfd.
Later that year the City adopted a one-year moratorium on the collection of park and
transportation impact fees. Taylor Ajfd. During this moratorium legal counsel for Coleman and
the City negotiated terms and conditions of what impact fees were going to be due, whether any
credits were warranted, and how the parties intended to reconcile these positions. The parties
also worked out the mechanism by which the public parks that Coleman was developing would
be privately owned and maintained an open to the public. These negotiations were evidenced in
discussions between counsel for the parties as well as letters and draft settlement agreements
which identified the positions of each party and worked toward a mutually agreeable resolution.
Taylor Affd Exhibit 7-A (Oct 5, 2010), Exhibit 7-B (Jan 4, 2011), Exhibit 7-C (July 18, 2011),

and Exhibit 7-D (Oct 12, 2011).
In furtherance of these negotiations Coleman drafted two documents for the City to
consider called an "Impact Fee Agreement" and a "Parks Dedication Agreement" (''the
Agreements"). These two agreements were signed by the parties on December 8, 2001. A
recorded copy of these two completed contracts is attached to the Taylor Affd as Exhibit 8
(Impact Fee Agreement) and Exhibit 9 (Parks Dedication Agreement). The West Highlands
Ranch Impact Fee Agreement provided that the City would not charge impact fees on West
Highlands Ranch and in return, Coleman would not seek reimbursement.
2. Impact Fee Credit. The Parties agree that the present value of the
construction of certain parks and transportation improvements in West Highlands
Ranch, as set forth in Exhibit D, exceeds the total amount of impact fees owed for
West Highlands Ranch. Therefore, Developer shall not be responsible for
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payment of impact fees in West Highlands Ranch. The Parties further agree that
Developer shall not seek reimbursement from the City for the value of
improvements in excess of impact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch, as would
otherwise be allowed under the Act.
The terms of the West Highlands Ranch Impact Fee Agreement also provided that the parties
would execute a Parks Agreement " ... to ensure that the Parks would be perpetually dedicated for
public use" and that" .. .if the City adopts an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service
for park improvements below that in Ordinance No. 447, the size or number of Developer's
Parks may be reduced accordingly." Exhibit 8 to Taylor Ajfd.
Following the execution of the Agreements and for several years thereafter both Coleman
and the City relied upon them to guide their activities. An example of this mutual understanding
and reliance was evidenced in an email sent to the City by legal counsel for Coleman on August
27, 2014. In this email, attached to the Taylor Ajfd as Exhibit 11, Coleman's legal representative
says "[b]ased on these agreements, and the performance made pursuant to them, no impact fees
should be charged to West Highlands and no demand for payment for credits should be made
against the city." The City, in reliance on the Agreements did not collect any park impact fees
from Coleman on building permits that were issued for its West Highlands Development. The
City awaited the Coleman Homes' dedication of park acreage that would be privately maintained
open space for public use.
While Coleman's position toggled back and forth, its public open space obligation did
not. 15.1 acres of public open space with amenities that are privately owned and maintained
were Coleman's obligation consistent with the "Condition of Approval" offered by Coleman on
January 20, 2009 (Exhibit 2A), accepted by the City, and integrated into the LLUP A approval
process.
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I.

THE PLAIN LANGUAGE OF THE IMPACT FEE AGREEMENT DOES NOT

REQUIRE A REDUCTION OF PUBLIC OPEN SPACE.
Coleman's argues that after the passage of Ordinance 447 the parties negotiated both the
Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks Agreement to provide that the amount of parks will be
reduced if it was determined that the level or parks was lower than the amount Coleman agreed
to construct. Coleman's argument misinterprets the plain language of both agreements because
there is no provision placing an absolute requirement on the City to reduce the amount of public
open space that Coleman agreed to provide in its Conditions of Approval. Rather, the Conditions
of Approval, Findings of Fact and Order, Development Agreement dictate the amount of public
open space that Coleman agreed to construct in the West Highlands Subdivision.
When interpreting a contract, the Court begins with the document's language. Cristo
Viene Pentecostal Church v. Paz, 144 Idaho 304, 308, 160 P.3d 743, 747 (2007). When the

language of a contract is clear and unambiguous, its interpretation and legal effect are questions
oflaw. Iron Eagle Dev't, L.L.C. at 491, 65 P.3d at 513 (citing Opportunity, L.L.C. v. Ossewarde,
136 Idaho 602, 605, 38 P.3d 1258, 1261 (2002)). An unambiguous contract will be given its
plain meaning. Id. The purpose of interpreting a contract is to determine the intent of the
contracting parties at the time the contract was entered. Id. In determining the intent of the
parties, this Court must view the contract as a whole. Daugharty v. Post Falls Highway Dist.,
134 Idaho 731, 735, 9 P.3d 534,538 (2000).
With respect to the Impact Fee Agreement, Coleman argues that Section 2.1 "requires a
reduction in the amount of parks space that Middleton may secure for public access in the event
that a city ordinance was adopted providing for a lower impact fee."
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment pg. 12.

Coleman's argument
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however contradicts the plain language of Section 2.1. Section 2.1 states that Coleman " ... shall
not seek reimbursement from the City for the value of improvements in excess of impact fees
owed for West Highlands Ranch as would otherwise be allowed .... " See Exhibit 8 to Taylor
Affd. Section 2.1 also provides that "Prior to execution of said Parks Agreement, if the City

adopts an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service for park improvements below that
in Ordinance No. 447, the size or number of Developer's Parks may be reduced accordingly."
Exhibit 8 to Taylor Affd. (holding and underlining added). The 'Parks Agreement' referenced in
Section 2.1 speaks to the Parks Dedication Agreement that was executed on December 8, 2011
and recorded on December 15, 2011. Taylor Affd, exhibit 9
Prior to the December 15, 2011 recording date, the City had not adopted a parks level of
service lower than what was set forth in Exhibit D to the Parks Dedication Agreement. Taylor
Affd, ,r 38. Thus, Coleman's argument for park acreage reduction - that the level of service was

reduced in a subsequent impact fee ordinance - did not occur prior to the Parks Dedication
Agreement being signed. Now that the Parks Dedication Agreement is signed, the number of
parks can no longer be reduced regardless if there is a change in the level of service.
II.

THE CITY'S REQUEST TO SEEK A FINANCIAL GUARANTEE IS NOT AN

IMPACT FEE.

Coleman argues in Sections B and C of its brief that the letter from the City's attorney
asking for a financial guarantee related to open space or 281 lots amounts to an attempt to collect
impact fees since the financial guarantee pertains to phases that pre-dated the passage of an
impact fee ordinance. Coleman also argues in Section G of its brief that no financial guarantee
should be required at this time. Coleman is incorrect that the financial guarantee is an impact fee.
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The flaw in Coleman's impact fee argument is that Coleman ignores the fact the
Conditions of Approval relative to the public dedication of parks were proposed by Coleman
prior to the City adopting an impact fee ordinance. Coleman proposed and obligated itself to
provide 15.1 acres of improved parks with amenities that are privately owned and maintained,
and that are open to the public in the manner set forth within Coleman's commitment to the City
within the "Condition of Approval" of West Highlands offered by Coleman on January 20, 2009
(Taylor Affd, Exhibit 2A), and accepted by the City, and integrated into the Annexation and Plat
approvals, and the parties Development Agreement (Taylor Affd, Exhibit 1-C). Regardless of
whether the City passed an impact fee ordinance or not at that time, Coleman is required to
provide the 15.1 acres open for the public to use.
The Idaho Supreme Court has held that the Idaho Impact Fee Act does not prohibit
governmental entities and developers from ''voluntarily" entering into contracts to fund and
construct improvements. Bucksldn Properties, Inc. v. Valley County, 154 Idaho 486, 491, 300
P.3d 18, 23 (2013). That is exactly what happened in this case. There are now at least five
phases of West Highlands subdivision that have been developed and absolutely no parks out of
the 15 .1 acres have been constructed by Coleman.
The financial guarantee provision in Section 3 of the Impact Fee Agreement is a mutual
agreement between the City and Coleman that Coleman promised to put up cash or obtain an
irrevocable letter of credit to cover parks and streets that Coleman had yet to build "[i]n the event
that developer applies for building permits before completion of the equivalent service level of
parks ... developer shall provide one or more financial guarantees ... " Coleman did undoubtedly
apply for (and receive) 281 building permits before completion of the "equivalent service level"
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of parks. In fact, Coleman has provided no public open space. Thus, Coleman is obligated to
provide the City with a financial guarantee pursuant to the terms of its Agreement.

III. THE "CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL" SET FORTH IN THE CITY'S FINDINGS
OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER DATED MAY 6, 2009 DETERMINE
COLEMAN'S LEGAL OBLIGATION TO DEDICATE PUBLIC ACCESS FOR PARKS.
Coleman incorrectly argues that the City is requesting that this Court interpret the Impact
Fee Agreement in such a way that Ordinance 447 forms the basis for collection of open space as
payment for impact fees. The City presumes that Coleman's use of the word 'open space' is
referring to parks. As stated above, it was Coleman who proposed and obligated itself to provide
15 .1 acres of parks. This was done before the enactment of Ordinance 447.
Coleman states in its brief that there are 268 lots contained in Phases 1 through 5 of West
Highlands out of a total of 967 lots approved for the Project. Coleman then argues that "By
operation of law Phases 1 through 5 are not subject to impact fees. Thus only the remaining 699
lots may be considered for this Court's interpretation of the Impact Fee Agreement. Defendant's
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment pg. 14. Therefore, Coleman

concludes that it is only required to provide 6.92 acres of parks. Coleman is wrong because the
Impact Fee Agreement did not establish the amount of parks Coleman is legally obligated to
provide.
Coleman committed through the LLUPA process to provide the City 15.1 acres of open
space for public use. Taylor Affd Exhibits 2-A, 2-B and 6. The Impact Fee Agreement does not
change that fact, and the Parks Dedication Agreement does not change that fact. Nor does
LLUP A allow that specific condition of approval to be altered without following its statutory
process. Neighbors for a Healthy Gold Fork v. Valley Cty., 145 Idaho 121, 127, 176 P.3d 126,
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132 (2007). (holding that decisions of zoning agencies are quasi-judicial in nature and, as such,
are subject to due process constraints) Due process in the LLUPA context requires: (a) notice of
the proceedings; (b) a transcribable verbatim record of the proceedings; (c) specific, written
findings of fact; and (d) an opportunity to present and rebut evidence and an opportunity for all
affected persons to present and rebut evidence. Gold Fork at 127, 132. There has been no
approved (or requested) modification to any Development Agreement related to the acres of
public open space Coleman is to provide in West Highlands. Taylor Affd, ,r 51.
Furthermore, the Agreements were signed before they were recorded on December 15,
2011. Taylor Affd, exhibits 8 and 9. Prior to December 15, 2011 the City had not adopted a
parks level of service lower than what was set forth in Exhibit D to the Parks Dedication
Agreement. Taylor Affd, ,r 38. Thus, not only are the parties unable to modify these park acres
without compliance with LLUP A, but that Court does not get to that analysis because the alleged
prerequisite for a park acreage reduction - that the level of service was reduced - did not occur
prior to the Agreement being signed. This is consistent with the scope and intent of the parks
Dedication Agreement which states in Recital E that "the City and the Association desire to enter
into this Agreement to memorialize their mutual understanding and agreement regarding the use,
maintenance and operation of such park improvements". (emphasis added) Taylor Affd, Exhibit
9. The agreement did not alter the amount of public open space that Coleman was to provide, it
merely outlined how that open space acreage would be used, maintained and operated.
Accordingly, Coleman remains obligated to provide 15.1 acres of improved parks not
6.92 as Coleman argues on summary judgment. These parks must include amenities that are
privately owned and maintained, and that are open to the public in the manner set forth within
Coleman's commitment to the City within the "Condition of Approval" of West Highlands
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offered by Coleman on January 20, 2009 (Taylor Affd, Exhibit 2A), and accepted by the City,
and integrated into the Annexation and Plat approvals, and the parties Development Agreement
(Taylor Affd, Exhibit 1-C).
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, the City of Middleton respectfully requests that this Court deny
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.

DATED this

1b~y

of August, 2016.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thi~,·day of August, 2016, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:
Bradley J. Dixon

U.S. Mail
___ Facsimile
___ Overnight Mail
_ __.X'----"'- Hand Delivery

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
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Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
Victor Villegas ISB #5860
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

...A.M._

E D
-P.M.

AUG 3 f 20f6
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K RUIZ, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Case No: CV-15-8119
Plaintiff,
vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.

AFFIDAVIT OF DARIN TAYLOR IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,
V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

•

)
) ss.
)

Darin Taylor, being first duly sworn on oath, and based upon his own personal
knowledge, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am the elected Mayor of the City of Middleton ("the City"), the Plaintiff in the

above-entitled action. I am over the age of 18 and I have personal knowledge of the facts set
forth herein and can testify to them hereto.
2.

The exhibits attached to this Affidavit are public records possessed by the City

that affect an interest in real property and that set forth the City's regularly-conducted and
regularly-recorded activities regarding the specific land use matters identified within the attached
exhibits.
3.

For the purposes of this affidavit, I refer to the Defendants collectively as

"Coleman". The property that was developed by Coleman which is at issue is called "West
Highlands Ranch" located at and around the intersection of Willis Road and Hartley Lane in
Middleton, Idaho.
2005 - 2006:

4.

ANNEXATION, ZONING AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

On or about October 12, 2005, the City received Coleman's application for

annexation of The Highlands Ranch property ("Highlands Ranch") consisting of about 297
acres, with a request to zone 7.5 acres commercial and zone the remaining land residential.
5.

The Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on November 21,

2005 to consider the application, and requested the applicant provide a Development Agreement
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which would be a contract between Coleman and the City that contained specifics of the project,
including a concept plan.
6.

The Middleton City Code in effect on the date the application was accepted by the

City required five percent (5%) of a development to be open space meeting shape, use and
method of calculation provisions of the City Code.
7.

On December 19, 2005 at a continued public hearing, the Planning and Zoning

Commission recommended that the Middleton City Council ("City Council") approve the
annexation and the Development Agreement submitted by Coleman, and zone all of the property
as "R-3 residential", which means three units per gross acre.
8.

At a public meeting on January 18, 2006, the City Council accepted the Planning

and Zoning Commission's recommendation and approved the annexation, zoning and
Development Agreement. On March 15, 2006, the City entered Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law for Highlands Ranch.
9.

The City signed Ordinance 391 annexing the property, and recorded it on April

17, 2006 in the records of Canyon County, Idaho, with the approved Development Agreement.
10.

The Development Agreement between Coleman and the City was signed and

recorded on February 28, 2006.
11.

This Development Agreement was revised once on November 16, 2006, and a

second time on March 31, 2009.
12.

All three Development Agreements are attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit 1-A,

Exhibit 1-B, and Exhibit 1-C respectively.
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13.

•

PRELIMINARY PLAT (297 acres into 797 lots)

On February 3, 2006, Coleman submitted a Preliminary Plat application for

Highlands Ranch. The City staff determined the application was incomplete and returned it to
Coleman on February 7, 2006.
14.

On March 3, 2006, Coleman submitted and the City accepted another Preliminary

Plat application to subdivide the approximately 297 total gross acres into the 797 residential lots
which would be referred to as Highlands Ranch Subdivision ("Highlands Ranch").
15.

Within the Application prepared and submitted by Coleman was a narrative that

spoke to "Open Space Information" and what Coleman's development would provide to the City.
It stated as follows:

The common lots for Highlands Ranch consist of recreation, irrigation,
screening, and drainage areas. The subdivision includes 38.93 acres of common
lots.
Common lots will provide landscaping along collector streets and dedicate
areas for subdivision entry signage and landscaping. Common lots will also
provide buffers along the Neighborhood Boulevard which connects the residential
neighborhoods of Highlands Ranch and separates residential lots from roadways.
Over six acres of additional common space has been devoted to increase the size
of these landscape buffers to exceed Middleton City Code standards. The total
acreage for Highlands Ranch street buffers (not including the six acres that exceed
Middleton standards) is over 16 acres. All common lots will be owned and
maintained by the subdivision homeowner's association.
Three major park areas have been proposed for the subdivision. A large
6.23-acre park will be located in the southeastern portion of the subdivision. This
park will serve as a focal point for the subdivision and will provide recreational
amenities for Highlands Ranch residents. A 2.13-acre park will be constructed in
the northeastern portion of the subdivision and a 1.49-acre park will be
constructed in the northwestern portion of the subdivision. These smaller parks
will serve as neighborhood gathering places and will provide recreational
amenities for residents in the northern portion of Highlands Ranch. A total of
9.85 acres have been dedicated to parks in Highlands Ranch. A nearly five-acre
open space area is also located adjacent to the school site in the southern portion
of the development.
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The Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on April 17, 2006 to

consider the Preliminary Plat Application, and recommended that the City Council approve it,
which it did at a public meeting held on July 19, 2006.
17.

Between July 2006 and October 2008, Coleman developed Highlands Ranch

Subdivision Phases 1 and 2, totaling 52.20 acres.
2008-2009:

18.

ANNEXATION,AMENDED PRELIMINARY PLAT CONDITIONAL
USE PERMIT FOR A 'PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT'
AMENDEDDEVELOPMENTAGREMENT

On October 16, 2008, Coleman submitted and the City accepted applications to

annex and zone 40.56 additional acres; to amend the 2006 preliminary plat by subdividing
approximately 282 acres into 844 residential lots; for a conditional use permit to allow a planned
unit development on an R-3 zoned property; and to amend the 2006 Development Agreement.
With these applications, Coleman changed the name of the subdivision from Highlands Ranch
Subdivision to West Highlands Ranch Subdivision ("West Highlands").
19.

Subdivision Phases 1 and 2 were underway so Coleman did not include that 53.20

acres and 124 residential lots in the 2008 application numbers. The entire project on October 16,
2008 consisted of approximately 337 acres (297 in 2006 plus 40 in 2008) and 968 lots (797 in
2006 plus 171 in 2008). In Coleman's words, "The changes from the original preliminary plat
include an additional 40.56 acres of land and an additional 171 buildable lots."
20.

The planned unit development (PUD) process varies several City code provisions

and standards, and afforded Coleman more and smaller lots, reduced setbacks, and flexibility in
design while providing common open space, parks, and other amenities not often found in
traditional residential developments.
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Coleman explained the purpose of the 2008 applications as follows m the

"Introduction" and "Project Overview" narrative portion of the applications:
We are requesting the approval of these new applications in order to integrate
additional property we have purchased, to correct some design flaws in the
original plan, and to accommodate a broader range of homes that will enhance
the sense of community within West Highlands Ranch and that respond to a
changing market demand. In this new vision of West Highland Ranch, we plan
to create a distinctive place where residents can buy their first home, raise a
family and retire - offering homes for families no matter which stage of their life
they are in.
Significant amenities for all residents are the trademark of the community and
include a resort style swimming pool, a community fitness center, a recreation
room, a central park, numerous neighborhood parks throughout the community,
and a vast network of detached sidewalks and pathways.
West Highlands Ranch is designed along a central, divided boulevard with
connections to Emmett Road, Hartley Lane, and Willis Road ..... The boulevard
is designed as a parkway with 25-foot landscaped walkways on both sides and a
center mediate designed as a dry creek bed.
22.

"Community" in the narrative portion of the application meant West Highlands

Ranch Subdivision residents, not the Middleton community, i.e., not open to the public.
23.

The Middleton City Code in effect on the date the applications were accepted by

the City, October 16, 2008, required a minimum of ten percent (10%) open space. A developer
can voluntarily have more open space, but not less. This means ten percent (10%) or 33.7 acres
of open space (337 total project acres) was required, and approximately twelve percent of open
space (40 acres) was proposed by Coleman.
24.

On December 15, 2008, the Planning and Zoning Commission considered

Coleman's applications at a public hearing. This hearing was continued to January 26, 2009 for
additional information.
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Prior to that second hearing, on January 20, 2009, Coleman submitted a revised

application-narrative, a revised proposed development agreement, and proposed "West
Highlands Ranch Conditions of Approval". These revisions would provide "specific
commitments regarding significant parks and transportation improvements that will accompany
the development".
26.

This proposal and the specifics of what commitments Coleman offered was

memorialized in a letter signed by Thomas Coleman. A complete copy of this proposal letter is
attached here as Exhibit 2-A, and Coleman's proposed Conditions of Approval attached as
Exhibit 2-B. The City accepted these as part of the City's record for West Highland Ranch

Subdivision.
27.

Within Coleman's January 20, 2009 submittal, specifically stated on page 4,

paragraph 30 of Exhibit 2-B, was Coleman's own proposal to the City of what it would provide
as "park improvements" within the City as part ofthe_West Highlands development.
28.

Coleman specifically proposed a 38-acre park and trail system, with "15.1 acres

of individual parks with amenities", and then noted the approximate size and number of parks
that would comprise this acreage. Coleman offered to the City that "[t]he park and trail system
shall be open to the public but will be privately owned and maintained so there will be no
ongoing cost to the city."
29.

On Attachment C within Exhibit 2-B was a map created by Coleman that

showed the City where Coleman proposed to site these public park facilities.
30.

Coleman's offer of public park amenities within Exhibit 2-A and Exhibit 2-B

was included in the formal application to the City.
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The City Staff Reports for the public hearings, attached as Exhibits 3-A and

Exhibit 3-B, also reference Coleman's proposed Conditions of Approval and Parks

Improvements. The "Development Standards" noted on page 5, paragraph 7(c) of both Staff
Reports reference Coleman's desire to make portions of the open space privately owned but open
to the public for public use.
32.

The City's Planning and Zoning Commission heard Coleman's application as

revised at public hearings on January 26, 2009 and again on February 23, 2009.
33.

Within these public meetings Coleman reinforced its desire to provide the public

park amenities cited in the January 20, 2009 proposed "conditions of approval" (Exhibit 2-B).
Based in part on those representations the Planning and Zoning Commission on February 23,
2009 voted unanimously to recommended approval of Coleman's application, which included
Coleman's commitment to provide public open space for all residents of Middleton. "Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law" were signed and entered on the City record on March 16, 2009, a
copy of which is attached here as Exhibit 3-C.
34.

Within the "Order of Law" on Exhibit 3-C was the unanimous recommendation

from the Planning and Zoning Commission to the City Council was that Coleman "shall comply
with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands Conditions of Approval, dated January
20, 2009" which were also attached to the Order. These were the same conditions that Coleman

initially proposed and drafted as part of its January 20, 2009 submission to the City (see.,
Exhibit 2-A).

35.

On February 25, 2009, Mr. Thomas Coleman sent by e-mail his letter to the City

Council for the upcoming City Council meeting where Coleman's West Highland's application
would be considered and decided.
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In the Coleman letter attached here as Exhibit 4, Mr. Coleman states "[w]e

support all of the Planning and Zoning Commission's recommended Conditions of Approval."
The letter also represented to the City Mr. Coleman's belief that "these applications, if approved,
will result in a better development for the city." Mr. Coleman then specifically referenced these
conditions of approval by stating that he thought those conditions "provide the City with specific
commitments regarding significant parks and transportation improvements that will accompany
the development".
37.

On March 4, 2009, the City· Council considered Coleman's applications at a

public hearing. A copy of the City Staff Report for that public hearing is attached as Exhibit 5.
38.

The City Staff Report references Coleman's continuous commitment to make

certain park amenities available for use by the public and maintained by the homeowners'
association at the expense of the HOA. It also stated that "Mr. Coleman has provided a list of
conditions of approval the he has agreed to."
39.

Following this public hearing, the City Council unanimously voted to approve the

Coleman applications for West Highlands Ranch Subdivision, subject to several conditions
including "The applicant shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands
Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009," without making any changes to them

(referenced earlier as Exhibit 2-B).
40.

The City's Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order dated May 6, 2009 is

attached as Exhibit 6.
41.

In making this approval, the City approved the application with the following

conditions "(3) The application shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West
Highlands Conditions of Approval dated January 20, 2009".
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conditions that Coleman originally offered to the City as part of the application which was
referenced earlier as Exhibit 2-A and 2-B.
42.

Coleman was obligated to provide to the City that which Coleman had originally

offered: open space amenities that would be owned and maintained by a homeowners'
association and made available for public use. As stated in Coleman's original January 20, 2009
proposed Conditions of Approval which were incorporated into the Order approved by the city
council, "[t]he park and trail system shall be open to the public but will be privately owned and
maintained so there will be no ongoing cost to the city." Coleman obligated itself to construct
approximately 15.1 acres of parks and amenities (the Parks Improvements) that would be owned
and maintained by a homeowners' association and open for use by all members of the public.
43.

On July 15, 2009, the City adopted a Parks and Transportation Impact Fee as

Ordinance No. 447. Mr. Thomas Coleman was on the City's impact fee advisory committee at
the time and he began discussions with the City on how park impact fees would be collected and
credited in West Highlands.
44.

Legal counsel for Coleman and the City negotiated terms and conditions of what

impact fees were going to be due, whether any credits were warranted, and how the parties
intended to reconcile these positions. Each party worked to outline the respective roles, rights
and responsibilities of the City, Coleman, and the homeowners' association for West Highlands,
which association would be tasked with owning and maintaining the Parks Improvements that
would be open to the public. These negotiations were evidenced in discussions between counsel
for the parties as well as letters and draft settlement agreements which identified the positions of
each party and worked toward a mutually agreeable resolution.
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A copy of several of these letters that evidence the free negotiation of terms are

attached here as Exhibit 7-A (Oct 5, 2010), Exhibit 7-B (Jan 4, 2011), Exhibit 7-C (July 18,
2011), and Exhibit 7-D (Oct 12, 2011).
46.

On November 16, 2011, the City approved a moratorium and stopped collecting

the 2009 Parks and Transportation Impact Fee.
47.

Three weeks later on December 8, 2011, Coleman and the City signed an "Impact

Fee Agreement" and a "Parks Dedication Agreement" (collectively referred to here as ''the
Agreements") that were subsequently recorded in Canyon County, Idaho. Copies are attached
hereto as Exhibit 8 (Impact Fee Agreement) and Exhibit 9 (Parks Dedication Agreement). A
legal description of the public park space for each agreement was provided by Coleman to the
City and is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.
48.

On July 18, 2012, the City by Ordinance No. 488, repealed the 2009 Parks and

Transportation Impact Fee Ordinance No. 447. Coleman never paid any parks impact fees to the
City of Middleton based on Ordinance No. 447.
49.

Prior to December 15, 2011 (the date the Parks Dedication Agreement was

recorded) the City had not adopted an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service for park
improvements below that found in Ordinance 44 7. Therefore, the last sentence of paragraph 2.1
in the Impact Fee Agreement does not apply.
50.

Between July 2012 and August 2014, the City corrected several deficiencies in

City-owned parks, received grants and made capital improvements to City park facilities,
appointed an impact fee advisory committee, updated the City's capital improvement plan for
City parks, and proposed a new impact fee.
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On August 29, 2014, the City passed Ordinance 541 to collect a $1,485.00 City

park impact fee at the time each new construction residential building permit was issued (Park
Impact Fee). This is the Parks Impact Fee in effect today.
52.

Following the execution of the Agreements, both Coleman and the City relied

upon them to guide their activities, and for several years each party acted in reliance on these two
Agreements. Even after the passage of Ordinance 541 the City did not collect any park impact
fees from Coleman, and Coleman did not claim any credits for its obligation to provide public
park space.
53.

One example of this mutual understanding and reliance was evidenced in an email

sent to the City by legal counsel for Coleman on August 27, 2014. In this email, attached as

Exhibit 11, Coleman's legal representative says "Based on these agreements, and the
performance made pursuant to them, no impact fees should be charged to West Highlands and no
demand for payment for credits should be made against the city."
54.

The City, in reliance on the Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee

Agreement, did not collect the $1,485 City park impact fee on new residential construction
building permits issued by the City to Coleman for West Highlands.
2015: COLEMAN CHANGES ITS MIND

55.

On February 27, 2015, Coleman submitted and the City accepted an application to

amend its 2009 Preliminary Plat and Development Agreement to add a school lot, city park lot,
and 114 residential lots.
56.

On March 23, 2015, the Planning and Zoning Commission considered Coleman's

applications and continued the public hearing to April 20, 2015 for more information.
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On April 20, 2015, the Planning and Zoning Commission resumed the public

hearing, and at that hearing Thomas Coleman changed his mind by claiming now that the
Agreements were no longer in effect. Coleman also represented to the City that it believed it was
no longer obligated to make any of its park space open to the public, despite the express
language of the Conditions of Approval (which Coleman proposed and never objected to during
the public hearing process). The City Staff proposed findings reflected this new position wherein
it stated that ''the Applicant does not intend to dedicate approximately 12.8 acres of improved
land to the City for a City park."
58.

On May 18, 2015, the City received by email an unsigned letter from Mr. Thomas

Coleman, attached as Exhibit 12, who makes the following statement at Page 5 regarding School
and Park Site Donation-Impact Fee Credit.
1.
Dedication of parks pursuant to prior agreement: Phases 1-5 of West
Highlands Ranch preceded and thus are legally exempt from the City's new parks
impact fee ordinance effective September 8, 2014. During the prior phases and as
a result of a prior impact fee ordinance, West Highlands Ranch and the City
previously entered into an Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Dedication
Agreement to provide for the "dedication" of up to 12.9 acres of internal parks
(not a donation, but simply to allow public access) in exchange for full impact fee
credit under the prior impact fee ordinance. However, the City subsequently
repealed that ordinance on the basis that it was illegal, so no impact fees were
waived (or ever due) and no parks were dedicated. City staffs current
recommendation for West Highlands Ranch to perform this prior agreement,
which has no consideration from the City and is rendered void and unenforceable
by the prior repeal of an illegal ordinance, is unreasonable.
58.

On May 20, 2015, the same attorney for Coleman who less than a year earlier

confirmed to the City the Agreements were valid (see Exhibit 11) sent a letter to the City

(Exhibit 13) claiming the opposite was true.
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.... However, soon after the [Impact Fee and Parks Dedication] Agreements were
complete, the City repealed the impact fee ordinance on the basis that it was
illegal. ... As a result, neither party performed: no impact fees were waived (or
due), and no parks were dedicated for public access. Because the City cannot
provide the legal consideration bargained for in the prior Agreements and because
the underlying basis of the contract was determined by the City itself to be illegal,
the Agreements are void and unenforceable, and the Applicant is not in default.
59.

On May 20, 2015, the City Council considered Coleman's applications at a public

hearing, during which Coleman's attorney discussed with Council the Impact Fee and
Development Agreements, and told the City that it believed parks impact fees would now be due
for homes built going forward City Council continued the public hearing to June 3, 2015 so
Council could read information submitted by Coleman earlier that day. That continued hearing
never occurred because on June 2, 2015 Coleman withdrew its February 27, 2015 application.
60.

On August 13, 2015 Coleman through legal counsel reaffirmed its stance that the

Agreements were void and that park impact fees would be due and payable in the normal course,
as set forth in the email attached as Exhibit 14.
61.

Because Coleman took this new position, the City started charging and Coleman

started paying impact fees on August 28, 2015 in the amount of $1,485.00 on each new
residential building permit for the Coleman project. Company representatives from Coleman
paid this parks impact fee to the City with each new building permit and did so without
objection.
62.

As of the date of this affidavit, the City has not received any written Notice of

Tort Claim that objected to the collection of this Parks Impact Fee from Coleman, or for any
other part of this Project.
63.

There has been no approved (or requested) modification to any Development

Agreement related to the acres of public open space Coleman is to provide in West Highlands.
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2016: COLEMAN CHANGES ITS MIND (AGAIN)

64.

On March 1, 2016, Coleman filed a motion with this Court to change its position

by amending its Answer and adding a variety of Counterclaims, asserting that the Agreements

were valid contracts.
65.

On April 21, 2016, this Court heard oral argument on Coleman's request and

granted the Motion to Amend in part, and entering an order that the two Agreements were valid
and enforceable.
66.

On April 22, 2016, in response to Coleman's acknowledgement that the City's

position on the validity of the agreements was correct, the City returned to Coleman those
previously collected park impact fees that Coleman had been paying without objection since
August 28, 2015, in the amount of $23,760.00.
67.

On May 5, 2016 this Court entered its written Order which stated that the two

Agreements "are valid and enforceable" (Exhibit 15) and the Defendant filed its Amended
Answer on May 6, 2016.
68.

If this Court issues a Declaratory Judgment affirming the validity of the two

Agreements, no parks impact fees or credits would be due, and Coleman would remain obligated
to provide improved parks with amenities that are privately owned and maintained, and that are
open to the public. Coleman's open acreage commitment to the City remained unchanged from
the "Conditions of Approval" offered by Coleman on January 20, 2009, and accepted by the
City, and integrated into the Annexation and Plat approvals as noted above.
69.

The total amount of open space Coleman is obligated to provide with amenities

that are privately owned and maintained, and that are open to the public, is 15.1 acres.
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NOT
DATED this

Q_

•

day of August, 2016.

Darin Taylor

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2-day of August, 2016.

Olru;QQ, C--2~b---

Notary Public for Idah~
Residing at: ~ MflM . ::CO
My Commission Expires:
,I 2.o rIt

j
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CRTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisS \day of August, 2016, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:

Bradley J. Dixon
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

U.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile
Overnight Mail
-----A- Hand Delivery

--v-
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DEVELOPJ.\IEl'ff A GREEM;E:NT

THs Development Agreement i,;; entered int(l by and between the City of Middleton, o. municip,il
wr.pomtion in the Stitte ofidaho (ha-rei..rmfh.-'r referred to n.s "City')1 and BlJlck Cat Development,
LLC (he-rcaftc1· rdbrrc<l to as "Developer.''),
RECITALS

\VHEit6AS, Deveiolicr ill:IS applied to the City for n rez.one to R,3 of the proplm)' more
particu!arly described in Exhibit A attached hereto and ine-0rporuted hert:in (the '"Pn;.pcrty'').
WHEREAS, the Cjty, pursuant to 67-65 l 1A. Idalm Code, ha., the authority to ceinditioually
rezone the p1-opttty an<l to enter into a development ttg.--e-ement tor the purpose of aUowing, hy
1$gteement, n s11ecific development to proceed mti spedflc area a:od for a speciuc purpose or use
which is appropriate u::. thr.: urea, but for which .n1l allowed uses fur the teqveotc.1 zoning •nay not
be appropriate pursua.it to the fdll120 Codt: i,,nd the Middleton City Code.

AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, for zood and valunble consideratkm, the re.ceipt and sufficiency of which
is ht:C'cby acknowloogoo, and i.n C(insideration of the recitals above, which ere incon,orated
below, thepartie,-. agree as fullows;
ART1CLEI
LEGAL AilfllORITY

1. l 1'his Agreement .is Jnade pursuu.nt to and iu nccordnnce with the proYisions of Idaho
Code Section 67-651 IA and Middleton City Code, "l'it1e 5, Chapt1.-r 7.

ARTICLEU
ZONING ORDINANCE A."'-fEMNDl'vll.:1'."'T
2J The City wW nt.lopt an ordinance amendrng the Middleton Zoning OroinJU)cc to
,ev..one the propeny to R-3. The Ordinance will become effective after its pus9age, epprllval, ru:id
publication a,id the execution and recordntion of thls Agreement.

ARTICLEUJ

CONDITIONS ON l)lf9Jl:toPME1''T
3.1 Applicnnt will develop the Pmpcrty subject to the conditions and lirmtatior1,.~ set forth
itl this Development Agreement. I•\ather; Applicant ,viH sub-mit such appticatiora
regarding flood plain development perm.it review, preliminary and ;6na1 plat reviews,
aud/or any oonditioMl 11se p<.'t'lnits, if applic.able, and any other applicable applications a,;
may be required by rhc City ofMiddlcton.
3.2 Tbe development sbali comply with the Middleton Comprehensive Pl1m and City
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Code, a.c:i they exfaL in fmal ronu nr the time the Development Application wns upprovoo,
c::xcc.:pt as otherwise provided by ldaho Corle. Unless greater requircmient$ ate established
by Middleton Comprehensiva Plan and City Code, the ibllowiog conditions shall be
satisfied:
3.2.1. Tbc development shall include 5% orche gl'oss ate~ tb.llt must be set aside
for open space and shall oonform to MCC 6-3-7 (D) and 6-5-.3-J-7 e.s to shape,

use and method <>f cu.lculaticm,.
3.3 Whc.a tho property is subdivided, Developer shall file a plat wjth the City~ all

improvements a.'> set forth in Title 6, Chapter 4, xhall be completed in accordance with the
subdivision ordiuunoc.
3.4 Developer agrees that failure to coDStruct the proposed development consuitent with
the Middleton City Code and this Agreement, aud any 11mendrnents ht..n.1.0 shall result in
a dcfuult of this Agreement by Developer.
3.5 Condjtious, ,8WU"nntee iot Completion. All oftl1e conditions set forth herein shall be
complied with or shall be guaranteed fur com1>letivn by Develope,: betore signature ofthe
Final Plat, building permit, or Certificate ofOccupanoy will be granted. Faihire to
ciunply or guarantee completion oftbc conditions established in the subdivision plat

approval conditions, the Middleton City Code or the terms ofthis Agreement within one
year shall result in a default oftllis Aueement by De\1eloper. ln the ~~ot ownership of
the development tr:msfers ptfor to .!lignature of tbe Fm.stl Pla~ City of Middleton
Ordiaancc No. 385 will be applicable to the de\lelopment. I)evelopel' may guarantee all
item.q e7.cept: t.) st:taet sip, 2)water ~rovem.onts, 3,) sewer-, and 4.) Emergency
Vc!ucle ingress/ egress nt one hundred and fifty percent (150%) of the estimated cost of

coraptctio11 pursuant to Middleton City Code.
3.5.1. If the roudwuys are not paved prior to recordiog the Final Plat. the City

shall issue up to five (5} building pc.emits per phas¢; however, certificates
of oocupancie., sh.'III not be is:JUCd for any of these buildings until such
time as the roadways are completed for that piuticula.r phase with .aspbiilt,
~gutter, and sidewalk.
3.6 Commencement ofConst.rUction. Developer shall cominence constructicJn within two
(2) years of the effective date oftbil. AgrcexDfillt.

In the e\lcnt Developer mil, to

commence construction within the time periods ~rein stated,. Developer sbaU be in
default oftbiti Agrt~~--m«mt,

3. 7 8£1:ad ronnections will be provided to all adjoining dc:velopa.bte propcmics whiclt arc
.at least 40 acres in si:te as ofdate of adoption ot'Development Agrcem.etit.
3.8 A pedestrian t'oute will be ca:nstrll<..1.cd through the st1bdivision to provide for future
~nncctions to su:rou1\ding scl1ools.

2
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3.9 Access points will comply with Canyon Highway District (/4 policies and ACHD
policies for separation nnd spacing
:3.1 OPrelilu.i.narJ plll! for subject property will be in i.1lhstantial confurmance with
submitted conceptual plan. and entryway exhibits ,L'i ;i.pproYcd by City Council at Un.:
January 18, 2006 public hearing.

3.11 A solid wood or v.ii1yl fence will be co1istrur-.ted betweo.n thr. subject property and the
existing cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes borderlns the cemetery.
3.12 A tlil:ffic study must be submittod prior to approval ofth~ ~r~liminary Plat.
Developer must mitigate thek prop0rtionatu slwe of adverse trnffic impact.!!,

3.13 The Architectural O:,otrol sccHon of the Code.11, Covenants, and Restri~tions
(CC&R's) for the J?r0posf;Ci Higblande: R.uuclaSubdivisio:a shnll be reV1m¥ed and
approved by Middleton City Council prior to preliminary plat appn:wul. Tha
Architectural Control section ofthi, CC&R's can be submitted during the review process
of the pr:oliminary plat and 110 lator than 2 weeks prior to City CQ,mcil 3pprcval oftbe
rmliminary plat. Upon n.pprovnl of the Architectural Control section, no change.., shall be
m.me to the Architec:turol Control seotion without review and approval by Middleton
City Council...

AR'JICLEIV

AFFIDAVIT OF PROPE.R.l'Y OWNERS
4, l An affidavit of nil ov."nerJI ofthe Property agreeing to :iubmit tho Property to this agreement
and to the provisions set fo(l:b in Idaho Cede Section 67-6511 A and Middleton City Code shall
be provided mid is .iJJcoxpori1tcd herein by reference.
AR'l'ICLJ£V
DEFAUL1'

5.1 In the event Developer, her/his heirs or assigns OT subsequent ow11e~ of the prt,pei:1:y or any
other pt;tSon acquiring un inii..-cest in tho property, fail to f.utb:filUy comply with all ofthe tcrzns
and conditions included in the Agreement, this Agrt:t."lncnt may be modified or terminated by the
Middleton City Council up on compliance with the reqwrcment$ of Middlc:ton City Code. In the
event the City Counr.il determines tha1 thi.s Agreement shall be inodilled, the tfflllS of th!.,;
Agreem~nt shall b~ amended and developer shnll comply with the amended terms. All uses of

propimy, wb.ich are not consistent with R-3 zoning shall ccn.se. Nothing herein shall prevent
Developer from 11p1,lyi11g fur 11ny ntlture of use perrojt com,istent with R-3 zoning. A Wftiver by
the City of nny default by Dovcloper ofany one or m.ort ot'the covenants or conditiou:.i hereof
shall apply soli:dy to the breach ~ breaches waived and shall not bar any other rights or
remedies of the City or apply to uny subsequent breach of any such or other covenants and
conditions .

...._...
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5.1 Consent to Rezoue. Dc."Velopcr• by aitering into the Agreement, docs hcrby agree that in the
event there shall be a detiult in th~ tcnns and conditions oftbis AP,reer.oent that this Agreement
shall ae1ve ns consent to a reversion ofthesubfect propm:yto R~3 zoning as provided fo the

......,,,

Idaho CQdc.

5.3 Remedies. Upon a. breach of this Agreement, any oftl1e pllrties in any court of ooi:npetent
ju.risdict:ion1 by action or proceeding at law or in L"qUity, mny secure the specific performance of
the CO'\l~Ia.rlts a.nd ll.gn:~1;:1n,;nts herein contained, may be iwarded damages for failure of
pt;tformance of both. or may obtaill rescission, disooo.nectlon. and dAl'nllgcs for r1..'pudiation or
material fidfore of perfornumce. Bctbre any fuilure- of any party to this Agreement to perform its
obligations wider th.is Agreement1 tbe party claiming such &ih.rrc shall notify. in Writing. the
party alleged to have Jailed to pc.dJro1 of the all~ed milure and sha.U de1nand p«funnance. No
brenoh Qf this Agreement may be fuund to have oo::imcd if pertbnnacce has conw.enaed to lhe:
::nitisfa"'tion of the complaining pruty within thirty (30) days of the receipt of such notice.
ARTICLE VI
UNENl/0.RCEABl.E l'ROVJSIONS

6.1 If any term. ·provision, commitme.r1t or restriction of this Agreement or the application thereof
to a.uy party or GiroUJnstnncc shall, to m,y extent be held invalid or unenfurccablo. the remninder
ofthia instrument shall remain in full fc>roe and effect,
ARTICLE VU

ASSIGNMENT A.Nl) TRANS.t"ER
7. I After its execution. the Agreernent shall be recorded in thi: office of the CoUDty R.eooruer 1,t
the expense oft)eveloper. Each commitment nnd re.,tric::tion on the development subject to this
Agrcomt.•nt. shall be a burden on the Property shall be appu.rtennnt ro and tor the benefit ofthe
Property, adjace.ot property and other residential propacty near the Property and shall run with
th~ land. This Agreement shall be bmding on the City and Developer, imd their: rc,pcctive heirs,
udmfoi.strators. executors. agents, legal reprc,."1crrn1.tive. !HJ.Ccessoni and essJgns; provided,
however. that if utl or any portion of the .Propc;rty is divlded and ea"h owner of tt legal lot shall
only be responsible for duties and obligations as.irociated with an owner's parcel and shall not be
responsible for d1.1ties and obligotions OT dcmult!l 1111 to their parcels of lots with the llroperty,
Tiie new owner of the f'ropaty or any portion thereof(including, without limitation, a:o.:y OW.llCl'
wbo ncqu:ires its interest by fureclosun~, trustee's snJe or oth6'U'Wise) shall be liabl~ for all
coromitm1~nts and other obligations arising under tht~ Agreement with l'Cbl)cct only to such
owner's lot nr parcel.

ARTICLE VIll
GENERAL MA'l"ll'ERS

8.1 Amendments. Any alteration or chat1ge to this Agreement ::ihnll be mnde only after
complying with the notit.-e und hearing provisions of Idaho Code Section 67 • 6509, as required
by Middleton City Code1 Title S, und Chnptcr 7.
4
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8.2 Paragraph Headings. This agreement sh.llll be constnitted ncoord.iog to its fair meaning and
as if prepnroo by botb purtics hereto. Title and 1,1$.ptiow; ue for convenience only and &hall not
constitute a portion ofthis Agreement. As US<".d in this Agrccuient, mnscu.liu.e, ferninino or aellter
gender 1U1d the singular or plural number shall each be dce1ned to inc:Jude the others wherever
and whenever the context llO dictates.

8.3 Choice of Law. This Agreement sball be construed in acooi-dunce with the Juws of tho State
ofidaho in effect at the time of the execution of this Agreement. Any action brougl:Jt in
connection with thls Agreement shall be brought in o. court of competent juri.tidiction loco.ted in
Canyon County, Idaho.
8.4 Notices. Any notice which u pruty ,nay desire to give to anQther party must be in writing and.
may be given by pers01lal delivery, by mailing the same by regfatercd or certified mail, return
receipt requcstc:tl postage prepaid, or by Federal Express or other reputable O\'cmisht delivery
service. to the party to whom the notice is directed al the add.c·eas of such party s.et forth below.
Middleton:

City Clerk
City of Middleton
P.O. Bo:x:487
Middleton, ID 83644

Develop et·:

Black Cat Dcvelopmen(, LLC
404 S. 8™ St. Ste. 240

Boise. lD 83"/0Z
or such other addr~ss and to Ruch other pen:oni:; l>S the parties may hereafter designate in. writing
to the other parties. Any such notice shall be deemed given upon delivery if by-personal
delivery, upon deposit iri thi= United Stntcs mail if :.i.nt by mail pu~uant to the foregoing.
8.5 Attomey' s Fees and Costs-. If either party slial.l default under this Development Agrct."tDcnt
and s-t.dd defu.uh is cured with tho 1tSllistunoe ofun nttomey fur the othet patty, as a pfl.l"t of curing
said default, the re11.Sonable a.ttoraeys' fees incurred by the otlu."l' piuty shall be: reimbursed to the
other party upon demand. Io. the event a suit o.r aoti<m is filed by either pany o.gain:Jt the other to
i.11tcrp.r~t or t.-nfor~e this Agrc.:c;ment, tho un.,uccessful party to such litigatiort llgl'ee.11 t() pay to the
prevailing pmy all costs and expenses. including attorneys' fees incW'l.'ed therein, in(:luding the
same with respect to an appeal.
8.6 Effective date. Tltis agroamcnl shall be effective after delivery to each of the parties hel"cto
ofa fully executed copy of the AgrcenlC'llt.
&. 7 Effect of Agreement. This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upou its
itpproval by Ule City Council and ex.ecution of the MaYor and City Clerk. This Agreement shalJ
be binding upon tho parties to it, their respective grnntces, suc:c-.('lssors, a.">signs or lessees.
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CN WIT.NESS WHEREOF. the panies hav~ hereunto cnus~ tb.ie ~cement to be

...___,,

exccuu.'<l, o.o. thi:: day and year fl!'9r ahave written.

Dated this Z6_ d.cy of

~en .2006,
CffY;

CITY OF M'.IDPUTTON

,.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the ~cs haw, hen:un,o c.auscd thi~ Ag.Tl)ctncint to be c:xecutod, on

the day and ye-iu- first .above written.

Di.ted this

Pl- day o f ~ 2D06.
DEVELOPER:
BLACK CAT DEVELOPNffiNT, LLC

BY1ML_

t

.,
6
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AN ORDINANCE ANNEXING TO THE CITY' OF MIDDLETO*. ~~HO, ·emtTAIN REAL
PROPF.RTY SITUATED IN THE UNINCORPORATED AREA oll' aN'YON COUNTY~
IDAHO, AND CONTIGUOUS TO nm CORPORA'fE LlMITS OF nm CITY OF
M.(L)DLETON, IDAHO; ESTABLISHING 'IHE ZONING CLASSIFICA'l'ION OP SAID REAL
PROPERTY AS R.-l LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAi.WITH A DEVE..OPM'ENT
AGREEMF..NT~ DIRECTING TIIA.'f COPIES OF TillS OROINANCBBE FILF..D AS
PROVIDED BY LAW; AND PllOVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DA:l'E.
WHEREAS. the City of .Middli,t.011, ldllho (the "City''), ja a llllmiclpal corporation oxganized and
operating under tile law~ of the State of Idaho and is authori1,ed to ann~ to and incorporate
within the boundaries of the City contiguous real property in the manner provided by Section S0222, Idaho Codo~ und
WHilllEAS. the owfier ot'the real property tutUa1ed in the umncotporatod area of Canyon Collll1y
a.tad pmticularly d~bc,d in E,chibit A, attached and he(l)by made a part of t!d11 ordtnance, bas
reque.qte(l. i~ writing, Wlllmtation of said real property to the City of Middleton; and
WHEREAS, tho Planning and Zoning Commission of the City. punrusnt: to public notice o.s
1'equirod by law, held & public hearing on Nov=bcr 21, 20051 as required by Section. 67-652S,
Idaho COde, and recommended to the Mayor and Council that the they approve the request for
annexation and 7..onins to a,..3 Lt,w PenBity R.esidelllial;. and
WHEREAS, the Middleton City Council. pursuant to public notice BR required by btw, held a·
publio hearing on January 1B, WOO on the annt'Jtlltion and rccouuru:ndod toning fur the real
property dc~ribed in. E,rrubil A attached. as requited by SGCtion 61-6525, Idaho Code;

NOW. THEREFORE> BE rr ORDAJN)3.0 BY THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THB CITY
OF MIDDU!TON, IDAHO, AS FOLLOWS;
§..~.ruu.. The .Middleton City Council. hereby finds and declares that thi, real property described
in Exhibit A attached i!!i ecantiguous to the City, tbat iwd property i;an be ~nably assuru.ed to
be used fot the orderly dcvelopmont ut' tlte City, and that the owner of said property bu
requested, in vvritin& anneicatlon thereof' to tbe City with a wiling detugne.tion ofR~J Low
Den.,ity Residontinl.
S.~ction 2, The real property, all wtuate in Canyon County> Idaho. adjacent and contisuou& to the
City. described in Bxhibit A attached, is hereby 111u1&11:ed to and incorporated in the territorial
limits ofthe Cit)' of'Middleton, IdaJ10,
~ n '3. From and aftci• tha rrlmctivc date ofthiJ ordinance. 1111 pmpeny and !)«SOns withla. the
boundaries and territory de&(;ribed ltbove shall be subj ~t to all ordirumcea, reeolulions, police
11'.fJU).atioas, taxadou, and other powers of the City of'Middleton, Idaho.

Soptiort 4. The .wniug cl.o.ssificadoo of the land described in Exhibit A attoched ig h.ereby
establis.b.ed as R-3 low Density Residential as provided by the zoning ordinance of the City and in
,.__.,-

aix-.ordance with the Con1priehim.,ivc Piao. The :7.oning Map is hereby amended to include tho real
property described in E,dul>it A attar:.:hed as R-3 Low Density Residential olaesification with a
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Development Agreement,

.$..ecltQn 5. Tl1c City Clerk is hereby directed to file, within ten (10) days of the paJJJJaBe, npproval
and pubJication of this ordinanceJ a c:ertifiod copy of this ordinance with the offices of the Auditor,
Treasurer and Assessor of Caoyon County. Idaho~ and with the Idaho State Talt Comrrmsion,
Boise, Idaho, as rcqui red by Section 50~223. Icluho CQde, and to comply with the provision!! of
Sectiot1 63-22 l S, Idaho Code, with r~ard to the preparalioii and filing ofa map and J~aI
description of the real ptoperty aomm:ed by this ord~.

.~cction 6. This ordinance $Jnll ta.ke effect and be in furce-&om and after i:ts. pa11&gn. approvaJ

and publication ns requin,J by .la.w. ln llei1 of publication of the ont.ire ordinaoce, a !R.l.ll1Ill.ary
thercofin compliance with Sect.ion 50~90lA. Idaho Code, may be published.
DATED this I 8th of llillUaty, 2006
CITY OF MIDDLETON

Caoyo.n County> Idaho

B~~
~~\~JJA} lvv
Y,_____
-·
···•-Frank Mc.Keov<>.r, Mayor
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR ANNEXATION

THE HIGHLANDS

A Paroal of land located in a portion of Saction 38, Township 5 North, RaniJ& 3 West, and in a
portion of Seotlnn 1. Township 4 North. Rariga 3 West, BolRe Merktlan, Canyon Countv ldatlo
and dsaorib8d a& follows:
'
Otisie of Bearing !)&!Mg the Eallt llna of the Southeast 1/4 of &aid Section 313 derived from round
monument& Md t.rdten ea South 00•01121 • East

Bl:GINN!NG at a br.sas cap mlll'fune U'ie Nort/lSQot eomf:lr of U.S. Gav&,mmant Lot 1 or tha
Southeast 1/4 of a;afd Semien 36, than~ along the Eaat llne of said U.S. Government Lal 1
South 00~01 121'1 l:88t a distance af 1,108.24 feat :to a 518 inch mbar,
tl'.ance l&nvin9 sttld Eaal fine South 89~37'29~ Wut a dmtanco of 353.51 foSt to a 5/6 lnoh
rebar:
thanoe South 00•01121 11 Eemt e distance oft12.00 feet to a 518 lnoh rebar on the South llnt1 of
$8lti U.S. Government Lot 'I;
thence along said Sot.r'.l'l 1tn5 Nartn 88"37'29" Esat a Cfiatanoo or 3B3 .51 feet to a Sreaa Cap
manurnant marking the Southeast comar of said U.S. G~mment Lot 1:
thcnca &Ion; tho East ine of &aid Seetlan 1 Soulh 00"03'21" Wl!lat a dl5t.anc:49 or 876.30 fft('lt b:I a
112 inch rebar;

thEtnce rea1rlng l!ISTd Eaut tine South ee•s2•2fi11 West a distance of 6~.2li f'eet to B 1/2 inch
reb11r;
tllertce south 00"53'1 ft Eaat a dismnca of 149.51 feat ta a 1/2 Jnch robllr:

.___.

thenco Nortl'l 89"39'12'' East" dlatance af578.75f9et toa 112 inch rabar on the East line or
said Seotion 1;
thence along said Esal line South 00°0l'21''Weata dlatancaot 50.00 feet to a 5/S 111ch reDar
marking the Southeast cornet of U,S. Government Lot 1 or Hid Section 1;
thence along 1he South Une of aeld U.S. Ggyemmel\t Lot 1 South eg•39•12" West a distance or
442.51 feot to a 5/8 inch reber.
u,im~ teavJng u;sld Sollth line South 00•03•09" Eaat e dllltEint.~ of 29.50 feet to a 516 fnci'I

•

rebar;

!hence North 09•39•12• ~•t a distance of 44:11.. 61 feet to a 518 Inch rebi'!r on the, E«st line of the
SoutheHt 1/-4 or fha Ncrtne,ust 1/4 of said Scctle>n 1:
tMnce alone said east line South oo•os109'' East s dlatam:a Qf 11}7.42 reet to a point:
tnenc:e leaving said East line North ae•53'26" We&t s dlstanco of 5O9.OO !wt to a 1/2 Inch rebar;
tnence south 00°0$'09" Ea&f. a dlstanoa of 311.00 faet 1o a 1.12 intlh ntbar;
thence South 69"53'26" cast a dl$1Bned or 509.00 feet tD a point on eald Cia11t nne;
thence along ,afd East line South oo~os•o;•• Eat 11 dlld:anco or 60.00 fet ta a ti/8 lndl rebar~
thenGl!t (e,e.vlne nid es&t nne North 89•53'26" Waat a c111,tanw or 677.63 feet to a 5/8 Ioctl rr.iba1;
thence South 00..03'09" Eaat a dl&tance of 460,94 feot b:J a 5/B Inch rebar on tha Norm Bank of
the Canyon Hill Ollt.::h;
thence along eaid North Bank the following cc,ursea:
North 51"1'f26" Weet s di&tanoe of 213,51 feet to a 5(8 Inch rabar on the South tine of aald
Southeasi 1/.4 of the NorthaBllt i/4;
tnence Narth 53"58'58" West a distance of 426.75 kiet to II s,a Inch robar:
thence North ia ..44'23" Weat I dl6tBnce, of 58.04 faetto a 518 Inch reb:1r,
thence North a9•47'05" Wost a distance of 99.98 t'eot ka a 6/8 inch n>bar on the West llh6 of
said Southeast 114 or the North"8st 1/4i
th-,nce leaving aald NortiJ Ban~ and atonsi said West Una South 00•12'47" West a dtetance of
2t3U.62 feet to a 5/8 inch rebar mAli(ing fhe Southwest comer of said Southoest 1/4 of the
Northeaet 1/4;
thance te:ivtng i,eld WeGt !Ina and Rlong the South llne of tho Soult!W8$t 1/4 of the Northeast
114 of said Section 1 South 89°42'59'' Wart a dlatsnco of 48fl,fl3 bl to a point on aaid North
Bank:

I
!
'
~

I
\
:

_.
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thence foavlng said South line and a1ori9 said North Bank the following couraos:
Nerti, -48'"07'5S'' east tt distance of 178.91 feet ltl a 1/2 tnch mbar;
lhenca North SSQ24'12" East a dlGlanGG ar 160.171eet to a 112 tneh tebar;
thence leaving 9ald North Bank South ss•4a'17" Wi:iut a distance or 970.33 feet to a 1/2 Inch

reban

thenc:o North oo..:;a•,a·• eaut a distance. 0f 89,95 feet toe 112 ineb rebar;

thence south B9.43'2," West a distance of 152.80 feet tn a 6/8 lnoti rebar on the W~lil! tine of
said South.welrt 1/4 cf~he Northsast 1/4;
1henca alone said West Hne North 00"35'"13" East a dlattmco of 1,014.36 feet lo a bra»:, cap
rnanumont m?.rking Northwnt corner of aald Southwest 1/4 of the Northeast '114;
thane~ leaving said North lrne and along the Westtina cf U.S. Oiovemmant Lot 2 ofssid Section
1 N0rl11 oou35•32" Eaat a distance of 1,317.83 ~i,tto a bral!i~ cap marl<lng the NorthWentcQmer
or said U.S. Govemment Lot 2;
tttance 1eavln9 said Wast line and along tl'le North llno of said U.S. Government Lot 2
North ea•a·r2g" E'.ast a dlsh!nco of 333.94 fei.1t tc H 518 Inch rebar;
thane& leaving aald North llne North 00"22'1'7" West a distance of 330.28 foat ta a 518 Inch
rebar.
thance North 99•59•03" West a diatance of 331.38 feet~ a 5/8 ll'lr.h rebar on the East line af
U.S. Government Lot a of aeiid Section :38;
th6nce along said E:aut llne South 00•04•14• Woat a diatance c,t ~~2.5f! feel to aald Bra.ea Cap
marking the Northwest corner of said U.S. Government Lot 2:
thence lesvh,Q ,said C;ast.llnc Md along the Sauth lino of said U.S. Government Lot 3
South 89°37'36" West a diatanc.,:: of 1,.329,11 fuat to a 5/6 inch rabar marking the Soul.hweut
comer of ~Cl u.s. Gove:immont Lot 3;
Ul~nce leaving nid South line and along the South line or U.S. Government Lot 4 Qf said
Section 36 South 89 6 37'36" Weist a distance of 1,000..2? f&Bt lo a pt1lnt;
thence leaving aaii:i South line North OO"OB'Ei2" cast a dl•tance of 330.19 feet to a 6/B inch

rebar;
!hence South 89"3T.110" Weust II dl•tance cf 33-0.20 feet to II pclnt on tho Wom line or said U.S.

Government Lot.er;
thence along aald West line North 00'09'52" east a dltttanee of 1,027.54 feat to a SIB Inch rebar
marldng the Northwest comer of ua.id U.-S. Government Lot 4;
thence leaving said We-.i.t line and 11l0na the Ncrth llne ofaald U.S. Government Lat4
South B9v58'20" East 61 dlstancn of 1,328.60 fGGt to a 5/8 Inch rebar marking llle Nortl1eest
comer of said U.S. Government L<1t 4:
thence leavln9 said North line and along the North Jlnft of said U.S. Government Lot 3
Soi,th 88..58'36" East t. distance of 1,328,67 fP.et to a 518 lm;h rebar marking lhe Northeeet
corner of zSaid U.S. Go1rernment Lot 3;
thane& leclVing said Nc(th line along tho North fin~ of U,S, Govemmant l.ot 2 of aald Section 38
South 69"58'25'' Easl s distance of 1,!30.48 foot to a 1/2 inch rebar at the base of a t>ent GLO
braas cap marking th~ Northeaat ccntesl" of &ala U.S. Governme,nt lot 2 of said Sectlon 38:
1honce leaving eald North line elof'l9 the North line of U.S. Government L.at 'I cf said Section 36
South 88"57'36'' East s dlst.anco of 1,329.68 reet to tne POINT OF BEGINNING.
Said Parcel (;(lnblining 12,&6?,7DB squara feet ar295.40 seres, more or less and I$ subject to
ell e)dsflng eas&Menbi and rlgh~f-waye or reoo-rd or Implied.
END OF DESCRIPTION,

Craig R McCullough P.L.S. 6901
Timberline SI.U'IJeying
~5 14th AYe. south
Nampa, Idaho 8385'1
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0EVELOP~!ENT AGREEMENT
Retii$i<1n .#l
(To origin.al Agreement dated 2128/06)

Tb.is Development Agreement is entered into by and between the City of Middleton, a municipal
cozporation in the State ofldaho (herefaafter referred to as "City"), and Black Cat Development,
LLC (hereafter referred to as "Deve.Jopef').

Vv'HEREAS, D~veioper has applied to the City for a rezone to R-3 ofthe property more
particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein (the "Property").
WHEREAS, the City·, pursuant to 67-651 lA, Idaho Code, has the authority to conditionally
rezone the property and to enter into a development agreement fur the purpose of allowing, by
agreement, a specific development to proceed in a specific area and for a specific pmpose or qae
which is appropriate in the area, but for which all allowed uses for the requested zoning may not
be appropriate pursuant to the Idaho Code and the Middleton City Code.
AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which
is hereby acknowledged, and in consideration of the recitals abov~,which are incorporated
below, the parties agree as follows:

ARTICLE!
LEGAL AUTHORITY
1.1 This Agreement is made pursuant to and in accordance with the provisions of Idaho
Code Section 67-6511 A and Middleton City Code, Title 5, Chapter 7.

ARTICLEII
ZONING ORDINANCE AME.l\Th'DMEN'T
2. l The City will adopt an ordinance amending 1he Middleton Zoning Ordirumce to
re:zone the property to R·3. The Ordinance wiU become effective after its passage, approval, and
public"'1ion and the ex.~"Ution and recordation of this Agreement.

ARTICLE Ill
CONDITIONS ON DEVELOPMENT
3. l Applicant will develop the Property subject to the conditions and limitations set forth
in this Development Agreement. Further, Applicant v.ill submit such applications
regarding flood plain development permit review. preliminary and final plat reviews,
and/or any conditional use permits, if applicabie, and any other applicable applications as
may be required by the City of Middleton.
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3.2 The development shall comply with the Middleton Comprehensive
Plan and City
Code, as they exist in final form at the time the Development Application
was approved,
.
. ,. . . - . .
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Tne Garage seihack resuicnans siraii be appit~d e:-;::i 7:;:_:-::-f··•=~f
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A minimum of10 peram t qfdweiiing uniis ;he:'!:. '.;I~:,:·.-:~ ,:!;:"}'
garages. 1.YJ car garag-e, singie car garage muy· ~ f;·.:;~i }::.~....;_7'.If

C. A minimum of l Opercent ofdwelling units shall utilize garage
s
·setback a min:imwn of5 feet from front living space or porch •

columns

D. A minimum of10 percent ofdwelling units shall utilize garages
set forward a maxi'mum of IO feet.from front living space or porch
columns
3.2.1.1.2. Add Note #13: The comer lot side setback may be reduced
to 20
feet if 3 car garage is utilized
3.2.1.1.3. Add Note #15: The rear yard setback maybe reduced to J5feet
wlreri applied to open aided covered porches. The 20 setback to enclos
ed
living space shall remain. The overall width ofthe porch which occurs
in this
additu:mal 5 feet may not be great~ than 50% of the entire width of
the
house
\

3.3 When the pr9perty is subdivided, Developer shall file a plat with
the City and all
improvements as set forth in Title 6, Chapter 4, shall be completed in
accordance with the
subdivision ordinance.

3.4 Developer agrees that failure to construct the proposed development
2

consistent with
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the Middleton City Code and this Agreement, and any amendments hereto shaU result in
a default of this Agreement by Developer,

_,_

___ ·-

3.5 Conditions, guarantee for Completion. AU of the conditions set forth herein shall be
complied with or shall be guaranteed for completion by Developer before signature of the
Final Plat, building permit, or Certificate of Occupancy will be granted. Failure to
comply or guarantee completion of the conditions established in the subdivision plat
approval conditions, the Middleton City Code or the tenns of this Agreement within one
year shall result in a default of this Agreement by Developer. In the event ownership of
the developmenffransfers pnor·fo signature 'of the Final Plat, City of Middleton
Ordinance No. 385 will be applicable to the development. Developer may guarantee all
items e;ic:ocpt: 1.) street signs, 2.) water improvements, 3.) sewer, and 4.) Emergency
Vehicle ingress/ egress at one hundred and fifty percent (150%) of the estimated cost of
completion pursuant to Middleton City Code.
3.5.1. If the roadways are not paved prior to recording the Final Plat, the City
shall issue up to five (5) building pennits per phase; however, certificates
of occupancies shall not be issued for any of these buildings until such
time as the roadways are completed for that particular phase with asphalt,
curb/gutter, and sidewalk.
3.6 Commencement of Construction. Developer shall commence construction within two
(2) years of the effective date of this Agreement In the event Developer mils to
commence construction within the time periods herein stated. Developer shall be in
default of this Agreement.
3. 7 Road connections will be provided to all adjoining developable properties which are
at least 40 acres in size as of date of adoption of Development Agreement.
3.8 A pedestrim route will be constructed through the subdivision to provide for future
connections to surrounding schools.
3.9 Access points will comply with Canyon Highway District #4 policies and ACHD
policies for separation acd spacing

3.1 OPreliminary plat for subject property will be in substantial conformance with
submitted conceptual plan and entryway exhibits as approved by City Co1111cil at the
January 18, 2006 public hearing.
3.11 A solid wood or vinyl fence will be constructed between the subject property and the
existing cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes bordering the cemetery.
\

3.12 A traffic study must be submitted prior to approval of the Preliminary Plat.
Developer must mitigate their proportionate share of adverse traffic impacts.

3
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3.13 The Architectural Control section of the Codes; Covenants, and Restrictions
(CC&R's) for the Proposed Highlands Ranch Subdivision shall be reviewed and
approved by lvfiddleton City Council prior to preliminary plat approval. The
Architectural Control section of the CC&R •s can be submitted during the review process
of the preliminary plat and no later than 2 weeks prior to City Council approval of the
preliminary plat Upon approval of the Architectural Control section, no changes sbafl be
made to the Architectural Control section without review and approval by Middleton
City Council.

ARTICLE IV
AFFIDAVIT OF PROPERTY OWNERS
4. I An affidavit of all owners of th• Property agreeing to submit the Property to this agreement
and to the provisions set furtb in Idaho Code Section 67-65 l lA and Middleton City Code shall
be provided and is incorporated herein by referenc.e.

ARTICLEV

DEFAULT
5.1 In the event Developer, her/his heirs or assigns or subsequent owners of the property or any
other person acquiring an interest m the property, fail to &ith:fWly comply with all of the tenns
and conditions included in the Agreement. this Agreement may be modified or terminated by the
Middleton City Council up on compliance with the requirements ofMiddleton City Code. In the
event the City Council detennines that this Agreement shall be modified, the terms of this
Agreement shall be am.ended and developer shall comply with the amended terms. All uses of
property, which arc not consistent with R-3 zoning shall cease. Nothing herein shall prevent·
Developer from applying for any nature of use pennit consistent with R-3 mning. A waiver by
the City of any default by Developer of any one or more of the covenants or conditions hereof
shall apply solely to the breach and breaches waived and shall not bar any other rights or
remedies of the City or apply to any subsequent breach of any such or other covenants and
conditions.
5.2 Consent to Rezone. Developer, by entering into the Agreement, does herby agree that m. the
event there shall be a default in the terms and conditions of this Agreement that this Agreement
shall serve as consent to a reversion of the subject property to R-3 zoning as provided in the
Idaho code.
5.3 Remedies. Upon a breach of this Agreement, any of the parties in any court of competent
jurisdiction, by action or proceeding at law or in equity. may secure the specific performance of
the covenants and agr~ents herein contained, may be awarded damages for failure of
performance of both, or\IDay obtain rescission, disconnection, and damages for repudiation or
~aterial failure of performance. Before any failure of any party to this Agreement to perform. its
obligations under this Agreement, the party claiming such failure shall notify. in writing. the
party alleged to have failed to perform of the alleged failure acd shall demand perfonnance. No

4
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breach of this Agreement may be found to have occurred if perfonnance has commenced to the
satisfaction of the complaining party within thirty (30) days of the receipt of such notice,

ARTICLE VI
UNENFORCEABLE PROVISIONS
6.1 If any term, provision, commitment or restriction of this Agreement or the application thereof
to any party or circumstance shall, to any extent be held invalid or unenforceable, the remainder
oftbis instrument shall remain in full force·and effect.
·-- - · ..

ARTICLE VII
ASSIGNMENT AND TRANSFER
7.1 After its execution, the Agreement shall be recorded in the office of the County Recorder at
the expense of Developer. Each commitment and restriction on the development subject to this
Agreement, shall be a burden on the Property shall be appurtenant to and for the benefit of the
Property, adjacent property and other residential property near the Property and shall run with
the land. This Agreement shall be binding on the City and Developer. and their respective heirs,

administrators, executors, agents, legal representative, successors and assigns; provided,
however. that if all or any portion of the Property is divided and each owner of a legal lot shall
only be responsible for duties and obligations associated. with an owner's parcel and shall not be
responS1ble for duties and obligations or defaults as to their parcels of lots with the Property.
The new owner of the Property or any portion thereof (including, without limitatioit; any owner
who acquires its interest by foreclosure, trustee's sale or otherwise) shall be liable for all
commitments and other obligations arising under this Agreement with respect only to such
owner's lot or parcel.
ARTICLE VIII

GENERAL MATTERS
8.1 Amendments. Any alteration or change to this Agreement shall be made only after
complying with. the notice and bearing provisions of Idaho Code Section 67 • 6509, as required
by Middleton City Code, Title S, and Chapter 7.
8.2 Paragraph Headings. This agreement shall be constructed according ID its fair meaning and
as if prepared by both parties hereto. Title and captions are for convenience only and shall not
constitute a portion of this Agreement. As used in this Agreement. masculine, feminine or neuter
gender and the singalar or plural number shall each be deemed to include the others wherever
and whenever the context so diet.ates.

8.3 Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the State
ofldaho in effect at the time of the execution of this Agreement. Ally action brought in
connection with this Agreement shall be brought in a court of competent jurisdiction located in
Canyon County, Idaho.

5
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8.4 i"otices. Anv notice which a oartv mav desire to s:h-·c ~,:, ~-_,±,.:r :-,;,ri·,.- .:.:,,,~,; ~-::- =:: ,,....:,:"'"' .,.,..:
mav oe m.ven DV 'Oersona1 ae11verv. ov mamng i:i~ ::..--::: :::·: ~:.:::.::.:··:::-.:·.: :::· ·.··:::·· ·-· ....... ·
recen;,t reauesi:ea oosral!e ureua1a. or cv reaera1 l:l.XD!~a ur ~~...r ;\!~.::::.:-::~ ;:·:::---:::~•::: :::-::;•.-;•· ··
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or sucn omer aaaress ana w sucn omcr persons as tne ?il.."T.~ m:-;y .m:tr~-Ur.1'~ :.:~~g;::;nt~ ~n ~,-~ 1~!;: ~
ro the otiler ~es. .Any sucn notice sb.aii oe d~ed ;i-;e:1 -~..-;.;,:: -:,·f.i·i~-:, :.:::' !_,:; ;-~:"!·~~;~~
cieiivery. upon deposit in tile United Srates mBti ii~ew b--;; -,: ,; ; ;n, _;·.:::.~: ·:.: :'.·. ,, {.:•, ~~= ·.. ;;.

a.:5 Attomey··s Fees and Costs. ri either party shati demuit ~~ tr.i.; L:.::s;',:i.::~:~~~ ;-\.~~"--:;nf:t,:
and said derSuit is cured witb the assistance oi an attor:::.:y fu:- :.;..;. ~;i;er pt~-;;y~ :ls ~ -:;.:.ttt .of :;:.;rir;;~
said cieiauit. the reasonaoie attorneys' fees inCUfl'ed by ~:. ~th~ ;-i:rly ;t,;ii t:~ rd-...ibt:n.:!;d. t.:, t:: ~
other party upon demand. in the event a suit or action i:: iiic:i by ci:f::i:r:==~~;.y •~:::tm;:~r m~~ :;;rh.,;.• •.• ,
interpret or enforce mis Agreement, tb.e unsuccessfui p::.s.-t:~ ,..-: ;;;;\_:la iui~;,;fit:n i'.;~.;o~: t-::: p=.iy· ~=; ~~e
prevaiiing9any ail costs and expenses. inciudmg attcrn~:;:;' l ~ ;=-=~::...--r:-.:.i :±:~... ;r;,:;~:.;:i;;-;_~~~
3.l:Z.~ i',-~Q IQSj?~ ~ ct.:1 .l~J;.·~.

8.6 Effective date. This agreement shall be effective after delivery to each of the parties hereto
of a fully executed copy of the Agreement.
8.7 Effect of Agreement This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon its
approval by the City Council and execution of the Mayor and City Oerk. This Agreement shall
be binding upon the parties to it. the.irrespective grantees, successors, assigns or lessees.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the parties here
to have executed this Agreement the date
first set
forth above.

CITY OF MIDDLETON

Ellen Smith. City Clerk

PROPERTY OWNER

By

STATEOFIDAHO

A...._,~=---

_1_\_,:..;;.\~\C. . . . .

)

) ss.

County of Canyon

)

no~tWtblv

I

I .

On this J.le _ day of
200 ~ before me. the undersigned notary publ
and for said state, personally appeared Fran
ic in
k Mc.K.eewr, Mayor of the City of Middleto
n. kno wn
or identified to me to be the person whose
name is subscribed to the foregoing instrume
nt and
acknowledged to me that he has the authority
10 execute and executed the same for
the purposes
therein contained on behalf of the City of Mid
dletolL

.
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un ttus _JJ_e__ ctay or NIJ'llt',l"'i\U(..,v
• .lUUl.n. Delore me. m~ :.::::.-:-:~:.,:; .:: r.·:-:--:.::;y ~-us:,·,;~ '.-2
and for said srare, oersonaity ap!)eBl'ed ..._j__r\OiT1i.1"::;. C)k=::-:-,-,c\ ,-,
:U.O'Ff.
\..i
identirleri to me to be
person whose name is s-.ms~~ to -:::.~ :::,::.:~;:.~15 i:~~1::r;;~:;,:;:,_;f ::;1:·:i
acicnowiedgeci to me th.at (s)ne has tb.e authority to ;:;;~~~li"i~ ~~ ~:;,~:;;-c~~ ,.l.~ s.;-:::;,;,:; ,~·•7 ·::""

me

01.;..:.-:1 .~1.:~-3

t.t:ei-=:li1 (·.- ~--.---:iGed.
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This Develupment Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into by and among the City of
Middleton, a municipal oorporntion in the Siate of ldaho (hereinafter referred to as "City'J, West
Highlands, LLC (hereinafter referred to as '"Owner') and Coleman Homes, LLC (hereafter
referred to as "Developer'~).

RECITALS
W1IEREAS, Owner owns certain real property shown on the Vicinity Map in Exhibit A
and legally described in Exhibit B ("Project Sitc"}j except for that portion conveyed to
Middleton School District #134 ofldaho and legally described in Exhibit C, which exhibits are
attached hereto and .incorporated hercin.

WHEREAS, Developer previously requested annexation, R-3 zoning and preliminary

plat approval of the majority of the Project Site (alt except the Additional Property, described
below) for- the development of the West Highlands Ran.ch subdivision, and th~ City previously
approved that request subject to the tenns of the original version of this Agreement, dated
2/28/06.
\VHEREAS, Developer has ac.quired additional real property shown on the Ann<:xation
Vicinity Map in Exhibit D and legally descnoed in Exhibit E ("Additional Property'') that it
desires to develop as part of the West Highlands Ranch subdivision, and Developer has applied
to the City for annexation and R-3 z.oning of the Additional Property.
WHEREAS, Developer has applied to the City for approval of a revised preliminary plat
for the entire Project Site, which plat is: included in Exhibit F. attached hereto and incorporated

herein.
WI-IERE.'\S, Devdoper has applied to the City for approval of a planned unit

development ("Pl;l)") for the purpose of reducing certain dimensional requirements for a portion
of the lots within the development
WHEREAS, the City, pursuant to Section 67-651 lA, Idaho Code, has the authority to
oonditlonaHy zone property and to enter into a development agreement for the purpose of
allowing, by agreement, a specific development to proceed in a specific area and for a specific

pl.UJX'.ise or use which is appropriate in the area, but for which all allowed uses for the requested
zoning may not be appropriate pursuant to the Ida.ho Code and the Middleton City Code.
WHEREAS, upon annexation and zoning of the Additional Property and approval of the
revised preliminary plat and PUD for the Project Site, the parties desire to enter into this revised
Agreement to incorporate the terms and conditions of such approvals,
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AGREEMENT
NOW, TIIEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged, and in consideration of the recitals above, which are
incorporated below, the parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE!.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
I.I. This Agreement is made pursuant to and in aooordance with the provisions of
Idaho Code Seotion 67-651 IA and Middleton City Code, Ti1le S, Chapter 7.

ARTICLED.
ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENT
2.1.
Upon annexing the Additional Property, the City will adopt an ordinance
amending the Middleton Zoning Ordinance to zone the Additional Property to R-3. The
Ordinance will become effective after its passage. approval and publication and the execution
and recordation of this Agreement.
ARTICLE ID.

CONDmONSONDEVELOPMENT
3.1.

Applicant will develop the Project Site subject to the conditions and limitations

set forth in this Agreement Further, Applicant will submit sucli applications regarding flood
plain development pennit review, final plat reviews and/or any conditional use permits, if
applicable, and any other applicable applications as may be requin,d by the City of Middleton.
3.2.
The development shall comply with the Middleton Comprchcnsive Plan and City
Code, as they exist in final fotm al the time the development applications were approved, except
ns otherwise provided by Idaho Code or as modified pursuant to this Agreement. The following
conditions shall be satisfied:

3.2.l. The development shall include l 0%, of the gross area that must be set
aside for open space and shall conform to MCC 6-3-7(D) and 6-5-3-1(1)(7) as to shape, use and
method of calculation.

3.2.2. The development shall be subject to MCC 5-2-4 Table 2 and Notes. with
the following eKceptions:
3.2.2.1.
In lieu of Note #4 the following garage setback restrictions
shall be applied and required percentages shall be met within each phase of the development or
each cluster of 50 adjacent permitted lots:

A minimum of 10 percent of dwelling units shall utilize side entry
garages. ff 3 car garage, single car garage may be front racing.

A.

DEVEWPMENT AGREEMENT- 2
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A minimum of 10 percent of dwelling units shall utilize garages set

back a minimum of 10 feet from front living space or porch columns.
C.
A minimum of l Opercent of dwelling units shall utilize garages set
back a minimum of 5 feet from front living space or porch columns.
D.
A minimum of 10 percent of dwelling units shall utilize garages set
forward a maximwn of 10 feet from front living space or porch columns.
3.2.2.2. In lieu of Note #10, the following required minimum lot width
percentages shall be met:
A.

At least IO percent of lots shall have a width ofless than 70 feet.

B.

At least IO percent oflots shall have a width of 70-79 feet.

C.

At least 10 percent oflots shall have a width of 80-89 feet.

D.

At least 10 percent of lots shall have a width of90 feet and greater.

3.2.2.3.

The comer lot side setback may be reduced to 20 feet if a 3

car garage is utilized.

3.2.2.4.
The rear yard setback may be reduced to 15 feet when
applied to open sided covered porches. The 20 foot setback to enclosed living space shall remain.
The overall width of the porch which occurs in this additional 5 feet may not be greater than 50%
of the entire width of the house.

3.2.2.5.

For the lots identified with diagonal hatching on Exhibit G

attached hereto and incorporated herein:

A.
B.

The minimum lot width shall be 55 feet.
The minimum interior lot area shall be 5700 square feet, and the

minimum comer lot area shall be 6600 square feet.
C.

The minimum interior side setback shall be 5 feet, and the
minimum side street setback shall be 15 feet.

3.2.3. In lieu of the definition for "lot width" in MCC 5-1-2, lot width shall be
measured at the actual front setback line.
3.3.
Developer agrees that failure to construct the proposed development consistent
with the Middleton City Code and this Agreement, and any amendments hereto. shall result in a
default of this Agreement by Developer.
3.4.
Conditions, Guarantee for Completion. All of the conditions set forth herein for a
particular final plat shall be complied with or shall be guaranteed for completion by Developer
before signature of the final plat, building permit or certificate of occupancy for that plat phase
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT - 3
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will be granted. Failure to comply or guarantee completion of the conditions established in the
subdivision plat approval conditions and the Middleton City Code as modified by the terms of
this Agreement with.in one year. unless that timeframe is modified by tlle City Council, shall
result in a default of this Agreement by Developer. Developer shall be allowed to guarantee all
items except: 1.) street signs, 2.) water improvements, 3.) sewer and 4.) Emergency Vehicle
ingress/egress at one bundred and fifty percent (150%) of the estimated cost of completion
pursuant to Middleton City Code and the procedures set forth in MCC 6-4-l(D)(l)-(3). The
estimated cost shall be provided by Developer and reviewed and approved by the City engineer.
Acceptable guarantees shall include but not be limited to irrevocable letter(s) of credit and/or
cash deposit{s). In all cases, the guarantee shall be drawn solely in favor of; and payable to, the
order of the City, in accord with the regalations contained in the agreement by and between the
guarantor and the City.

3.4.1. If the roadways are not paved prior to recording the final plat, the City
shall issue up to five (5) building permits per phase; however, certificates of occupancy shall not
be issued for any of these buildings until such time as the roadways are completed for that
particular phase with asphalt, curb/gutter and sidewalk.
3.S. Commencement of Construction. Developer shall commence construction within
two (2) years of the effective date of this Agreement In the event Developer fails to commence
consl:rllction within the time periods herein stated, unless modified by the City Council,
Developer shall be in default of this Agreement
3.6. Road connections will be provided to all adjoining developable properties as
shown on the revised preliminary plat in Exhibit F.
3.7.
A pedestrian route will be constructed through the subdivision to provide for
future connections to surrounding schools.

3.8

A solid wood or vinyl fence will be constructed between the Project Site and the

existing cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes bordering the cemetery.
3.9

At such time as the City is prepared to install a traffic signal at the interseetion of

State Highway 44 and Cemetery Road, and so long as such installation will be completed prior to
January 1, 2015, Developer shall pay the City $175,000 to be used toward the cost of that b.'affic
signal within 30 days of a written request from the City. Developer shall execute a guarantee to
secure this payment, the form of which shall be approved by the City Attorney.
ARTICLE IV.
IMPACT FEE
4.1.

The parties acknowledge this development was principally designed and initially

approved before the City began proceedings to propose impact fees. Consequently, Developer's
proposals, plus additional requirements imposed by the City, determined the level of
improvements needed to mitigate the development's impacts. The parties further acknowledge
that Developer relied on the City's initial approval to proceed with finnl design and construction

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT -4
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of the development and improvements, which construction has, in some inst.anees, commenced
and been completed.
4.2.

In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act,

Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq. the parties acknowledge and agree Developer may be
c:ntitled to credit for the present value of any construction of system improvements or
contribution or dedication of land or money required by a government.al entity from the
developer for system improvements of the category for which the development impact fee is
being collectedt including certain portions of the development's street and park improvements,
provided that credit is only available for eligible capital improvements as prescribed in the AcL
The parties will calculate the amount of such credit after the adoption of any development impact
fees. The parties further acknowledge and agree that, under the Act. Developer is not entitled to
credit for improvements that merely provide service to the development itself and are necessary
for the use and convenience of the development's residents. including the development's
eotnmunity center and pool.
4.3. Notwithstanding the above, in accordance with Idaho Code Section 67-8215(2),
Developer shall not be subject to development impact fees or credits thereof subsequently
adopted by the City for portions of the development where construction has commenced and is
pursued accorcling to the terms of the permit or development approval.

ARTJCLEV.
AFFIDAVIT OF PROPERTY OWNERS

S.1.
An affidavit of all owners of the Property agreeing to submit the Property to this
Agreement and to the provisions set forth in Idaho Code Section 67-6511A and Middleton City
Code shall be provided and is incorporated herein by reference. The School District affidavit is
included as Exhibit H, attached hereto and incorporated herein.

ARTICLE VI.
DEFAULT
6.1.

In the event Developer, its heirs or assigns or subsequent owners of the Project

Site or any other person acquiring an interest in the Project Site fail to faithfully comply with all
of the terms and conditions included in this Agreement, this Agrccment may be modified or
terminated. by the Middleton City Council upon compliance with the requirements of Middleton
City Code. In the event the City Council dctcnn.incs that this Agreement shall be modified, then
either (i) Developer and the City shall agree to amend the terms of this Agreement and
Developer shall comply with the amended terms or (ii) the Agreement shall be terminated, All
uses of Project Site that are not consistent with R-3 zoning, as modified by this Agreement, shall
cease. Nothing herein shall prevent Developer from applying for any nature of use pennit
consistent with R-3 zoning. A waiver by the City of any default by Developer of any one or more
of the covenants or conditions hereof shall apply solely to the breach and breaches waived and
shall not bar any other rights or remedies of the City or apply to any subsequent breach of any

such or other covenants and conditions.
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6.2. Consent to Rezone. Developer, by entering into the Agreement, does hereby agree
that in the event there shall be a default in the terms and conditions of this Agreement that this
Agreement shall seive as consent to a revetSion of the subject property to R-3 zoning as provided
in the Idaho Code.

6.3. Remedies. Upon a breach of this Agreement, any of the parties in any court of
competent jurisdiction, by action or proceeding at law or in equity, may secure the specific
performance of the covenants and agreements herein contained. may be awarded damages for
failure of performance of both or may obtain rescission, disconnection and damages for
repudiation or material failure of performance, and any other remedy as provided by law. Before
any failure of any party to this Agreement to pcrl'onn its obligations under this Agreement, the
party claiming such failure shall notify. in writing, the party alleged to have failed to perform of
the alleged failure and shall demand performance. No breach of this Agreement may be found to
have occurred if performance has commenced to the satisfaction of the complaining party within
thirty (30) days of the receipt of such notice.

ARTICLE VII.
UNENFORCEABLE PROVISIONS
7.1.
If any tenn, provision, commitment or restriction of this Agreement or the
application thereof to any party or circumstance shall, to any extent, be held invalid or
unenforceable, the remainder of this instrument shat] remain in full force and effect.

ARTICLE VIII.
ASSIGNMENT AND TRANSFER
8.1.
After its execution, the Agreement shall be recorded in the office of the County
Recorder at the expense of Developer. Each commitment and restriction on the development
subject to this Agreement shall be a burden on the Project Site, shall be appurtenant to and for
the benefit of the Project Site, adjacent property and other residential property near the Project
Site and shall run with the land. This Agreement $hall be binding on the City and Developer and
their respective heirs, administrators, executors, agents, legal representatives, successors and
assigns~ provided. however. that if all or any portion of the Project Site is divided and each
owner of a legal lot shall only be responsible for duties and obligations associated with an
owner's parcel and shall not be responsible for duties and obligations or defaults as to their
parc:els of lots with the Project Site. The new owner of the Project Site or any portion thereof
(including, without limitation, any owner who acquires its interest by foreclosure, trustee's sale
or otherwise) shall be liable for all commitments and other obligations arising llllder this
Agreement with respect only to such owner's lot or parcel.

ARTICLE IX.
GENERAL MATTERS
9.1. Amendments. AIJ.y alteration or change to this Agreement shall be made only
after <::omplying with the notice and bearing provisions of Idaho Code Section 67-650!'.>, as
required by Middleton City Code, Title S, and Chapter 7.
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT - 6
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9.2. Paragraph Headings. This Agreement shall be constructed according to its fair
meaning and as if prepared by both parties hereto. Title and captions are for convenitnce only
and shall not constitute a portion of this Agreement. As used in this Agreement, masculine,

feminine or neuter gender and the singular or plural number shall each be deemed to include the
others wherever and whenever the context so dictates.

9.3. Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the Jaws of
the State of Idaho in dfc:ct at the time of the execution of this Agreement. Any action brought in
connection with this Agreement shall be brought in a court of competent jurisdiction located in
C1JDyon County, Idaho.
9.4. Notices. Any notice which a party may desire to give: to another party must be in
writing and may be given by personal delivery, by mailing the same by registered or certified
mail, return receipt requested postage propaid, or by Federal Express or other reputable overnight
delivery-service. to the party to whom the notice is directed at the address of such party set forth

below.
Middleton:

City Clerk
City of Middleton

P.O.Box487

Middleton. ID 83644

Owner or Developer.

Coleman Homes, LLC
1025 S. Bridgeway PL Suite 280
Eagle, ID 83616

or such other address and to such other persons as the parties may hereafter designate in writing
to the other parties. Any ~ notice shall be deemed given upon delivery ifby personal delivay,
upon deposit in the United States mail if sent by mail pursuant to the foregoing.
9.5. Attorney's Fees and Costs. If either party shall default under this Agreement and
said default is cured with the assistance of an attorney for the other party, as a part of curing said
default, the reasonable attorneys, fees incurred by the other party shall be reimbursed to the other
party upon demand, In the event a suit or action is filed by either party against the other to
interpret or enforce this Agreement, the unsuccessful party to such litigation agrees to pay to the
prevailing party all costs and expenses, including attorneys• fees :incurred therein, including the
same with respect to an appeal.

9.6.

Effective date. This Agreement shall be effective on the date of the last signature

9.7.

Effect of Agreement This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon.

hereto.
its approval by the City Council and execution of the Mayor and City Clerk:. This Agreement
shall be binding upon the parties to it, their respective grantees, successors, assigns or lessees.

(End of Text. Signatures with Ackaowledgements and Exhibits to follow.I
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lN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement.
CITY OF MIDDLETON

Mayor Vicki Thurber

Date:

Attest:

3

/z11(0'1

~~Lo«!
Ellen Smith. City Clerk

WEST HIGHLANDS, LLC

By._=U___,___,__;Ul..~G~~-----=-Date: __,,3=--.,.j_~_\__\ _0___
1 _ __

COLEMAN HOMES. LLC

By._:rlA~ll&::--:--=-----------{_cfi
_ _ __

Date: ~3......__)~-)

Exhibit A: Vicinity Map
Exhibit B: Legal Description of Project Site

Exhibit C: Legal Description of School District Property
Exhibit D: Annexation Vicinity Map
Exhibit E: Legal Description of Additional Property

fahibit F: Revised Preliminary Plat
Exhibit G: Lot Width Map
Exb.fbit H: School District Affidavit
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

•

)
) ss.
)

·. , in the year of 2009, before me, a Notary Public in
On this~ day of Marth .
Vicki Thurber, Mayor of the City of Middleton,
appeared
personally
Idaho,
of
State
and for the
name is subscribed to the foregoing instrwnent
·whose
person
the
be
to
me
to
known or identified
to execute and executed the same for the
authority
and acknowledged to me that he has the
Middleton.
of
City
the
of
behalf
on
contained
purposes therein
d affixed my official seal the

Residing at ___._.....,.,....,_,.>L\.4,1.,1--'~..µ,."-.,....---My Commission expires _ _ _ _....__ _ __

)

County of Canyon

) ss.
)

3.L

, in the year of 2009, before me, a Notary Public in
day of Ma,il!L
On this
• known or
CQk,1:1tt-vi
and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared
identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed. to the foregoing instrument on behalf

711 m-vas

of West Highlands, LLC and acknowledged to me that {s)be has 1he authority to execute and

executed the same for the purposes therein contained.
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STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Canyon

) ss.
)

ivt areh.

,

On this-~ I day of
in the year of 2009, before me, a Notary Public in
and for the State ofldaho, personally appeared 7hbh10~ (hletraJQ
, known or
identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument on behalf
of Coleman Homes, LLC and acknowledged to me that (s)he has the authority to execute and

executed the same for the purposes therein contained.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand

d affixed my official seal the

day and year in this certificate first above

Residing at _ _..,."'°"'..o..:..-=-o-"-1--~=.....;;;;..----

My Commission expires _ __._._____.,.;:;.__ _ __
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EXHIBIT A
Vicinity Map
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EXHIBITB
Legal Description of Project Site

I

1450 East \\lmrtaMr St.

IDAHO

Sua 150

SURVEY

Mll'i&.n. Idaho 83642

GROUP

Project No. 07-236

DESCRIPTION FOR

August 11, 2008

PRELIMINARY PLAT

WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
Government Lois 3 and 4, a portion of Government Lots 1 and 2 and a poniOn of

the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of Section 36, T.5N., R.3W., B.M., Canyon County, Idaho more
particularty described as follows:
CommElllcing at a 5/8" iron pin marking the

se· corner of Section 36;

thence along the East boundary line Of said Section 36 North ocro1•21• West.

212.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;

thence continuing along said East bounda,y line Norlh 00°01'21" West, 1108.24
feet to the NE comer cf said Government Lot 1;

thence along the North boundary line or said Govemment Lot 1 North ss•57•35•
West, 1329.64 feet to the NW comer of said Government Loi 1;
thence along the East bounda,y line of the NW1/4 of the SE1'4 of said Sec:tion
38 North
West, 1320.0S faet to the c-e111e comer of said Section 36;

oo•oo·oo-

thence along the Norlh boundary line of the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section

36 South 89'56'41" West, 802.72 feet;

lhance leaving said North boundaiy line South 40" 13•17• West. 88.82 feet;
thence South 43"53'39"West, 451.29 feet:

thence South 58•32'44• Wast, 18.99 feel;
thence Sooth 89°49'53" Weat. 41.1 Ofeet to a point on the Weat boundary line of

the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section 36;

thence along said West boundary line South 00°00'50" West, 915.48 feat to the
NE comer of said Govemment Lot a;
thence along the North boundaiy line of said Govemment Lot 3 North 89"58'40·
west, 1328.59 feet to the NE comer or said Government Lot 4;
thence along the North boundary line of said Govemmsnt Lol 4 North 89°6B'20"
West. 132B.60 feet to the ml/ comer ot said Government Lot 4;

S:VSG PrqeCISIWesl Highla~s Pllls\OocurntntMll highlands pra plat DESC.doc
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thence along the West boundary line of said Government Lot -4 South 00•09•52•
West, 1357.74 feet to the SW comer of said Section 36;
thence along the South boundary line of said Section 36 North 89"37'36" East.
2659.58 feet to the South 1/4 comer of said Section 36;
thence along the North-South centerline of said Section 36 North 00°04'14" East,

332.56 feet;
thenoe leaving said North-South centerline South 89°59'03" East, 331.38 feet;
thence South 00•22•17" East, 260.28 feet to a point on the North right-of-way line
of Willis Lane;
thence along said North right-of-way line the fallowing 7 courses:
thence North 89°37'29" East. 944.42 feet:
thence Nortll44"37'29" East, 70.71 feet;

thence North 00·22•31• West, 20.00 feet;
thence North 89°37'29" East, 110.00 feat;

thence South 00"22'31" East, 20.00 feet;
thence South 45"22'31 • East, 70.71 feet;

thence North 88"37'28" East, 790.84 feet;
thence leaving said North right-of-way line North 00•01•21 • West. 142.00 feet:
thence North 88°3729" East. 383.51 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING.
Containing 193.B4 acres, more or less.

ALSO:
A portion -0f Government Lots 1 and 2, and a portion of the S1/2 of the NE.1/4 and
a portion of the NE1/4 of the SE1/4 of Section 1, T.4N., R.3W., B.M., Canyon County,
Idaho more particularty described as foll01NS:
Commencing at a 5/8" iron pin marking the NE comer of said Section 1;
thence along the East boundary line of said Section 1 South 00•03•21 • West,

70.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;

thence continuing alOng said East boundary line South 00"03'21" West. 806.30
feet;

S:11SG Pro)&a1\WUI liighllln<lo Plata1Docum&n1&-l highl1nd1 pn, plat

oesc doc
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fflence leaving said East boundary line South 66"52'25" Wast, 632.25 feet;

thence South 00"53'18" East. 149.51 feet:
thence North 89°39'12" East, 578.75 feet to a point on the East boundary line of
said Section 1;
thence along said East boundary line South 00°03'21" West, 50.00 feet to the SE
corner of said Govemment Lot 1;

thence leaving said East boundary rine Soulh se• 39•12• West, 442.51 feet:
thence South 00"03'09" East 429.50 feet;

1hence North 89°39'12." East, 442.51 feet to a point on the East boundary line of
said Section 1;
thence along said East boundary line South 00"03'09~ East, 197.42 feet;

.

thence leaving said East boundary line North 89"53'26" West, 509.00 feet
thence South 00•03•og- East, 311.00 feet;
them:e South 89°53'26" East, 509.00 feet to a point on the East boundary line of
saicl Section 1;
thence along &aid East boundary line South 00"03'09" East, 60.00 feet;
thence leaving said East boundary One Nolth 89"53'26" West. en.53 feet;
thence South 00•03•09• East, 460.94 feet to a point on the exterior boundary line
of Nottingham Greens Subdivision No. 3 as filed in Book 34 of Plats at Page 50, recolds
of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along said exterior boundary line the following 5 courses:

thence North 51°17'26" West, 213.51 feet;

thence North 53"56'58" West, 425.75 feet:
thenoe North 73"44'23" West, 58.04 feet;
thence North 89°47'05" West. 99.96 feet;
thence South 00°12'47" West, 269.61 feet to a point on the East-West centerline
of said Section 1;
thence leaving said elderior boundary line and along said East-West centerline

South 89"42'59" West, 486.63 feet to a point on the North Bank of the Canyon Hill
Ditch;
S;\ISO Pn:fectl\Wolt Hbhlands Plal1\0ocU11111nt1-t11 hlghloNK P"' plat Dl'!Se.doc
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thence along said Nortfl Bank the following 2 courses:
thence North 46°07'55" Eaat, 178.91 feet;
thence North 59"24'12" East, 160.17 feet;

thence leaving said North Bank: South 89"43'17" West, 970.33 feet;
thence Nor1h 00°38'13" East, 99.95 feet;
thence South 89°43'22" West, 112.80 feet to a point on 1he East right-of-way line

of Hartley Road;

thence afong said East rignt-of-way line North 00·35•43• East. 1014.36 feet:
thence South 89°43'19» West, 40.00 feet to the North-South centerline of said
Section 1; ·

thence along said North-South centerline North 00"36'32" East. 419.69 feet to
the Southwest comer of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 2 es filed in Book 41 of
Plats at Page 29, records of Canyon County, Idaho;

thence along the southerly boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch

Subdivision No. 2 the following 4 courses:

thence North 89°37'29" East, 182.88 feet;

thence North 69°10'32" East, 52.70 feet;
thence South 89°23'28" East, 314.54 feet;
thence South 56°47'54" East, 27.02 feet to a point on the exterior boundary line
of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 1 as filed In Book 41 of Plats at Page 30,

records of Canyon County, Idaho;

thenca along the exterior boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subdlvlslon No. 1 the following courses:

thence South 15°30'54" West, 113.62feet;
thence South 25• 43'27" West, 50.05 feet to the beginning of a curve to the left;
thence along said curve 95.48 feet. said curve having a radius of 225.00 feet, a
central angle of 24"18'61" and a long chord of 94.77 feet which bears South 17•31•39·

West;
thence South 61°01 ·11• East. 55.92 feet:
thenoe South 56°47'54" East, 141.59 feet;
S:IISG Proiods\Wesl Highlands. Pl;,1$10oc11111tnts-...ut highlands ~ plat llESC.dac
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•-- ------.•-------thence South 51"46'46" East, 114.31 feet;
thenca South 56°47'54" Ea~t, 373.51 feet;

thence South 60°49'19" East, 95.35 feet;
thence South 68°48'19" East, 93.84 feet;

then<:e South 75'°39'39" East, 192.84 feet;
thence North 11"47'52" West, 81.28 feet;
thence North 74":23'20" East, 111.32 feet;

thence North 40°54'36" East, 64.71 feet
thence North 89"43'21" East, 124.88 feel;

thence North 07°01·22· West, 75.07 feet;
thence North 12°58'59" East, 167.88 feet,
thence Norlh 12·02·33· East, 50.14 feet;

thence North 07•33•12• East, 100.00 feet;
thence South 84"41 '30" East, 10.36 feet;
thence North 06°13'36" East. 100.18 feet;
thence North 28"36'54" East, 54.34 feet;

thence North 04"52'1T East. 100.00 feet
thence North 82°09' 17" West, 81.29 feet;

thence North 29"36'39" West, 71.45 feet;

thence North 58°19'23"West, 95.36 feet;
thence North 25"32'49" East, 144. 70 feet;

thence South 86°17'04" East, 8.38 feet;
thence North 21 •1 i '36" East, 118.07 feet;
thence North 02°32'44" West,

164. n feat;

thence South 85"27'28" West, 112.51 feet;

thence North 80"05'06• West, 134.34 feet;
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--thence North 04•59•53• East, 108.82 feet;
thence North 00•1e•41• West, 104.36 feet;

thence North 44°3T29" East. 70.71 feet;

thence North 89°37'29" East, 1173.39 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING,

containing 87.99 acres, more or less;
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Legal Description of School District Property
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Annexadon Vicinity Map
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EXHmJTE

Legal Description of Additional Property

1-4S0 East lM!tartcwer St.
150
Meridian. Idaho 83642

IDAHO

Suite

SURVEY

GROUP

DESCRlfIJON FOR A.NNEXA'DON PARCELS
WEST mGBI.J.NDS RANCH SOBDIVISION
Pa,mels of land locat.ed in the South ½ of Secuoo 36, T.5N., R.3W., B.M., Canyon~.

Idaho, saiq parcels being more particulady descn'bed BS !Oilow!I:

PARCEi.A
BEGINNING at the mulh~ corns of the llllid Section..36, from which the South ¼
comerofllli.d section bears North B9"37'36"East, 26551.58 Aet;

Thence aJDDg tbc Wl!l.11 boiUJdary of said Sa:tim 36 Nonb 00"09'5r..Eut. ll0.20 &ct lo a
.
·· , ,··

Point on the eicisti:ng Middletol1 City Limits boundary;

. t· . :

Th::Doe North 89"3 7'40" Emit, 330.20 i'Nt;
Tbeace Soutb 00"09'52" West, 330,19 feet ID a PQi,a,t011 tin: Suu1)1 boUlldary of said
Secli(ln36;

Theo.c:e along said South section boundary South 99a37•3jj" West. 330.20 feet to the
Point OtBeginlUJll, &id parcel comaining 2.50 a.ereir, moni or Jess.

PARC£LB
Comm~~• SJ&" iron.Pin miukmg the Cader i>!. said Sect.ion 36, (contmlliDg property
~C.P.&F. No: ~5347). ~ oo,mer !Je!usNmtb.~99 Weat, 0.99 Cmfrqin ~~ of
section as Gf,llqil!edin ~.& F. N_o. 200555133; tbel!ce~ Jbe;N'~ ~ of ~NW¼ oftbe
S.6 ¼ a:s loiia1rd Ji'Qm. Rid ~Uins property com N!)llh 89°56" 1• East, 427.45 feet to a point
on t
l l'.c ~ ccnierlineorm
wiii ..
lhoReiii
.
',
. .in:iptjon ditch
.
' Folnt
'
. ofD~uag;
'
. ..
,.

•

•,

'

\

·Tlicnce contimiing North 89"56;41" East, 902.72 f~ to ~ C·E l/J-6 corper;
Th~ South 00"00'00" West, 1320.06 feet 10 lhe SB 1/16 comer, said comer being on the
existing Middleton City IJmib boundm-y;
·

Thcace along said City Limits boundary North 119"58' I8" West,
1/16 comer;

mo.:;o feet tb the C-S

l)ax:c.lcr,ingsaid City Limits boundary and along the 'Westlme of said NW¼ of the SB
¼ as locatcr,I. ~ said camrolliog property comer (C 14) Nardi OO"OO'Sl" Eu, 915.4& feet 1o a

point in said irrigation ditch;
&0414\8041-4-ANNEX.DES.DOC

Prof•••lonol Land Surveyor$
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Thence along the center of said ditcll N<lrtb 89°49'53" Ea!it, 41.10 feet;

Thence Nonh 511°32'46" East, 18.99 feel;
Thence North 43°53'39" East. 451.29 feet;
Tbcru:c North 40°13 1 17" East. BB.82 feel to the Point o(Beginaning. Containing 38.06

acres, more or Jess;

ll0414\B0414-ANNlOCDBSDOC
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Revised Preliminary Plat
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EXHIBITG
Lot Width Map
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School District Affidavit

AFFIDAVIT OP LEGAL INTEREST

STATE OF IDAHO)
) 9S

COUNTY OF ADA)
I, Ri cb eamu;:l:iex:

• Represenl:iltive Of Middleton Sdlool District #134 of

Idaho, 5 South Third Avenue West. Mldclleton, Idaho 83644, being first duly sworn
upon oath, depose and say:

l. That Middleton School District #134 of Idaho Is the record owner of a portion
of the property desaibed on the attached, and permJsslon Is granted 1D
Englneertng Solutions, LL?

102~ N, Rosario Street

Meridian, ro 83642

lo submit the accompanying application pertaining to that property.

A.ddres.sorlocatlonofproperty:511 ceeeterJI Road, Middleton, ID

83644

2. I agree to Indemnify, defend and hold the Qty of Middleton and Its
employees harmless from any dalm or llabll!ty resulting from any dispute as
to the statements contained herein or as to the ownership of the property
which Is the subject of the application.
3. I understand there mrf,/ be direct costs Incurred by the City In obtaining a
review of the application by archltectS, engineers, or other professionals
necessary to enable the Oty to approve or disapprove the appllcatlon. I
understand that I w!U be billed on a month!'( basis and win remit payment
within 30 days.

Type of appllcatton: -8m~!llSI~aCl'.]~'.CQ!lldltll~.!.1.s:e.~lDll---Dated this

26th

SU~D AND SWORN to before me the day and year first above written.

~·

~ ~

~ 1_yuz}
'Lus 11
N~Publlc for Idaho
Resldlng at: l'J,ddleton, C§Dyon county

MV commission Expires:

3

o 1tw 11
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January 20, 2009
City of Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission
15 N. Dewey Avenue

Middleton, ldaho 83644
RE:

West Highlands Ranch Subdivision

Dear Commissioners:
Coleman Hoines is pleased to present for your consideratio n new develcprnen t
applications related to the existing West Highlands Ranch subdivision, located along the
north and south sides of Willis Road between Emmett and Cemetery Roads. The City
originally approved the developrnent in 2006 and subsequentl y approved final plats for
phases 1 and 2. The new applications include: {l) annexation and zoning to add new
property, (2.) a rev1sed preliminary plat and planned unit developmen t to correct some
design flaws and to offer a broader range oflot (and home) sizes; and (3) a developmen t
agreement modlfication to rnflect these changes.

Since submitting our applications in October 2008, we have met regularly with
city staff (including planning staff, the city engineer, public works, and the city attorney)
to discuss these applications. We sincerely appreciate alt of the time and effort this
te.am has expended to review and comment on the applications. Thei r-input has been
invaluable and has enhanced the applications .
Enclosed with this letter for your consideratio n are an updated Application
Narrative, proposed cond itions of approval,. and a developmen t agreement modification
that we have developed with the extensive input of the city staff and city attorney. The
conditions of approval and developmen t agreement terms provide the City with specific
commitmen ts that every West Highlands Ranch home will be designed and constructed
with high quality architecture , landscaping, and building materials. Further, they
provide the City with specific commitmen ts regarding significant parks and
transportati on improvemen ts that will accompany the developmen t.
We believe these applications , if approved, will result tn a better developmen t
for the City. The proposed mix of lot and home sizes will accommoda te a broader range
of homebuyers , who desire high quality homes in varying sizes and price ranges
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depending on their stage of life, In particular, we believe our request to allow some
smaller lots (while still maintaining the overall density and average lot size required in
the R-3 zone) will create a more desirable and sustainable community. This housing
diversity will provide residents with several options for homes that are neither entrylevel homes nor custom estates. This will help the City grow responsibly and in a
manner that is consistent with current planning principles, population demographics,
and market demand. As both the developer and homebuilder, we are in a unique
position to ensure that these goals are accomplished.
Thank you for your ct1nsideration of these applications. I look forward to
discussing them with you at the January 26 th hearing.

Regards,

Thomas Coleman
Coleman Homes

COLEMAN000214
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WEST HIGHLANDS RANCH cmm moN s Of APPR
OVAL
JANUARY 20, 2009

AR(;J-H!:CTURE / HOME DESIGN;
1. Mlnimum square footage for any home shat! be
1,200 square f-eet. Minimum squ2re
footage for the ground floor of any two-story home shall
he

1,000 square feet.

2.

All homes shaH have a front porch or courtyard area.

3, Any front facing three-car garage, or two-car garage
greater

than 26 feet fn width

, shat.I have
an iS~inch offset between the garage doors orwal! area
to break up the front wall plane of

the garage,

4. All driveways shall have a maximum width of 20 feet.
Approved material wH! be concrete or
concrete~type p,wers.
5. No unbroken, vertical two-story e!evat1on wail planes 1
#a! be allowed (i.e. front garage walls
or sirnHar, wide unbroken surfaces: on the front elevat
ion). All foil-height two·s tori walls
must be offset by at least 1 foot from the first.fl oor
wail below, unless ot herwise broken by
a roof or other architectt.Jra l element. This wl!I not :apply
to second floor bonus spaces
above garages, which have lowered plate heights on side
wans giving the appearance of a
siogie stort , orful! height entty porches, stairwells
or other two-story architectural design
eleme nts.
6.

Ail homes shall feature winged side and rear yzrd fencin
g. Fencing materia l shall be
decorative vinvL Open wrought iron fenong shall
be used adjacent to parks. Open or semlprlvacy fencing shall be used adjacent to open space
s, such as pathways.

7. Each home shall have a minimum of two exteri
or lights at the front wall of the garage

minimum of one exterior light at front residence entran
ce.

and

8. All home siding shall be Masonite, Hardie Plank
or similar quality. No vinyl, aluminum or
steel sidlng shall be allowed.
9. At least 75% of all h<>mes in the communlty shall
have front elevations featuring accent
elements of brick, stone {manufactored or synthetic),
stucco or speciattv accent type siding
which differs from th€ siding type of the base house
, Said accent material is to retlim a
minimum of two feet at the sides of house or to the
next adJacent perpendicuiat plane,
whichever is less, an<l should he a minimum of 100 square
feet. No "flat plane" facades

shall be allowed.

10, Porch soffits shall be finished with a material consis
tent with the level ofadj::icent materl;ils
and trim. All exposed wood .shall be painted with a solid
stain or pair,t.

1
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11. All designs should incorporate varied architectural elements such as projections, recesses,
dormers, porches, etc. to create visual interest and animation. Long, flat, unbroken surfaces
shall not be allowed.

12. Front elevation windows that occur in a flat wall plane shall betrimmed with a compatible
material. If adjacent wall surface returns back into a window (i.e. furred wall or setback
windows!, no additional trim $hall be required.
13. Front porch posts and column widths shaU be sized appropriately for the correct proportion
relative to the height of the architectural feature. No single 4 x 4 porch posts shall be

allowed.
14. All gable end eaves shall be a minimum of 12 inches in width. All soffit eaves shall be a
minimum of 15 inches in width. All fascia boards shall be a minimum of 7½ inches in width,
unless designed as a multiple element f-ascia. If so, total width of fascia mass must still total
at least 7 ½ inches. Some reduction in eave width may be allowed by the West Highlands
Design Review Committee on specific areais of front elevation depending on architectural
style and theme. Sides and rear eave widths to remain as noted above.
15. All homes shall have a minimum of twelve inch eaves beyond exterior walls.
16. All front yards shall be completed with irrigation systems, rolled sod lawn, planter areas
with a minimum of 12 shrubs and a minimum of 2 trees within 30 days of the issuance of
certificate of Occupancy.
17. All rear yards shall be landscaped and have an irrigation system installed, within 90 days of
homeowner occupancy. All rear yards of homes owned by developer shall be maintained so
as to limit the growth of noxious weeds.
18. All streets shall have detached sidewalks with rolled sod lawn and a minimum of one tree
per lot in the landscape strip between curb and sidewalk. All trees in landscape strip
between curb and sidewalk shall be Class I or Class II, so as to allow for minimal
encroachment into street.
19. Minimum roofing type shall be 30-Year Architectural Shingle. Additional roof types (i.e.
concrete or day tiJes) of similar quality may be allowed the West Highlands Design Review
Committee depending on architectural style and theme.

20. Roof pitch shall be a minimum 5:12 unless flatter pitch is appropriate to the specific
proposed design theme, which shall require special review and approval by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee.
21. Homes shall be painted in accordance with the color palette approved by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee, which will inciude a varietv of colors ranging from
earth tones to brighter nranch" type colors, in a tasteful balance.

2
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21, Identical house plans shall be separated by at least 2 lots (including facing lots across the
streeti with no more than 3 plotted ln this sequence un£es.s separated by 3 lots. Identical
house elevations shall not occur in sequence and shali be separated by at least 2 lots of
varied elevation design.

23. All homes built on lots less than 7,500 squ,re feet shall be of similar design ancl the same
qualit\· as the elevations included in , \ ~ A hereto.
COMMUNffY DESlGJll J OPEN SPACE:

24. No more than 30% oflots !n the community shall be less than 7,500 Square feet. No lot shall
be less than 5,,700 square fuet.
25. Owner shall donate certain property (Identified in Exhibit C to the Developme,ntAgreement
Revision #2) to the schooi district for the schoof distrkt's expansion of parklng, play area
and temporary classrooms at Heights f!ementa,v.
26. Road connections shall be pr<>vided to all adjoining developable properties as shown on the
revised preliminary plat {Exhibit F to the Developme11t Agreement Revision #2.).

27. A pedestrian route ~hail be constructed through the subdivision to provide for fi..ture
connections to surrounding schools,
2s. A sobd wood or vinyl fence shall be constructed between the project site and the ~xisting

cemeteiy prior to occupancy of any homes bordering the cemetery.

29. Developer shall make the foliowing transportation improvements, as generally illustrated on

~ , !thereto:
A. Developer shall widen and improve Emmett Road, a minor arterial shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent nght•of-way for a distance of
approltimat~ly 0.23 lane mites.
a. Dev~oper shalt widen and fmprove Willis Road, a major collector shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent r!ght-of~way for a distance of

approximately 1.42. lane miles.
C. Developer s.half widen and improve Hartley tane, a major collector shown on the
aty's Transportation Plan; and dedicate adjacent r:ight-of-,way for a distance of

approximately 0.89 lane miles.
0. DevE?loper shall widen and improve Cemetery Road, a major cotlector shown on
the dty's Transportation P!ati, and dedicate adjacent (ight-of~way for a distance of
approximately 0.36 miles.
E, Developer shall construct and dedicate Ninth Street, a new minor collectQr shown
on the City's Transportation Plan, for a distance of approximately 0.66 miles.
F. Developer shall dedicate the full rfght--of-way for Arabian Street, a minor collector
shown on the City's Transportation Plan, for a distance of approximately 0.18
miles and shail construct and dedicate the southern half of such street for such
distance.
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G. Developer shall construct and dedh;ate the following left tum lanes:
U Northbound Cemetery Road to westboumi WUlis Road.

2} Eastbound Willis Road to northbound Emmett Roat.I.

3) Eastbound Willis Road to northbound Hartiey Lane.

4) Westbound Willis Road to southbound Hartley Lane.

Sl Northbound Hartley tane to westbound W!llis Road.
6) Southbound Hartley Lane to eastbound Willis Road.

30. Oelfelcper shall make the following parks improvements, as
generally iUustratert on

Att~ .rrt theret o:
A.. OevelopersMll construct an approximately 38-acre interco
nnected park and trail
system that extends to the development's external boundaries on al!
sides.
fl. Developer's park system shall !ac!ude approximately
15.1 acres of individual parks
with amenltles, as follows ("major amenities" shall include but not
be limited to
children's play equipment, swimming pools, volleyban courts, tennis
courts and
similar improvement,;; "minor amenities" snail indude but not be limited
to
b;;rbeque areas, picnic tables and similar improvements):
1} An approx imately 5.8-acre park with at least two major
amenities and
two minot amenities.
2) An approximately .2.9,,acre park with at lea.st tJne major

ameility am1
two minoramenltf.s.
3) An improximate!y 2.1..acre park with at least one major
amenity and

two minor amenities.

4) Two approximately 1.0--acre parks. each with at least one major
ameoity

and hvo minor amenities.
5) Approximately 2.3 additionat acres of parks along the p-ark
and trail
system with at !east Me minor amenity each.
C. Each indivichtel park shall be landscaped with grass,
shrubs and trees.
D. The park and trail system shall be open to the publk but will
be privately own~d

a11d maintai:-ied so therewm be no ongoing cost to the City.

31. Oevelopershall comply with the provisions set forth in letters from
Holladay- Engineering
dated November 11, 2008 and December 8, 200S and the letter
fro!l'I Engineering Solutions
dated November 17, 2008, al! of which are included in Atta~hment
Dhereto.

4
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ATTACHMENT A
Conditions of Approval
January 20, 2008

Elevations
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ATTACHMENT B
Conditions of Approval
January 20, 2008

Roadway Improvements
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ATTACHMENT C
Conditions of Approval
January 20, 2008

Parks Improvements
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ATTACHMENT D
Conditions of Approval
January 20, 2008
Holladay Engineering Letter Dated November 11, 2008
Engineering Solutions Letter Dated November 17, 2008
Holladay Engineering Letter Dated December 8, 2008
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.H. HOLLADAY EN.GINEERING co.
E
ENl31NEERS • CDNSUL'TANTS

32 N. Main

P.O: Box.235

. . (208) 6G-3304 •
.

Payette, ID 83661 .

Faz# (208) 642..2159

'

November 11, 2008·

Mayor Vicld Thurber
. City of Middleton
6 N. Dewey Ave.
Middleton, Idaho 83644
Re:

Highlands Ranch Subdivision Preliminary Plat (Revised)
City of Middleton; HECO Project No. 0701D5 A.

Dear Mayor Thurber.
The revised preliminary plat for the above referenced development has been· reviewed and the
following comments
. are presented for your consideration.
.
.
Trsffio Impact Studv Comments: ·

1. T-ne review comments provided for the original traffJC" anaiysis apply to the updated traffic
impact study for the proposed development.
·
2. The updated traffic impact study shows the proposed nigh school With 300 students. The
traffic impact study submitted by the M"tddleton School District # 134 shows the proposed
school with 1500 students. Table 1, trip generation summary and total build out traffic volumes
shout~ be updated for total trips wit~ 1500_ students.
3. The Intersection of Emmett Road and Willis .Road should be signalized by built out year to
provide adequate capacity for the potential traffic from the proposed West Highland Ranch and
the High School.

4. The roadway capacify analysis sho\NS planning threshold for arterial streets as 14,000 vehicles
par day (vpd} at LOS D and 15,500 vpd at LOS E. . Except SH 44 and Emmett Rd. other
streets are classified as collector or local streets. Planning threshold capacities for collector
and local streets are different from arterial streets. The roadway capacity analysis should be
revised wHh collector and local streets planning threshold values.

5. The conctusions section of the report is incomplete. Some pages in the conclusions section
are missing in the report.
'

<

6. The conclusions and recommendation~ provided in th~1origlnal traffiQ study prepared on Apn1
'Zl, 2006, apply to ihe updated traffic impact study.
..
·
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Mayor Thurber
Pn:,ject No. 070105 A

November 11, 2008

General Comments:

7. Some of the centerfine curve radii do not meet the minimum City requirement of 125 feet for
local streets, a waiver shall be requested or the curves need to be modified on the plat to meet
this requirement.
8. Approval from Canyon Highway District #4 needs to be obtained.
9. The actual details of the storm drainage facilities will be coordinated with the City and
Engineering Solutions during the design process. Duling the design process, additional
drainage areas may need to be designated within the development depending on the actual
layout of the system.
1o. It appears that additional setbacks for numerous lots need to be addressed and noted on the
plat. There are a number of lots that have narrow lot frontages and essentially act as "flag
rots." The Jots with increased setbacks should be noted on the plat
11. Under General Note #8 please remove reference to common lots within cul-de-sacs.
12. Some of the lots within the development do not meet the minimum 30 feet of frontage on
pubfic roadi please revise to ensure all lots meet the requirements.

13. The buildabillty of Lot 121 Block 4 is questionable given the set back requirements and lot
layout.

14. A pedestrian pathway located on a common lot should be located near the western end of
Corral Cl to provide a oorridor to connect the school site with the proposed development
(common lot should be located near Lot 43 Block 49).
15. The buiJdability of Lot 36 Block 49 is questionable given the 20' wide water easement that is to
remain unobstructed. The water main could be relocated to the common lot requested In the
comment above.
16. The overall sewer piping layout and planning will be reviewed during the development of
construction drawings.

17. Wen No. 9 construction shall be completed prior to construction plan submittal beyond Phase
2 of the development.
18. There are several cul-de-sacs that exceed the maximum length of 600 feet Please revise the
cukle-sacs to ensure the 600 foot limit is not exceeded.
19. All common lots shall be labeled as common lots.
20. Remove the acreage of the school lot from the apen space area for the development This lot
does not meet the requirements for common/open space as defined within the city code.

21. Curb, gutter and sidewalk Improvements on Hartley along Phase 2 of the development shall
be completed at 1he time of Phase 5 lmprovaments.
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Mayor Thurber
Project No. 070105 A
November 11, 2008

22. Perforated pipe shown in T~tpical Collector Roadway & Infiltration Swale Section is only to be
constructed in West Highlands Parkway along the frontage with Phase 5 only.

23. Lot 37 Block 33 should be reserved as "non-bulldable" until Arabian St. is connected to an
existing street or Quaterhorse Ave. is extended to Six Shooter Dr.
24. Rename Quaterhorse Ave. due to the possible extension of the street across common lots to
Six Shooter Dr.
If you have any questions or comments regarding the above items please call.
Sincerely,
HOLLADAY ENGINEERING CO.
By:

Michael W. Davis, P.E.

cc:

Ellen Smith
Bob Schmillen
Wendy Howell
Becky McKay- Engineering Solutions
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1029 N. Rosario Stree~ Suite l 00
Mcrndian, ID 836':2
Phone: (208) 938--0980
F11.•c: (20B) 938-094 t

LL/>

November 17, 2008

City of Middleton
Attn; Michael Davis. P.E.
P.O. Box487
Middleton, Idaho 83644

Re: West Highlamis Ranc.n Subdivision Prelm:iinary Plat (Revised)

Dear Mr. Davis:

.

This Jetter is in response to your comments dated November 11, 2008, on the West Highlands
Ranch preliminary plat.

Traffic Impact Responses:
l. The original traffic study comments were made without consideration of the proposed Impact
Fee Ordinance. With the adoption of the proposed transportation impact fees, some of the
original comments may not be applicable.
2. The traffic engineer has revised the traffic study. See attached revised addendum.
3. The high school ·will come on line years before the build-out of the West Highlands Ranch
development. The applicant is not sure who will be responsible for the cost of signalization at
Emmett and Willis Road. Please provide clarification on this issue.

4. See attached revised addendum incorporating different planning thresholds.

5. A complete copy of the conclusions is attached.
6. Understood.

General Rem,onses:
7. The City Council granted a waiver of the 125-foot centerline curve radii requirement for the
original preliminary plat of West Highlands Ranch. There were approximately (39) curves that
did not meet the 125-foot requirement.
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The revised preliminary plat requires a waiver for (8) curves on the following streets: Breton
Court, Concha Place/Corral Street. Harvest Way/Remington Ridge Way, Sta.Uion Springs Way,
Iron Stallion Drive (two curves at the south end), Heritage Drive/Hearthstone Avenue and
Overland Trail drive/Bighorn Avenue.

8. A copy of the preliminary plat and traffic study was submitted to Canyon Highway District
No. 4 for run Richard's review and comment. A copy of the revised addendum will be
transmitted to CHD # 4.
9. The project engineer will coordinate with the City engineer prior to design of storm drainage
facilities. The preliminary stonn drainage system delineated on the revised preliminary plat is
conceptual in nature. The applicant and project engineer understand the actual design may
require additional allocation of area for storm drainage.

IO. The preliminary plat has been revised to reflect a builcling envelope for lots with frontages
less than 42 feet and flag lots.
I 1. General Note# 8 has been revised accordingly.
12. Those lots with less than 30 feet of frontage have been modified to meet the requirement
13. Lot 121. block 4 is common lot The preliminary plat has been revised and all common lots
are identified in the notes. The common lots are also designated on the plat
14. A pedestrian pathway has been added on the west side oflot 42, block 49 for future
interconnectivity to the high school.
15. The 12-inch water main extension to Willis Road through lot 36, block 49 has been relocated

to a common lot (lot 42, block 49).

16. Understood.
17. The timing of well #9 was discussed with the original approval of the West Highlands Ranch
project. lt was detennined the number of lots allowed prior to installation of well #9 would be
based on sufficient water pressw-e to meet fire flow requirements. Is there new data based on the
current water model and testing for the area demonstrating a pressure deficiency?

18. There are two cul-de-sacs, Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue that exceed the
maximum cul-de-sac length of 600 feet. Concha Place exceeds the maximum by 34 feet and

Mustang Mesa exceeds the requirement by 72 feet. The original preliminary plat had two
cul-de-sacs which exceeded the 600-foot maximum length. Therefore, consistent with the
original approval, we are requesting a waiver ofthe requirement for the two above listed

roadways.

19. The common lots have been labeled and listed on the revised preliminary plat.

?
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20. The area labeled the school lot, was included in the open space calculation of the original
preliminary plat The area designated as the school lot was donated to the Middleton School
District and title was transferred. Typically, if land is donated to a school district, the area is
calculated in the open space. This provides an incentive for the development community to
donate property for future schools or expand current sites.
21. The applicant is in agreement with the condition.
22. A notation was added to the cross~section on the preliminary plat limiting the use of the

perforated pipe.
23. The preliminary plat has been modified to reflect and extension of Six Shooter Drive to

Quaterhorse Avenue.
24. The preliminary plat has been revised according:ly.

If you have any additional questions, please feel free to call me.
Sincerely,

3
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ENGINEEF iiS • CONSULT kNTS

32 N. Main
P.o: Box 235
Payette, ID 8.1661 .
(~) 642-3304 • Fax I (208) 642-2159
December 8, 2008

Mayor Vicki Thurber
Cily crf Middleton
·· 6 N. Dewey Ave.
Middleton, Idaho 83644
Re:

Highlands Ranch Subdivision Prellmlnary Plat (Revised). Review #2

City of Middleton; HECO Project No. 070105 A

Dear Mayor Thurber:
We have reviewed Engineering Solution's letter response (dated November 17, 200[3) to ·our
comments presented in our-November 11, 2008 Jetter. The following 11st presents the status of each
comment from the November i 7Ut le-1:ter.

Traffic Impact study CGmments:
1. No further comment.
2. No further comment.

3. No further commenl The proportionate share pf the construction costs for traffic signals at
Emmett and Willis Road, Hartley and SH44, SH44 and Emmett intersections shall be paid by

the developer. These funds may possibly be through future impact fees.

4. No further comment.
5. No further comment

6. No further comment
General Comments:

7. No further comment A request to waive the minimum 125-foot centertine radius for the (8}
remaining curves not meeting this requirement must be approved prior to approval of site
cons1ruc:tion documentsr
8. No further comment. Approval letter from Canyon Highway Dlsbict #4 must be provided prior
to approval of site construction documents.
9. No further comment The actual.details of the storm drainage 'facilities will be coordinated with
.the City and Engineering Solutions during the design process. During the design process,
additional drafnage areas may need to be designated within the development depending on
the actual layout of the system.
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Prcj&::t No. D70105 A

D&cember 8, 2008

10. No further comment.

11. No further comment.
12. No further comment.
13. No further comment.
14. No further oomment
15. No further comment
16. No further comment.
17. After reView of the water mode! analysis previously performed and with the withdrawa
l of the
Windsor Varley development from the City's upper pressure zone, the City water system
has
the capacity to serve Phase 3 (47 lots) of this development without the addition of Well
No. 9.
However, construction within the phases beyond Phase 3 of the development wiff
not be
approved without the completion of Well No. 9.
18. No further comment. A request to waive the maximum cul-de-sac length must be
approved
prior to approval of site construction documents.

19. No further comment.
20. The open space should be recalculated without the School District lot (Lot 1, Block
21 ). In
addition, it has been indicated

that

ownership of Lot 3, Block 21 may be transferred and

therefore should be excluded from the open space calculation. If the lot will not be transferre
d,
a crossing over the canal will need to be constructed in order to be used for a storm drainage
facility and be ineluded in the open space calculation.
21. No further comment
22. No further comment.
23. No further comment.
24. No further comment.

If you have any questions or comments regarding the above Items please call.
Sincerely,

HOLLADAY ENGINEERING CO.
By:

~N-~

Michael W. Davis, P.E.
cc:

Ellen Smith.
Bob Schmillen

Wendy Howell
Becky McKay- Engineering Solutions
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LETTER OF INTENT

•

Proposal to Purchase Southern Idaho Surgery Center, LLC

The purpose of this letter of intent (this "Letter") dated May _ , 2016 is to set forth certain
nonbinding understandings and certain binding agreements between Garth Stoddard and John C
Burtenshaw or an entity owned or controlled by them (collectively the "Prospective Buyer"), and
Southern Idaho Surgery Center, LLC., an Idaho iimited liability company (the "Company"), Joel Whitt
("Whitt") and Marlon Michel ("Michel") (referred to collectively as "Prospective Sellers") with respect to
the possible acquisition of a 50% interest in the membership units of the Company from the Prospective
Sellers on the terms set forth below.
PART ONE- NONBINDING PROVISIONS

The following numbered paragraphs of this Letter (collectively, the "Nonbinding Provisions")
reflect our mutual understanding of the matters described in them, but each party acknowledges that the
Nonbinding Provisions are not intended to create or constitute any legally binding obligation between
Prospective Buyer and Prospective Sellers, and neither Prospective Buyer nor Prospective Sellers shall
have any liability to the other party with respect to the Nonbinding Provisions until a fully integrated
definitive agreement (the "Definitive Agreement"), is executed and delivered by and between all parties.
If the Definitive Agreement is not executed and delivered for any reason, no party to this Letter shall have
any liability to any other party to this Letter based upon, arising from, or relating to the Nonbinding
Provisions.
1.

Basic Transaction

Prospective Buyer would acquire a 50% equity ownership interest in the Company ("Buyer's
Equity") for the Purchase Price set forth below. The parties intend that the closing of the proposed
transaction would occur on or before July 15, 2016 (the "Closing").
2.

Proposed Purchase Price

To acquire the Buyer's Equity of the Company, Prospective Buyer would pay at Closing the total
sum of $500,000.00 (the "Purchase Price"), This total Purchase Price would be paid in certified funds or
wire transfer at Closing.
3.

Proposed Form of Agreement

Prospective Buyer and Prospective Sellers will use good faith efforts to reach a written Definitive
Agreement at least thirty days before Closing, containing comprehensive representations, warranties,
indemnities, conditions and understandings which are consistent with those set forth in this Letter.

4.

Proposed Non-Competition Agreement

At Closing, Prospective Buyer and Prospective Sellers shall enter into a non-competition
agreement, pursuant to which each Prospective Buyer shall agree that he and his affiliates shall not
compete with the Company for three years after the Closing in a Competitive Business. For purposes of
this Letter, a Competitive Business is defined as any business involved in the providing of dental surgical
center services.

LETTER OF INTENT SOUTHERN IDAHO SURGERY CENTER, LLC
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PART TWO- BINDING PROVISIONS

•

Upon execution by Prospective Sellers of this Letter or counterparts thereof, the following
lettered paragraphs of this Letter (collectively, the "Binding Provisions") will constitute the legally
binding and enforceable agreement of Prospective Buyer and Prospective Seller (in recognition of the
costs to be borne by Prospective Buyer and Prospective Seller in pursuing this proposed transaction and
further, in consideration of their mutual undertakings as to the matters described herein).
A.

Nonbinding Provisions Not Enforceable

The Nonbinding Provisions do not create or constitute any legally binding obligations between
Prospective Buyer and Prospective Sellers, and neither Prospective Buyer nor Prospective Sellers shall
have any liability to the other party with respect to the Nonbinding Provisions until the Definitive
Agreement, if one is successfully negotiated, is executed and delivered by and between all parties. If the
Definitive Agreement is not executed and delivered for any reason, no party to this Letter shall have any
liability to any other party to this Letter based upon, arising from, or relating to the Nonbinding
Provisions.

B.

Definitive Agreement

Prospective Sellers and its counsel shall be responsible for preparing the initial draft of the
Definitive Agreement. Prospective Buyer and Prospective Seller shall negotiate in good faith to arrive at a
mutually acceptable Definitive Agreement for approval, execution and delivery by the date that such
Definitive Agreement is due.

C.

Exclusive Dealing

Prospective Sellers shall not, and shall cause the Company not to, directly or indirectly, through
any Representative or otherwise, solicit or entertain offers from, negotiate with or in any manner
encourage, discuss, accept or consider any proposal of any other person relating to the acquisition of the
Company, its Buyer's Equity or business, in whole or in part, whether through direct purchase, merger,
consolidation or other business combination (other than sales of inventory in the ordinary course).
Prospective Sellers will immediately notify the Prospective Buyer regarding any contact between the
Prospective Sellers, the Company or their respective Representatives and any other person regarding any
such offer or proposal or any related inquiry.

D.

Conduct of Business

Until the Definitive Agreement has been executed and delivered by all the parties or the Binding
Provisions have been terminated Prospective Sellers shall cause the Company to conduct its business only
in the ordinary course.

E.

Disclosure

Except as and to the extent required by law, without the prior written consent of the other party,
neither Prospective Buyer nor either Prospective Seller shall (and each shall direct its Representatives not
to) directly or indirectly, make any public comment, statement or communication with respect to, or
otherwise disclose or pennit the disclosure of the existence of discussions regarding, a possible
transaction between the parties or any of the terms, conditions or other aspects of the transaction proposed
in this Letter. If a Party is required by law to make any such disclosure, it must first provide to the other
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Party the content of the proposed disclosure, the reasons that such disclosure is required by law, and the
time and place that the disclosure will be made.

F.

Confidentiality

Except as and to the exient required by law, Prospective Buyer shall not disclose or use, and it
shall cause its Representatives not to disclose or use, any due diligence information or Confidential
Information (as defined below) with respect to the Company furnished, or to be furnished, by either
Prospective Seller, the Company or their respective Representatives to Prospective Buyer or its
Representatives in connection herewith at any time or in any manner other than in connection with its
evaluation of the transaction proposed in this Letter. For purposes of this Paragraph, "Confidential
Information" means any information about the Company provided to Prospective Buyer at any time or in
any manner that would not otherwise be generally available to or known by the public other than as a
result of improper disclosure by Prospective Buyer or that has been obtained by Prospective Buyer from a
source other than Prospective Sellers or the Company, provided that such source was not bound by a duty
of confidentiality to Prospective Sellers or the Company or another party with respect to such
infonnation. If the Binding Provisions are terminated, Prospective Buyer shall promptly return to
Prospective Sellers or the Company any and all due diligence information or Confidential Information in
its possession.

G.

Costs

Prospective Buyer and each Prospective Seller shall be responsible for and bear all its own costs
and expenses incurred in connection with the proposed transaction, including expenses of its
Representatives, incmred at any time in connection with pmsuing or consummating the proposed
transaction.

H.

Termination

The Binding Provisions may be terminated by mutual written consent of Prospective Buyer and
Prospective Sellers or if the Definitive Agreement was not executed by June 15, 2016. Provided further,
however, that unless there is a written notice claiming a breach or default by one party for the actions of
another, the termination of the Binding Provisions of this Letter shall fully and finally end all duties and
obligations of any party to the other, except as to Paragraphs E and F, which shall survive any such
termination.

I.

Entire Agreement; Amendment

The Binding Provisions constitute the entire agreement between the parties, and supersede all
prior oral or written agreements, understandings, representations and warranties, and courses of conduct
and dealing between the parties on the subject matter hereof. Except as otherwise provided herein, the
Binding Provisions may be amended or modified only by a writing executed by all of the parties.
J.

Governing Law; Jurisdiction; Venue

This Letter shall be governed by and construed under the laws of the state of Idaho. Prospective
Buyer irrevocably consents to the jurisdiction and venue of the District Court of the State of Idaho, in and
for Ada County, in connection with any action relating to this Agreement.
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Garth Stoddard

~ f>'-" ,J .,,., L
J

C. Burtenshaw

Southern Idaho Surgery Center, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company

By: Marlon Michel
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Joe Borton
From:

Sent:

•

•

Anne Little-Roberts < robertsanne2000@yahoo.com >
Tuesday, August 02, 2016 9:36 AM

To:

John Falk; David Wishney; Littleewe2; Bruce Thomas; Joe Borton; Doug Roberts; John
Berg

Subject:

College Ave house offer

Hi everyone,
I just wanted to let everyone know that I've verbally (with a handshake) accepted an offer on Bill's house. They want to close by the
9th, but we will be in Eastern Idaho for state golf. Hopefully by the end of next week we'll be able to close.
It's my understanding that things are moving along well enough that the house will be transferred into my name first and then sold.
had wondered if it needed to be sold out of the estate, but it doesn't sound like it does.
Anne

1
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Joe Borton
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

•

Danielle Layman
Tuesday, August 02, 2016 10:50 AM
lacy bruce
Joe Borton
Scheduling Order
Scheduling Order.pdf

•

Michael,
Attached please find a copy ofthe Scheduling Order that was issued by the court today. Please feel free to call if you
have any questions.

Danielle Layman
Paralegal

BORTON - LAKEY
l ..AW AND POtlCY

Phone: 908-4415
Fax: 493-4610
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
v.-v.rw.borton-lakev.com

11

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email is legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you have received
this document in error, and that any reading, distributing, copying or disclosure is unauthorized.

1
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Planning and Zoning Commission
Staff Report
West Highland Ranch Subdivision

Planned Unit Development
Hearing Date: December 15, 2008. January 26; 2009
PROJECT SUMMARY: A request by Coleman Homes for a Conditional Use Permit for a Planned
Unit Development for 844 residential lots on approximately 281.83 acres generally located between
Emmett Road and Cemetery Road along Willis Road, Middleton, Idaho.

Applicant:

Coleman Homes
1025 South Bridgeway Place, Suite 280
Eagle, ID 83616

Representative:

Engineering Solutions, LLP
1029 North Rosario Street, Suite 100
Meridian, ID 83642

i.

APPLICATION SUBMITTAL: Application ieceived on October 18, 2008.

2.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:
Published notice fPT:
Letters to 300' Property Owners:
Letter to Applicant:
Letters to Agencies:
Property Posted:

3.

November 26, 2008
November 25, 2008
November 25, 2008
November 24, 2008
December 4, 2008

HfSTORY OF PREVIOUS ACTIONS: The annexation, zoning and development
agreement for the subject property was approved by City Council on January 18, 2006.
The preliminary plat for 797 residential lots on was approved by the Planning and Zoning

Commission on April 17, 2006. City Council approved the preliminary plat on July 19,
2006.

4.

COMPREHENSfVE PLAN LAND USE MAP AND ZONING MAP DESIGNATIONS:
Comp Plan
Oeslanation

Zoning
Designation
Agriculture (County)
R-3 {sino!e-fam!M (CIM

Actual
Land Use

Existing

Low Density Residential

Proposed

No Changes Proposed

R-3 {single-family residential)

Residential

North

Low Density Residential

Agricultural (County)

Agricultural/Residential

South

Medium Density Residential

Agriculture (County}
R-4 (combined residential)

Agricultural/Residential

Agricultural/Residential

(CiM

East

Medium Density Residential
Public

West

Very Low Density Residential
Medium Densitv Residential

Agricultural (County)
C-1 (neighborhood

commercial (City}
R~3 (single-fami!v) {Cltv)
Agricultural (County}
R-3 (single-family) (CIM

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
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Agricultural/Residential

Residential

5. SITE DATA:

•

•

Total Acreage:
Density:
Average Lot Size:
Total Lots:
Single-family:
School Site:
Common Lots:
Open Space:
Phases:

281.83 acres
2.99 units per acre
9,353 sf
903

843
1
59
29.16 acres/10.35%

20
Proposed

Proposed

Required

R-3

2.99/ac

3.0/ac

R-3
R-3

5,SOOsf
40ft

R-3

30 ft

8,000 sf*
75ft
30 ft

Zone
Dwelling Units/Gross
Acre
Minimum Lot Size
Minimum Lot Width
Minimum Street Frontage

* Note: The interior lots may be less than 8,000 sf; provided that the average lot size of all interior
lots shall be not less than 8,000 sf and the actual size of any interior lot is not less than 7,000 sf.
Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.
"'The comer lots may be less than 8,500 sf and the actual size of any comer lot is not less than
8,000 sf. Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.

6. AGENCY RESPONSES:
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ): sent a response on December 4, 2008.
7. PUBLIC RESPONSES: None
8. IDAHO CODE: 67-6515

MIDDLETON CITY CODE: 6-5-3-1 Planned Unit Development:
A. Purpose And Intent

1. The planned unit development (PUD) process provides an opportunity for land
development that preserves natural features, allows efficient provision of services, and
provides common open spaces or other amenities not found In traditional lot by lot
development. The procedure may allow a combination or variety of residential, commercial,
office, technical and industrial land uses. It also provides for the consistent application of
conditions of approval for the various phases of the planned unit development.
2. A planned unit development Is intended to:
a. Permit greater flexibility and, consequently, more creative design for development than
generally is possible under conventional zoning regulations;
b. Retain and preserve natural scenic qualities and topographic features of open spaces;
promote aesthetics; prevent disruption of natural drainage patterns;
c. Promote the creation and efficient use of open space and park area;
d. Provide a harmonious variety of neighborhood development and a higher level of urban
amenities.
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; Staff Report Dat.c: Janumy 13, 2008
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B. Conditional Use Permit Required: Every planned unit development requires a conditional
use permit and shall be subject to all conditional use permit application procedures as weft as
to procedures specified in this chapter. When a PUD includes mixed land uses (zoning
deviation) or is intended to be subdivided for sale to separate ownerships upon completion,
the conditional use permitting procedure shall require two (2) public hearings, one before the
planning and zoning commission and one before the council.

C. Other Requirements: A PUD shall be subject to applicable development requirements
as set forth in MCC title 4, chapter 4; title 6, chapter 1; and MCC 6-5-4 and 6-5-6.

D. Ownership:
1. An application for approval of a PUD may be filed by a property owner or a person having
an existing interest in the property to be included in the PUD. The PUD application shall be
filed in the name or names of the recorded owner or owners of property included in the
development However, the application may be filed by the holder(s) of an equity interest in
such property.
2. Before approval is granted to the final development plan, the entire project shall be under
single or corporate ownership or control, and proof of legal title must be presented with the
final development plan.
E. Zoning Conformance: A PUD may be allowed by conditional use permit in any zoning
district when it is in substantial conformity with the underlying zone and upon taking the
following items into consideration:
1. The proposed uses shall not be detrimental to present and potential surrounding uses; nor
shall they be detrimental to the health, safety and general welfare of the public. The suitability
of the proposal will be considered for the location and specific site.
2. The density of the planned unit development considered as a whole shall be In substantial
conformity with the density of the underlying zoning district.
3. Any variation from the basic zoning district requirements must be warranted by the design
and amenities incorporated in the preliminary and final development plan.
4. The final development plan must be in conformance with the preliminary plan.
5. The planned unit development must meet the general objectives of the comprehensive land
use plan.
6. Existing and proposed streets and utility services must be suitable and adequate for the
proposed development.
7. An agreement may be required ben.veen the developer and the city which delineates
commitments of the developer to the city and of the city to the developer.
F. Use Regulations: Any permitted or conditional uses shown in MCC 5-2-4, table 1, land use
schedule, allowed in an underlying zoning district may also be allowed in the planned unit
development.
G. Use Exceptions: In the case of planned unit developments greater than two (2) acres in
size, the commisslon may authorize specified uses not permitted or conditionally pennitted by
the use regulations of the zoning district in which the development is located, provided the
commission shall find:
1. That the uses permitted by such exception are necessary or desirable and are appropriate
with respect to the primary purpose of the development; and
2. That the uses pennitted by such exception are not of such a nature or so located as to be
detrimental to the surrounding neighborhood; and

West Highland Ronch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; Staff Report Date: January 13, 2008
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3. That the development is phased so that the approval to construct the exceptioned use or
uses is coordinated with the construction of all or a proportionate phase of the pennitted use;
and

4. That no more than twenty percent (20%) of the total area of the planned unit development
shall be devoted to the uses permitted by the exception; and
5. That the uses permitted by such exception are shown to contribute to a ooherent living style
and sense of community; and
6. That the use exceptions will be located and so designed as to provide direct access to a
collector or arterial street without creating congestion or traffic hazards.
H. Developer Benefits: Planned unit developments are intended to provide certain benefits to
the public and to the developer. The installation of public improvements (streets, water, sewer,
streetlights, etc.} and two (2} or more of the amenities setforth herein, ensure a pub6c benefit.
To provide the developer with an incentive to utilize the planned unit development process,
the following allowances may be incorporated into the proposal:
1. A variety of housing types may be included in residential projects including attached units,
detached units, single-family units and multiple units.

2. The minimum lot size of the zoning district may be reduced within the density limits of the
zone. "Density limits" defined as the gross area less all unbuildable area divided by the
minimum lot size for the zone in which the site is located.
3. Private streets may be utilized within the project with standards that are less than public
street standards set forth in MCC 6-3-2, subject to approval by the city engineer, public works
supervisor and fire chief.
4. Setbacks for buildings within the interior of the project may be less than required in the
zoning district. A distance often feet (1 O') shall be maintained between all detached buildings
unless greater separation is required by fire or building codes.
5. The conditions of approval applied to a large planned unit development concept plan shall
be applied consistently to each subsequent phase unless otherwise agreed to by both the
applicant and the council.
6. Buildings may be clustered to preserve as open space those areas considered to be
environmentally sensitive, such as river areas, floodways, foothills, and wetlands. Clustering of
dwelling units, commercial and industrial uses, is encouraged as long as buffer yards, open
space and emergency access are adequately planned. Buffer yards shall be required to
separate different uses in order to eliminate or minimize potential interference and nuisances
on adjacent properties.
7. Uses which are not allowed within the zoning district may be allowed as part of the planned
development subject to the twenty percent (20%) exception requirements.

I. Development Standards: The development proposal shall be preplanned in its entirety and
be characterized by a unified site design. Approval of a planned unit development shall
substantially conform to the zoning district in which the development is located unless
otherwise provided herein and based on the following:
1. Size: The minimum size for a planned unit development shall be as follows:
a. Planned development, primarily residential: No minimum.
b. Planned development, primarily commercial: One acre.
c. Planned development, primarily industrial: Five (5) acres.
d. Planned development, primarily office: Two (2) acres.
2. Residential Density: The number of dwelling units allowed in a planned unit development
shall be calculated by taking the gross area, less the area set aside for nonresidential
excepted uses, less open spaces, churches, schools, and public roadways, and dividing by
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; Staff Report Date: January 13, 2008
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the minimum lot area per dwelling unit required by the zone in which the site is located. An
increase in the computed allowable maXimum density, not to exceed ten percent(10%), may
be permitted upon recommendation ofthe commission that the increased density is justified in
terms of the relationship to open area, service demand and the total quality and character of
the project.
3. Yards: Along the periphery of the planned unit development, yards shall be provided as
required by regulations of the district in which the development is located, unless an exception
is provided. Where development already exists at the periphery, the yards shall be matched,
where practical, (e.g., side yards should be provided adjacent to side yards, rear yards
adjacent to rear yards and front yards opposite front yards).
4. Off Street Parking: Off street parking shall comply with the parking requirements of the
underlying zone. No common parking or maneuvering areas shall be allowed within twenty
feet (20') of the boundary of the PUD. All common parking or maneuvering areas shall be
buffered from adjacent properties. The buffer area must be landscaped, screened, or
protected by natural features with the objective of minimizing adverse impacts to surrounding
properties. In addition to the above requirements, where on street parking is prohibited, at
least one-half (1/2) additional parking space per dwelling unit shall be provided either In
approved parking bays along the street or in an off street parking area.
5. Signs: Signs shall comply with the sign ordinance (MCC 5-2-5).
6. Storm Water Management The management of storm water shall conform with the city
storm water management policy (MCC 6-3-9).
7. Open Space/Common Areas/Amenities: For purposes of this chapter, the following
definitions shall apply:
Unless otherwise approved, not less than ten percent (10%) of the total gross area of a
residential PUD shall be retained as permanent ,open space and shall not include strips of
less than frttaen feet (15') in width unless designed to accommodate a water feature such
as a pond or stream. A minimum of twenty percent (20%} of land area of a PUD devoted to
multiple-family residential use shall consist of open space. Of this required open space,
portions may be •common area" used for recreational or other collective enjoyment by
occupants of the development, privately owned properties dedicated by easements to
assure that open space will be permanent, and lands developed as active recreational
areas or preserved in their natural state when such areas contain unique natural assets
such as groves of trees, ponds, rivers or stream beds. If ponds are to be considered as
part of the required open space, no more than twenty five percent (25%) of the surface
area of the ponds shall be used.
a. Dimension: In order to be functionally usable, open space should eXist in quantities of
some minimum dimension. Therefore, the areas of each parcel of open space to be used
for active recreational use shall have a size and shape consistent with the planned use.
b. Location: Open spaces shafl be distributed within projects in locations near the dwelling
units of the people they are intended to serve.
c. Open Space: Land indicated as open space, common areas, amenities (tennis courts,
playgrounds, swimming pool, etc.}, streets and sidewalks shall be shown on the preliminary
plan and provide on the plan that they be permanently maintained as such either by a
homeowners' association which provides private covenants, an agreement with the
developer or, if suitable and mutually agreeable, by public dedications.
8. Easements: Easements for pedestrian/bicycle pathways in accordance with the. city's
greenbelt/bike/pathway master plan.
9. Amenities: Amenities shall be provided as a part of each planned unit development greater
than one acre in size. The number of amenities (minimum of 2) shall be proportionate to the
size of the development and may include, but not be limited to, any of the following:
a. Private recreational facilities such as a swimming pool, tennis court, barbecue area or
playground of a size appropriate to meet needs of the development.
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
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b. Provision for public access to any public open space, park or river greenbelt.
c. Publicly dedicated land in a PUD for facilities such as school, fire station, well site, public
park, public recreational facility.
d. Additional open space for parkways, boulevards, or other features designed to mitigate
vehicle/traffic impact.
e. Other amenities as approved by the planning and zoning commission and council.
10. Landscaped Open Space: All residential planned unit developments on less than one acre
shall provide each dwelling unit with a minimum of one hundred (100) square feet of private,
landscaped open space. The planning and zoning commission should evaluate each project
on its own merits and allow variations to the open space standard where it can be shown that
the provided space meets the intent and purpose of this section.
11. Required Setbacks: Attached structures may be permitted in planned unit developments.
The minimum separation between detached buildings shall be ten feet (1 O') unless greater
separation is required by fire or building codes.

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
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Planning and Zoning Commission
Staff Report

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development
Hearing Date; February 23, 2009
PROJECT SUMMARY: A request by Coleman Homes for a Conditional Use Permit for a Planned Unit

Development for 844 residential lots on approximately 281.83 acres generally located between
Emmett Road and Cemetery Road along Willis Road, Middleton, Idaho.
Coleman Homes

Applicant:

1025 South Bridgeway Place, Suite 280

Eagle, ID 83616
Representative:

Engineering Sofutions, LLP
1029 North Rosario Street, Suite 100
Meridian, ID 83642

1.

APPLICATION SUBMITTAL: Application received on October 16, 2008.

2.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:

Published notice IPT:
Letters to 300' Property OWners:
Letter to Applicant:
Letters to Agencies:
Property Posted:

February 6, 2009
February 4, 2009
February 2, 2009
February 3, 2009
February 13, 2009

3.

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS ACTIONS: The annexation, zoning and development
agreement for the subject property was approved by City Council on January 18, 2006. The
preliminary plat for 797 residential lots on was approved by the Planning and Zoning
Commission on April 17, 2006. City Council approved the preliminary plat on July 19, 2006.

4.

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LAND USE MAP AND ZONING MAP DESIGNATIONS:

Comp Plan
Designation

Zoning
Designation
Agriculture (County)
R-3 {sinale-famlM (CiM·

Actual
Land Use

AgriculturalfResidential

Existing

Low Density Residential

Proposed

No Changes Proposed

R-3 (single-family residential)

Residential

North

Low Density Residential

Agricultural (County)

Agricultural/Residential

South

Medium Density Residential

East

Medium Density Residential
Public

West

Very Low Density Residential
Medium Density Residential

Agriculture (County)
R-4 (combined residential)
(CiM
Agricultural (County)
C-1 (neighborhood
commercial (City)
R-3 {sinale-famiM (CIM
Agricultural (County)
R-3 (sinale-famiM CCiM
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5. SITE DATA:
Total Acreage:
Density:
Average Lot Size:
Total Lots:
Single-family:
School Site:
Common Lots:
Open Space:
Phases:

·•

281.83 acres
2.99 units per acre
9,353 sf

903
843
1
59
29.16 acres/10.35%

20
Proposed
Zone

Proposed

Required

R-3

2.99/ac

3.0/ac

R-3

5,700 sf
40 ft
30 ft

8,000 sf*

Dwelling Units/Gross
Acre
Minimum Lot Size
Minimum Lot Width

Minimum Street Frontaae

R-3
R-3

75 ft
30 ft

* Note: The interior lots may be less than 8,000 sf; provided that the average lot size of all interior
lots shall be not less than 8,000 sf and the actual size of any interior lot is not less than 7,000 sf.
Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.
*The comer lots may be less than 8,500 sf and the actual size of any comer lot is not less than
8,000 sf. Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.
6. AGENCY RESPONSES:
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ): sent a response on December 4, 2008.
7. PUBLIC RESPONSES: None
8. IDAHO CODE: 67-6515
MIDDLETON CITY CODE: 6-5-3-1 Planned Unit Development:
A. Purpose And Intent

1. The planned unit development {PUD) process provides an opportunity for land development
that preserves natural features, allows efficient provision of services, and provides common
open spaces or other amenities not found in traditional lot by lot development. The procedure
may allow a combination or variety of residential, commercial, office, technical and industrial
land uses. It also provides for the consistent application of conditions of approval for the
various phases of the planned unit development.
2. A planned unit development is intended to:
a. Permit greater flexibility and, consequently, more creative design for development than
generally is possible under conventional zoning regulations;
b. Retain and preserve natural scenic qualities and topographic features of open spaces;
promote aesthetics; prevent disruption of natural drainage patterns;
c. Promote the creation and efficient use of open space and park area;
d. Provide a hannonious variety of neighborhood development and a higher level of urban
amenities.
B. Conditional Use Permit Required: Every planned unit development requires a conditional
use permit and shall be subject to all conditional use pennit application procedures as well as
West Highland RancJi Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; Staff.Report Date: Fcbrumy 9, 2009
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to procedures specified in this chapter. When a PUD includes mixed land uses (zoning
deviation) or is intended to be subdivided for sale to separate ownerships upon completion,
the conditional use permitting procedure shall require two (2) public hearings, one before the
planning and zoning commission and one before the council.

c. Other Requirements: A PUD shall be subjed to applicable development requirements
as set forth in MCC title 4, chapter 4; title 6, chapter 1; and MCC 6-5-4 and 6-5-6.
D. Ownership:
1. An application for approval of a PUD may be filed by a property owner or a person having an
existing interest in the property to be included in the PUO. The PUD application shall be filed in
the name or names of the recorded owner or owners of property included in the development.
However, 1he application may be filed by the holder(s) of an equity interest in such property.
2. Before approval is granted to the final development plan, the entire project shall be under
single or corporate ownership or control, and proof of legal titfe must be presented with the
final development plan.

E. Zoning Conformance: A PUD may be affowed by conditional use permit in any zoning district
when it is in substantial conformity with the underlying zone and upon taking the following
items into consideration:
1. The proposed uses shall not be detrimental to present and potential surrounding uses; nor
shall they be detrimental to the health, safety and general welfare of.the public. The suitability
of the proposal will be considered for the location and specific site.
2. The density of the planned unit development considered as a whole shall be in substantial
conformity with the density of the underlying zoning district.
3. Any variation from the basic zoning district requirements must be warranted by the design
and amenities incorporated in the preliminary and final development plan.
4. The final development plan must be in confonnance with the pre6minary plan.
5. The planned unit development must meet the general objectives of the comprehensive land
use plan.
6. Existing and proposed streets and utility seivices must be suitable and adequate for the
proposed development.
7. An agreement may be required between the developer and the city which delineates
commitments of the developer to the city and of the city to the developer.
F. Use Regulations: Any pennitted or conditional uses shown in MCC 5-2-4, table 1, land use
schedule, allowed in an underlying zoning district may also be allowed in the planned unit
development.

G. Use Exceptions: In the case of planned unit developments greater than two (2) acres in
size, the commission may authorize specified uses not permitted or conditionally permitted by
the use regulations of the zoning district in which the development is located, provided the

commission shall find:
1. That the uses permitted by such exception are necessary or desirable and are appropriate
with respect to the primary purpose of the development; and
2. That the uses permitted by such exception are not of such a nature or so located as to be
detrimental to the surrounding neighbomood; and
3. That the development is phased so that the approval to construct the exceptioned use or
uses is coordinated with the construction of all or a proportionate phase of the permitted us~;
and
4. That no more than twenty percent (20%) of the total area of the planned unit development
shall be devoted to the uses permitted by the exception; and
Weat Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Devdopmcnt; Staff'Rcport Date: Fcbruacy 9, 2009
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5. That the uses permitted by such exception are shown to contribute to a coherent living style
and sense of community; and

6. That the use exceptions will be located and so designed as to provide direct access to a
collector or arterial street without creating congestion or traffic hazards.
H. Developer Benefits: Planned unit developments are intended to provide certain benefits to
the public and to the developer. The installation of public improvements (streets, water, sewer,
streetlights, etc.) and two (2} or more of the amenities set forth herein, ensure a public benefit.
To provide the developer with an incentive to utilize the planned unit development process, the
following allowances may be incorporated into the proposal:

1. A variety of housing types may be included in residential projects including attached units,
detached units, single-family units and multiple units.
2. The minimum lot size of the zoning district may be reduced within the density limits of the
zone. "Density limits" defined as the gross area less all unbuildable area divided by the
minimum lot size for the zone in which the site is located.
3. Private streets may be utilized within the project with standards that are less than public
street standards set forth in MCC 6-3-2, subject to approval by the city engineer, public works
supervisor and fire chief.
4. Setbacks for buildings within the interior of the project may be less than required in the
zoning district. A distance of ten feet (1 O') shaU be maintained between all detached buildings
unless greater separation is required by fire or building codes.
5. The conditions of approval applied to a large planned unit development concept plan shaU
be applied consistently to each subsequent phase unless otherwise agreed to by both the
applicant and the council.
6. Buildings may be clustered to preserve as open space those areas considered to be
environmentally sensitive, such as river areas, tloodways, foothills, and wetlands. Clustering of
dwelling units, commercial and industrial uses, is encouraged as long as buffer yards, open
space and emergency access are adequately planned. Buffer yards shall be required to
separate different uses in order to eliminate or minimize potential interference and nuisances
on adjacent properties.
7. Uses which are not allowed within the zoning district may be allowed as part of the planned
development subject to the twenty percent {20%) exception requirements.
I. Development Standards: The development proposal shall be preplanned in its entirety and
be characterized by a unified site design. Approval of a planned unit development shall
substantially conform to the zoning district in which the development is located unless
otherwise provided herein and based on the following:
1. Size: The minimum size for a planned unit development shall be as follows:
a. Planned development, primarily residential: No minimum.
b. Planned development, primarily commercial: One acre.
c. Planned development, primarily industrial: Five (5) acres.
d. Planned development, primarily office: Two (2) acres.
2. Residential Density: The number of dwelling units allowed in a planned unit development
shall be calculated by taking the gross area, less the area set aside for nonresidential
excepted uses, less open spaces, churches, schools, and public roadways, and dividing by the
minimum lot area per dwelling unit required by the zone in which the site is located. An
increase in the computed allowable maximum density, not to exceed ten percent (10%), may
be permitted upon recommendation of the commission that the increased density is justified in
terms of the relationship to open area, service demand and the total quality and character of
the project.
WeatHighlrmd Ranch Subdivision
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3. Yards: Along the periphery of the planned unit development, yards shall be provided as
required by regulations of the district in which the development is located, unless an exception
is provided. Where development already exists at the periphery, the yards shall be matched,
where practical, (e.g., side yards should be provided adjacent to side yards, rear yards
adjacent to rear yards and front yards opposite front yards}.
4. Off Street Parking: Off street parking shall comply with the parking requirements of the
underlying zone. No common parking or maneuvering areas shall be allowed within twenty feet
{20') of the boundary of the PUD. All common parking or maneuvering areas shall be buffered
from adjacent properties. The buffer area must be landscaped, screened, or protected by
natural features with the objective of minimizing adverse impacts to surrounding properties. In
addition to the above requirements, where on street parking is prohibited, at least one-half (1liJ
additional parking space per dwelling unit shall be provided either in approved parking bays
along the street or in an off street parking area.
5. Signs: Signs shall comply with the sign ordinance (MCC 5•2-5).
6. Storm Water Management: The management of stonn water shall conform with the city
storm water management policy (MCC 6-3-9).
7. Open Space/Common Areas/Amenities: For purposes of this chapter, the following
definitions shall apply:
Unless otherwise approved, not less than ten percent (10%) of the total gross area of a
residential PUO shall be retained as pennanent open space and shall not include strips of
less than fifteen feet {15') in width unless designed to accommodate a water feature such
as a pond or stream. A minimum of twenty percent (20%) of land area of a PUD devoted to
multiple-family residential use shall consist of open space. Of this required open space,
portions may be "common area" used for recreational or other collective enjoyment by
occupants of the development, privately owned properties dedicated by easements to
assure that open space will be permanent, and lands developed as active recreational
areas or preserved in their natural state when such areas contain unique natural assets
such as groves of trees, ponds, rivers or stream beds. If ponds are to be considered as part
of the required open space, no more than twenty five percent (25%} of the surface area of
the ponds shall be used.
a. ·Dimension: In order to be functionally usable, open space should exist in quantities of
some minimum dimension. Therefore, the areas of each parcel of open space to be used
for active recreational use shall have a size and shape consistent with the planned use.
b. Location: Open spaces shall be distributed within projects in locations nearthe dwelling
units of the people they are intended to serve.
c. Open Space: Land indicated as open space, common areas, amenities (tennis courts,
playgrounds, swimming pool, etc.}, streets and sidewalks shall be shown on the preliminary
plan and provide on the plan that they be permanently maintained as such either by a
homeowners' association which provides private covenants, an agreement with the
developer or, if suitable and mutually agreeable, by public dedications.
8. Easements: Easements for pedestrian/bicycle pathways in accordance with the city's
greenbelt/bike/pathway master plan.
.
9. Amenities: Amenities shall be provided as a part of each planned unit development greater
than one acre in size. The number of amenities (minimum of 2) shall be proportionate to the
size of the development and may include, but not be limited to, any of the foHowing:
a. Private recreational facilities such as a swimming pool, tennis court, barbecue area or
playground of a size appropriate to meet needs of the development.
b. Provision tor public ace&ss to any public open space, park or river greenbelt.
c. Publicly dedicated land in a PUD for facilities such as school, fire station, well site, public
park. public recreational facility.
d. Additional open space for parkways, boulevards, or other features designed to mitigate
vehicle/traffic impact.
e. Other amenities as approved by the planning and zoning commission and council.
WestHighlandR.anch Subdivision

Planned Unit Development StatrRcport Date: Febnwy 9, 2009
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10. Landscaped Open Space: All residential planned unit developments on less than one acre
shall provide each dwelling unit with a minimum of one hundred (100) square feet of private,
landscaped open space. The planning and zoning commission should evaluate each project
on its own merits and allow variations to the open space standard where it can be shown that
the provided space meets the intent and purpose of this section.
11. Required Setbacks: Attached structures may be permitted in planned unit developments.
The minimum separation between detached buildings shall be ten feet (10'} unless greater
separation is required by fire or building codes.

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Planned Unit Development; Staff Report Date: February 9, 2009
Page6
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Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & Order
Planning and Zoning Commission
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Hearing Date: December 15, 2008, January 26, 2009
Findings Date: February 23, 2009
PROJECT SUMMARY: A request by Coleman Homes for annexation and zoning of an additional 40.56 acres
into R-3 (single-family residential) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building sites on approximately 281.83
acres, a modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of maximum cul-de-sac length of600-feet
for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, and a waiver ofttie minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight
curves. The subject property is generally located on the northeast corner of Emmett Road and Willis Road and
located approximately½ mite northeast of the intersection of Harttey Road and Willis Road, Middleton, Idaho.
Applicant:

Coleman Homes
1025 South Bridgeway Place, Suite 280
Eagle, ID 83616

Representative:

Engineering Solutions, LLP
1029 North Rosario Street, Suite 100
Meridian, ID 83642

APPLICATION SUBMITTAL: Application received on October 16, 2008.
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:
Published notice fPT:
Letters to 300' Property Owners:
Letter to Applicant
Letters to Agencies:
Property Posted:

November 26, 2008
November 25, 2008
November 25, 2008
November 24, 2008
December 4, 2008

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS ACTIONS: The annexation, zoning and development agreement for the
subject property was approved by City Council January 18, 2006. The preliminary plat for 797
residential lots was approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission on April 17, 2006. City
Council approved the preliminary plat on July 19, 2006.
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LAND USE MAP & ZONING MAP DESIGNATIONS:
Comp Plan
Designation

Zoning
Designation
Agriculture (County)
R-3 (single-family) (City)

Actual
Land Use

Existing

Low Density Residential

Proposed

No Changes Proposed

R-3 (single-family residential)

Residential

North

Low Density Residential

Agricultural (County)

Agricultural/Residential

Medium Density Residential

Agriculture (County)
R-4 (combined residential)

Agricultural/Residential

South

Agricultural/Residential

(Citv)

East

Medium Density Residential
Public

West

Very Low Density Residential
Medium Density Residential

Agricultural (County)
C-1 (neighborhood
commercial (City)
R-3 (single-famiM (CiM
Agricultural (County)
R-3 (single-family) (City)
Pagel

Agricultural/Residential

Reside; ,_,
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SITE DATA:
Total Acreage:
Density:
Total Lots:
Single-family:
School Site:
Common Lots:
Open Space:

•
281.83 acres
2.99 units per acre
903
843
1

59
29.18 acres; 10.35%
Proposed
Zone

Dwellina Units/Gross Ac.
Minimum Lot Size
Averaae Lot Size•
Minimum Lot Width
Minimum Street Frontaae

R-3
R-3

R-3

Proposed

Required

2.99fac
5,700 sf
9,353 sf

3.0/ac
8,000 sf*
NIA
75 ft
30 ft

R-3

55ft

R-3

30 ft

* The interior lots may be less than 8,000 sf; provided that the average lot size of all interior lots
shall be not less than 8,000 sf and the actual size of any interior lot is not less than 7,000 sf. Only
residential lots are used in figuring averages.
*The comer lots may be less than 8,500 sf and the actual size of any comer lot is not less than
8,000 sf. Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.
AGENCY RESPONSES:
Middleton Mill Ditch Company & Middleton Irrigation Association responc;fed via a letter from
Jerry Kiser, attorney on November 26, 2008 requesting a written agreement with the
association be entered into as a condition of approval.
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEC) responded on December 4, 2008.
Idaho Department of Transportation (ITD) responded on December 9, 2008 stating that !TD
does not have a funding source available to make improvements to Highway 44. In the interest
of public safety and highway operations, ITO requests provisions be included in the
Development Agreement to address the created traffic impact. The traffic impact study
recommends the intersections of Highway 44 with Emmett Road, Hartley Road and Cemetery
Road will require traffic signals with additional lanes. These recommendations should be
required.
PUBLIC WRITTEN RESPONSES: None
WITNESSES SIGNED UP IN FAVOR: Thomas Coleman, applicant, Becky McKay, representative,
Gary A. Peters, and Tom Farley, Middleton School District No. 134.
WITNESSES SIGNED UP IN OPPOSITION: Don Southard
APPLICABLE CODES:
Middleton City Code, Title 5 and Title 6
Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 65
STAFF ANALYSIS:
This application is within the Middleton Area of City Impact and City limits. The 40.56 acres
Pagc2
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that is being annexed is currently zoned "N (Agriculture) under Canyon County's Zoning
Ordinance. The remaining parcel is within the City limits and is zoned R-3 (single-family
residential) zone. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan Map identifies this area as low density
residential and medium density residential which is consistent with the applicant's request.
The applicant has requested a waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight
curves that do not meet this requirement. The original approved preliminary plat had
approximately 39 curves that did not meet the 125-foot requirement.
Additionally, the applicant is requesting a waiver of two cul-de-sacs, Concha Place and
Mustang Mesa Avenue, which exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length requirement of 600feet. Concha Place exceeds by 34-feet and Mustang Mesa exceeds by 72-feet. The original
approved preliminary plat also had two cul-de-sacs which exceeded the 600-foot maximum
length.
Revisions to the Development Agreement were submitted to staff on January 20, 2009. The
changes have not been reviewed as of the date of this staff report.
The Planning and Zoning Commission may want to consider the following conditions:
1. The conditions in Holladay Engineering letter dated November 11, 2008 and December
6, 2006 shall be met.
2. The applicant shall comply with Drainage District No. 2's letter dated November 26,
2008, prior to any building permits being issued unless approved by Council.
Mr. Coleman has provided a list of conditions of approval that he has agreed to. The Planning
and Zoning Commission can choose to incorporate the document as whole, select specific
conditions or none of the conditions into your motion.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission are authorized to hear this case and make a
recommendation to the City Council per Middleton City Code, Title 5 and Title 6 and Idaho
Code Title 67, Chapter 65.
2. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing. including notice by publication,
notice by mailing, posted notice and notice to other agents as set forth in Trtle 67, Chapter 65,
Idaho Code and ordinances of the City of Middleton have been complied with.
3. All requirements for the conduct of public hearings as set forth in Title 67, Chapter 65, Idaho
Code and the Ordinances of the City of Middleton have been complied with.
4. A pre-application meeting was held on April 6, 2008 for the revised plat.
5. The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on December 15, 2008
and January 26, 2009.
6. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan identifies this area as low and medium density residential
which is consistent with the applicant's request.
7. 40.56 acres is being annexed then added to the existing acreage that is currently within city
limits.
8. The additional acreage is to be zoned R·3 (single family residential) which is consistent with
the existing West Highland Subdivision.
9. The original annexation, zoning and development agreement for the subject property was
approved on January 1B, 2006.
10. The preliminary plat for 797 residential lots was approved July 19, 2006.
11. Phase I and II final plats have been approved.
12. An addendum to the traffic study was submitted which included the additional lots.
Page3
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13. A waiver of the minimum 125-foot centeriine radius for eight curves was requested.
14. A waiver of two cul-de-sacs, which exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length requirement of
600-feet, was requested.

15. A list of conditions of approval was provided by the applicant and agreed to.
16. The modified development agreement has been reviewed by legal counsel.
17. The club house and pool will be private but the park adjacent to the club house and pool will
be available for use by the pub Uc. The homeowners association will be maintaining this area.
1B. Mr. Coleman agreed to place a temporary barricade on the end of the road that aligns the
most northerly boundary of this development until the collector road is completed, per Mr.
Peters request.
19. The minimum lot size will be 5,700 square feet.
20. The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission found that the applications presented met the
provisions of the Middleton Comprehensive Plan and found that the preliminary plat were in
compliance with requirements within Titles 5 and 6 of Middleton City Code.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Based on the forgoing findings, staff report and testimony the Middleton Planning and Zoning
Commission found this application for annexation and zoning of 40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family
residential) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building sites on approximately 281.83 acres, a
modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of maximum cul-de-sac length of
600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, and a waiver of the minimum 125-foot
centerline radius for eight curves, would be an asset to the City of Middleton. The plat presented
is in compliance with the ordinance. The applicant is willing to meet the conditions of approval
recommended by the Planning and Zoning Commission.
ORDEROFLAW

Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the Middleton Planning and
Zoning Commission recommends unanimously to City Council: ·
The application for annexation and zoning of an additional 40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family
residentiaQ zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building sites on approximately 281.83 acres, a
modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of maximum cul-de-sac length of
600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, a waiver of the minimum 125-foot
centeliine radius for eight curves be approved with the following conditions:

1. All conditions set forth in Holladay Engineering's letter dated November 11, 2008 and
December 8, 2008 shall be met.
2. The applicant shall comply with Drainage District No. 2's requirements in their letter dated
November 26, 2008.
3. The applicant shall modify the following documents to reflect the minimum lot size as 5,700
square feet:
a. 3.2.2.5.B of the Development Agreement
b. West Highlands Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009, number 24.
c. Preliminary Plat with the revised date of November 18, 2008.
4. The applicant shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands Conditions of
Approval, dated January 20, 2009.
5. The safety of the drainage ditch shall be evaluated for safety during the construction plan
review.

Page4
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Dated this 23 rd of February 2009

~czt_

City Clerk

Planning and Zoning Commission
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WEST HIGHLANDS RANCH CONDITIONS
OF APPROVAL
JANUARY 2D, 2009

ARCHITECTURE/ HOME DESIGN:
1.

Minimum square footage for any home shall be
1,200 square feet. Minimum square
footage for the ground floor of any two-story
hom'e shall be 1,000 square feet.

2. All homes shall have a front porch or cour
tyard area.
3. Any front facing three-car garage, or
two-car garage greater than 26 feet in width, shall
have
an 18-inch offset between

the garage.

the garage doors or wall area to break up the

front wall plane of

4. All driveways shall have a maximum
width of 20 feet. Approved material will be conc
rete or

concrete-type pavers.

5.

No unbroken, vertical two-story elevation
wall planes will be allowed (i.e. front garage walls
or similar, wide unbroken surfaces on the
front elevation). All full-height two-story walls
must be offset by at least 1 foot from the first
floor wall below, unless otherwise broken by
a roof or other architectural element. This will not
apply to second floor bonus spac

es
above garages, which have lowered plate heigh
ts on side walls giving the appearance of a
single story, or full height entry porches, stairw
ells or other two-story architectural design
elements.
6. All homes shall feature winged side
and rear yard fencing. Fencing material shall
be
deco

rative vinyl. Open wrought iron fencing shall
be used adjacent to parks. Open or semiprivacy fencing shall be used adjacent to open
spaces, such as pathways.

7. Each home shall have a minimum of two
exte

rior lights at the front wall of the garage and
minimum of one exterior light at front residence
entrance.

8. All home siding shall be Masonite,
Hardie Plank or similar quality. No vinyl, alum
inum or
steel

siding shall be allowed.

9. At least 75% of all homes in the commun
ity shall have front elevations featuring a~cent

elements of brick, stone (manufactured or synth
etic), stucco or specl~jty accent type siding
which differs from the siding type of the base
house. Said accent material is to return a
minimum of two feet at the sides of house or
to the next adjacent perpendicular plane,
whichever is less, and should be a minimum of
100 square feet. No "flat plane" facades
shall be allowed.

10. Porch soffits shall be finished with a mate
rial consistent with the level of adjacent mate
rials
and trim. All exposed wood shall be painted with
a solid stain or paint.

1
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11. AU designs should incorporate varied architectural elements such as projections, recesses,
dormers, porches, etc. to create visual interest and animation. Long, flat, unbroken surfaces
shall not be allowed.
12. Front elevation windows that occur in a flat wall plane shall be trimmed with a compatible
material. If adjacent wall surface returns back into a window (i.e. furred wolf or setback
windows), no additional trim shall be required.
13. Front porch posts and column widths shall be s~zed appropriately for the correct proportion
relative to the height of the architectural feature. No single 4 x 4 porch posts shall be
allowed.
14. All gable end eaves shall be a minimum of 12 inches in width. All soffit eaves shall be a
minimum of 16-inchl!s in width. All fascia boards shall be a minimum of 7½ Inches in width,
unless designed as a multiple element fascia. If so, total width of fascia mass must still total
at least 7 ½ inches. Some reduction in eave width may be allowed by the West Highlands
Design Review Committee on specific areas of front elevation depending on architectural
style and theme. Sides and rear eave widths to remain as noted above.
15. All homes shall have a minimum of twelve inch eaves beyond exterior walls.
16. All front yards shall be completed with Irrigation systems, rolled sod lawn, planter areas
with a minimum of 12 shrubs and a minimum of 2 trees within 30 days of the issuance of
Certificate of Occupancy.
17. All rear yards shall be landscaped and have an irrigation system installed, within 90 days of
homeowner occupancy. All rear yards of homes owned by developer shall be maintained so
as to limit the growth of noxious weeds.
18. All streets shall have detached sidewalks with rolled sod lawn and a minimum of one tree
per lot in the landscape strip between curb and sidewalk. All trees in landscape strip
between curb and sidewalk shall be Class I or Class II, so as to allow for minimal
encroachment into street.
19. Minimum roofing type shall be 30•Year Architectural Shingle. Additional roof types (I.e.
concrete or cloy tiles) of similar quality may be allowed the West Highlands Design Review
Committee depending on architectural style and theme.
20. Roof pitch shall be a minimum 5:12 unless flatter pitch is appropriate to the specific
proposed design theme, which shall require special review and apprq~.al by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee.
21. Homes shall be painted in accordance with the color palette approved by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee, which will include a variety of colors ranging from
earth tones to brighter uranch" type colors, In a tasteful balance.
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22. Identical house plans shall be separated by at least 2 lots (lncludlng facing lots across the
street) with no more than 3 plotted in this sequence unless separated by 3 lots. Identical
house elevations shall not occur in sequence and shall be separated by at least 2 lots of
varied elevation design.
23. All homes built on lots less than 7,500 square feet shall be of similar design and the same

quality as the elevations included in Attachment A hereto.
COMMUNITY DESIGN/ OPEN SPACE:
24. No more th~n
3 _ of lots in the community shall be less than 7,500 square feet. No Jot shall
be less tha , ·
qua re feet. ~•,..:cf\. i>'~tP,i.. --~ t,-O'i

h1 C)U (~~... c.~--·

'O

\

25. Owner shaU donaticertain property {identified in Exhibit Cto the Development Agreement

Revision #2) to the school district for the school district's expansion of parking, play area
and temporary classrooms at Heights Elementary.
26. Road connections shall be provided to an adjoining developable properties as shown on the
revised preliminary plat {Exhibit F to the Development Agreement Revision #2).
27. A pedestrian

route shall be constructed through the subdivision to provide for future
connections to surrounding schools.

wood or vinyl fence shall be constructed between the project site and the existing
cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes bordering the cemetery. ·

28. A sold

29. Developer shall make the following transportation improvements, as generally illustrated on

Attachment B hereto:
A. Developer shall widen and improve Emmett Road, a minor arterial shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 0.23 lane miles.
S. Developer shall widen and improve Willis Road, a major collector shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 1.42 lane miles.
C. Developer shall widen and improve Hartley Lane, a major collector shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 0.89 lane miles.
D. Developer shall widen and improve Cemetery Road, a major collector shown on
the City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 0.36 miles.
_,
E. Developer shall constructand dedicate Ninth Street, a new minor collector shown
on the City's Transportation Plan, for a distance of approximately 0.66 miles.
F. Developer shall dedicate the full right-of-way for Arabian Street, a minor collector
shown on the City's Transportation Plan, for a distance of approximately 0.18
miles and shall construct and dedicate the southern half of such street for such
distance.
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G. Developer shall construct and dedicate the following left turn lanes:
1) Northbound Cemetery Road to westbound Willis Road.
2) Eastbound Willis Road to northbound Emmett Road.
3) Eastbound Willis Road to northbound Hartley Lane.
4) Westbound Willis Road to southbound Hartley Lane.
5) Northbound Hartley Lane to westbound Willis Road.
6) Southbound Hartley Lane to eastbound Willis Road.
30. Developer shall make the following parks improvements, as generally illustrat
ed on
Attachment C hereto:
·
A. Developer shall construct an approximately 38-acre interconnected park
and trail
system.rhat extends to the development's external boundaries on all sides.
B. Developer's park system shall include approximately 15.1 acres of individu
al parks
with. amenities, as follows ("major amenities" shall include but not be limited
to
children's play equipment, swimming pools, volleyball courts, tennis courts
and
similar improvements; "minor amenities" shall include but not be limited to
barbeque areas, picnic tables and similar improvements):
1) An approximately 5.8-acre park with at least two major amenities and
two minor amenities.
2) An approximately 2.9-acre park with at least one major amenity and
two minor amenities.
3) An approximately 2.1-acre park with at least one major amenity and
two minor amenities.
4) Two approximately 1.0-acre parks, each with at least one major amenity
and two minor amenities.
5) Approximately 2.3 additional acres of parks along the park and trail
system with at least one minor amenity each.
C. Each individual park shall be landscaped with grass, shrubs and trees.
D. The park and trail system shall be open to the public but will be privatel
y owned
and maintained so there will be no ongoing cost to the City.
31. Developer shall comply with the provisions set forth in letters from Hollada
y Engineering
dated November 11, 2008 and December 8, 2008 and the letter from Enginee
ring Solutions
dated November 17, 2008, all of which are included in Attachment D hereto.
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Coleman Homes
real choias ... better !iring

February 25, 2009

City of Middleton City Council
15 N. Dewey Avenue
Middleton, Idaho 83644

RE:

West Highlands Ranch Subdivision

Dear Members of the City Council:
Coleman Homes is pleased to present for your consideration new development
applications related to the existing West Highlands Ranch subdivision, located along the
north and south sides of Willis Road between Emmett and Cemetery Roads.
Following a public hearing on January 26, 2009, the Middleton Planning and
Zoning Commission unanimously recommended approval of our applications with
certain conditions. We support a11 of the Planning and Zoning Commission's
recommended conditions ofapproval.
The City originally approved West Highlands Ranch in 2006 and subsequently
approved final plats for phases 1 and 2. The new applications presented to you now
include:

(1) Annexation and zoning applications to add roughly 40 acres of new
property;
(2) Revised preliminary plat and planned unit development applications to
correct some design flaws and to offer a broader range of lot (and home)
sizes; and
(3} A development agreement modification to reflect these changes.
Since submitting the new applications in October 2008, we have met regularly
with city staff (including planning staff, the city engineer, public works, and the city
attorney) to discuss these applications. We sincerely appreciate all of the time and
effort this team has expended to review and comment on the applications. Their Input
has been invaluable and has enhanced the applications.
We believe these applications, if approved, will result in a better development
for the City. The proposed mix of lot and home sizes will accommodate a broader range

p: 208 424 0020 J f: 208 424 0030

I 1025 S. Bridg~way Place, Suite 280 I Eagle, ID 83616
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of homebuyers, who desire high quality homes in varying sizes and price ranges
depending on their stage of life. In particular, we believe our request to allow some
smaller lots (while still maintaining the overall density and average lot size required in
the R-3 zone) will create a more desirable and sustainable community. This housing
diversity will provide residents with several options for homes that are neither entrylevel homes nor custom estates. This will help the City grow responsibly and in a
manner that is consistent with current planning principles, population demographics,
and market demand. As both the developer and homebuilder, we are in a unique
position to ensure these goals are accomplished.
Prior to the P&Z hearing, we provided the City with an updated Application
Narrative, proposed conditions of approval, and a development agreement modification
that we have developed with the extensive input of the city staff and city attorney.
These items are still current, except for the following changes we have agreed to:
❖

Conditions of Approval, p. 3, #24: minimum lot area should be increased to
5700 square feet.

❖

Development Agreement, Par. 3.2.2.S(B): minimum interior lot area should
be increased to 5700 square feet.

❖

Development Agreement, Par. 3.4: change 2nd sentence as follows:
"Failure to comply or guarantee completion of the conditions established in the
subdivision plat approval conditions er-and the Middleton City Code as modified
by the terms of this Agreement with.in one year, unless that timeframe is modified
by the City Council, shall result in a default of this Agreement by Developer."

The proposed conditions of approval and development agreement terms provide
the City with specific commitments that every West Highlands Ranch home will be
designed and constructed with high quality architecture, landscaping, and building
materials. Further, they provide the City with specific commitments regarding
significant parks and transportation improvements that will accompany the
development.
Thank you for your consideration of these applications. I look forward to
discussing them with you at the March 4th hearing.
Regards,

Thomas Coleman
Coleman Homes

p,

208 424 0020
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Message

From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Attachments:

thomas@coleman-communities.com [thomas@coleman-communities.com]
2/"15/2009 9:20:54 PM
'Wendy Howell'
Deborah E. Nelson; 'Becky McKay'
Letter to City Council

Coleman Homes to City Council 022509.pdf

High

Wendy,

Attached please find a letter to city Council clarifying the amendments to the application subsequent to
our hearing at Planning and zoning. Thanks,

Thomas

Thomas colernan
Coleman Homes
1025 s. Bridgeway Place, suite 280

Eagle, Idaho 83616
P:

(208) 424 - 0020

F:

(208) 424 - 0030

E: Thomas@mycolemanhome.com
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Middleton City Council
Staff Report

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Annexation, Zoning, Preliminary Plat, Development Agreement Modification,
& Conditional Use Permit for a Planned Unit Development.
Hearing Date: March 4, 2009
PROJECT SUMMARY; A request by Coleman Homes for annexation and zoning of an additional
40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family residential) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building lots on
approximately 281.83 acres, a modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of
maximum cul-de-sac length of 600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, a waiver of the
minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight curves and a Conditional Use Permit request for a
Planned Unit Development. The subject property is generally located on the northeast comer of
Emmett Road and Wims Road and located approximately ½ mile northeast of the intersection of
Hartley Road and Willis Road, Middleton, Idaho.

Applicant:

Coleman Homes
1025 South Bridgeway Place, Suite 280
Eagle, ID 83616

Representative:

Engineering Solutions, LLP
1029 North Rosario Street, Suite 100
Meridian, !D 83642

1.

APPLICATION SUBMITTAL; Application received on October 16, 2008.

2.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:
Published notice !PT:
Letters to 300' Property OWners:
Letter to Applicant:
Letters to Agencies:
Property Posted:

3.

February 9, 2009
February 10, 2009
February 9, 2009
February 10, 2009
February 13, 2009

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS ACTIONS: The annexation, zoning and development agreement for
the subject property was approved by City Council January 18, 2006. The preliminary plat for
797 residential lots was approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission on April 17, 2006.
City Council approved the preliminary plat on July 19, 2006.

West Righi.and Ranch Subdivision
Staff Report Date: Februruy 27, 2009
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LAND USE MAP & ZONING MAP DESIGNATIONS:

zoning
Designation
Agriculture (County)
R-3 (sinale-famiM (Citv)

Comp Plan
Deslanatlon

Actual
Land Use
Agricultural/Residential

Existing

Low Density Residential

Proposed

No Changes Proposed

R·3 (single-family residential)

Residential

North

Low Density Residential

Agricultural (County)

Agricultural/Residential

South

Medium Density Residential

R-4 (combined residentiaQ

Agriculture (County)

East

Medium Density Residential
Public

West

Wery Low Density Residential
Medium Oensfty Residential

5. SITE DATA:
Total Acreage:
Density:
Total Lots:
Single-family:

AgriculturaVResidential

AgriculturaVResidential
Residential

281.83 acres
2.99 units per acre

903
843

School Site:

1

Common Lots:

59

Open Space:

(CiM
Agricultural (County)
C-1 (neighborhood
commercial (City)
R-3 (sinale-famlM (City)
Agricultural (County)
R-3 (sinale•family} (CiM

29.18 acres; 10.35%
Proposed

Dwellina Units/Gross Ac.
Minimum Lot Size
Averaae Lot Size
Minimum Lot Width
Minimum Street Frontage

Proposed

Zone
R-3

Required

2.99/ac

3,0/ac

s,ooo sf*

R-3

5,700sf
9,353 sf
55ft

R-3

30ft

R-3
R-3

* The interior lots may be less than 8,000

N/A
75 ft
30ft

sf; provided that the average lot size of all interior lots

shall be not less than B,000 sf and the actual size of any interior lot is not less than 7,000 sf. Only
residential lots are used in figuring averages.
•The comer lots may be less than 8,500 sf and the actual size of any comer lot is not less than
8,000 sf. Only residential lots·are used in figuring averages.

6. AGENCY RESPONSES:
Middleton Mill Ditch company & Middleton Irrigation Association responded via a letter from
Jerry Kiser, attorney on November 26, 2008 requesting a written agreement with the
association be enter~d into as a condition of approval.

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Stafl'Report Date: February 27, 2009
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ldaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) responded on December 4, 2008 and
February 18, 2009. Both letters are the exact same.
Idaho Department of Transportation (ITD) responded on December 9, 2008 stating that ITO
does not have a funding source available to make Improvements to Highway 44. In the interest
of public safety and highway operations, fTD requests provisions be included in the
Development Agreement to address the created traffic impact. The traffic impact study
recommends the intersections of Highway 44 with Emmett Road, Hartley Road and Cemetery
Road will require traffic signals with additional lanes. These recommendations should be
required.
7. PUBLlC RESPONSES: None

8. APPLICABLE CODES:
Middleton City Code, Title 5 and Title 6
Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 65

9. STAFFANALYSIS:
This application is within the Middleton Area of City Impact and City limits. The 40.56 acres
that is being annexed is currently zoned "A" (Agriculture) under Canyon County's Zoning
Ordinance. The remaining parcel is within the City limits and is zoned R-3 (singfe-family
residential) zone. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan Map identifies this area as low density
residential and medium density residential which is consistent with the applicant's request. An
addendum to the traffic study was submitted which included the additional lots. The club house
and pool will remain private however the park adjacent to this amenity will be avaUable for use
by the public. The homeowners association will maintain this area.
The applicant has requested a waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight
curves that do not meet this requirement. The original approved preliminary plat had
approximately 39 curves that did not meet the 125-foot requirement. Additionally, the applicant
is requesting a waiver of two cul-de-sacs, Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, which
exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length requirement of 600-feet. Concha Place exceeds by 34feet and Mustang Mesa exceeds by 72-feel The original approved preliminary plat also had
two cul-de-sacs which exceeded the 600-foot maximum length.
The city and applicant's attorneys are finalizing the modified Development Agreement as of the
date of the staff report.
Mr. Coleman agreed during the Planning and Zoning Commission's hearing to place a
temporary barricade at the end of the road which aligns the most northerly boundary of this
development until the collector road is completed, per Mr. Peter's request.
Mr. Coleman has provided a list of conditions of approval that he has agreed to. The City
Council can choose to incorporate the document as whole, select specific conditions or not
any of the conditions into your motion.
The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission recommended unanimously to City Council
that the applications and waivers be approved with the following conditions:
1. All conditions set forth in Holladay Engineering's letter dated November 11, 2008 and
December 8, 2008 shall be met.
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Staff Report Date: February 27, 2009
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2. The applicant shall comply with Drainage District No. 2's requirements in their letter dated
November 26, 2008.
3. The applicant shall modify the following documents to reflect the minimum lot size as
5,700 square feet:
a. 3.2.2.5.B of the Development Agreement (Completed)
b. West Highlands Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009, number 24.
(Completed)

c. Preliminary Plat with the revised date of November 18, 2008.
4. The applicant shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands
Cond"rtions -0f Approval, dated January 20, 2009.
5. The safety of the drainage ditch shall be evaluated for safety during the construction plan
review.

ln addition to the recommended conditions from the Commission, the Council may also want to
consider the following condition:
1. The developer shall contribute S175,000 to the City for improvements to the intersection of
Cemetery Road and State Highway 44 as agreed to in the previous preliminary plat
process. The deposit of these funds shall be made to the City prior to signature of the final
plat for the next phase of the development These funds shall be held in an account until
such time that a traffic signal is constructed at the proposed intersection and would be
refundable to the developer if the traffic signal has not been completed by January 1,
2013. The fees shall also be refundable, if the City implements impact fees prior to the
construction of the signal. If construction is completed prior to a subsequent
implementation of impact fees, the $175,000 amount will be credited towards the impact
fees due from the West Highlands Development.

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Stnff'Report Date: February 27, 2009
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Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & Order
City Council
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Hearing Date: March 4, 2009
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _F_in_d_in...,.g....s_Da!e_:_r'{tay 6~,2_00_._9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PROJECT SUMMARY: A request by Coleman Homes for annexation and zoning of an additional
40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family residential) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building lots on
approximately 281.83 acres, a modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of
maximum cul-de-sac length of 600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, a waiver cf the
minimum 125-foot eenteriine radius for eight curves and a Conditional Use Permit request for a
Pianned Unit Development The subject property is generally located on the northeast comer of
Emmett Road and Vvillis Road and located approximately ½ mile northeast of the intersection of
Hartley Road and Willis Road, Middleton, ldaho.

Applicant:

Coleman Homes
1025 South Bridge\vay Place, Suite 280

Representative:

Engineering Solutions, LLP

Eagle, ID 83616
1029 North Rosario Street, Suite 100
Meridian, ID 83642

APPUCATION SUBMITTAL: Application received on October 16, 2008.
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:
Published no1ice IPT:
February' 9, 2009
Letters to 300' Property Owners:
February 10, 2009
Letter to Applicant:
February 9, 2009
letters to Agencies:
February 10, 2009
Property Posted:
February 13, 2009
HISTORY OF PREVIOUS ACTIONS: The annexation, zoning and development agreement for the
subject property was approved by City Council January i 8, 2006. The preliminary plat for 797
residential lots was approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission on April 17, 2006. City
Council approved the preliminary plat on July 19, 2006.

COMPREHENSfVE PLAN LAND USE MAP & ZONING MAP DESIGNATIONS:
Comp Plan
Desi nation

Actual
Land Use

Existing

Low Density Residential

Agricultural/Residential

Proposed

No Changes Proposed

Residential

North

Low Density Residential

South

Medium Density Residential

East
West

Agricultural (County)

Agricultural/Residential
Agricultural/Residential

Medium Density Residential

Agricultural/Residential

Public
ery Low Density Residential

Residential

Medium Density Residential
Page 1
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and pool will remain private however the park adjacent to this amenity will be available for use
by the public. The homeowners association will maintain this area.
The applicant has requested a waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight
curves that do not meet this requirement. The original approved preliminary plat had
approximately 39 curves that did not meet the 125-foot requirement. Additionally, the applicant
is requesting a waiver of two cul-de-sacs, Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, which
exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length requirement of 600-feet. Concha Place exceeds by 34feet and Mustang Mesa exceeds by 72-feet. The original approved preliminary plat also had
two cul-de-sacs which exceeded the 600-foot m~imum length.
Mr. Coleman agreed during the Planning and Zoning Commission's hearing to place a
temporary barricad.e at the end of the road which aligns the most northerly boundary of this
development until the collector road is completed, per Mr. Peter's request.
Mr. Coleman has provided a list of conditions of approval that he has agreed to. The City
Council can choose to incorporate the document as whole, select specific conditions or noi
any of the conditions into your motion.
The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission recommended unanimously to City Council
that the applications and waivers be approved with the following conditions:
1. All conditions set forth in Holladay Engineering's letter dated November 11, 2008 and
December 8, 2008 shall be met.
2. The applicant shall comply with Drainage District No. 2's requirements in their letter dated
November 26, 2008.
3. The applicant shall modify the following documents to reflect the minimum lot size as
5,700 square feet:
a. 3.2.2.5.B of the Development Agreement (Completed)
b. West Highlands Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009, number 24.
(Completed)
c. Preliminary Plat with the revised date of November 18, 2008.
4. The applicant shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands
Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009.
5. The safety of the drainage ditch shall be evaluated for safety during the construction plan
review.

FINDINGS OF FACT
1. The Middleton City Council is authorized to hear this case and render a decision per Middleton
City Code, Title 5 and Title 6 and Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 65.
2. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing, including notice by publication,
notice by mailing, posted notice and notice to other agents as set forth in Title 67, Chapter 65,
Idaho Code and ordinances of the City of Middleton have been complied with.
3. All requirements for the conduct of public hearings as set forth in Title 67, Chapter 65, Idaho
Code and the Ordinances of the City of Middleton have been complied with.
4. A pre-application meeting was held on April 6, 2008 for the revised plat.
5. The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on December 15, 2008,
January 26, 2009, and March 16, 2009 recommending approval with conditions.
6. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan identifies this area as low and medium density residential
which is consistent with the applicant's request.
Page3
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Total Acreage:
Density:
Total Lots:
Single-family:
School Site:
Cornrnon Lots:
Op~n Space:

281.83 acres
2.99 units per acre
903
843
1

59
29.18 acres; 10.35%

Dwellinq Units/Gross Ac.
Minimum Lot Size
Average Lot Size
Minimum l,.ot Width'
Minimum Street Frontaae

Proposed
Zone
R-3
R-3
R-3
R-3
R-3

Proposed

~equjred

2.99/ac
5,700 sf
9,353 sf

3.0/ac
8,000 sf"'

55 ft
30 ft

NIA
75 ft

I

I

30ft

* The interior lots may be less than 8,000 sf; provided that the average lot size of all interior lots
shall be not less than 8,000 sf and the actual size of any interior lot is not less than 7,000 sf. Only
residential lots are used in figuring averages.
.
*The comer lots may be less than 8,500 sf and the actual size of any comer lot is not less than
8,000 sf. Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.
AGENCY RESPONSES:

Middleton Mill Ditch Company & Middleton Irrigation Association responded via a letter from
Jerry Kiser, attorney on November 26, 2008 requesting a written agreement with the
association be entered into as a condition of approval.
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) responded on December 4, 2008 and
February 18, 2009. Both letters are the exact same.
Idaho Department of Transportation (ITD} responded on December 9, 2008 stating that ITD
does not have a funding source available to make improvements to Highway 44. In the interest
of public safety and highway operations, !TD requests provisions be included in the
Development Agreement to address the created traffic impact. The traffic impact study
recommends the intersections of Highway 44 with Emmett Road, Hartley Road and Cemetery
Road will require traffic signals with additional lanes. These recommendations should be
required.
PUBLIC WRITTEN RESPONSES: None
WITNESSES SIGNED UP IN FAVOR: Thomas Coleman, applicant; Becky McKay, representative
WITNESSES SIGNED UP IN OPPOSITION: None
APPLICABLE CODES:
Middleton City Code, Title 5 and Title 6
Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 65
STAFF ANALYSIS:
This application is within the Middleton Area of City Impact and City limits. The 40.56 acres
that is being annexed is currently zoned "A" (Agriculture) under Canyon County's Zoning
Ordinance. The remaining parcel is within the City limits and is zoned R-3 (single-family
residential) zone. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan Map identifies this area as low density
residential and medium density residential which is consistent with the applicant's request. An
addendum to the traffic study was submitted which included the additional lots. The club house •
Page2
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7. 40.56 acres is being annexed then added to the existing acreage that is currently within city
limits.
8. The additional acreage is to be zoned R-3 (single family residential) which is consistent with
the existing West Highland Subdivision.
9. The original annexation, zoning and development agreement for the subject property was
approved on January 18, 2006.
10. The original preliminary plat for 797 residential lots was approved July 19, 2006.
11. Phase I and II final plats have been approved.
12. An addendum to the traffic study was submitted which included the additional lots.
13. A waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight curves was requested.
14. A waiver of two cul-de-sacs, which exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length requirement of
600-feet, was requested.
15. A list of conditions of approval was provided by the applicant and agreed to by the developer.
16. The modified development agreement has been reviewed by legal counsel.
17. Mr. Coleman agreed to place a temporary barricade on the end of the road that aligns the
most northerly boundary of this development until the collector road is completed, per Mr.
Peters request.
18. The minimum lot size will be 5,700 square feet.
19. Mr. Coleman and the Council agreed to the following language being incorporated into the
development agreement: "At such time as the City is prepared to install a traffic signal at the
intersection of State Highway 44 and Cemetery Road, and so long as such installation will be
completed prior to January 1, 2015, Developer shall pay the City $175,000 to be used toward
the cost of that traffic signal within 30 days of a written request from the City. Developer shall
execute a guarantee to secure this payment, the form of which shall be approved by the City
Attorney."
20. No impact fee ordinance is in affect at this time.
21. The development agreement references the impact fees being an issue.
22. Impact fees may be assessed on this project and the credit issues will be addressed at that
time.
23. Idaho Code Impact Fee Act will apply where construction has commenced.
24. The Middleton City Council found that the applications presented met the provisions of the
Middleton Comprehensive Plan and found that the preliminary plat were in compliance with
requirements within Titles 5 and 6 of Middleton City Code.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Based on the forgoing findings, staff report and testimony the Middleton City Council found this
application for annexation and zoning of 40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family residential) zone,
preliminary plat approval of 844 building sites on approXimately 281.83 acres, a modification of the
existing development agreement, a conditional use permit for a planned unit development would
be an asset to the City of Middleton. The plat presented is in compliance with the ordinance. The
applicant is wllfing to meet the conditions of approval recommended by the Planning and Zoning
Commission.

Pagc4
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ORDER OF LAW

Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the Middleton City Council
approved the following request
The application for annexation and zoning of an additional 40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family
residential) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building lots on approximately 281.83 acres, a
modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of maximum cul-de-sac length of
600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, a waiver of the minimum 125-foot
centerline radius for eight curves and a Conditional Use Permit request for a Planned Unit
Development. The subject property is generally located on the northeast comer of Emmett Road
and Willis Road and located approximately ½ mile northeast of the intersection of Hartley Road
and Willis Road, Middleton, Idaho, be approved with the following conditions:
1. All conditions set forth in Holladay Engineering's letter dated November 11, 2008 and
December 8, 2008 shall be mel
2. The applicant shall comply with Drainage District No. 2's requirements in their letter dated
November 26, 2008.
3. The applicant shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands Conditions of
Approval, dated January 20, 2009.
4. The safety of the drainage ditch shall be evaluated for safety during the construction plan
review.
5. The following language shall be incorporated into the development agreement: "At such time
as the City is prepared to install a traffic signal at the intersection of State Highway 44 and
Cemetery Road, and so long as such installation will be completed prior to January 1, 2015,
Developer shall pay the City $175,000 to be used toward the cost of that traffic signal within 30
days of a written request from the City. Developer shall execute a guarantee to secure this
payment, the form of which shall be approved by the City Attorney."

Dated this 6th of May 2009

City Clerk

M~yor Vicki Thurber

Pagc5
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WEST HIGHLANDS RANCH CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
JANUARY 20, 2009

ARCHITECTURE/ HOME DESIGN;

1.

Minimum square footage for any home shall be 1,.20D square feet. Minimum square
footage for the ground floor of any two-story home shall be 1,000 square feet.

2. AU homes shall have a front porch or courtyard area.
3. Any front facing three-car garage, or two-car garage greater than 26 feet in width,
shall have
an 18-inch offset between the garage doors or waif area to break up the front wall
plane of
the garage.

4.

AU driveways shall have
concrete-type pavers.

5.

No unbroken, vertical two-story elevation wall planes will be allowed {i.e. front garage
walls
or similar, wide unbroken surfaces on the front elevation). All full-heigh t two-story
waits
must be offset by at least 1 foot from the first floor wall below, unless otherwise
broken by
a roof or other architectu ral element. This will not apply to second floor bonus
spaces
above garages, which have lowered plate heights on side walls giving the appearanc
e of a
single story, or full height entry porches, stairwells or other two-story architectu
ral design
elements.

6.

All homes shall feature winged side and rear yard fencing. Fencing material shall
be
decorative vinyl. Open wrought iron fencing shall be used adjacent to parks. Open
or semiprivacy fencing shall be used adjacent to open spaces, such as pathways.

7.

Each home shall have a minim um of two exterior lights at the front wall of the garage
and
minimum of one exterior light at front residence entrance.

8.

All home siding shall be Masonite, Hardie Plank or similar quality. No vinyl, aluminum
or
steel siding shall be allowed.

9.

At least 75% of all homes in the communi ty shall have front elevations featuring
accent
elements of brick, stone {manufac tured or synthetic), stucco or specialty accent
type siding
which differs from the siding type of the base house. Said accent material is to
return a
minimum of two feet at the sides of house or to the ne)(t adjacent perpendic ular
plane,
whicheve r is less, and should be a minimum of 100 square feet. No "flat plane"
facades
shall be allowed.

a maximum width of 20 feet.

Approved material will be concrete or

10. Porch soffits shall be finished with a material consistent with the level of adjacent
materials
and trim. All exposed wood shall be painted with a solid stain or paint.

1
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11. All designs should incorporate varied architectural elements such as projections, recesses,
dormers, porches, etc. to create visual interest and animation. Long, flat, unbroken surfaces
shall not be allowed.
12. Front elevation windows that occur in a flat wall plane shall be trimmed with a compatible
material. If adjacent wall surface returns back into a window (i.e. furred waif or setback
windows}, no additional trim shall be required.
13. Front porch posts and column widths shall be sized appropriately for the correct proportion
relative to the height of the architectural feature. No single 4 >< 4 porch posts shall be
allowed.
14. All gable end eav~s sha If be a minimum of 12 inches in width. All soffit eaves shall be a
minimum of 16 inches in width. All fascia boards shall be a minimum of 7½ inches in width,
unless designed as a multiple element fascia. If so, total width of fascia mass must still total
at least 7 ½ inches. Some reduction in eave width may be allowed by the West Highlands
Design Review Committee on specific areas of front elevation depending on architectural
style and theme. Sides and rear eave widths to remain as noted above.
15. All homes shall have a minimum of twelve inch eaves beyond exterior walls.
16. All front yards shall be completed with irrigation systems, rolled sod lawn, planter areas
with a minimum of 12 shrubs and a minimum of 2 trees within 30 days of the issuance of
Certificate of Occupancy.
17. All rear yards shall be landscaped and have an irrigation system installed, within 90 days of
homeowner occupancy. All rear yards of homes owned by developer shall be maintained so
as to limit the growth of noxious weeds.
18. All streets shall have detached sidewalks with rolled sod lawn and a minimum of one tree
per lot in the landscape strip between curb and sidewalk. All trees in landscape strip
between curb and sidewalk shall be Class I or Class 11, so as to aHow for minimal
encroachment into street.
19. Minimum roofing type shall be 30-Year Architectural Shingle. Additional roof types (i.e.
concrete or clay tiles) of similar quality may be allowed the West Highlands Design Review
Committee depending on architectural style and theme.
20. Roof pitch shall be a minimum 5:12 unless flatter pitch is appropriate to the specific
proposed design theme, which shall require special review and approval by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee.
21. Homes shall be painted in accordance with the color palette approved by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee, which will include a variety of colors ranging from
earth tones to brighter "ranch" type colors, in a tasteful balance.

2
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22. Identical house plans shall be separated by at least 2 lots (including facing lots
across the
street) with no more than 3 plotted in this sequence unless separated by 3 lots.
Identical
house elevations shall not occur in sequence and shall be separated by at least 2
lots of
varied elevation design.

23. All homes built on tots less than 7,500 square feet shall be of similar design and the same
quality as the elevations included in Attachment A hereto.

COMMUNITY DESIGN/ OPEN SPACE:
24. No more than 30% of lots in the communit y shaU be less than 7,500 square
feet. No lot shall
be less than 5,700 square feet.

25. Owner shall donate certain property {identified in Exhibit C to the Development Agreemen
t
Revision #2) to the school district for the school district's expansion of parking, play
area
and temporar y classrooms at Heights Elementary.

26. Road connections shall be provided to all adjoining developable properties
as shown on the
revised prelimina ry plat {Exhibit F to the Developm ent Agreemen t Revision #2).

27. A pedestria n route shall be constructe d through the subdivision to provide for
future
connections to surroundi ng schools.
28. A solid wood or vinyl fence shall be constructe d between the project site and
the existing
cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes bordering the cemetery.

29. Developer shall make the following transporta tion improvem ents, as generally illustrated
on
Attachment B hereto:
A. Developer shall widen and improve Emmett Road, a minor arterial shown on the

City's Transport ation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-w ay for a distance
of
approxim ately 0.23 lane miles.
B. Developer shall widen and improve Willis Road, a major collector shown on the
City's Transport ation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-w ay for a distance
of
approxim ately 1.42 lane miles.
c. Developer shall widen and improve Hartley Lane, a major collector shown on the
City's Transport ation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-w ay for a distance
of
approxim ately 0.89 lane miles.
D. Develope r shall widen and improve Cemetery Road, a major collector shown on
the City's Transport ation Plan, and dedicate adjacent right-of-w ay for a distance
of
approxim ately 0.36 miles.
E. Develope r shall construct and dedicate Ninth Street, a new minor collector
shown
on the City's Transport ation Plan, for a distance of approxim ately 0.66 miles.
F. Develope r shall dedicate the full right-of-w ay for Arabian Street, a minor collector
shown on the City's Transport ation Plan, for a distance of approxim ately 0.18
miles and shall construct and dedicate the southern half of such street for such
distance.

3
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G. Developer shall construct and dedicate the following left tum lanes:
l) Northbound Cemetery Road to westbound Willis Road.
2) Eastbound Willis Road to northbound Emmett Road.
3) Eastbound Willis Road to northbound Hartley Lane.
4) Westbound Willis Road to southbound Hartley Lane.
S) Northbound Hartley Lane to westbound Willis Road.
6) Southbound Hartley Lane to eastbound Willis Road.
30. Developer shall make the following parks improvements, as generally illustrated on
Attachment C hereto:
A. Developer shall construct an approximately 38-acre interconnected park and trail
system that extends to the development's external boundaries on all sides.
B. Developer's park system shall include approximately 15.1 acres of individual parks
with amenities, as follows {"major amenitiesN shall include but not be limited to
children's play equipment, swimming pools, volleyball courts, tennis courts and
similar improvements; "minor amenities" shall include but not be limited to
barbeque areas, picnic tables and similar improvements):
l) An approximately 5.8-acre park with at least two major amenities and
two minor amenities.
2) An approximately 2.9-acre park with at least one major amenity and
two minor amenities.
3) An approximately 2.1-acre park with at least one major amenity and
two minor amenities.
4) Two apprmdmately 1.0-acre parks, each with at least one major amenity
and two minor amenities.
5) Approximately 2.3 additional acres of parks along the park and trail
system with at least one minor amenity each.
C. Each individual park shall be landscaped with grass, shrubs and trees.
D. The park and trail system shall be open to the public but will be privately owned
and maintained so there will be no ongoing cost to the City.
31. Developer shall comply with the provisions set forth in letters from Holladay Engineering
dated November 11, 2008 and December 8, 2008 and the letter from Engineering Solutions
dated November 17, 2.008, all of which are included in Attachment D hereto.
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MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
ATI'OR..'-IEYS A.1'10 COUNSELORS AT V,w

950 W. BANNOCK STREET, SUITE 520; BOISE, ID 83702
TELEPHONE: (208)331-1800 FAX: (208),331-1202 www.msbtlaw.com

J, McFADDUN"lo/ CoullSel
MICHAl!L C. MooRI#Of Caunsd

LORmW. ANDERSON

JOHN

STEl"R."->JIEJ. BONNEY'"
SUSAN E. BuxroN•
PAtn. J. FITZER

• Also admitted in Callfomla.
• Also adtl\itted In Oregon

Jru. S. HOUNKA

BRUCE M. SMID!

' Also !dmitted in South Dakota
,. Also admitted fa U!.th
i Also admitted in Washington

PAULA. TtlRO.E'

CARLJ. WmmoE»'

October 5, 2010

Deborah Nelson
Givens Pursley

601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, Idaho 83702-5919
Re:

West Highlands Impact Fees Exemption - Credit Agreement

Dear Deborah:
The City of Middleton has evaluated West Highland, LLC's ("Developer") proposed
exemption/credit agreement. .l\.s a tentative staff level analysis only, I recommend that we meet
with the full City Council at a workshop to discuss both of our analyses prior to placing it on the
agenda with other city business.
At the outset, in paragraph D of the proposed West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement
("Agreement"), certain excerpts in Article IV of the Development Agreement were mistakenly
misquoted perhaps from an earlier draft. In Paragraph 4.1, utilizing the erroneous part v.-ith
strike-through, the executed Development Agreement provides in part:
The parties further acknowledge that Developer relied on the City's initial
approval to proceed with final design and construction of the development and
improvements, which construction has eom:m.enceel. a:Hd, in some instances,
commenced and been completed.
In Paragraph 4.2, utilizing the erroneous part with strike-through, the provision provides:
In accorda.11.ce with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act,

Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq, the parties acknowledge and agree Developer
is mav be entitled to credit for the present value of any construction of system
improvements or contribution or dedication of land or money required by a
governmental entity from the developer for system improvements of the category
for which the development impact fee is being collecte<l, including certain
portions of the development's street and park improvements, provided that credit
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is only available for eligible capital improvements as prescribed by the Act. The
parties will calculate the amount of such credit after the adoption of any
development impact fees. The parties further aclmowledge and agree that, under
the Act, Developer is not entitled to credit for improvements that merely provide
service to the development itself and are necessary for the use and convenience of
the development's residents, including the development's community center and
pool.

I.

PHASES EXEMPT FROM IMPACT FEES

A.

Phases 1, 2, and 3 shall be deemed exempt.

While you and I do not generally agree on the legal interpretation of Idaho Code §678215 governing transitioning, i.e. commencement of construction 1, the City will nonetheless
agree to deem Phases 1, 2, and 3 of the West Highlands Subdivision as exempt from impact fees
pursuant to Paragraph 4.1 of the Development Agreement. This represents a total of 171 lots
amounting to $450,585.00 in exempted/credited parks impact fees and $264,537.00 in
transportation impact fees. This is by far the largest concession that the City is willing to make.

II.

STAFF- RECOMMENDED CREDIT FOR IMPACT FEES

Developer seeks credit/reimbursement for 38.58 acres of open space; inclusive of even
the open space in the phases exempted from impact fees. In excess of $7,716,000.00 at
$200,000.00 per acre, this represents the entirety of the open space, walkways, and micro-paths
of the subdivision. The request is presumably founded upon a belief that a municipality is
compulsorily required to provide credit and/or reimbursement for evezy piece of open space that
a developer opts to include within its subdivision. Neither the City's impact fee ordinance nor
IDIFA requires the city to credit/reimburse, in essence purchase, a developer's open space
totaling $7. 7 million dollars. Such an interpretation wholly undermines the purpose of hnpact
Fees and would, in fact, banlaupt most if not all cities that were bound thereby.

1 The

Middleton City Code defmes "COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION" as follows:
The date the building pennit was issued, provided the actual start of construction, repair,
reconstruction, placement, or other improvement was within one hundred eighty (180) days of the
pennit date. The actual start means either the first placement of permanent construction of a
structure on a site, such as the pouring of slab or footings, the installation of piles, the construction
of columns, or any work beyond the stage of excavation; or the placement of a manufactured home
on a foundation. Permanent construction does not include land preparation, such as clearing,
grading and filling; nor does it include the. installation of streets and/or walkways; nor does it
include excavation for a basement, footings, piers, or foundations or the erection of temporary
forms; nor does it include the installation on the property of accessory buildings, such as garages
or sheds not occupied as dwelling units or not part of the main structure.
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Eligible Credit
Credit is available only for improvement costs pertaining to:
1.
the construction of (i.e. presently constructed or financial guaranty)
2.
system improvements of the proper category
Required by the City
3.
4.
which are not merely necessary for the use and convenience of the
development itself.2

1.

Construction

Credit is available only for actual construction, i.e. improvements that are presently
constructed. Any unconstructed item identified in calculating a credit must be accompanied by a
satisfactory financial guarantee, a financial instrument, in order to be eligible for credit.
Otherwise, if the subject improvement is granted as credit but not constructed due to
unforeseeable circumstances, the remaining fees, if any, on the remainder of the lots at that time
may not be sufficient to cover the balance of the construction cost
It is my understanding that the only park that has been constructed is a 5.8 acre park.
Will this park be dedicated to the City? If not, will the park be open to the public? What
amenities are afforded to the public? Will the club house and pool be open to the public? If not,
will the bathrooms be available to the public? Will the parking spaces be available to the public?
How many spaces are there after considering the required number of spaces for the club house
patrons? Who is the decision maker for reserving park space for parties, etc.? Will the HOA be
afforded the power to reserve space for the subdivision members thereby excluding members of
the public? To be eligible for credit (in essence the City is buying the park at $200,000 per acre)
what assurances are there that this is and will remain a usable public park in pei:petuity?3

2.

System improvements of the category for which the impact fee is being collected.

a. Park Improvements
The City charges an impact fee for city parks. Developer seeks credit for 20.77 acres of
privately-owned "walkways" and 2.71 acres of"micropaths" to be utilized within the subdivision
and its inhabitants although presumably any member of the public may choose to utilize said
paths, 4 Additionally, Developer seeks credit for each and every piece of open space within the
subdivision representing not only the 5.8 acre "park'' but smaller 1-2 acre oddly shaped parcels of
open space. These are not cognizable system improvements as "city parks" merely because
See Paragraph 4.2 of the Development Agreement
Resolution 28309 Park Standards and Requirements.
LO 1 " ... All parks to be accepted by the City shall be dedicated to the City."
1.02 " ....Neighborhood parks shall have an area of five to ten (5-10) acres."
1.04. "In order to meet the classification ofa Neighborhood park the following amenities shall be included:
••. Restroom facility- A minimum ofone (1) building with a separate Men's and Women's Room.

2

3 See

Of note, Developer is already required per the Middleton City Code to provide curb, gutter, and sidewalks for its
inhabitants.

4
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members of the public will not be trespassed from such a common area or other such parcel of
open space that is otheiwise not utilized as a buildable lot. While the City is willing to consider
the 5.8 acre parcel which might (see above queries) satisfy the City's Park Standards and
Requirements (Resolution 28309), the City is not compulsorily required to buy the developer's
various parcels of open space that the developer chose or could not market as buildable lots
within a subdivision. These parcels appear to be designed to merely benefit the subdivision
inhabitants and/or satisfy the minimum requirements entitling one to subdivide property rather
than serve as a city park entitled to credit/reimbursement.

b. Transportation Improvements
Developer further seeks credit/reimbursement for the costs incurred for the construction
of the entirety of its transportation improvements totaling $6,876,129. The City does not believe
that merely because a developer builds a road for its subdivision that it is automatically entitled
to a credit for said construction.
The only system improvement costs entitled to
credit/reimbursement are those capital improvements that are identified on the capital
improvements plan ("CIP"). Further, the majority of the transportation improvements were
necessary in order to receive plat approval for Phases 1,2, and 3; all of which are deemed exempt
from impact fees. If the fees are exempt for Phase 1,2, and 3; so too are its credits. Thus at best,
the Developer will receive a proportionate credit commensurate with the percentage subject to
impact fees. See Paragraph B supra.

3.

Required by the City and not a minimum necessity or convenience of the development.

The developer may be entitled to credit only for the construction of eligible city park and
transportation improvements that were required by the City and not for improvements that were
elective and/or convenient to the development itself or necessary in fulfilling the minimum
standards entitling one to subdivide property at a given density level. The development is located
within an R-3 zone and thus requires a minimum of five percent of open space necessary for the
use and convenience of the development's residents. As a prerequisite to subdividing property
at such density levels, such open space is not entitled to credit/reimbursement. Minimum road
widths and intern.al roads within the subdivision itself are necessary to service the development
and thus are not entitled to a credit. A comparable example would be an oversized sewer line.
Credit is available only for that amount greater than necessary to service the lot.
From the very outset, it was the Developer's proposal to utilize a modified planned unit
development format combining significantly higher-density lots with a concomitant increase in
open space thereby providing a distinct product to its customers. Quid pro quo. In the
Development Agreement, Developer sought a significant reduction in the allowable setbacks,
building envelops, lot sizes, and lot widths significantly increasing the normally pennissible
densities. In order to maintain an overall density under three units per acre (R-3), Developer
naturally had to provide a concomitant increase in open space; a desirable incentive in marketing
lots. Now. the proposed credit agreement seeks to be reimbursed or at least credited for the
entirety of this open space. Developer received the benefit of its bargain. The Developer cannot
modify the allowable buildable densities thereby increasing the overall density and thereafter
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compel the City to provide credit for the concomitant increase in open space necessary to
maintam the proper overall density. The Developer's chosen product was not a requirement of
the City. The Developer could have provided the typical "cookie-cutter" style layout with
identical sized lots, setbacks, and lot widths with the minimum required open space. Developer
chose not to instead providing a desirable alternative to its customer providing high-density
residential amounting to 962 total lots but with the incentive of a swimming pool, community
center, and numerous open spaces within easy distance or even adjacent to the lots.

Recommendation

B.

Provided there are assurances that the 5.8 acre park will truly be usable by the City
residents and thus considered a "city park", the City is willing to give proportionate credit for this
park.
Park Impact Fee Credit Calculation:
335.03 acres
Total Gross Area
2.87
Overall Density (R-3 Zone)
$2,635 Per Lot
Park Impact Fee
$2,534,870.00 in fees
Total Buildable Lots
962
$450,585.00 Exempt
Total Exempt Build.able Lots Phase 1-3
171
$2,084,285.00
Total Remaining Buildable Lots
791
Proportionate Percentage:
17.77%
o 171 of 962 total lots exempt from impact fees=
Park System $200,000 per acre (per CIP)
5.8 acre park
Eligible for Credit
$1,160,000.00 credit
Total Credit
o 17.77% of Total Costs of $1,160,000.00 credit= $206,132 not entitled to credit
o Adjusted Credit= $953,868.00
•

· $1,130,417.00 remaining impact fees
$2,084,285 minus $953,8680 =
Total Adjusted Impact Fees $1,130,417.00 / 791 lots
$1429.10 Impact Fee per lot

Transportation Impact Fee Credit Calculation:
•

•

•

Improvements constructed (to be constructed) included on CIP
o Cemetery Road Signal
o Cemetery Road Improvements
o 9th Street Improvements
CIP costs
o Cemetery Road: $181.37 per LF (one side)
o 9th Street: $157. 96 per LF (one side)
Amount/Costs of Improvements constructed (to be constructed)
o Cemetery Road Signal: $175,000 (per development agreement)
o Cemetery Road: 2162 LF x $181.37 = $392,122
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Per CIP only 50% included in Impact Fees- $196,061 eligible
Street: 4758 LF x $157.96 = $751,574
o
o Total Improvement Costs: $175,000+$196,061+$751,574 = $1,122,635
Impact Fee: $1,547 per lot
Total Impact Fees without exemption: $1,547 x 962 lots= $1,488,214
Total Impact Fees with exemption: $1,547 x 791 lots= $1,223,677
Proportionate Reduction of Eligible Credit
o 171 of 962 total lots exempt from impact fees = 17. 77% are exempt
o 17.77% of Total Costs of$1,122,635 = $199,492.24 not entitled to credit
o Eligible Credit= 1,122,635 minus $199,492.24 = $923,142.76 Total Credit
Total Adjusted Impact Fees ($1,223,677) minus Total Adjusted Credit ($923,142.76)
o Eligible for Impact Fee: = $300,534.24
9th

•
•
•
•

•

•

Impact Fee per lot: = $300,534.24/ 791 lots= $380

\Vhen you have had an opportunity to review staffs analysis, I suggest we schedule a work
session with the City Council.

Sincerely,

. T. N
~·

Cc:

& TURCKE CHARTERED

City of Middleton
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January 4, 2011

City of lv!iddleton Chy Council
P.O. Box. 487
Middleton, Idaho 83644
Re:

Impact fee credit for West Highlands Ranch

Dear Council Merr:bers:
Over ,he course of the last two years, our client, Coleman Communftics, Inc. ("Cc,leman") has
been involved in discussions with Cry of Middkton staff and legal counsel regarding impact fee credit
for the \\/est Highlands Ranch deveiopment. \Nith this letter, we hope to address the City's rerr.aining
concerns and to bring this lengthy process to a close.
\.Vest Highlands Ranch is in an unusual positioi:, as it was designed and appro,•ed before the City
began any proceedings to adopt an impact fee ordinance. As was the norm prior to such ordina.,ee
adoption, the City exacted various park and iransportatlcn improvements through conditions in the West

Highlands Ranch approvals and development agreement.

Based on those approvals, Coleman has

commenced construction on the first three phases of the development and has completed many of the
required park and transportation improvements.

The improvements in West Highlands Ranch already serve the larger community. Its parks have
for the Chamber of Commerce, City Council candidates, and Middleton High Schoo!
advitics
hosted
sports teams, and irs pathways provide the only pedestrian conne:ction among :tvHddleton High School, i.he
church adjacent to the High School, and Heights Elementary School. Additionally, its transportation
improvements are used daily for thousands of vehicle trips. West Highlands Ranch is truly woven into
the

fabric of the City.

While these facts provide anecdotal evidence that West Highlands Ranch should be eligible for
impact fee credit for the improvements that provide community benefits, the legal standard for calculating
credits is actually much simpler and less subjective. Under the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act
("IDIFA"), the ooerative question j~ whether the lmprovement~ exceed the service levels tn the City's
capital imgr-ivements 1,1ian ("CIP"). If so, the development is entitled to reimbursement or credit against
impact fees. Although West Highlands Ranch could seek payment from the City for the value of several
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improvements, Coleman proposes instead that the parties merely execute an agreement confirming that no
impact fees will be due. To accomplish this, we have attached an lmpact Fee Agreement to this letter.

I.

BACKGROUND

The original development agreement for West Highlands Ranch was executed in February 2006,
and a preliminary plat was approved in July of the same year. At that time, the City had not yet begun the
process of adopting an impact fee ordinance. Consequently, the park and transportation improvements
mitigating this development's impacts were set forth in the development agreement and the City's
subsequent approvals. In reliance on those approvals, Coleman proceeded with final design and
construction of the improvements, many of which have been completed.
In 2008, Coleman approached the City about revising the preliminary plat and development
agreement for West Highlands Ranch. Recognizing that the City was contemplating the adoption of an
impact fee ordinance, Coleman originally attempted to resolve any impact fee issues in the revised
development agreement. The resulting discussions delayed approval of the revised preliminary plat and
development .agreement for several months. Ultimately, to allow the project to proceed, the parties
simply agreed th.at impact fee credit would be calculated after the adoption of an impact fee ordinance. 1
The revised development agreement ("Development Agreement'') was executed in March 2009, and the
revised preliminary plat ('•PreHmina1y Plat") was approved in May 2009 .

.

The City adopted an impact fee ordinance ("Impact Fee Ordinance") in July 2009. That same
month, Coleman contacted City staff to initiate discussions regarding impact fee credit, Over the course
of the following months, the City and Coleman have had several meetiags and exchanges of
correspondence. In September 20 l 0, in response to the City attorney•s request, Coleman sent a proposed
impact fee agreement ("1mpact Fee Agreement") to City attorney Paul Fitzer. In October 2010, Coleman
received a response ("Fitzer Letter") addressing the Impact Fee Agreement and setting forth staff
recommendations regarding impact fee credit.
II.

POINTS OF AGREEMENT

Coleman agrees with several points raised in the Fitzer Letter. These points arc summarized
below for your consideration.

A.

Phases 1 through 3 are exempt.

IDIF A provides:
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, that portion of a
project for which a valid building permit has been issued or construction
has commenced prior to the effective date of a development impact fee
ordinance shall not be subject to additional development impact fees so
long as the building permit remains valid or construction is commenced
1

Development Agreement Revision #214.2.
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and is pursued according to the terms of the pennit or development
approval. 2
This provision also is referenced and reiterated in Paragraph 4.3 of the Development Agreement.
Coleman agrees with the Fitzer Letter's conclusion that Phases I through 3 of West Highlands
Ranch qualify as construction that commenced prior to adoption of the Impact Fee Ordinance and,
therefore, are exempt from any impact fees. These three phases contain 171 (or 17.68%) of the 967
buildable lots approved for West Highlands Ranch.3
B.

Credit should be proportionately discounted by the percentage of exempt lots.

Many of the West Highlands Ranch improvements are designed to serve the entire development
and beyond, including Phases 1 through 3. Because Phases l through 3 are exempt from impact fees, the

Fitzer Letter suggests that credit should be discounted in proportion to the percentage of ex.empt lots (i.e.,
should be reduced by 17.68%).
IDIFA does not address this specific situation, in which improvements eligible for credit also
serve areas that are exempt from impact fees. Coleman finds the Fitzer Letter's suggestion to be a fair
resolution and accordingly has no objections to such a reduction.

C.

Credit is only available if improvements are constructed.

The Fitzer Letter states that credit only will be granted if improvements are constructed (or a
financial guarantee ensuring completion is provided). Coleman agrees that credit should not be granted

for improvements that are never constructed, and we have revised the Impact Fee Agreement to address
this concern.

III.

OUTSTANDING IsSUES

There remain a handful of issues where no consensus has been reached. We are hopeful that
these issues can be resolved, without further delay and without legal proceedings, based on the
information in this letter and the attached settlement agreement.
A.

Under IDIFA, West Highlands Ranch is entitled to credit and reimbursement for
improvements exceeding the sen•ice levels established in the CIP.

ID[FA provides that, as a prerequisite to enacting an impact fee ordinance, each governmental
entity must adopt a CIP identifying the target service level for each category of public facilities.4 Impact
2 Idaho

Code § 67-8215(2).

3 The Fitzer Letter states that there are 962 buildable lots and therefore calculated that the
exempt lots are
17.77% of the total. We assume this is a minor clerical error, as the approved Preliminary Plat identifies 967
buildable lots.

4

Idaho Code § 67-820S(l)(f).
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fees must be calculated based on these service levels, and the service level for new development must be
the same as the service level for ex.isting deveiopment. 5 1n other words, a governmental entity cannot
require new development to raise the service level. This fact is acknowledged in the City's own CIP,
which expressly states that projects correcting existing deficiencies or improving service levels cannot be
funded through impact fees. 6
Thus, the goal of impact fees is to maintain the service levels of various public facilities, If a
development is required to provide improvements that exceed the service level-known under IDIFA as
"system improvements"7-the development is entitled to reimbursement or credit against impact fees for
the value of any system improvements. 8
As explained below, the park and transportation improvements for West Highlands Ranch exceed
the service levels in the CIP, so credit against City impact fees must be granted. Furthermore, because the
total amount of the credit exceeds the total amount of the impact fees for West Highlands Ranch, no
impact fees are due, and West Highlands Ranch is entitled to reimbursement from the City for the
difference.

1.

West Highlands Ranch park impro,·ements exceed the scr.•icc levels in the
CIP.

For parks, the CIP identifies a service level of 4.40 acres of parks per 1000 population. To meet
this service level and offset its impact on the City's park system, West Highlands Ranch must provide
12.47 acres of parks. (The CIP assumes that there are 2.93 residents in each residential unit, so West
Highlands Ranch may be assumed to have 2,833 residents at full build-out) Any park acreage in excess
of 12.47 acres is a system improvement, since it goes beyond what West Highlands Ranch needs to meet
the service level.
As set forth on Exhibit D of the attached Impact Fee Agreement, West Highlands Ranch includes
38.58 total acres of park improvements.9 (Please note that this figure ex.eludes the clubhouse facilities.)
Of these, 12.47 acres are needed ro meet the City's defined service level and offset the impact of each
home; the remaining 26.11 acres are system improvements. The CIP provides that each acre of park
system improvements is valued at $200,000, so West Highlands Ranch is entitled to $5,222,000 in credit

5

fdaho Code § 67-8204(2).

6

City of Middlaton Parks and Streets Impact Fee Study- Ftnal Report, p. 11-12.

7 ldaho
8

Code § 67-8203(28).

Idaho Code§ 67-8209(3).

9

Approximately 9.40 acres of park improvements have been completed, with 29.18 acres yet to be

completed.
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for 26.11 acres. Discounted by 17.68% to accommodate the exemption of Phases I through 3, the total
credit would be $4,298,750. 10
Of the 967 buildable lots in West Highlands Ranch, 171 are exempt from impact fees because
they are located in Phases I through 3. Thus, there are 796 buildable lots that are eligible for impact fees.
At $2635 per eligible lot, West Highlands Ranch would be responsible for $2,097,460 in park impact
fees. Because the credit for West Highlands Ranch ($4,298,750) exceeds the amount of impact fees
($2,097,460), West Highlands Ranch is entitled to reimbursement from the Cit)' in the amoullt of
$2,201,290 for parks improvements. However, Coleman is willing to e){ecute an agreement simply
establishing that no impact fees are due.

2.

West Highlands Ranch transportation improvements exceed the service
levels in the CIP.

The CIP identifies a "C" service level for the City's streets and concludes that $ l 54 7 per lot is the
amount necessary to maintain this service level. In order to maintain a "C" service level for West
Highlands Ranch. West Highlands Ranch would need to include at least $1,495,949 ($1S47 times 967
lots) worth of transportation improvements.
As set forth on Exhibit D of the attached Impact Fee Agreement, West Highlands Ranch includes
12 acres of land dedicated for transportation improvements to minor arrerial, major collector and minor
collector streets. At a value of $50,000 per acre established by the ClP, this dedication represents an
expenditure of $600,000. West Highlands Ranch also includes 9.84 miles of lane improvements to minor
arterial, major collector and minor collector streets. The CIP provides that each lane mile of street
improvements is worth $620,000, so these improvements represent an expenditure of $6,101,129.
Finally, West Highlands Ranch has committed $175,000 toward installing a traffic signal at the
intersection of Cemetery Road and State Highway 44. Thus, tbc total transportation expenditures for
West Highlands Ranch equal $6,876,129. 11 (Please note that this figure excludes expenditures for local
streets within West Highlands Ra11ch.)
When the amount neoessary to maintain a «en service level ($1,495,949) is subtracted from the
transpo1tation expenditures ($6,876,129), it leaves $5,380,180. This is the credit for West Highlands
Ranch system improvements, since it represents expenditures in excess of the amount necessary to
maintain the service level. Discounted by 17 .68% to accommodate the exemption of Phases l through 3,
the total credit for West Highlands Ranch would be $4,428,964.
Of the 967 buildable lots in West Highlands Ranch, 171 are eKempt from impact fees because
they are located in Phases I through 3. Thus, there are 796 buildable lots that are eligible for impact fees.
At $1547 per eligible lot, West Highlands Ranch would be responsible for $1,231,412 in transportation
10 ln addition, West Highlands Ranch spends $50,000 per year to maintain its park improvements. At full
build-out, annual maintenance costs are estimated to be $200,000. While this has no direct bearing on credit, it
underscores the magnitude of West Highlands Ranch's investment in park improvements.
11

Approximately $2 million worth of these transportation improvements already have been completed.
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impact fees. Because the credit for West Highlands Ranch ($4,428,964) exceeds the amount of impact
fees ($1,231,412), West Highlands Ranch is entitled to reimbursement from the City in the amount of
$3, 197.S52 for transportation imorovements. However, Coleman is '11'.illing to execute an agreement
simply establishing that no impact fees are due.
B.

Credit is available for system improvements that are not listed in the CIP.

The Fitzer Letter suggests that credit may not be granted for system improvements that are not
specifically identified in the CfP, such as the improvements to Willis Road. However, this position is at
odds w[th the express language of IDIFA, which provides unequivocally that ''credit or reimbursement
shall be given for the present value of any construction of system improvements." 12 When interpreting a
statute, a court must begin with the literal words of the statute, and those words must be given their plain,
usual and ordinary meaning. Consequently, based on this language, a court would have to conclude !:hat
fDIFA does not limit credit to system improvements in the CIP.
From a policy perspective, this makes sense. If a development's impacts already have been
mitigated by the required construction of system improvements (i.e., the service level has been
maintained), it is unnecessary and unfair for ihe development to pay impact fees too. And, to state the
obvious, why would the City identify those improvements as needed in the CIP if they are already
constructed or required to be constructed? Indeed, in some cases, the CIP identifies transportation
improvements of the same quality and service level of West Highlands Ranch but omits street segments
within West Highlands Ranch.
IDIFA forbids the adoption of any system subjecting development to "double payment." 13 To
prevent that outcome, IDIFA further provides that, once an impact fee ordinance has been adopted,
"development requirements for system improvements shall be imposed by governmental entities onlv by
way of development impact fees.'' 14 If system improvements have been imposed any other way (such as
through exactions), reimbursement or credit must be given.

In contrast, a governmental entity may only expend impact fees on improvements that are shown
in the ClP. 15 This, too, makes sense from a P,olicy perspective. Governmental entities routinely are
required to identify proposed expenditures in advance. For example, cities must adopt an appropriations
ordinance each fiscal year, which restricts the amount and type of expenditures that may be made. Such
requirements promote transparency and accountability, as well as sound business practices.

12

Idaho Code§ 67-8209(1) (emphasis added).

13

tdaho Code§ 67-8204(19).

1~

Idaho Code§ 67-8215 (emphasis added).

1~ "Development impact fees shall not be used for any purpose other than system improvement costs."
Idaho Code § 67-8210(2). "[S]ystem improvement costs do not include ... [c]onstruction, acquisition or expansion
of public facilities other than capital improvements identified in the capital improvements plan." Idaho Code§ 67•

S203(29)(a).
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We recognize the dilemma IDIFA creates for municipalities: where the City has to give credit
and/or reimbursement for constructed improvements, it will not be able to direct the same level of fees to
its targeted CIP projects. However, this statutory scheme provides a fundamental protection to developers
and homeowners: they cannot be forced to mitigate their impacts twice, once by constructing
improvements and once by paying impact fees. In addition, it is important to remember that West
Highlands Ranch is in an unusual position because it was approved prior to the adoption of the Impact
Fee Ordinance. For subsequent projects, the City will know in advance which improvements-if anywill be eligible for impact fee credit, and it can plan accordingly.

C.

Credit is available for system improvements that do not exceed City subdivision and
PUD standards.

JDIFA provides that all system improvements are eligible for credit: "In the calculation of
development impact fees for a particular project, credit or reimbursement shall be given for tbe present
value of any construction of system improvements." 16 If system improvements are constructed, credit
must be granted. Local governmental entities are not authorized to establish their own c.riteria for which
improvements count as system improvements in contradiction of state law.
The Fitzer Letter suggests that system improvements may recejve credit only to the extent they
exceed City standards, so park or transportation improvements required by ordinance would not be
eligible. There is no basis for such a limitation in IDIF A. The only relevant question is whether the
improvements sw·pass the identified service level; if so, the improvements are system improvements for
which credit must be granted.
If this were not the case, a governmental entity could circumvent IDIFA through its development
standards. Taken to the extreme, a city could require every street within and adjacent to a subdivision to
be a principal arterial, with a traffic light at each intersection, but still refuse to grant credit for such
improvements. Under the logic employed by the Fitzer Letter, this would be permissible, even though the
improvements would clearly raise the service level and be entitled to credit.
D.

West Highlands Ranch park improvements are "parks" under the Impact Fee
Ordinance.

Credit is only available under TDIFA for improvements "of the category for which the
development impact fee is being collecled." 17 The Fitzer Letter suggests that the West Highlands Ranch
park improvements do not qualify as "parks" under the Impact Fee Ordinance unless they satisfy the
City's Park Standards and Requirements (Resolution 283-09), including certain minimum sizes and
amenities.
Resolution 283·09 was passed in November 2009, several months after the Impact Fee Ordinance
was adopted. The Impact Fee Ordinance subsequently was amended in May 2010, but no reference was
16

Idaho Code§ 67-8209(1) (emphasis added).

17

Idaho Code§ 67-8209(1).
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made to Resolution 283-09. Thus, there is no evidence that the Park Standards and Requirements were
somehow incorporated into the Impact Fee Ordinance.

Furthermore, nothing in the [mpact Fee Ordinance or the CTP identifies any criteria necessary to
qualify as a "park," The CIP, which sets the service standard for City parks, includes existing parks as
small as 0.21 acres and existing parks that have no amenities. The ClP also includes 4.86 acres of
existing "developed pathways" without identifying any standards for such pathways.
At full build-out, the 38.58-acre West Highlands Ranch interconnected park and pathway system
will include at least si>~ major amenities (such as children's play equipment, volleyball courts or tennis
courts) and at least ten minor amenities (such as barbeque areas or picnic tables). The pathways will
consist of 5-foot wide meandering sidewalks within la11dscaped corridors at least 25 feet wide, with 10foot wide paved micro-paths providing supplemental connections. In sum, the parks and pathways in
West Highlands Ranch are just as developed, if not more so, than those included in the CIP.
Consequently, these park improvements clearly fall within the category of "parks" set forth in the CIP
and, by extension, the Impact Fee Ordinance.
Although the West Highlands Ranch park improvements-as piesently approved-are entitled to
credit, Coleman is willing to expand the scope of these improvements. If preferable to the City, for aJI
future phases, Coleman could construct a 10-foot wide asphalt pathway in lieu of the S-foot wide
meandering sidewalk shown on the Preliminaiy Plat. This multiuse pathway would extend for
approximately one mile and would connect Heights Elementary School to a pedestrian crossing for
Middleton High Schoo[,
E.

West Highlands Ranch park improvements are eligible for credit even though
Coleman chose to de,,elop West Highlands Ranch as a PUD.

Finally, the Fitzer Letter suggests that credit should not be granted for park improvements
because the City did not require Coleman to develop West Highlands Ranch as a PUD. However, this

fact provides no basis for denying credit.
While it is true that the City did not require Coleman to develop West Highlands Ranch as a
PUD, this means nothing. All development is voluntary; no one is ever forced to develop property in a
certain manner or to develop property at all, If voluntary development is not eligible for impact fee
credit, then no development wi!l ever qualify for credit.
The simple fact is that the park improvements in Wes·t Highlands Ranch were required by the
City. The City Code and the Development Agreement require West Highlands Ranch to provide 10%
open space. The PUD, as set forth on the approved Preliminary Plat, provides 11.69%, open space,
including the 3.77-acre school lot. If the school lot is excluded, the PUD provides 10.35% open space
(29. 16 acres out of28l.83 acres).

IV.

ALTERNATE BASES FOR CREDIT

In addition to IDIFA, common law legal principles prohibit the City from collecting impact fees
from West Highlands Ranch. The Development Agreement executed by the City and Coleman sets forth
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all conditions and obligations necessary for the development of West Highlands Ranch, including the
improvements needed to offset the development's impacts. Each party has a contractual right to receive
the benefit of its bargain-no more and no less. Coleman relied on the scope of those conditions for the
approvals granted and certainly did not bargain to pay for the actual improvements and the impact fees
for such improvements. Further, if the City collects impact fees, it would receive an additional benefit
without compensating West Highlands Ranch for the value of that benefit. This is the textbook definition
of unjust enrichment.

V.

CONCLUSION

IDIFA ex.pressly prohibits governmental entities from seeking double payment for impr-0vements.
In other words, if a development has mitigated its impacts (i.e., maintained the service level) by
constructing system improvements, it cannot be forced to pay impact fees also. This statutory
requirement mirrors common law legal principals such as preventing uajust enrichment.
As a protection against double payment and unjust enrichment, IDIFA authorizes a developer to
seek reimbursement or credit for the value of system improvements. The value of the West Highlands
Ranch system [mprovements exceeds the amount of the West Highland Ranch impact fees by more than
$5 million.
Because West Highlands Ranch is entitled to reimbursement or credit, IDIFA requires the City
and Coleman to enter into a written agreement setting forth the amount of reimbursement or credit that is
due. ts As Coleman has repeatedly offered to City staff and legal counsel, Coleman will agree not to seek
payment for reimbursement if full credit is granted for the West Highlands Ranch improvements, such
that no impact fees will be due. Coleman has worked in good faith with the City for two years and, as a
fair and simple resolution, we respectfully request that the City execute the attached Impact Fee
Agreement.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

~
Deborah E. Nelson

DEN/la

cc: Paul J. Fitzer (via email)
1011347_9{7476-46)

18 Idaho Code

§ 67-8209(4).
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WEST HIGHLANDS IMPACT FEE AGREEMENT
This West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into this __ day
of _ _ _ _ _ _ __, 20_ by and among the City of Middleton, a municipal corporation
in the State ofidaho ("City"), West Highlands, LLC ("Owner") and Coleman Homes, LLC
("Developer''). City, Owner, and Developer may collectively be referred to herein as the
"Parties".

RECITALS
A.

Owner owns certain real property in the City of Middleton shown on the Vicinity
Map in Exhibit A and legally described in Exhibit 8 ("Project Site"), except for
that portion conveyed to Middleton School District # 134 of [daho and legally

described in Exhibit C, which exhibits are attached hereto and hereby
incorporated herein.
B.

Developer is developing the West Highlands Ranch subdivision on the Project
Site, which is approved for 967 residential lots.

C.

The Parties entered into that certain Development Agreement dated February 2,
2006, as amended from time to time and most recently in that Development
Agreement Revision #2, dated March 31, 2009 ("Development Agreement").

D.

In Article IV of the Development Agreement, the Parties agreed as follows:
4.1.
The parties acknowledge this development was principally designed
and initially approved before the City began proceedings to propose impact fees.
Consequently, Developer's proposals, plus additional requirements imposed by the City,
detennined the level of improvements needed to mitigate the development's impacts.
The parties further acknowledge that Developer relied on the City's initial approval to
proceed with final de~ign and construction of the development and improvements, which
construction has commenced and, in some instances, has been completed.
4.2.
In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact
Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-8201, er seq, the parties acknowledge and agree
Developer is entitled to credit for the present value of any construction of system
improvements or contribution or dedication of land or money required by a governmental
entity from the developer for system improvements of the category for which the
development impact fee is being collected, including certain portions of the
development's street and park improvements, provided that credit is only available for
eligible capital improvements as prescribed in the Act. The parties will calculate the
amount of such credit after the adoption of any development impact fees. The parties
further acknowledge and agree that, under the Act, Developer is not entitled to credit for
improvements that merely provide service to the development itself and are necessary for
the use and convenience of the development's residents, including the development's
community center and pool.
4.3.
Notwithstanding the above, in accordance with Idaho Code Section 678215(2), Developer shall not be subject to development impact fees or credits thereof
subsequently adopted by the City for portions of the development where construction has
commenced and is pursued according to the terms of tile pennit or development approval.

West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement
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As prescribed in the Development Agreement, following City's adoption of the
Middleton Impact Fee Ordinance ("Ordinance"), the Parties calculated the
amount of Developer's credit against impact fees for the present value of the
construction of certain parks and transportation improvements. Such
improvements and calculations are set forth in Exhibit D. which exhibit is
attached hereto and hereby incorporated herein.
AGREEMENT

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged, and in consideration of the recitals above, which are
incorporated below, the Parties agree as follows:
1.
Legal Authority. This Agreement is made pursuant to and in accordance with the
provisions of Idaho Development Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq. ("Act'~).

2.

[mpact Fee Credit The Parties agree that the present value of the construction of

certain parks and transportation improvements in West Highlands Ranch, as set forth in Exhibit

D, exceeds the total amount ofimpact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch. Therefore,
Developer shall not be responsible for payment of impact fees in West Highlands Ranch. The
Parties further agree that Developer shall not seek reimbursement from City for the value of
improvements in excess of impact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch, as would otherwise be
allowed under the Act. The Parties acknowledge that Exhibit D does not identify taxes and other
potential sources of revenue that might further offset impact fees because further offset is not
necessary in this case. The Parties further acknowledge that City may require Developer to
provide a financial guarantee for improvements yet to be constructed.

3.
Amendments. Any alteration or cltange to this Agreement shall be made only by
the written agreement of the Parties and in compliance with the notice and hearing provisions of
Idaho Code Section 67-6509, as required by Middleton City Code, Title S, and Chapter 7.
4.
Choice of Law, Venue. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with
the laws of the State of Idaho in effect at the time of the execution of this Agreement. Any
action brought in connection with this Agreement shall be brought in a court of competent
jurisdiction located in Canyon County, Idaho.

5.
Attorney's Fees and Costs. If either party shall default under this Agreement and
said default is cured with the assistance of an attorney for the other party, as a part of curing said
default, the reasonable attorneys' fees incurred by the other party shall be reimbursed to the other
party upon demand. In the event a suit or action is filed by either party against the other to
interpret or enforce this Agreement, the unsuccessful party to such litigation agrees to pay to the
prevailing party all costs and expenses, including attorneys' fees incurred therein, including the
same with respect to an appeal.
6.
Effect of Agreement. This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon
its approval by the City Council and execution of the Mayor and City Clerk. This Agreement
shall be binding upon the parties to it, their respective grantees, successors, assigns or lessees.
Page2 of 14
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement effective on the
date of the last signature hereto.

CITY OF MIDDLETON
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mayor Vicki Thurber
Date:
Attest:

-·-·-·-- --··

------------

-------

Ellen Smith, City Clerk

WEST HtGHLANDS, LLC
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date:

Exhibit A:
Exhibit B:
Exhibit C:
Exhibit D:

------------

Vicinity Map
Legal Description of Project Site
Legal Description of School District Property
West Highland Ranch Impact Fee Credit Calculation
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STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Canyon

)

) ss.

On this __ day of _ _ _ _ _ _, in the year of20_, before me, a Notary Public
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared Vicki Thurber, Mayor of the City of
Middleton, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing
instrument and acknowledged to me that he has the authority to execute and executed the same
for the purposes therein contained on behalf of the City of Middleton.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the
day and year in this certificate first above written.
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Commission expires _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE OF IDAHO

County of _ _ __

)

) ss.
)

On this __ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ • in the year of 20-' before me. a Notary Public
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared___________ known or
identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument on behalf
of West Highlands. LLC and acknowledged to me that (s)he has the authority to execute and
executed the same for the purposes therein contained.

IN WlTNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the
day and year in this certificate first above written.
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Commission expires _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement
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Vicinity Map
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WEST HIGHLANDS RANCH SUBDIVISION
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EXHIBITB
Legal Oescriptinn of Project Site
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Suite lSO
Meridl,n, Ida~<> 81/Al

fDAHO

SUR.VEY
GROUP

Phone (l.OS) 6'4&-1!570

F"" (2D8} e~m,

~

Project No. 07-236

August 11, 2008
DESCRIPTION FOR

PRELIMINARY PLAT
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION

Government Lots 3 and 4, a portion of Government Lots 1 and 2 and a portion of
the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of Section 36, T.5N., R.3W., 8.M .. canyon County, Idaho more
particularly described as follows:
Commencing at a 5/8" iron pin marking the SE corner of Section 36;
thence along the Easl boundary line of said Section 36 North 00"01 '21" West,
212.00 feet lo the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;
thence continuing along said East boundary Une North 00°01•21~ West, 1108.24
ieel to the NE corner of said Government Lot 1;
thence along the North boundary line of said Go11emment lat 1 North 89°57'36"
West, 1329.64 feet to the NW corner of said Government Lot 1;
thence along the East boundary line of the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section
36 North 00°00'00" West, 1320.05 feet to the C-E1/16 corner of said Section 36;

thence along the North boundary line of the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section
36 South s9•55•41" West, 902.72 feet;
thence leaving said North boundary line South 40°13'17" West, B8.82 feet;
thence South 43°53'39" West, 451.29 feet;

thence Sout(:l 58°32'44" West, 18.99 feet;
thence South 89°49'53" West, 41.10 feet to a point on the West boundary line of
the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section 36;
thence along said West boundary line South 00"00'50" West, 915.48 feet to the
NE corner of said Government Lot 3;

thence along the North boundary line of said Government Loi 3 North 89°58'40"
West, 1328.59 feet to the NE corner of said Government lot 4;
thence along the North boundary line of said Government Lot 4 North 89"56'20"
West, 1328.60 feet to the NW corner of said Government Lot 4;

S:~SG P101ecuWve->1 Highlands Pl~lsl00cumC11ts\«e$t highland• pro plat OESC.dcx,
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thence along the West boundary line of said Government Lot 4 South 00•09•52•
West. 1357.74 feet to the SW comer of said Section 36;
thence along the South boundary line of said Section 36 North 89"37'36" East.
2659.58 feet to the South 1/4 comer of said Section 36;
thence along the North-South centerline of said Seotion 36 North 00•04•14• East,

332.56 feet;
thence leaYing said North-South centerline South 89"59'03" East, 331.38 feet;
thence South 00"22'17" East. 260.28 feet to a point on the North right-of-way line
ofWiliis Lane;
thence along said North right-of-way line the following 7 courses:
thence North 89°37'29" East. 944.42 feet:
thence North 44"37'29" East, 70.71 feet;
thence North 00"22'31" West, 20.00 feel;
thence North s9•37•29• East. 110.00 feet;
!hence South 00°22'31" East, 20.00 feet
thence South 45°22'31'' East, 70.71 feet;
thence North 89°37'29" East, 790.84 feet;
thence leaving said North right-of-way line North 00°01 •21• West, 142.00 feet:
thence North 89°37'29" East, 383.51 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING,
Containing 193.84 acres, more or less.

ALSO:

A portion of Government Lots 1 and 2, and a portion of the S1/2 of the NE114 and
a portion of the NE1/4 of the SE1/4 of Section 1, T.4N., R.3W., B.M.• Canyon County,
Idaho more particutarly described as follows:
Commencing at a 5/8" iron pin marking the NE comer of said Section 1;
thence along the East boundary line of said Section 1 South 00~03•21• West,
70.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;
thence continuing along said East boundary line South 00°03'21" West, 806.30
feet;

S:\ISG PIOjeclS.IWesl Highlands PlalSIDocuments\west highland$ pie plal 0£Sc.doc
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thence leaving said East boundary line South 66°52'25" West 632.25 feet;
thence South 00'53'18" East. 149.51 feet;
thence North 89°39'12" East, 578.75 feet to a point on the East boundary tine of
said Section 1;
thence along said East boundary line South 00°03'21" West, 50.00 feet to the SE
comer of said Government Lot 1;

thence leaving said East boundary line South B9°39'12" West, 442.51 feet;
thence South 00"03'09" East, 429.50 feet;
thence North 89"39' 12" East, 442.51 feet to a point on the East boundary line of
said Section 1;

thence along said East boundary line South 00°03'09" East, 197.42 feet;
thence leaving said East boundary line North 89D53'26" West, 5D9.00 feet;

thence South 00•03•09· East, 3ii.O0 feet;
thence South 89'53'26" East, 509.00 feet to a point on the East boundary line of

said Section 1;

thence along said East boundary line South 00°03'09" East, 60.00 feet;
thence leaving said East boundary line North 89°53'26" West, 677.53 feet;
thence South 00'03'09' East, 460.94 feet lo a point on !he exterior boundary line
of Nottingham Greens Subdivision No. 3 as filed in Book 34 of Plats at Page 50, records
of Canyon County, Idaho;

thence along said eicterioi boundary line the following 5 courses;
thence North 51°17'26" West, 2i3.51 feet;
thence North 53°56'58" West, 425. 75 feet;
thence North 73"44'23" West. 5B.04 feet;
thence North 89°47'05" West, 99.96 feet;
thence South 00'12'47" West, 269.61 feet to a point on the East-West centerline
of said Section 1;
thence leaving said exterior boundary line and along said East-West centerline
South 89°42'59" West, 486.63 feet to a point on the North Bank of the Canyon Hill
Ditch;

S.IISG P10jee1slWool Highlancr.. PblslOGCUmantslwosl highlands pre lll•I OESC.doe
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thence along said North Bank !he following 2 courses:
thence North 46"07'55" East, 178.91 feet;

thence North 59°24'12" East. 160.17 feet;
thence leavi11g said North Bank South 89°43'17" West, 970.33 feet;
thence North 00°38'13" East, 99.95 feet:
thence South 89°43'22" West, 112.80 feet to a point on the East right-of-way line
of Hartley Road;
thence along said East right-of-way line North 00°35'43" East. 1014,36 feet;
thence South 89°43'19" West, 40.00 feet to the North-South centerline of said
Section 1;

thence along said North-South centerline North 00°36'32" East, 419.69 feet to
the Southwest comer of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 2 as filed in Book 41 of
Plats at Page 29, records of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along the southerly boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 2 the following 4 courses:
thence North 89°37'29" East, 182.88 feet;
thence North 69°10'32" East, 52.70 feet
thence South 89°23'28" East. 314.54 feet:
thence South 56°47'54" East, 27.02 feet to a point on the exterior boundary line
of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 1 as filed in Book 41 of Plats at Page 30,
records of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along the exterior boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 1 the following courses:
thence South 15°30'54" West, 113.62 feet;
thence South 25"43'27" West, 50.D5 feet to the beginning of a curve to the left;
thence along said cuive 95.48 feet, said curve having a radius of 225.00 feet, a
central angle of 24°18'51" and a long chord of 94.77 feet which bears South 17°31'39"
West;
thence South 6·1°01·11" East. 55.92 feet;
thence South 56°47'54" East, 141.59 feet;

S:\ISG PtojeclSll'lesl Highland$ Plats\OocumentsiNaSl lli,hlancS pre plat OESC.doc
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thence South 51°46'46" East, 114.31 feet:
thence South 56°47'54" East, 373.51 feet:
thence South 60°49'19' East, 95.35 feel:
thence South 68.48'19" East. 93.84 feet;
thence South 75°39'39'' East, 192.84 feet;
thence North 11•47'52" West. 81.28 feet;
thence North 74"23'20" East, 111.32 feet:
thence Norih 40"54'36" East, 54.71 feet,
thence North 89"43'21" East, 124.88 feet;
thence North 07°01'22" West, 75.07 feet;
thence North 12"58'59" East, 167.88 feet;
thence North 12"02'33'' East, 50.14 feet;
thence North 07°33'12" East, 100.00 feet;
thence Soulh 84°41'30" East, 10.36 feet;

•

thence North 06"13'36" East, 1D .18 feet;

thence North 28"36'54" East, 54.34 feet
thenoe North 04"52'17" East, 100.00 feet;
thence North 82°09'17" West, 81.29 feet;
thence North 29°36'39" West, 71.45 feet;
thence North 58"19'23" West, 95.36 feet;
thence North 25°32'49" East, 144.70 feet

thence South 86°17'04" East, 8.38 feet
thence North 21°11'36'' East, 118.07 feet;
thence North 02°32'44" West,

164.n feet;

thence South 85"27'28" West, 112.51 feet;

thence North

so·os·o6" west.

134.34 feet:

S:~SG Pro}eGls\Wesl Highlar,ds Plal!I\Oocoments\\llesl ~,ghlands pre plat OESC doc
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thence North 04•59•53" East, 108.82 feet;
thence North 00°16'41" West. 104.36 feet;
thence North 44°37'29" East, 70.71 feet
thence North 89°37'29" East, 1173.39 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING,
containing 87.99 acres, more or less;

S:\ISG Pro~cb\Wos\ Hi9hl>nds Pla13\DoC\lmentslwa•t higt,londs pre plat OESC.doe
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Legal Description of School District Property
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S6.876,l29

$5,380,180
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Julv 18. 2011

Deborah 1':elson
Givens Purslev
601 \\'. Bannock Street

Boise. Idaho 83702-5919
Re:

West Highhlnds Impact fees Exemption - Credit Agreement

Dear Debornh:
Mr. Coleman has requested to be on the City Council's agenda for \\'ednesday, July 20,
2011 to discuss the status of an impact fee credit agreement for ,vest Highlands Ranch. While
]\fr. Coleman has been provided an exemption for phases l-3, it appears he would like to have
the issue resoh ed for future phases at this juncture. I have evaluated the arguments in support of
the proposed Credit Agreement as aniculated in your correspondence dated January 4, 2011. As
is self-evident from our earlier meetings, and eorrespondence, I disagree in part and agree in part
with your analysis

I.

\\.'est Hi2:hlands asse-rts that it is entitled to credit/reimbursement for
impro\'ements exceeding the service levels established in the CIP.

,mr

West Highlands contends that as a matter of staiutory construction', IDIFA mandates that
lest an agreeme:1t be reached the City must issue a check to West Highlands in the total amount
1 The

ldaho Supreme Conn has articulated the standud in inl.erpreting a statute:
The purpose of statutory irncrpretmion is to ascertain and '•giYe effect 10 legisl1Jti\ e inient.··
Srntutory interpretation begins with the li,erai \vords of a statute. whicb :1re the best 1,11.1ide 10
de,emiining legislative imenL The words of a statute should be gi\'en their plain meaning. unless a
contrary legislative purpose is expressed or the plain meaning creates an absurd result. lfthe words
of tile stamte are subject to more than one meaning. it is ambiguous and we mtL'il constme the
smtule -10 mean what the legislat1ue int.ended it to mean. To detemune that iment. we examine not
only the litcrnl words of the statute. but also the reasonableness of proposcq constrnctions, the
public policy behind the sialute. and its legisuitive history:-

KGF De1·ehp111enr. LLC v. Ci~vc1f1:...·e1chum, 149 Idaho 324, 236 PJd 1284 (20l0) tintemal citations omittedi
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of $5,398,842.00 for parks and transportation improvements on the basis that West Highlands is
entitled to reimbursement for a,~v improvements exceeding the service levels established in the
CIP. We do not agree and believe that such would lead to absurd results effectively bankrupting
any municipality adopting an impact fee ordinance. 2
While I agree that a governmental entity cannot require new development to raise the
service level adopted in the CIP without reimbursement, West Highland inaccurately paraphrases
the applicable IDIFA and MCC provisions. West Highlands is not entitled to credit for any
improvements exceeding the service level identified in the CIP, but rather only for system
improvements, as opposed to project improvements, that were required by the City and not
merely necessary and/or aesthetically pleasing or profitable for the use and convenience of the
development project itse!f. 3
A.

Required Project Improvements versus System Improvements as a condition to
subdivide property.

There is no fundamental right to subdivide property. The "right" to use property for a
particular use, i.e. the subdivision ofland, is not a fundamental attribute of ownership. Rather, it
is a contingent right cu1tailed by reasonable federal, state, and local regulations "adjusting the
benefits and burdens of economic life to promote the common good." While the subdivision of
property represents a benefit, it is not without concomitant burdens including public
infrastructure and open space. "[G]ovemment hardly could go on if, to some extent, values
incident to property could not be diminished without paying for every such change in the general
law."4 ''The mere fact of casting financial burdens upon some who must comply does not
necessarily render such ordinances unreasonable or arbitrary."
West Highlands believes that IDIFA transfers any such financial burden to the City.
West Highlands' property is zoned R-3 allowing a maximum of three units per acre. West
Highlands submitted an application and voluntarily entered into a development agreement
(authored by applicant) requesting (as opposed to the City's requirh,g5) to subdivide its property
··Language of a particular section need not be ,;ewed in a YacuUin." Friends ofFarm ro 1\Jarket 1•. I 'alley Counry,
137 Idaho 192. 197. 46 P.3d 9. 14 (2002). Statutes should be construed so as to give effect to all their proYisions
and not to render any part superfluous or insignificant. Id: citing Brown,~ Caldwell Sdz. Dist. No. 132. 127 Idaho
112. 117, 898 P.2d 43. 48 (1995). ·'All sections of applicable statutes must be construed Logelher so as Lo deLermine
the legislature's intent." Id; citing Lockhart v. Dept. of Fish and Game, 121 Idaho 894. 897,828 P.2d 1299. 1302

:!

( 1992 ). Constructions that would lead to absurd or unreasonably harsh results are disfm•ored. Id.
See Paragraph 4.2 of the Development Agreement
Coal Co. v. Mahon. 260 U.S.393.413 (1922).
s See K.\!ST, LLC "· County of.4.da. 138 Idaho 5 77, 67 P.3d 56 (2003) where a developer challenged Ada County's
requiremenr that a d~·eloper construct a public street and dedicate it to t11e county. This Court disagreed finding that
KMST had volunteered to dedicate the road:

3

4 Pennsi,/vania

As a general mauer developers do not include conditions in de\'elopment applications if Urey
disagree with the conditions. . .. KMST's property was not taken. It voluntarily decided to
dedicate the road to the public in order to speed appro,·al of its de"\•elopment. Having done so. it
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as a Planned Unit Development ("PLTI") pursuant to MCC 6-5-3-1. With 967 lots on 335 acres
more or less, the preliminary plat identifies the overall density to be 2.97 lots per acre. As no
additional buildable lots could be utilized, this begets the question as to what portion of the open
space is not necessary for the use and convenience of the development itself.
The PUD provides a palatable development medium offering a unique product to the
customei with amenities that ·would nom1ally not be available in a typical subdivision. Most
notably, the PUD reduces the allowable lot sizes and applicable setbacks, i.e. clustering, resulting
in large building envelopes on smaHer lot sizes. With very little in the way of private individual
yards, this is palatable to the elderly or the very busy who do not want or do not have time to
maintain typical yards. 6 However, in consideration of receiving the benefit of utilizing
cannot now claim that its propeny was "taken· .... KMST itself proposed that ii. would constroct
and dedicate the street as a pan of its de\·elopment.
138 Idaho 582. 6i P.3d at 61. See also Lochsa Fall;,: LLC v. State ofIdaho, ltlaho Transportalion Board, 147 Idaho
232. 237. 207 P.3d 963. 968 (2010)where. a developer challenged ITD's requirement to install a traffic signal in
order lo access Chinden BouleYard as a talcing. a violation of substanti\'e due process. and a denial of equal
protection under the law. The d~·eloper·s own traffic engineer reconuneuded the traffic signal in its Transportation
Impact Study (TIS).
6 Pursuant lo MCC 6-5-3-l(A).
1. The plmmed unit deYelopment (PUD) process pro,ides an opportunity for land de,·elopment
!hat prese1Yes natural features. allows efficient pro,ision of sen-ices. and proYides co1mno11 open
spaces or other amenities not found in traditional lot by lot dC\·clopmcnt. The procedure may allow
a combination or variety of residential. conunercia1. office. technical and industrial land uses. It
also pro\·ides for the consistent application of conditions of approval for the ,·arious phases of the
planned unit development.
2. A plaimed unit development is intended to:
a. Pennit greater fleXIbility and. consequently. more creative design for deYelopment tllan
generally is possible under com·entional zoning regulations:
b. Retain and presen,e natural scenic qualities and topographic features of open spaces: promote
aesthetics: prevent dismption of nanua1 drainage patterns:
c. Promote the creation aud efficient use of open space and park area:
d. Pro,ide a hannonious ,-ariety of neighborhood dC\·clopment and a higher leYel of urban
amenities.

Further. MCC 6-5-3-l(H) pro\'idcs additional benefits to the Dc,·clopcr which include:
l. A ,·ariety of housing types may be included in residential projects ....
2. The Illiuimum lot size of tl1e zoning district may be reduced within the density limits of the zone.
"Density limits" defined as the gross area less all unbuildable area dh'ided by tl1e minimum lot size
for the zone in which the site is located .
. .. 4. Setbacks for buildings within the interior of the project may be less than required in the
zoning district ...
... 6. Buildings may be clustered to prese1"\'e as open space tJ1ose areas considered lo be
environmentally sensitive. sucb as river areas. floodways. foothills, and wetlands. Clustering of
dwelling units, conuncrcial and industrial uses, is encouraged as long as buffer yards.. open space
and emergency access are adequately planned....
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substantially smaller lot sizes, the applicant concomitantly provides a greater percentage of
project open space in order to maintain the overall maximum allowable density.
West Highlands is attempting to abuse this privilege by accepting the benefit of clustering
and thereafter demanding credit/reimbursement for the concomitant common area open space to
stay v.,ithin the allowable maximum density. Merely because the developer reduces the size of
each lot owner's prniate, individual yard in favor of larger prh1ate, common areas maintained by
the HOA, does not legally transform the private open space necessary for the use and
convenience of the inhabitants into a public park entitled to reimbursement. More importantly it
does not transfonn what is obviously a "project improvement" into a ·'system improvement". A
"project improvement" is defined as
project site improvements and facilities that are planned and designed to provide
service for a Project that are necessary to conform to the development standards
adopted by the City that are necessary for the use and convenience of the
occupants or users of the Project.
MCC 4-5-47. In contrast, "System improvements" are
capital improvements to public facilities that are designed to provide service to a
service area greater than basic project improvements including, without limitation,
the type of improvements the city has the authority to make as described in section
50-1703, Idaho Code.

Id

The inclusion of open space within the sought-after Pl.JD is a project improvement as such
open space was necessary for the use and convenience of the occupants to stay within the
maximum overall density. The mere transfer of a private individual yard to private common yard
does not alter its essential character.

Further, the City did not require the applicant to utilize the PUD process pursuant to
MCC 6-5-3-1. Pursuant to Section 3 .2.1 of the Development Agreement, West Highlands agreed
that in consideration of the reduced setbacks and lot sizes, it agreed it would comply with MCC
6-5-3-1(1)(7) which specifies ten percent (10%) open space. 8 The preliminary plat indicates that
West Highlands has provided 10.45% open space. Having received the benefit of the bargain,
West Highlands contends it is now entitled to credit/reimbursement for 26.11 acres of the 38.58
total acres of open space at $200,000 per acre or $5,222,000.00. While you readily agreed to
reduce it by 17.68% for the City's extended olive branch exempting phases 1-3 from impact fees,
the City could take the position that no impact fees would be assessed for Phases 1-2 and no
credits would be available either. As open space in Phases 1-2 amount to 22.29% of those
phases, the city is already trying to reach an equitable solution.
7

See also LC. § 67-8203(22)
"Project improvements" means site improvements and facilities !hat are planned and designed to
provide service for a particular development project and that are necessary for the use and
convenience of the occupants or users of the project.

8 Pursuant to

MCC 6-5-3-1(1)(7) ... not less than ten percent (10%) of the total gross area of a residential PUD shall

be retained as pennanent open space.
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Public Park Capital Improvements versus Project Private Common Areas

The CIP identifies four parks, all of which are city-owned, including Middleton Place
Parlt Roadside Parkl 0, Davis Park 11 , and the Grove. Of the 10.45% of open space, what
percentage of West Highland's open space is within the dominion and control of the public? Has
West Highlands dedicated its open space to the City? Could it even do so? Who, the City or the
HOA, is empowered to accept reservations for events in the "parks"? Does the HOA have the
authority to exclude the public from the park when it wishes to do so for a private event? Can
the property ever be foreclosed upon? To be eligible for credit (lest we forget the City is in
essence buyh1g the park at $200,000 per acre) does West Highland's open spaces comply with
any and all City 12, regional, and state plans'> Are they appropriate as to size, shape, and location
as to be suitable, i.e. usable, as a City park? 13 What assurances are there that this is and ·will
remain a usable public park in perpetuity? To even consider a credit, these considerations must
be addressed.
C.

Pedestrian Pathways as Project Improvements

In consideration of receiving the benefit of reducing lot sizes and setbacks, West
Highlands also proposed to utilize pedestrian '"'alkways throughout its project. (See Section 3.7
and Exhibit H of the Development Agreement).
Since the inhabitants do not have yards
themselves, pedestrian pathways within the project are necessary for the use and convenience of
the occupants to get to these common areas and are thus project improvements. Exhibit H clearly
demonstrates this purpose. Yet now, West Highlands claims a credit for all 20.77 acres of
privately-owned 25-30 feet landscaped pathway with a five foot "walkway" and 2.71 acres of
ten-foot wide "micropaths". Pursuant to Section 3.2.1 of the Development Agreement, West
Highlands agreed that its open space would comply with MCC 6-5-3-1 (T)(7) as to shape, use, and
method of calculation. That section provides that the PUD "shall not include strips of less than
fifteen feet (15') in width .... " The ten foot inicropaths appear to be nothing more than a
sidewalk.
Even the five foot "walk-way" within the pathway, while convenient to the

9 Middleton Place Park is a cit:y-owned. neighborhood park. approximately 12-acres located on tbe eastern city
boundary in Middleton Place Subdi\'ision. The land and primal)' irrigation system were donated. Long-range
development of Olis park includes jogging track. horseshoe pits. additional playground equipment, safety fencing,
drinking fountains. bike rakes and lighting. The restrooms. tennis courts. two baseball courts. sand volleyball.
baseball field. picnic facilities. asphalt parking lol play equipment and a park shelter haYe been completed.
10 Roadside Park is a sm,"lll city-owned park with a picturesque creek rurmiug through it The park is located on
State Highway 44 and is a welcome stop for travelers. Facilities include restrooms. picnic facilities. the Shennan
Tank donated to the City in 1968 by the United States Department of Anny, play equipmenl horseshoe pits. shelter
and attractive landscaping. Also. on the gounds of the park is the Trolley Station and Middleton Civic Center. both
are city-owned buildings used for both public and pri,·ate functions.
11 Da\'is Park is a small city-owned park along lvfill Slough Creek and has picnic facilities wit11 at shelter. Davis
Park is located on the southwest comer of State Highway 44 and Soutlt Middleton Road.
i:: See the amended City of Middleton Parks. Pathways & Greenbelt Plan adopted on February 6, 2008 (Resolution
256-08) and Park Standards and Requirements (Resolution 283-09).
13 Pursuant to MCC 4-5-90), any land that is to be dedicated to the City must also be suitable for public purposes
laking into account factors such as size, unity. shape. location, access. and utilities. Lastly, City, regional, and stale
plans shall be taken into consideration when ernluating land proposals for dedication
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development itself, does not rise to the level of a true pedestrian walh.-viay pursuant to MCC 6-42(A)(2), which provides that at a minimum ... :
Concrete sidewalks on both sides of the street may be adjacent to the curb or may
be meandering, ·with a landscape strip between sidewalk and street. Pedestrian
walbvays, when required and/or provided, shall have easements at least twenty
feet (20') wide and pavement at least seven feet (7') wide. All developments shall
provide safe pedestrian and bicycle access throughout the development that
connects with existing and proposed pedestrian and bicycle routes as shown in the
:rvfiddleron comprehensive plan.

D.

A rule requiring compulsory municipal purchase of open space would lead to an
absurd result.

Abraham Lincoln is often attributed with this riddle:
How many legs does a dog have if you call the tail a leg?
Four. Calling a tail a leg doesn't make it a leg.
While I commend West Highland's creativity and I am admittedly being a bit facetious, if
its interpretation were correct, every city with impact fees would be bankrupt. I don't know what
1v1r. Coleman paid for his land, but picture this if you would: why not buy up 300 acres in every
city that has an impact fee, build a high-rise (multi-family d·welling) on a 1 acre buildable
envelope and compel the City to credit/reimburse for the remaining 299 acres at $200,000 per
acre as open space? Wow! We would clear $5,980,000 without selling a single condo in our
high-rise.
While I am deliberately being facetious, the compa1ison to the PUD process is
compelling. A city is not required to buy a developer's various parcels of open space that the
developer chose or could not market as bui!dable lots within a subdivision. West Highlands'
small pocket parcels appear to be designed to merely benefit the subdivision inhabitants and/or
satisfy the maximum density restrictions and other such requirements as conditions precedent to
subdivide property. As a matter of law, a privately ov1med and maintained common area is not
akin to a public park and the City is not compelled to reimburse a developer for every blade of
grass merely because the Developer sought and received approval to utilize a PUD memorialized
in a development agreement. To conclude that a city is required to reimburse a developer
undermines the very purpose of impact fees. That being said, the City is willing to discuss
reducing the applicable park impact fee provided certain "park" facilities and inclusive amenities
are within the dominion and control of the City if not held in fee simple; i.e. a true city park not
under the control of an HOA.

II.

Eligible reimbursable Costs for transportation Svstem improvements must be
identified on the capital improvements plan.
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The City is willing to reduce West Highland's transportation impact fee from $1,547 per
each of the 962 units to $380 per only 791 units. As of course you know, the transportation
impact fee of $1,547 represents the cost per linear foot to improve only certain portions of certain
roads identified on the CIP. A CIP does not include every street in the jurisdiction. To do so,
woL1ld amount to an impact fee beyond reason. The inverse however is trne as applied to ere.di ts.

Viewing LC. § 67-8209 in a vacuum, the Nelson Letter contends that West Highlands is entitled
to $3,197,552 for its costs associated for the construction of transportation improvements
regardless of whether it is identified on the CTP

This is illogical as it must be read in

conjunction \V.ith I.C. § 67-8203(29) which provides that the costs for the
constmction or reconstruction of system improvements, including design,
acquisition, engineering and other costs attributable rhereto, and also including,
without limitation, the type of costs described in section 50-l 702(h), Idaho Code,
to provide additional public facilities needed to serve new growth and
development ... do not include:
(a) Construction, acquisition or expansion of public facilities other than

capital improvements identified in the capital improvements plan;
The West Hig!-ilands Subdivision is in the northwestern-most portion oftbe City; some of which
was included v..ithin the ClP and some was not. Thus, to the extent that the West Highland
subdivision "results in the need for system improvements which are not identified in the capital
improvements plan", said transportation improvements are not entitled to credit or, at best, would
be entitled to credit against an extraordinaiy impact resulting in extraordinary costs. 14 In short,
the City's analysis of the allowable transportation impact fee credit calculation is as follow·s:

Transportation Impact Fee Credit Calculation:
• Improvements constructed (to be constructed) included on CIP
o Cemetery Road Signal

o Cemetery Road Improvements
o 9th Street Improvements
•

CIP costs

o CemeteryRoad: $181.37perLF(oneside)
1•1

Pursuant to MCC 4-5-5(j)
There may be circumstances where the anticipated fiscal impacts of a proposed development are of
snch magnitude that the City may he unable lo accommod111e the deYelopment \\;thout exce.c:sive or
unscheduled public C"-"])enditures that exceed the amount of the anticipated Impact fees from such
de\·elopmenl If lhe City detemrines that a proposed development would create such an
extraordinary impact on the City's streets. parks, and/or Middleton Rural Fire District public
facilil.it:s. lht: City may n:fust: to approve lire proposed development and/or may recommend Lo the
other affected government agencies that the project not be app1"0\·ed. In the alternative, the City
may calculate a pro rata shnre per dwelling unit. or squnre feet of nonresidential buildings, of the
extraordinary impact and charge a reasonable extraordinazy impact fee that is greater than would
ordirnirily be charged ptmnant to the fee ~chedule.
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o 91ilStreet: $157.96perLF(oneside)
Amount/Costs of Improvements constructed (to be constructed)
o Cemetery Road Signal: $175,000 (per development agreement)
o Cemetery Road: 2162 LF x $181.37 = $392,122
Per CIP only 50% included in Impact Fees - $196,061 eligible
o 9th Street 4758 LF x $157.96 = $751,574
o Total Improvement Costs: $175.000+$196,061 +$751,574 = $1,122,635
• ImpactFee: $1,547perlot
• Total Impact Fees without exemption: $1,547 x 962 lots= Sl,488,214
• Total Impact Fees with exemption: $1,547 x 791 lots= $1,223,677
• Proportionate Reduction of Eligible Credit
o 171 of 962 total lots exempt from impact fees= 17.77%; are exempt
o 17.77% of Total Costs of $1,122,635 = $199,492.24 not entitled to credit
o Eligible Credit= $1,122,635 minus $199,492.24 = $923,142.76 Total Credit
11
Total Adjusted Impact Fees ($1,223,677) minus Total Adjusted Credit ($923,142.76)
o Remainder Impact Fee: = $300,534.24
• Total Impact Fee= $300,534.24 divided by 791 lots= $379.94
•

The City is looking forward to addressing these issues on July 20 and is certainly willing to
negotiate a satisfactory credit agreement with West Highlands provided such an agreement does
not force city taxpayers to subsidize private development.
Sincerely,

MOORE SMITII BUXTON & TuRCKE CHARTERED

Paul Fitzer
Middleton City Attorney
Cc:

City ofMiddleton
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Paul J.Fitzer!PJF@msbtlaw.com]

From:
Sent:

10/12/2011 7:38:29 PM

To:

Deborah E. Nelson [/O=GIVENSPURSLEY/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=De'."lj

Subject:

Re: West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Dedication Agreement [IWOV-GPDMS.FID221507j

Thanks deb!
Sent fron'. my Verizon ,,,; re1ess Phone
''Deborah

E.

Nelson" <den@givenspursley.com> wrote:

Hi Paul ,

Attached are two agreements for your review - west Highlands Impact Fee
Agreement and Parks Dedication Agreement. I tried to incorporate
everything we discussed at our meeting. Please let me know if you have
any comments, questions, concerns.
\>lie wi 11 have one 1ega l description (of the completed large park) to add to
Exhibit /.. in the Pa:·ks Dedication Aoreement and Exhibit E in the Impact
Fee Agreement. I~ is being preparea now.
Thanks for all your efforts on this.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Deb

Deborah E. Nelson
Partner, Givens Pursley LLP
501 w. Bannock St., Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 388-1200 tel
(208) 388-1215 direct (208) 388-1300 fax
1w>M. given spurs l ey. com <http: //www. givenspu rs l ey. com/>
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE; This e-mail contains confidential information that
is protected by the attorney-client and/or work product privilege. It is
intended only for the use of the individual Cs) named as recipients. If you
are not the intended ~ecipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender,
and please do not deliver, distribute or copy this e-mail, or disclose its
contents or take any action in reliance on the information it contains.
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\VEST BJGRLANDS L\H,ACT

~~s \\ "e.~ H.igt-Jands Im.p2;£.t Fee .i\.g:T~~ent {H.,~·teemenf'!") is e:£.t~ed intc ±is

Y

iay
2011
~~110::g :be.
of •. -,."''"'"''"'~'· a ::-:ur:icipal c:r;,wJrat.io:i
\ 1:rtest l'-tighla:ris! LLC C,:(J:wrner'';) ~1C .Col~. r.n~ Hemes,. LLC
(''De-reh,per"). City, O\,":t.er, an.c :'.)evelopcr may coDe~:tive!y be re£e:rre<l to I:erein as t½e
-""'~""-~""""-~-1, __- " " ~ - - - '

"
RECITALS
it..

C}\¼":..fZ' c:v/;3 ::ertri:t~ re-al propc::y in rl£f, Ciry· (>f }\f1ddlet!..\ll s]JJ~~u on tt.:e
Map in Exhfr.it A ss,d iegaiJy described in Exhibit B ("'"Project Sit.en), except for
'.:hat pcni0n oon.veyed to Middleton Schooi District #134 cf Idaho c:.'ld !eg-dly
1-n E:t:L:'l,it C,
e_;xlribits a.i:e str~h,ed beretci::1c-,0rp,r""ted herein.

Deve}oper is de'<'e:Iop,ir,g the Wert Hrgc"tlz=1ds·Racch subciiv..~sion on
,vnici :s
C.

i:.,-..;=,.,,.,,.n for 957 residential lots.

Project

The Pa:rtie.s entered into that certain Devclopment A~er~t dated Fe'braary .2,
as sr;'.iended
time tc time cci: most r,ecerrtly in
Devefopme'1t
;~grt"£':::11ent
..
Revisi.e:a #l, dated 1.~ch 31, 2009 ("De-.•fJo.pm~:.-:tt Agr·-,z;;amelilf').

4.1.
The ps:ties ackw::wledge mis de°'.-!elopm~t was principally tlemgaed
£till initiaUy approved bdore fue City begmi ~ g s t.() prop-ocg: impact foes.
G:mi,::ic:i.:;n:,y, De--:1el-o;:t;.~-}f propctsils:c ?lus aQd::tionet r:;qc.ire:rncn:t.t irnp1st.d by t.\r:- (;]t1',
t½f- Je,te! of irnpmvemes:-ts nse!lei t:, m:i~aa,tc the. cieve1opmen.t ~ s
11',e pa..."ti':'. :f:'..hcr oc~:nowledge
relied on the ~ •£ in:tial approvlll_ ~
;:;;:;:;.;eed w;;n rr::rel des,gn alld coasi:-;,ctmn or .be deve~! a."Jd 1.mp::rvemen~, wn..>c,.'l
~{1rrs~-uctic:z ~u:s, in so:r:e. L,.~,cesr C..'°l'tnmen~ed ~d be:cn ~.orr-~letoi.

that n.eve.1~

2/'\~ ., -•"£972' :i:-dance with the provisions of the Idaho Developme:;t Iru_;,act

.t'e: .A.ct, ~c~~ ~~ao' S~ion Qf...8201, e.t seq~ the pr-Jes a.ti3:Pwledge 1.r;1d agree

LJ\:1tiloper z::ity be ~tt1ed to credit
~te present v~.lue of auy C--4.n:s--,r~<ilctk}n of sy~~
imtWnvemer::s or v:.an.;.-itntt:i:)n or Oedi:-..atlon of ·mnd er .:none\' n.--qurre.d 'hv a go,,ec'th~enml
e;..,1). from fue deve1.-ir-r for S}.'Etem im.proveme:n!!I of the ca.leg:..-y fur which too
do::velopmerl impa.ct fe is· beir.g collected,, inclnding certain p:;rtions of the
dt:.ve1opmesit~ t st.re.et a.,~~ p.srk irrlprovem.ents, p,rcvided fuat eredit is only t.v«i1uhie for
d,;;;ib1e crq:;:tz.l i:nprovem::ots as pre&cnb--...d in fue Act. The pa.met will ctl:r.r.11ale th~
a.,;ount of such credit dim- the_ &rl.,ption of any ~.relopmc:nt impact f=s, The pacies
fo."thcr aclmmvledge ~ zgree il:m~ u.-lder the .Ju:t. Developer is not entitkd u, cre,:iit for

::r.provemer.ts thlllt cn,r:.-ely provide service to fae development itMilf e.nd !l...re u;i-•,,essary fur
:he use. !Ula' ~,::.:.wenierr::e, of tie <le;,clopmer.:t's residerJs, inchiding be devek,pment's
ccmmunity center and pooi.
43.
Notwifustilll.ding the cl:icw~ ix, accordim~ with Idab:i Code &.."'Ction 61G2l.5{2), Developer shall Mt be f;U':,ject to developme.,t impact fues or credits thereof
subseque:mly adopted by me City fur ponions of the deyelo;;mem where comtruction bas
co!l".rncoced and is p-arruO:i acccroing to tlie terms of the ponit or development approval
West qblaooi fmpae,t Fee Agreement
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As prescnoed in the Development Agreement, following City's ad.option of the
Middleton Impact Fee Ordinance ("Ordimmee'1), the Parties calculated the

a.i.7:iount of Developer's credit against impact fees for the present value of the
construction of cerurin parks and transportation.improvements. Such
improvements and calculations are set forth l:ri E1:hibit D, which exhibit is
attached hereto and hereby incorporated herei.n.
F.

in

Developer is making the ·improvements set forth Exhibit D for the benefit of
City and its residents, in addition to the West Highlands Ranch subdivision.
AGREEMENT

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged, and in consideration of the recitals above, which are
incorporated below, the Parties agree as follows:
1.
Legal Authority. This Agreement is made pursuant to and in accordance with
the provisions of Idaho Development Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq.

("Act").

.

2.
Impact Fee Credit.. The Parties agree that the present value of the construction
of certain parks and ~c.llsportation improvements in West Highlands Ranch, as set for,h in
Exhibit D. exceoos the total amount of impact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch. Therefore,
Developer shall n:ot be responsible for payment of impact fees in West Highlands Ranch. The

Parties further agree that Developer shall not seek reimbursement from City for the value of
improvements in excess of impact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch, as would otherwise be

allowed under the Act. The Parties acknowledge that Exhibit D does not identify additional
improvements, tix.es and o~er potential sources of revenue that might :further offset impact fees
because furi.her offset is not necessary in thls case.
2.1
Park Improvements. All park improvements identified in Exhibit D
(rollectively, «Parks"! shall he 1andscaped with grass, shrubs and trees. As the Parks are final
platted and deve1oped,2~1..t"~~.;?..~~criptions shall be added to Exhibit E, which exhibit is
attached hereto and hereby incorporated herein. Each Park shall be at lea.st 1.00 acre in size and
contain at least one major a.Ttienity and one minor amenity as defined .in th.e ti.-1iddleton City Code
and pursuant to the ReS-Olution 28309 Park Standards and Requirements. "Major amenities" .
shall include but not be limited to children's play _equipment, volleyball courts, tennis courts and
similar improvements. "M:·mor amenities" Ehall include but not be limited to ba:rbeque areas,
picnic tables and similar improvements. The Parks shall be connected to each other ~d to the
external boundaries of West Highlands Ranch through a system of meandering sidewalks within
landscaped conidors at least twenty-five (25) feet wide. Developer and City sha11 enter into a parks
agreement tq ensure that the Parks shall be perpetually dedicated for public use pursuant to the
terms of said agreement and that the Parks remain open and available to the public on the same
basis as residents. of West Highland Ranch consistent with the Middleton City Code; provided,
however, that srud agreement shall n.ot be executed unless and until City has duly adopted an

impact fee ordinance for park improvements and i~ activ~y col~ecting impact fees pursuant

West Highland~ [mpact Fee Agreement
W«:1 H',cl,- lc,;at! ~~- Pi:w 12,7,1
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thereto. Prior to· execution of said parks agreement, if City adopts an impact fee ordinance
identifying a level of service for park improvements below tlµit in Ordinance No. 447, the size or
number of Developer's Parks may be reduced accordingly.
2.2
Transpori.a.tion Imorovements. AJl transportation improvements identified
fo Exhibit D (collectively, "Streets") shall be constructed in aooordance with applicable City
standards and shall be dedicated to City upon completion.

3.
Fmancial Guarantee. In the event that Developer applies for building perm.its
before completion of the equivalent service level of Parks and Streets-, Developer sh.all provide

one or more financial guarantees, t4e: form of i.:vhich shall be approved. by City, for Parks and
Streets yet to be completed. Acc.,""'Ptable guamitees shall include but not be limited to
irrevocable letter(s) of credit and/or cash deposit(s). In all cases, the gnarantee shall be drawn
solely in favor of, and payable to, the order of City.

4.
Amendments. P.JJ.y alteration or change to this Agreement shall be made only by
the written agreement of the Parties
in compliance with the.notice and hearing provisions of
Idaho Code Section 67--6509, as required by Middleton City Code, Title 5, and Chapter 7.

and

S.
Choice of L2w. This AgreelJ.lent shall be construed in accqrdance. with the laws
of the State ofI4aho in effect at the time of the ex~tion of this Agreement. ·
·
6.
Attomeys' Fees and Coca:. If either party shrtll default under this Agreement
and said default is cured with the assistance of an attomey for the oth~ party, as a part of curing
said default, the reasonable attorneys• fees incurred by the other party shall be mmbursed to the
other party upon demand. In the event a suit or action is filed by either party against the other to
intetpret or enforce &is Agreement, the unsuccessful party t.o such litigation agrees to payto the
prevailing parcy all costs and expenses. in.c.lucling attorneys' fees incurred therein, including the
same with respect to an appe.al.

7.
Effect of Agreement. This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon
its approval by the City Council and execution of the May9r and City Clerk. This Agreement
shall be binding upon 2011-049722 it, their respective grantees, successors, assigns or lessees.
[end of text; signatures-and exhibits follow}
Exhibit A: Vicinity Map

Exhibit B: Legal Descri.pti.on of Project Site
Exhibit C: Legal Description of School District Property
Exhibit D": West Highland Ranch Impact Fee Credit Calculation

far.hlbit E: Legal Descriptions of Parks
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement effective on the
date of the last signature hereto.

CITY OF MIDDLETON

By.•1L~
Mayor Vicl'i Thurber

Date:

i'2{5 {D

·

WEST. HIGHLANDS, LLC
By.~~

\1----_ _

Date: ----..:.\l.-.1.-\-t~-=--.!.....)...!....)

COLEr-.1.AN HOMES, LLC

By.A\J\:r
I

2011-049722

Date:

West Highlaadn 1mpaet Fee Agreement.
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EXHIBIT A
vlciaity Map
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EXHIBITB

Legal Description of Project Site

H50 Et,1 W.te:'tCM'Cr Sa
Sul-~ lSO
.
Me·r1cr;aii, l\!:ho 636'12

IDAHO

SURVEY
GROUP

r,;,c,n,;i (20$) _e¼-am

. F,::; {'.OS) 88:'•SJ'.9 . .... .. •.

Projec:t No. 07-236

August 11, 2008
DESC.~IPTION FOR

PRELIMINARY FLAT
WEST HIGHI...AN'DS SUBOMSION
Government Lets S and 4, a port.ion of Government Lots 1 and 2 and a portion of
ths N\N1/4 of the SE1 f4 of Sectbn 36, T.5N., R.3W., B,M., Canyon County, ldahc more
particularly described as fo!fows:
·
Commencing at a 5/8• iron pin marking the SE comer of Section 36;
thence along the East boundary line of said Section 36 North 00°01•21• West,
212.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;
!hence ~nfinuing e!ong said East boundary line North 00•01•21• West, 1108.24

feet to the NE; comer of said Government Lot 1;
thence along the North botmdary line of said Government Lot 1 North 89°57'36"
W~. 1329.64 feet to the f,fW comer of said Government Lot 1;

thence along the East o-:iundary line of ttie NWt/4 of tha SE"i/4 of said Section
36 North 00°00'00" West, 1320.05 feet to ths C-E1(16 comer of said $1)cilon 35;
thence along the North .boundary Une of the NW1/4 of the SE1/4 of said Section

35 SoL!lh sge55•41• West, 902.72 fest;

thence leaving said North boundary llne Soulh 40°13'17" West, 88.82 fest;
thenc;e Sou!h 43~53'3~West, 451.29 feet;

thenr..e

20 1 ;· _049722 •.· West, 18.99 feet;

tfience South 89" 49'53" West, 41 .10 feat to a point on the Wast boundary line of
the NW1/4 ofths SE1/4 of said Section ~5;

thence along said West boundary line South 00•00•50• West, 915.4B feet to the

NE comer of said Government Lot 3;
thence along ihe North boundary line of said Government Lot 3 North B9°56'40"
West, 1328.59 feet to ihe NE comer of said Government Lot 4;
·
thence along the North boundary line of said Government Lot 4 North B9"58'20"
West, 1328.60 feet to the NW corner of said Government Lot 4;
·

S:USG Prqects'llle:s1 Hghlarm Pl;tt\Oo:uments'lwaEt highlat.d! pra plat OESC.doe

West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement
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thence along the West boundary lir.e of said Government Lot 4 South 00"09'52"
West, 1357.74 feet to ihe SW corner of said Section 36;
thence along the South boundary Hne of said S~ion 36 North 89°37'36" East,
·

2659.56 feet to the South 1/4 comer of said Section 36;

thence along the North-South centerline of said Section 36 North 00°04'14" East,

332.56 feet;

thence leaving sakl North-South centerline South 89°59'03" East, 331 .38 feet;
thence South 00°22'17" East, 260.28 feet to a point on the North right-of-way fine
ofWmls ~ne;
thence along said North right-of-way fine the following 7 courses:
thence North 89"37'29" East, 944.42 feet;

thence North ~ 3T29" East, 70.71 feet:
9

thence North 00•22•31• We..--t. 20.00 feet;
thence Nor..h 89°37'2S" East, 110.00 feet;
thence Sou!h 00°22'31" East, 20.00 feet;
thence South 45•22•31· East, 70.71 feet;
thence No.1h 89"37'29• East, 790.84 feet;

thence leaving said Nor'Ji right-of-way line North 00•01•21• West, 142.00 feet;
thence North 89°37'29" East, 383.51 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING.

Containing 193.84 acres, more or less.
ALSO:

A portlo~Oi i-Oifo?2'2't Lots 1 end 2, and a portion of the 81/2 of the NE1i4 and
a portJon of tt,e, "'- ., ......, "'" SE1/4 of Section 1, TAN., R-.3W., 8.M., Canyon County,
Idaho more particularly described a:s follows:

Commencing at a 5/8" iron pin marking the NE comer cf-said Section 1;
thence along the East bouridary line of said Section
70.00 feet to the REAL POIMT OF BEGINNING;

1 South

00°03'21'' West,

thence continuing along said East boundary line South 00•03•21• West, 806.30
feet;

West Highland, Impaet Fee Agreement
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thence lee\~ng said East boundary line South 66°52'25". West, 632.25
feet
thence Soulh 00°53'16" East, 149.51 feet;
thence North 69°39'12" East, 578.75 feet to a point on Iha East boundar
y °fine of
said Section f;
.
·
thence along said East boundary line South·oo•o3•21n West. 50.00 feet
lo the
comer of said Government Lot 1;

SE

thence leaving said East boundary line South 89&39'12" West, 442.51
feet:
thence South 00°03'09" East, 429.50 feet;
thence North 89"39'12" East, 442.5-1 fest to a point on the East boundar
y line of
said Section 'i;
·
thence along said Esst boundary line South 00"03'09" East, 197.42 feet;
thence leaving said East boundary line Norttt 89°53'26" West, 509.00
feet;
thence South 00°03'09" East, 311.00 feet;
thence South s9e53•2s• East, 509.00 fuetto a point on the East boundar
y line of
said Section i;
!hence along said East boundary llne South 00°_03'09" East, 60.00
feet;

thence leaving said East boundary line North 8S"53'26" West, 5i7.53
feet;
!hence South Oi:>"03'09' East, 460.94 feet to a point on the exterior boundai
y line
of Nottingham Gresns Subdivision No, 3 as flied In Book 34 of Plats
at Page 50, records
of Canyon County, Idaho;
thence along said exterior boundary line the following 5 courses:
thence North 51°17'26" West, 213.51 feet;

thenca fl

201"1:04972r West, 425. 75 feet;

thence North 73"44'23~West, 58.04 ~et:
thence North 89°47'05" West, 89.96_ feet;
thence Solrth 00•12•47• West, 269.61 feetto a point on the East.We
st centerline
of said Section 1:
thenca leavlng said exterior boundary One and along said East-We
st centerline
South 89°42'59" West, 485.63 feet to a point on the North Bank
of the canyon Hill

D~;

.

West Highlan d, Impact Fee Agreement
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thence along said North Bank the following 2 courses:
thence North 46~07•55r East. f7S.91 feet;
thence ~~orth 59°24•~2· Eas~ 160.17 feet;

thence leaving said North Bank South 89"43'17' West, 970.33 feet;
thence North 00°38'13" East, 99.95 feet;
thence South 89"43'22" West, 112.60 feet to a point on the East right-of-way line

of Hartley Road;

thence along sa!d Eastrigh!-of-way.line North 00~35'43" East, 1014.35 feet;
thence South 69°43'19" West, 40.00 feet to the North-South centerline of said

Section 1;

thence along said North-South centerline North 00•35•32• East, 419.69 feet to
the Soutnwest comer of West Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 2 as filed in Book 41 of
Plats at Page 29, records of Canyon County, Idaho; ·
thence along ths southerly· boundary tine of said West Highlands Rancri
Subdivision No. 2 the following 4 courses:
thence Not1h B9.37'29" East, 182.83 feet;
thence North 69" 10'32' East, 52.70 feet;

thence South a9•23•2s· East, 314.54 feet;

thence South 56"47'54" East, 27.02 feet to a point on the exterior boundary line
of \!;lest Highlands Ranch Subdivision No. 1 as filed in Book 41 of Plats at Page 30,
records of Canyon County, Idaho;

thence along the exterior boundary line of said West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 1 the following courses:

~011-049722 ,

thence ~ u ,

, .., "'"' _ ,

West, 113.62 feet:

thence South 25°43'27" West, 50.05 feet to the baginn!ng·ot a curve to the left;·

thence along said curve 95.48 feet. said curve having a radius of 225.00 feet, a
central angle of 24"18'51" and a long chord of 94.77 feet which bears South 17°31'39"
West;
thence South 61 °01'11" East, 55.92 feet;
thence South 56°47'54" East, 141.59 feet:·

Wes! Highlands Impact Fee Agreement
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thence Sou+.h 51~46'46" East, '114.31 feet;
thence South 56°47'54" East, 373.51 feet;
thence South 60°49'19' East, 95.35 ieet;
thence South 68.46'19" East, 93.84 feei;

thence South 75"39'39'' East, 192,84 feet;
thence North 11°47'52~ West, 81.28 feet;
then~ North 74•23•20• East, 111. 32 feet;
thence North 40°54'36" East, 54.71 feet;
thence North 89°43'21" East, 124.88 feet;

thence North 07°01'22" West, 75.07 feet;
them~e North 12~58'59" East, 167.88 faet;

thenoe North 12"02'33" East, 50. 'T4 feet;
thence North 07"33'12" East, 100.00 feet;
thence South B4 °41 '30° East, 10,36 feet;

thence North 06°13'36'" East, 100.18 feet;
thence North 28"36'54" East, 54.34 feet;

thence t-lorth 04•52•17• East, 1OD.OD fe€t;
thence North

82°09'1r West, 81.29 feat;

thence North 29"36'39" West, 71.45 feet;
thence

r201'"{04972f

West, 95.35 feet;

then cs North 25°32'49" East, 144,70 feet;

thence Sotrth 86°17'04" East, 8.38 feet;
thence North 21 °11•35• East, 118,07 feet;

thence North 02•32·44• West, 164.77feet:
thence South 85°27'28~ West, 112.51 feet;
thence North

so•os·oo• West, 134.34 feet;

We&t Highl1tnd1 Impact Fee Agreement
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thence North 04D59'53" East, 103.82 feet;·
thence North 00°16'41. West. 104.36 feet;
thence North 44"37'29' East. 7D.i1 feet;
thence Nort.h 89~37'29" East, 1173.39 'feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING,
containing 87.99 acres, more or less;

2011-049722
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WEST HIGHLAND~ llANOi - IMPROVIEMIENTS

TOfl\l (967 lots)
PARKS

~
S<!rvlce level per CIP: 4.4 acrG ~ lOOO rnsldents

6
.!>,
rmp,rowments NecHJe:cl ta Mei~ iervlce Level r,er ClP: $2635/lotx 967 lots

$

2,548,045.00

west Hlg,hhmds ll,11m:h fmpr1M1111ffllt.s;
U.80 iltres of ~rks ll $200,000/ncre per OP - eocll at l@o.st 1.0011a11 in size.
each with at l~st one maJor amenity 11ml one ml001 amenity

$

J.,560,000.00

lmprovcmellb Ek(eeding S<!tvlf.e Level

$

. 11,95,?.00

lmprovcmenti1T4eeded to MeetScr/fooLl?Vllll pQr OP: $1S47/JotM 9&7 luti

$

:l.495,949,00

West Highlands Ranch Improvements.

S

1.748,157.00

s

2:;;z,wa.00

~

TRAHSPORT.Ay!Of\l .
Service Level per Cl~ LOS "C"'

Slgnal. $175,000
Witlls R01d - ~Gl$t~22. istnfrof 7920 linear feat,: $151.96/llnear foot}
Cemew,y. Rooo -$1!JG,OG1 (Mm of 2162. ti near feel K$181.37/llne.!r foal)
9th .Strnt!t • S7Sl,574 (4751 lll'l'!ii! f'eet JI $-157.96/llnear foot)
lmprovemcntll' EKceedlnB: 5e!Vlco levl!I
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EXHIBITE
Legal Descriptions of Pub

[To be added as Parks sre final pls.tted and developed]
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PARKS DEDICATION AGREEl\tENT
(West Highlands)

~-

This Parks Dedication Agreement ("Agreement'') is ent;;:red into this

_g_ day of

~!:;,:en1.tt"L _______, 201 i by and between the City cf Middleton, a municipal corporation in the
State of Idaho ("City"), rnd West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association, 11:c., an
Idaho nonprofit oorpora:tion ("Association"). The City and the Association are sometimes
bdividualiy referred to herein as a "Party" or collectively referred to herei.-i as the "Parties".

RECJTALS
A.
Pursuant to that certain development agreement recorded in the official records of
Canyon Colli-i.ty, Idaho o::i March 31, 2009 as Instrument No. 2009015525, Coleman Homes LLC
is developing that certain residential community in the City of Middleton com..'llonly kno"'11 as
West Highlands ("'Community").
B.
Certai.."1 park imprm·ements (other than fae clubhouse, swi:Tu.-ning pooi, pool deck
area, gym facility and adjacent restrooms) are being developed ·within the Commu..'1ity for the
benefit of the City and its residents.
C.
The City and the Association desire S"Jch park improvements to be developed
v.rithout cost to the City and, upoa such development, transferred to tlie Association to be mvned,
maintained, and operated by the Association as common area parks without cost to the City.
D.
So that the Community remains fully :i.ntegrate:i into the City of Middleton, the
City and the Association desire to have the park improvements dedicated to public use and
enjoy:nent, \Vhereby such park improvements wil1 be open and available to the public on L'le
sa.--n.e basis as residents of the Commumty.

E.
Accordingly, the City and the Association desire to enter into this Agreement to
memorialize their mutual understanding and agreement regarding the use, maintenance and
operation of such park improvements.

AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the recitals above and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of ·which is hereby acknowledge.d, the Parties agree as
follows:

l.
Parks. The park lands in the Community subject to this Agreement shall. be those
park lands, constitJting approximately 12.80 acres, with at least one major amenity and one

minor amenity each as defined in the Middleton City Code and pursu8J.1.t to the Resolution 28309
Park Standards and Requirements. ("Parks"}. "Major amenities" shall include but not be
limited to children's play equipment, volkyball courts, tei,.nis courts and similar improvements.

"Minor amenities" shall include but not be limited to barbeque areas, picnic tables and similar

improvements. The Parks do not include the clubhouse, swimming pool, pool deck area, gym
PARKS DeDJCATION AGREEMENT (WEsr HIGHLANDS)
Pa:'~ Ded~timl ~~ FINI J:).,. Lt l;;lU.5.7.~:?
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facility or adjacent restrooms. As the Parks are final platted and developed, their legal
descriptions shall be added to Exhibit A, which exhibit is attached hereto and hereby
incorporated herein.
Use of Parks. All members of the public shall be entitled to use and enjoy the
2.
purposes on equal footing as members of the Community; provided,
recreational
for
Parks
of the Parks shall be subject to the Park Rules (as defined in
enjoyment
and
however, all use
Section ;.3 hereof). The Parties acknowledge that the Association is making the Parks available
to the public without charge for recreation purposes as contemplated under Idaho Code§ 36•
1604 and the Association shall enjoy all limitations on liability set forth. therein.

3.

Park Management.

A. Subject only to applicable law and the limitations expressly set forth in
this Agreement, including, but not limited to, the express purpose of dedicating and preserving
the Parks for benefit of the public, the Association shall have the power to own, operate, insure,
govern, maintain, improve and otherwise manage the Parks in any manner the Association deems
reasonable or appropriate.
B. In furtherance of the foregoing, the Association shall have the power to
adopt, amend and repeal from time to time such reasonable, non-discriminatory rules and
regulations governing use of the Parks as the Association deems appropriate ("Park Rules").
Provided they are consistent with the Mjddleton City Code as applied to public parks and with
the express purpose of this Agreement as stated herein, the Park Rules may govern all aspects of
the Parks, including, but not limited to, reasonable hours/days of use, non-discriminatory use
limitations, user obligations, reservation and use of space or equipment for regular or special
events, user conduct, commercial operations, prohibited activities, enforcement and maintenance
standards. The Association may not grant members of the Community rights or privileges
greater than those offered to members of the public. The Association shall promptly provide the
City with a copy of all adopted or amended Park Rules from time to time. Upon delivery of
adopted Park Rules to the City, such Park Rules shall have the same force and effect as if they
were set forth in and were a part of this Agreement. In the event such Park Rules conflict with
the terms of this Agreement, this Agreement shall govern.

C. The City acknowledges that the Association's ability to enforce the Park
Rules is constrained by limited rights and resources, and that certain enforcement will need to be
provided by the proper legal authorities. The Association shall have no obligation to enforce the
Park Rules to any particular standard or for the benefit of any particular party. Nothing herein
shall obligate the Association to engage in enforcement activities that would cause the
Association to incur any risk, liability or expense the Association deems inappropriate.

Park Use Fees. The Association shall not charge general use fees to any member
4.
of the public for recreational use of the Parks pursuant to this Agreement; provided, however, the
Association may charge or assess special fees to users consistent with customary practices for the
reservation of public parks, including, but not limited to, fees or assessments (a) to any person,
entity for organization for any commercial, social, charitable, recreational, concession or similar

PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT (\VEST HlGHLANDS)
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event in the Parks, (b) to a.,y user for the reservation or exclusive use of any portion or facility in
the Parks, and (c) for pennits for special activities related such as sound permits, temporary
event sign pel'Dlits, temporary play facilities, alcohol and other matters; provided that the fees
charged and the speciaJ uses granted shall not materially irnpact the public's unrestricted use of
the park facilities either in percentage ofreserved park space or duration. The fees charged or
assessed pursuant to this Section 4 shall not exceed the amount customarily assessed for such
matters in other public parks in the Ada County-Canyon County area.
5.
Park Improvements. The Association shall have the right to enhance and
improve the Parks in any manner the Association deems appropriate, including, but not limited
to, the installation, modification, repair, replacement and removal (by itself or others) of any
recreational or public use facilities and equipment in the Parks provided the Association
continues to provide and maintain the minimum amenities required per Section 1. Recreational
and public use facilities shall include, but not be limited to, pavilions, shelters, restrooms, picnic
areas, play structures, benches, water features, flower gardens, stages, sports fields, seating areas,
parking areas and pathways. The Association shall have the right to install, modify, repair,
replace and remove (or grant others the right to install, modify, repair, replace and remove) any
non-recreational or private improvements in the Parks, provided that such improvements do not
unreasonably interfere \\ith the recreational use of the Parks by the public. The Association shall
have the right to grant easements, licenses or leases to others as it deems appropriate to facilitate
improvement of the Parks by others.
6.
Park Maintenance. The Association shall maintain the Parks and the
improvements thereon consistent with generally-accepted practices for public parks in the Ada
County-Canyon County area.
7.
Binding Effect; Assignment. This Agreement shall be binding upon the Parties
hereto and their respective successors or assigns. The Association shall have the right to transfer
all or any portion of the Parks to any other state or local governmental entity for use as a public
park facility on any terms the Association deems appropriate and, upon acceptance of such
transfer by the receiving governmental entity, this Agreement shall terminate with respect to any
portion of the Parks so transferred.

8.
Default; Remedies. If a Party defaults on any of its obligations under this
Agreement, the nondefaulting Party may exercise any lawful right or remedy if the defaulting
Party fails to cure such default after receipt of a notice from the nondefau1ting Party to cure such
default within the time period specified in the default notice (which shall not he less than 30
days); provided, however, the defaulting Party shall not be deemed to be in default if such Party
has commenced diligent efforts to cure such default within the cure period and provides
reasonable assurances to the nondefaulting Party that such default will be cured expeditiously.
9.
Dispute Resolution. Any dispute pertaining to the performance, interpretation or
enforcement of this Agreement shall be subject to mediation as a condition precedent to
continuation of (but not the institution of) any legal or equitable proceeding. Upon receipt of a
written demand for mediation, the Parties shall endeavor to promptly select a mediator by mutual
agreement. All candidates shall be independent attorneys or judges. The mediator shall set the

PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENr(WEST HICJHLANDS}
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date, time, location and rules of the mediation. The Parties shall share the mediator's fee and
other costs of the mediation fees equally; provided, however, each Party shall bear its own legal
fees. The Parties shall endeavor to hold the mediation within thirty (30) days of the demand for
mediation. Agreements reached in mediation shall be enforceable as settlement agreements in
any court having jurisdiction thereof.

10.
Amendments. Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement may be
modified or terminated only in a written instrument executed by all Parties hereto.
11.
Notices. Any notice that a Party may desire to give to another Party must be in
writing by personal delivery, by mailing the same via registered or certified mail with return
receipt requested and postage prepaid, or by Federal Express or other reputable overnight
delivery service, to the other Party at the address set forth below:
City:

City of Middleton
6 North Dewey Avenue

PO Box487
Middleton, Idaho 83644
Association:

West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc.
1859 S. Topaz Way, Suite 200
Meridian, Idaho 83642

or such other address and to such other persons as a Party may hereafter designate. Any such
notice shall be deemed given upon receipt ifby personal delivery, forty-eight (48) hours after
deposit in the United States mail if sent by mail pursuant to the foregoing, or twenty-four (24)
hours after timely deposit with a reputable overnight delivery service.
12.

Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws

of the State ofidaho.

13.
Integration. This Agreement sets forth the full and complete understanding of
the Parties relating to the subject matter hereof as of the date hereof and supersedes any and all
negotiations, agreements, understandings and representations made or dated prior thereto with
respect to such subject matter.
14.
Validity. In the event that any of the provisions or portions, or applications
thereof of this Agreement become invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, the validity
and enforceability of the remaining provisions or portions, or applications thereof, shall not be
affected thereby.
15.
Legal Authority. The City is entering into this Agreement pursuant to and in
accordance with its self-governance powers set forth in Idaho Code Section 50-301. This
Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon its approval by the Middleton City Council
and execution of the Mayor and City Clerk.

[end of text; signatures and exhibits follow]
PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT (WEST HIGHLANDS)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement effective on the date of the
last signature hereto.

"City"

CITY OF MIDDLETON, a municipal corporation in the
State ofldaho

By:
M~yor Vicki Thurber

Ellen Smith, City Clerk

"Association"

WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation

By:
Thomas M. Coleman, Jr., President

PARKS DEDICATION AGREEMENT (WEST HJGHUNDS)
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EXHIBIT A
Legal Descriptions of Parks

[To be added as Parks are final platted and developed]
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•
From:

J<Js~in W.. F~edin JustirheC:in@g:vensp:.rsiey.com]

•

Sent:

1:.12120:.1 3:.16:34

To:

'pj'@rnsbti2v,·.:c,m' [pjf@n,sbtlz:w.com l

cc.

'Thomas C:,ieman' [thornas@mvcoiemanhorne.com]; Deborah E, Nelson ;/O=GIVENSPURSLEY/OU:::-EXCHANGE

Subject:

ADM!N!STRATM: GROUP (FYDISOH F23SPDL T)/CN:cRECiPiENTS/CN=Denj
,ega cesc~iption - \/vest High:ands Park [IWO\'-GPDMS.F!D2?1507]

?~{:

Attachments: Vvesr Highlands Ranch - Legal Descr'ption.PDF

Paul

1

Thomas Coleman has asked me tc forward the attached legal de.script-ion for ¥Jest H..;.:ghlands Park~ ~..;hich
excludes the clubhouse and ::,eel faci.ities. This. leoal descriDtion can be adoed to Exhibit E of the west
High 1 ands Impact Fee ,:~greem€nt an6 E>~h7 bit A of the ?arks Dedi Cati on Agreement,

Pl ease 1 et us know if ycu have any qt..esti ans or concerns.

Thanks,

Justin N. Fredin
Givens Pursley .LP
601 ht. Ba'.""lncck :Str-!=et

?.O. sex 2720
Boise 1 Idaho 83701
Direct Line: 208 388-1332
Facsimile: 208 388-1300

COLEMAN000544
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DESCRIPTION FOR PARK (LOT 1C, BLOCK 1}
WEST HIGHLANDS RANCH SUBDIVISION N0.1
EXCLUDING CLUBHOUSE/ POOL AREA
October 29, 2011
A parce! of lahd being a poriion of Lot 1C, B!ock 1, West Highlands Ranch Subdivision
No.1, as recorded in Book 41 of Plats, at Page 30, records of Canyon County, Idaho,
more particularly described as follows:
Commencing at the northerly most corner of lot 1C, Block 1, West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No.1, said corner being the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING of this
description;
Thence South 88°11 '58" East, 49.62 feet along the northerly boundary of said Lot 1C to
a point on a curve;
Thence along said northerly boundary and afong a curve to the left 111. 07 feet, said
curve having a radius of 925.00 feet. a central angle of 06~52'47", and a chord which
bears South 50°27'49" East, 111.00 feet to a point;
Thence leaving said northerly boundary North 83°51'49" West, 142.25 feet to a point:
Thence South 56°54'43" West, 44.93 feet to a point;
Thence South 26° 14'50" West, 34 .15 feet to a point;
Thence South 00°00'00" East, 47.85 feet to a point;
Thence South 63°45'10" East, 72.53 feet to a point;
Thence South 84°09'13" East, 75.20 feetto a point:
Thence North 31 °28'38" East, 50.44 feet to a point;
Thence South 81 °14'44" East, 25.20 feet to a point;
Thence North 01.,59'34" East, 39.94 feet to a point:
Thence North 81°14'44" West, 20.50 feet to a point;
Thence North 13° 58'05" West, 38.67 feet to a point;
Thence North 76°01'55" East, 32.24 feet to a point on the northerly boundary of said Lot
1C, said point being on a curve;
1
111013/park·des
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Thence along said northerly boundary and along a curve to the left 337.83 feet, said
curve having a radius of 925.00 feet, a central angle of 20°55'31 •, and a chord which
bears South 64"2i'5811 East, 335.95 feet to a point;
Thence South 3'1 °02'54" East, 20. 76 feet along said northerly boundary to a point;
Thence South 12°43'56" West, 227.79 feet along the easterly boundary of said Lot 1C
to a point of curvature;
Thence along said easterly boundary and along a curve to the right 256.26 feet, said
curve having a radfus of 275.00 feet, a central angle of 53°23'26", and a chord which
bears South 39°25'39" West, 247.08 feet to a point;
Thence North 23°52'38" West, 105.00 feet along the southerly boundary of said Lot 1C
to a point;
Thence South 77°30'22" West, 67 .11 feet along said southerly boundary to a point:
Thence North 79°43'40" West, 67.11 feet along said southerly boundary to a point;
Thence North 62°34'17 11 West, 34.20 feet along said southerly boundary to a point;
Thence North 56"47'54" West. 344. 70 feet along said southerly boundary to a point:
Thence South 50°29'1011 West, 106. 70 feet along said southerly boundary to a point;
Thence North 15"11'22" West, 34.08 feet along said southerly boundary to a point on a
curve;
Thence afong the westerly boundary of said Lot 1C and along a curve to the right
374.01 feet, said curve having a radius of 1970.00 feet, a central angle of 10"52'40",
and a chord which bears North 40°07'00" East, 373.44 feet to a point of curvature;
Thence North 45 .. 33'19 11 East, 142.57 feet along said westerly boundary to the POINT
OF BEGINNING of this description;
Said Parcel of land contains 5.81 acres, more or less.

l
111013/park-des
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Message
From:

•

Deborah E. Nelson '.den@givenspurslEycom]

Sent:

8/27/2014 8:20:42 PM

To:

'c:hris@yorgasonlaw.corr' [ch;·is@yocgason\2w.com]

Subject:

Perks Dedication Agreement (West Highlands) - Recorded.nrl [lWOVGPDMS.FID221507]

Attachments:

Parks Dedication t,greernent (Vvest Highlands) - Recorded.PDF

Hi Chris.
~

1..

2.p~ea,..,s t·he Par-ks De:d7 ca::7 on 1... g teement ( cornpc.ri on agreement with the Impact Fee Ag reernent) V-Jas

recorded\ so clearly both were f·irialized. Based en these agreements, and the. performance m2.d-e pursuant
to them, no -impact fees shou 7 d be cha.,~ged to ~vest Highlands and no demand for paymem: for ere di ts should
be made agac nst the City. If you feel that the new impact fee ordi nar::e changes this in some way, p 7 ease
let's chscuss.
Tha.nks

1

Deb

DEBOR.AH E. NELSON

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 w Bannock St, Boise, ID 83702
direct 208-388-1215 / assistant 208-388-1281 (Shauna Wallace)
<mail to: den@gi venspurs 7 ey. com> den@gi venspursl ey. com / <http: //1wvw. gi venspurs l ey. com>
VA"IW. g~ venspu rs 7 ey. com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE.: This communication is confidential and ma\.r contain privileged information. If you
have received it in error, please adv~se the sender by reply email and immediately delete the message and

any artachments without copying or disclosing the contents.

7

har,k you.
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(l Coieman Homes

May 13,2015
City of lvfiddleton City Council
P.O. Bex 487
Middleton, Idaho 83 644

Re:

West Highlands Ranch

Dear City Council Members:
We are pleased to present to the City Council West Highla.rids Ranch's application for
Revised Preliminary Plat and Modification of Development Agreement. We provide these
written comments to summarize the specific revisions requested in the application and to address
the recommendations by City staff1 and the Planning and Zoning Commission. We feel that it is
important to clarify the extent of the application because, after nearly two years of negotiations
with City staff regarding the scope of the application and required improvements, we have made
all of the modifications and concessions we can reasonably accept. We believe our application is
beneficial to all stakeholders involved. Thus, we request the City Council to approve or
disapprove the application as presented and described herein, and we reserve the right to
withdraw the application if the objectionable conditions recommended by City staff and the
Planning and Zoning Commission are imposed on the application.
Summary and Purpose of Application

West Highlands Ranch is approved for development of 962 lots. Phases 1-5, including
268 lots, are complete. To respond to market demand for varied home and lot sizes, to provide
land requested by t.\e Middleton School District for a new elementary school site and by the City
for a public park, and to provide additional right-of-way for intersections requested by the City,
\Ve proposed revisions to the approved preliminary plat and development agreement, ,,;,rhich
include the following:
(1)

\Ve have reduced the number ofresidential lots to 687 (out of the remaining 694
lots approved previously) to accommodate. the new school and park site.

(2)

To meet the demand for increased lot and home siz~ diversity, we request
approvai for specific exceptions to the City's dimensional standards, as set forth

1 "City staff' is the same individual as the City Mayor,
Darin Taylor. We have raised the concern
with City staff and the City attorney that mis dual role creates an inherent conflict of interest and creates a
basis for challenge by the applicant as well as !hird parties. In the event of a tie, we request the Mayor to
recuse himself and the City Council to continue the hearing until a fair vote may be achieved with a
substitute appointment to the City Council.

mycolemanh"me.com
,(';. ;/'"- .:'''",
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in the Amended and Restated Development Agreement and excerpted below.
Many of these exceptions were already approved by the City in 2009 but, with.

this applicat ion. we increase the number of smaller lots that would use t.'i-i.e
reduced lot width and setback exceptions.

3.3.1
For the lots identified with circles on Exhibit C. attached hereto
and incorpor ated herein. the following exceptions shall apply (Note: these
exceptions
were approved in 2009 but the affected lots shown in Exhibit C is updated here):
3.3.1.1

The minim um lot width shall be 55 feet;

3.3.1.2

The minimum interior side setback shall be 5 feet;

3.3.1.3

The minimum side street setback shall be 15 feet; and

3.3.1.4 The minimum rear setback shall be 15 feet when
applied to open sided covered porches. The overall width of the porch that occurs
in
th is additional 5 feet may not be greater than 50% of the entire width of the house.
3.3.2

For the lots identified with cross-hatching on Exhibit C:
3.3.2.1

The minimum lot width shall be 70 feet;

3.3.2.2 The minimum interior side setbacks shalt be 5 feet/12
feet (one on each side), unless the home has at least a 3-car garage, in which
case the
minimum setbacks shall be 5 feet/7 feet.
3.3.2.3
dwellings with 3-car garages;

The minimum side street setback shall be 20 feet for

3.3.2.3 The minimum rear setback shall be 15 feet when
applied to open sided covered porches. The overall width of the porch that occurs
in
this additional 5 feet may not be greater than 50% of the entire width of the house.

(.

(3)

We will dedicate right of way within our property to accommodate the City's
propose d roundabouts, per the City's request, and v1,•e will contribute the required
percentages of the funds needed to improve intersections at Willis/Hartley and
Willis/Cemetery, per the Traffic Jmpact Study.

(4)

\Ve will donate a new 17.63-acre site foruse as an elementary school site and
public park. We have already dedicated the required right of way for this site and
installed curb and gutter, a five-foot meandering sidewalk and landscaping along
Willis Road, and we have provided the site with street access and utility services
(sewer, water, power, gas, cable and telephone). The District and City may
jointly determine how many acres will be owned, improved and maintained by
each. The Middleton School Di.strict has offered to improve and landscape a
portion of the site. The District is very interested in this site for their fourth
elementary school because it will reduce traffic and busing and make a perfect
neighborhood school with safe pedestrian access.
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Transportation Improvements

West Highla.."lds Ranch has provided a.'1. updated Traffic Im.pact Study with this
application, prepared by Six Mile Engineering, \\1hich concludes that the development's share of
traffic impacts is fully mitigated by contributing funds toward the foilowing:
•
0

45% of intersection improvements (sign.al with rum lanes or single-lane roundabout)
at Willis Road and Hartley Lane, and
34% of intersection improvements (sign.al with turn lanes or single-lane roundabout)
at V,lillis Road and Cemetery Road.

The City hired its own traffic engineer, Horrocks Engineers, to review the Traffic Impact
Srudy. Horrocks only requested 1Uinor changes to the Traffic hnpact Study, which Six l\ille
Engineering i11co:rporated into a revised study.
Despite the conclusions in the Traffic Im.pact Study as to the required mitigation, which
are undisputed by the City's traffic engineer, City staff has recommended (and the Planning and
Zoning Commission accepted) conditions of approval that would require West Highlands Ranch
to acquire right of way for and to construct or fund significant additional offsite transportation
improvements that are not atmbuta.ble to the development and thus constitute unlawful
exactions. Many of these recommended conditions involve providing right of way and funding
for a series of roundabouts, which are ve:ry expensive, req_uire a great deal of land for rigb.t-ofway and are not shown on the City's adopted Street Circulation Plan and l\1i.ddleton Master
Transportation Plan in 2007. The recommended conditions include the following:

(

Construction of 9th Street off-site to Cemeterv Road. City staff has recommended
West Highlands Ranch. be required to const111ct or fund 100% of an extension of 9th Street to
connect with Cemetery Lane. The Traffic Tm.pact Study concluded this off-site improvement is
not warranted by the proposed development, which has sufficient access onto Willis and Hartley.
1.

2.
Roundabout at 9th Street and Cemeterv Road. City staff has recommended West
Highlands Ranch be required to acquire right of way for and to consnuct or fund an unstated
percentage of a roundabout at this intersection. West Highlands Ranch is not adjacent to this
intersection, and since 9th Street does not connect between the development and this intersection,
West Highlands Ranch does not contribute any traffic to this intersection to warrant the
recommended improvements. Further, we do not own prope.i.ty adjacent to the intersection to
provide necessary right of way.
3.
State Hi!!hwav 44 Intersections with Hartley. Cemeterv and Emmett. City staff
has recommended West Highlands Ranch be required to acq_uire right of way for and to construct
or fund unstated offsite improvements at all three of these intersections. The Traffic Impact
Study concluded tum lanes are warranted at these intersections by background traffic conditions
and therefore are not warranted by the proposed development Furth.er, we do not own property
adjacent to these intersections and so cannot provide any necessary right-of-way.

(

--
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4.
Roundabouts at Willis/F..aitlev acd Willis/Cemeterv. City staff has recommended
West Highlands Ranch be required to acquire right of way for and to const:111ct or fund an
unstated percentage of roundabouts at these intersections. West Highlands Ranch is only
responsible for the percentages of these intersections set fo1th in the Tl"affic Impact Study and
stated above. We do not own all of the adjacent land and so cannot provide necessary righ.t-ofway; we have agreed to dedicate the right-of-way we do own within the development (which
includes the l\1\V comer ofWillistHw.tley and is shown on the submitted plat). As to City staff's
preference for a roundabout over the less expensive signal and turn lanes, we agree our share of
ftL.,ding may go toward either, so long as any extra cost of a roundabout that exceeds the cost of
a signalized intersection wifa turn lanes (i.e., our proportionate share) is covered by the City.

(

5.
2025 Build-Out City staff initially directed. us to use a 2040 build out year for
the Traffic Impact Study; ,·ve cmuplied. City staff later instructed us to change this to a 2030
build om year, which significantly increases the percentage of in1pacts attributable to the
development. We complied and revised the Traffic hupact Study. Just before the Planning and
Zoning hearing, City staff again requested us to revise the build out year, to 2025. This change
is unwarranted. The Community Planning Association of Southwest Idaho's (COMP ASS)
adopted Transportation Planning Map uses 2040. The Traffic Impact Study assigned the current
completed and occupied homes (totaling 158) as backgrou..'1.d traffic, analyzing the impacts of the
remaining 110 unoccupied lots and 687 lots in this application (totaling 797). Our home sales in
West Highlands Ranch have averaged 26 per year if we conservatively consider the sales period
to begin in 2009 (to eliminate the slower earlier years). At this absorption rate, it will take over
30 years to sell the remaining 797 homes in West Highlands, making a 2030 horizon already
quite aggressive. City staff's new request for a 2025 planning horizon (10-year build out) is
unsupported.
West Highlands Ranch already has made significant transportation improvements, which
offset the transportation impacts from the entire development as required by the prior approvals.
With this application, we have provided an updated Traffic Impact Study, and we have agreed to
contribute additional right of way and transportation funding to the extent necessary to mitigate
our L.-npacts. Bu,:, we cannot provide right of way we do not own. And we cannot be legally
required to fund or construct improvements that are not warranted by our development. Because
the City does not have an established trust fund or other legal mechanism in place for accepting
and holding contributed funds toward specific intersection improvements, we requested input
from City staff and the City Attorney on a mechanism or plan for the City to set this up and
corresponding language in the Development Agreement. We have not received that input to date
but remain open to any lawful way for the City to accept and hold the money to be used at these
intersections within a reasonable period of time to actually mitigate traffic from the development.
We propose the following laD.:,auage in the Development Agreement to address this issue:
3.1
Developer shall be responsible for paying or providing surety for 45% of the
intersection improvement costs at Willis Road and Hartley Lane and 34% of the intersection
improvement costs at Willis Road and Cemetery Road ("Intersection Improvements"). City may
choose whether the Intersection Improvements are a single-lane roundabout or a traffic signal

with left-turn lanes, provided that Developer's required contribution shall be capped based on
the lower cost improvement. {For example, if a signal with left-turn lanes costs $800,000 and a
single-lane roundabout costs $850,000, Developer's share will be capped at 45% of $800,000
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and 34% of $800,000). City may request payment of Developer's funds at such time as City has
obtained the necessary right-of-way and is prepared to commence the Intersection
Improvements so long as the City has established a trust fund account or other lawful
mechanism for holding contributed funds. If the Intersection Improvements are not completed
within fifteen (15) years after the date of this Agreement, then Developer's obligations in this
paragraph shall be null and void and City shall refund any funds collected from Developer for the
Intersection lmprovements.

School and Park Site Donation - Impact Fee Credit

---:a.as.ad~ discussions with the Middleton School District and City staff. we are proposing

to donate 17.63 ~ partially improved land for use as an elementary school site and public
p :ic.
ex
"' , we are requesting a credit against future impact fees that ·would othe1wise be
due for the remaining 687 residential homes. The donated land wil! be improved as a "finished
lot" ready for sale. Right of way has already been dedicated; and required curb, gutter and
landscaping are already installed in the right-of.way; an improved access. Utilities and additional
access off an intemal collectorroad will be provided to the site prior to its donation. Even
conservatively using the value for completely unimproved land in the City's Capital
Improvements Plan, the donation is valued at $1,234,100 ($70,000/acre x 17 .63 acres). Because
this amount already exceeds the $1,020,195 in impact fees that would be paid over the life of the
project ($1485/unit x 687 units), the value of existing site improvements is not included.

City staff has recommended (and the Planning and Zoning Commission accepted)
conditions of approval that would require West Highlands Ranch to donate land to the school
and the City without providing any credit for impact fees. We do not accept these
recommendations, which constitute unlawful exactions. These include the following:

1.
Dedication of parks pursuant to prior aizreement: Phases 1-5 of West Highlands
Ranch preceded and thus are legally exempt from the City's new parks impact fee ordinance
effective September 8, 2014. During the prior phases and as a result of a prior mi.pact fee
ordinance, West. Highlands Ranch and the City previo _
into an Impact Fee Agreement
and Parks Dedication Agreement to provide for e "dedication" a up to 12.9 acres of internal
parks (not a donation, but simply to allow public access m exc ange for full impact fee credit
under the prior impact fee ordinance. However> the City subsequently repealed that ordinance on
the basis that it was illegal, so no impact fees were waived (or ever due) and no parks were
dedicated. City staff's current recommendation for West Highlands Ranch to perform this prior
agreement, which has no ~ from the City and is rendered void and unenforceable by
the prior repeal of an illegal ordinance, is unreasonable. Further, it is unlawful for the City to
demand any park dedication without providing impact fee credit under the current City impact
fee ordinance. West Highlands Ranch does not agree to this recommendation.
2.
School site/park donation: In discussions with City staff prior to submitting the
application, City staff stated a preference for a larger city park site rather than access to smaller
internal neighborhood parks. City staff also knew we were in discussions with the school and
would propose a joint site to maximize the visual and usable open space for both uses. The
present application reflects these discussions by providing a site with space for both a school and
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a large public park. After ,..,,e proposed the initial plat application showing an approximately I l~
acre site, City staff requested we enlarge the site by eliminating 9 additional lots along Willis
Road. We complied with this request. The District and City have had several discussions
regarding design and allocation of site. We understand the District has offered to accept and
fully improve a 7.76 acre site, which would leave nearly 10 acres for the park (9.87 acres).
West Highlands Ranch proposes to donate the l 7.63~acre school and park site in
exchange for full impact fee credit under the City's new parks impact fee ordinance. As noted
above, this donation is conservatively valued at $1,234,100. This value exceeds the impact fees
that would be owed for West Highlands Ranch, but we have agreed not to seek any
reimbursement for the difference as would otherwise be allowed under the Idaho Impact Fee Act.
Following City staffs request to enlarge the donated site and reduce the number of lots,
City staff told us that they believed only the park acreage should qualify for impact fee credit,
not the school acreage. We believe the proposed donation of the entire 17.63 acre site for the

school and park uses is beneficial for all paities. The school site will include greened up space
and play areas, which the District will improve. The City will receive a large park site with right
of way dedication and street improvements already completed. The City has the authority to
enter into an agreement approving the proposed donation in exchange for full impact fee credit.
whether used for a school site and/or city park, pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-8214(2).
Likewise, the District has the authority to enter into an agreement with L½.e City for the joint
acquisition, development, maintenance and equipping of playgrounds, ball parks, swimming
pools and other recreational facilities on property owned either by the District or the City,
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 33-601(5). Regardle.ss, even if the City Council prefers to
recognize a credit for the park portion alone, a 9.87-acre park with the existing improvements
would also be entitled to a full impact fee credit. The park value is $1,025,074 ($70,000/acre x
9.87 acres, plus $334,174 for the value of the improvements), which exceeds the $1,020,195 in
impact fees that would otherwise be due.
Just before the Planning and Zoning Commission hearing. City staff instead
recommended that West Highlands Ranch be required to donate, without any impact fee credit, a
15-acre site to the school district. We do not agree to this recommendation.

Other Conditions

City staff has recommended (and the Planning and Zoning Commission accepted) several
additional conditions of approval that are unacceptable. These include the following:

1. Rieht in-rie:ht-out. City staff has recommended West Highlands Ranch be required to
construct right-in right-out only improvements at the approaches to tlie development
at Emmett Road, Hartley Lane, Willis Road, West 9th Street, Cemetery Road and
Meadow Park Boulevard. These improvements are not warranted, have not been
recommended by a traffic engineer, would unnecessarily restrict traffic flow, and add
an unreasonable expense.
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2. Active Transportation and cvcle track. City staff has recommended West Highlands
Ranch be required to inco1porate Active Transportation streers and cycle track. This
item was never discussed at the pre-application meeting or any subsequent meetings
with City staff about the submitted application. We do understand what is being
requested and do not accept it.

3. Thennoplastic stripimr of crosswalks. City staff has recommended West Highlai-ids
Ranch be required to use thennoplastic, not painted, striping for crosswalks. This
ite.i.'ll was never discussed at the pre-application meeting or any subsequent meetings

,,;rith City staff about the submitted application. We agree to provide all appropriate
signage and striping to create safe routes to school. However, we do not agree to use
thermoplastic striping, which is un..1.ecessa.ry, more expensive and much more difficult
to maintain.

4. Bus Stops Shown on Plat. City staff has recommended West Highlands Ranch be
required tO show bus stop locations on the plat. This item was never discussed at the
pre-application meeting or any subsequent meetings with City staff about the
submitted application. Bus stop locations are not shown on residential neighborhood
plats because they are determined by the school district, not a developer, and they
may change from year to year.
5. Street Naming. City staff has recommended West Highlands Ranch be required to
change directional indicators in streets names on the plat. This is different than prior
direction from City staff on this issue. The streets are named and assigned directions
in accordance with the existing streets to which they are aligned, consistent with
standard naming protocols and emergency services requirements. We are happy to
meet with emergency services and the City to determine the appropriate street sign
designations and names. Typically, this is done after preliminary plat, but before
submittal of a final plat.

6. Cluster Mailbox Uriits. City staff has recommended West Highlands Ranch be
required to install apartment-style clustered mailbox units for all lots less th.an 70'
wide. This item was never discussed at the p1·e-application meeting or any
subsequent meetings with City staff about the submitted application. For these
smaller lots, we will install clusters of2-4 mailboxes, in accordance with United
States Postal Service standards. Any larger clusters become too inconvenient for the
residents.

Requested Approval
We request the City Council to approve the revised preliminary plat we have submitted to
the City, which includes the City comments we agree to accept, and the revised Development
Agreement, attached hereto. The attached Development Agreement includes updates since the
last submittal, shown in redline, following discussions with City staff (e.g., updating the size of
the donated land and resulting number of lots, updating the percentages of contribution to the
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two 111.tersections due to the change in the build out year to 2030, and adding language to address
the City's ability to hold money in trust and to use it for the intersection improvements).
We are committed to making West Highlands Ranch a special part of the City of
Middleton community, with high quality homes, amenities and infrastructure. We believe our
proposed. application - including the lot adjustments, contribution to intersection improvements
and land donation to provide a new school and park site - will improve the development for our
residents and the City. If tbe City Council disagrees, and either denies the application or adds
conditions beyond those we have accepted in the submitted revised preliminary plat and the
attached Development Agreement or that we accept at the hearing, then we will withdraw the
application and proceed with the previously approved project.
We look fo1ward to speaking with you about this application on l\1ay 20m.
Regards,

Thomas Coleman
Coleman Homes
cc:

Mayor Darin Taylor
Chris Yorgason, City Attorney

Rebecca McKay, Applicant representative
Deborah Nelson, counsel for Applicant
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City Q.f Mzcidleton City Council
P.O. Box487
M'.iddletor:, ID 83644

Re:

West Highlands Rench
Response to StmRepmt and P&Z Fmdings and Conclusions

Dear City C01.1ucil J\1'emb~:

\Vest Highle.nds provided wntten teStimony cm May i 3, 2015 to descnoe t..'fie pending
Highlands Ranch applicatmn and to respond to the recommended con.dit.ions from City
sta.i..!f md me Plannbg a:,.1.d Zoning Commission ("P&Z''), Since then we have received a Staff
Report (elated May 15, 20 i 5) and the Findnigs and Conciustons approved by the P&Z on
May 18. 2015 (''Findings·'). whioh effectively res"r.ate t.fie Staff Report. Th.is letter and
s.ttac-::nnents provide a r~-ponse to those docu.t-n.ents ai."'ld attempt to clear 1-ip some misconroptions
about the application. We w1ll offer addiuonal testii.11uny at tho bearing.
Y✓est

Com.]jliance with P&Z. ~"Omroendstfrm

In the Staff Report on pago 6, City staffre..."OI".micnds the Cit; Council iablo the May 20
hearing uno.l Apphcr--...n.t has revised the pMs traffic irnpact analysis and development agreement
in acco:rdan:ce ~ith th.e P&Zis reconuncndation. Under the !vfaddleton City Ordimmcet (he P&Z
is a recommending body for trus ar,phca.tion. and the Cfty Council is the final decision maker.
To require Applicar.t to a00;;-pt the illterim recom.monda.tions of the P&Z would render the City
CoundP.s hes..ring and decision meaningless and constitute an unlawful delegation of power to
the- P&Z in violation of Idaho .Code § 67-6504. Applicant is entitled to a timely hearing by tho
governing body 01;1. this application; fur.ther delay is um-vammtcd and would negatively impact
our devefopm.ent plans. We request the hearlngproceed as scheduled.

EXHIBIT
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Effective Date of Apnlic~tion

The preliminary plat application was submitted a.,d cmnplete as of Febru!:!.-y 3, 20 ! 5.
The traffic impect E11alysis and supporting data. were submitted to the City Engi.;."1eer on
Ja.":tuary 22, 20 i 5 by em.an snd hrmd de!i;,ieiJ' of hard copy. See email chain included as
Att"'ch,.uen.t A, which forz.i1E;rde,i fhe entire 210-page sr-~dy with supporting data. As of February
3, 20151 a] elements re..1uired by rhe City's ordinance for subdivision applications, set forth in
M:cc 6-2-1 a.,d 6-2-2, were satisfied. At the City's request, Applica11t's representative, Becky
McKay, re.sent the traffic ii.upact a-LS.lysis' s s-t.!pporting data on Februar; 27t 20 I 5. See er.u.til
chain inciuded as Attachme!it B-.
On page 2 of the Staff Repol:""4 City staff argues the application was incom.piete untii
Febriiaiy 27, 201 S when Beck-y Mel( ~y resent the study and data. Be-:::ause the fielci data was
pro video to tl1e City on January 22 by email a11d ha:."1d delivery, t.rris argument is factually
incorrect. in any case1 the field data is not legally required for a complete application under the
City's ordi.na..··zce. MCC 6-2-1 requires a preliminary pl~t application to include ..a traffic impact
analysis, prepared end stamped by a licensed traffic engineer, based on information t'lat reflects
current traffic conditions." (Emphasis
added).
meets these
., TI1e submitted traffic imoact
. a.'?.alvsis
.,,
criteria; it is a traffic impact maiysis, prepared s.nd stamped by two licensed traffic engineers
with Six M"iie Engineering, and besed on infmma.tion that reflects CillTe.ti.t traffic conditions na.i-ne!y, new tr.affic counts.

Aooiicable Standards
The Staff Report at page 3 inciudes the foUowing as applicable standards for this project:

•

Middleton Connects map "approved by the Middleton City Council on
Jvovember 6, 2013."

The minutes from the November 6, 2013 City Council meeting, incfoded as Attachment
C) demonstrate that the City Council's decision on that date did not constitate amendment of the
Compreha"1Sive Plan !napt which would require additional public process. The Connects Plan
also did not snend or replace the Middleton Transpor"i.atio11. Pla..11 1 adopted in 2007. i!le plat was
submitted in conformance with the adopted Comprehensive Plan and the adopted Transp01tation
Plan. Nonetheless} Applicant bas revised the plat to provide right-of-way in the locations ·within
the project that Applicant owns laii.d adjacent to a proposed roundabout.
&

Middleton Standards for Public Wo1·ks Construction as approved by the
Middleton City Council on February 18, 2015.

This approval date is subsequent to the effective date of ti\e application and thus does not
legally apply.
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School Site

The StaffRepmt ;;.:t page I incorrectly states that the application includes a lot for
ciedication to the M:iddleton School District "to compensate for the impact '\Vest Higi."1iamis
Subdivision ,.1ilii1 have on schools.., No mitigation is .require:i with this applies.non to ofrset
it"Tipacts to schools. The development as originally approve5 already included a donation of land
'h JJ1str1ct
l'"\.
.
•
. •. . l mi:ugaton
. .. ' ror
~
i.
ls ·was warramea
. ' or requm:~
• ' •oy the City
'
to. u.e
m
.~(;,1DO'"1;' n.o aaartmn2.
scuoo
for th.e fuil bui1d out. In the current appi.icatio11: there is no incres.se in density ~d in fact it is
decre~ed~ so there wm be rio new impact on schools. Applicant provided the new schl)OJ site
b~ed on the request of the District, not bees.use it is required to mitigate the project's impacts,
but as a preferred Mighborhoo:i location that wm incre:~e walk-ability and liniit bussing and r1ts
well in ti1e Districf s long•te=m planrJng for future needs. The Applicant proposed fois
contribution in excha."'lge for impact fee credits and the District has supported this proposal.
The City Co~-ncil may choose to accept or reject the proposed ex.change for the schoo1
site and/or accompanying park site donation for impact fee credit pursua.!'lt to Ids.ho Code §
67•8214(2). Hov11ever. the City Coilllcil may not ex.act as a condition ofpls.t approval a 15-acre
school site from Appiicant. as recor,ur1en.ded by City Staff on page IO of the Staff Report. 'Lile
e,:.actio1, is not warranted by the projecf s ii-upacts and thus is unlawful.
Prior Imoact Fee and Parks Dedication. Agreements
The Staff Report at pages 6-10 includes several claims regarding the 2011 Impact Fee
and Parks Decifoation Agreements: including allegations that Applice.nt is in '1breach at""ld default"
of those Agreements. These allegations a.re unfounded. As described in our May 13 letter, these
prior Agreements reflected specific terms of agreement between. the City a.mi developer
regarding the a:.-nount of credit to be awarded in exchange for allowing public access to 12.8
acres of internal parks; the credit calculations and associated "dedic<'..tion"' requirements were all
calculated based on the City's capital improvements pla.'li. and impact fee ordina.t1ce in place at
that time. However, soon after the Agree.T.ents were completet fae City repealed l'l:le impact fee
ordina:.-i.ce on the hasis that it was megal. See lli."1pact Fee Committee Findi:.,gs and
Reco!Th.-nendations (June 6, 2012) and di.e Minutes of the City Council (July 181 20i2) repealing
foe ordfoance, attached as Attachment D. As a result> neifaer party perfonned: no impact fees
·were waived (or due), and no parks were dedicated for public access. Because the City cannot
provide the legal consideration bargained for in the prior Agreements a.--id because lfie underlying
basis of the contract was detennined by the City itself to be illegal, the Agreements are void and
unenforceable, and Applicant is 11ot in default.
It is important to understand that AppHcant is still providing significant usable, active
open space throughout West Highlands Rancli., at a level that more than offsets the
develo:pment•s impacts, With the cun-ent application, West Highlands Ranch will have 12.95
acres of active usable open space. which includes a 6.9-acre Central Neighborhood Center with
'DOOi, community fitness center, recreation room, playground, sand volleyball court and
pathways; a l. 73-acre North Neighborhood Center ·with pool, playground) and picnic shelter;
five pocket parks (0.5 acres> 1.0 acres, 1.3 acres, 0. 7 acres, and 1.0 acres), each with at least one
amenity; and 1.52 acres of 5-foot wide micropaths. Additionally, West Highlands is building
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8, 140 ii:n.ear foet of 10-foot wide multi~use pathways for the use by the public in acconfance with
the City's Pathway Plan. These improvements more than offset the project's L.upacts, so no
additional p-uk e,:action is -:1l"m-1·fil"tted.
With fais appEca:ion, Applicant is proposing 2 new larger schooi &"'l.d park site
decHcation, 'l,'hich is entirely ove; a.,d above the developed ope.:1. space provided in or nee:~ss~-y
for the development, in er.chmige for iirt.pact fee credit cai.culsted under the Ciry's new caph'tl
i!m,ruvements
fee ordinance. As --proposed
ir-1 the .A.rnended arid Restated.
..
.plan and'. i::.noact
...
.
Deveioprne:."1t Agreema!l.tr my oew;, dedics.tion ,nust be accompa.""li.ei by acl:nowiedgeme11t by
b-,:;th pa.i-ties that the prior impact fee and parks dedication egre-~ents are null and void,
especially fa light of Cit/ staffs new demands regarding the prior agreements. 11✓ e believe the
ne·w propostl ·would be henenoicl to everyone involved, and the District has testified in stiyport
as V,'ell. If the Cit~' Courwil a.ise.grees and detennio.es not to provide impact foe credit, then
A_pplicai.1t does not commit to make the donation. and will simply pay the park impact fees as due
for the rerneining phases under the new ordinance. Ne impact fees are due fer prior ph2Sest
which sre exempt in ac:rordance v.-'ith Idaho Code § 67-82 i 5. No impact fees were due under the
prior impaci fee ordin&"ice efther given that it was adopted mer phases I-3 had commenced end
was repes.le:i before p:ii..ases 4 end 5 comm.e.'lced. See email to City Attorney with timeline in
Attachment E.

Existing DeveloI>ment Am·eement
The Stai.~ Report at pages 6-l Oincludes several claims fr.at Applicant has not complied
·with the requirements fa the e:.dsti.ng Development Agreement. The App!icai"'1.t has been
deve!opi-1.g West Highlands Ranch for eight years and working with the City regarding the
ci.TITent application for n.early t\VO years and this is the first we have heard of a..'lly such concent,
Starrs allegations are U:;·tfounded.
Applicant has constructed ali transportatlm Linprcvements required ·with each phase of
development. The current status is:

• The Wims Road improvements are approximately 2/3 completed, which is ahead
of schedule b~use only 1/3 would be required based on cu1Tent build out.
e
The 9th Street improvements are 11.ot ccmstructed because we have not yet built the
adjacent phase.
• The Cemetery Road improvements are approximately 1/3 completed, in
accordance wil'1 the adjacent buildout.
• The $175,000 contribution to a: signal at Highway 44 and Cemetery Road expired
b)1 its own tenns on January 1, 2015.

Applicant has also constructed an developed open space as required with each phase of
development. The current status is: 12.54 acres of total common area has been constructed:
which includes the 6.9-acre Central Neighborhood Center wit'li pool, community fitness center.
recreation room, playground, sand volley ball court and :pathways.
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Tr7 ~snortetion In1PtU\'err.ients

The Stc:ff Report a.t pa.ges 10-11 lists extensive orr:site tra.nsprn-tatioa t:."tl.provements
r-ec:o;:rm·tencie:i by City staff anci the P&Z As discus;ed in detail in our l\fay i 3 ietter, th.ese
impro,:e7rtents excee6 the mitigation re~uired by the traffic impact study ~nd thus constit;.l
tc

un.1a~,;·fu1 e,:actior;.£:.

Lot I)!rner.L.Sicn.s ~~1:d other Plat f<.eauiroments

The Sts.ff R.eport at page 6 corn.men.ts that the revised plat •~substfu1tia1l)r increases the
numhc:· of smaH lots with 'l'fu"'1!:llce~ to the dimensional standards required m. an R-3 zone."
The
% of lots :::.ffecte.i by the epplicatic;n's prvposed c.h€l.!Lges a.re shown be1ci,/:
ADnrove:l Pfat (total bu-lidz.b1c lots 962)

55'-69' ·witlth= 268 (28%)
i0'-79' width =439 (4:.S.5%}
80' + ·e1ridth = 255 (26.5%)
Prooosed Re.v1siorrs to Fiat (total buildable lots'. 955)
55• -69 1 width = 516 lots (54%)
70'-79' widfo =387 Jots (40.5%)
SO' + w1dth == 52 lots (5.5%)

Wo request theSie changes to meet homebuyers' demand for increased lot a!::>.d home
size
diversity: as v;elI as to accommodate the provision of tbe n.e-vi1 olomcntery school and
public pm.k

..

S!te.

Tb.0 Staff Report at pages 11-12 lists additional plat conditions requested by City staff
and P&Z (e.g., duster mailboxes El!'1.d thermoplastic stnping), ivhich we addresse
d in our May 13
ietter.

We look fo:nvard to speaking w1t.i-i you about this a.i,;piication at the heal'ing.
Sincorely}

~a~-i~4 r rL1-a1,__
Deborah Nelson

cc:

Mayor Darin Taylor
Chris Yorgason

Legal Counsel for Applicant

Thc,mas Coleman
Rebecca McKl3.y

2<S5si:l i tim,46]
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. o e Borton <joe@borton-lakey.com>

West Highlands Ranch [IWOV-GPDMS.FID221507]
6 messages
Thu, Aug 13, 2015 at 5:28 PM

Deborah E. Nelson <den@givenspursley.com>
To: "joe@borton-lakey.com" <joe@borton-lakey.com>
Cc: Yorgason Law <chris@yorgasonlaw.com>

Hi Joe,

I received your letter today inquiring about the status of West Highlands' compliance with the prior Impact Fee and Parks
agreements. As we have discussed with the City for some time, these agreements are null and void due to the City's own
actions. No impact fees were due or walved during their tenure. Please see the attached for more information.

Best,
Deb

DEBORAH E. NELSON
GIVENS PuRSLEY LLP
601 W Bannock St, Boise, ID 83702
direct 208-388-1215 / assistant 208-388-1249 (Stacy Petrich)
den@givenspursley.com / www.givenspursley.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication is confidential and may contain privileged information. If you have received it in error,
please advise the sender by reply email and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or disclosing the
contents. Thank you.

--------·--·---·

2 attachments

noname.eml
D 27K
"Pi'I Ltr to City Council re West Highlands for 5-20-15 hearing.PDF

o

325K

EXHIBIT

--------------------·)
Joe Borton <joe@borton-lakey.com>
To: "Deborah E. Nelson" <den@givenspursley.com>

Wed, .:s
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Bradley J. Dixon, !SB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstiken.11edy@givenspursley.com

f~J Ak E D

;l':M.
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McW Q3 2016
CANYON COUNiY CLERK

T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant and Counterclaimant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A.l\1D FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-15-81 i9

v.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHL.A},.lJ)S,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
\'VEST HIGHLANDS SUBDMSION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LA._1\'fI) DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
RULING AND COUNTERCLAIM

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST IDGHLM1DS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
~NEST HIGHLANDS SUBDMSION
HOMEOWJ:•-.1:ERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; V/EST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclai.-nants.
V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant,

ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATO RY RULJNG
AND COUNTERCL AIM - 1

.---E·x·H·1s·1T---

8594166_1
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This matter having come before the Court on Defendants' Motion for Leave to Amend
Answer and Assert Counterclaim ("Motion") and good cause appearing, therefore,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED consistent wiLh this Court's oral ruling during the April 21,
2016, hearing on this matter that:
1.

Defendants' Motion is granted with respect to foe proposed amended answer and
Counts I and II of the proposed counterclaim.

2.

Consistent with the agreement of the parties, as represented during the April 21,
2016, hearing on the Motion, the West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement,
recorded on December 15, 2011 as Instrument No. 2011049722 and the Parks
Dedication Agreement recorded on December 15, 2011 as Instrument
No. 2011 049721 are valid and enforceable; however, a dispute exists between the
parties to this lawsuit regarding the interpretation of those agreements and the
respective rights and obligations as between the parties to those agreements.

DATED:

---,-,5,._,~3'----_ _,, 2016.

The Honorable Christopher S. Nye
District Judge

ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING
AND COUNTERCLAIM - 2
8594166_1
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CLERK'S CERTIFICAT E OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on

S ') -

2016, I served a true and correct

copy of the foregoing ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR
DECLARATORY RULING AND COUNTERCLAIM in the above-entitled matter by

placing same in the US Mail, postage affixed, addressed as follows:
Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Bradley J. Dixon
Kersti H. Kelli1edy
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Clerk of the Court

ORDER RE: AMENDED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING
AND COUNTERCL AIM - 3
8S94166_1
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F I A.LQi?B.M.

Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com

SEP O1 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLERK

M.CERROS,DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants and Counterclaimants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

v.

Case No. CV-15-8119

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, WEST
HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC, an Idaho Corporation;
WEST HIGHLANDS LAND DEVELOPMENT,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,

DEFENDANTS' AND COUNTERCLAIMANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, WEST
HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC, an Idaho Corporation;
WEST HIGHLANDS LAND DEVELOPMENT,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants.
V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant,

DEFENDANTS' AND COURTERCLAIMANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
12584752_1

ORIGINAL
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Defendants/Counterclaimants Coleman Homes, LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West
Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc., and West Highlands Land Development,
LLC, ("Defendants") by and through their counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, submit this
memorandum in opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment which is supported by
the Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment ("Plaintiff's Memo.")
and the Affidavit of Darin Taylor ("Taylor Aff.").

I. INTRODUCTION
Mayor Darin Taylor was elected to his position in November of 2011 and took office on
January 4, 2012. Nonetheless, Plaintiff's Memorandum relies exclusively on the fifteen (15)
page Taylor Affidavit asserting irrelevant "facts," twelve (12) pages of which relate to a period
of time predating any of Mayor Taylor's involvement in the pending dispute. The Taylor
Affidavit lacks foundation, lacks personal knowledge, is rife with unsupported conclusions of
fact and law and contains misrepresentations of the record. The allegations within the Taylor
Affidavit establish only the misguided and inappropriate actions being taken against Defendants
by the City of Middleton and have nothing to do with the motions currently before this Court.
The question before this Coutt concerns only the interpretation of the West Highlands
Impact Fee Agreement ("Impact Fee Agreement") and the Parks Dedication Agreement ("Parks
Agreement"). EXHIBITS A and B to the Affidavit of Thomas Coleman ("Coleman Aff.")
Specifically, this Court is being asked to determine the impact fee obligation owed by
Defendants to the City of Middleton as required by the Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks
Agreement.

DEFENDANTS' AND COURTERCLAIMANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
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A.

•

•
II.ARGUMENT

Plaintiff's Argument that this Case is Fully Resolved With the Conclusion that the
Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement Are Enforceable is Obtuse.
Plaintiff appears to take the position that this case is somehow resolved upon a

conclusion that the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement are enforceable. The difficulty
with this dispute, the lawsuit, settlement proceedings and even continued efforts at developing
property in the City of Middleton is Mayor Taylor and the City of Middleton's interest in
compartmentalizing issues and abusing their authority as regulator of development. This lawsuit,
from the very beginning arose from a simplistic request to merely declare two agreements valid
(while the city was acting contrary to that position) with no identification of a dispute and no
recognition that the parties disagreed on the interpretation of certain provisions in the
agreements. Indeed, this dispute stems from the City of Middleton attempting to enforce an
illegal and repealed ordinance against Defendants. The very ordinance ultimately being pressed
in this case was so violative ofldaho statute that the Plaintiff had to refund all fees collected
under the ordinance. Nonetheless, Plaintiff would suggest to this Court that it may simply deem
the agreement valid. The difficulty with such a finding is it ensures additional future disputes
and further abuses of authority against Defendants and development in Middleton.
This lawsuit does not concern the mere validity of two contracts. This lawsuit requests
that the Court determine, once and for all, the impact fee obligation of Defendants. Defendants
want to be a good partner with the citizens of Middleton but should no longer be targeted by its
chief elected official. That is why it is imperative that this Court undertake a full interpretation
of the agreement and prevent Middleton from requiring payment of impact fees based on an
illegal and repealed ordinance.

DEFENDANTS' AND COURTERCLAIMANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
12584752 1
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•

•

•.

The Development Agreement and the Associated Amendments Do Not Govern the
Impact Fee Obligation of Defendants in this Lawsuit.
The Taylor Affidavit and Plaintiff's Memorandum take the position that the February 28,

2006 Development Agreement (EXHIBIT 1-A to the Taylor Aff.) and the two subsequent
amendments dated November 16, 2006 (EXHIBIT 1-B to the Taylor Aff.) and March 29, 2009

(EXHIBIT 1-C to the Taylor Aff.) mandate that 15 .1 acres of parks be made available to
Plaintiff regardless of the language of the Impact Fee Agreement or the Parks Agreement.
Plaintiff appears to suggest that the Development Agreement controls regardless of the language
of the Impact Fee Agreement. Although cited in passing, Plaintiff is not candid with this Court
regarding Section 4.1 of the March 29, 2009 Development Agreement, Revision #2. See

EXHIBIT 1-C to the Taylor Aff. at p.4. That section specifically acknowledges that the
Development Agreement and its revisions were entered prior to the passage of an impact fee
ordinance and that Defendants would be entitled to a credit. Section 4 states as follows:
4.1
The parties acknowledge this development was principally
designed and initially approved before the City began
proceedings to propose impact fees. Consequently, Developer's
proposals, plus additional requirements imposed by the City,
determined the level of improvements needed to mitigate the
development's impacts. The parties further acknowledge that
Developer relied on the City's initial approval to proceed with final
design and construction of the development and improvements,
which construction has, in some instances, commenced and been
completed.
4.2
In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho
Development Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq,
the parties acknowledge and agree Developer may be entitled to
credit for the present value ofany construcdon ofsystem
improvements or contribution or dedication of land or money
required by a governmental entity from the developer for system
improvements of the category for which the development impact
fee is being collected, including certain portions of the

DEFENDANTS' AND COURTERCLAIMANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
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development's street and park improvements, provided that credit
is only available for eligible capital improvements as prescribed in
the Act. The parties will calculate the amount of such credit after
the adoption ofany development impact fees. The parties further
acknowledge and agree that, under the Act, Developer is not
entitled to credit for improvements that merely provide service to
the development itself and are necessary for the use and
convenience of the development's residents, including the
development's community center and pool.
4.3
Notwithstanding the above, in accordance with Idaho Code
Section 67-8215(2), Developer shall not be subject to
development impact fees or credits thereof subsequently adopted
by the City for portions of the development where construction
has commenced and is pursued according to the terms of the
permit or development approval.

Id. (emphasis added). Although completely glossed over by Plaintiff, the Development
Agreement and its associated amendments specifically acknowledge that the City of Middleton
exacted open spaces as part of the approval process prior to an impact fee regime. Additionally,
the Development Agreement and its amendments recognize that Defendants would have the right
to pursue a credit from Middleton for those exactions. As a result, the Development Agreement
anticipates a negotiation process between Defendants and Middleton in order to deal with the
credits and open space. 1 The Impact Fee Agreement is the culmination of that negotiation
process.
The City of Middleton arguing that Development Agreement mandates 15.1 acres of
open spaces regardless of the language of the Impact Fee Agreement is disingenuous and
unsupported by the language of the Development Agreement.

1 It is also worth noting that the Parks Agreement, at Section 13, contains an integration clause superseding all prior
agreements on the issue of open space.

DEFENDANTS' AND COURTERCLAIMANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 5
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The Development Agreement and the Associated Revisions Regulate Only the
Design of the Development and Contemplate Further Agreement Regarding Impact
Fees.
The Taylor Affidavit and Plaintiffs Memorandum conflate the purpose of the

Development Agreement and the Impact Fee Agreement. The Development Agreement and its
related revisions create an obligation on the part of the developer to implement a development
that is consistent with the approved design of the development. The approved Development
Agreement and the revisions require 15 .1 acres of open space inside the West Highlands Ranch
development. Thomas Coleman has repeatedly insisted that Defendants would comply with the
open space requirement as identified in the Development Agreement the revisions. This lawsuit
does not concern compliance with a development agreement. This lawsuit concerns Defendants'
obligation to satisfy its impact fee obligation pursuant to the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks
Agreement which require full access to certain open space. The argument to the Court made by
Middleton seeks to substantially enlarge the obligations of the Development Agreement and
refuse credit to the development.
The Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks Agreement together resolve how much open
space must be made publicly available as a quasi public park to satisfy the impact fee obligation
of the development. Section 2 of the Parks Agreement states "the Parties acknowledge that the
Association is making the Parks available to the public without charge for recreation purposes as
contemplated under Idaho Code § 36-1604 and the Association shall enjoy all limitations on
liability set forth therein." EXHIBIT B to the Coleman Aff. The purpose of the Impact Fee
Agreement was to directly associate the amount of open space required to be made public as a
sort of public park with the amount of impact fees actually owed by the development. In that

DEFENDANTS' AND COURTERCLAIMANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 6
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manner, impact fees are paid for with park space. The Development Agreement does not impose
this same obligation for the 15.1 acres mandated as part of the design. To be clear, this Court is
not asked to enforce a development agreement. This Court is tasked with interpreting how much
open space must be made publicly available pursuant to the Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks
Agreement to satisfy the impact fee obligation of the development.

D.

The Impact Fee Agreement Mandates Reduction of Open Space Available to the
Public by Operation of Section 2.1.
The Impact Fee Agreement provides for full credit against all impact fees due for the

Project based on the construction of park and transportation improvements already required by
Middleton for the approval of the Project back in 2006 and 2009. See EXHIBIT A to the
Coleman Aff. at§ 2. Exhibit D to the Impact Fee Agreement calculates the credit due based on
the impact fee established in Ordinance No. 447 if all lots had been subject to impact fees.
Exhibit D provides that 12.8 acres of developed parks in the Project appropriately offsets the
amounts that the Project would have paid in impact fees under Ordinance No. 447.
Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement provides, in part:
Developer and City shall enter into a parks agreement to ensure
that the Parks shall be perpetually dedicated for public use
pursuant to the terms of said agreement and that the Parks remain
open and available to the public on the same basis as residents of
West Highland Ranch consistent with the Middleton City Code;
provided, however, that said agreement shall not be executed
unless and until City has adopted an impact fee ordinance for
park improvements and is actively collecting impact fees pursuant
thereto. Prior to execution of said parks agreement, if City adopts
an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service for park
improvements below that in Ordinance No. 447, the size or
number ofDeveloper's Parks may be reduced accordingly.

EXHIBIT A to the Coleman Aff. at § 2 (emphasis added).

DEFENDANTS' AND COURTERCLAIMANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 7
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Plaintiff's Memorandum argues first that only the Development Agreement matters.
Second, Plaintiff argues that the final sentence of Section 2.1 is not applicable because
Middleton did not adopt an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service for park
improvements below that in Ordinance No. 447 "prior to the execution of the parks agreement."
This proposed reading of the contractual provision is obtuse and intentionally ignores the facts of
this case. First, the Parks Agreement is dated December 8, 2011. The document was recorded
on December 15, 2011. Mr. Coleman's signature at Page 5, is not dated. See EXHIBIT B to
the Coleman Aff. And, as the Court will note, Exhibit A to the Parks Agreement is blank. To be
clear, at the time the Parks Agreement was recorded and allegedly dated, it was not supposed to
be executed by operation of Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement. Section 2.1 of the Impact
Fee Agreement states the Parks Agreement "shall not be executed unless and until City has
adopted an impact fee ordinance for park improvements and is actively collecting impact fees
pursuant thereto."
On both December 8, 2011 (the date the Parks Agreement is dated) and on December 15,
2011 (the date the Parks Agreement was recorded) there was no impact fee ordinance in place in
Middleton. Ordinance No. 44 7 had become subject to a moratorium and was soon thereafter
declared illegal, repealed and all impact fees collected thereunder had been refunded. Therefore,
the Parks Agreement was not permitted to be executed by operation of Section 2.1 of the Impact
Fee Agreement until the passage of the new impact fee ordinance. It is clear that the Parks
Agreement should not have been recorded, was awaiting a completed Exhibit A and the
signature is undated.

DEFENDANTS' AND COURTERCLAIMANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 8
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Additionally, Middleton's proposed reading of this contractual provision would implicate
a specific breach of the Impact Fee Agreement and require this Court to enforce a city ordinance
(Ordinance No. 447) that was not legally effective at the time of the execution of the Impact Fee
Agreement and the alleged execution of the Parks Agreement. Ordinance No. 447 was subject to
a moratorium had been declared illegal, repealed and the fees collected pursuant to that
ordinance were actually refunded to the builders and developers. Indeed, Middleton's proposed
reading of the agreement would require this Court to impose an illegal ordinance on the largest
development in Middleton. This would require Plaintiff to pay impact fees (in the form of open
spaces) based on the repealed ordinance that was not even in effect at the time the Impact Fee
Agreement was executed.

E.

Middleton's Argument Regarding the LLUPA Conditions of Approval Suggests that
the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement Are Illegal.
The Impact Fee Agreement requires that 12.8 acres of open space be made available to

the public. Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement requires the reduction of that open space in
the event that the City of Middleton were to pass an impact fee ordinance with a level of service
lower than Ordinance No. 447.
Page 18 of the Plaintiffs Memorandum argues that the Development Agreements and
their revisions were approved through a LLUP A compliant process and required 15.1 acres of
open spaces. Apparently, according to Plaintiffs Memorandum, Section 2.1 of Impact Fee
Agreement is illusory and illegal because a provision allowing for a reduction in open space
must be contained within a development agreement approved via the LLUP A approval process.
Plaintiff's argument fails because the second revision of the Development Agreement
was approved within this framework and specifically acknowledges the need to negotiate impact

DEFENDANTS' AND COURTERCLAIMANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 9
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fee credits with Plaintiff. And, as discussed above, the Development Agreement and the Impact
Fee Agreement deal with very different issues, one design/land use and one impact fees. In this
case, those impact fees were negotiated and paid for utilizing open space. And, if Section 2.1 of
the Impact Fee Agreement is unenforceable to allow for a reduction in open space given the
ordinance change, the provision is illusory and illegal. That would put this case back to
beginning and require the City of Middleton to pay credits for the open space exactions.

F.

The Parole Evidence Presented By Plaintiff's Memorandum and the Taylor
Affidavit Is Irrelevant and May Not Be Considered By This Court to Interpret the
Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks Agreement.
Middleton presents a variety of evidence in the form of parole evidence throughout its

brief and Mayor Taylor's affidavit. The affidavit is replete with conclusions and alleged
statements of fact that pre-date Mayor Taylor's involvement or involve his own interpretations of
the agreements and characterizations of past correspondence. However, the agreements at issue
are complete on their faces and unambiguous, preventing the introduction of parole evidence.

"If a written contract is complete upon its face and unambiguous .... extrinsic evidence
of prior or contemporaneous negotiations or conversations is not admissible to contradict, vary,
alter, add to, or detract from the terms of the contract." Howard v. Perry, 141 Idaho 139, 141-42,
106 P.3d 465, 467-68 (2005). (Citation omitted.) Further, an integration or a merger clause in a
contract that supersedes or terminates prior agreements and understandings is enforceable and
prevents consideration of those matters. In re Univ. Place/Idaho Water Ctr. Project, 146 Idaho
527,536, 199 P.3d 102, 111 (2008).
The agreements are unambiguous and complete on their faces. Middleton has admitted
that the Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks Agreement are clear and unambiguous in
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Paragraph 14 of its Complaint. Middleton has not argued that the agreements are ambiguous or
incomplete. Further, the Parks Agreement contains an integration clause at Section 13 that
supersedes prior representations and understandings. Thus, the Court should decline to consider
any of the extrinsic evidence offered by Middleton and Mayor Taylor.

G.

The Idaho Tort Claims Act is Inapplicable As Coleman is Seeking Declaratory
Relief.
Defendants counterclaimed for a determination of its impact fee obligation to Middleton

under the Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks Agreement. As part of that counterclaim,
Defendants asserted a breach of contract claim for impact fees inappropriately collected by
Middleton while it was simultaneously suing to enforce an agreement that would prohibit the
collection of impact fees. Middleton opposed that amendment because it was interested in
avoiding a full interpretation of the agreements now before the Court. Upon this Court's
allowance of the counterclaim, Middleton refunded the inappropriately collected impact fees. As
a result, Coleman is not currently seeking damages since Middleton has already refunded its
monetary losses and admitted its conduct that was in breach of the agreement it was attempting
to enforce. Rather, Coleman is seeking a declaration of its obligations going forward. See Idaho
Code § 10-1203 ("A contract may be construed either before or after there has been a breach
thereof.")
Idaho Code § 50-219 provides that: "All claims for damages against a city must be filed
as prescribed by chapter 9, title 6, Idaho Code" (emphasis added). By its plain language, the
statute mandates that only claims/or damages must be filed under Idaho's Tort Claims Act
found in title 6, chapter 9. The statute says nothing of declaratory relief.
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While Coleman did style its counterclaim as an action for breach of contract and a
request for declaratory relief, the relief it currently seeks is prospective only-i.e., a declaration
of its rights and responsibilities under the parties' agreements. Should Middleton collect illegal
fees on a going-forward basis, then Coleman would have the right to begin the tort claim process
for that damages action. But for now Coleman seeks only a declaration regarding the meaning of
the parties' agreements.

H.

Middleton's Arguments Regarding Coleman's Breach of Contract Action Have
Been Mooted.
Coleman pleaded a cause of action for breach of contract in its Amended Complaint

because at the time of the Amended Complaint, Middleton had not yet refunded the illegallycollected impact fees. However, since Middleton has returned these fees and acknowledged its
breach, Coleman does not currently have contract damages. Middleton's arguments regarding
Coleman's breach of contract action are thus mooted.

III. CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, Defendants request that this Court deny Plaintiffs motion for
summary judgment and grant Defendants' motion as previously briefed in Defendants' and
Counterclaimants' Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment.

DATED: September 1, 2016.

GNENS PURSLEY LLP

Bradley
Kersti H. ennedy
Attorneys for Defendants and
Counterclaimants
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I. INTRODUCTION
The February 28, 2006 Development Agreement and the two subsequent amendments
dated November 16, 2006 and March 29, 2009 create an obligation on the part of the project
developer to have open space in the West Highlands Ranch Subdivision. 1 Revision 2
specifically acknowledges that Middleton imposed requirements for open space, prior to the
passage of an impact fee regime, creating the need to determine the development's liability for
impact fees and calculate credits owed to the development pursuant to the Idaho Development
Impact Fee Act at a later time. Revision 2 also acknowledges that the project could not be
subject to impact fees nor credits for portions of the development where construction had already
commenced.
The West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement ("Impact Fee Agreement") and the Parks
Dedication Agreement ("Parks Agreement") are the culmination of the negotiation between
Defendants and the City of Middleton regarding the credits owed for the open space obtained by
the city. 2 The Impact Fee Agreement mandates that the development will not pay impact fees to
the city and will not seek credits that it would normally be allowed to pursue based upon the
open space requirements required by the Development Agreement. In return, the Impact Fee
Agreement and associated Parks Agreement guarantees that park acreage equal to the level
service, as established within a valid impact fee ordinance, is made available to the public as a
public park under Idaho Code § 36-1604 with no cost to the public. To be clear, the open space
made available to the public as a public park under Idaho Code § 36-1604 and pursuant to the

1 The Development Agreement and the two subsequent revisions are attached to the Affidavit of Darin Taylor in
Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment as EXHIBITS 1-A, 1-B and 1-C.
2 The Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks Agreement are attache to the Affidavit of Thomas Coleman in Support of
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment as EXHIBITS A and B.
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Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement compensates the City for what the Defendants
would owe in impact fees.
Mayor Darin Taylor did not participate in the creation of the Development Agreement
nor its two revisions. Mayor Taylor also did not participate in the negotiation of the Impact Fee
Agreement nor the Parks Agreement. Simply stated, the Development Agreement and its
revisions impose design requirements on the development and acknowledge the need to
determine impact fee credits because the development was begun in a regime that did not factor
impact fees. The Impact Fee Agreement coupled with the Parks Agreement resolves the
development's liability for impact fees and Middleton's obligation to pay credits and uses the
assurance of publicly available open space to pay for those obligations. Plaintiff's position that
the Development Agreement mandates the dedication of 15.1 acres of public space to Middleton
is incorrect, rising to the level of a clear misrepresentation to this Court.
The Petition for Declaratory Ruling ("Plaintiff's Complaint") requests that this Court rule
that the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement are valid. Plaintiff's Complaint identified
no dispute and did not ask this Court for an interpretation of the ramifications from such a ruling.
Plaintiff also did not sue to enforce any terms of the Development Agreement or its revisions.
Nothing before this Court concerns whether Defendants have complied with the design
requirements of the Development Agreement. This Court is tasked only with fully interpreting
the Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks Agreement.
Defendants are requesting a full declaratory ruling interpreting the responsibilities of the
parties consistent with the applicable Idaho statutes and language of the agreements. In
particular, Counterclaimants request that this Court rule as follows:
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1. That no impact fees may be collected in any manner for Phases 1 through 5 of the
project.
2. That the development is obligated to make a total of 6.92 acres of park space
publicly available pursuant to the agreements between the parties.
3. That the main park, identified as Lot l(c), Block 1 of West Highlands Ranch
Subdivision No. 1 (totaling just under 6 acres) being made publicly available
satisfies the development's obligations under the agreements between the parties
until 606 building permits are obtained.
II. STATEMENTOFFACTS

A.

The Relationship Between the Development Agreement and the Impact Fee
Agreement/Parks Agreement.
The Development Agreement and its two revisions impose design obligations on the

development that is involved in this lawsuit. The Development Agreement does not, however,
create obligations on the part of the development regarding public availability and public use.
The Parks Agreement, at Section 2, creates specific obligations on the part of the homeowner' s
association to allow public access to the parks included in that agreement as "contemplated under
Idaho Code§ 36-1604." See EXHIBIT B to the Coleman Aff. As a result, open space covered
by the Parks Agreement is treated, for public access purposes, as though it were a public park.
Mayor Taylor's various affidavits in this summary judgment proceeding, although
lacking foundation and any personal knowledge, do develop the basic reason for why the Impact
Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement became necessary. The Development Agreement and the
two revisions are the product of negotiation, public hearings, requests for additional information
and a variety of other inputs in a convoluted approval process that occurred prior to and during
the passage of an impact fee regime. While Mayor Taylor would like to suggest that all of the
open space required by the Development Agreement was voluntarily offered by the developer,
the developer in this case would not agree and would argue that the imposition of open space
requirements was an exaction entitling the developer to impact fee credits. Thus, as expressed in
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Section 4 of the Development Agreement, Revision 2, the developer and Middleton were left
with resolving what portions of the open space requirements were exactions. More specifically,
Middleton took the position that if credits were going to be owed, there had to be assurances that
the space was actually publicly available and accessible open space that could not be restricted
by a neighborhood association.

1.

Section 4 of the Development Agreement, Revision 2.

Section 4.1 of the March 29, 2009 Development Agreement, Revision #2 summarize why
the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement were necessary. See EXHIBIT 1-C to the
Taylor Af£ at p.4. Section 4 states as follows:
The parties acknowledge this development was principally
4.1
designed and initially approved before the City began
proceedings to propose impact fees. Consequently, Developer's
proposals, plus additional requirements imposed by the City,
determined the level of improvements needed to mitigate the
development's impacts. The parties further acknowledge that
Developer relied on the City's initial approval to proceed with
final design and construction of the development and
improvements, which construction has, in some instances,
commenced and been completed.
In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho
4.2
Development Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq,
the parties acknowledge and agree Developer may be entitled to
credit for the present value of any construction of system
improvements or contribution or dedication of land or money
required by a governmental entity from the developer for system
improvements of the category for which the development impact
fee is being collected, including certain portions of the
development's street and park improvements, provided that credit
is only available for eligible capital improvements as prescribed in
the Act. The parties will calculate the amount of such credit after
the adoption of any development impact fees. The parties further
acknowledge and agree that, under the Act, Developer is not
entitled to credit for improvements that merely provide service to
the development itself and are necessary for the use and
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convenience of the development's residents, including the
development's community center and pool.
4.3
Notwithstanding the above, in accordance with Idaho Code
Section 67-8215(2), Developer shall not be subject to
development impact fees or credits thereof subsequently adopted
by the City for portions of the development where construction
has commenced and is pursued according to the terms of the
permit or development approval.
Id. (emphasis added). In sum, this section of the agreement acknowledges that the development
was approved and partially constructed before an impact fee regime was passed. The section
also acknowledges that the open space requirements contained in the Development Agreement
were partially required by the city and the developer could be entitled to credits. Lastly, this
section specifically acknowledges that impact fees may not be collected against portions of the
development already under construction.
Therefore, the Development Agreement left the parties to resolve the issue of how open
spaces already required by the Development Agreement would be treated for purposes of impact
fees and impact fee credits.

B.

The Impact Fee Agreement
The Impact Fee Agreement acknowledges its direct connection to section 4.1, 4.2, and

4.3 of the Development Agreement, Revision #2 at Recital D by citing those sections in full.

EXHIBIT A to the Coleman Aff at 1. To accomplish these goals, the Impact Fee Agreement, at
Section 2, created an impact fee credit, consistent with these recitals which states:
The Parties agree that the present value of the construction of
certain parks and transportation improvements in West
Highlands Ranch, as set forth in Exhibit d, exceeds the total
amount of impact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch.
Therefore, Developer shall not be responsible for payment of
impact fees in West Highlands Ranch. The Parties further agree
3

Exhibit D to the Impact Fee Agreement consequently references 12.8 acres of open space.
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that Developer shall not seek reimbursement from City for the
value of improvements in excess of impact fees owed for West
Highlands Ranch, as would otherwise be allowed under the Act.
The Parties acknowledge that Exhibit D does not identify
additional improvements, taxes and other potential sources of
revenue that might further offset impact fees because further offset
is not necessary in this case.

Id. at 2. (emphasis added). Thus, Section 2 prohibits the collection of impact fees by the city,
acknowledges that 12.8 acres of open space exceeds the amount of impact fees that would have
been collected by the city, and waives the developer's right to seek any impact fee credit.
Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement provides:
Developer and City shall enter into a parks agreement to ensure
that the Parks shall be perpetually dedicated for public use
pursuant to the terms of said agreement and that the Parks remain
open and available to the public on the same basis as residents of
West Highland Ranch consistent with the Middleton City Code;
provided, however, that said agreement shall not be executed
unless and until City has adopted an impact fee ordinance for
park improvements and is actively collecting impact fees pursuant
thereto. Prior to execution of said parks agreement, if City adopts
an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service for park
improvements below that in Ordinance No. 447, the size or
number of Developer's Parks may be reduced accordingly.
EXHIBIT A to the Coleman Aff. at § 2 (emphasis added). This section therefore gives the city
assurances that the open space would be publicly available and therefore appropriate to credit,
that the Parks Agreement shall not be executed until an impact fee is adopted and that the
amount of open space may be reduced if the impact fee actually adopted is lower than the
ordinance under which the agreement is calculated upon.

C.

The Parks Agreement.
The Parks Agreement was improperly recorded on December 15, 2011 before an impact

fee ordinance was effectuated in Middleton. The Parks Agreement merely establishes which
property is required to be publicly available and accessible pursuant to Idaho Code§ 36-1604
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and how the property will be identified as publicly available and accessible. In effect, this
agreement is the consideration that flows to Middleton as a result of agreement to waive the
collection of impact fees in the Impact Fee Agreement. Importantly, Section 2 specifies how the
open space for purposes of the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement is different from the
open space in the Development Agreement. Section 2 states:
The Parties acknowledge that the Association is making the Parks
available to the public without charge for recreation purposes as
contemplated under Idaho Code § 36-1604 and the Association
shall enjoy all limitations on liability set forth therein.
Parks Agreement, Section 2 at P. 2, EXHIBIT B to the Coleman Aff. In sum, this answers the
fundamental question that was left unanswered at the time of revision 2 to the Development
Agreement regarding what open space is actually publicly open and available to all citizens of
Middleton. This open space ''pays" for the impact fees that the development would have been
obligated for.

III. ARGUMENT
A.

This Lawsuit Concerns the Interpretation of the Impact Fee Agreement and the
Parks Agreement.
Although Plaintiffs Complaint asserted a claim based exclusively upon the Impact Fee

Agreement and the Parks Agreement, Middleton's arguments within these summary judgment
proceedings are based exclusively upon the Development Agreement. Not only is this argument
not plead, the argument is a red herring.
The Development Agreement concerns the design and construction of development.
Defendants have, and will continue to comply with those requirements. 4 The Development
Agreement left the liability for impact fees and the potential impact fee credits for a later
4 Middleton makes the wholly unsupportable and incorrect allegation that the development has failed to construct
any open space within the project. This allegation is not provided with any authority or citation to the record.
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determination. The Impact Fee Agreement resolves that question. This Court is tasked only
with determining the acreage of open spaces that Defendants must make available by virtue of
the Impact Fee Agreement.
The Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement contemplated public access to 12.8
acres of park space within the Project. That acreage was negotiated based upon the impact fee
from Ordinance No. 447 that imposed a substantially higher impact fee than the current
Ordinance No. 541. Ordinance No. 541 imposes an impact fee of$1,485.00 per lot versus the
$2,635.00 per lot under the repealed Ordinance No. 447. Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee
Agreement requires a reduction in the amount of park space that Middleton may secure for
public access in the event that a city ordinance was adopted providing for a lower impact fee.

B.

Middleton's Argument to this Court that Only the Development Agreement
Establishes Open Space is a Misrepresentation of the Agreements Between the
Parties.
Throughout its briefing in these summary judgment proceedings, Middleton takes the

position that Defendants must dedicate 15 .1 acres of open space to the public regardless of the
language of the development agreements and regardless of the language of the Impact Fee
Agreement and Parks Agreement. To come to such a conclusion the Court would be required to
insert language in to the development agreements that does not exist regarding public access, the
Court would need to ignore the language of Section 4 of the Development Agreement, Revision
#2, the Court would be required to ignore the specific calculations of 12.8 acres contained in the
Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement, and the Court would be required to determine that
under no circumstances could "the size or number of Developer's Parks be reduced" pursuant to
Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement.
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Middleton's position that the Development Agreement requires that 15 .1 acres of open
space be dedicated to the public is wholly disingenuous and legally wrong. The Development
Agreement left the parties with the task of determining credits for exactions. The Impact Fee
Agreement is the result of that task and the Parks Agreement creates the certainty of public space
pursuant to the Impact Fee Agreement. Middleton's requested interpretation from this Court
would illegally impose impact fees and have the effect of allowing a huge public exaction
without the benefit of credits.
It is further worth noting that the Parks Agreement contains an integration clause that
states:
This Agreement sets forth the full and complete understanding of
the Parties relating to the subject matter hereof as of the date
hereof and supersedes any and all negotiations, agreements,
understandings and representations made or dated prior thereto
with respect to such subject matter.
EXHIBIT B to the Coleman Aff. at p. 4. The Plaintiff's position in this lawsuit would go
directly contrary to this section as well.

C.

Middleton Proposes an Incorrect and Illegal Reading of Section 2.1 of the Impact
Fee Agreement.
Plaintiff argues that the final sentence of Section 2.1 is not applicable because Middleton

did not adopt an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service for park improvements below
that in Ordinance No. 447 "prior to the execution of the parks agreement." This proposed
reading of the contractual provision is incorrect.
The Parks Agreement is dated December 8, 2011. The document was recorded on
December 15, 2011. Mr. Coleman's signature at Page 5, is not dated. See EXHIBIT B to the
Coleman Aff. And, as the Court will note, Exhibit A to the Parks Agreement is blank. At the
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time the Parks Agreement was recorded and allegedly dated, it was not supposed to be executed
by operation of Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement. Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee
Agreement states the Parks Agreement "shall not be executed unless and until City has adopted
an impact fee ordinance for park improvements and is actively collecting impact fees pursuant
thereto." On both December 8, 2011 (the date the Parks Agreement is dated) and on December
15, 2011 (the date the Parks Agreement was recorded) there was no impact fee ordinance in
place in Middleton. Ordinance No. 447 had become subject to a moratorium and was soon
thereafter declared illegal, repealed and all impact fees collected thereunder had been refunded.
Therefore, the Parks Agreement was not permitted to be executed by operation of Section 2.1 of
the Impact Fee Agreement until the passage of the new impact fee ordinance. It is clear that the
Parks Agreement should not have been recorded, was awaiting a completed Exhibit A and the
signature is undated.
Additionally, the proposed reading of the agreements would require this Court to enforce
a city ordinance (Ordinance No. 447) that was not legally effective at the time of the execution of
the Impact Fee Agreement and the alleged execution of the Parks Agreement. Ordinance No.
447 was subject to a moratorium, had been declared illegal, repealed and the fees collected
pursuant to that ordinance were actually refunded to the builders and developers. Indeed,
Middleton's proposed reading of the agreement would require this Court to impose an illegal
ordinance on the largest development in Middleton. This would require Plaintiff to pay impact
fees (in the form of open spaces) based on the repealed ordinance that was not even in effect at
the time the Impact Fee Agreement was executed.
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D.

The Financial Guarantee Obligation Does Not Apply to Open Space Design
Requirements Contained in the Development Agreement.
Middleton's argument regarding Section 3 of the Impact Fee Agreement is the finest

example of the city's willingness to choose parts and pieces of the agreements and interpret those
elements inconsistently and to its own advantage. After page upon page of argument suggesting
that the language of the Impact Fee Agreement is irrelevant and that only the Development
Agreement language is applicable regarding the satisfaction of impact fees, Middleton argues to
this Court that the financial guarantee language in the Impact Fee Agreement applies to open
space obligations contained in the Development Agreement.
Section 3 of the Impact Fee Agreement state:

In the event that the Developer applies for building permits before
completion of the equivalent service level of Parks and Streets,
Developer shall provide one or more financial guarantees, the form
of which shall be approved by the City, for Parks and Streets yet to
be completed.

EXHIBIT A to the Coleman Aff. at p. 3. The term Parks is defined in Section 2.1 as "all park
improvements identified in Exhibit D." Similarly, the term Streets is defined in Section 2.2 as
"all transportation improvements identified in Exhibit D .... " The terminology level of service
is used in Section 2.1 with reference to impact fees and the reduction of park acreage if a lower
level of service is identified in an impact fee ordinance. With these facts in mind, there is not
realistic reading that supports Middleton's suggestion that the financial guarantee has nothing to
do with impact fees. Quite clearly, the provision is designed to act in accordance with the
amount open space required by the Impact Fee Agreement. In sum, the guarantee mandates the
calculation that Defendants are requesting this Court to accomplish. That is, if the impact fee
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liability of the project (established by impact fees per building pennit) exceeds the equivalent
amount of open space acreage then the financial guarantee is required.
Here, however, as fully discussed in the Defendant's opening memorandum, the number
oflots that are subject to the Impact Fee Agreement do not exceed the equivalent amount of open
spaces.
IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Counterclaimants request that this Court interpret the Impact Fee
Agreement to require 6.92 acres of park space. Further, Counterclaimants request that this Court
rule that Phases 1 through 5 of the Project may not be considered within the lot count to interpret
the Impact Fee Agreement. Additionally, Counterclaimants request that this Court conclude that
the main park consisting of nearly 6 acres be deemed sufficient until a total 606 building pennits
(to which the impact fee ordinance applies) have been applied for by Counterclaimants within
the Project.
DATED: September 8, 2016.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Kersti . ennedy
Attorneys for Defendants and
Counterclaimants
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above-entitled matter as follows:

Joseph W. Borton
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DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No: CV-15-8119

Plaintiff,
REBUTTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.

COMES NOW the above named Plaintiff, City of Middleton, ("City") by and through its
attorney of record, Joseph W. Borton, of the firm Borton Lakey Law Offices and hereby submits
this Rebuttal Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment. For the
reasons discussed below, the City's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted.
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PAGE 1

ARGUMENT
Only a single issue remains.
There is no dispute that Coleman is obligated to provide 15.1 acres of open park space in
the West Highlands subdivision, and that these acres will be privately maintained by the West
Highlands Homeowners Association and open for use by all members of the public. This same
fact was asserted by the City throughout this litigation, and has been acknowledged under oath by
Thomas Coleman, principal owner of the named Defendants in this case.

Q:
As you sit here today, the 15.1 acres still will be open to the public but
privately owned and maintained. Do you agree with that?
A:

Correct.

Deposition ofThomas Coleman, p 61, 1. 6-10.

Q:
Okay. And when we use the phrase open "to the public" I mean broader
than just available for use by the private homeowners, but to be available for the
whole city.
A:

Correct.

Deposition ofThomas Coleman, p 54, 1. 7-11.
Q:
Okay. So as to the open space in West highlands, which will be
maintained and open available for public use, that commitment is in perpetuity,
would you agree? Meaning it is ongoing?

A:

The commitment that is in the conditions of approval referenced in

the development agreement?
Q:

Yes.

A:

Yes, I would agree with that.

Deposition of Thomas Coleman, p 71, 1. 14-23.
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These positions by Coleman mirror that of the City, as set forth by Mayor Darin Taylor
who testified that "the total amount of open space Coleman is obligated to provide with amenities
that are privately owned and maintained, and that are open to the public, is 15.1 acres." Taylor

A.ff, August 31, 2016, p. 15, ,69. In summary, the City is correct in its assertion that:
(1) the Parks Dedication Agreement is valid,
(2) the Impact Fee Agreement is valid,
(3) Coleman's breach of contract cause of action must be dismissed, and
(4) Coleman is required to provide 15.1 acres of public open space which will be privately
maintained and paid for by the Homeowners Association, and made available for public use in
perpetuity.
Accordingly, Summary Judgment should be entered in favor of the City on its Petition for
Declaratory Relief, and Summary Judgment should also be entered in favor of the City dismissing
Count Two of Coleman's Counterclaim (re: breach of contract) because Coleman has now
conceded that the claim is moot 1• Defendant's Reply Memorandum, p. 12.
Furthermore, for the reasons set forth below, the Court should make its Declaratory ruling
and enter Judgment that Coleman remains obligated to provide within the West Highlands
development 15.1 acres of open space which will be privately maintained by the homeowner's
association at no expense to the City, and made available for the public to use in perpetuity.
One final issue remains: how many acres of the public open space is subject to the "Parks
Dedication Agreement". That answer is 15.1 acres.

Additional grounds for dismissing the breach of contract claim exist, including Coleman's failure
to file a Tort Claim, that no breach occurred, and principles of estoppel cited in Plaintiffs brief.
REBUTTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
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A.

The amount of public open space subiect to the Parks Dedication Agreement is 15.1

Coleman's final claim now appears to be a misguided attempt to limit the application of
the Parks Dedication Agreement to some amount less than 15.1 acres, even though 15.1 acres is
the acknowledged amount of acreage to be made available to the public. To bifurcate the public
open space into pieces that are - and are not - governed by the recorded Parks Dedication
Agreement defies any logical purpose, and would only lead to mass confusion for all parties long
after Coleman and Mayor Taylor are gone. That is not what the parties intended. Coleman simply
confuses his obligation to provide 15.1 acres of public open space with a wholly separate issue of
whether or not he would have been entitled to credits or owed impact fees for that public open
space ifthe Impact Fee Agreement had not been signed.
It is noteworthy that the figure of "12.8" acres of public open space is not found anywhere

in the Conditions of Approval for West Highlands, nor is it found within the Development
Agreement that relates to the project. While the March 31, 2009 Development Agreement states
that Coleman may be entitled to credits for park system improvements above the existing level of
service, it does not say anywhere that those 15.1 acres of public park improvements can somehow
be altered in the future. It only speaks to possible future impact fee credits, which is an issue that
became moot when Coleman and the City simply agreed that no credits would be owed and no
fees would be due. In doing so, that agreement (Impact Fee Agreement) did not alter the LLUPAapproved Conditions of Approval that were incorporated into the project (15.1 acres of public
open space) it simply stated that no one party owed the other for the public park system within
West Highlands. It was, by agreement, simply a "wash".
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•
The actual and only source of a reference to "12.8" acres is Exhibit D to the Impact Fee
Agreement, and it is readily apparent that this acreage was placed into that exhibit to simply
illustrate a level of park acreage that resembled an equivalent impact fee at the time. It was
illustrative because, as Coleman's legal counsel acknowledged while during the drafting process,
"Coleman is willing to execute an agreement simply establishing that no impact fees are due."
Taylor Alf, Exhibit 7-B, p. 5, 11.
This reference did not alter the commitment of 15.1 acres by "capping" public open space
at 12.8 acres, nor did it (nor could it) alter a Condition of Approval for West Highlands. Coleman
and the City then reaffirmed this mutual understanding that "12.8" was illustrative, and
memorialized that point within the Impact Fee Agreement itself, which states:
[t]he parties acknowledge that Exhibit D does not identify additional
improvements, taxes and other potential sources of revenue that might further
offset impact fees because further offset is not necessary in this case.
Taylor Alf, Exhibit 8, p. 2, 12. (emphasis in bold added)
Those additional improvements would be the acres above 12.8 acres that are required per
the Conditions of Approval. There was simply no need to put 15.1 acres on Exhibit D because
once the calculation was made with 12.8 acres that illustrated the point of the entire Agreement no impact fees owed and, by agreement, no credits owed. A common sense reading of the Impact
Fee Agreement simply reflects this mutual intent that no credits or impact fees would be owed for
the 15.1 acres of public park improvements; it was simply a "wash".
Q:
As you sit here today, the 15.1 acres still will be open to the public but
privately owned and maintained. Do you agree with that?
A:

Correct.

Deposition of Thomas Coleman, p 61, 1. 6-10.
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As an additional basis to affirm the City's position, two facts were confirmed during the
deposition of Thomas Coleman:

(1) there is no evidence to suggest the Parks Dedication Agreement was signed any later
than December 15, 2011 (Deposition of Thomas Coleman, p. 66, 1. 12; p. 68, 11-8), and (
(2) there is no evidence to suggest that the City altered its level of service for parks prior
to December 15, 2011. (Deposition ofThomas Coleman, p. 69, 1. 17-22; Taylor A.ff, July 21, 2016,
p. 11, 149).
These two undisputed facts are important when reviewing section 2.1 of the Impact Fee
Agreement which provides that

if the

City adopts an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of

service for park improvements below that in Ordinance No. 447, prior to signing the Parks
Dedication Agreement, then the size or number of Developer's Parks may be reduced
accordingly. It is undisputed that prior to December 15, 2011, the City had not adopted a parks
level of service lower than what was set forth in Exhibit D to the Parks Dedication and therefore
the size and number of parks may not be reduced accordingly.
Finally, we are reminded of the purpose behind the Parks Dedication Agreement, and the
common sense understanding of the parties' intent, which is set forth in Recital E that:
The City and the Association desire to enter into this Agreement to memorialize
their mutual understanding and agreement regarding the use, maintenance and
operation of such park improvements.
This Agreement merely directed how the previously committed 15.1 acres of public park
improvements would be operated, and lays out in great detail the mutually agreeable manner in
which the Defendant would fulfill its obligations to the City.
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•
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Summary Judgment should be formally entered in favor of Plaintiff on its
Petition for Declaratory Relief because all parties now agree, and the Court has ordered as such,
that the Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee Agreement are valid and binding contracts.
Summary Judgment should also be entered in favor of the Plaintiff dismissing Count Two
of Defendant's Counterclaim (re: breach of contract) as the Defendant has now conceded that the
claim is moot.
Finally, the Court should make its Declaratory ruling and enter Judgment accordingly that
the Defendant remains obligated to provide 15.1 acres of open space within the West Highlands
development which will be privately maintained by the HOA at no expense to the City, and made
available for the public to use in perpetuity, and that the legal description for these acres be
included in Exhibit E of the Parks Dedication Agreement and re-recorded to ensure that this
acreage is available for public use in perpetuity as intended.

RESPECFULLY SUBMITTED this 8th day September, 2016.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8th day of September, 2016, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:
Bradley J. Dixon

U.S. Mail
Facsimile/e-mail
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

=z=_

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
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CA~?~ COUNTY CLERK

Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

~ DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No: CV-15-8119

Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH

W. BORTON

vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada
)
I, Joseph W. Borton, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows:
1.

I am an attorney with Borton Lakey Law Offices, attorneys for Plaintiff, the City

of Middleton (the "Plaintiff'). I am over the age of 18 and I have knowledge of the matters set
forth herein and I am competent to so state.

AFFADAVIT OF JOSEPH W. BORTON
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2.

I make this Affidavit in support of Plaintiff's Rebuttal Memorandum which is filed

in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment in the above-captioned matter.
3.

Attached as Exhibit A is a copy of the deposition of Thomas Coleman, dated

August 31, 2016.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT.

~Tb
DATED this_l_ day September, 2016.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

1 day of September, 2016.

OwM ~-~

Notary Publicorldaho
Residing at: m.Pkid,tt/ki,
My Commission Expires:
V

~
~ [ (
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this [ ~ o f September, 2016, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:
U.S. Mail
Facsimile/e-mail
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Bradley J. Dixon

X

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street
P .0. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
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8/31/2016

lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE IBIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR IBE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

1
3

)

DEPOSITION OF THOMAS COLEMAN
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of THOMAS

4 COLEMAN was taken by the attorney for the Plaintiff at
5 the law offices of Givens Pursley, LLP, located at 601
6 West Bannock Street, Boise, Idaho, before Amy E. Simmons,

Plaintiff, ) Case No. CV-15-8119
)

7
8
9
lO
ll

)
)

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho )
limited liability company; WEST)
HIDGHLANDS, LLC, an Idaho )
limited liability company; WEST)
IDGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
)
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an)
Idaho Corporation; West
)
Highlands Land Development, )
LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability)
Company,
)

a Court Reporter (Idaho Certified Shorthand Reporter
No. 685) and Notary Public in and for the County of Ada,
State ofldaho, on Wednesday, the 31st day of August
2016, commencing at the hour of 9: 10 a.m. in the
above-entitled matter.

12
13
14 APPEARANCES:

15 For the Plaintiff:
16
Joseph W. Borton, Esq.
BORTON-LAKEY LAW & POLICY
17
141 East Carlton Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
18
Tel: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
19
joe@borton-lakey.com
20
For the Defendant:
21
Bradley J. Dixon, Esq.
22
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 WestBannockStreet
23
Post Office Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
24
Tel: (208) 388-1200
Fax: (208) 388-1300
25
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com

)

Defendants. )
)

AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIM

Page 2

2

)

v.

•

Thomas Coleman

)
)

DEPOSillON OF THOMAS COLEMAN
August 31, 2016
Boise, Idaho

Reported By:
Amy E. Simmons,
CSR No. 685, RPR, CRR

-"----------------------1-------------------------1
Page 3
1
2
3

Page 4
1

INDEX
EXAMINATION

4 THOMAS COLEMAN
5

By: Mr. Borton

3

PAGE

4

5 the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, testified as
6 follows:

8

12

7
EXHIBITS
PAGE
35
Letter Dated 1/20/09 to City of
Middleton Planning and Zoning
Commission from Thomas Coleman (6
pages)

13
2.
14

15
16 3.
17
18

4.

19
20

5.

Findings ofFact, Conclusions ofLaw & 37
Order, Planning and Zoning Commission
for West Highland Ranch Subdivision (9
pages)
Letter Dated 2/25/09 to City of
40
Middleton City Council from Thomas
Coleman (3 pages)
Findings ofFact, Conclusions of Law & 41
Order, City Council, West Highland
Ranch Subdivision (5 pages)
Development Agreement Revision #2 (9
45
pages)

21
6.
22
23
24
25

THOMAS COLEMAN,

4 a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the truth,

6
7

9
10 NO.
11 I.

PROCEEDINGS

2

West Highlands Ranch Subdivision Map (I
page)

47

8
EXAMINATION
9 BY MR BORTON:
10
Q. Good morning, Mr. Coleman. My name is
11 Joe Borton. rm here as counsel for the City of
12 Middleton in Case No. CV-158119.
13
Today's deposition is being conducted
14 pursuant to proper notice, rescheduled to
15 accommodate all the parties, and pursuant to the
16 Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
17
Have you had your deposition taken
18 before?
19
A. One time.
20
Q. Okay. What was that regarding,
21 generally?
22
A. It was a matter with an engineer.
23
Q. Okay. On a development application?
24
A. Regarding some development design work.
25
Q. Okay. There are, in this case, listed
1 (Pages 1 to 4)
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1 some defendants I'm going to ask you about and

•

Thomas Coleman
Page 6

A. Yes.
Q. Is that an Idaho corporation?
A. Yes, it is.
Q. And what is its business purpose, Coleman
Homes, LLC?
A. Coleman Homes constructs and markets new
homes.
Q. When we make reference to "Coleman
Homes," is that the entity we're talking about,
Coleman Homes, LLC?
A. I don't know that I understand that.
Q. Well, I'll talk about the other ones, and
then we'll come back.
Coleman Homes, LLC, does the land use
development work?

1
A. They contract for it. They don't really
2 do any work themselves.
3
Q. Okay. Does that LLC own the real
4 property that you develop?
5
A. No.
6
Q. Okay. Does Coleman Homes, LLC, own the
7 West Highlands project at issue in this case?
8
A. No.
9
Q. So what is that company's role with this
10 case?
11
A. It is contracted by land-owning or
12 lot-owning entities to build the houses in West
13 Highlands or other communities.
14
Q. How about West Highlands, LLC? Who owns
15 that?
16
A. I believe West Highlands, LLC, is
1 7 ultimately owned by my dad, but I don't remember
18 the LLCs that go with that.
19
Q. Do you have any ownership interest in
20 that?
21
A. No, I don't.
22
Q. Okay. What is its business purpose?
23
A. It owns land for the purposes of
2 4 development.
25
Q. Okay. Does West Highlands, LLC, own the

Page 7

Page 8

1 land associated with the West Highlands
2 development in this project in this case?
3
A. Some of it, yes.
4
Q. Okay. And you don't have any ownership
5 interest in that?

1 over West Highlands Subdivision HOA, Inc.?
A. Yes.
3
Q. Any amendments to its CC&Rs that you
4 control?
5
A. I don't know the mechanics of how the
6 CC&Rs work, what requires a vote and what doesn't.
7 We have a lot of homeowners in the HOA, so I know
8 some things would require their consent. I don't
9 know what those may or may not be.
10
Q. Do you know if you're authorized as
11 president to enter into contracts on behalf of
12 that company?
13
A. I believe so, but I don't know the answer
14 to that for sure.
15
Q. Okay. How about West Highlands Land
16 Development, LLC? Who owns that?
17
A. West Highlands Land Development is owned
18 by Coleman Real Estate Holdings, which is a
19 partnership between my dad and I.
20
Q. And what is its business purpose?
21
A. It develops land in the West Highlands
22 community.
23
Q. Is that entity, the West Highlands Land
24 Development, LLC, the other owner of property in
25 this development?

2 have you describe them and your role with them.
3

The first defendant listed is Coleman

4 Homes, LLC.
5
Who owns that company?

6

A. Coleman Communities, which is an S

7 Corporation.
8
Q. And who owns Coleman Communities?

9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17

18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25

6

A. I do.
Q. I 00 percent?

A. No.

7
Q. Okay. How about West Highlands
8 Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc.?
9
A. I'm the president of the HOA.
10
Q. Is that an active HOA today?
11
A. Yes, it is.
12
Q. Is that HOA at some point intended to be
13 turned over to the homeowners of the West
14 Highlands subdivision?
15
A. Yes.
16
Q. What triggers that turnover?
17
A. Once we have sold the last property in a
18 development to a homeowner.
19
Q. The very last lot of the last phase?
20
A. That's what it calls for. There is a
21 couple triggers, that or a specific date somewhere
2 2 out in the future.
23
Q. That hasn't occurred yet?

24
25

A. No.
Q. So as of today, do you have sole control

2

2 (Pages 5 to 8)
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1

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. Yes.
Q. So the two owners for the development in
this case is West Highlands, LLC, and West
Highlands Land Development, LLC?
A. Correct, and the HOA owns property.
Q. Okay. What property does the HOA own?
A. The common area.
Q. Okay. And has that been deeded over to
them yet?
A. As the phases go along, yeah.
Q. Okay. For each of these four entities we
described, are you the person most knowledgeable
about their involvement and role specific to the
West Highlands development in this case?
A. In general, probably. There may be
certain instances where somebody is more familiar
than I am.
Q. As you sit here today, in light of the
claims and counterclaims at issue, do you believe
there is anybody associated with these four
companies that knows more about the matters at
issue than you?
A. What do you mean by "associated with"?
Q. Either an employee of or owner of any of
these four entities. I just want to get a sense

Page 10
1 of if you're the person with the most knowledge,

2 the most background and facts to be able to talk
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

about the issues related to this case.
A. In terms of an employee of, yes, I
believe so. I think we've had a lot of legal
advice over that period of time, so I would defer
in a lot of cases to that.
Q. Yeah. Not asking for anything from any
attorneys. But on behalf of the entities, is
there anyone other than you that knows as much as
you?
A. In general, no.
Q. Okay. And of these entities we've just
described, are there any other owners other than
you and your dad, either directly owning or owning
through a corporation that you own?
A. No.
Q. Okay.
A. There are other entities, but it all
rolls up to my dad and I, ultimately.
Q. Okay. And what's your father's name?
A. Tom Coleman.
Q. Does he go by "Senior" or "Junior" or-A. Just Tom.
Q. When I make reference to this entire

Page 11

Page 12

1 subdivision in the City of Middleton that's at
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1 541; is that correct?

issue in this case, is it more accurate to
describe it as West Highlands subdivision or
Highlands Ranch subdivision?
A. "West Highlands" is the marketing name
that we use.
Q. Okay. As of today, how many building
permits have you applied for in West Highlands?
A. I don't know the answer to that off the
top ofmy head.
Q. Do you have an approximate amount?
A. I don't.
Q. In your affidavit dated June 7, 2016,
paragraph 12 makes reference to Phases 1 through 5
of the project includes 268 lots.
Have you applied for the building permits
on all of those lots?
A. No, we have not.
Q. Do you have any idea how many lots you've
applied for a permit on?
A. I don't. Most of those, but not all of
them.
Q. Okay. And then in paragraph 13, you
indicate that you've applied for 46 additional
building permits after the passage of Ordinance

2

A. As of that date, yeah, I believe that

3 would be correct.
4
Q. And you identified that passage date as

5 January 21st, 2015.
6
So if I'm reading this correct, according
7 to your affidavit, from January 21st, 2015, until
8 June 7th, you have applied for 46 building permits
9 in the West Highlands subdivision?

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

A. I'd have to -- I don't know for sure.
I'm sure it was accurate when we put it in there.
Q. Am I reading that correct?
A. It sounds correct.
Q. Okay. Is 300 a rough estimation of the
number of building permits applied for to date?
A. I think that that would be high, but I
really don't know for sure.
Q. Okay. Have any acres of open space
within West Highlands been dedicated for public
use as of today?
A. No.
Q. You indicated in your counterclaim in
this case that the City of Middleton has breached
its contract with you. And when I say "you," I
mean the defendants in this case.
3
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1

Is that correct?

A. I suppose so.
Q. Can you share with me what contract you

3
4 claim the City breached?
5
A. Would that be in the counterclaim?
6
Q. Correct.
7
A. Is that in the counterclaim?
8
Q. Yes.
9
A. That's my question. Is it in the
10 counterclaim? I don't know off the top ofmy head
11 exactly what you're referring to. I would assume
12 it's the impact fee agreement.
13
Q. As you sit here without -- are you able
14 to describe for me now whether or not you believe
15 the City of Middleton breached a contract with
16 you?
17
A. Which contract?
18
Q. Any contract.
19
A. I don't know the answer to that.
20
MR. BORTON: Can we go off the record
21 real quick?
22
(Discussion held off the record.)
23
Q. (BYMR. BORTON) So, Mr. Coleman, I've
2 4 got a copy of your amended answer and
25 counterclaim.

Thomas Coleman

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25

And I'd asked you a moment ago if you can
describe for me whether or not you believe the
City of Middleton breached any contract with you
in connection with the West Highlands development.
As you sit here today, without reviewing
anything, do you know whether or not you claim
there is a breach, or what was breached?
A. No, I don't off the top of my head. No.
Q. All right. Have you made any -- other
than the counterclaim, which we'll talk about in a
moment, do you recall making any claims, verbal or
in writing, yourself, to the City of Middleton
alleging that they breached any agreement with you
in connection with West Highlands?
A. No, I don't.
Q. Okay. So I'm going to show you your
May 6th amended answer and counterclaim.
And turning to page 12 of that, there is
a reference to causes of action against the City.
Count II references breach of contract.
A. Okay.
Q. Have you seen this document before today?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Now, as you look at your amended
answer and counterclaim, can you share with me

Page 15

Page 16

1 what contract you believe the City breached?
2
A. The Impact Fee Agreement.
3
Q. And how do you believe the City breached
4 the Impact Fee Agreement?
5
A. Through the collection of impact fees, I
6 believe.
7
Q. Anything else?
8
A. I don't know that I'm familiar enough
9 with the specifics to say whether or not it's been
10 breached or, you know, if we're afraid it's going
11 to be breached. I don't know the specifics of
12 that.
13
Q. As you sit here today, are you concerned
14 that it may be breached in the future or that you
15 know as a fact today it already has been breached?
16
A. I think that the claim brought by the
1 7 City sought to breach the impact fee and parks
18 agreement.
19
Q. What claim was that?
20
A. I don't know if it was specifically the
21 claim, but the demand for whatever it was, the
22 original amount of park acreage be dedicated, I
2 3 believe that would be a breach.
24
Q. Are you making reference to the letter
2 5 from City attorney Chris Y orgensen requesting a

1 financial guaranty?
2
A. No.
3
Q. Are you referencing the City of
4 Middleton's complaint seeking declaratory
5 relief -- that the two agreements, the Park
6 Dedication Agreement and the Impact Fee Agreement,
7 seeking a declaration that those were both valid
8 agreements?
9
A. No. I believe we would like to see those
10 be validated as well.
11
Q. So what demands are you referencing are
12 from the City if it's not either of those things?
13
A. I don't know. Those would be documented
14 in the case.
15
Q. So as you sit here today and looking at
16 your counterclaim, you cannot describe for me what
1 7 specific breach you claim the City performed?
18
A. Ifl could review each one of the
19 documents in the case, I could tell you what that
20 would be. But off the top ofmy head, no.
21
Q. When you say each document in the case,
22 are you referencing the Impact Fee Agreement?
23
A. I'd be referencing each one of the docs
2 4 filed with the court. So it would be the claims
2 5 and answers and counterclaims and all those types
4 (Pages 13 to 16)
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1 of things.
2
Q. As alleged in your complaint, when did
3 the breach occur?
4
A. I don't know the answer to that.
5
Q. Do you know whether or not you've
6 incurred any damages from this breach?
7
A. I believe that we were charged impact
8 fees wrongfully that were later refunded.
9
Q. Are there any impact fees related to
10 parks that the City still possesses which you
11 believe should be returned to you?
12
A. I do not believe so, but I don't know
13 that for certain.
14
Q. And do you believe there is any park
15 impact fees that you owe to the City as of today?
16
A. No.
17
Q. Did you or any of the entities that are a
18 defendant in this case ever file a notice of tort
19 claim with the City of Middleton concerning any
20 matters related to this litigation?
21
A. No.
22
Q. When I look at paragraph 48 of your
23 counterclaim, which you have in front of you,
24 you're stating that you're seeking damages for
25 breach of contract.

Page 18

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Page 19

1 to ask you.
2
But with that agreement in front of you,
3 can you tell me what of that contract you believe
4 the City of Middleton breached?
5
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
6 question.
7
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) I'll rephrase.
8
What paragraph or portion of the Impact
9 Fee Agreement that sits in front of you do you
10 believe the City of Middleton breached as
11 referenced in Count II of your counterclaim?
12
MR. DIXON: Same objection.
13
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I'm not sure what
14 Count II of the counterclaim is without looking at
15 it.
16
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) We just looked at it,
17 and it speaks to a claim of breach of contract,
18 that you alleged the City of Middleton breached a
19 contract with you. Those two contracts, as you've
20 testified to a moment ago, are the Impact Fee
21 Agreement and/or the Parks Dedication Agreement.
22
A. Correct.
23
Q. So now I want to know, with that Impact
24 Fee Agreement in front of you, will you show for
25 me the provision or provisions that you are

Thomas Coleman

And it states in that paragraph a
reference to the Impact Fee Agreement and parks
agreement.
Are those the two contracts that you're
making a claim the City breached, as stated in
paragraph 48?
A. I believe so.
Q. Okay. And I'm just trying to get a sense
of knowing what contracts you're talking about.
Are those the two contracts you're referencing?
A. Yeah, I believe so.
Q. Okay.
A. I'm answering best I can, but I don't
have a current knowledge of all that.
Q. But that's what it says?
A. Yeah, I agree with that.
Q. And paragraph 49 makes reference that you
allege you didn't breach those two agreements,
correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. I'm going to hand you a copy of
the West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement dated
December 8th, 2011. I'm not making it an exhibit,
at least not for now. Disregard the highlights on
it. It's not relevant to the question I'm going
Page 20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

claiming the City breached?
A. I'd have to review the entire agreement,
if that's okay.
Q. Sure.
A. I believe paragraph 2 it violated, or
breached.
Q. And how is paragraph 2 breached?
A. Paragraph 2 reads, "The parties agree
that the present value of the construction of
certain parks and transportation improvements in
West Highlands Ranch as set forth in Exhibit D
exceeds the total amount of impact fees owed for
West Highlands Ranch. Therefore, developer shall
not be responsible for payment of impact fees in
West Highlands Ranch. The parties further agree
that they shall not seek reimbursement from City
for the value of improvements in excess of what's
owed to West Highlands as otherwise would be
allowed under the act. The parties acknowledge
that Exhibit D does not identify additional
improvements, taxes or other potential portions of
revenue that might further offset impact fees
because further offset is not necessary in this
case."
I believe that was breached when the City
5 (Pages 17 to 20)
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1 collected impact fees from me.
2
Q. Okay. Anything else?

1

Thomas Coleman
Page 22

A. I'm not listing the breaches as I'm

2 speaking with you. I listed them in the document

9
A. Paragraph 2 is the one that immediately
10 sticks out to me as a breach. There may be
11 additional ones, but in my quick review of this,
12 I'm not positive on others.
13
Q. So in order for the City to defend a
14 claim of breach of contract, it needs to know any
15 and all of the alleged breaches, which is the
16 reason why I'm asking.
17
If there is anything else within that
18 document that you believe the City of Middleton
19 did not comply with, I need to know. And as you
2 0 look at that Impact Fee Agreement, if there isn't
21 anything else that you see that appears to have
22 been breached, I need to know that too.
23
A. I'm not making that claim today. That's
2 4 why we filed the counterclaim.
25
Q. You're not making what claim today?

3 filed with the court.
4
Q. Okay. But in your -- with regards to the
5 amended answer and counterclaim, you reviewed this
6 entire document before it was filed; is that
7 right?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. Do you agree and approve its contents are
10 accurate in every respect?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. The breach of contract in your
13 counterclaim, on page 12, which you have in front
14 of you, makes reference to a collection of impact
15 fees in paragraph 50.
16
A. Okay.
17
Q. Which seems to match your reference to
18 paragraph 2 in the agreement.
19
A. Um-hmm.
20
Q. I just need to know, is that the sum
21 total of breach that you're claiming? Because
22 that's all that you put in your counterclaim.
23
MR. DIXON: Object to the extent it
2 4 misrepresents the document.
25
Go ahead and answer.

Page 23

Page 24

3

A. Let me keep reading.

4
There may be, but I don't know personally
5 if there are additional breaches or not.
6
Q. So paragraph 2, as you review that
7 document, comprises the breach that you're
8 alleging in your counterclaim?

1
THE WITNESS: I would have to confirm
2 with counsel about that.
3
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Any impact fees for

1 perspective, on your behalf, is the Impact Fee

3

A

4 parks that have been collected have been paid back
5 to you by the City, correct?

4
5

Q. And the date is August 13, 2015.

6

2 Agreement and Parks Dedication Agreement are void?

A. I believe so.

7
Q. Okay. And have you taken a position as
8 recently as August of 2015 that the Impact Fee
9 Agreement that we just reviewed was void?

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

A. I don't know the answer to that.
Q. Did you take the position as recently as
August of last year that this West Highlands
Impact Fee Agreement was no longer valid and
enforceable?
A. I can't say that with certainty.
Q. Okay. I'm going to show you an e-mail
dated August 13, 2015, from Deb Nelson to myself.
It's Exhibit 14 in Mayor Taylor's affidavit, so
you've probably seen it.
A. Okay.
Q. Okay. And Deb Nelson, at the time this
was sent, was one of your attorneys?
A. Correct.
Q. Would you agree that this e-mail is
telling me at least the position from her

Correct.

So back to my question of as recently as
6 August of 2015, your position was the impact
7 agreement was void.
8
Would you agree?
9
A Yes.
10
Q. Okay. And same for the Parks Dedication
11 Agreement?
12
A. Yes, I believe they go hand-in-hand.
13
Q. Okay. And if the Impact Fee Agreement
14 were void -- well, strike that.
15
How long have you been a land developer
16 in the Treasure Valley?
17
A Mid-2000s.
18
Q. Okay. About ten years or more?
19
A Roughly, yeah.
20
Q. Okay. And was it a family business?
21 Your father operated it and you've become a part
22 of?

23

A. Kind of. He had been in the business

2 4 previously, and he and I started the business
2 5 together here.

6 (Pages 21 to 24)
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1

Q. Okay. In the mid-2000s?
A. Yes.
Q. And can you give me a rough estimate of

•

Thomas Coleman
Page 26

3
4 how many residential units you've built in the
5 last ten years?
6
A. We didn't start building homes until
7 2009. And I believe we've built about a thousand
8 homes.
9
Q. What did you do during the first three or
10 four years of operation?
11
A. Acquired land, and that was about it.
12 Did a little bit of development at West Highlands.
13
Q. And from '09 through today, are you
14 involved primarily in the entitlement process of
15 these developments?
16
A. I am involved. I don't know what you
1 7 mean by "primarily."
18
Q. Well, let me ask you this way: What
19 legal entity do you and your father operate as -2 0 when developing land in the valley?
21
A. Coleman Real Estate Holdings is the
22 entity that we own everything through. But we
2 3 usually have a separate entity for each project.
24
Q. Okay. And are you involved primarily-2 5 unless there is someone else in your company that

1 takes the lead, are you involved in the
2 entitlement process in Middleton and other area
3 communities to get your involvement approved?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. Okay. You attend the public hearings,
6 provide testimony?
7
A. Not always.
8
Q. Okay. Are you the one most involved?
9
A. Yes.
10
Q. Is there any other employee of the
11 defendant entities other than you that is
12 primarily involved in the entitlement process,
13 like a project manager or somebody like that?
14
A. No.
15
Q. Okay. You're it?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. Okay. I'm handing you a copy of the
18 Parks Dedication Agreement dated December 8th,
19 2011. Take a look at that and tell me what
2 0 paragraphs you believe the City breached as
21 referenced in Count II of your counterclaim.
22
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
23 question.
24
MR. BORTON: And we'll have the record
2 5 reflect that the deponent is reading this document

Page 27

Page 28

2

1 and reviewing it, as he had the Impact Fee

1 this provision?

2 Agreement during questioning.
3
THE WITNESS: I don't believe I can
4 answer that without talking to legal counsel to

2

A. Not independently right now.

3
Q. But having had time to look at it and
4 review it again, does anything come to mind as you

5 see what would be the breach of the agreement.
6 I'd just be speculating.
7
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) As you sit here today,
8 reviewing that document again, is there anything
9 within its contents that you think was breached,
1 O without relying on reference to your counterclaim
11 that you filed?
12
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
13 question.
14
THE WITNESS: At a cursory glance, I
15 don't believe we ever received a demand for
16 mediation. But in addition to that, I'm not sure
1 7 if there are other -18
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) We did do a mediation in
19 this case, though?
20
A. Correct. And I don't know what the right
21 process is for that, but I would assume that that
22 happens before a lawsuit is filed.
23
Q. But you can't independently point to any
24 paragraph that you're telling the City of
25 Middleton, I, Thomas Coleman, believe you breached

5 look at it?
6
A. In a quick review, no. I can't answer
7 that.
8
Q. Would more time with the document help
9 you answer that?
1O
A. More time with the document and advice of
11 attorneys would help me answer that.
12
Q. Okay. And I'd asked you the Impact Fee
13 Agreement. Same question with the Parks
14 Dedication Agreement.
15
In fact, in reference to both of those
16 agreements, can you share with me whether or not
1 7 you've incurred any damage because of your claimed
18 breach?
19
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
2 O question.
21
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Have you been damaged at
22 all? Can you tell me a dollar figure?
23
A. Well, I believe we were damaged with the
2 4 collection of the impact fees, correct? .
25
Q. The ones that were paid back?
7 (Pages 25 to 28)
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1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1

5

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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Page 30

A. Yes, they were paid back.
Q. Any damages beyond that?
A. I'm not sure.
Q. We talked earlier about the number of
building permits that have been pulled. And you
had testified that approximately 300 might be a
little high.
Does that sound right?
A. That's somewhere what I said, yes.
Q. Would you feel comfortable it was over
200?
A. No. I really would have to confirm. I
can't say with certainty what the number is.
Q. Do you have any idea at all how many
building permits have been applied for West
Highlands?
A. Not without checking, no.
Q. There is a reference within the West
Highlands Impact Fee Agreement to a financial
guaranty. It's found in paragraph 3. I'm showing
that to you now.
Do you recognize that paragraph from the
Impact Fee Agreement?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. In response to the letter from the

1 city attorney, do you have a different amount of
2 financial guaranty that you believe should be
3 provided in accordance with paragraph 3 than what
4 was claimed by the City?
5
MR DIXON: I'll object to the form of
6 the question and to the extent it's requesting a
7 legal conclusion.
8
Go ahead and answer.
9
THE WllNESS: I would need to see the
10 letter from the city attorney again to know the
11 amount that was requested.
12
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Okay. Well, you've
13 testified you have pulled building permits for
14 West Highlands?
15
A. Yes.
16
Q. You've built well over 100 homes?
17
A. Yes.
18
Q. And none of the open space has been
19 dedicated for public use yet, correct?
20
A. Correct.
21
Q. So in reference to paragraph 3, is it
22 fair to say that some form of financial guaranty
2 3 above zero dollars can be requested by the City?
24 The amount may be in dispute, but something could
2 5 be requested?
-

Page 31

Page 32
1 and this is just off the top of my head. I'm not

MR. DIXON: Same objection.

2
THE WITNESS: I need to review this for a
3 second. Is that okay?
4
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Sure.
6
7
8
9

•

Thomas Coleman

A. I don't know if that is the case. We
have -- I believe we have pulled at least one
permit in Phase 6, 7, or 8 of the development,
which would be the first phase -- one of those
three would be the first phases eligible for
impact fees originally, which would have been
the -- counting towards the required offset.
So I don't know if that's triggered as of
the first permit or if it's upon some level or
not. I don't -- I can't say with certainty
whether or not the guaranty would be due.
Q. Is it your position that that paragraph's
reference to providing an equivalent level of
service for parks does not apply to any building
permits issued in the first five phases?
MR. DIXON: Object to the extent it
requests a legal conclusion.
Go ahead and answer if you know.
THE WITNESS: I don't believe that any of
the first five phases were eligible for impact
fees, or would have been. So I don't believe --

2
3
4
5

6
7
B
9
1O
11
12

13
14
15
16

17
1B
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

sure exactly without reading both of the
agreements thoroughly -- that there would be a
required offset that's contemplated with the
fmancial guaranty.
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) As you read paragraph 3,
would you agree that the fmancial guaranty, it
merely ensures that the park's open space is
provided; it's not a payment to the City that is
not returned back to you?
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
question.
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Does that make sense?
A. No. Sorry.
Q. So you've built well over 100 homes,
correct?
A. Um-hmm.
Q. And you provided no public open space,
correct?
A. Correct.
Q. So the equivalent level of seivice of
public open space -- or excuse me, the amount of
open space provided is well below the number of-proportional number of building permits pulled?
A. No, I don't believe that's the case
8 (Pages 29 to 32)
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1 because Phases 1 through 5 would not be in the

1

2 calculation of requiring the public open space
3 offset. It was never contemplated for public open

2
3

4 space.
5
Q. Okay. So your position is that the
6 financial guaranty commences with permits pulled

4

thing.

•

Thomas Coleman
Page 34

A. Okay.
Q. And my question again, as you look at

that document, is there anything within the Impact

5 Fee Agreement that limits the scope of the

6 financial guaranty obligation in paragraph 3 to

7 in Phases 6, 7, 8, 9 going forward?
8
A I don't know if that's my position.
9 That's my quick understanding in reviewing this
10 and talking about it today.
11
Q. So what is your position, then?
12
A My belief in looking at this right now is
13 that the guaranty would be required for homes
14 built after Phase 5.
15
Q. And is there anything within the Impact
16 Fee Agreement -- and I'll get you the -- show you
1 7 the whole thing again.
18
But is there any language in that
19 agreement that states what you just told me?
20
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
21 question.
22
THE WITNESS: I don't know the answer to
23 that. I'd have to look at the agreement.
24
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Okay. I'm going to swap
25 this out. That's just one page. Here's the whole

7 just those building permits issued for Phases 6
8 and on?

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

Page 35
1 believe at that time that your development would
2 be -- or could have been eligible to receive
3 impact fees credits or obligated to make payments
4 of impact fees?
5
MR. DIXON: I'll object to the extent it
6 calls for a legal conclusion.
7
I also want to caution you not to provide
8 any conversations with counsel.
9
THE WITNESS: Yeah.
10
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Certainly I'm not
11 looking for that. I just wanted to get a sense of
12 your understanding of whether or not you felt at
13 that time that you would owe impact fees or be
14 entitled to a credit for what you were intending
15 to provide as public open space.
16
A. By assuming the agreements were null and
1 7 void, I did assume that I would pay impact fees
18 starting in Phase 6 and that I would have the
19 right to seek reimbursement or credit for the
2 0 project, just as I had done in the past.
21
Q. I'm going to walk through a number of
2 2 documents with you that aren't new to you, but I
2 3 just wanted to visit with you about them.
24
(Deposition Exhibit No. 1 was marked.)
25
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Exhibit 1 is a letter

A. Gotcha.

MR. DIXON: I'll object to the form of
the question.
THE WITNESS: I don't see anything
listing Phases 1 through 5 contemplated in the
agreement, but I think Recital D, referring to 4.2
of the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act, would
partially deal with that since impact fees
wouldn't be due on -- in a place where
construction has commenced.
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Do you mean paragraph
4.2 of the development agreement?
A. Yeah, I believe that's how it is.
Q. Okay. In August of 2015 when you
represented to the City that you believed the
Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Dedication
Agreement were void and unenforceable, did you
Page 36

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

dated January 20th, 2009, that is signed by you;
is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And attached to the two-page
letter is the West Highlands Ranch conditions of
approval of the same date, correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. This exhibit totals six pages, two
pages plus four pages of conditions of approval.
This is the document you provided on or
around January 20th to the City of Middleton?
A. Okay.
Q. Is that correct?
A. It would appear so.
Q. Okay. And did you create the content of
this document? Did you write it, if you recall?
I know it's been some time.
A. It certainly wouldn't have been just
myself.
Q. Okay.
A. This was created in conjunction with
experts that we had hired as well as the City
staff.
Q. Okay. And the first line of the third
paragraph on the first page references "Proposed
9 (Pages 33 to 36)
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Thomas Coleman
Page 38

1 Conditions of Approval."
That reference is conditions of approval
3 that were proposed by Coleman Homes, correct?
4
A. Correct.
5
Q. And that's the four pages attached to
6 Exhibit I?
7
A Correct.
8
Q. Okay.
9
(Deposition Exhibit No. 2 was marlced.)
10
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) The next item, Exhibit 2 -11 and as we look at these, you may see a reference to other
12 exhibit stamps because they were utilized, the same
13 document, in affidavits in this case. But for the
14 deposition, it's Exhibit 2.
15
These are the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
16 Law & Order approving West Highlands; is that correct?
17
A. It appears so.
18
Q, Okay. Do you recognize this document?
19 Have you seen it before?
20
A. Yeah. It's probably been a long time,
21 butyeah.
22
Q. Okay. And in fact, it's -- if you look
23 underneath the exhibit number, it's got Coleman
24 0824.
25
A. Yes.

1
Q. Which is a document produced to us by
2 you.
3
A. Sure.
4
Q. So Exhibit 2 is a document you've had in
5 your possession?
6
A Sure. Just doesn't mean I've read it
7 recently.
Q. Understood. And on the very last page of
8
9 Exhibit 2, if you'll tum to that -- excuse me.
10 Page 4 of Exhibit 2.
11
A. Okay.
12
Q. Page 4 of Exhibit 2, "The order oflaw
13 based upon the forgoing findings of fact and
14 conclusions of law, the Middleton Planning and
15 Zoning Commission recommends unanimously to the
16 City Council" -- and then paragraph 4, would you
1 7 read that recommendation to me?
18
A. "The applicant shall comply with all
19 conditions of approval entitled West Highlands
20 Conditions of Approval dated January 20th, 2009."
21
Q. Okay. And then attached to this document
22 are those January 20th, 2009, conditions?
23
A. Okay.
24
Q. Is that correct?
25
A. Yeah, I believe so.

Page 39

Page 40

2

1

1
Q. Okay. And do those appear to be the same
2 conditions that you provided in your January 20th

A. Okay.

2
Q. Does the recommended condition of
3 approval as referenced in that paragraph 30 match

3 letter?

A. They appear to be. I'd have to go
5 through and see if there was any changes.
6
Q. Sure. Take a look.
7
And to focus it, I'm making specific
8 reference to "Park and Open Space Requirements."
9
A. Okay. So you want me just to review if
10 there are any differences in the "Communities Wide
11 Open Space Areas"?
12
Q. Correct.
13
A. Okay. It does appear they're different
14 drafts because there is a handwritten note on the
15 findings versus the letter.
l 6
Q. Are you making reference to paragraph 24?
17
A. Yes.
18
Q. Okay. Other than that, and in particular
19 to the obligations set forth in paragraph 30 from
20 your proposed conditions of approval -21
A. Do you want me just to look at paragraph
22 30?
23
Q. Correct.
24
A. Okay.
25
Q. We'll focus the question to that.

4

4

your proposed condition of approval from your

5 January 20th letter?

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

A. Yes.
Q. Okay. You can go ahead and close those
twoup.
Follow the planning and zoning approval
that included your January 20th, 2009, proposed
conditions with regards to open space, you sent a
letter on February 25th, 2009, to the City of
Middleton, which I'm showing you as Exhibit 3.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 3 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Do you recognize this
document? Again, another one that was produced from you
to us in this case.
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. In the second paragraph, you state
to the City, "We support all the Planning and
Zoning Commission's recommended conditions of
approval."
That was your position then?
A. Yes.
Q. And that included the paragraph 30

10 (Pages 37 to 40)
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Page 41
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

conditions of approval that we looked at a moment
ago?
A. Yes, I believe so.
Q. Okay. And that's your signature on
page 2 of Exhibit 3; is that right?
A. Yes, it is.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 4 was marked.)
Q. (BYMR. BORTON) Okay. You then produced
to us what's been marked as Exhibit 4, which is
entitled the "Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law
& Order" approving West Highlands by the city
council of the City of Middleton?
A. Okay.
Q. Do you recall seeing this document before
today?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. At the city council hearing for
its approval, did you testify in favor of the
application and these conditions of approval?
A. I believe so, but it was a long time ago.
Q. There is a reference on page -- it states
page 2, Coleman 0102.
A. Okay.
Q. The witnesses that signed up in favor was
yourself; is that correct?

Page 42
1
A. I don't think I'm looking at the right
2 page.
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22

23
24

25

There we go. Yes, that's true.
Q. Okay. Do you recall testifying in favor?
A. Like I said, it's been a long time. I'm
sure I did.
Q. And Becky McKay, was she your planner at
the time?
A. Yes, she was.
Q. And she signed up in favor as well,
correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And as you turn to page 5 of Exhibit 4,
will you read for me the provision in paragraph 4?
Excuse me, paragraph 3.
A. "The applicant shall comply with all
conditions of approval entitled West Highlands
Conditions of Approval dated January 20th, 2009."
Q. Okay. So those conditions that you had
proposed in that initial letter were carrying
through the entire approval process?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay.
A. Do you mind if we take a quick break to
use the restroom?

Page 43
1

Page 44

MR. BORTON: Sure.

1

2
(Break taken from 10: 13 a.m. to 10: 17 a.m.)
3
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Turning back to those
4 conditions of approval that have carried through
5 to the city council's approval that we discussed a
6 moment ago, look at Exhibit 1.

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20

21
22

23
24

25

A. Are we going back to the letter?
Q. Correct.
A. Okay.
Q. And that last page of your proposed
conditions.
A. Okay.
Q. Paragraph 30B -A. Yes.
Q. The condition that's referenced there is
that a "park system would be provided of
approximately 15.1 acres."
Did I read that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And those 15 .1 acres, are those what's
referenced in paragraph 30D of that same page as
the acreage that you'd be providing which "shall
be open to the public but will be privately owned
and maintained so that there will be no ongoing
cost to the City"?

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

A. I believe so. I'm not certain which one
the reference is, but I think that it certainly
could be, yeah.
Q. Okay. And as you look at subparagraphs
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, as you add up the acreage
referenced in those subparagraphs from your
proposed conditions, they total 15. l acres.
Would you agree?
A. Yes.
Q. And that's the reference of how you
proposed to provide 15 .1 acres of public open
space, in the following manner as referenced in
subparagraphs 1 through 5?
A. I think that's how you get up to 15 .1. I
think that Dis actually referencing A, the total
open space of the project.
Q. Inclusive of the 15.1 acres?
A. Correct.
Q. So from this proposed condition through
city council approval, your proposal and the
City's acceptance and condition was that you would
provide 15.1 acres of individual parks with
amenities that would be open to the public but
privately maintained; is that correct?
A. Yeah, in addition to the rest of it
11 (Pages 41 to 44)
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1 that's called out.
2
Q. Okay. And that condition with regards to

1
Q. Would you agree that as of March 31st,
2 2009, your obligation to the City of Middleton was

3 providing 15 .1 acres of open space available to

3 to provide at least the 15 .1 acres of open space,
4 privately owned but made available to the public?

4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25

the public and privately maintained was then
incorporated into, among all the other conditions
of approval, into your second development
agreement I've marked as Exhibit 5, which is dated
March 31st, 2009. This is a document that was
produced to us from you as well.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 5 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) I'm looking at Coleman
0067.
A. Okay.
Q. Is that your signature?
A. It is.
Q. Okay. So this development agreement, is
this the development agreement that was signed
following the city council approval we just
discussed?
A. Yes, I believe so.
Q. Okay. And you've seen this document
before?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Obviously, you signed it.
A. Saw it at least once.
Page 4 7

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. I think it was and has been the 38 acres.
I think that was what we were -- we just
discussed, inclusive of the 15, but all that was
putting on written form what was on the
preliminary plat that was created for the project.
We weren't creating new open spaces. All we were
doing was outlining what was already on the
application.
Q. And the distinct commitment you made to
the City was that this acreage of open space would
not just be open space, but it would also be made
available to the general public?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. After March 31, 2009, when the
development agreement exhibit, Exhibit No. 5, was
signed and recorded by all parties, did you ever
file any application with the City of Middleton to
alter or amend the amount of public open space you
were required to provide within the West Highlands
subdivision?
A. We did file an application for a new

I

preliminary plat and development agreement. And
it may or may not have had different open space
amounts. I'm not certain of those numbers. It
probably did just because it was different.
Q. But was anything approved after Exhibit
5?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Meaning nothing was approved by
the City? Any application that might have been
filed, was it withdrawn at some point?
A. It was withdrawn, yes.
Q. Okay. So is Exhibit 5 the most current
development agreement relating to West Highlands?
A. I believe it is.
Q. Okay. Where do you do the majority of
your development work now? What communities?
A. We work in Eagle, Middleton, Nampa, Kuna,
and Meridian.
Q. Okay. Mostly West Ada County and Canyon
County?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 6 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) I'm going to show you
now Plaintiffs Exhibit 6, which was part of what

Page 48

1 you provided to us as one of the attachments to
2 Exhibit 1, your proposal for public open space.
3
Do you recall seeing this document
4 before?

A. Yes.
Q. Okay. I haven't colored it. It is in
7 color.
8
And the green is what was colored by you
9 as part of your January 20th, 2009, submittal to
10 the City of Middleton; is that correct?
11
A. I believe so. I'm not certain about
12 that, but I believe so.
13
Q. Tell me what -- with regards to Exhibit
14 6, what the green coloring represents.
15
A. It appears to be common areas.
16
Q. Was the green -- go ahead.
17
A. No. That's it.
18
Q. Was the green portion on Exhibit 6
19 intended to be those 15 .1 acres that would be not
2 0 only open space, but would be made available to
21 the general public?
22
A. I believe so, but I don't know if this is
2 3 the exact 15.1. It appears that it might be more
2 4 than that because I think it's hard to see with
2 5 the coloring, but it appears this is highlighting
5

6

12
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3
4

5

6
7
8
9
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Q. Okay. As you look at Exhibit 6, are you
able to identify what you intended or where you
intended the public 15.1 acres would have been
located?
A. No, I don't remember that off the top of
myhead.
Q. Are any of the park or open spaces
reflected on Exhibit 6 built today?
A. Yes.
Q. Which ones are they?
A. The large one in the middle. The
triangular piece to the south was donated to the
school district.
Q. Okay.
A. And the piece adjacent to that to the
left was also constructed in Phase 7 or 8. 6, 7,
or 8. They were all built together as well as the
pathways that are in that general area.
Q. Okay. So the triangular piece you've
referenced on the bottom of Exhibit 6, that's
already been dedicated to the school district?
A. Correct.
Q. And the piece just to the left of it as
you look at the picture, has that been dedicated

Page 50

1 to the school district?
2
A. No. That's -- I don't know if it's owned

1 all of the parks and trails in the neighborhood.

2

Thomas Coleman

3 by the HOA yet because the plat recorded recently,
4 but that would be -- it's constructed.
5
Q. Is it green now?

6

II

A. Yes.

7
Q. Are there any other parts of Exhibit 6
8 constructed as of today with regards to available
9 space, the green portions?

A. Well, like I said, I think the pathways
11 were green on here. But short of the pathways and

10

12 all that other stuff, no.
13
Q. And remind me the name of this -14
A. Willis Road.
15
Q. Willis Road. Has there been any
16 development today north of Willis Road?
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. Other than roadway and landscaping
improvements, no.
Q. No open space?
A. Well, yeah. There's the pathway that
goes along the north side of Willis Road. That's
constructed.
Q. Okay. And the large park in the center
that you referenced, that's also where the pool
and clubhouse is?

Page 51

1

Page 52
1 impact fee for those.
2
Q. So is it your position that all of the
3 open space within the West Highlands subdivision

A. Correct.

2
Q. What is your intent were -- or what do
3 you believe to be your obligation to provide open
4 space in West Highlands that would be made
5 available to the public as referenced on Exhibit

4 is open and available to the public?

5

6 6?
7
Are you able to mark where you're going
8 to provide open space which will be made available
9 to the public on Exhibit 6?

A. Nearly all. I mean, we have some private

6 facilities that we can't, for liability purposes,
7 have the public at, like the swimming pool.
8
Q. Okay. And the clubhouse?

9
10

A. Correct.
Q. Okay.

11 public with the exception of some private

11

A. But short of things like that, yeah.

12 facilities, like the pool that you referenced and
13 stuff like that.
14
Q. Okay.
15
A. I think that's what the development
16 agreement said.
17
Q. And with regards to the Parks Dedication
18 Agreement, that speaks to how the parties intended
19 to operate and maintain the open space available
20 to the public?
21
A. The Parks Dedication Agreement, as part

12
Q. So how many acres of open space, as you
13 sit here today, are you committed -- or believe
14 you're committed to provide to the City of
15 Middleton and its residents?
16
A. None to the City of Middleton. The

10

A. I think all of it is available to the

22 and parcel with the Impact Fee Agreement, I think
2 3 the purpose of that was to further restrict or

24 define the meaning of"open to the public" to a
25 specific amount of parks that were offsetting the

17

general public, 38 acres.

18
Q. Okay. I'll rephrase it. Probably wasn't
19 worded very well.
20

How many acres of open space within the

21 subdivision will be available for use by the
22 public in the manner and within the guidelines set
2 3 forth in the Parks Dedication Agreement?

24

A. I believe that it's 6.9 acres, but I

2 5 would have to confirm that math.
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1
Q. And all of the additional acreage is it
2 your position is still available and open to all
3 of the residents to use? It's just not subject to
4 the Park Dedication Agreement?
5
A. Correct.
6
Q. Okay. For example -- okay. And you had
7 made reference a moment ago that to the general
8 public there will be 38 acres made available for
9 them to use; is that correct, approximately?
10
A. That's what it said in the development
11 agreement and the conditions of approval, so I
12 believe that to be right.
13
Q. Okay. And are you able to identify on
14 Exhibit 6 where those are located? Or maybe the
15 opposite would be easier.
16
Are you able to identify just those
1 7 portions of open space that are excluded? Does
18 that make sense?
19
A. I'm not sure what you mean by "excluded."
20
Q. For example, the pool house -- the
21 clubhouse and pool are excluded from public use.
22
Is there any other part of the open space
2 3 provided within the West Highlands subdivision
2 4 that is not available for public use?
25
A. Currently constructed? I don't believe

1 so. Well, other than the elementary school site,
2 obviously, although that's kind of public. We
3 haven't constructed anything else that would be
4 not open to the public, but we certainly may in
5 the future, depending on what it may be. Like a
6 second pool or something like that.
7
Q. Okay. And when we use the phrase open
8 "to the public," I mean broader than just
9 available for use by the private homeowners, but
10 to be available for the whole city.
11
A. Correct.
12
Q. Okay. And in light of that commitment
13 that you're referencing with regards to open space
14 available to the public, is it your position that
15 no impact fees are owed by you to the City for any
16 open space, and no credits are owed by the City to
1 7 you for any of this open space?
18
A. I believe that's what the Impact Fee
19 Agreement says.
20
Q. Okay. And do you believe thatto be the
21 position of both parties?
22
A. In general, yeah.
23
Q. Not a very good question, I guess. It
24 wasn't phrased very well.
25
In light of that commitment you've just

Page 55
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1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
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20
21
22

23
24

25

described, is it your position that you're not
going to be required to pay any impact fees for
parks going forward, and the City is not going to
be asked to give you any credits? It's a wash
with regards to park impact fees?
A. With regards to park impact fees. The
agreement says all impact fees, not just parks,
but with respect to parks, yes.
Q. It's a wash?
A. Um-hmm.
Q. Is that a yes?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. What is your plan with regards to
the park acreage which is not subject to the Park
Dedication Agreement? What is your plan on how
that public open space will be managed,
maintained? Is it your intent that it's managed
and maintained in the same fashion by the HOA?
A. Yes.
Q. Is in an intent that the -- well, strike
that.
Do you believe that the rules and
obligations in the Parks Dedication Agreement
should apply not just to the acreage that you've
referenced, but it should actually be the rules

1 and restrictions to all 38 acres?

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. No, I don't believe that's the case.
Q. Okay. So describe for me -- the plan on
how the open space that is available to the public
yet privately maintained by the HOA, describe for
me how that is going to work.
A. Which one? They're all under that.
Q. Okay. The private HOA will manage and
maintain all of the open space?
A. Um-hmm. Correct.
Q. Okay. And will the ability of the public
to use any of that open space be the same or no
less than the ability of any private homeowner to
use it, other than the pool and clubhouse?
A. Possibly, yeah. I think that the
intention of that is to not close out the public,
but, you know, certainly the HOA would need to use
its discretion if there were times or dates or
things that didn't work.
Q. So how -A. Or if things were a nuisance for some
reason.
Q. Sure. Is there -- would you agree,
though, that in light of that condition of
approval, that the space still needs to be made
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Page 57

1 available and open to the public in a manner
2 similar to a park that the City might own?
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
3
4 question.
THE WITNESS: No, I don't agree with
5
6 that. I mean, it's clear what it says in the
7 development agreement. And it doesn't say
8 anything about a city park.
As an example -- I'll give you an
9
10 example. We certainly don't keep anybody off of
11 our pathways or parks, but we have had multiple
12 instances where people have decided to ride horses
13 along our landscaping and have asked them not to
14 do so.
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Okay.
15
I don't know if that's allowed in a city
A.
16
or
1 7 park not, but from an HOA perspective, it's not
18 manageable to repairing landscaping and irrigation
19 and things like that for somebody to ride their
20 horse.
Q. Okay. The Parks Dedication Agreement has
21
22 this commitment: It says, "The association may
2 3 not grant members of the community rights or
24 privileges greater than those offered to members
2 5 of the public."

Is it your intent and commitment that
1
2 that sentence will be true for all of the open
3 space made available to the public?

4

6 number is. I think it's 6.9. Do you know what

7 that number is?
Q. Well, that's in dispute as well. We'll
8
9 get to that.

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. Okay.
Q. What type of commitment and assurance
does the public have that this open space, which
is going to be made available to the public for
them to use, will be available going forward in
perpetuity? Will there be something recorded in
the real property records or some other
restrictions similar to the Parks Dedication
Agreement that tells the City the commitment
can't -- won't be undone?
A. The development agreement recorded with
County. That's where it specifies.
Q. So show me in Exhibit 5, the development
agreement that you have in front of you -A. Yes.
Q. Point to me the reference that you're
Page 60

Page 59

1 talking about.
A. I believe it was the same we went over
2
3 earlier with respect to the conditions of
4 approval.
Q. There is a reference on the bottom of
5
6 page 1, the very last "Whereas" that speaks to the
7 revised development agreement to incorporate the
8 terms and conditions of such approvals, very
9 last -- yeah.
Is that a reference to those January 20th
10
11 conditions of approval?
A. It appears so, yeah. I thought we had
12
13 just gone over a line in here that specifically
14 said that. Maybe not.
Q. So will there be some document recorded
15
16 against the open space that will be made available
1 7 to the public that gives the public an assurance
18 that it will be maintained in perpetuity, open and
19 available to the public?
A. No, I don't believe so.
20
Q. Even as -- how about as to the 15.1 acres
21
22 referenced in the condition of approval? Will
2 3 that be preserved and made available open to the
24 public?
A. Well, it certainly wouldn't have anything
25

A. Not necessarily, no. That would be the

5 commitment for the 6.9 acres or so, whatever that

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

recorded against it, the 15.1, assuming it's
included in the 38, roughly, acres excluding some
private facilities would be open to the public.
But there is no additional record contemplated
that would specify that.
Q. But it was a part of -- it was one of the
conditions of approval -A. Right.
Q. Okay.
A. So beyond the conditions of approval and
development agreement, I don't believe there is
anything in the future planned to specify that,
with the exception of the 6. 9 acres or whatever
that would fall under the Parks Dedication
Agreement.
Q. As you sit here today, though, would you
agree that your obligation is as incorporated into
the bottom of the development agreement, Exhibit
5, those conditions of approval include the
obligation to provide those 15 .1 acres of open
space available to the public as you described?
MR. DIXON: I'll object to the form of
the question to the extent it's inconsistent with
the contract.
THE WITNESS: I'm not sure what you mean
15 (Pages 57 to 60)
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1 by as I described. Can you point that out to me?
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) In Exhibit 1, Deposition
2

1 intend those 15.1 acres to be?
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
2
3 question.
THE WITNESS: No, I don't.
4
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Is that large park in
5
6 the center part of what you intend to -A. Well, it's one of the 38, and would
7
8 probably be one of the acreages called out in
9 here, yeah.
Q. When you say "here," you're back on -10
A. I'm sorry. In the conditions of
11
12 approval.
Q. Okay. It makes reference, the last page
13
14 of Exhibit 1, first one that says, "An approximate
15 5.8 acre park"?
A. Correct.
16
Q. Is that the large one that you pointed to
17
18 on Exhibit 6?
A. It is. The 5 .8 acres is a reference to
19
20 all of the area, excluding the pool and clubhouse
21 and things like that.
Q. Okay. And the other ones, 30(b)2, 3, 4,
22
2 3 5, have not yet been built?
A. I don't know which ones those are without
24
25 looking specifically-- I think there was a map at

3 Exhibit No. 1, the last page, paragraph 30, those
4 commitments with regards to 15.l acres?
A. Yes.
5
Q. As you sit here today, the 15 .1 acres
6
7 still will be open to the public but privately
8 owned and maintained.
Do you agree with that?
9
A. Yes.
10
Q. Okay. The manner in which they're going
11
12 to be privately owned and maintained, you're not
13 certain how that's going to happen yet?
A. What do you mean how it will be privately
14
15 owned and maintained?
Q. Well, ifthe Parks Dedication Agreement,
16
1 7 for example, doesn't apply to all of those acres,
18 you're going to come up with some other way to
19 privately own and maintain those additional acres,
2 0 but also ensure that they're open to the public at
21 no ongoing cost to the City? Is that the
22 commitment?
A. That is the commitment.
23
Q. Okay. And when you looked on Exhibit 6,
24
25 the colored image, do you know today where you
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1 some point to call those out, but I'm not positive
2 which ones those are.
Q. If they've not been built, they will be
3
4 at some point, correct?
A. Yeah. The plan has not changed from this
5
6 approval, so yes, they will be built.
Q. Okay. So is it your position that the
7
8 obligation to provide a park system of
9 approximately 15 .1 acres of individual parks with
10 amenities that was identified and incorporated
11 into the conditions of approval in the development
12 agreement, that that 15 .1 acres was at some point
13 reduced to a different number?
A. In the requirements for the project as
14
15 the conditions for approval?
Q. In any manner. Is it your position that
16
17 the 15.1 acres has decreased? Or as you sit here
18 today, you're still committed fo that obligation?
A. That's correct.
19
Q. Which is it? Still committed to the
20
21 obligation?
A. Yes.
22
Q. Okay. Not a very -23
A. Sorry.
24
Q. Okay. And is it your position that the
25

1 Parks Dedication Agreement acreage that it applies

2 to, would you agree that initially it applied to
3 either 15.1 acres or 12.8 acres when it was first
4

signed in 2011?

MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
5
6 question.
THE WITNESS: I don't know whether it
7
8 ever would have applied to 15 acres.
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Okay. Did you believe
9
10 it applied to 12.8 acres?
A. At the time it was drafted, I believe
11
12 that was the correct amount.
Q. At the time that you signed it on
13
14 December 8th, 2011?
A. I don't know that I ever checked to
15
16 update it in terms of what the right acreage was
1 7 since we had the ability for the acreage to be
18 modified in the agreement. It wasn't really an
19 issue.
Q. So we'll unpack that answer a little bit
20
21 here.
When you first signed the Parks
22
23 Dedication Agreement, was it your intent that it
24 applied to approximately 12.8 acres of this open
25 space you were providing?
16 (Pages 61 to 64)
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A. It could. Our intent is that it would
apply to whatever the math said it would based on
the impact fee that was in place for parks and the
level of service necessary.
Q. Would you read for me the first sentence
of paragraph 1 on page 1 of the Parks Dedication
Agreement?
A. It says, "The park lands in the community
subject to this agreement shall be those park
lands constituting approximately 12.8 acres with
at least one major amenity and one minor amenity,
each as defined in the Middleton City Code and
pursuant to Resolution 28309, 'Park Standards and
Requirements."'
Q. So was it your understanding when you
signed that document that that document did, in
fact, apply to those approximately 12.8 acres, at
least at that time?
MR. DIXON: Objection; asked and
answered.
THE WI1NESS: No. It was my
understanding when this document was drafted that
that was the correct acreage to use because that
was the impact fees calculation at that point. It
looks like this was drafted in of 2014.

1
No, I'm sorry. I don't know the date.
2 But there is a time difference between when this
3 was drafted and when it was executed, and that may
4 or may not have changed the acreage required.
5
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) What date did you sign
6 the Parks Dedication Agreement?
7
A. I don't know the answer to that. Well, I
8 don't know ifl would have signed on the 8th or if
9 it would have been entered before or after me.
10 Certainly before December 15th of 2011.
11
Q. When it was recorded?
12
A. Yes.
13
Q. Okay. So just so I understand you right,
14 is it your position that in December of 2011 when
15 the Parks Dedication Agreement was signed, you did
16 or did not believe it applied to 12.8 acres of
1 7 open space that you were providing?
18
MR. DIXON: Objection to the form of the
19 question.
20
THE WITNESS: I can't speak to that.
21 12.8 acres would have been the correct amount at
22 that time that document was drafted. I cannot
2 3 tell you what the correct acreage was at the time
24 I signed it because the agreement stipulated it
2 5 would adjust based on the impact fees adjustment.
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1 So it wasn't a material check.
Q. (BY MR BORTON) What agreement
stipulated that?
A. I believe the Parks Dedication Agreement
or the Impact Fee Agreement, one of the two.
Q. Okay. Take a look at the Parks
Dedication Agreement and tell me if there was any
language that you believed represented to you that
the amount of park acreage would be adjusted based
10 upon an impact fee adjustment.
11
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
12 question.
13
THE WITNESS: I believe it may be in the
14 Impact Fee Agreement itself because we were
15 dealing with impact fees outside of parks, so we
16 would have needed to account for changes to all
1 7 impact fees in addition to parks. And I don't see
18 it in this.
19
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) In the Parks Dedication
2 0 Agreement?
21
A. I'm sorry. The Parks Dedication
2 2 Agreement, whatever it is.
23
Q. I'll trade you here. I'll show you again
24 the West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement dated
25 December 8th, 2011.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1

And is this one looks like it was signed

2 by you on December 15th as well, of2011; is that
3 correct?

4

A. Prior to December -- yeah, this one is on

5 December 15.
6
Q. Okay. Very possible you signed them both
7 at the same time?

8

A. Could be.

Q. Okay. So when you look at the Impact Fee
10 Agreement, what, if anything, do you rely on there
9

11 to support your allegation that the amount of
12 acreage subject to the Park Dedication Agreement
13 was reduced?
14
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
15 question.
16
THE WI1NESS: Is it okay if I read
1 7 through this?
18
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Sure.
19
A. So I believe it would be paragraph 2.1.
20
Q. And what in paragraph 2.1 tells you that
21 the 12.8 acres that is subject to the Parks
22 Dedication Agreement has been reduced to -- I
23 think you said 6.9 acres?
24
A. Well, specifically the last sentence
25 says, "Prior to execution of said parks agreement,
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2 identifying a level of service for park
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Page 70

6 was December I 5th, 2011; is that correct?
A. I don't know. It appeared before that
8 since it was recorded on the 15th.
9
Q. Any reason to believe it wasn't signed -10 well, any reason to believe it wasn't signed on or
11 around December 15th, 2011, before it was
12 recorded?
13
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
14 question.
15
THE WITNESS: I don't know the answer to
16 that.
17
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Do you know whether or
18 not the City adopted an impact fee ordinance
19 identifying a level of service for park
2 0 improvements below that in Ordinance 447 before
21 December 15th, 2011?
22
A. No, I don't.
23
Q. Do you believe as you look at paragraph
2 4 2.1 that the City did in fact adopt a level of
2 5 service lower than Ordinance 447 before the parks

1 agreement was signed?
2
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
3 question.
4
THE WITNESS: I don't know the answer to
5 that either.
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Would you agree that in
6
7 order for what you've referenced in paragraph 2.1
8 that says, "The size or number of developer's
9 parks may be reduced accordingly," that that
10 phrase references and requires if, prior to the
11 execution of the parks agreement, the City makes
12 that change, then the size and number of the
13 developer's parks may be reduced accordingly?
14
MR. DIXON: Object to the form of the
15 question and to the extent it calls for a legal
16 conclusion.
17
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I don't know what the
18 legal intetpretation of that would be.
19
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Okay. Would you agree
2 0 that if the City had not and did not at any time
21 in 2011 identify a level of service for park
22 improvements below that in Ordinance 44 7, then the
23 size and number of developer's parks would not be
24 reduced?
25
MR. DIXON: Same objection.

Page 71
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1
THE WITNESS: I don't know the answer to
2 that either.

1 make sure it's really clear.
2
With regards to the total acreage within
3 West Highlands which is available for public use,
4 beyond that of just the homeowners, is it your
5 position that of that total acreage, 6.9 acres of
6 it is regulated by the Parks Dedication Agreement,
7 and the remaining acres are not?
8
A. Yes, I believe that's the case.
9
Q. Okay. And whether or not you would like
10 the language within the Parks Dedication Agreement
11 to apply to more or all of that additional open
12 space which is available to the public, that would
13 be something that you and the City could negotiate
14 and agree to if you choose to in the future?
15
A. Possibly.
16
Q. Okay. Do you have any documents that you
1 7 haven't already produced to counsel and to us in
18 this case that support any of your claims that you
19 haven't already produced?
20
A. I don't believe so.
21
Q. Okay. Are there any other contracts or
2 2 emails that you're aware of that you haven't
23 turned over to your attorney?
24
A. Not that I'm aware of.
25
Q. And I mean relevant to our claim, the

3 improvements below that in Ordinance 447, the size
4 or developer's parks may be reduced accordingly."
5
Q. And the execution of the parks agreement

7

3

Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Okay. Any other

4 provision in the Impact Fee Agreement other than
5 2.1 that you rely on to claim the 12.8 acres was
6 reduced to your current claim of 6.9 acres?

7

A. I wouldn't know that without speaking to

8 legal counsel.

9

Q. Okay. But as you look at it, is there

10 anything that you think does apply? I
11 understand-- excluding what you may learn from

12 legal counsel.
A. I don't know.
14
Q. Okay. So as to the open space in West
15 Highlands, which will be maintained and open
16 available for public use, that commitment is in
1 7 perpetuity, would you agree? Meaning it's
18 ongoing?
19
A. The commitment that's in the conditions
2 0 of approval referenced in the development
21 agreement?
22
Q. Yes.
23
A. Yes, I would agree with that.
24
Q. Okay. And is it your position -- and I
25 apologize if I'm asking it again. I just want to
13
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1 City's claim, your counterclaim.
2
A. Sure.
3
Q. Everything has been turned over?
4
A. Yes, as far as I know.
5
Q. Okay. Are there any witnesses or
6 individuals that you believe support any of the
7 claims or statements that you've made in your
8 deposition today?
9
A. I'm sure there are. I guess I'd have to
10 look at what claims you mean and what you mean by
11 that.
12
Q. Does your father know as much detail
13 about West Highlands subdivision as you?
14
A. No.
15
Q. You've been primarily responsible?
16
A. Between the two of us, yes.
17
Q. Okay. Had you, prior to today -- I
18 presume you have reviewed the July 21st affidavit
19 of Darin Taylor?
20
A. I saw it when it was filed, or whatever
21 the terminology is, and read it once.
22
Q. Okay. Have you reviewed it enough to
23 know whether or not you disagree with any of the
24 factual allegations contained in it?
25
A. I have not read it enough to answer that

1 off the top of my head.
2
Q. Okay. As of today, you don't have an
3 opinion or an affidavit that says, "These
4 allegations I disagree with; these allegations I
5 agree with"? You just haven't done that yet?
6
A. I don't believe so.
7
Q. Okay. So tell me what happened from
8 August 2015 when you represent to the City that
9 the Parks Dedication Agreement and the impact
10 agreement are both void -- after that
11 representation, what changed to make you change
12 your position and assert that both agreements are
13 valid?
14
MR. DIXON: Mr. Coleman, I'll caution you
15 not to divulge any privileged communications
16 between yourself and counsel. Otherwise go ahead
1 7 and answer the question.
18
Q. (BY MR. BORTON) Certainly. And I'll
19 even narrow it for you.
20
I mean, did any facts change or any facts
21 occur? Or was it -- and I don't want to hear
22 about discussions with legal counsel. Or was it
23 merely a legal position change?
24
A. I don't know if there was new facts or
25 not. I think we were operating, and continue to

Page 75
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1 operate in kind of a hostile environment for us in
the City of Middleton. And we would like this
resolved and behind us as conclusively as
possible.
Q. Okay. Are there any other claims or
allegations that you or your companies at issue in
this case have against the City of Middleton that
we haven't discussed in today's deposition?
A. I don't know the answer to that.
10
Q. Are you aware of any or can you think of
11 any as you sit here today that you believe you can
12 assert that we haven't yet discussed?
13
A. I don't believe that we have any filed
14 claims or anything like that.
15
Q. Are there any claims that you believe you
16 could bring or have? I'm just trying to get a
1 7 sense of if there's anything else out there that
18 you believe was improper or you don't like that
19 you may allege against the City of Middleton with
20 regards to West Highlands.
21
A. I don't know the answer to that. I think
22 there has been a lot of improper things. I don't
2 3 know that we have any desire or intent to bring
2 4 action because of those.
25
Q. Are there any other claims related to

1 parks and public open space that we haven't
2 discussed in this deposition?

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3

A. I don't believe so.

4
MR. BORTON: Okay. I don't have any
5 other questions.

6

MR. DIXON: No questions from us.

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

(Whereupon the deposition was concluded at 11 :04 a.m.)

****
(Signature requested.)

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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1

VERIFICATION
STATE OF _ _ _ _ _ )
)

COUNTY OF _ _ _ _ _ )

4
5

4

5
I, THOMAS COLEMAN, being first duly sworn on my
6 oath, depose and say:
7
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
8 deposition taken the 31st day of August, 2016, consisting
9 of pages numbered 1 to 76, inclusive; that I have read
10 the said deposition and know the contents thereof; that
11 the questions contained therein were propounded to me;
12 the answers to said questions were given by me, and that
13 the answers as contained therein (or as corrected by me
14 therein) are true and correct.
15 Corrections Made: Yes
No
16

17
18
THOMAS COLEMAN
19
20
Subscribed and sworn to before me this __ day of
21 _ _ _ _ _ __, 2016, at _ _ _ _ _ __, Idaho.

22
23

24

25

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ __, Idaho
My commission expires: _ _ _ __

Page 78

1
REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
2 STATE OF IDAHO
)
)
3 COUNTY OF ADA
)

2
3

•

'l'homas Coleman

6
I, Amy E. Simmons, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
7 Notary Public in and for the State ofldaho, do hereby
8 certify:
9
That prior to being examined, the witness named in
10 the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to testify
11 to the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth;
12
That said deposition was taken down by me in
13 shorthand at the time and place therein named and
14 thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction, and
15 that the foregoing transcript contains a full, true and
16 verbatim record of said deposition.
17
I further certify that I have no interest in the
18 event of the action.
19
WITNESS my hand and seal this 2nd day of September,
20 2016.
21
22
AMYE. SIMMONS
23
CSR, RPR, CRR, and Notary
Public in and for the
24
State ofldaho.
25 My commission expires: 2-4-22.
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January 20, 2fJ09
Clty of ~-4iddlet on Plan ning and Zcni.ng CJmmiss,:on
15 N . Dewey Avenue
fvfo:!dleton, Idaho 83644

RE:

West Hlgh1ands Ranch Subdivisio:n

Dear ComrnissronNs:

Coleman Homes is pieas-ed to pre~ern for ·t our cor:.siderar.or1 ne,N d!:ve!apmtefilt
applicati'oris related to'. the existing VifeSt High1ands ?!anc!'r: suhcf i":iisicn.,_, k:catre~ E·fong tt"Le
north and south sides of Wlms Roa'£! betw£,err, Emm ett a11d C~metery ?cads. 1he G ty
originally approved the development En 2005 ani:i st.d:iseque:nt/,f .:f.lP,i!l"t<etl! final pt'~c:s for
,phases 1 and 2. The reev-1 ap·p!?.cat~ons rn-c~ude: {:1/ ·aITJnexation a·rnd Z{Hlitrcg tc~ add n e\,'tt
property, {2} a revised pretiin ~na-ry p~at and ii!anned unfit develop.m ent tc cor:r::.:ct SJm-e
design fla1..vs 2nd to -off€r 2i nroader ra.ng-e of !ot {a.nd t:omeJst:z~c:,~dnd f3_i a::iev-e-t,11:c;ifo;:te.n:tt"

agreement mocHfication to reflect thes,2 cha £:ges.

Since submitting our applications in October 2008,. we have mE:t regufarly with
city staff -{inciuding piann!ng staff,. .the city an.gtneer, µ-ub~~c "i.\;'Crks~atid ti1;e cftt attcifll 2Y'.l
to discuss these appiications. We :Sir,c~r~iy apprndat~ al! of the tume and e:ffc.rt tfrrs
team has -exp-ended to re-vi-e-vi end comment on tbe appltcatian~. Tf';: zh.~·fu;1tp.ift ~as been
invatuabie and ha~ enhanced th e app !icafic1ris.
Enclosed ·. vith thf;; let ter for your con.std.eraticn are an;1~dated App,ticat:on
Narrative, proposed ccndttions of approval, and a oe.v:?~o~me~i ;;greeme,~t modf,i c;:tio.ri,
t hat we h;:ive dt:'vEtoped •Nlth th'?. extensive ili!'.},Jt cf the 61y s;raff aiftrl city a:t:~m~'it in a
concHtions of apprc-vii and CeveJoprnent agreerrr-ent terrtlS;prn :/lidi; th·~ Crt~, ?Nitml SiP,.ecfifo.:
1

commitment~that e.very l/,Je'£1 High!ards Ranch hon,2 ,,vr!J "iJ,e design~ ahid co~=t;,;rcte&
v,ith h!gh quaitty architecture, fandscap!urg, and b!UJd!n:g ~naterfa~s~ Furtherf tne1f
provide the Citv with specific wmmitment$ , eg;:mfo,g signf.tlcart µ,arks and
transportation improv emerrts th.at wm accomp,anv ti'!,~ d.svek,pmem.
We b-efie.ve these app[icaticns_
. !f app.rc·•ied. -vr1rU resu.ift in; hett~r rlr:::-:;e-top:ne:n,t
for the City. The proposed n1ix oflot and home sizes ~~;ftli accorr;narJ-date a-bro60er range
of homebuyers, v;hc desire high quafay homes rn var,!'ing sizes :ai:d prke ran.ge-s

. ,,,.,, . ).•, .~•:!)}~

781

•

•

depending on their stage of life. In particular, we befieve our request to aUow some
smaller lots (while still maintaining the overalf density and average fot size required in
the R-3 zone) wfll create a more desirable and sustainable community. This hous[ng
diversity will provide residents with several options for homes that are neither entrylevel homes nor custom estates. This will help the City grow responsibly and in a
manner that is consistent with current plann.ing principles1 population demographics,
and market demand. As both the developer and homebuilder, we are in a unique

position to ensure that these goals are accompltshed.
Thank you for your consideration ofthese applications. I look forward to
discussing them with you at the January 26th nearing.
Regards,

Thomas Coleman
Coleman Homes

COLEMAN0002l4
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11. All designs should incorporate val'fed architectural elements such as projections, recesses,

dormers, porches, etc. to create visual interest and animation. LOng, ffat, unbroken surfaces
shall not be allowed.

12. Front elevation windows that occur in a flat wall plane shat! be trimmed with a compatible
material. If adjacent wan surface rett.1ms back lnto a Window {i.e. furred waft or setback
windows}, no additional trim shall be required.
13. Front porch posts and column widths shalt be sized appropriately for the correctproportfon
relative to the height of the architectural feature. No single 4 x 4 porch posts shall be
allowed.

14. Ail gable end eaves shall be a minimum of 12 inches in widtli. AH soffit eaves shall be a
minimum of 16 inches in width. All fascia boards shalt be a minimum of 7½ inches in width,
unfess designed as a multiple element fascia. Ifso, totaf width of fascia massmust still total
at least 7 ~ inches. Some reduction in eave widtnmay be allowed by the: West Highlands
Design Review Committee on specific areas of front elevation depend!ng on architecturat
style and theme. Sides and rear eave widths to remain as noted above.
15. All homes shall have a minimum of'twe[ve inch eaves beyond exterior waifs.
16. All front yards shall be completed with irrigation systems, rolled sod lawn~ planter areas
with a minimum of 12 shrubs and a minimum of 2 trees within 30 da.V$of the Issuance of
Certificate of Ocr:upancy.

17. AU rear yards shalt be landscaped and have an irrigation system installed, within 90 days of
homeowner occupancy. AJI rear yards of homes owned bv developer shalt be maintained so:
as to limit the growth of nOKious weeds.

18. All streets shalt have detaclled sidewalks witfl rolled sod lawn and a minimum of one tree
per lot in the landscape strip between curb and sidewalk. All trees in landscape strip
between curb and sidewalk shall be Class I or Class U, so as to allow fe>r minimal
encroachment into street.

19. Minimum roofing type shall be 30-Year Architectural Shingle. Additional roof tvpes fj.e.
concrete or clay tiles) of similar quality may be allowed the West Highlands Design Review
Committee depending on archltecturaf style and theme.

20. Roof pitch shaH be a minimum 5;12 unless flatter pftch Is appropriate to the specifJc
proposed design theme, which shall require specia [ review arid approval by the West
Highlands Design Review Committ~.

21. Homes shall be painted fn accordance with tile color palette approved hy the W~st

Highlands Design Review Committee,. which wm indude a varietv of colors ranging from
earth tones to brighter •rancti" type colors, in a ttstefuf balance.
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Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & Order
Planning and Zoning Commission

West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Hearing Date: December 15, 2006, January 26, 2009
findings Date: February 23, 2009
PROJECT SUMMARY: A request by Coleman Homes for annexation and zoning of an additional 40.56 acres
into R~3 (singfe-family residentiaQ zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building sites on apprmdmately281.'83
acres, a modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of maximum cu1--0e-sac length of600-feet
for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, and a waiver oft~e minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight
curves. The subject property is generally located on the northeast comer<ff Em mettRoad and WiUis Road and
located approximately½ mile northeast of the interaecHon of Hartley Road and \Mllis Road, Middleton, Idaho.
Applicant

Coleman Homes

i 025 South Bridgeway Place, Suite 280
Eagle, ID 83616
Representative:

Englneering Solutions, LLP
1029 North Rosario Street, Suite 100
Meridian, ID 83642

APPLICATION SUBMITTAL: Application received on October 16, 2008.
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:
Published notice [PT:
Letters to 300' Property Owners:
Letter to Applicant:
Letters 1.0 Agencies:
Property Posted:

November 26, 2008
November 25, 2008
November 25, 2008

November 24, 2008
December 4, 2008

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS ACTIONS: The annexation, zoning and development agreement for the
subject property was approved by City Council January 18, 2006. The preliminary plat for 797
residential lots was approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission on April 17, 2006. City
Council approved the preliminary plat on July 19, 2006.
COMPREl-!ENSlVE PLAN LAND USE MAP & ZONING MAP DESIGNATIONS:

Comp Plan
Desi nation

Actual
Land Use

EYjstlng

Low Density Residential

Agricultural/Residential

Proposed

No Changes Proposed

Residential

North

Low Density Residential

Agricultural (County)

Agricultural/Residential

South

Meolum Density Residential

Agriculture (County)
R-4 (combined residential)

AgriculturalfResidential

East

Medium Density Residential
Public

West

Agricultural/Resldential

ery Low Density Residential
Residential

Reside

Medium Dens
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SITE DATA:
Total Acreage:
Density:
Total Lots:
Single-family:
Schoof Site:

Common Lots:
Open Space:

281 .83 acres
2.99 units per acre

903
843

1
59
29.18 acres; i0.35%

Dwe!Hno Units/Gross Ac.
Minimum Lot Size
AveraQe Lot Size'
Minimum Lot Width

Minimum Street Frontage

Proposed
Zone
R-3
R-3

R-3
R-3
R-3

Proposed

Required

2.99/ac
5,700 sf
9,353 sf
55 fi
30 ft

8,000 sf"
[\J/A
75ft
30ft

3.0/ac

"The interior iots may be less than 8,000 sf; provided that the average lot size of all interior
lots
shall be not less than 8,000 sf and the actual size of any interiorlot is not less than 7,000 sf. Only
residential lots are used in figuring averages.
*The comei lots may be less than 8,500 sf and the actual size of any comer lot is not less than
8,000 sf. Only residential lots are used in figuring averages.
AGENCY RESPONSES:
Middleton Mill Ditch Company & Middleton !niaation Association responded via a Jetter from
Jerry l\iser, attorney on November 26, 2008 requesting a wri'den agreement with the
association be entered into as a condition of approval.
ldaho Departmen t of Environmental Quality (DEQ) responded on December 4, 2008.
Idaho Departmen t of Transportation (ITD) responded on December 9, 2008 stating that ITD
does not have a funding source available to make improvements to Highway 44. In the interest
of public safety and hlg!1way operations, !TD requests provisions be included in the
Development Agreement to address the created traffic impact. The traffic impact study
iecommen ds the intersectio ns of Highway 44 with Emmett Road, Hartley Road and Cemetery
Road will require traffic signals with additional lanes. These recommendations should be
required.

PUBLIC WRJTTEN RESPONSES: None
WITNESSES SIGNED UP IN FAVOR: Thomas Coleman, applicant, Becky McKay, representative,
Gary A Peteis, and Tom Farley, Middleton School District No. 134.
WITNESSE S SIGNED UP IN OPPOSITI ON: Don Southard

APPUCABLE CODES:
Middleton City Code, Title 5 and Title 6
Idaho Code Titre 67, Chapter 65
STAFF ANALYS!S:
This application is within the Middleton Area of City Impact and City limits. The 40.56 acres
Page2
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that is being annexed is currently zoned "A" (AgricuJture) under Canyon County's Zoning
Ordinance. The remaining parcel is wlthin tl1e City limits and is zo:ied R-3 (stngfe-family
residential) zone. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan Map identifies this area as low density
residential and medium density residential which is consistent wit/1 the applicant's request.
The applicant has requested a waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight
curves that do not meet this requirement. The original approved preliminary plat had
approximately 39 cuives that did not meet the 125-foot requirement
Additionally, the applicant is requesting a waiver of two cul-de-sacs, Coneha Place and
Mustang Mesa Avenue, which exceed the maximum cttl-de-sac length requirement of 600feet. Concha Place exceeds by 34--feet and Mustang Mesa exceeds by 72-feet. The onginal .
approved preliminary plat also had two cul-de-sacs which e,<ceedeci the 600~foot maximun1
length.
Revisions to the Development Agreement were submitted to staff on January 20, 2009. The
changes have not been reviewed as of tlle date of this staff report
The Planning and Zoning Commission may want to consider the following conditions:
1. The conditions in Holladay Engineering letter dated November 11, 2008 and December

8, 2008 shall be met.

2. The applicant shall comply with Drainage District No. 2's letter dated November 26,
2008, prior to any building permits being issued unless approved by Council.

Mi. Coleman has provided a list of conditions of approval that he has agreed to, The Planning
and Zoning Commission can choose to incorporate the document as whole, select specific
conditions or none of the conditions into your motion.
FINOJNGS OF FACT

i. Tl1e Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission are authorized to hear this case and mal,e 9
recommendation to the City Council per Middieton City Code, Title 5 and Title 6 and Idaho
Code Title 67, Chapter 65.
2. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing, including notice· by publication,
notice by marling, posted notice and notice to other agents as set forth in Title 67, Chapter 65,
Idaho Code and ordinances of the City of Mid<!Jeton have been complied ·with.
3. All requirements for the conduct ofpublic hearings as set forth in Title 67, Chapter 65, ldaho
COde and the Ordinances of the City of Middleton have been coli'lplied with.
4. A pre-application meeting was held on Apl'll 6, 2008 for the revised plat.
5. The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission held a public!1eartng on December 15, 2008
and January 26, 2009.
6. The Mlddleton Comprehensive Pian identifies this area as !ow and medium density residential
which is consistent with the applicant's request.
7. 40.56 acres ls being annexed then added to the existing acreage that is currently within city
limits.
8. The addition a! acreage is to be zoned R-3 {single family residential) which is consistent with
the existing I/Vest Highland Subdivision.
9. The original annexation, zoning and development agreement for the subject property was
approved on January i8, 2006.
10. The preliminary plat for 797 residential lots was approved July 19, 2006.
11. Phase I and II final plats have been approved.
12. An addendum to the traffic study was submitted which included the additional lots.
Page3
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13. A waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight curves was requested.
14. A waiver of two cul-de-sacs, which exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length iequlrement of
600-feet, was requested.
15. A list of conditions of approval was provided by the applicant and agreed to.
16. The modified development agreement has been reviewed by legal counsel.
17. The club house and pool will be private but the park adjacent to the club house and pool wifl
be available for use by the public. The homeov1mer's association will be maintaining this area.
16. Mr. Goleman agreed to place a temporary barricade on the end of the road that a!igns the
most northerly boundary of this development until the coilector road is completed, per Mr.

Peters request.
·
'19. The minimum lot siz.e will be 5,700 square feet.
20. The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission follnd that the applications presented met the
provisions of the Middleton Comprehensive Plan and found thai the preliminary plat wera in
compliance With requirements within Titles 5 and 6 of Middleton City Code.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Based on the forgoing findings, staff report and testimony the Middleton Planning and Zoning
Commission found this application for annexation and zonlng of 40.56 acres into R-3 {single-family
residential} zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building sites on approximately 261 .83 acres, a
modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of maximum cul-de-sac length of
600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, and a waiver of the minimum 125-foot
centerline radius for eight cuives, would be an asset to the City of Middleton. The plat presented
is in compliance with the ordinance. The applicant is willing to meet the conditions of approval
recommended by the Planning and Zoning Commission.

ORDER OF LAW
Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the Middleton Planning and
Zoning Commission recommends unanimously to City Council:

The application for annexation and %0ning of an additional 40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family
residential) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building sites on approximately281 .83 acres, a
modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of maximum cul-de-sac length of
600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, a waiver of the minimum 125-foot
centerline radius for eight curves be approved with the foflowing conditions:

·1. AU conditions set forth in Holladay Engineering's letter dated November 11, 2008 and
December 8, 2008 shall be met.
·
2. The applicant shall comply with Drainage District No. 2's requirements in their letter dated
November 26, 2008.
3. The applicant shall modify the following documents to reflect the minimum lot size as 5,700
square feet:
a. 3.2.2.5.B of the Development Agreement
b. West Highlands Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009, number 24.
c. Preliminary Plat with the revised date of November 18, 2008.
4. The applicant shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands Conditions of
Approval, dated January 20, 2009.
5. The safety of the drainage ditch shaO be evaluated for safety during the construction plan
review.

Page4
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Dated this 23"1 of February 2009

er;).

CZ:
Piannlngand ~~
Zoning Commission

City Clerk
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WEST HIGHLANDS RANCH CONDfTI
ONS OF APPROVAL
JANUARY 20, 2009

ARCHITECTURE/ HOME DESIGN:
1. Minimum square footage for any
home shall be 1,200 square feet Min
imum square
footage for the ground floor of any two
-story home shaH be 1,000 square feet.

2. AH homes shall have a front porch
or courtyard area.
3. Any front facing three-car garage,
or two-car garage greater than 26 feet
in width, sha!I have
an 18-inch offset between the gara
ge doors or wall area to break up the
front wall plane of
the garage.
4. Ml driveways shall have a maximum
width of 20 feet. Approved material will
be concrete or
concrete-type pavers.
5. No unbroken, vertical two-storv elev
ation wall planes will be allowed (i.e. fron
t garage wails
or similar, wide unbroken surfaces on
the front elevation). All full-height two
-story wa!!s
must be offset by at least 1 foot from
the first flooi wall below, tmiess otherwis
e broken bv
a roof or othe r architectural element.
This will not applv to second floor bon
us spaces
above garages, which have lowe
red plate heights on side w<1!1s givin
g the appearance of a
single story, or foll height entry porches,
stairwefls or other two~story architect
ura I design
elements.
6. Ail homes shall feature winged
side and rea; yard fencing. fencing
material shiltl be
decorative viny

l. Open wro ugh t iron fencing shall be
used adjacent to parks. Open or semiprivacy fencing shall be used adjacent
to open spaces, such as pathways.

7. Each home shall have a minimum
cf two exterior lights at the front waif
of the garage and
minimum of one exterior light at fron
t residence entrance,
8. Al! home siding shall be Masonite,
Hardie P!anl< or similar quality. No viny
l, aluminum or
steel siding shall be allowed.
9. At !east 75% cf all homes in the com
munity shall have front elevations fea:t
uring accent
elements of brick, stone (manufactur
ed or synthetic), stucco or speci~jty acce
nt type siding
which differs from the siding type of
the base house. Said accent material
is to return a
minimum of two feet at the sides of hou
se orto the r,ext adjacent perpendicula
r plane,
whichever is less, and should be a min
imum of 100 square feet No "flat plan
e"
facades
shall be allowed.
10, Porch soffits shall be finished with
a material consistent with the level of
adjacent materials
and trim. All exposed wood shall be
painted with a solid stain er paint.

1
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11. All designs should incorporate varied architectura
l elements such as projections, recesses,
dormers, porches, etc. to create visual interest cind
animation. Long, flat, unbroken surfaces
shall not be allowed.
12. Front elevation windows that occur in a flai
wall plane shall be trimmed with a compatible
mater

ial. !f adjacent wall surface returns back Into a windo
w (i.e. furred wall or setback
windows), no additional trim shall be required.

13. Front porch posts and column widths shall be sized
appropriately for the correct proportion
relative to the height of the architectural feature, No
single 4 x 4 porch posts shall be
allowed.
14. All gable end eaves shall be a minimum of 12 inches
in width. All soffit eaves shall be a
minimum of 16 inches in width. ,t1.!I fascia board
s shaH be a minimum of 7½ inches in width,
unless designed as a multiple element fascia. If so,
total width of fascia mass must still total
at least 7 ½ inches. Some reduction in eave wlcith may
be allowed by the West Highlands
Design Review Committee on specific areas of front
elevation depending on architectural
style and theme. Sides and rear eave widths to remai
n as noted above.
15. All homes shall have a minimum of twelve inch
eaves

beyond exterior walls.

16. All front yards shall be completed with
Irrigation systems, rolled sod lawn, planter areas
with a minimum of 12 shrubs and a minimum
of 2 trees within 30 days of the issuance of

Certificate of Occupancy.

17. All rear yards shall be landscaped and have
an irrigation system installed, within 90 days of
home

owner occupancy. All rear yards of homes owned by
developer shall be maintained so

as to limit the growth of no,dous weeds.

18. Ali streets shall have detached sidewalks with rolled
sod !awn and a minimum of one tree
per lot in the landscape strip between curb and sidew
alk. Al! trees in landscape strip
between curb and sidewalk shalf be Class I or Class
II, so as to allow for minimal
encroachment into street.
19. Minimum roofing type shall be 30-Year Architectur
al Shingle, Additional rooftypes (i.e.
concrete or clay tiles) of similar quality may be allow
ed the West Highlands Design Review
Committee depending on architectural style and theme
,
20. Roof pitch shall be a minimum 5:12 unless f!atter
pitch is appropriate to the specific
proposed design theme, which shall require sp,::!cial
review and apprcwal by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee.
21. Homes shall be painted in accordance with
the color palette approved by the West
Highlands Design Review Committee, which will includ
e a variety of colors ranging from

earth tones to brighter "ranch" type colors, in a tastef
ul balance,
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22. Identical house plans shall be separated by at
least 2 lots (including facing lots across the
street) with no more than 3 plotted in this seque
nce unless separated by 3 lots. ldenticaf
house elevations shall not occur in sequence and
shall be separated by at least 2 lots of
varied elevation design.
23. /l.U homes built on lots less than 7,500 squar
e feet shall be of sitnUar design and the same
quality as the elevations included in Attachmen
t A hereto.

COMMUNITY DESIGN / OPEN SPACE:
24. No more t h ~
3 __n
'of lots in the c:ommun?y shall bet~ ~ than 7,500
square feet. No lot shall
be less tha ;'688 qua re feet. ~-,._;.-,.~ ,.;,-l v,L .
....1.1.r lfi
c.--{Jrl" C,>'•'~' U \
25. Owner shat! donate.certain property {iden
tified in Exhibit C to the Development Agreemen
t

51bLJ

Revision #2} to the school district for the school
district's expansion of parking, play area
and temporary classrooms at Heights Elementar
y,

26. Road connections shall be provided to all adjoin
ing developable properties as shown on the
revised preliminary plat (Exhibit F to the Developm
ent Agreement Revlsioflail2).
27. A pedestrian route shall be constructed
through the subdivislon to provide for future
conn

ections to surrounding schools.

28. A so~d wood or vinyl fence shall be const
ructed between the project site and the existing
cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes bordering
the cemetery.

29. Developer shall make the following transporta
tion improvements, as generally mustrated on
Attachment B hereto:
A.

Developer shall widen and improve Emm
ett Road, a minor arterial showri on the
Cfty's Transportation Plan, arn;l dedicate adjac
ent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately 0.23 lane miles.

B. Developer shall widen and im1)rove Wil1is
Road, a major coilector shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjac
ent right-of-way far a distance of
approximately 1.42 lane miles.
C. Developer shall widen and improve Hartley
Lane, a major collector shown on the
City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjac
ent right-of-way for a distance of
approximately :0.89 lane miles.
D. Developer shall widen and improve Cem
etery Road, a major collector shown on
the City's Transportation Plan, and dedicate adjac
ent iight•of-way for a distance of
appro,dmately 0.36 miles.
••
E. Developer shaft construct and dedicate
Ninth Street, a new minor collector shown
on the City's Transportation Plan, for a distance of
approximately 0.66 miles.
F. Developer shall dedicate the full right-of-way
for Arabian Street, a minor collector
shown on the City's Transportation P1an, for
a oistance of approximately 0.18
miles and shall construct and dedicate the south
ern half of such street for such
distance.
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G. Developer shall construct and dedicate the following left
turn lanes:
1) Northbound Cemetery Road to westbound Willis Road.
2) Eastbound Willis Road to northbound Emmett Road.
3) Eastbound Willis Road to northbound Hartley Lane.
4) Westbound Willis Road to southbouno Hartley Lane.
5) Northbound Hartley lane to westbound Willis Road.
6) Southbound Hartley Lane to eastbound Willis Road.
30. Developer shall make the following parks improvements,
as generally illustrated on
Attach ment C hereto:
·
A. Developer sha11 construct an approximatelv 38-acre interco
nnected park and trail
system.~hat extends to the development's external boundaries
on a!! sides.
B. Developer's park 1stern shali include approidmately 15.1
acres of individual parks
with amenities, as follows ("major amenities" shall
includ e but not be limited to
children's play equipm ent, swimming pools, volleyball courts,
tennis courts and
simHar improvements; "minor amenities" shall include but not
be limited to
barbeque areas, picnic tables and similar improvements
}:
:i.) An approximately 5.8-acre park with at least two
major amenities and
two minor amenities.
2) P,.n approximately 2.9-acre par]( with at least one major
amenity and
two minor amenities.
3) An approximatety 2.1-acre parl< with at least
one major amenity and
two minor amenities.
4) Two approximately 1.0-acre parks, each with at
feast one major amenity
and two minor amenities.
5) Approximately 2.3 additional acres of parks a!ong the
park and trail
system with at least one minor amenity each.
C. Each individual park sha!I be landscaped with grass, shrubs
and trees.
D. The parh and trail system shall be open to the public
but will be privately owned
and maintained so there will be no ongoing cost to the City.

s,

31. Developer shall comply with the provisions set forth in letters
from Holladay Engineering
dated November 11, 2008 and December 8, 2008 and the letter
from Engineering So!utions
dated November 17, 2008, all of which are included in Attach
ment D hereto.
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Coleman Homes
real c:hoi= ... better li..-ing

February 25, 2009

City of Middleton City Council
15 N. Dewey Avenue
Middleton, Idaho 83644
RE:

West Highlands Ranch Subdivision

Dear Members

of the City Council;

Coleman Homes is pleased to present for your consideration new development
applications related to the existing West Highlands Ranch subdivision, located along the
north and south sides of Wii!is Roaci between Emmett and Cemetery Roads.
Following a public hearing on January 26, 2009, the Middleton Planning and
Zoning Commission unanimously recommended approval of our applications with
certain conditions. We support a!! of the Planning and Zoning Commission's
recommended conditions of approval.

The City originally approved West Highlands Ranch in 2006 and subsequently
approved final plats for phases 1 and 2. The new app!icatlons presented to you novv
include:

(1) Annexation and zoning applications to add roughly 40 acres of new

property;
(2) Revised preliminary p!at and planned unit development applications to
correct some design flaws and to offer a broader range of lot (and home)

sizesj and
(3) A development agreement modification to reflect these changes.
Since submitting the new applications in October 2008, we have met regularly
with city staff (including planning staff, the city engineer, public works, and the city
attorney) to discuss these applications. We sincerely appreciate all ofthe time and
effort this team has ei<pended to revlew and comment on the applications. Theii input

has been invaluable and has enhanced the applications.
We believe these applications, if approved, will result in a better development
for the City. The proposed mix of lot and home sizes will accommodate a broader range

;,: 208 424 0020

I

f: 208 424 0030

J

1025 S. Bridgeway Place, Suite 280

I Ea~le. !D 83616
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of hon,ebuyers, who desire high quality homes In varying sizes and price ranges
depending on their stage of life. In particular, we belleve our request to allow some
smaller lots {while still maintaining the overall density and average lot size required in
the R-3 zone) will create a more desirable and sustainable community. This housing
diversity will provide residents with several options for homes that are neither entrylevel homes nor custom estates. This will help the City grow responsibly and in a
manner that is consistent with current planning principles, population demographics,
and market demand. As both the developer and homebuilder, we are in a unique
position to ensure these goals are accomplished.
Prior to the P&Z hearing, we provided the City with 'an updated Application
Narrative, proposed conditions of approval, and a development agreement modification
that we have developed with the extensive input of the cit'/ staff and city attorney.
These items are still current, except for the following changes we have agreed to:
❖

Conditions of Approval, p. 3, #24: minimum lot area should be increased to
5700 square feet.

❖

Development J'.l,greement, Par. 3.2.2.5(8): minimum interior lot area shOLild
be increased to 5700 square feet.

❖

Development Agreement, Par. 3.4: change 2nd sentence as follows:
"Failure to comply or guarantee completion of the conditions established in th.e
subdivision plat approval conditions M-a.nd the Middleton City Code as modified
by the ten:ns of this Agreement within one year, unless that timeframe is modified
by the City Coimcil, shall result in a default of tbis Agreement by Developer.''

The proposed conditions of approval and development agreement terms provide

the City with specific commitments that every West Highlands Ranch home wi!I be
designed and constructed with high quality architecture, landscaping, and building
materials. Further, they provide the City with specific commitments regarding
significant parks and transportation improvements that will accompany the
development.
Thank you for your consideration of these applications. I look forward to
discussing them with you at the Match 4th hearing,

Regards1

Thomas Coleman
Coleman Homes

p: 208 424 0020 \ f: 208 424 0030

I 1025 S. Bridgeway Place, Suite 280 I Eagle, [D 83616
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Message
From:

-

thomas@coleman-communities.com [thomas@coleman-communities.com l

Sent:

2/25/2009 9:20:54 PM

To:

'Wendy Howell'

CC:
Subject:

Deborah E. Nelson; 'Becky McKay'
Le:ter to City Council

Attachmen ts:

Coleman Homes to City Council 022509.pd f

Importanc e:

High

\\'endy,

.'sttached please f'ind a letter to city cour.cii clarifyin g the amendmem
:s to the applicat~ on subsequen t to
our hearing et Planning

and Zoning. Thanks,

Thomas

Thomas Coleman

Coleman i-iomes
1025 s. Sridgeway Pl ace, su'ite 2 80

Eagle, :daho 83616
P:

(2DS) 424 - 0020

F:

(2DS) 424 - 0030

E: ,homas@myco1emanhome.com
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Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & Order
Ciiy Council
West Highland Ranch Subdivision
Hearing Date: March 4, 2009
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..:...F.:.;.in:.=d.:.:.in!.olq.:::.s..::::Di::!e..:J{iay 6,_.2_0_0_9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PROJECT SUNiMARY: A request by Coleman Homes for annexation and zoning of an additional
40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family residen1iaf) zone, preliminary plat approval of 844 building lots on
approximately 281.83 acres, a modifie2tion of the existing development agreement, a waiver of
msximum cul-de-sac length of 600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, a waiver of the
minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eigh! curves and a Conditional Use Permit request for a
Planned Unft Development. The subject property fs generatiy located on the northeast comer of
Emmett Road and Wiliis Road and located approximately ½ mile northeast of the intersection of
Hartley Road and VVilHs Road, Middleton, Idaho.
Applicant:

Coleman Homes

Representative:

Eagle, ID 83616
Engineering Soiutions, LLP

1025 South Bridgeway Place, Suite 280
1029 North Rosario Street, Suite 100
Meridian, ID 83642
APPUCATION SUBMITTAL: Application received on October 16,.2.008.
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:
Published notice !PT:
February 9, 2009
Letters to 300' Property Owners:
Februa,y 10, 2009
Letter to Applicant:
February 91 2009
Letters to Agencies:
Februarf 10, 2009
Property Posted:
February 13, 2009

HJSTORY OF PREVIOUS ACTIONS: The anne>cation, zoning and development agreement for the
subject property was approved by City Council January 18, 2006. The preliminary plat for 797
.residential lots was approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission on Aplil 17, 2006. City
Council approved the preliminary plat on July 19, 2006.
COMPREHENSNE PLAN LAND USE MAP & ZONlNG MAP DESIGNATIONS:
Comp Plan

Desi. nation

Actual
land Use

Exis:ting

Low Density Residential

AgriculturaVResidential

Proposed

No Changes Proposed

R-3 (smgle~family residential)

Residential

North

Low Density Residential

Agricultural (County)

Agricultural/Residential

South

Medium Density Residential

Agricultural/Residential

East

Medium Density Residential
Public

Agricultural/Residential

West

ery Low Density Residential
Medium Density Residential

Residential

Pagel
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and pool will remain private however the park adjacent to this amenity will be available for use
by the public. The homeowners association will maintain this area.
The applicant has requested a waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight
curves that do not meet this requirement. The original approved preliminary plat had
approximately 39 curves that cfid not meet the 125-foot requirement. Additionally, the applicant
is requesting a waiver of two cul-de-sacs, Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, which
exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length requirement of600-feet Concha Place exceeds by 34feet end Mustang Mesa exceeds by 72-feet. The original approved preliminary plat also had
two cul-de-sacs which exceeded the 600-foot m~imum length.

Mr. Coleman agreed during the Planning and Zoning Commission's hearing to pfaoe a

temporau1 barrlcad~ at the end of the road which

aligns the most northerly boundary of this
development until tile collector road is completed, per Mr, Peter's request.

Mr. Coleman has provided a list of conditions of approval that he has agreed to. The City
Council can choose to incorporate the document as 1.1vhole, select specific conditions or not
any of the concl1tions into your motion.

The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commission recommended unanimously to City CoL1ncil
that the applications and waivers be approved with the following conditions:
1. AU conditions set forth in Holladay Engineering's letter dated November 11, 2008 and
December 8, 2008 shall be met.
2. The applicant shaU comply with Drainage District No. 2's requirements in their letter da;ted
November 26, 2008.
3. The applicant shall modify the following documents to reflect the minimum lot size as
5,700 square feet.:
a. 3.2.2.5.B of the Development Agreement (COmpleted)
b. West Highlands Conditions oi' Approval, dated January 20, 2009. number 24.
(Completed)
c. Preliminar1 Plat with the revised elate of November 18, 2008.
4. The applicant shat! comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands
Condiuons of Approval, dated January 20, 2009.
5. The safety of the drainage ditch shall be evaluated for safety duJing the construction plan
review.

FIND[l\<GS OF FACT

i . The Middleton City Council is authorized to hear this case and render a decision per Middleton
City Code, Title 5 and Title 6 arid Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 65.
2. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing, including notice by publication,
notice by malling, posted notice and notice to other agents as set forth in Tiile 67, Chapter 65,
Idaho Code and ordinances of the City of Middleton have been complied with.
3. All requirements for the conduct of public hearmgs as set forth in Title 67, Chapter 65, Idaho
Cade and the Ordinances of the City of Middleton have been complied with.
4. A pre-epplication meeting was held on April 6, 2008 for the revised plat.
s~ The Middleton Planning and Zoning Commlssion held a public hearing on December 15, 2008,
January 26, 2009, and March 16, 2009 recommending approval with conditions.
6. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan identifies this area as low and medium density residential
which Is consistent with the applicant's request.
Page3
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SITE DATA:

Total Acreage:
Density:
Total Lots:

Single--famlfy:
School Site:
Corr1rnon Lots:
Open Space:

281.83 acres
2.99 units per acre

903
843

1
59
29.18 acres; i0.35%
Proposed
Zone
R-3
R-3

Dwelling Units/Gros$ Ac.

ii.lltnimum Lot Size
Averaoe Loi Size

!

I

-.:,
R"'

Minimum Lot Width'
\
Minimum Street Frontaae

R-3
R-3

Proposeci
2.99fac

5,700 sf
9,353 sf
55 ft
30 ft

I
I

ReqLtirad

3.0/ac
8,000 sf*

NIA
75ft
30 fl

l

"The interior lots may be Jess than 8,000 sf; provided that the avenage lot size of all interior lots

shall be not less than 8,000 sf and the actual size of any interior lot is not less than 7,000 sf. Only
residential lots are used in figuring averages.
*The comer lots ma}' be less ihan 8,500 sf and the actual size of any comer lot is not 1ess than
8, DOD sf. Onty residential lots are used in figuring averages.
AGENCY RESPONSE$:
Middleton Mill Ditch Company 8, Middleton lrriaaticn Association responded via a letter from
Jerry l<iser, a.Uomey on November 26, 2008 requesting a written agreement with the
association be entered into as a condition of approval.

ldaho Department of Environmental Qualitv (DEQ) responded on December 4, 2008 and
February 18, 2009.. Both letters are the exact same.
Idaho Deoertment .of Transportation (lTD) responded on December 9, 2008 stating that !TD
does not have a funding source available to make improvements to Highway 44. In the interest
of public safety end hfghwey operations, ITD requests provisions be included ln the
Development Agreement to address the created traffic impact. The traffic impact study
recommends the intersections or Highway 44 with Emmett Road, Hartley Road and Cemetery
Road will require traffic signals with adc'litional lanes. These recommendations should be
required.
PUBLIC WRITTEN RESPONSES: None
WITNESSES SIGNED UP JN FAVOR: Thomas Coleman, applicant; Becky McKay, representative
WITNESSES SIGt\JED UP IN OPPOSITION: None
APPLICABLE CODES:
Middleton City Code, Title 5 and Titie 6
Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 65
STAFF ANALYSIS:
This application is within the Middleton Area of City Impact and City limits. The 40.56 acres
that is being annexed is currently zoned "A" {Agriculture) under Canyon County's Zoning
. Ordinance. The remaining parcel is within the City limits and is z.oned R-'3 .(single-family
residential) ?.OM. The Middleton Comprehensive Plan Map identifies this area as low density
residential and medium density residential which is consistent with the applicant's request. An
addendum to the traffic study was submitted which included the additional lots, The club house •
Pa,ge.2
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40.56 acres 1s being annexed then added to the existing acreage that is currently within city

limits.

8. The additional acreage is to be zoned R-3 (single family residential) which is consistent
with
the existing Wesf. Highland Subdivisio n.
9. The original annexation, zoning and developme nt agreement for the subject proper1y
was
approved on January 18, 2006.
10. Tr,e original preliminary plat for 797 residential lots was approved Juli 19, 2006.

i 1. Phase l and ll final plats have been approved.
'i2. An addendum to the traffic study was submitted whicf1 included the additionai lots.
13. A waiver of the minimum 125-foot centerline radius for eight curves was requested.
14..A \Naiver of two cul-de-sacs, v,1l1ich exceed the maximum cul-de-sac length requiremen
t of
600-feet, was requested.
15. A list of conditions 0f approval was provided by the app!icant and agreed to by lhe developer.
16. Tl1e modified developme nt agreement l1as been re\/ie1Ned by legal counsel.
'i 7. Mr. Coleman agreed to piace a temporary barricade on the end of the road that aligns the

most northerly boundary of this developme nt until the coflector road is completed, per Mr.
Peters request.
~8. The minimum fo·i sizewi!I be 5,700 square feet
19. lVIr. Coleman and the Council agreed to the followlng language being incorporated into
the
development agreement : "At such time as the City is prepared to install a traffic signal at the
inte;sectio n of State Highway44 and Cemete1y Road, and so long as sucf1 instaflation will be
completed prior to Jawari 1, 20'i5, Developer shall pay the City $175,000 to be used toward
the cost of that traffic signal within 30 days of a written request from the CitlJ. Developer shall
eKecute a guarantee to secure this payment, tlie form of which shall be approved by tile City

Attorney."

20. h!o impact fee ordinance is in c:ffect ;;.t this iime.
21. The developma nt agreement references the impact fees being an issue.
22. lmpact fees may be assessed on this project and the credit issues wtll be addressed at
that
rime.
23. Idaho Code trnpact Fee Act \!Viii apply where constructio n has commence d.
24. The Middleton City Council found that the application s presented met the provisions of
the
Middleton Comprehensive Plan and found that the preliminary plat were in compHance witli
requiremen ts vvithin Titles 5 and 6 of Middleton City Code.

CONCLUS IONS OF LJ\W
Based on the fo;going findings, staff report and testimony the Middleton City Council found
this
application for annexation and zoning of 40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family residential)
zone,
preliminary p!at approval of 844 building sites on approxima tely 281.83 acres, a modification
of the
existing developme nt agreement , a conditiona l use permit fora planned unit developme nt
would
be an asset to the City of Middleton. The plat presented is in compliance with the ordinance.
The
appiicant i5 willing to meet the conditions of approval recommen ded by the Planning and Zoning
Commissio n.

Page 4
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ORDER OF LAW

Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the lVliddleton City Council
approved the following request
The appfication for annex2tion and zoning of an additional 40.56 acres into R-3 (single-family
residential) zone, preliminal)' plat approval of 844 building lots on approximately 28'i .83 acres, a
modification of the existing development agreement, a waiver of maximum cul-de-sac length of
600-feet for Concha Place and Mustang Mesa Avenue, a waiver of the minimum 125-foot
centerline radius for eight curves and a Conditionaf Use Permit request for a Planned Untt
Developrnent. The subject property is gsnGrally located on the northeast comer of Emmett Road
and Willis Road and located approximately ½ mile northeast of the intersection of Hartley Road
and Willis Road, Middleton, Idaho, be approved wlih the following conditions:
1. JlJI conditions set fo'rth in Holladay Engineering's letter dated November 11, :2008 and
Decembsr 8, 2008 shalf be met.
2. The applicant sliall complf with Drainsge District No. 2's requirements in their letier dated
November 26, 2008.
S. The applicant shall comply wm1 a.II conditions of approval entitfed West Highlands Conditions of
Approval, dated Janua1y 20, 2009.
4. The safeiy of the drainege ditch shall be evaluated for safety dL1ring the construction plan
review.
5. The following language shaU be fncorporated into the development agreement: "At such time
as the City is prepared to insta!f a traffic signal at the intersection -of State Highway 44 and
Cemetery Ro2d, and so long as such installation will be completed prior to January 1, 20 i5,
Developer shail pay the City $175,000 to be used tovvard the cost of that traffic signal within 30
days of s. Written request from the City. Developer shall execute a guarantee to secure this
payment, the form of which shall be approved by the City Attorney."
Dated this 61h of May 2009

Mayor Vicki Thurber

Page5
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Tiiis Develcpm mt Agreemen t (''Agreem enr'') is c:n:ere<l tnro by snd among the City
Df
Middlet,m, a municipal corporation in the State of Jdaho {hereimrfier reforr-ed to as "City"), West

Higi.½.lands1 LLC {11ereinafler ;·eferre<l m as '"Owner'') and Coleman Homes. LLC (hereatk:r

refe.rrs<l to as HI)eve1op~f').

REC!Tfo..LS
'.VHEREA.5, Owner mi.ns certafa real property shown on the Vicinity Map in Ex}1ibit A

a.,d legally described in Exhibit B ("Project Site"), except for that purtiun conveyed
ro

Middleton School District #134 of ldahn arn:i legally described in Exhibit C, whkb exhibits
r.re

i\ttachcd hereto and incorporn t¢J hernin.

WHEREA S, Develope r previousl y requested c.nncxatio:-1, R-3 zoning and prdi:nina
ry
piat approval of the majority of the Project Site (aU e::::cept the Additional ?roperty,
described
below} for tbc deveiopmt.::nt ofi:hc West Highlaud s Ran.ch su.bciivhion, and :he City
previousl y

approved that request subject to the terms of the original version of this Agreement, dated

2128/06.

WHEF..EAS, Develope r has acquired adc'itional recl property sh.own c.i.1. the Anncxatk
m
Vici.iity Map in Exhibit D and legally descnoed in Exhibit E ("Additio nal Property''
) that it
desires to develop as part of the West Hi.ghlands Ranch subdivisivr:., !.Lid Dcvciopc r
has applic-.-i
to the City for a..11nexation anc R-3 zoning cf the Additional Prop.,"rty.

VlHEREA S, Deveiope r 1ms applied io the City for appr,w2l of a revised prelimi."lmy
plat
for the entire P-r~,ject Site, which plat is included in Exhibit f', ~ttached h;;reto and incorpora
ted
ht:rci.n.

WHEREAS, Devdo_per has applied tu the City for approval of a pfa_n_,,ea unit
developm ent ("PUD") for the purpose of reducing certain dimensiorral requirements for
a portion
of me lots within me developm ent.

<N1-iERE.f'..S, the City, pursuant to Section 67~651 !A, ldaho Code, h.is the authority to
eon<litfonn!ly zone rroperty and to enter in!o a developm ent agreemen t for the
purpose of
allowing, by agreemen t, a spcdfic development to proceed in a specific area ar.d for
a specific
purpose or use which is appropria te -in the area, but for which all allowed uses for the
reque:;ted

zoniog may not be appropriate pursuant io the Idaho Code and the Middleton City Code.

VVF..EREAS, upon. annexation and zoning of the Additional Property and approval of Ille

revised prelimirn ry plat and PUD for the Project Site, the parties desire to enter into
this revised

Agreement to incorporate the terms and condLtions of such approvals.

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT · i
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AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideratio~ the receipt and sufficiency of
whio'h. is hereby acknowledg~ and in consideration of the recitals above. which are

inoorporated below, the parties awee as follows:
ARTICLE!.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
1.1. This Agreement is made pursuant to and in acoo:rdanco with the provisions of
ldsho Code Section 67-651 lA and Middleton City Cod~ Title S, Chapter 7•

.ARTICLEU.

ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENT
2.1.

UPon annexing the Additional Property. the C:ity will adopt an ordinance

amending the Middleton Zoning Ordinance to zone the Additional Property to R-3. The
Ordinance
become effective after its passage. approval and publication. and the execution

wm

and rcoordation of this Agreement.
ARTJCl,Elll.

CONDITIONS ON DEVELOPMENT
3.1.

Applicant will develop the Project Site subject to the conditions and limitations

set forth in this Agreement Further, Awlicant will submit such applications regarding flood

pl.a.in dev~opment permit review, final plat reviews and/or any conditional use permits,, if
applicable, and any other applicable appliQations as may be reql.lin,tl by the City ofMiddloon.
3.2.

The development shall comply with the Middleton Comprehensive Plan. and City

Code, as they exist in final fonn at the time the development applications were approved, e,::cept
as otherv.isc p?Qvided by Idaho Code or as modified pursuant to this Agreement. The following

conditions shall be satisfied:
3.2.1. Toe development shall include 10% of the gross area that must be set
aside for open space ond shall conform to MCC 6-3.;7(D) and 6-5-3-1{1)(7) as to shape, use and

method of calculation.
3.2.2. The development shall be subject to MCC 5-2-4 Table 2 and Notes. with
the following exceptions:
l.2.2.1 .
In lieu of Note #4 the following glll'age setback restrictions
shall be applied and required percentages shall be met within each phase of the development or

each cluster of 50 adjacent permitted lots:
A.
A minimum of 10 percent of dwelling units shall utilize side entry
garages. If 3 car garage, single car garage may be front facing.
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT· 1
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E.

A minimum of 10 percent of dwelling units shnll utilize garages set

back a minimum of 10 feet from front IMng space or porch columns.
C.

A minimum of l Opercent of dwelling units shall utilize garages set

back a minimum of 5 feet from front living space or porch columns.

D.
A minimum of 10 percent of<lwelling units shall utilize garages set
fonvard a maximum of 10 feet from frunt living space or porch columns.
3.2.2.2. In lieu of Note #10, the following required minimum lot width
percentages shall be met:
A.

At least 10 percent of lots shall have a width of less than 70 feet.

a

At least 1Opercent of lots shall have a width of 70-79 feet.

C.

At least 10 percent oflots shall have a width of 80-89 feet.

D.

At least l Opercent of lots shall have a width of90 feet and greater.

32.2.3.
car garage is utilized.

The comer lot side setback may he reduced to 20 icct ifa 3

3 .2.2.4.
The rear yard setback may be reduced to 15 feet when
applied to open sided covered porches. The 20 foot setback to enclosed living space shall
remain.

The overaJl width of the porch which occurs in this additional S feet may not be greater than 50%
of the entire ~ridth of the house.
3.2.2.5.

For the lots identified with diagonal hatching on Exhibit G

attached hereto and incorporated herein:
A.
B.

The mini..."1lum lot width shall be 55 feet.
The minimum interior lot area shall be 5700 square feet, and the

minimum corner lot area shall be 6600 square feet.
C.

The minimum interior side setback shall be 5 feet, and the
minimu.,n side street setback shall be 15 feet.

3.2.3. In Lieu of the definition for "lot width't in MCC 5-1-2, lot width shall be
measured at the actual front setback line.
3.3. Developer agrees that failure to construct t"le proposed development e,onsistent
with the Middleton City Code and this Agreement, and any amendments hereto, shall result -in a
default oftbis Agreement by Developer.
3.4, Conditions> Guarantee for Completion. All of the conditions set forth herein for a
particular final plat shall be complied with or shall be guaranteed for completion by Developer
before signature of the final plat, building pennit or certificate of occupancy for that plat phase
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT· 3
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will be granted. Failure to comply or g1u1rantcc completion of the conditions established mthe
subdivision plat approval conditions and the Middleton City Code as modified by the terms of
this Agreement with.in one year, 11Illess that timcfram.c is modified oy tlle City Council. :shall
result in a default of this Agreement by Developer. Developer shall be allowed to guarantee an
items except: l.) street signs, 2.) water improvements, 3.) sew~ and 4,) Emergency Vehicle
ingress/egress at one hundred and fifty percent {150%) of the estimated cost of completion
pursuant to Middleton City Code and the procedures set forth in MCC 6-4-l(D)(l)-{3). The
estimated Cost shall be provided by Deve1oper and reviewed and approved by the City engineer.
Acceptable guarantees shall include but not be limited to irrevocable letter(s) of credit and/or
cash deposit{s). In all eases, tb.e guanm1ee shall be drawn solely in fuvor of, and payable to, the
order of the City, in accord with the regulations contained in the agreement by and between the
ga~tor and the City.

3.4.1. If the roadways are not paved prior to reoording the final pl~ the City
shall issue up to five (5) 'building permits per phase; however. certificates of occupancy shall not
be issued for any of these buildings until such time as the roadways are completed for that
particular phase with asphalt, curb/gutter and sidewalk.

3.S.

Commencement of Construction. Developer shall commence construction within

two (2) years of the effective date of this Agreement. In the event Developer fails to commence
construction within the time periods herein stated, unless modified by the City Council,
Developer shall be in default ofthis Agreement
3.6.

Road connections wiU be provided to all adjoining developable properties as

sho'Ml on the revised preliminary platin Exhibit F.
3.7.

A pedestrian route will be CODStlUctcd through the subdn'ision to provide for

future connections to sum:nmding schools.
3.8

A solid wood or vinyl fence will be constrncted between the Project Site and the

existing cemetery prior to occupancy of any homes bordering the cemetery.

3.9
At mch time as the City is prepared to install a traffic signal at the interseotion of
State Highway 44 and Cemetery Roa<4 and so long as such installation will be completed prior to
January 1, 2015, Developer shall pay the City Sl 75,000 to be used tov.'al'd the cost of that traffic
signal within 30 days of a written request from the City. Developer shall execute a guarantee to

s.ecme this payment, the form of which shall be approved by the City Attorney.

AR.TICLEIV.

IMPACT FEE
4.1. The parties acknowledge t11is development was principally designed and initially
approved before the City began proceedings to propose impact fees. Consequently, Developer's
proposals, plus additional requirements imposed by th~ City, detennined the level of
improvements needed to mitigate the development's impacts. Tue parties further acknowledge
that Developer relied on the City's initial approval to proceed with finnl design and oonst:ra.ction
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of the de:velopm~nt and improvements, whlcb construction has,

in some instances, commenced

and been completed.

4.2. In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act,
Idaho Cede Section 67-8201, et seq, me parties aclcnowledge a.nd agree Developer may be
entitled to credit for the present value of any construction of system improvements or
contribution or dedication of land or money required by a governmental entity from tlie
developer for systtmi improvements of the category for which the development impact fee is
being collecte.d, including certain portions of the develcpment's street and park improvements,
provided that credit is only available fur eligible capital improvemen.ts as prescribed in tbe Act.
The parties will calculate the amount of such credit after the adoption of any development impaot
fees. The parties further acknowledge and agree that, under the Aet, Developer is not entitled to
credit for improvements that merely provide service to the development itself and are necessary
for the use and convenience of the development's residents, including I.be development's
community ~ter and pool.
4.3. Notwithstanding the above. in accordance with Idaho Code Section 67-8215(2),
De,•eloper shall not be subject to development impact fets or credits thereof subsequently
ad<lpted by the City for portions of the development where construction has c;ommenced and is
pursued.according to tbe terms ofthepennit or developmentapproval.
ARTICLEV.
AFFIDAVIT OF PROPERTY OWNERS
5.1.
An affidavit of a11 owners of the Pro~ agreeing to submit the Property to this
Agreement and to the provisions set fonh in ldaho Code Section 67-651 lA and Middleton City
Code shall be provided. and is incorporated herein by reference.. The School District affidavit is
inclutled as Exhibit H, attached hereto and incorporated herein.

ARTICLE VI.
DEFAULT
6.1. In the event Developer, its heirs or assigns or subsequent owners of the Project
Site or any other person acquiring an interest in the Project Site fail to faithfully comply with all
of the tenns and conditions included. mthis Agreement, this Agreement may bo modified or
terminated by the Middleton City Council upon compliance with the requirements of Middleton
City Code. In the event the City Collllcil determines that this Agreement shall be modified, then
either (i) Developer and the City shall agree to amend the terms of this Agreement and
Developer shall comply with the amendc:d terms or (ii) the Agreement shall be terminated. All
uses of Project Site that are not consistent with R-3 zoning, as modified by this Agreemen1:t shall
cease. Nothing herein shall prevent Developer from applying for any nature of use permit
consistait with R-3 zoning. A waiver by the City of any default by Developer of any one or more
of the covenants or conditions hereof shall apply solely to tbe breach and breaches waived and
shall not bar any other tights or remedies of the City or apply to any subsequent breach of any

such or other covenants and conditions.
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6.2. Consent to Rezone. Developer, by entering into the Agreement, does hereby agree
that in the event there shsU be a default in the tenns and conditions of this Agreement 1hat this
Agreement shall serve as tx>nsent to a reversion of the subject property to R-3 zoning as provided

in the Idaho Code.
6.3. Remedies. Upon a hreacb of this Agreement, any of the parties in any court of
competent judsdiction, by action or proceeding at law or in equity, may secure the specific
performance of the covenants and agreements herein contained. may.be awarded damages for
failure of performance of both or may obtain rescission, disconnection and damages for
repudiation or material failure of performance. and any other remedy as provided by law. Before
any failure of any party to this Agreement to perform its obligations under this Agreement, the
party claiming such failure shall notify. in writing, the party alleged to have failed to perform of
the alleged failure and shall demand performance. No breach of this Agreement may be foUJ;ld to
have occur.red if performance has CDmmenced to the satisfaction of the complaining party within
thirty (30) days of the receipt of such notice.
AJlTICLEVll.
UNENFORCEABLE PROVISIONS
7. l.
If any term, provision, commitment or res1riction of this Agreement or the
application thereof to any party or circumstance shall, to any extent, be held invalid or
unenforceable, the remainder of this instnlment shall remain in full force and effect.

ARTICLE VIII.

ASSIGNMENT AND TRANSFER
8.1. After its executi(ln, the ~ement shall be recorded in the ofjice of tllc County
Recorder at the expense of Developer. Each commitment and restriction on the development
subject to this Agreement shall be a burden on the Project Site, shall be appurtenant to and for
the benefit of the Proj~t Site, adjacent property and other residentiai property near th.e Project
Site and shall run with the land. This Agreement shall be binding on tile City and Dev~loper and
their respective heirs~ administrators, executors, agents, legal representatives, successors and
assigns; proYided, however. that if all or any portion of the Project Site is divided and each
owner of a legal lot shall only be responsible for duties and obligations associated with an
owner's parcel and shall not be responsi'ble for duties and obligations <>t defaults as to their
parcels of lots with the Project Site. The new own.er of the Project Site or any portion thereof
(including, without limitation, any owner who acquires its interest by foreclosure, trustee's sale
or otherwise) shall be liable for all commitments and other obligations arising under this
Agreement with respect only to such owner's lot or par<:el.

ARTICLEIX.

GENERAL MATTERS

9.1. Amendments. Aily alteration or change to this Agreement shall be made only
after complying with the notice and bearing provisions of Idaho Code Section 67-65091 as
required by Middleton City Code, Title S~ and Chapter 7.
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT· 6
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9.2. Paragraph Headings. This Agreement shall be constructed according to its fair
meaning and as if prepared by both parties hereto. Title and captions a.re for convenit:nt--e only
and shall not constitute a portion of this Agreement. As used in this Ag:reement, masculine,
feminine or neuft:r gtmder and the singular or plural numbt:r sbcll each be deemed to include the

others wherever and whenever the conte,ct so dictates.
9.3.

Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of

the State of Idaho in effoot at the time of the execution of this Agreement. Any action brought in

connection with this Agreement shall be hrought in a court of competent jurisdiction located in
Canyon County, Idciho.
9.4.
Notices. A.ny notice which a party may desire to give to another party must be in
~rriting and may be given by personal delivery, by mailing the same by registered or certified
mail, return receipt requested postage prepaid, or by Federal Express or other reputable overnight
delivery-service, to the party to whom the notice is directed at the address of such party set forth
below.

Middleton:

City Clerk
City of Middleton
P.0.Box487

Middleton, ID 83644
Owner or Developer:

Coleman Homes, LLC
1025 S. Bridgeway Pl. Suite 280

Eagle, ID 83616
or such other address and to such other :persons as the parties may hereafter designate in writing
to the other parties. Any such notice shall be deemed given upon delivery ifby personal delivery,
upon deposit in the United States mail if sent by mail pursuant to the foregoing.
9.5.
Attorney's Fees and Costs. If either party shall default under: this Agreement and
said default is cured with the assistance of an attorney for the other party, as a part of curing said
default, the reasonable attorneys' fees incurred by the other party shall be reimbursed to the other

party upon demand. In the event a suit or action is filed by either party against the other to
interpret or enforce this Agreement, the unsuccessful party to such litigation agrees to pay to the

prevailing party all costs and expenses, including attorneys' fees incurred therein, including the
same with respect to an appeal.
9.6.

Effective date. This Agreement shall be effective on the date of the last signature

hereto.
9.7. Effect of Agreement This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon
its approval by the City Council and execution of the Mayor and City Clerk:. This Agreement
shall be binding upon the parties to it, their respective grantees, successors, assigns or lessees.
[End of Text. Signatures with Acknowledgements and Exhibits to follow.)
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fN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have execl.lted this Agreement.

CITY OF MIDDLETON

N'~ ~

By._~x. .==--'--- ~---Mayor Vicki Thurber

j

Date:

Attest

/z~/oq

fu/4-. ~L eu<:
Ellen Smith, City Clerk

WEST HIGHLANDS, LLC
By:

::NUi~----"""---

Date: ---'~"°-J.__~_\__,;\,__0_1______

COLEMA..N' HOMES, LLC

By:_7\1..........,__~--=
:::____
· _
Date: _3_.__)~_)_f_ct1
_ __
Exhibit A: Vicinity Map
Exrubit B; Legal Description of Project Site

Exhibit C: Legal Description of School District Property
Exhibit D: Annexation Vicinity Map

Exhibit E: Legal Description of Additional Property
Exhibit F: Revised Preliminary Plat
Exhibit G: Lot Width Map
Exruoit H: School District Affidavit
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STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)

County of Canyon

On this.Q~ day of Marc;h .
', •in the year of 2009, before me, a Notary Public in
and for the State of Idaho, personally a:i,peared Vicki Thurber. Mayor of the City of Middleton,
known or identified to me to be the person ·whose name is subscn'bed to t11e foregoing instrument
and acknowledged to me that he has the authority to execute and executed the same for the
purposes therein contained on behalf o.f the City of Middletoa•

.

~

IN WITNESS

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County ofCanYon

) ss.
)

tvla@

d affixed my official seal the

.

On this 31_ day of
in the year of 2009, before me, a Notazy Public in
and for the State ofldaho, personally appeared
Coktl:'14::n
, known or
identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument on behalf
of West Highlands, LLC and acknowledged to me that (s)be has the authority to execute and
executed. the same for the pwposes therein contained.

JJ1on:tts

IN WITNESS VIHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the

~~

day t1nd year in this certifi:=.~~hbov~
..•.•·~n·k_Q
~
. ../~'r-~ . ..,~IN-:'!.-_+"_....,P~ub-lft."""cf+-1"'°'=~..t..:.:.::.;.;;;.~---~
ReSldingat _
__,.......,-..,_.......,._~J:+-..,,,...-....,,,...
_
______

; ~TA-...

i · .....
=~1n.,c.
1P."

,•

My Commission expires

.1 l-~. \g..

0 ~"
§I
-,,., O'f \0~,~~,.

'1'

111aU'~
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STA TE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.

County of Canyon

)

I

On this-~ day of [11f are,h
, in the year of 2009, before me, a Nota.ry Public in
and for the State ofldaho, personally appeared Jhoma 5,. O)le,ro..111
, known or
identified to me to be the person whose na.1t1e is subscribed to the foregoing instrament on behalf
of Coleman Homes, LLC and acknowledged to me that (s)he has the authority to execute and
executed the same for the purposes therein contained.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand
day and year in this certificate first above , ·

Residing at _

d affixed my official seal the

__:;,11.C<a.u.;.~J-+,;:=:::...:.:;;.___ __

My Commission expires _

__,_.i...;;....,.;:;_ _ __
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OCT 1 7 2016
CANYON

cour-rrv CLERK

T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No.CV-2015-8119

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, WEST
HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho Corporation;
WEST HIGHLANDS LAND DEVELOPMENT,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON THE PARTIES' CROSSMOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants/Counterclaimants.

The parties' cross-motions for summary judgment came on for hearing on September 15,
2016. Joseph Borton appeared on behalf of the City of Middleton ("City"). Bradley Dixon and
Kersti Kennedy appeared on behalf of Coleman Homes, LLC, West Highland's LLC, West
Highlands Subdivision Homeowner's Association, Inc., and West Highlands Land Development,
LLC (collectively, "Coleman" or "Developer"). The Court granted partial summary judgment in
the City's favor and dismissed Coleman• s breach of contract claim. The Court took the balance
of the motions under advisement.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This lawsuit arises from a dispute between the City and Coleman regarding how much
land Coleman must designate as public park space 1 in the West Highlands Subdivision (the
"Project"). The parties agree, and this Court ordered, that the Impact Fee Agreement ("IFA") and
the Park's Dedication Agreement ("PDA") are valid and enforceable. However, a dispute exists
regarding the interpretation of those agreements. In their requests for declaratory relief and crossmotions for summary judgment, the parties ask the Court to interpret their agreements to
determine their rights and obligations.

II.

FACTS

On January 18, 2006, the City approved the annexation, zoning, and development of the
Project. The preliminary plat provided for 797 lots. At that time, the City did not have an impact
fee ordinance.
Coleman commenced construction on Phases 1 and 2 in November 2006.
In January 2009, Thomas Coleman sent a letter and application to the City requesting
modifications to the Project. In the attached "West Highlands Ranch Conditions of Approval,"
dated January 20, 2009, Mr. Coleman proposed that Coleman make certain park improvements,
including "approximately 15.1 acres of individual parks with amenities" that would be open for
public use, but that would be owned and maintained by the West Highlands Subdivision HOA.
From February-March 2009, the Planning and Zoning Commission and the City Council
voted to approve Coleman's application, bringing the lot total to 967 lots. On May 6, 2009, the
City Council issued its "Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & Order," which provided that:
1

The Court will refer to the land at issue in this dispute as "public park space", which means park lands and
improvements within the Project that are open and available to the public, but that are owned, maintained, and
operated by the West Highlands Subdivision HOA.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON
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"(3) The applicant shall comply with all conditions of approval entitled West Highlands
Conditions of Approval, dated January 20, 2009."
In March 2009, the City did not have an impact fee ordinance. The parties worked to find

a solution for how future impact fees and credits would be assessed on the Project. To that end,
the parties executed the Development Agreement, Revision #2 ("DA #2") on March 11, 2009,
and recorded it on March 31, 2009. Article IV addressed impact fees.
Coleman began construction on Phase 3 in June 2009.
In July 2009, the City adopted an impact fee ordinance that imposed a park impact fee of

$2,635 per lot ("Ordinance No. 447"). In November 2011, the City adopted a one-year
moratorium on Ordinance No. 447. In July 2012, the City repealed Ordinance No. 447 and
refunded all impact fees collected under that ordinance. The City did not adopt a new impact fee
schedule until 2015 ("Ordinance No. 541").
In the two years after the City adopted Ordinance No. 447, the parties' worked toward a

mutually agreeable resolution to the impact fee issue, as well as to working out details of the
parks improvement plan. The result of these negotiations was the IFA and the PDA, which the
parties executed and recorded on December 8 and 15, 2011, respectively.
Coleman began construction on Phases 4 and 5 on July 31, 2012, and August 15, 2014,
respectively.
The City enacted Ordinance No. 541 and added it to the fee schedule on January 21,
2015. The current park impact fee is $1,485 per lot.
In August 2015, the City began collecting impact fees on the Project. The City later
returned those fees to Coleman.
The City filed this lawsuit in September 2015.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON
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III.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD

Summary judgment is proper when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). The district
court will "construe the record in the light most favorable to the party opposing the motion,
drawing all reasonable inferences in that party's favor." Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141
Idaho 233, 238 (2005).
Where the parties have filed cross-motions for summary judgment relying on the
same facts, issues and theories, the parties effectively stipulate that there is no
genuine issue of material fact that would preclude the district court from entering
summary judgment. However, the mere fact that both parties move for summary
judgment does not in and of itself establish that there is no genuine issue of
material fact. The fact that the parties have filed cross-motions for summary
judgment does not change the applicable standard of review, and this Court must
evaluate each party's motion on its own merits.
Intennountain Forest Mgmt., Inc. v. Louisiana Pac. Corp., 136 Idaho 233,235 (2001).
IV.

DISCUSSION

The City contends that Coleman must provide 15.1 acres. Coleman contends that it must
provide 6.92 acres. The operative facts are not in dispute.
After a careful and thorough review of the documents and arguments presented, as well
as of the pertinent legal authorities, the unambiguous and plain language of the parties'
agreements requires Coleman to designate 12.8 acres within the Project as public park space.
"When interpreting a contract, we start with the document's language." City of Meridian
v. Petra Inc., 154 Idaho 425, 435 (2013). "The purpose of interpreting a contract is to determine
the intent of the contracting parties at the time the contract was entered. In determining the intent
of the parties, this Court must view the contract as a whole." Lamprecht v. Jordan, LLC, 139

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON
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Idaho 182, 185-86 (2003). "[W]hen weighing various interpretations of contracts, we consider
the language of the agreement as the best indication of [the parties'] intent." City of Meridian,
154 Idaho at 437. This Court further "construe[s] the contract against the person who prepared
the contract." Id.
When the language of a contract is clear and unambiguous, its interpretation and
legal effect are questions of law. An unambiguous contract will be given its plain
meaning. [ ... ] If a contract is found ambiguous, its interpretation is a question of
fact. Whether a contract is ambiguous is a question of law. A contract is
ambiguous if it is reasonably subject to conflicting interpretations.

Lamprecht, 139 Idaho at 185-86 (internal citations omitted). "In the absence of ambiguity, the
document must be construed in its plain, ordinary and proper sense, according to the meaning
derived from the plain wording of the instrument." Potlatch Educ. Ass'n v. Potlatch Sch. Dist.

No. 285, 148 Idaho 630, 633 (2010).
When the parties executed the DA #2, they agreed that Coleman "may be entitled to
credit" for work done on the Project and that they would calculate the proper amount after the
City adopted an impact fee ordinance and was actively collecting impact fees. (DA#2, '14.2).
Pursuant to Idaho law, the parties agreed that no impact fees or credits would be assessed for
portions of the Project where construction has commenced. (DA#2, <][4.3).
Roughly two years later, the parties agreed "that the present value of the construction of
certain parks and transportation improvements in West Highlands Ranch, as set forth in Exhibit
D, exceeds the total amount of impact fees owed for West Highlands Ranch." (IFA, '][2).
Consequently, Coleman would not be responsible for paying impact fees and would not be
entitled to reimbursement for park and transportation improvements. (IFA, '12).
Exhibit Dis the Project's impact fee credit calculation and it is based on Ordinance No.
447's park impact fee schedule. It calculates the improvements needed for 967 lots and shows
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that 12.80 acres of parks exceeds the park service level for 967 lots. "The Parties
acknowledge[d] that Exhibit D does not identify additional improvements, taxes and other
potential sources of revenue that might further offset impact fees because further offset is not
necessary in this case." (IFA, '1(2).
The implementation of the parks improvement plan was integral to and part of the
parties' solution to the impact fee/credit issue. (IFA, <J[2.l). Thus, the parties executed the PDA to
"memorialize their mutual understanding and agreement regarding the use, maintenance and
operation of such park improvements." (PDA, Recital E). A review of the DA#2, IFA, and PDA
demonstrates that the parties intended to have the park improvements pay for impact fees
Coleman owed on the Project.
The PDA specifically addresses the acreage that would satisfy Coleman's parks
obligation. The parties agreed that the park lands subject to the PDA would be "approximately
12.80 acres[.]" This figure comes from Exhibit D to the IFA; Exhibit D was not an exhibit to the
PDA. The PDA contains an integration clause that provides: "This Agreement sets forth the full
and complete understanding of the Parties relating to the subject matter hereof as of the date
hereof and supersedes any and all negotiations, agreements, understandings and representations
made or dated prior thereto with respect to such subject matter." (PDA, <][ 13).
The PDA is complete on its face and contains the parties' entire agreement pertaining to
the public park space that Coleman would develop within the Project. See City of Meridian v.
Petra Inc., 154 Idaho 425, 435 (2013); Howard v. Perry, 141 Idaho 139, 141 (2005). The PDA

governs the entirety of the parties' rights and obligations regarding the public park space. City of
Meridian, 154 Idaho at 439; Twin Lakes Vill. Prop. Ass'n, Inc. v. Crowley, 124 Idaho 132, 138

(1993). The terms of the PDA may not be contradicted by extrinsic evidence, including evidence
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of prior agreements. City of Meridian, 154 Idaho at 435; Fames v. Grover, 106 Idaho 752, 754
(Ct. App. 1984).
The IFA required the parties to execute the PDA, but not "until the City has duly adopted
an impact fee ordinance for park improvements and is actively collecting impact fees pursuant
thereto." (IFA, <JI2. l). There is no dispute that the City did not have an impact fee ordinance in
place and was not actively collecting impact fees when the parties executed and recorded the
PDA. Nevertheless, the parties executed and recorded it at that time. This fact does not invalidate
the PDA. The parties agree, and this Court ordered, that it is valid and enforceable.
The IFA further provided that: "Prior to execution of said parks agreement, if City adopts
an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service for park improvements below that in
Ordinance No. 447, the size or number of Developer's Parks may be reduced accordingly." (IFA,
<JI2.l). Use of the language "may be reduced accordingly" shows that the parties did not intend
for Coleman to be entitled to a reduced park service level, but rather that a reduction may be
permitted if the City adopts a lower impact fee schedule "prior to execution" of the PDA. See
Walborn v. Walborn, 120 Idaho 494, 501 (1991) (Use of the word "may" denotes permissive
language). Coleman's park service level could have been reduced if the City had adopted
Ordinance No. 541 before the parties executed the PDA; however, that did not occur.
Consequently, under the plain language of the IFA, Coleman's park service level requirements
cannot be reduced to mirror Ordinance No. 541 's impact fee schedule.
Pursuant to IFA 13, Coleman must provide one or more financial guarantees if it applies
for building permits before completion of the equivalent service level of parks and streets.
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V.

CONCLUSION

In sum, the parties came to a mutually agreeable solution to the issue of impact fees,

credits, and the parks improvement plan. They entered into three agreements to resolve those
issues.
The parties agreed that Coleman would develop and designate a portion of land within
the Project as park space that would be open and available to the public, but that would be
owned, operated, and maintained by the West Highlands Subdivision HOA. In exchange,
Coleman would not be required to pay impact fees, nor would it be entitled to receive credits.
Ultimately, the parties agreed to have Coleman's park improvements "pay for" impact fees that
Coleman owed or would owe on the Project.
Consequently, the IFA required the parties to execute the PDA to address how the park
lands would be used, maintained, and operated. The PDA specifically provides that
"approximately 12.80 acres" is subject to the PDA. (PDA 'l[l). The PDA has an integration
clause. The City did not adopt a lower impact fee schedule before the parties executed and
recorded the PDA. Thus, Coleman cannot have its required park service level reduced.
In conclusion, Coleman must develop and designate 12.80 acres in the Project as public
park space. This outcome is in line with the parties' intent, as evidenced by the plain,
unambiguous language in their agreements.
Pursuant to IFA 13, Coleman must provide one or more financial guarantees if it applies
for building permits before completion of the equivalent service level of parks and streets.
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ORDER
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

1. The City's motion for summary judgment is GRANTED, in part, and DENIED, in part;
2. Coleman's motion for summary judgment is DENIED;
3. Coleman must develop and designate 12.80 acres of land within the Project that is open
and available to the public, but that will be owned, maintained, and operated by the West
Highlands Subdivision HOA.
4. Coleman must provide one or more financial guarantees if Coleman applies for building
permits before completion of the equivalent service level of parks and streets.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that:
1. Counsel for the City prepares a final judgment that is consistent with this memorandum

decision and order.

DATED: October

~~

_j_J_, 2016

Hon. Chris Nye
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

j_J day of

t)

~

, 2016, a true and

correct copy of the above and foregoing document was addressed and delivered as indicated
below:

~
[ ]

Bradley Dixon
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701

[ ]

Joseph Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand-delivered
Facsimile

- ~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ ]
Hand-delivered
[ ]
Facsimile

Clerk of the Court
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F ,
Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
I4 I E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83 642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borto11-lakey.com

A~e,7q,_M.

OCT 27 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
A yQUNG, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No: CV-15-8119
Plaintiff,
vs.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company. ·

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION

IRCP l 1.2(b)

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
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COMES NOW, Plaintiff, by and through its counsel of record, Joseph W. Borton of the
firm Borton Lakey Law Offices, pursuant to IRCP l 1.2(b)( 1), hereby moves this Court for
reconsideration of its Memorandum Decision re: Summary Judgment ("Decision"). The scope
of this Motion is narrow. Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court reconsider its finding that
the total amount of public open space Coleman is required to provide was reduced from 15.1
acres to only 12.8 acres. It is 15.1 acres that are required per the Conditions of Approval, even if
only 12.80 acres of that is subject to the terms of the Parks Dedication Agreement.

ARGUMENT
The Parks Dedication Agreement states in paragraph 1 that "the park lands in the
Community subject to this Agreement shall be those Park Lands, consisting approximately
12.80 acres ... " (Emphasis added). It does not state that the amount of public open space for the
Development is 12.8 acres. That acreage was set in the 2009 Conditions of Approval adopted as
part of the public hearing process. The 2011 Parks Dedication Agreement only states how many
of those acres are subject to its terms; that is the "subject of' the Parks Dedication Agreement.
With that clear and narrow scope/subject, the Parks Dedication Agreement also provided an
''integration clause" that reads as follows:

13.
Integration. This Agreement sets forth the full and complete understanding of
the Parties relating to the subject matter hereof as of the date hereof and supersedes any and all
negotiations, agreements, understandings and representations made or dated prior thereto with
respect to such subject matter.
It is critical to note that this clause references the "subject matter" of the Parks
Dedication Agreement~ and as noted above, that "subject matter" was how many acres were
subject to its terms. Thus, the Parks Dedication Agreement merely tells us how many of the
public open space acres are subject to its tenns, and the integration clause merely affirms that
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there are no other agreements that describe the manner of private ownership and maintenance of
this public park acreage. That is true, the Parks Dedication is the sole agreement on that subject.
On the other hand, the total public open space acreage of 15.l acres was created pursuant
to a public hearing conducted in accordance with the Local Land Use Planning Act, Idaho Code

§67-6501 et seq (''LLUPA"). That was never in dispute. Also, that voluntary Condition of
Approval was never altered in any LLUP A proceeding. That was also never in dispute. Thus, it
remains a binding condition just as Coleman described it in 2009, and just as it was incorporated
into the terms of the Development Agreement:
8. Developer's parks system shall include approximately 15.1 acres of
individual parks with amenities, as follows ("major amenities" shall include but
not be limited to children's play equipment, swimming pools, volleyball courts,
tennis courts and similar improvement; ''minor amenities" shall include but not be
limited to barbeque areas, picnic tables and similar improvements) ...

D.
The park and trail system shall be open to the public but will be
privately owned and maintained so there will be no ongoing cost to the City.
Taylor AffdExh.ibit 2-B, p 4.

This point is important because LLUPA does not allow that specific condition of
approval to be altered without following its statutory process. Neighbors for a Healthy Gold
Fork v. Valley Cty., 145 Idaho 121, 127, 176 P.3d 126, 132 (2007) (decisions of zoning agencies

are quasi-judicial in nature and, as such, are subject to due process constraints). Thus, even if the
scope of the integration clause extended beyond the "subject of' the Parks Dedication
Agreement (which it does not) and addressed the total gross public open space acres (which it
does not) that would not be a legally enforceable alteration of the 15.1 acre Condition of
Approval.
Finally, it is imp01tant to reaffirm that the parties' mutual intent then and now is
unchanged: it is 15.1 acres that is to be made open to the public.
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Q:
As you sit here today, the 15.1 acres still will be open to the public but
privately owned and maintained. Do you agree with that?

A:

Correct.

Q:
Okay. And when we use the phrase open "to the public" I mean broader
than just available for use by the private homeowners, but to be available for the
whole city.
A:

Correct.

Deposition ofThomas Coleman, p 54, 61.
Coleman simply confuses its obligation to provide 15.1 acres of public open space with a
wholly separate issue of whether or not he would have been entitled to credits or owed impact
fees for that public open space ifthe Impact Fee Agreement had not been signed. The reference
to "12.8" acres originates in Exhibit D to the Impact Fee Agreement, and it is readily apparent
that this acreage was placed into that exhibit to simply illustrate a level of park acreage that
resembled an equivalent impact fee at the time. It was illustrative because, as Coleman's legal
counsel acknowledged while dw'ing the drafting process, "Coleman is willing to execute an
agreement simply establishing that no impact fees are due." Taylor Aff, Exhibit 7-B, p. 5, 11,
This reference did not alter the commitment of 15 .1 acres by "capping" public open space
at 12.8 acres, nor did it (nor could it) alter a Condition of Approval for West Highlands. In fact,
Coleman and the City reaffirmed this mutual understanding that "12.8,, was only illustrative and
memorialized that point within the Impact Fee Agreement itself, which states:
allowed under the: Act. The Parties acknowledge ihat Exhibit D doe& not i~tify additional
improvements, tax.es and ~er potential sources of revenue that might further offset impact fees
because further offset is not necessary in this case.

Taylor A.ff, Exhibit 8, p. 2, ,r2.
Those "additional improvements" are the acres above 12.8 acres that are still required to
be provided for the citizens of Middleton pursuant to the development's Conditions of Approval.
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Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
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Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Case No: CV-15-8119
Plaintiff,
vs.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.

JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,
V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.
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JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

The Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee Agreement are binding and enforceable
agreements on the parties.

2.

12.8 acres of the public park land within the West Highlands Development is subject to
the terms of the Parks Dedication Agreement, open for public use in perpetuity, and
maintained by the West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association at no cost to the
City of Middleton.

3.

The Defendants' Counterclaim is dismissed with prejudice.

4.

Defendants must provide to the City of Middleton one or more financial guarantees if
Defendants apply for building permits before completion of an equivalent service level
for parks and streets.
')

. ~
ENTERED this ~ay November, 2016.

HONORABLE CH
Magistrate Judge
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of November, 2016, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:

X U.S. Mail
___
- - - Facsimile
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Bradley J. Dixon
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Joseph W. Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

X

U.S.Mail
- - - Facsimile
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Deputy Clerk
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
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Case No. CV-15-8119
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COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
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OR,ALTERNATIVELY, TO REFORM
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Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants.

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant,
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ORIGINAL

_.,

Defendants/Counterclaimants Coleman Homes, LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West Highlands
Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc., and West Highlands Land Development, LLC,

("Defendants") by and through their counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, move this Court for
an order to reconsider the Memorandum Decision and Order on the Parties' Cross-Motion for
Summary Judgment filed on October 17, 2016 or alternatively to reform the parties' contracts.
This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration
or, Alternatively, to Reform Contracts filed herewith and the pleadings on file in this matter.
Defendants do request oral argument.

DATED: November 8, 2016.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8th day of November, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OR,

ALTERNATIVELY, TO REFORM CONTRACTS in the above-entitled matter as
follows:

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

[ ]
[X]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

Via U.S. Mail
Via Facsimile
Via Overnight Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via email

By/4~~~~====~~======radley J. _,,·~~
Kersti H. :&
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Defendants and Counterclaimants (collectively, "Coleman") by and through their counsel
of record Givens Pursley LLP, respectfully submit this Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Reconsideration or, Alternatively, to Reform Contracts.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The Court should reconsider its decision on the parties' cross motions for summary
judgment entered on October 17, 2016. The Court's decision requires that Coleman dedicate
enough parks and provide enough financial guarantees to satisfy an impact fee obligation that
was created by virtue of an illegal and now repealed ordinance-the City repealed that ordinance
because it instituted an impact fee that was disproportionate and inequitable.
While a municipality and a private party may contract for the payment of impact fees, the
City and the developer may only agree to what the City would be entitled to under statute.
Idaho's impact fee statutes mandate that impact fees must be proportionate to the development's
impact. Therefore, the agreements (as interpreted by the Court) exceed the City's powers as a
municipality because they would require Coleman pay more than its proportionate share in
impact fees in the form of dedicated land and equivalent financial guarantees. 1 A municipality
does not have unlimited power to contract for whatever fees it would like to charge. Thus, the
Court should reconsider its interpretation of the parties' agreements, or should reform the
agreements to make them consistent with Idaho law and the public policy of this state.

1 While

Coleman has agreed that the contracts are enforceable, it contends that the Court's decision regarding the
plain meaning of the contracts renders certain provisions in them illegal, which requires either the Court's
reconsideration regarding their plain meaning or a reformation of the agreements due to the illegality. Coleman
contends that with reformation regarding the amount of parks that must be dedicated and the financial guarantees
that must be provided, the agreements are enforceable.
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II.

STATEMENTOFFACTS

The Court is familiar with the facts of this case, which were outlined in its Memorandum
Decision and Order on the Parties' Cross Motions for Summary Judgment. Coleman refers the
Court to that decision, but would like to highlight certain facts here.
As part of the City's approval process for the development, the City required that
Coleman develop over fifteen acres of parks and open spaces as well as transportation
improvements, despite the lack of an impact fee ordinance. (Affidavit of Thomas Coleman in
Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (Coleman aff.), filed June 9, 2016, if4.)
After the development was approved, the City passed an impact fee ordinance on July 15,
2009-Ordinance No. 447, which has since been repealed ("Repealed Ordinance"). (Coleman
aff. if?.) That ordinance imposed an impact fee of $2,635.00 per lot. Id.
Due to the Repealed Ordinance, Coleman and the City began negotiating a resolution to
the issue of impact fees, given that there was no impact fee ordinance at the time of the project's
approval. Id. ,rs. Coleman wanted credits for the open space it already agreed to provide as an
exacted condition of the development's approval, and wished that its credits would be applied
toward paying the impact fee of $2,635.00 per lot for lots in phases that had not yet been
constructed. See id.
The Impact Fee Agreement ("IF A") and the Parks Dedication Agreement ("PDA") are
the result of the parties' negotiations regarding the payment of impact fees and the credit due to
Coleman by virtue of providing the open space. (Exhibits A (IFA) and B (PDA) to Coleman aff.)
In those agreements, the parties agreed that a dedication of parks of 12.8 acres satisfied
Coleman's burden under the Repealed Ordinance, and agreed that no monetary payments would
be owed to the City, and no monetary credits would be returned to Coleman. (IFA ,r2, 2.1.) If,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OR,
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however, Coleman applies for building permits before "comp~etion of the equivalent level of
service of Parks and Streets, [Coleman] shall provide one or more financial guaranties." (IFA

,r 3.) The city contends that the equivalent service level for the financial guarantee is that of the
Repealed Ordinance-$2,635.00 per lot. However, that level of service was not enforceable at
the time the IFA was executed.
The IFA notes that "following the City's adoption of the Middleton Impact Fee
Ordinance ("Ordinance"), the Parties calculated the amount of Developer's credit against impact
fees for the present value of construction of certain parks and transportation improvements."
(IFA ,rE.) Exhibit D to that agreement set forth the credit against the impact fees required under
the Repealed Ordinance. (IFA at Ex. D.) Coleman agreed that it was "making the improvements
set forth in Exhibit D for the benefit of City and its residents, in addition to the West Highlands
Ranch subdivision." (IFA ,rF.) The parties agreed that the IFA was made "pursuant to and in
accordance with the provisions of the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act .... " (IFA i[l.)
Because the park space satisfied the $2,635.00 per lot obligation under the Repealed Ordinance,
Coleman would not owe impact fees. See IF A, passim. Plainly, the IF A contemplates that
Coleman is paying for the impact fees that would be required under the Repealed Ordinance with
the 12.8 acres.
By 2011, when the parties were negotiating and executing the IFA and PDA, the City
was beginning to examine whether the Repealed Ordinance was legal. (See Coleman aff. ,r,r 9,
10.) By 2012, that ordinance was repealed, and no new ordinance was passed until 2015. Id. The
IFA indicates that the status of the Repealed Ordinance was uncertain-the IFA contemplates
that the PDA would not be executed until the City adopted and was enforcing an impact fee
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ordinance, and if a lower level of service was adopted before execution, Coleman's dedication
obligation could be reduced. (IF A ,r2.1.)
The Repealed Ordinance was revoked as a result of the findings of a committee put
together by the City to examine the legality of the impact fee. The City assembled an Impact Fee
Committee that issued findings and recommendations on June 6, 2012 regarding the legality of
the Repealed Ordinance. (Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon in Support of Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment, filed June 9, 2016, Ex. A ("Impact Fee Findings and Recommendations."))
Those findings and recommendations included the following:
•

The committee recommended repeal, because "Middleton Impact Fee Ordinance is
not compliant with Idaho State Code ...."

•

It recommended refund of all impact fees collected under the Repealed Ordinance.

•

It recommended the City operate capital improvements with other funding sources,
including property taxes.

•

The committee found that "Middleton's impact fees in general are much higher than
similar or surrounding cities due to outdated assets costs and growth numbers."

Id.
Additionally, the committee found that the Repealed Ordinance violated the following
Idaho Development Impact Fee Act ("IDIFA") provisions, among others:
•

I.C. § 67-8204(1), which requires that "[a] development impact fee shall not exceed a
proportionate share of the cost of system improvements determined in accordance
with section 67-8207, Idaho Code. Development impact fees shall be based on actual
system improvement costs or reasonable estimates of such costs."
The committee found that "1) Capital Improvement Plan does not accurately
establish proportionate share of costs of system improvements; 2) Costs were not
based on reasonable estimates; 3) Park impact fee charged only for residents of City,
but many more use it; 4) The intermittent implementation of the impact fee ordinance
violates proportionate share." Id. (emphasis added.)
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•

I.C. § 67-8204(16), for failure of the impact fee ordinance to provide a detailed and
demonstrated methodology of determining costs per service unit.

•

I.C. § 67-8204(23), for failure to follow generally accepted accounting principles in
calculating the impact fee.

•

I.C. § 67-8205(2), for failure to include individuals on the committee who are active
in the business of development, building or real estate on the impact fee advisory
committee.

•

I.C. § 67-8205(3)(d), for failure of the impact fee advisory committee to file annual
reports including a report regarding perceived inequities in implementing the plan.

•

I.C. § 67-8205(3)(e), for failure to update or revise impact fees due to changes in
market conditions. The Committee noted that "market conditions changed drastically
since adoption of ordinance."

Id.
Due to these findings, the City repealed the ordinance, and in 2015, the City passed a new
impact fee ordinance, Ordinance No. 541 ("New Ordinance"). (Exhibit C, Dixon Aff.) This New
Ordinance was based on the study performed by Keller Associates, Inc., which "determine[ d] the
demand for City park capital improvements to accommodate additional residents in the
City .... " Id. The Keller study determined that "[t]he maximum justifiable park and
pathway/trail impact fee that the City could assess to future residential development is $1,485
per residential unit (single family dwelling unit)." (Dixon Aff., Ex. F, at pg. 11.) The City chose
to assess the maximum justifiable impact fee at $1,485.00 per lot. (Dixon Aff., Ex. D (Resolution
350-15.))
The New Ordinance, which represents the maximum justifiable impact fee, was over a
thousand dollars less per lot than the old ordinance, at a cost of $1,485.00 per lot. The New
Ordinance reflected the actual cost of the impact of new development. Under the New
Ordinance, Coleman owes $1,038,015.00 (or the equivalent 6.92 acres); under the Repealed
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Ordinance, it would owe $2,548,045.00 (or the equivalent acreage). (See Defendants and
Counterclaimants' Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment,passim.) This
represents a difference of more than $1.5 million.
The City has continued to seek to require a commitment from Coleman under the service
level of the Repealed Ordinance. (Coleman aff., Exhibit C.) In April 2016, City attorney Chris
Y orgason stated "the cost of improvements needed to meet the necessary service level was
$2,635/lot for each of the 967 lots in the West Highlands development" and he demanded an
equivalent financial guarantee in that amount since Coleman had not yet completed the
equivalent level of parks and streets required before applying for building permits. Id. Thus the
City is demanding monetary payments under the Repealed Ordinance--again at a per lot rate of
over $1,000.00 higher than the City's maximum justifiable charge. Plainly, the City believes that
Coleman is still obligated under the per lot impact fee established by the Repealed Ordinance.
Similarly, after the Court issued its decision on summary judgment, the City refused to
issue building permits to Coleman until it had provided parks or financial guarantees--at the
level of service of the Repealed Ordinance. Coleman chose to dedicate a park of 5.9 acres to
satisfy its current burden under either the Repealed or New Ordinance. The City and Mayor
Taylor have accepted this dedication, but presumably believe that ultimately the service level
under the Repealed Ordinance must be satisfied.
Under the Court's current decision on the cross-motions for summary judgment, Coleman
would be required to dedicate 12.8 acres (equivalent to over $2.5 million) to satisfy an impact fee
burden that was created by a now-repealed and illegal impact fee ordinance. And, before the
parks are dedicated, Coleman will have to provide financial guarantees at the level required by
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the Repealed Ordinance. Coleman requests that the Court reconsider that decision, or reform the
parties' agreements, and find that Coleman need dedicate only 6.92 acres to satisfy its burden.

III.

ARGUMENT

A. The City and Coleman May Enter Into An Agreement Regarding Impact Fees, But
the Agreement Must Not Exceed the City's Powers.
It is black-letter law in Idaho that municipalities such as cities have three sources of

power and no others:
1. Powers granted in express words; 2. Powers fairly implied in or incident to
those powers expressly granted; and 3. Powers essential to the accomplishment of
the declared objects and purposes of the corporation.

Black v. Young, 122 Idaho 302, 308, 834 P .2d 304, 310 (Idaho 1992) (citing O'Bryant v. City of
Idaho Falls, 78 Idaho 313, 320, 303 P .2d 672, 674-75 (Idaho 1956)). If a municipality attempts
to exercise a power that has not been expressly granted, granted by implication, or is essential to
the accomplishment of a purpose of the corporation, the municipality's action is an ultra vires
act. See id. Further, "[i]fthere is a fair, reasonable, substantial doubt as to the existence of a
[municipal] power, the doubt must be resolved against the city." City of Grangeville v. Haskin,
116 Idaho 535,538, 777 P.2d 1208, 2011 (Idaho 1989).
The Idaho Legislature has expressly granted municipalities the ability to impose impact
fees to offset the cost of new development on the community. Under the Idaho Development
Impact Fee Act ("ID IF A"), I. C. § 67-8201, et seq., municipalities "may impose by ordinance
development impact fees" but those fees "shall not exceed a proportionate share of the cost of
system improvements determined in accordance with section 67-8207, Idaho Code. Development
impact fees shall be based on actual system improvement costs or reasonable estimates of such
costs." I.C. § 67-8204(1). "A development impact fee shall be calculated on the basis oflevels of
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service for public facilities adopted in the development impact fee ordinance of the governmental
entity that are applicable to existing development as well as new growth and development. The
construction, improvement, expansion or enlargement of new or existing public facilities for
which a development impact fee is imposed must be attributable to the capacity demands
generated by the new development." Id. (2). "All development impact fees shall be based on a
reasonable and fair formula or method under which the development impact fee imposed does
not exceed a proportionate share of the costs incurred or to be incurred by the governmental
entity in the provision of system improvements to serve the new development." I.C. § 678207(1).
Despite IDIF A's strictures, "IDIFA does not prohibit governmental entities and
developers from voluntarily entering into contracts to fund and construct improvements."
Buckskin Properties, Inc. v. Valley County, 154 Idaho 486,491, 300 P.3d 18, 23, cited with
approval by In re Certified Question ofLaw, 156 Idaho 77, 81-82, 320 P.3d 1236, 1240-41
(2014). "[A] voluntary agreement between a governmental entity and a developer, whereby the
developer voluntarily agrees to pay for capital improvements that will facilitate his development
plans, does not run afoul ofIDIFA." Buckskin at 491,300 P.3d at 23.
However, agreements between a developer and a municipality regarding development
fees are not unbounded. In In re Old Cutters, Inc., the District ofldaho reviewed a decision of
the Bankruptcy Court for the District of Idaho that invalidated an agreement between a developer
and the City of Hailey. No. 1:13-CV-00057-EJL, 2014 WL 1319854, at *1 (D. Idaho Mar. 31,
2014), dismissed (Nov. 26, 2014). The District ofldaho affirmed the Bankruptcy Court's
decision in its entirety. Id. *29.
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In that case, the City of Hailey and the developer had entered into an agreement requiring
the developer to pay substantial annexation fees unrelated to the costs of annexation and to
provide affordable housing in exchange for annexation to Hailey. Id. *3-5. Sometime after
execution of the agreement, Hailey had repealed the affordable housing ordinance, but did not
release the developer from its requirements, and sought to hold the developer to its agreement.

Id. *5. The developer ultimately paid about $1.3 million in annexation fees, and the city sought
another $2.4 million it claimed was owed under the agreement. Id. *4.
Due to the financial crisis, the developer became insolvent and declared bankruptcy. Id.
*5. It began an adversary proceeding against Hailey to invalidate certain provisions of the
annexation and affordable housing agreement, and sought a declaration that the developer had
paid enough annexation fees to make up for any impact to Hailey. Id. *5-6. Specifically, the
developer contended that the annexation fees provisions were unenforceable because Hailey had
no power to agree to more payment of fees that it would be allowed to assess the developer under
the annexation statute. Id. Similar to IDIF A, the annexation statute (LC. § 50-222) is silent as to
what terms and conditions a municipality may impose on a developer in a private annexation
agreement. Id.
The court held that while a developer and city may enter into a private agreement
regarding annexation fees, nothing in the annexation statute allows for "a city to charge more
than an amount necessary to equitably allocate the costs of public services." Id. *14. The
bankruptcy court held, and the district court sitting in an appellate capacity agreed, that Hailey
was not authorized "to condition annexation of the Property upon payment by Old Cutters of
more than its equitable share of the costs to be incurred by Hailey in annexing the property." Id.
*15. Hailey simply "did not have statutory authority to contract for annexation fees that
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exceeded the 'actual costs' of annexation." Id. *13. And, "Hailey cite[ d] no authority to support
the proposition that the power to agree to a voluntary annexation implies the power to require a
landowner to pay any fee a city can extract as a condition to the annexation, regardless of
whether such fee is in any way tied to the costs of the annexation itself." Id. *14.
Thus, a city may enter into private agreements with developers, but those agreements
must be within the powers granted to the city by statute. A city may not agree for the payment of
fees that exceed the city's power to exact. Id. * 19 ("(A] city is not allowed to expect or demand
any quid pro quo conditions for performing its statutory duty, even if the conditions are put into
a contract between the parties.") This rule is consistent with established Idaho case law. Indeed,
"[a] city is not allowed to profit from performing any of its statutory legislative functions."

Black, at 314, 834 P .2d at 316. Thus, while "private parties enjoy near unfettered flexibility in
negotiating contract terms, the Idaho Legislature and court decisions demand that cities have a
statutory basis for their conduct in this context." Old Cutters, *17 (quoting Bankruptcy Court's
decision at 488 B.R. 130, 153 (Bankr. D. Idaho 2012), aft'd, No. 1:13-CV-00057-EJL, 2014 WL
1319854 (D. Idaho Mar. 31, 2014), dismissed (Nov. 26, 2014)). A city cannot expand its limited
authority granted by the Idaho Legislature through its authority to contract. Allied Bail Bonds,

Inc. v. County ofKootenai, 151 Idaho 405,412,258 P.3d 340,348 (Idaho 201 l)(board of county
commissioners could not expand its statutory authority by contractually creating duties it was not
statutorily authorized to create).
In Old Cutters, Hailey also argued that the case of Buckskin, supra, authorized any
agreement between developer and municipality. Old Cutters *21. The District of Idaho
distinguished Buckskin, however, because in Buckskin,
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the contribution the parties agreed to was the amount specifically required to
mitigate the impacts of the development on roads and bridges in the County. Id.,
at 23. Pursuant to the County's capital improvement program, Buckskin was
required to pay for the roadway capacity the development would use. Id. The
Idaho Supreme Court held the County was entitled to contract for such an amount.
Here the Bankruptcy Court similarly determined Hailey could contract for an
annexation fee that would compensate Hailey for the actual costs resulting from
the annexation of the Property, as such fee may be required to equitably allocate
the costs of annexation. However, the Bankruptcy Court held Hailey could not
condition annexation of the Property upon payment by Old Cutters of
significantly more than its equitable share of the costs to be incurred by Hailey in
annexing the Property. (Dkt.1-1, pp. 58-59.) The Buckskin court's finding that the
County could contract for an amount required to mitigate the impact of the
development on county roads and highways is thus consistent with the
Bankruptcy Court's finding that Hailey could contract for an amount required to
equitably allocate costs.
Id.
Buckskin certainly authorizes private, voluntary agreements, even in the absence of a

proper IDIFA ordinance. However, Buckskin does not, as Old Cutters explained, allow for a
municipality to contract for significantly more than an equitable allocation of the costs borne by
the municipality due to the development. Old Cutters, * 21. In Buckskin, the parties had agreed
that the assessed costs were equivalent to the actual costs borne by the city. In Old Cutters, the
developer agreed to fees for annexation far exceeding the costs of annexation, which rendered
the annexation agreement provisions regarding fees ultra vires and thus unenforceable. 2
B. The Agreement in the IFA and PDA to Provide 12.8 Acres Exceeds the City's
Powers Because It Requires the Application of an Impact Fee Ordinance That Far
Exceeds Coleman's Impact on the City.
There is no dispute that the original impact fee ordinance was repealed because it was
illegal under IDIF A for a number of reasons, including the fact that the Repealed Ordinance was
vastly disproportionate to the impact of new development. As discussed above, the City itself

2

Similarly, the Court declined to enforce the annexation agreement's provisions regarding fair housing as the City's
housing ordinance lacked statutory authority. Old Cutters, *19.
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concluded that the fee was not properly determined at the outset, did not reflect the impact of
new development on the community, and exceeded impact fees required by surrounding areas.
Specifically, the City's committee found that:
1) Capital Improvement Plan does not accurately establish proportionate share of
costs of system improvements; 2) Costs were not based on reasonable estimates;
3) Park impact fee charged only for residents of City, but many more use it;
4) The intermittent implementation of the impact fee ordinance violates
proportionate share.
Ultimately, the Keller study would show that the fee the City was charging was more than
$1,000.00 above the highest legally-justifiable per lot fee.
As shown, an interpretation that the parties' agreements require the dedication of
12.8 acres of parks and equivalent financial guarantees renders certain provisions of the
agreements illegal and against public policy. To require Coleman to dedicate enough parks or
provide enough guarantees to fulfill an impact fee requirement that amounts to much more than
Coleman's actual impact as defined under IDIFA is tantamount to enforcing an ultra vires act on
the part of the City. The level of service required under the Repealed Ordinance is more than
$1,000.00 per lot higher than the maximum impact fee that the City may legally charge.
As in Old Cutters, the Court cannot enforce contract provisions that exceed a city's
statutory authority. The City cannot exceed its powers through its general ability to contract, and
the City cannot exercise its powers as a means of making money. Despite this, the City has
continued to use any means necessary to extract the exorbitant and illegal service level of the
Repealed Ordinance out of Coleman. If the agreements are enforced as the Court has so far
interpreted them, the City will receive over $1.5 million more from Coleman that it would be
entitled to under IDIFA. Further, presumably the City has raised taxes or instituted other
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exactions to make up for a lower service level in the impact fee ordinance-it is thus likely that
the residents of West Highlands or Coleman itself will pay for its impact many times over.
Additionally, the City cannot claim that receiving less from Coleman would work a
hardship against it. The IFA was executed as a means of satisfying Coleman's obligation to pay
for impact fees to offset its impact to the Middleton community. The language of the IFA itself
shows that the City understood that there could be a problem with the level of service it was
requiring under the Repealed Ordinance. At the time of the IF A's execution the Repealed
Ordinance was in a moratorium, and so the IF A provided that the PDA would not be executed
until the City had adopted and was enforcing an impact fee agreement. The IFA also provided
that Coleman's obligation could be reduced if a lower level of service was adopted. Plainly, the
City contemplated that the exorbitant rate it was charging under the Repealed Ordinance could
not go on forever.

If the Court declines to interpret the agreement to require Coleman to provide
6.92 acres-which would satisfy the current park ordinance impact fee and the amount that
represents Coleman's equitable share of the costs of impact-the Court must reform the parties'
agreements. The Court may grant reformation of the agreement in the event that it is ''unlawful,
violates public policy, or produces unconscionable harm (where the doctrine of
unconscionability applies)." City ofBoise v. Bench Sewer Dist., 116 Idaho 25, 30, 773 P.2d 642,
647 (1989)(citing Quintana v. Anthony, 109 Idaho 977, 712 P.2d 678 (Ct.App.1985)). The
agreements are unlawful, violative of public policy, and unconscionable due to their application
of an illegal impact fee ordinance. And, if the Court allows for the City's actions to stand, it will
set up a precedent under which municipalities may pass illegal ordinances, enter into contracts
with developers under those illegal ordinances, and then repeal those ordinances when they are
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threatened with litigation-all while holding those who contracted under the level of the illegal
ordinance to the terms of their agreements.
Coleman still believes that the IFA and the PDA are enforceable contracts, as a developer
and municipality may enter into agreements for the payment or offset of impact fees. However,
to the extent that certain provisions can be read to require Coleman to dedicate enough park
space and provide enough financial guarantees to fulfill an impact fee obligation under the
Repealed Ordinance, such provisions are illegal. Thus the Court should reform the agreement to
apply the current impact fee parks ordinance, which represents Coleman's equitable share of its
impact to the City's infrastructure.

IV.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should reconsider its decision on the parties' cross
motions for summary judgment or should reform the parties' agreement to require Coleman to
dedicate 6.92, rather than 12.8, acres of park space under the requirements of the Parks
Dedication Agreement. Any required financial guarantees should be set at the per lot rate of the
New Ordinance.

DATED: November 8, 2016.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
I

~
,/'

radley J_,- _: -on
,
Kerstdt K'ennedy
Attorneys for Defendants and
Counterclaimants
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IN THE DISTRICr COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintifl~

v.

Case No. CV-15-8119

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an ldaho lit11itt:d
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,

DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO
Pl.,AINTlFF'S MOTION .FOR

LLC, an Idaho limited lfability company,

RECONS.ll>ERAT.ION

WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDJVISION
l::lOMEOWNERS ASSOCJATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability compaoy,
Defendants .

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC; an Idaho lfrnited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Iduh<, limited liability (.~ompany,
WES'l' HIGHLANDS SlJBDIVJSION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOClA'l'ION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST IUGI:ILANDS

LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Begin ning with the service of the Petitio n for Decla ratory Rulin
g ("Plaintiff's

Complaint..) which stretched thin the notion of notice pleading, Plaint
iff's case

has been marked

by a shi fl:in.g target of t'equested relief and lack of clarity regarding
its real position and stated
goals b,~fore this Court.. Not until respon ding to Defen dants'
summ ary judgm ent paper s did
Plaint iff divulge that it was truly seekin g to enlarg e the scope
of The West Highl ands Impact Fee
Agree ment ("Imp act Fee Agree ment" ) and the Parks Dedication
Agree ment ('•Parks
Agree ment" ) throug h a conto rted and inaccu rate presen tation
of the Febru ary 28, 2006
Devel opme nt Agree ment and i.ts two subse quent amend ments
dated Nove1u ber 16, 2006 and
March 29, 2009 (colle ctivel y the ..Development Agree ment.
'')

1

In its October 1.7; 2016 Memorandum Decision and Ord.er cm the
Parties· CrossMMotions
for Summ ary Judgment (hereinaftc..'T the usummary Judgm ent
Plaint.If(, finding that that the 15 ..2 acre t'equest was

Order "), this Court ruled against

t.'1TOM(~us

and that ''a review of the DA#2 ,

IF A, and PDA demons1rates that the parties intend ed t() have the park
improvements pay for
impac t foes Colem an owed on the Project." Summ ary Judgm
ent Order at 6. This Court further

ruJed that the agtectnt:..'tlt of the parties calculated that the park
land subjec t to the Parks
Agree ment was 12.8 acres using the calcul ation contai ned in
Ex:hibit Oto the Parks Agreement.

Id. In its Summary Judgment Order, the Cm;irt specifically referenced

the integration clause

contai ned within the Parks Agreement.
On Octob er 27, 2016 Plaint iff served Plaintiffs Motion. for
Reconsideration (hereinafter
"Plain tiff's Motio n") reque sting that this Court "recon sider

its finding that the tC>taJ amount of

public open space Colem an is required to provid e was reduce
d from l 5.1

aG'!'es

to only 12.8

1 The

Development Agreement and tl1e two subsequ,~nt. revhiions are auache
d to tbe Af:lidavit of Darin Taylor in
Opposition to .Defendants' Motion for Summary J1Jdgme-nt. as EXHU
UTS 1-A, 1-B and 1-C.
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acres." Plaintif f's Motion at 2. Plajntif f's Motion is directed sol.ely at it.s continu
ed effrltt at

intentionally conflating the purpose of the Develo pment Agreement with the

Impact Fee

Agreemt.,•nt and the Parks Agreement. Defendants oppose Plaintif f's Motion
on the following
l,'TOUnds:

l.

This Court did not conclude tbat the open space was reduced from 15.l acres
to 12.8 acres. This Court concluded that only 12.8 were ever subject to
the
Parks Agreement,

2.

Plainti ff did not seek relief pursuant to the Development Agreement.

3.

The Development Agreement imposed open space exaction~ on (:he West
Highla nds Subdivision. The lmJlact Fee Ag.reement and Pai-ks Agreem
ent
resolves credits owed by Plainti ff and impact fees owed by the development.

4.

The .Impact .Fee Agreement specifically contemplates the reduction of
acreage submitted via the Parks Agr~m ent.

U. ARGU Mli:NT
A.

This Court l)id Not Rufo That Open Space Was Reduced From 15.l Acres
to 12.8
Acres.
In Plainti ffs Motion, Plaintif f has either misunderstood the Summary Judgme
nt Order M

is seeking to manufacture a more favorable appellate position. To be clear, in
ruling upon the
park acreage, this Court held:
The PDA specifically addresses the acreage that would satisfy
Colema n's parks obligati<.m. The parties agreed that the park lands
subject to the PDA would be "approximately 12.80 acres." This
figure comes from Exhibit D to the IF A; Exhibit D to the IFA was
not an exhibit to the PDA
Summary Judbwent Order at 6.
Although not addressed by the Court, ther<.~ is very good reason that Exhibit D
to the
Impact Fee Agreem ent was not attached to the Parks Agreement. The Impact
Fee Agreement
contem plated a recalculation, and .in fact a reducti()n, of park space before
the Parks Agreement

was to be executed.
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At the time the Impact Fee Agreement was executed, there was no impact fee ordinance
being enforced. A moratorium had issued on the existing ordinance and repeal was imminent.

Pursuant to Section 2.1 of the Impact Fee Agreement, the Parks Agreement ' 4sha.U not be
executed unless and -w1ti1 City has adopted an impact fee ordinance for park improvements and is
actively collecting impact foes pursuant thereto." EXHIBIT A to the Affida.vit of Thomas
Coleman in Support of Defendants• Motion for Summary Judgment ("Coleman Aff.l") Then,

once such an ordinance exists, the Impact Fee Agreement requires that ''prior to execution of said
parks agreement, if City adopts an impact fee ordinance identifying a level of service for park

improvements below that in Ordinance No. 447, the size or number of Developer's Parks may be
reduced accordingly." EXHIBIT A to the Co1eman Aff. at § 2.
The simple rea.Jity is that 15.1 acres was never contemplated by the lmpact Fee
Agreement nor t11e Parks Agreement. The number IS. l does not appear in either agreement that
Plaintiff sued upon in this case. And, as this Court also correctly acknowledged in its Summary

Judgment Order; the Parks Agreement contains an integration clause. Plaintiffs Motion seeks to
explain away the integration cla\lse in an effort to insert a wholly unrelated acreage figure into

the Parks Agreement. As fully desc.,-ribed. in Defendants' recent motion, the only appropriate
interpretation of these agreements is to enforce the parties' cleat intention to reduce the amount
of acreage consistent with the lower service level later enacted by Plaintiff rather than aUow

Plail1tiff a windfal'I.
B.

Plaintiff Did Not Assert a Cause of Action Pursuant to the Development Agreement.
The Petition for Declaratory Ruling requests that this Court rule th.at the Impact Fee

Agreement and Parks Agreement are valid. The petition identified no dispute and did not ask
this Court foi: an interpretation of the ramifications from such a ruling. The petition did not seek

enforcement of specific acreage for the Parks Agreement. The Plaintiff was not forthright with
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this Court regarding its intel'ltions and its position regarding the acreage at issue in this lawsuit.
Plaintiff did not sue to enforce any terms of the Development Agreement or its revisions.
Nothing before this Court concerns whether .Defe11dants have complied with the design
requirements of the Development Agreement. This Court is tasked only with fully interpreting
the Impact Fee Agreement. and the Parks Agreement. Plaintiff's Motion as it ~artains to an
attempt at bootstrapping an unrelated term into the interpretation of the Parks Agreement should

be denied.
C.

The D~velopment Agreement Governs Only Open Space Exacted By the City of
Middleton.

1'he Development Agreement creates an obligation 011 the pa.it of the project developer to
have open space in the West Highlands Ranch Subdivision. Revision 2 ~-pecifical1y

acknowledges that Plaintiff imposed requirements for open space. prior to the passage of an
impact fee regime, creating the need to determine at a later time the development's liability for

impact fees and calculate credits owed to the development pursuant to the Idaho Development
Impact Fee Act. Revision 2 also a.cknowledges th.at the project could not be subject to impact

fees nor credits for portions of the development where construction had already commenced.
The Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks Agreement are simply the result of the n.egotiation
between Defendants and the Plaintiff regarding the credits owed for the open space obtained by
the Plaintiff.
The Parks Agreement, at its most fundamental level resolves the dispute over what
acreage is actually subject to impact fee credits. The push and pull between every developer and
every local government regat·ding impact fees is whether the property is exacted and whether it is
actually publicly available open space. Thus,. the Parks Agreement specifically makes parks
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available to the public as a public park und'--r Idaho Code § 36-1604. 2 That availability, in tum
compensates the Plaintiff for what the Defendants would owe in impact fees. Quite plain]y, this
is a very different discussion and analysis from open space as requ.ired in the Land Use Planning
Act and the Development Agreement. Plaintiff knows this, the position that 15.1 acres of
property should be requfred under the Parks Agreement is contrary to the Development
Agreement, the Impact Fee Agreement, the Parks Agreement a:nd all of the interachons between
the parties before Mayor Tny]or pursued this unsupportable position.
1.

The Development Agreement specifically expresses the need fo.- the Impact
Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement

Section 4.1 of the March 29, 2009 Development Agreement, Revision #2 summarizes

why the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Agreement were necessary. See EXHIBIT l-C to the

Taylor Aff. at p.4. Section 4 states as fr>llows:
4.1
The parties acknowledge this development was principally
deslg,ied and initial.ly approved be/ore the City began
p,-nceedings to propose impact fee.,. Consequently, Developer 1s
proposals, plus additional requirements Imposed by tht! City,
determined the level of improvements needed to mitigate the
development's impacts. The parties further acknowledge that
Developer relied on the City's initial approval to proceed with
Jina/ design and construction of the development and
improvements, which construction haa, in some instances,
commenced and been completed.
4.2
In accordance with the provisions of the Idaho
Development Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code Section 67-8201, et seq,
the parties acknoH1ledge and agree Developer may be entided w
credit for the pnmmt value ofany construction ofsystem
improvements or contribution or dedication of land or money
required by a gowrnmental entity from the developer for system
improvements of the category for which the development impact
fee is being collected, including certain portions of the
development's street and park improvements, provided that credit
is only available for eligible capital improvements as prescribed in
2 It

should be noted that nowhere in the Development Agreement is tbef¢ a guaranty of public access to the level of
Idaho Code§ 36~1604. Again, these agreements accomplish completely different goals.
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the Act. The parlie~· will calculate the amount ofsuch credit nfter
the adoption of any developme11t impact fees. 111e parties further
acknowledge and agree thatt under the Act, Developer is not

entitled to credit for improvements that merely provide service to
the development itself and are necessary for the use and
convenience of the development's residents, including the
development>s community center and pool.
4.3
Notwithstanding the above. in accordance with Idaho Code
Section 67~8215(2). Developer shall not be subject to
development impact fees or credits tlr.ereof subsequently adopted
by the City for portions of the development where construction
has commenced and is pursued according to the tenns of the

permit or development approval.

Id. (emphasis added).
The Impact Fee Agreement acknowledges its direct connection to Sections 4. J, 4.2, and
4.3 of the Development Agreement, Revh,ion #2 at Recital D by citing those sections in full.

EXHIBIT A to the Coleman Aff at 1. To accomplish these goals, the hupact Fee Agreement, at
Section 2> created an impact fee credit, consistent with these recitals which states:

The Parties agree that the present value ofthe constr11ction of
certfli1t. ptu'ks <md.·tr4n8pqrtation .imprm,ements in West
Highiands.Jlanch~ a., sitiortii .iif·.Exl,ll,it i:i'.,,r.cceed, the total

amount ofimpa.ctfees owed/or West Illghlands Ranch.
Therefore, Developer shall 1101 be respons:ible for payment of
impact fees in West Highlands Ranch. The Parties further agree
that Developer shall not seek reimbursement from City for the

value of improvements in excess of impact fees owed for West
Highlands Ranch, as would otherwise be allowed under the Act.
The Parties acknowledge that Exhibit D does not identify

addit.io11al improvement$, taxes and other potential sources of
revenue that might further offset impact fees because further offset
is not necessary in this case.
Jd. at 2. (emphasis added).
This Court has already ruled that the purpose behind the Impact Fee Agreement and the

Parks Agreement was to pay for the impact fee obligation. Plaintiff's argument that 15.l acres of

3 Exhibit

D to the lmpact Fee Agreement consequentJy references 12.8 acres of open spa.cc.
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open space must be .included pursuant to the Parks Agreement is directly contrary to the stated
purpose of the sections cited above. Specifical1y, The Impact Fee Agreement states '"the present

value of the construction of certain parks and transportation improvements in West Highlands
Ranch, as set furth in Exhibit D, exceeds the total am.oun.t of impact fees owed for Wt.-st
Highlands Ranch.>' Id. TI1ere is no reasonable interpretation of any agreement that could
suggest that this means Exhibit D is merely "i1lustrative" or that Defendants would be required to
actually submit more than the acreage identified in Exhibit D. Plaintiffs argument simply does
not make any sense.

D.

Middlcton:1s Position That The Development Agreement Requires 15.1 Acres Be
Submitted Via The Parks Agreement Is Contrary ·ro The Plain Language of The
Agreements.
Plaintiff suggests that the Development Agreement requires 15.1 acres. Along these

same lines~ Plaintiff argues that the Impact Fee Agreement and the Par.ks Agreement cannot
impact or reduce the 15.1 acre calculation. This position is simply contrary to Section 2.1 of the
Impact Fee Agreement that provides:

Developer and City shall enter into a parks a.greement to e11sure
that the .Parks shall be perpetually detlictited for public use
pursuant. to the tenns of said agreement and tl1at the Parks remain
open and available to the public on the same basis as residents of
West High.land Ranch consistent with the Middleton City Code;
provided, however, that said agreement shall not be executed

unless a,rd until lily h(ls adopted an impact fee ordinance for
park improvements and is actively collecting impact fees pursuant
thereto. Prior to execution of said parks agreement, if City adopts
an impact fee ordinance identifying a level ofservice for park
improvements below that in Ordinance No. 447, the size or
number of Developer's Parks may be reduced accordingly.
EXHIBIT A to the Colemar1 Aff. at§ 2 (emphasis added). As the Court ruled in its Summary
Judgment Order, ..Coleman's park service Jevel could have been reduced if the City had adopted

Ordinance No. 541 before the parties executed the PDA ...•" Summary Judgment Order at 7.
OE:FENDANTS' O:PPOSl'l'lON 'l'O PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 8
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Now the Court ultim ately did not apply that sectiort, an
issue upon which the Defen dants have
reque sted recon sidera tion. Howe ver, the simpl e fact
that the agree ment allow s fbr a reduc tion of

open space pursuant to its terms, <)bviates any argun1ent that

Plainifl' may make asserting that

only the acrea ge in the Deve lopm ent Agreement may
be considl.·red. Clear ly, it .is the terms of
the lmpa ct Fee Agree ment that decid es the amou nt of
acrea ge neces sary to pay for the impa ct tee
oblig ation fix the devel opme nt. The Deve lopm ent Agree
ment conce rns only the desig n eleme nts
exact ed by the Plaintiff.

HI. CON CLU SION
Based on the fhregoing, Defen dants reque st that this Court
deny Plain tiff's Motio n fi.)r
Recon sidera tion.
DATED: Nove mber l O, 2016.

•-,w-..""""'''•,,
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CERTI FICAT E OF SERVI CE

t HEREBY CERTI FY that on this 10th dayofN(>vt.-mber, 2016, I st.--rved a true
and
correct copy of the foreg~>ing DEFEN DANT S' QJ>POSITION TO PLAIN
Tll<'F,S

MOTION FOR RECONS.IDERATION in the above-e ntitled .matter as folJows:
Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridia n, ID 83642

[ ] Via U.S. Mail

[XJ Via Facsimile
[ ] Via Ovemight Mail

[ ) Via Hand Delivery

Facsimile: 208-493~46 l 0
· Email: jot~@borton~lakcy.com

[ J Via email
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@giv enspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com
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Case No. CV-15-8119

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

.M.
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Attorneys for Defendants and Counterclaimants
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DEFENDANTS' COUNTERCLAIMANTS' PETITION FOR
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an

Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
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limited liability company,
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Defendants/Counterclaimants Coleman Homes, LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West Highlands
Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc., and West Highlands Land Development, LLC,
("Defendants") by and through their counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, hereby submit the
following Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs.
Defendants are entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs as a matter of right
pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-117, Idaho Code § 10-1210 and Rule 54. Additionally, Section 6 of
the December 15, 2011 West Highlands Impact Fee Agreement ("IFA") states:
In the event a suit or action is filed by either party against the other
to interpret or enforce this Agreement, the unsuccessful party to
such litigation agrees to pay to the prevailing party all costs and
expenses, including attorneys' fees incurred therein, including the
same with respect to an appeal.
Id. at Page 3 of 14.

To begin, a judgment was entered in this case on November 2, 2016. A proposed
judgment was not provided to Defendants by Plaintiffs counsel. The first time Defendants
reviewed the judgment was following execution of that document by the Court. The judgment is
not accurate and is not consistent with this Court's summary judgment ruling.

Additionally,

Plaintiff took the unusual step of sending a judgment directly to the Court with no notice to
Defendant while simultaneously serving a motion to reconsider. This fee petition is served
consistent with Rule 54 but with the understanding that this Court is likely to rule upon the
motions to reconsider before considering this petition sub judice.
On September 3, 2015, Plaintiff filed the Petition for Declaratory Ruling ("Plaintiffs
Complaint"). Plaintiffs Complaint asked only that this Court conclude that the IF A and Parks
Dedication Agreement ("PDA") are enforceable. Plaintiff's Complaint identified no dispute and
did not request that this Court interpret any element of the two contracts. During an attempt at
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mediation in this case, it became clear that Middleton was seeking to obtain an extremely limited
ruling from this Court in an effort to contort the nature of the open space required by the PDA,
by using a strained reading of the applicable development agreements. Additionally, during the
course of settlement discussions the Plaintiff threatened to change ordinances and the manner in
which Defendants are regulated in the City of Middleton. As a result, Defendants sought
permission and were granted permission to serve the Amended Answer to Petition for
Declaratory Ruling and Counterclaim (the "Counterclaim"). The Counterclaim was a direct
response to Plaintiffs improper attempts at regulating building in the City of Middleton and the
less than forthright approach taken by Plaintiff's Complaint. The Counterclaim requested a
complete interpretation of the IF A and PDA as well as asserting a breach of contract claim
regarding surreptitiously collected impact fees contrary to the IF A. Immediately following the
service of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff returned all impact fees improperly collected which is the
subject of Count II of the Counterclaim. Defendants have prevailed on this aspect of its case.
Not until April 15, 2016, did the Plaintiff fully express its position regarding the IFA and
PDA. It did so within the April 15, 2016 letter from City Attorney Chris Yoragson in which it
demanded a financial guarantee based upon 15.1 acres of open space. See EXHIBIT C to the
Affidavit of Thomas Coleman in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.
Plaintiff did not detail its actual position to the Court until its response to Defendants motion for
summary judgment. At that time, Plaintiff finally acknowledged that the basis of its case was to
rely on the development agreements (which it did not sue upon) to impose the submission of
15 .1 acres of open space through the PDA. Indeed, this very argument is once again argued in a
motion to reconsider submitted to this Court along with the continued argument that the IFA and
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PDA could never include less than 15.1 acres under their terms despite clear contract language to
the contrary.
This Court's Memorandum Decision and Order on the Parties' Cross-Motions for
Summary Judgment ruled that 12.8 acres of open space park land must be submitted pursuant to
the PDA. This Court also ruled that had the new ordinance been enacted prior to the execution
of the PDA, the open space required by the IF A would have been reduced. 1 In sum, this Court
found that the position regarding 15.1 acres of open space taken by the City was not supported in
law or fact. This case was originally pursued by the City of Middleton. Although Middleton
was not forthright with its intentions or its position initially, it became clear that Plaintiff was
attempting to take a wholly unsupportable position and was seeking to regulate Defendants
consistent with that unsupportable position. This Court's conclusion that 15 .1 acres of open
space is not required for the IF A or PDA means that Defendants prevailed on this element of the
case. Additionally because there was no basis for Plaintiffs position regarding the 15.1 acre, the
city acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law. Under these circumstances, this Court
should conclude that Defendants are the prevailing parties.
The fees and costs requested by this petition are supported by the Affidavit of Bradley J.
Dixon filed concurrently herewith and on the pleadings and other documents on file in this
matter. To the best of Defendants' knowledge and belief the fees and costs requested are correct
and in compliance with Rule 54(d) and (e).
COSTS

Costs as a matter ofright-IRCP Rule 54(d)(l)(C) in the amount of$551.06.
Discretionary Costs-IRCP 54(d)(l)(D) in the amount of $849.48.

1 This element of the Court's ruling is the subject of a motion to reconsider served by Defendants. Should that
motion be successful, additional briefing regarding this Petition may be appropriate.
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(For itemization, see Exhibit A attached to the Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon.)
TOTAL COSTS:

$1,400.54

ATTORNEY FEES

Attorney and paralegal fees-IRCP Rule 54(e){l) in the amount of$120,847.50.
(For itemization, see Exhibit B attached to the Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon.)
TOTAL ATTORNEY FEES:

$120,847.50

TOTAL FEES AND COSTS:

$122,470.99

The attorney fees and costs requested are reasonable and were necessarily and reasonably
incurred during this proceeding. As indicated on Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon,
the fees are computed on the basis of an hourly rate that is commensurate with rates charged by
other attorneys and paralegals providing litigation services in the state of Idaho. The attorneys'
time is coded on Exhibit B by their initials, as follows:
BJD, Bradley Dixon, Partner at Givens Pursley LLP, formerly at Stoel Rives, LLP
(2015 hourly rate: $395.00 and 2016 rate: $375.00).

QMK, Quentin M. Knipe, Attorney at Stoel Rives LLP, (2015 hourly rate:
$395.00).
DEN, Deborah E. Nelson, Partner at Givens Pursley LLP, (2016 hourly rate
$350.00).
KHK, Kersti H. Kennedy, Attorney at Givens Pursley LLP, formerly at Stoel
Rives, LLP (2015 hourly rate: $230.00 and 2016 rate $230.00).
AEC, Anna E. Courtney, Attorney at Stoel Rives LLP, (2015 hourly rate:
$220.00).
JWB, Jeffrey W. Bower, Attorney at Givens Pursley LLP, (2016 hourly rate
$190.00).
SMH, Susan M. Heneise, Paralegal at Givens Pursley LLP, (2016 hourly rate:
$150.00).
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Plaintiff respectfully requests the Court to find that attorney fees and costs are properly
awarded.
DATED: November 16, 2016.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

cly
or Defendants and
Counterclaimants

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of November, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' COUNTER-CLAIMANTS' PETITION
FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS in the above-entitled matter as follows:

[ ]
[X]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com
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Via U.S. Mail
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Via Overnight Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via email
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com
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liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION
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limited liability company,
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
COUNTY OF ADA )
BRADLEY J. DIXON, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
I am an attorney with the law firm of Givens Pursley LLP (formerly with Stoel Rives LLP) and I
represent Defendants/Counterclaimants Coleman Homes, LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West
Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc., and West Highlands Land Development, LLC,
("Defendants") in the above captioned matter. As such, I have personal knowledge of the
matters stated herein. I submit this affidavit in support of Defendants' Counterclaimants'
Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs.
1. I have reviewed the fees and costs incurred in this matter from the records of Stoel
Rives LLP and the record of Givens Pursley LLP. I have identified the following sums for costs
and attorney fees attributable to defending the claims asserted by Plaintiff The City of
Middleton:
a. Costs as a matter of right pursuant to IRCP 54(d)(l)(C): $551.06
b. Discretionary costs pursuant to IRCP 54(d)(l)(D): $849.48
c. Attorneys' and paralegals' fees: $120,847.50
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a spreadsheet establishing an itemization of costs and
fees expended in this lawsuit. The top portion of the exhibit shows attorney and paralegal fees
organized by date commencing on September 10, 2015 through the final accounted for charge on
September 15, 2016. The fee spreadsheet accounts for the date of the charge, a description of the
matters completed, identification of the timekeeper, number of hours expended and the total
charge for the entry.
3. At the end of Exhibit A is a separate itemization of costs which includes the date of
the cost, description of the cost and the total amount of the cost.
AFFIDAVIT OF BRADLEY J. DIXON IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' COUNTERCLAIMANTS'
PETITION FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS- 2
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4. Each of the hourly fees sought by the petition for fees and costs, as set forth in
Exhibit A, reflect only amounts that were actually invoiced to Defendants in this case. As a
matter of course, when billing the firms' clients for legal services rendered on an hourly fee
basis, the attorney responsible for the matter will review the amount of fees generated based on
our automated time keeping system (hours multiplied by each professional's base hourly rate in
effect at the time of service) and will evaluate the actual worth of the services rendered before
preparing a final invoice to the client, making appropriate adjustments as necessary. This
practice was followed in this case.
5. As is evident from Exhibit A, it is the practice of our firm (as well as my prior firm,
Stoel Rives LLP) to provide daily billing summaries rather than "per-task" billing summaries.
Attorneys that provided legal services to Defendants include Bradley J. Dixon (BJD), Quentin
M. Knipe (QMK), Deborah E. Nelson (DEN), Kersti H. Kennedy (KHK), Anna E. Courtney
(AEC) and Jeffrey W. Bower (JWB). Susan M. Heneise (SMH) is the Paralegal who provided
legal services to Defendants.
6. The attorneys' fees billed to Defendants were reasonable and necessary in view of the
nature of the litigation. The attorneys handling this matter specialize in such transactions and
have been able to minimize fees due to the regional nature of their practice. This lawsuit
involves unique issues of fact and legal issue of first impression and a high likelihood of
appellate issues regarding the Idaho Impact Fee Act. The research and briefing of these issues is
highly complex and time consuming. Additionally, throughout the course of this lawsuit, the
City of Middleton has undertaken unnecessary and inappropriate actions through its regulatory
authority to circumvent the litigation process which has required additional legal work.
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7.

The hourly rate charged by Stoel Rives LLP and Givens Pursley LLP are reasonable

and commensurate with rates charged by other attorneys and paralegals providing litigation
services in the state of Idaho.
8. I acted as lead counsel in this lawsuit on behalf of Defendants. I was admitted to
practice law in the state ofldaho in 2000. Since that time period I have specialized in large scale
commercial litigation with approximately sixty (60%) ofmy litigation practice being focused
upon real estate based litigation. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is my resume for complete details
on my practice. In addition, I have worked with the Defendants in this case since 2009.
9. Kersti H. Kennedy acted as the second chair attorney in this lawsuit on behalf of
Defendants. A copy of Ms. Kennedy's resume is attached hereto as Exhibit C. Ms. Kennedy
was admitted to practice law in the state ofldaho in 2012. Ms. Kennedy began her practice with
the Family Law Division of Idaho Legal Aid in Canyon County where she amassed a significant
amount of court and trial experience. In August of 2013, Ms. Kennedy joined Stoel Rives LLP
as an associate attorney. Since that time period, approximately ninety percent (90%) of Ms.
Kennedy's case load has been working with me on large scale commercial litigation projects
including real estate based disputes. In November of 2015, Ms. Kennedy moved her practice to
Givens Pursley LLP.
10. In conclusion, and upon a review of the fee and cost charges, the fees and costs
expended were reasonable and appropriate given the complexity of the lawsuit, the legal issues
involved and the actions and tactics of Plaintiff and its counsel. The rates charged are
commensurate with other practitioners in this market providing similar services.
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DATED this 16th day of November, 2016

SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this ~ o v e m b e r , 2016.

Notary Public for Idaho
Commission Expires:

LL

1 Ig I 1

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of November, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF BRADLEY J. DIXON IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' COUNTERCLAIMANTS' PETITION FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND
COSTS in the above-entitled matter as follows:

[ ]
[X]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

Via U.S. Mail
Via Facsimile
Via Overnight Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via email
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DATE
9/10/2015

9/10/2015

9/11/2015
9/15/2015
9/17/2015
9/22/2015
9/24/2015
9/28/2015
9/28/2015
9/29/2015
9/29/2015
9/29/2015
9/30/2015
9/30/2015
9/30/2015
10/1/2015
10/2/2015

10/5/2015

10/5/2015

10/6/2015
10/20/2015
10/20/2015

-

FEES

CURRENT SERVICES
Review and analyze declaratory judgment complaint;
analyze applicable contracts; begin answer to complaint;
correspond with client re same.
Legal research re justiciability under Idaho Declaratory
Judgment Act relating to potential motion to dismiss;
draft informal memo re same; review Petition for
Declaratory Judgment and attachments.
Strategize re motion to dismiss and client options with cocounsel.
Discuss legal issues re contract with city with co-counsel;
begin review of file and research re same.
Draft and revise answer to complaint.
Legal research re attorney fees under declaratory
judgment act; draft findings re same.
Review client materials; continue research re impact fee
contracts.
Continue research and draft of memorandum re
enforceability of impact fee agreement.
Finalize answer to complaint; communicate with client re
same.
Review Deb Nelson's analysis of Impact Fee situation;
conference re same.
Review notes and recommendations from D. Nelson;
conference with co-counsel re same.
Complete research and draft of memorandum re defenses.
Review memorandum re theories for defenses; conference
re additional theories.
Review and revise memorandum re defenses to dee
action; correspond with co-counsel re same.
Finalize memorandum re contract defenses.
Discuss research re contract defenses with co-counsel and
need for further research; begin further research.
Correspond with client and other counsel re additional
questions on research memo; conference with Q. Knipe re
research memo; conference with K. Kennedy re
additional research issues.
Conference call with co-counsel and client; draft and
revise answer to complaint; correspond with client re
same.
Meeting with client and Deb Nelson re further
information regarding factual situation underlying case;
strategize re same with co-counsel; begin review of
applicable ordinances.
Finalize answer to complaint and ready for filing.
Review opposing counsel's request for trial setting.
Research re additional defenses re illegal ordinance.
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HOURS

VALUE

BJD

2.3

$805.00

AEC

4.1

$902.00

KHK

0.3

$69.00

KHK

0.6

$138.00

BID

1.1

$385.00

AEC

0.4

$88.00

KHK

4.2

$966.00

KHK

9.1

$2,093.00

BID

0.8

$280.00

QMK

0.5

$180.00

BJD

1.4

$490.00

KHK

5.7

$1,311.00

QMK

0.7

$252.00

BID

1.2

$420.00

KHK

1.6

$368.00

KHK

1

$230.00

BID

0.6

$210.00

BID

1.4

$490.00

KHK

1.5

$345.00

BID
KHK
BID

0.6
0.1
1.2

$210.00
$23.00
$420.00

11/10/2015

11/11/2015

11/12/2015
11/12/2015
11/20/2015
11/20/2015

11/24/2015

12/1/2015
12/1/2015

12/3/2015

12/4/2015

12/5/2015

12/6/2015

12/7/2015

12/7/2015

12/8/2015

-

FEES

Review and analyze operative agreements re mediation
and settlement issues; analyze issues re entities subject to
dispute resolution process; analyze issues re case
management; analyze available trial dates; outline
summary judgment issues re burden of proof and begin
mediation statement.
Draft and revise letter to opposing counsel; begin
mediation statement; conference with colleagues re
mediators.
Attend to trial date issues.
Coordinate setting of trial dates with opposing counsel.
Assist in scheduling proposed trial dates.
Draft and revise correspondence to opposing counsel re
mediation dates.
Draft and revise responses to discovery requests;
correspond with paralegal re same; review file re
document search.
Attend to discovery issues.
Begin reviewing and collecting documents in preparation
for production in response to first discovery requests by
City of Middleton.
Continue reviewing and collecting documents in
preparation for responding to first discovery requests by
City of Middleton; coordinate with vendor in preparation
for responsiveness and privilege review and production.
Continue to coordinate with vendor creation of review
database in preparation for responsiveness and privilege
review and production.
Begin reviewing documents for responsiveness and
privilege in preparation for responding to discovery
requests.
Continue reviewing documents for responsiveness and
privilege in preparation for responding to discovery
requests.
Draft and revise discovery responses; review and analyze
all discovery documents; review and analyze privilege
log; conference with co-counsel re specific discovery
documents.
Review and finalize documents for responsiveness and
privilege in preparation for responding to discovery
requests; review and revise responses to discovery to
include document references and persons with
knowledge; create privilege log; create production set of
documents.
Review and analyze privilege log and privilege
documents.
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BID

2.3

$862.50

BID

1.2

$450.00

BID
KHK
KHK

0.2
0.2
0.3

$75.00
$46.00
$69.00

BID

0.1

$37.50

BJD

1.20

$450.00

BID

3.10

$1,162.50

SMH

4.80

$696.00

SMH

6.80

$986.00

SMH

4.2

$609.00

SMH

8.30

$1,203.50

SMH

9.00

BID

3.60

$1,350.00

SMH

1.80

$261.00

BID

2.10

$787.50

12/8/2015

12/9/2015
12/9/2015

12/11/2015
12/11/2015

-

FEES

Research structure of all Coleman defendants; draft
Verification to Interrogatory Answers; update file with
documents produced by Coleman defendants; electronic
correspondence with Thomas Coleman regarding same;
create electronic document database.
Review and analyze privilege log and privilege
Research structure of all Coleman defendants; draft
Verification to Interrogatory Answers; update file with
documents produced by Coleman defendants; electronic
correspondence with Thomas Coleman regarding same;
create electronic document database.
Attend to deposition scheduling; review and analyze draft
scheduling order.
Create stipulation for court re additional scheduling dates;
discuss witness and mediation issues with B. Dixon.

12/15/2015

Conference with paralegal re questions from client;
correspond with client re same.
12/29/2015 Research case law regarding interrogatories seeking "all
facts" in support of affirmative defenses; begin drafting
response to City of Middleton's request for supplemental
interrogatory response.
12/30/2015 Follow up with B. Dixon regarding strategy for
supplementing interrogatory answer per City of
Middleton request.
1/4/2016
Communicate with client re signage issues and follow up
with co-counsel re same
1/19/2016 Conference with co-counsel re mediation strategies; begin
file review for mediation; consider necessary settlement
agreement provisions; analyze issues re confidentiality;
analyze issues re signing authority; conference call with
client re mediation strategy.
1/20/2016 Review issues and analyze arguments and strategy for
mediation.
1/20/2016 Assemble and review materials on impact fee ordinances
for mediation for B. Dixon.
1/20/2016 Conference with co-counsel re mediation; review and
analyze research by J. Bower re IDIF A; begin memo re
mediation strategies.
1/21/2016 Conference with D. Nelson regarding background facts to
City's allegations in complaint. Review and analyze
Impact Fee Agreement and Park Agreement. Research
Idaho law regarding exactions through local impact fees.
Specifically, the legal requirement that credits be given in
the context of assessing impact fees. Draft email summary
of the law to D. Nelson.
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SMH

1.70

$246.50

SMH

0.8

$116.00

KHK

0.3

$150.00

BJD

0.40

$150.00

KHK

0.50

$115.00

BJD

0.20

$75.00

SMH

3.50

$507.50

SMH

0.20

$29.00

BJD

0.40

$150.00

BID

2.70

$1,012.50

DEN

2.20

$770.00

KHK

0.60

BID

2.70

$1,012.50

JWB

2.00

$380.00

1/21/2016

1/21/2016

1/22/2016

1/22/2016
1/24/2016
1/25/2016

1/25/2016
1/25/2016

1/26/2016
1/26/2016
1/27/2016

1/27/2016

1/27/2016
1/28/2016

-

FEES

Continue to evaluate arguments and strategy for
mediation. Meet with B.Dixon to discuss same. Direct
work needed to update IDIFA research and confirm no
new case law on topic; review summary of same. Review
and edit draft memo for mediation to be shared with
mediator.
Conference with co-counsel re mediation strategies;
review and analyze client file in preparation for
mediation; review and analyze IDIFA; prepare mediation
outcome memo with settlement strategies.
Meet with B.Dixon re arguments for mediation. Consider
Mayor's claim that under new ordinance acres is
comparable; calculate same based on all lots (as he
claims). Assemble and review prior approvals re claim
by City's attorney that they required parks to be open to
public; emails re same. Meet with B.Dixon re new
argument and proposal from City. Join mediation.
Prepare for and attend mediation.
Review and analyze notes from McKee re mediation;
begin draft of settlement agreement.
Review and edit settlement draft; discuss with B.Dixon.
Continue revisions to settlement agreement; analyze
options for release language.
Draft and revise settlement agreement; conference with
co-counsel re settlement terms.
Discuss next steps re amending answer and settlement
negotiations with B. Dixon and review notes re changes
that need to be made to answer.
Meet with B. Dixon re new language in settlement
agreement.
Draft and revise changes to settlement agreement;
communicate with client re settlement agreement.
Research Canyon County Recorder records for Parks
Dedication Agreement; telephone conference with
Canyon County Recorder's office ordering certified copy
of recorded Parks Dedication Agreement.
Conference call with client re settlement agreement;
conference with co-counsel re same; correspond with
opposing counsel re settlement agreement.
Meet with B.Dixon re final settlement agreement going to
City and strategy for next steps.
Review, comment on and suggest edits to Borton's edits
to Settlement Agreement. Meet with B. Dixon re
feedback from Borton on our comments in agreement.
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DEN

2.00

$700.00

BJD

7.30

$2,737.50

DEN

7.50

$2,625.00

BID

11.20

$4,200.00

BJD

1.30

$487.50

3.90

$1,365.00

BJD

5.70

$2,137.50

KHK

0.30

$69.00

DEN

0.40

$140.00

BID

1.80

$675.00

SMH

0.50

$75.00

BJD

1.10

$412.50

DEN

1.00

$350.00

DEN

1.00

$350.00

1/28/2016

1/28/2016
2/1/2016
2/1/2016

2/2/2016

2/2/2016

2/3/2016
2/4/2016
2/4/2016
2/4/2016
2/5/2016
2/8/2016
2/9/2016

2/9/2016

2/10/2016

2/11/2016

2/12/2016
2/16/2016
2/16/2016

-

FEES

Analyze issues re changes to settlement agreement
suggested by opposing counsel; conference with cocounsel re same; draft and revise second draft of
settlement agreement; correspond with opposing counsel
re same; prepare and review delta compare document for
opposing counsel.
Receive and review certified copy of Parks Dedication
Agreement from Canyon County Recorder.
Meet with B. Dixon re Mayor's response to settlement
agreement. Review same and provide comments.
Review and analyze settlement agreement; communicate
with co-counsel re same; analyze statute re impact fee
issues raised by recent draft of agreement; review
mediator's notes; begin outline of counterclaim claims.
Emails re settlement proposal from City and comments on
same. Meet with B. Dixon re strategy to pursue Amended
Answer and whether to include counter claim.
Draft and revise correspondence to client re settlement
agreement; conference call with client re same; research
re counterclaim.
Emails re collection of impact fees.
Conference with B. Dixon re strategy for amending
answer and counterclaim.
Draft and revise counterclaim; research law re basis for
claims.
Meet with B.Dixon re proposed scope of Amended
Answer.
Draft and revise amended answer and counterclaim;
conference with co-counsel re same.
Review and consider edits to draft of Amended Answer.
Conference with co-counsel re draft answer and
counterclaim; correspond with opposing counsel re
settlement negotiations.
Meet with B. Dixon re Borton's proposal to resume
meditaion and issues/value with same and re comments
on and strategy for Amended Answer.
Meet with T. Coleman and B. Dixon re settlement and
litigation strategy. Meet with B. Dixon re specific next
steps and arguments. Review files for additional factual
history re issues of contract performace.
Continue work on fact compilation and drafting timeline
and description of dispute in Answer; emails with T.
Coleman and B. Dixon re building permit facts needed.
Attend to settlement negotiations with opposing counsel;
respond to discovery questions from client.
Correspond with opposing counsel re settlement efforts.
Meet with B. Dixon re fact issues associated with
Complaint and building permits.
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BJD

4.10

$1,537.50

SMH

0.20

$30.00

DEN

0.90

$315.00

BID

4.80

$1,800.00

DEN

0.50

$175.00

BID

3.90

$1,462.50

DEN

0.10

$35.00

KHK

0.30

$69.00

BJD

7.90

$2,962.50

DEN

0.30

$105.00

BJD

3.20

$1,200.00

DEN

1.00

$350.00

BID

1.20

$450.00

DEN

1.00

$350.00

DEN

3.40

$1,190.00

DEN

3.00

$1,050.00

BJD

0.60

$225.00

BJD

0.10

$37.50

DEN

0.30

$105.00

2/17/2016
2/22/2016

2/25/2016

2/27/2016
2/29/2016
3/1/2016
3/7/2016
3/29/2016
4/8/2016
4/15/2016
4/15/2016

4/18/2016

4/18/2016
4/18/2016

4/19/2016

4/19/2016
4/20/2016

4/21/2016

4/21/2016

-

FEES

Emails with T.Coleman re building permits and impact
fees charged.
Meet with B. Dixon re finalizing Amended Complaint.
Continue work on same; send draft to B. Dixon with
explanation.
Draft and revise amended answer and counterclaim;
conference with client re same; prepare red line
settlement agreement for opposing counsel; receive and
evaluate comments from opposing counsel.
Finalize amended answer and counterclaim.
draft and revise motion for leave to amend.
Draft and revise amended answer and counterclaim; draft
and revise motion to amend answer and counterclaim.
Emails with B.Dixon re mediation.
Strategy conference with client.
Begin summary judgment outline based on client
instruction.
Review and discuss opposition to motion to amend
answer with co-counsel.
Review and analyze opposition to motion to amend;
correspond with opposing counsel re opposition; begin
draft of reply memorandum in support of motion to
amend.
Correspond with opposing counsel re stipulation; draft
and revise stipulation as negotiated; draft and revise reply
memorandum in support of motion to amend; review
correspondence from City of Middleton; conference with
co-counsel re same.
Review stipulation re amendment to answer and
counterclaim and advise co-counsel re same.
Meet with B. Dixon re response to Amended Answer and
next steps in light of same. Review new letter from
Y orgason and provide comments on suggested response.
Draft and revise response to City of Middleton re
dedication of parks; finalize reply in support of motion to
amend.
Review reply in support·ofmotion to amend for cocounsel and provide comments.
Prepare for motion to amend hearing; analyze case law re
illegal taxation; analyze case law re prevailing party in
amended answer situation.
Meet with B.Dixon re outcome of hearing and next steps
in light of same for settlement calculation and response to
Yorgason's letter.
Prepare for and appear for hearing on motion to amend;
update client re hearing result; draft and revise order re
motion to amend.
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DEN

0.10

$35.00

DEN

2.70

$945.00

BJD

2.20

$825.00

BID

BID

2.70
1.70

$1,012.50
$637.50

BID

2.90

$1,087.50

DEN

BID

0.10
0.30

$35.00
$112.50

BID

2.30

$862.50

KHK

0.30

$69.00

BJD

3.70

$1,387.50

BID

3.10

$1,162.50

KHK

0.40

$92.00

DEN

0.40

$140.00

BID

2.10

$787.50

KHK

0.50

$115.00

BJD

4.30

$1,612.50

DEN

0.30

$105.00

BJD

3.70

$1,387.50

4/25/2016
4/26/2016

4/28/2016
5/2/2016
5/4/2016
5/10/2016
5/10/2016

5/10/2016

5/11/2016

5/24/2016

5/25/2016

5/25/2016
5/26/2016
5/26/2016

5/27/2016

-

FEES

Finalize order re motion to amend; begin draft of
approved amended answer.
Review letter from opposing counsel re return of impact
fees collected by the City of Middleton; correspond with
client re same.
Review and analyze accounting re impact fees from
Prepare service version of amended answer and
counterclaim and determine compliance with court order.
Finalize file version of amended answer and
Strategize with co-counsel re client's obligations under
impact fee agreement.
Conference call with client re case strategy; analyze
issues re demand for financial guaranty by Middleton;
strategies use of demand for financial guarantee; draft
follow up e-mail to client re financial guarantee.
Meet with B. Dixon re strategy for response to J.Borton
email and recording large park for dedication; discuss
calculation issues for park dedication and financial
guarantee.
Research IDIFA re elements of proof for summary
judgment motion; research case file re lot calculations;
analyze agreements re application of impact fee figure;
draft and revise correspondence to client re factual issues
needed to draft summary judgment motion; research
public contracting issues re impact fees and taxes.
Draft and revise summary judgment memorandum; draft
and revise affidavit of BJD; draft and revise affidavit of
client; review client information provide in support of
motion for summary judgment.
Research re IDIFA regarding the definition of
commencement of construction; analyze issues re waiver
of statutory right via contractual terms; research re
potential for ambiguity ruling as a result of lot calculation
from Impact Fee Agreement; research re contract
interpretation canons; draft and revise summary judgment
memorandum.
Meet with B. Dixon re arguments for summary judgment
motion.
Strategize re summary judgment brief with co-counsel.
Draft and revise motion paper for summary judgment
motion; finalize client affidavit; draft and revise
memorandum in support of motion for summary
judgment; conference with co-counsel re motion strategy.
Draft and revise contract waiver section to summary
judgment briefing; correspond with client re draft
summary judgment memorandum.
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•
BID

1.20

$450.00

BID

0.90

$337.50

BID

0.20

$75.00

BID

1.20

$450.00

BJD

0.60

$225.00

KHK

0.20

$46.00

BID

4.80

$1,800.00

DEN

0.50

$175.00

BID

4.10

$1,537.50

BJD

5.90

$2,212.50

BJD

6.80

$2,550.00

DEN

0.40

$140.00

KHK

0.20

$46.00

BID

5.20

$1,950.00

BID

2.10

$787.50

5/27/2016
5/31/2016

6/1/2016
6/2/2016

6/7/2016

6/7/2016

6/7/2016

6/10/2016

6/13/2016
6/17/2016
6/20/2016
6/20/2016

6/23/2016
6/24/2016

6/26/2016
7/5/2016

7/19/2016

-

FEES

Begin review and provide comments to co-counsel re
brief on summary judgment.
Review and edit draft Memorandum in Support of Motion
for Summary Judgment; discuss arguments with B.
Dixon.
Finalize client affidavit; review and analyze comments on
summary judgment brief from co-counsel.
Review Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment in preparation for preparing exhibits to
affidavits.
Finalize memorandum in support of motion for summary
judgment with revised numbers and additional research
regarding the city capital improvement plan; revise client
affidavit using corrected lot calculations.
Review questions re Capital Improvements Plans; review
files and direct work needed re same. Review prior CIP
and land values; discuss with B. Dixon.
Telephone calls and research re City of Middleton Capital
Improvement Plan; prepare exhibits to affidavits in
preparation for filing.
Make additions to summary judgment briefing based on
comments from co-counsel; organize exhibits for
summary judgment filing and oversee filing of summary
judgment motion.
Correspond with client re filed versions of the motion for
summary judgment.
Attend to summary judgment motion scheduling issues.
Provide comments to co-counsel re stipulation to extend
discovery deadlines and motion for summary judgment.
Correspond with opposing counsel re summary judgment
hearing; draft and revise stipulation re scheduling and
discovery deadline dates.
Conference with co-counsel re mediation and possible
mediators.
Draft and revise argument outline for summary judgment
hearing; begin creating slides for summary judgment
hearing; create spreadhseet for lot calculations to show
judge at summary judgment hearing.
Continue work on summary judgment argument
presentation.
Correspond with opposing counsel re trial deadlines; draft
and revise amended stipulated scheduling order re witness
disclosures.
Prepare for and attend conference re case status.
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-

KHK

1.20

$276.00

DEN

2.30

$805.00

BID

1.30

$487.50

SMH

0.30

$45.00

BJD

4.70

$1,762.50

DEN

0.50

$175.00

SMH

1.40

$210.00

BID

2.10

$787.50

BID

0.10

$37.50

BID

0.60

$225.00

KHK

0.20

$46.00

BID

1.20

$450.00

KHK

0.30

$69.00

BID

4.20

$1,575.00

BID

2.20

$825.00

BJD

0.60

$225.00

BID

2.70

$1,012.50

7/25/2016

7/25/2016

7/25/2016
7/26/2016

7/27/2016
7/28/2016
7/28/2016

7/28/2016
7/31/2016
8/1/2016

8/2/2016

8/2/2016

8/4/2016

8/8/2016
8/9/2016
8/10/2016
8/10/2016

-

FEES

Review City's motion for summary judgment; research
Idaho Tort Claim Act's application to breach of contract
and email research to co-counsel; review file and discuss
with co-counsel City's missed summary judgment
deadline.
Conference with co-counsel re motion for summary
judgment; research re timeliness of motion for summary
judgment; research Rule 5; begin review of motion for
summary judgment; analyze issues re need for discovery
based on new issues raised in affidavit testimony.
Emails with B.Dixon re SJ Memo and affidavit filed by
City; review same and consider response arguments.
Review and analyze motion for summary judgment;
review and analyze affidavit of Mayor Taylor in support
of motion for summary judgment; begin motion to strike
untimely summary judgment filing; review
correspondence from opposing counsel.
Draft and revise motion to strike motion for summary
judgment as untimely.
Review and comment on opposition to motion to amend
scheduling order and extend summary judgment deadline.
Review and analyze memorandum in opposition to
motion to strike summary judgment filing; review and
analyze motion to amend scheduling deadlines; research
re Rule 56 timing; analyze need for 56(f) application.
Review and finalize motion to strike City's motion for
summary judgment.
Draft reply to motion to strike.
Draft and revise reply memorandum in support of motion
to strike; draft and revise opposition to motion to extend
pre-trial deadlines.
Review opposition to motion to modify scheduling order
and extend summary judgment deadline and provide
comments to co-counsel.
Conference call with opposing counsel re pre-trial
deadlines; analyze issues re trial date and scheduling
issues; draft stipulation.
Correspond with opposing counsel re scheduling issues;
communicate with court re same; draft and revise
stipulation to amend scheduling order and vacate trial
date; attend to summary judgment scheduling issues.
Review and analyze motion for summary judgment filed
by Middleton; begin draft outline to opposition.
Conference call with client re case status.
Draft and revise memorandum in opposition to motion for
summary judgment.
Meet with B. Dixon re issues for opposition to SJ motion
filed by City.
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KHK

2.00

$460.00

BID

1.20

$450.00

DEN

0.60

$210.00

BID

3.80

$1,425.00

BID

2.80

$1,050.00

KHK

0.10

$23.00

BID

3.30

$1,237.50

KHK

0.40

$92.00

BID

1.90

$712.50

BID

2.30

$862.50

KHK

0.20

$46.00

BID

1.20

$450.00

BID

2.70

$1,012.50

BID

2.10

$787.50

BID

0.40

$150.00

BID

3.90

$1,462.50

DEN

0.10

$35.00

8/18/2016
8/19/2016
8/22/2016

8/22/2016
8/23/2016

8/23/2016

8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/25/2016
8/26/2016
8/27/2016
8/29/2016

8/30/2016
8/30/2016

8/31/2016

8/31/2016

9/1/2016
9/1/2016

-

FEES

Craft and revise deposition outline for Mayor Taylor.
Discuss issues for summary judgment briefing with cocounsel; review order re stipulation for new trial dates.
Review and analyze development agreements regarding
summary judgment allegations; analyze LUPA; research
re conflict between development agreements and impact
fee agreement; draft and revise summary judgment
opposition.
Review and sign stipulation for trial dates.
Correspond with client re deposition scheduling; draft
and revise memorandum in opposition to motion for
summary judgment; detailed review of Taylor Affidavit
for foundation and evidentiary issues.
Begin research and draft of section of summary judgment
opposition brief re estoppel and tort claims act
compliance.
Create binder for B. Dixon in preparation for depositions
of Thomas Coleman and Mayor Taylor.
Draft and revise memorandum in opposition to motion for
summary judgment.
draft and revise memorandum in opposition to motion for
summary judgment.
draft and revise memorandum in opposition to motion for
summary judgment.
Research re application of ordinance repealed following
signing of park agreement.
Meet with client re deposition preparation; prepare for
deposition ofD. Taylor; analyze affidavit ofD. Taylor;
draft and revise opposition to motion for summary
judgment.
Deposition preparation.
Continue research and draft of portions of summary
judgment brief re tort claims act, estoppel, irrelevant
evidence.
Review case file to get up to speed on summary judgment
position; complete research and draft of brief re tort
claims act, estoppel issues, and other issues related to
breach of contract action; discuss results of depositions
with co-counsel.
Prepare for deposition ofD. Taylor; defend deposition of
client; take deposition of D. Taylor; draft and revise
opposition to motion for summary judgment.
Review Middleton's opposition to motion for summary
judgment.
Finalize reply memorandum in support of motion for
summary judgment.
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BJD

2.10

$787.50

KHK

0.20

$46.00

BID

2.90

$1,087.50

KHK

0.20

$46.00

BID

3.90

$1,462.50

KHK

2.50

$575.00

SMH

2.30

$345.00

BJD

3.30

$1,237.50

BID

4.80

$1,800.00

BJD

2.70

$1,012.50

BID

0.80

$300.00

BID

4.80

$1,800.00

BID

4.70

$1,762.50

KHK

2.80

$644.00

KHK

6.00

$1,380.00

BID

6.70

$2,512.50

KHK

1.70

$391.00

BID

2.70

$1,012.50

9/8/2016

9/9/2016
9/12/2016
9/13/2016
9/14/2016
9/14/2016
9/14/2016

9/15/2016

-

FEES

Review and revise reply in support of motion for
summary judgment and provide comments to co-counsel
re the same.
Review and analyze reply memorandum in support of
Middleton's summary judgment motion.
Begin creating hearing binders on cross-motions for
summary judgment for B. Dixon and K. Kennedy.
Complete hearing binders on cross-motions for summary
judgment for B. Dixon and K. Kennedy.
Meet with B. Dixon re arguments for tomorrow's
summary judgment hearing to help him prepare for same.
Prepare for hearing on motion for summary judgment.
Review and provide comments to co-counsel re opposing
counsel's scheduling stipulation; review reply in support
of summary judgment in preparation for hearing.
Prepare for and argue motion for summary judgment.

TOTAL

KHK

1.60

$368.00

BID

1.40

$525.00

SMH

2.30

$345.00

SMH

0.40

$ 60.00

DEN

0.40

$140.00

BID

4.40

$1,650.00

KHK

0.70

$161.00

BJD

3.70

$1,387.50
$120,847.50
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DATE
9/30/2015
1/19/2016
1/27/2016
1/29/2016
1/31/2016
4/26/2016
6/7/2016
6/9/2016
9/1/2016
9/8/2016
9/12/2016
9/26/2016
10/27/2016
11/8/2016

-

COSTS

-

ITEM
Filing and Misc. Fees -- Vendor: CANYON COUNTY COURT CLERK
Fee to File Answer to Complaint /BJD
Messenger Services [Fourth District]
Messenger Services [Canyon County Recorder's Office]
Streamline Imaging - relativity user fee, ingestion of files, conversion of
native files, bates numbering
Certified Copy on 1/27
Messenger Services [Coleman Homes]
Messenger Service [Coleman Homes]
Messenger Service [Borton Lakey & CC Courthouse]
Messenger Service [Canyon County District Court]
Messenger Service [Canyon County District Court]
Certified copy of transcript of Thomas Coleman - Tucker & Assoc.
Deposition of Darin Taylor
Messenger Service [Coleman Homes, Canyon County Recorder]
Messenger Service [Canyon County District Court]

AMOUNT
$136.00
$10.00
$30.00
$612.48
$7.00
$20.00
$20.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$158.41
$256.65
$30.00
$30.00
$1,400.54

TOTAL
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-

Exhibit B
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Bradley J. Dixon

Recognition
• Named one of Idaho's Leaders in Law by Idaho Business Review, 2015
• Selected as one of "America's Leading Lawyers for Business" (Idaho] by Chambers USA (currently: Litigation:
General Commercial) , 2013-2014
• Listed among Rising Stars (Civil Litigation Defense) , Mountain States Super Lawyers®, 2008-2015
• Admitted to the International Association of Defense Counsel, 2008
• Member, National Institute for Trial Advocacy, 2004
• Member, Idaho Association of Defense Counsel, 2003-present
• Member, Idaho State Bar, Labor and Employment Section, 2002-present, Young Lawyers Section, 2000-2008
• Member, Order of Barristers, 2000

Education
• Willamette University College of Law, J.D., 2000
• Boise State University, B.S., 1997

Admissions
•
•
•
•
•

Idaho
Utah
Idaho Supreme Court
U.S. District Court for the District of Idaho
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit

Professional Experience
• Successfully prosecuted a security recovery lawsuit involving a multi-million dollar bond issuance.
• Successfully defended over limit transport clearances against a challenge by environmental special interest
groups.
• Successfully defended a jury trial involving claims of insurance coverage and bad-faith.
• Successfully defended a jury trial involving claims of products liability, insurance coverage, bad faith and food
safety.
• Successfully defended a AAA arbitration involving claims of trade secret misappropriation. wage claims, breach
of fiduciary duties and noncompetition agreement violations.
• Successfully defended a private arbitration for a national health club corporation involving allegations of sexual
orientation discrimination and wrongful termination.
• Successfully prosecuted a construction defect jury trial involving substantial water intrusion.
• Successfully prosecuted a cost rec overy claim for an international mining company in a four-day bankruptcy
court trial.
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• Obtained a favorable settlement for a multinational insulation manufacturer involving claims of products liability
and punitive damages.
• Represented a national agricultural lender in a multimillion-dollar agricultural foreclosure lawsuit involving property
in four state counties.
• Successfully defended a bad faith insurance claim against an international rental car company.
• Successfully defended a class action lawsuit against an international rental car company.

Memberships & Affiliations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board member, Gridiron Dreams Foundation, 2011-present
Board Member, Prolific, Inc. 2014-present
State Advocacy Chair, American Heart Association, Idaho Division, 2011-present
Chairman of the Board, American Heart Association, Idaho Division, 2011-2014
Board member, Learning Lab, 2011
American Heart Association, 2010 (successfully drafted and lobbied automatic external defibrillator liability
limitation legislation)
American Heart Association, Volunteer of the Year, 2009
Member, Strategic Planning Board, American Heart Association, 2005-2009
Chair, Strategic Planning Committee, American Heart Association, 2007-2008
Board member, Pacific Mountain Affiliate, American Heart Association, 2007-2008
Member, Boise Metro Chamber of Commerce, State and Local Government Committee, 2005-2009, Leadership
Boise, 2003-2005
Volunteer and registered lobbyist. 2002-2015

Profile
Brad Dixon is a trial attorney with the Givens Pursley LLP litigation group. Brad brings a broad range of trial and
litigation experience representing clients in disputes involving complex commercial litigation, secured transactions,
real estate, foreclosure, employment, insurance coverage, products liability, and bankruptcy trial practice.
Prior to joining Givens Pursley, Brad was a partner with Stoel Rives, LLP.

Publications & Presentations
• "NCAA Dodges Judicial Bullet in Federal Case Challenging Amateurism Rules" October, 2015
• "Being Proactive: What Can You Do Now to Avoid the Pitfalls and Dangers of Internal and External Corporate
Fraud?" Zions Bank Fighting Fraud Conference, Boise, Idaho, June 2015
• "Assumption of Duties Through the Sale and Marketing of Products," International Association of Defense Counsel,
Products Liability Newsletter, May 2010
• Contributing author, "Guide to Receivership & Foreclosure," Idaho Section TRIGILD, 2008-2010
• "What You Need to Know Before OSHA Comes Knocking on Your Door," Breakfast Plus Seminar, Boise, Oct. 2009
• Contributing author, "Product Liability Cases and the Duty to Warn, a 50 State Compendium," ORI, 2008
• "Religious Expression on the Clock: Workplace Rights," Idaho Business & Law, Summer 2008
• "Idaho Noncompetition Covenants," Idaho Business Review, 2008
• "Spring Cleaning: Getting Your Employment House in Order," Breakfast Plus Seminar, Boise, May 2007
• ''Tough Choices and Supertrends? Employment Law News You Can Use," Breakfast Plus Seminar, Boise, Oct. 2006
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Recognition
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•

Idaho Law Foundation CLE Committee Member, 2013-2016
Concordia University School of Law mentor, 2013-2016
Idaho State Bar Appellate Practice Section
Denise O'Donnell Day Pro Bono Award from Idaho State Bar, 2015

Education
• University of Washington School of Law, J.D., 2012
Executive Articles Editor, Pacific Rim Law & Policy Journal
• Boise State University, B.A., Anthropology, 2007, magna cum laude

Admissions
• Idaho
• U.S. District Court for the District of Idaho

Professional Experience
• Part of a team that successfully defeated million-dollar employment case filed against small family business.
Claims included wrongful termination, breach of employment contract, and Fair Labor Standards Act claim. Most
of case was dismissed on summary judgement.
• Achieved summary judgment for agricultural lender against third-party judgment creditor that had garnished
proceeds of lender's collateral.
• Second-chaired winning trial team that defeated a third party's claim of apparent agency against LLC due to
one member's alleged actions. Drafted briefs that achieved partial summary judgment prior to trial. Also drafted
briefs that allowed for recovery of all attorney fees incurred in this case.
• Second-chaired trial team in action by lender to obtain deficiency judgment against borrower.
• Assisted in large-scale Article 9 public auction of personal property collateral belonging to gravel and paving
operation.
• Part of team that drafted successful motion for transfer of venue in federal court in franchise dispute brought
against Enterprise Holdings, Inc.
• Part of team that successfully resisted motion for restraining order halting trustee's sale of residence due to
alleged violations of Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and nonjudicial foreclosure statutes.
• Successfully negotiated favorable child custody order for pro bono client in anticipation of opposing party's
release from prison
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Profile
Kersti Kennedy is an associate in the fi rm 's Litigation practice. She has experience in a wide variety of areas including
secured credit litigation, employment disputes, construction defect contract disputes, business torts, post judgement
collections and appeals.
She has argued in from of the Idaho Supreme Court. Prior to joining Givens Pursley, Kersti was an associate with Stoel
Rives. Prior she was a staff attorney with Idaho Legal Aid Services, Inc. at the Nampa Family Justice Center, where she
represented domestic violence victims in family law matters including divorce, custody, guardianship, and civil
protection order cases. During law school , she was an intern with the Cato lnstitute's Center for Constitutional Studies,
and for the Honorable Alan G . Lance, Sr. at the U.S. Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims.

Publications & Presentations
• "Life at a Large Law Firm," Panel Discussion, Concordia University School of Law, Aug . 2014
• "Why Land Tenure Reform Is the Key to Political Stability in Tonga," Pacific Rim Law & Policy Journal, March
2012(republished in shortened form in New Zealand Law Journal, Nov. 2012)
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NOV 1 7 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
Z VETOS, DEPUTY CLERK

Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON-LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Case No: CV-2015-8119
Plaintiff,
vs.
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF FEES
AND COSTS

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.

IRCP 54(o)(4)

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS
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COMES NOW, Plaintiff the City of Middleton ("Middleton"), by and through its counsel
of record, Joseph W. Borton of the firm Borton Lakey Law Offices, and submits to this Court
Plaintiffs Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs, in accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 54, Idaho Code §12-120, §12-121, IRCP 54(d), and IRCP 54(e), as well as the West
Highland's Impact Fee Agreement, which states:
6.
Attorneys' Fees. and COits. If either party shall demult under this Agreement
and said default is cured with the assistance of an attorney for the oth~ party, as a part of curing
said default, 1he reasonable attorneys' fees incurred by the other party shall be reimbursed to the
other party upon detnand. In the event a. suit or action is filed by either party against the other to
interpret or cu.force this Agreement, the unsuccessful party t.o such litigation agrees to pay to the
prevailing P811Y all costs and expenses, including attorneys' fQCs incurred therein, inoluding 1hc
same with respect to an appeal,

Judgment was filed and entered in this case on November 7, 2016, in accordance with
IRCP 58 which reads as follows:
Every judgment and amended judgment must be set forth on a separate document
as required in Rule 54(a). The filing of a judgment by the court as provided in
Rule 5(d) or the placing of the clerk's filing stamp on the judgment constitutes the
entry of the judgment, and the judgment is not effective before such entry. The
entry of the judgment must not be delayed for the taxing of costs.
IRCP 58 (emphasis added)
This Motion is filed within fourteen days of the entry of Judgment, in compliance with
IRCP 54(d)(4).
MIDDLETON PREVAILED

A prevailing party in an action is entitled to certain costs as a matter of right and may, in
some cases, also be awarded discretionary costs and attorney fees. Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l).
Rule 54(d)(l) guides the court's inquiry on the prevailing party question. In determining which
party prevailed in an action where there are claims and counterclaims between opposing parties,
the court determines who prevailed 'in the action.' That is, the prevailing party question is

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS
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examined and determined from an overall view, not a claim-by-claim analysis." Eighteen Mile
Ranch, L.L.C., v. Nord Excavating & Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 719, 117 P.3d 130, 133

(2005).
An examination of this case from an overall view shows that the City of Middleton
prevailed. This Declaratory Judgment action was filed by Middleton to resolve a dispute that
Coleman created without basis in law or fact. Coleman erroneously maintained that the West
Highlands Impact Fee Agreement and the Parks Dedication Agreement were void due to the
repeal of the City's impact fee ordinance. The City remained steadfast that both Agreements
were valid and enforceable, and was forced to file this Declaratory Action to interpret and
enforce the Agreements.

Within the first paragraph of Coleman's Answer, the Defendant

expressly denied the validity of both agreements. Subsequently, as was illustrated in detail within
the lengthy affidavits and depositions provided to the Court throughout this case, Coleman's
position was shown to be absurd. Eventually summary judgment was entered in the City's favor
confirming the validity of both agreements, and sparing the City the time and expense of a trial.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

The city and citizens of Middleton received through this litigation the declaratory ruling
it sought (that both the Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee Agreement were valid and
binding) while also defeating the single count (breach of contract) in Defendant's counterclaim
which was dismissed by Summary Judgment 1• As to the Defendant's final request which sought
a ruling that 6.92 acres were required to be provided as public open space, that too was denied by
Summary Judgment.
Avoiding liability is a significant benefit to a defendant. In baseball, it is said that a walk is as good
as a hit. The latter, of course, is more exciting. In litigation, avoiding liability is as good for a defendant as
winning a money judgment is for a plaintiff. Eighteen Mile Ranch, LLC v. Nord Excavating & Paving,
Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 719, 117 P.3d 130, 133 (2005).
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS
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Wherefore, the Plaintiff City of Middleton respectfully requests that this Court, consistent
with IRCP 54 and the parties' contract, enter an award of attorney's fees and costs in Plaintiffs
favor in the amount of $39,525.60.
These requests are supported by the Affidavit of Joseph W. Borton in Support of this
Motion, filed concurrently herewith.

DATED this 17th day November, 2016.
BORTON-LAKEY LAW OFFICES

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17th day ofNovember, 2016, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:
Bradley J. Dixon

-----~ U.S. Mail
_ _._K........_ Facsimile
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS
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Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON-LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

FI._~~
NOV 17 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLERK

z VETOS, DEPUTY CLERK

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Case No: CV-2015-8119
Plaintiff,
vs.
AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH W. BORTON IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,
V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.

AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH W. BORTON IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada
)
Joseph W. Borton, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
3.

I am the attorney of record for the Plaintiff, the City of Middleton (the

"Plaintiff') in the above-entitled action and make this Affidavit based on my personal
knowledge as such. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the items listed herein are
correct and claimed in compliance with IRCP 54. I am a partner in the law firm of
Borton Lakey Law Offices and am principally responsible for handling and supervising
the litigation of the above-captioned matter.
4.

I have been litigating cases in the Third District for the past nineteen years. My

normal hourly rate is $250.00 per hour. For this government client our firm has offered a
discounted rate for a number of years, and at the start of this case that rate was $150.00 per
hour. On May 4, 2016, the City of Middleton approved a rate increase for our firm's work on
all litigation matters including this case to $200.00 per hour. That change in rate is reflected on
the attached invoices, but remains below my standard hourly rate.
5.

An accurate description and itemization of the costs incurred and the

time and activities spent in pursuing this case is attached hereto as Exhibit A (the
''Itemization"). The Plaintiff's Memorandum of Fees and Costs filed concurrently
herewith is incorporated herein by this reference and restated as if set forth in full.
(A)

Costs as a Matter of Right: $2,128.05
•

$86.40 for a certified copy of the deposition transcript of Darin Taylor.

•

$391.65 for a certified copy of the deposition transcript of Thomas

AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH W. BORTON IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS
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Coleman
•
(B)
6.

$1,650.00 for the mediation fee before Judge McKee.
Attorney's Fees: $37,397.55. See Exhibit A.

Plaintiff should, in the interest of justice and under the laws of Idaho, be

awarded its claimed costs in the amount of $2,128.05 and attorney's fees in the amount of
$37,397.55 for a total amount of$39,525.60.
7.

As noted above for legal services provided to the Plaintiff in this matter, I have

billed them at a discounted rate of $150.00 per hour and beginning on May 4, 2016, an
increased rate of $200 per hour, a very reasonable rate given the complexity of the issues and
legal expertise required for diligent defense of this matter. The services I rendered were
necessarily incurred by the Plaintiff in pursuing this matter. For several years the Defendant
had taken a position that a Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee Agreement were
valid, but then for now valid reason the Defendant changed his position and claimed that both
agreements were void, and refused to abide by their terms. In response, the City of Middleton
was forced to seek this Court's assistance to enter a declaratory ruling as to their validity. In
that endeavor the City prevailed.
8.

This Affidavit is submitted in support of Plaintiffs' Application for Costs and

Attorneys' Fees pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54 in recognition of the factors the
Court must consider when awarding a prevailing party its attorneys' fees and costs,
particularly the factors listed in Rule 54(e)(3).
Rule 54(e)(3) Factors for Attorneys' Fees Award

A.

Time and Labor Required. The Defendant wasted the parties' time by first

AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH W. BORTON IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS
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alleging that the two Agreements at issue were no longer valid. It was this false position that
necessitated the Plaintiff to file the Declaratory Action. After litigation had commenced, and
discovery had been completed by the Plaintiffs, the Defendants decided to switch positions and
amend their Answer, and in so doing the Defendant agreed with the Plaintiffs position. The
Defendant then attempted to add seven new causes of action, six of which were disposed of
quickly, and the last one (breach of contract) was disposed of in Plaintiffs favor by summary
judgment.
B.

Novelty and Difficulty of Questions. The questions presented were unique and

novel to the extent that LLUPA and contract law were blended in the legal analysis.
C.

Skill Requisite to Perform Legal Services and Experience of Counsel. I have

represented hundreds of clients in civil litigation over the course of my nineteen-year career,
which has included numerous land use cases and contract disputes in Ada and Canyon County,
Idaho. Opposing counsel is a seasoned litigator with tremendous skill and experience and who
made novel arguments which were diligently alleged, defended and defeated.
D.

Prevailing Charges for like Work. As an attorney in Meridian, Idaho who

represents clients throughout the state of Idaho in both state and federal court, I am familiar
with the current billing rates of attorneys who practices are similar to mine. The discounted rate
I charge are well below the rates of other professionals with whom I am familiar and who
practice in litigation in the state ofldaho for like work.
E.

Fee Arrangement. The fee arrangement between the Plaintiff and Borton

Lakey was based on an hourly basis, billed in six minute increments.
F.

Time Limitations. None.

AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH W. BORTON IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS
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The Results Obtained. Plaintiff obtained a judgment its favor, which granted

the Plaintiff the relief requested in its Petition.
H.

The Undesirability of the Case. This case was not undesirable.

I.

The Nature and Length of Relationship with the Client. I have provided legal

advice and counsel to the Plaintiff for the past four years.

J.

Awards in Similar Cases. None.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT.

DATED this l 'fh day November, 2016.
AW OFFICES

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this \ / day of November, 2016.

Notary Public for t!1;;, ~ e~

Residing at

~£,<,Ila.a, ~
TZl2({6

My Commission Expires:

AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH W. BORTON IN SUPPORT OF
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of November, 2016, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:

__.,'v",_,.._ U.S. Mail

Bradley J. Dixon
GIVENS PURSLEY,

LLP

~
Facsimile
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

W. BORTON IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS

AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH
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BORTON•LAKEY
LAw&POLICY

INVOICE

141 ECARLTON AVE
MERIDIAN, IDAHO 83642
208-908-4415 (W)
208-493-461 0 (F)
WWW.BORTON•LAKEY.COM

11/30/2015
City of Middleton
c/o City Clerk
6 Dewey Ave
Middleton, Idaho 83644

6051

Project
West Highlands Matter

Work Completed
Draft letter
email data to client
tele call w/ opposing counsel
no charge
Draft letter

Time

0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.4

Description of Services
to client re: scheduling Order
re: mediation
Phone call with opposing counsel
email to client re: mediation
to counsel re: meet and confer for late
discovery

Rate
150.00
150.00
150.00
0.00
150.00

Date
11/9/2015
11/11/2015
11/18/2015
11/20/2015
11/20/2015

Amount
45.00
30.00
30.00
0.00
60.00

$165.00
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BORTON.. LAKEY
LAW&POLICY

INVOICE

141 E CARLTON AVE
MERIDIAN, IDAHO 83642

208-908-4415 (W)
208-493•461 0 (F)
WWW.BORTON•LAKEY.COM

12/29/2015
City of Middleton
c/o City Clerk
6 Dewey Ave
Middleton, Idaho 83644

6241

Project
West Highlands Matter

Work Completed
Tele conference with client
no charge
Draft letter
Legal Service
Draft letter
Legal Service
Consulting

Time
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.3
1
4.25

Legal Service

1.5

Legal Service

1.5

email to opposing counsel
Tele conference with counsel
Legal Service

0.2
0.3
2

no charge
email to opposing counsel
Tele conference with client
Legal Service

0.1
0.2
0.4
1

Office Meeting
Legal Service

1
1.7

Description of Services
phone conf with client
Email to opposing counsel- no charge
to opposing counsel re: mediation
Review/analyze answers to interrerogatories.
meet and confer letter to opposing counsel
Begin reviewing and analyzing documents
produced by Defendants.
review Discovery documents produced by
Coleman Homes 0001-01180; send all to
client for review and comment
Review/analyze discovery documents; office
conference with J. Borton regarding
documents to obtain from client/former
counsel based on review of documents to
date.
Review discovery documents produced and
prepare notes to file.
CY
Research Idaho case law regarding
voluntariness of agreements; review/analyze
discovery documents
Phone conf. with OT
re: scheduling order
prep for and participate in conference call with
Mayor
review emails and documents from Mayor and
Chris Y; prep for meeting with Chris Y.;
participate in meeting with Chris Y; emails to
Mayor and Chris Y

Rate

Date

Amount

150.00
0.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
150.00

12/1/2015
12/2/2015
12/3/2015
12/8/2015
12/9/2015
12/9/2015

30.00
0.00
45.00
60.00
45.00
150.00

150.00

12/10/2015

637.50

150.00

12/10/2015

225.00

150.00

12/11/2015

225.00

150.00
150.00
150.00

12/14/2015
12/14/2015
12/15/2015

30.00
45.00
300.00

0.00
150.00
150.00
150.00

12/16/2015
12/16/2015
12/21/2015
12/21/2015

0.00
30.00
60.00
150.00

150.00
150.00

12/22/2015
12/22/2015

150.00
255.00

$2,437.50
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BORTON•LAKEY
LAW&POLICY

INVOICE

141 E CARLTON AVE
MERIDIAN, IDAHO 83642
208-908-4415 (w)
208•493•461 0 (F)
WWW.BORTON•LAKEY.COM

1/26/2016
City of Middleton
c/o City Clerk
6 Dewey Ave
Middleton, Idaho 83644

6208

Project
West Highlands Matter

Work Completed
Legal Service

0.5

Legal Service

3,5

Legal Service
Legal Service

1.5
1.8

Prepare documents for Court

1.5

Tele conference with client
email
Consulting

Description of Services

Time

0.2
0.1
9.75

meeting with Victor V to review case (no
charge)
Finalize affidavit in support of summary
judgment; revise summary judgment brief to
include additional exhibits from affidavit.
Draft mediation statement
Revise/.complete mediation statement. (no
charge)
Final mediation statement preparation and
submit to client for review and comment
no charge
data to J McKee
Mediation Preparations and attendance with
Judge McKee
8sst: Qu iu tf S::mmu1 u liaba TM'

--

Rate

Date

Amount

0.00

1/7/2016

0.00

150.00

1/8/2016

525.00

150.00
0.00

1/11/2016
1/12/2016

225.00
0.00

150.00

1/14/2016

225.00

0.00
0.00
150.00

1/19/2016
1/19/2016
1/22/2016

0.00
0.00
1,462.50

71.H

-.ifi010i 1Qr

~

-. .

Thank you for your business!
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BORTON•LAKEY
LAW& POLICY

INVOICE

141 ECARLTON AVE
MERIDIAN, IDAHO 83642
208-908-4415 (w)
208-493·461 0 (F)
WWW.BORTON-LAKEY.COM

1/26/2016
City of Middleton
c/o City Clerk
6 Dewey Ave
Middleton, Idaho 83644

6208

Project
West Highlands Matter

Work Completed
Legal Service

Time
6.5

Description of Services
Review/analyze Development Agreement,
Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Dedication
Agreement and related correspondence;
review related staff reports and documents
related to approval of West Highlands.

Rate

Date

Amount

150.00

1/1/2016

975.00

150.00

1/2/2016

675.00

0.00

1/4/2016

0.00

150.00

1/5/2016

495.00

150.00

1/6/2016

555.00

150.00

1/7/2016

1,020.00

Research case law from other states
regarding validity of contracts upon repeal of
statute of ordinance; develop legal theories
supporting City's arguments.

Legal Service

4.5

Consulting

2.4

Legal Service

3.3

Legal Service

3.7

Legal Service

6.8

Continue reviewing/analyzing West Highland
approval documents; analyze timeline of
proceedings and communications between
City and Developer; develop legal arguments
and supporting documents for case.
research (cont) and discussion with CY (all at
no charge)
Review/analyze city code provisions for
application to arguments; continue preparing
fact section and arguments in mediation
statement/ summary judgment brief.
Continue preparing fact section and
arguments in mediation statement/ summary
judgment brief.
Revise/finalize summary judgment brief;
review public records/writings statute; office
conference with T. Lakey regarding MSJ
arguments and discuss possible additional
arguments.
Draft affidavit in support of summary
judgment.

Thank you for your business!
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BORTON•LAKEY
LAW&POLICY

I

141 ECARLTON AVE
MERIDIAN, IDAHO 83642

INVOICE

208-908-441 5 (w)
208-493•461 0 (F)
WWW.BORTON-LAKEY.COM

2/23/2016
City of Middleton
c/o City Clerk
6 Dewey Ave
Middleton, Idaho 83644

6335

Project
West Highlands Matter

Work Completed

Time

review documents
Tele conference with client
Draft Documents

0.4
0.8
0.5

Tele conference with client

0.2

email to opposing counsel
Legal Service

0.1
1.8

Legal Service

4

Legal Service

2.7

Legal Service

2.8

Legal Service

2.5

email to opposing counsel
Legal Service
Tele conference with client
email to opposing counsel
Tele conference with client
Consulting

0.3
1.3
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.5

Description of Services
proposed settlement agreement terms
amendments to proposed settlement
agreement
re: terms of modified resolution agreement
(no charge)
Research Idaho and out of state case law
decisions regarding legal consideration in land
use context.
Continue researching legal consideration
issue; review/analyze and identify
development documents supporting contract
consideration arguments.
Research Idaho case law decisions discussing
inapplicability of writ of mandate to land use
decisions relative to consideration arguments.
Revise/update summary judgment brief to
include failure of consideration
Research Idaho case law treatment of failure
of consideration after contract formation.
Continue revising summary judgment brief.
Continue reviewing files and drafting
consideration section of summary judgment
brief. (courtesy no charge)
Revise/update affidavit exhibits.
no charge
mediation status update
re: status of position from CH (no charge)
affidavit prep; revisions and submit to client for
comment and content

Rate
150.00
150.00
150.00

Date

Amount

1/27/2016
1/29/2016
1/29/2016

60.00
120.00
75.00

0.00

2/1/2016

0.00

150.00
150.00

2/1/2016
2/1/2016

15.00
270.00

150.00

2/2/2016

600.00

150.00

2/3/2016

405.00

150.00

2/5/2016

420.00

0.00

2/6/2016

0.00

150.00
150.00
0.00
150.00
0.00
150.00

2/9/2016
2/12/2016
2/18/2016
2/19/2016
2/22/2016
2/22/2016

45.00
195.00
0.00
30.00
0.00
75.00

$2,310.00

Thank you for your business!
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3/24/2016
City of Middleton
c/o City Clerk
6 Dewey Ave
Middleton, Idaho 83644

INVOICE

6456

Project
West Highlands Matter

Work Completed

Time

Prepare documents for Court

4.75

no charge
Tele conference with client
email
Consulting

0.1
0.4
0.2
0.6

Legal Service

2

Legal Service

2

Tele conference with client
email
Legal Service

0.5
0.3
5

Tele conference with client
Consulting

1.2
1.2

Description of Services
Continued revisions to Memorandum in
Support of SJ and Affidavit of DT in support;
review all with client
Email to Darin (no charge)
DT (no charge)
to CY (no charge)
review new filing for amended Answer and
counterclaim; discussion of both with counsel
and Mayor
Review/analyze Taylor testimony in affidavit
and review exhibits; revise/update summary
judgment brief.
Revise/update summary judgment brief and
affidavit of Taylor.
(no charge)
to counsel and client re: stalled negotiations
revisions to summary judgment brief facts
section and argument
case status and resolution options
site visit
Cost: Mediation fee from Judge McKee

Rate

Date

Amount

150.00

3/1/2016

712.50

0.00
0.00
0.00
150.00

3/1/2016
3/1/2016
3/1/2016
3/3/2016

0.00
0.00
0.00
90.00

150.00

3/8/2016

300.00

150.00

3/14/2016

300.00

0.00
150.00
150.00

3/15/2016
3/15/2016
3/15/2016

0.00
45.00
750.00

150.00
150.00
1,650.00

3/18/2016
3/18/2016
3/3/2016

180.00
180.00
1,650.00

$4,207.50

Thank you for your business!
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4/25/2016
City of Middleton
c/o City Clerk
6 Dewey Ave
Middleton, Idaho 83644

INVOICE

6582

Project
West Highlands Matter

Work Completed
Legal Service

Time
2

Tele conference with client
Prepare for court proceeding
review documents

0.5
1
0.3

Court Appearance

1.7

Draft letter

0.3

Draft Documents
email to opposing counsel
Draft letter

1.5
0.2
0.3

Description of Services
Finalize brief in opposition to motion to
amend.
no charge
rebuttal brief from Coleman on Motion to
amend answer
Oral argument on Motion to amend pleadings;
granted and denied in part
to B Dixon re: basis for paragraph 3 financial
guarantee dispute
Answer to counterclaim
to Brad Dixon w return of impact fees

Rate

Date

Amount

150.00

4/13/2016

300.00

0.00
150.00
150.00

4/18/2016
4/20/2016
4/20/2016

0.00
150.00
45.00

150.00

4/21/2016

255.00

150.00

4/21/2016

45.00

150.00
150.00
150.00

4/22/2016
4/22/2016
4/22/2016

225.00
30.00
45.00

$5,850.00

Thank you for your business!
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4/25/2016
City of Middleton
c/o City Clerk
6 Dewey Ave
Middleton, Idaho 83644

6582

Project

West Highlands Matter

Work Completed

Time

Description of Services

Rate

Tele conference with client
Draft Documents
Legal Service

0.5
5.5
2.7

150.00
150.00
150.00

3/30/2016
4/5/2016
4/6/2016

75.00
825.00
405.00

Prepare documents for Court

3.1

150.00

4/7/2016

465.00

Legal Service

5.3

150.00

4/7/2016

795.00

Office Meeting
Legal Service

0.4
3.7

150.00
150.00

4/8/2016
4/8/2016

60.00
555.00

Consulting

0.3

0.00

4/11/2016

0.00

Legal Service

3.5

150.00

4/11/2016

525.00

Prepare documents for Court
Legal Service

2.5
4.5

Phone conference
continued briefing for S. Judgement
Review/analyze motion to amend and
proposed amended complaint and briefing
arguments. Review/research amendment of
pleading standards.
continued SJ briefing and research;
amendments to memorandum and affidavit
Research Idaho case law decisions regarding
abuse of discretion standard in context of
court denying motion to amend; draft response
brief.
with DT to review affidavit
Continue reviewing appellate case law
decisions involving denial of motion to amend;
shepardize cases and review citing decisions;
continue drafting response; research Idaho
case law decisions regarding state
constitutional takings claims barred by failure
to give City notice for use in brief.
discussion with CY re: terms of financial
guarantee (no charge)
Continue preparing response brief to motion to
amend.
SJ matters
Review documents regarding City's collection
of impact fees relative to statute of limitations
argument; research Idaho case law citations
regarding failure to comply with tort claim
notice; research/review counterclaim's 42 USC
1983 action and application of Williamson
County ripeness test application; continue
preparing brief in opposition to motion to
amend.

150.00
150.00

4/12/2016
4/12/2016

375.00
675.00

Thank you for your business!
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5/23/2016

City of Middleton
c/o City Clerk
6 Dewey Ave
Middleton, Idaho 83644

6701

Project
West Highlands Matter

Work Completed

Time

email to opposing counsel
email data to client
Draft letter

0.2
0.2

email to opposing counsel
Prepare documents for Court

0.1

0.4
1

Description of Services

re: response to financial guarantee request
to opposing counsel regarding the analysis of
financial guarantee owed for public park space
Answer to amended complaint and
counterclaim to client for review and comment

Rate

Date

Amount

150.00
150.00
150.00

4/27/2016
5/2/2016
5/2/2016

30.00
30.00
60.00

200.00

5/11/2016
5/17/2016

20.00
200.00

200.00

$340.00

911
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141 E CARLTON AVE
MERIDIAN, IDAHO 83642
208-908-4415 (w)
208-493•461 0 (F)
WWW.BORTON-LAKEY.COM

6/23/2016
City of Middleton
c/o City Clerk
6 Dewey Ave
Middleton, Idaho 83644

6783

Project
West Highlands Matter

Work Completed
tele call w/ opposing counsel
Prepare documents for Court
email data to client

Time

0.2
0.4
0.2

Description of Services
stip to adjust deadline for written discovery
re: new SJ hearing date

Rate
200.00
200.00
200.00

Date
6/20/2016
6/20/2016
6/20/2016

Amount
40.00
80.00
40.00

$160.00
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6899

Project
West Highlands Matter

Work Completed

Time

Legal Service

1.7

email
email to opposing counsel
Legal Service

0.2
0.1

4.5

Prepare documents for Court
Legal Service

0.3
3

Legal Service

0.5

Legal Service

4.7

Draft Documents

2.5

Draft Documents

5

Prepare documents for Court
telephone call
Prepare documents for Court

3.5
0.1
1.5

Description of Services
Review Defendant's memorandum in support
of summary judgment and supporting
affidavits.
to COY re: witness lists
re: witness list
Continue researching Idaho case law
treatment of estoppel; revise summary
judgment brief to include arguments
dismissing counterclaim.
revised stipulation re: witnesses for trial
Research Idaho case law decisions re: all
elements of breach of contract must be
present for entry of judgment; review Taylor
affidavit and revise/update fact section of
summary judgment; revised dismissing
counterclaims and argument section.
Research Idaho case law regarding notice
requirement to City as defense to contract
claim; office conference with J. Borton
regarding same.
Research Idaho case law decisions regarding
notice of claim requirement in context of
pleading affirmative defense; draft/revise
summary judgment memorandum.
Amended SJ matter on our claim and Def
counterclaim
continued work and review with client on
revised affidavit of DT for summary judgment
filing; continued brief research and
preparations
to DT
Motion and Aff for modified SJ filing

Rate

Date

Amount

200.00

6/27/2016

340.00

200.00
200.00
200.00

7/4/2016
7/4/2016
7/5/2016

40.00
20.00
900.00

200.00
200.00

7/5/2016
7/6/2016

60.00
600.00

200.00

7/8/2016

100.00

200.00

7/12/2016

940.00

200.00

7/13/2016

500.00

200.00

7/15/2016

1,000.00

200.00
200.00
200.00

7/18/2016
7/19/2016
7/19/2016

700.00
20.00
300.00

$5,520.00
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c/o City Clerk
6 Dewey Ave
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Project
West Highlands Matter

Work Completed

Time

Description of Services

Rate

Legal Service

1.7

200.00

7/18/2016

340.00

Legal Service

1.7

200.00

7/25/2016

340.00

email to opposing counsel
Draft letter
Tele conference with client
Legal Service

0.4
0.3
0.3

Review/revise final memorandum in support of
summary judgment draft and citations to
Affidavit of Taylor.
Review email from attorney Dixon regarding
challenge to service of City's memorandum in
support of summary judgment; research case
law and civil rules regarding service of rule.
Email to J. Borton regarding same.
re: deadlines for hearing x 2
to client re: notice of deposition

7/25/2016

7/27/2016
7/27/2016
7/27/2016

80.00
60.00
60.00

2.2

200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00

440.00

research
Prepare documents for Court
Legal Service

2.5
1.75
2.5

200.00
200.00
200.00

7/29/2016
7/29/2016
7/29/2016

500.00
350,00
500.00

Legal Service

3.5

200.00

8/1/2016

700.00

200.00
200.00

8/2/2016
8/2/2016

40.00
1,150.00

200.00

8/2/2016

200.00

200.00

8/15/2016

40.00

tele call w/ opposing counsel
Prepare for court proceeding
Legal Service
email to opposing counsel

0.2
5.75
1
0.2

Review/analyze Coleman's memorandum in
support of summary judgment and supporting
affidavit. Prepare argument outline.
caselaw in response to Coleman SJ motion
motion to amend scheduling order
Office conference with J. Borton regarding
arguments in response to Coleman summary
judgment. Review Taylor additivity exhibits
and prepare City's reply brief to Coleman's
MSJ.
Revise/finalize draft of City's memorandum in
opposition to Coleman MSJ.
continued preparation for reply brief to
Coleman Motion for summary judgment
Review Coleman's motion to strike and review
case law decisions cited by briefing.
re: depositions

Date

Amount

$4,800.00
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9/19/2016
City of Middleton
c/o City Clerk
6 Dewey Ave
Middleton, Idaho 83644

Project

West Highlands Matter

Work Completed

Description of Services

Time

email data to client
email to opposing counsel
Prepare documents for Court

0.1
0.2
0.3

Consulting
email to opposing counsel
Tele conference with client
Court Appearance

3.5
0.2
0.3
5.5

Consulting

1.4

email data to client
Consulting

0.1
4.5

Draft letter
Prepare documents for Court

0.3
5.75

Prepare for court proceeding
Court Appearance

1
1.2

re: deposition date and time
re: stipulated trial dates
2nd amended notice of deposition for T
Coleman
dfepostion outline nad preparation

x2
Deposition prep and completion for Thomas
Coleman and Mayor Taylor
review reply memorandum, factual and
caselaw basis for claims and prepare rebuttal
research rebuttal brief points for SJ, prepare
rebuttal brief
to client w new Court Trial Order
Rebuttal brief completion of research; review
of transcript of T Coleman; final drafting of
brief in response
oral argument on cross motions for summary
judgment
Cost: Deposition Transcript - Original &
Certified Copy, Coleman

Rate

Date

Amount

20.00
200.00
200.00

8/16/2016
8/19/2016
8/25/2016

2.00
40.00
60.00

200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00

8/29/2016
8/30/2016
8/30/2016
9/1/2016

700.00
40.00
60.00
1,100.00

200.00

9/2/2016

280.00

200.00
200.00

9/2/2016
9/5/2016

20.00
900.00

200.00
200.00

9/7/2016
9/7/2016

60.00
1,150.00

200.00
200.00

9/14/2016
9/15/2016

200.00
240.00

391.65

9/13/2016

391.65

$5,243.65
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City of Middleton
c/o City Clerk
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INVOICE
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Project
West Highlands Matter

Work Completed
email data to client
Consulting

Time

Description of Services

0.2

0.4

review final decision from the Court and
forward all to client
Cost: Tucker & Assoc. - Cert. Copy of Taylor
Transcript

Rate

Date

Amount

200.00
200.00

9/20/2016
10/19/2016

80.00

86.40

9/29/2016

86.40

40.00

$206.40
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK
M MARTINEZ, DEPUTY

Joseph W. B01ion ISB #5552
BORTON-LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@b011on-lakey.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Case No: CV-15-8119
Plaintiff,
vs.
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,
V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.
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COMES NOW, Plaintiff, by and through its counsel of record, Joseph W. Borton of the
fum Borton Lakey Law Offices and hereby submits this response to Defendants' Motion for
Reconsideration. Plaintiff specifically objects to any attempt to litigate new issues or legal
theories that were not pied nor argued on summary judgment, including all issues raised in the
Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration.

ARGUMENT
On January 20, 2009 Thomas Coleman wrote a letter to the city, offering the city
15.1 acres of public open space. Taylor Ajfd, July 21, 2016 125-26, Ex 2A, 2B. It was
voluntary. It was Coleman's idea. It was incorporated into the Conditions of Approval without
any objection. These facts are in the record and are undisputed. These IS.I acres of public open
space were a commitment that fol1owed the development through the entire land use approval
process, without any objection from Coleman or its representatives who were present at each
hearing (Taylor Ajfd, ,r32-42), and was expressly integrated into the ••conditions of Approval"
for the West Highlands development.
Following approval and this 15.1 acre obligation, the next question was if any parks
impact fees or credits would have been owed to either party? That was a separate question, the
answer to which would not change the number of acres of parks that were required. Was
Coleman entitled to impact fee credits? Or did Coleman still owe impact fees? Instead of
answering those questions the parties entered a second voluntary agreement called the "Impact
Fee Agreement". There the parties simply agreed that they would treat it as a "wash" - no one
owed the other anything. No park impact fees were owed, and no credits were owed. A simple,
voluntary solution.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
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Finally, the parties were required to come up with some agreement on how these public
acres would be privately managed. So they did, voluntarily, and called it a Parks Dedication
Agreement. That is it.
The Defendants' new argument is misleading by design. New claims about the powers of
a city, and reforming a contract (neither of which were pied), are a mere distraction from what
the Court has already recognized as Coleman's park space requirement. The Defendants have
conceded on the record that both contracts are valid and enforceable as-is, and even Mr.
Coleman testified under oath that he is required to provide 15.1 acres of public open space.

In Re Old Cutters cited by the Defendant is a Federal bankruptcy court decision, not a decision
of the Idaho Supreme Court. 488 B.R. 130 (2012). This bankruptcy case distinguished situations
when a developer was forced to contribute from situations like here where a developer
voluntarily contributes without objection. Purely voluntary commitments are permissible. See
generally; Buckskin Properties, Inc. v. Valley Cty., 154 Idaho 486, 300 P.3d 18 (2013), KMST,
LLC v. Cty. ofAda, 138 Idaho 577, 67 P.3d 56 (2003). But now for the first-time, Defendants'
counsel wants to argue on reconsideration that the amount of acreage that Coleman offered the
City should not have been so high back in 2009. Coleman is too late to claim that, regardless of
the fact that it was Coleman's idea in the first place.
LLUPA "permits judicial review of some land use decisions made by a governing board."
Highlands Dev. Corp. v. City of Boise, 145 Idaho 958, 961, 188 P.3d 900, 903 (2008). A local
agency making land use decisions under LLUPA is treated as a government agency under
IDAPA. Crown Point Dev., Inc. v. City of Sun Valley, 144 Idaho 72, 75, 156 P.3d 573, 576
(2007). "The doctrine of exhaustion requires that where an administrative remedy is provided by
statute, relief must first be sought by exhausting such remedies before the courts will act." Regan

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
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v. Kootfrwi Cn(v .• 140 Idaho 721, 724~ 100 P.3d 615~ 618 (2004), Whereapmiy aggrie-ved by

a.

land use decision fails tt, exhaust adminfottative remedies, dismissal of its claim is warranted. Id.

Buckskin Properties, Inc.

P.

Valley (.:ty., 154 ldaho 486, 300 P.3d 18, (2013).

As Cole1:na11 has admitted, IDIFA does not prohibit governmental erililies and developers
from voh.mtarily entering into contracts to fond an.d. construct improvements. A voluntary
agreement between a. govermnental entity and a developer, whereby the developer voluntru'ily

agree~ to pay for capital improvenwnts that will facilitate his cleveiopmtmt plans, does not run
afoul of IDlFA. Buck'ikit~. supr·a.
PR.\YER FOR RELIEF
Jµst last mopth a 5.9 acre park was. d~icilted by Colctnan as privately owned public open
space in West Highlands. It is a start.

Tiie rem1:1ining 9.2 ac.rns m.ust bfl dedicated an.d. made aviiilable to the citizens of
11;1:iddleton, just as Coleman ha--;. proposed he would do back in 2009. It was a CQn.tractual
condition of apprqval that Coleman offered and agreed to then, arid must live up to now,

Vv1:ierefore, the Defendant's Motion fot Reconsid~ration should be DENIED.

·o•A~.'T'E'I)
I. • " 1s· dtty~Novemv-.:r,
·
.
·· . h:us
..,.Q l o.
L

•.

I.,.

•'} '
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisdJ.. day ofNovcm1ber. 2016, a true and ('.Orrect copy of
the foregoing docmnent \Vas served by first~dass mail, postage prepaid, ,md addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personalJy delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated bekn.v:
Bradley J, Dixon
GIVENS PURSLEY,

·····v···

LLP

U.S. Mail

...... i\.._ Facsimile

601 \Vest Baimock Street

Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

P.(J Box 2720
Boise, ID 8370 l ~2720
Facsimile: (208) 388--1300
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_F_IA.~£l'l ctM.
Bradley J_ Dix.on, !SB No. 6167
Kerst.i H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064

NOV 28 2016

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
~PETERSON,DEPUTY

601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradlcydixon@ givenspursley .com

kerstikenriedy(@givenspursl ey. com
Attorneys f.or De.fondllnts and Counterclaima nts

IN 'rHE DISTRICT COURT OF TH'.E THIRD JUD.IClAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF lDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Plai11tiff~

Case No. CV~l 5-8119
V,

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an ldaho limited lfabilhy company,
WEST HIGHLANDS StJBDlVISlON
HOMEOWNER S ASSOClATlON , INC, an
Idaho Corp(Jration; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND Df.NEL()PMENT', LLC, an ldaho
limited liability companyj

DEP.RNDAN'l'S' MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFJi''S PETITION FOR FEES
AND COSTS

De fondants.

c:c5IIiY;J:AN HOMES, LLC,·;;;":idaho·limited
liability company, and WEST HlGHLANDSj
LLC, an ldalw limilcd liability company,
WEST H.IGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASS(X;lATION . INC, an
Idaho Cot-p(lration; WEST HKJHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
l.irnited fo1bility company,

Defendants and Counterclainmnts.
v,.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Countcrdefondant,

DEFENDANT S' MOTION TO STRIKE
.PLAlNTIFF''S PETI.TION FOR .FEES AND COSTS ·· l
13436280~1
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I. ARGUMENT
On November 2t 2016, this Court entered a Judgment consistent with its decision on the
pa11.ies 1 cross rnotions for summary judgment. While the Clerk's certificate of service indi.cates
that the Judgment was not :filed and mailed until Novetnber 7, 2016, it was plainly signed on
November 2, 2016.

Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(4), a memorandwn of fees and costs must be
filed within 14 days of entry of judgment:
(4) Memorandum of Costs. At any time after the verdict of a jury or a decision of
the court. but not later than 14 days after entry of judgment, any party who claims

costs may fi]c and serve on adverse. parties a memorandum of costs, itemizing
each claimed expense. The memorandum must state that to the best of the party's
knowledge and belief the items are correct aod that the cost~ claimed are in
C(>mpliance with this rule . .Failure to timely file a memorandl.lm of costs is a
waiver of the right to costs. A memorandum of costs prematurely filed is

considered as timely.
Id. Since the rule starts the clock running at ••entrii of judgment, rat11er than "service,"

the petitic.mer does not receive an additional three days for mailing under I.R.C.P. 2.2(c)
(formerly, Rule 6(e)(l)). E.g., Shelton v. Shelton., 148 Idaho 560,564,225 P.3d 693, 697

(2009)(The "three~day rule" did not apply to extend the tim.e to file a Ruic 59(c) ·rnotion.

to amend a judgment because ..a 1notion to alter or amend a judgment must be served
within fourteen days after entry of the final judgment:')

Tho City has never served the Dofondants with its memorandum of foes and costs--the
Defendants discovered it by reviewing the Repository Record of Actions. Nevertheless, the
memorandum, which was apparently filed on November 17, 2016, is untimely. Fourteen days

after ent1·y (November 2; 2016) would require that the memorandum be filed 011 November 161
2016. Thus, the memorandum is a day late and should be stricken as untimely.
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DATED: November 28, 2016,

GIVENS PURSLEY

UY

~. . .21..· ~ ~ - bracffey_j_ Dixon
Kcrsti H.. Kennedy
Attorneys for Defendants and
Counterclaimants
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NOV 2 9 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
Z VETOS, DEPUlY CLERK

Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON-LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Case No: CV-15-8119
Plaintiff,
vs.
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS'
PETITION FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND
COSTS

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,
V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.
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COMES NOW, Plaintiff, by and through its counsel of record, Joseph W. Borton of the
firm Borton Lakey Law Offices and hereby moves this Court to disallow the Memorandum of
Fees and Costs submitted by the Defendant.

It is self-evident that this fee request for $122,470.99 is simply outrageous. This case
was closed on summary judgment. There was no trial. The defendant propounded no discovery,
and answered a single set from the Plaintiff. Each side deposed a total of one person, for a half
day. $122,470.99 in fees shocks the conscious.

Yet to delve into that request further is not

necessary, because the Defendant is not entitled to any fees and costs -- the Defendant did not
prevail.
ARGUMENT

The Defendant did not prevail. As set forth within the Plaintiffs petition for attorney's
fees and costs, the result of the entire litigation was in Plaintiffs favor. The declaratory relief
that Plaintiff sought was granted; both agreements were deemed valid and binding. The
Defendant sought to request six counterclaims in a Motion to Amend its initial Answer. The
claims were baseless, and the Plaintiff filed a thorough brief in opposition to that request to
amend, and in response the Plaintiff did not pursue them any further. Finally, the one
counterclaim that the Defendant did allege was dismissed at summary judgment.
As for how many acres needed to be made public, the Defendant raised that issue, not the
Plaintiff. The Plaintiff was not aware of any dispute on the number of acres to be provided
because the agreements identified that number, starting back with the Defendant's 2009 offer to
provide 15.1 acres. The Plaintiff simply responded to the Defendant's misguided attempt to
reduce the public park acreage, and the Court agreed by rejecting the Defendant's argument at
Summary Judgment.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF

The final judgment in this case, when viewed in relation to the relief sought by the
respective parties, shows that the Plaintiff prevailed. E.g.. Eighteen Mile Ranch, LLC v. Nord
Excavating & Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 117 P.3d 130 (2005).

Wherefore, the City of Middleton as Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court DENY
Defendant's motion for attorney fees.

DATED this 29th day November, 2016.
BORTON-LAKEY LAW OFFICES
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thiQ,g day of November, 2016, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:
Bradley J. Dixon

U.S. Mail
--A- Facsimile
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery
-----"'y7

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
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CICRTIFICATE OF S.ERVJCE
l HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28 day of November, 2016, I served a true and

correct cx>py of the foregoing DEF'l!~N0ANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE PLAlNTIFU''S
PETITION FOR FEES AND COSTS in the above-entitled matter as follows:
.Joseph W. Borton
•Borton Lakey Law Offices
.· 141 E. Carlton Ave.
:.Meridian, 1D 83642
:.Facsimile: 208-493~4610
·.Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

[ ] Via U.S. Mail

[X] Via FliCSitnile
[ ] Via Overnight Mail

[ ] Via Hand Delivery
[X] Via email

By:

-~~~2~c.h
Bradley J. Dixon
Kersti H. Kennedy
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Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON-LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493A610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Case No: CV-15-8119
Plaintiff,
vs.
MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANTS'
PETITION FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND
COSTS

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,
V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.

MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANTS' PETITION FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
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COMES NOW, Plaintiff, by and through its counsel of record, Joseph W. Borton of the
firm Borton Lakey Law Offices and hereby moves this Court to disallow the Memorandum of
Fees and Costs submitted by the Defendant.
It is self-evident that this fee request for $122,470.99 is simply outrageous. This case
was closed on summary judgment. There was no trial. The defendant propounded no discovery,
and answered a single set from the Plaintiff. Each side deposed a total of one person, for a half
day. $122,470.99 in fees shocks the conscious.

Yet to delve into that request fu1ther is not

necessary, because the Defendant is not entitled to any fees and costs -- the Defendant did not
prevail.

ARGUMENT
The Defendant did not prevail. As set fo1th within the Plaintiffs petition for attorney's
fees and costs, the result of the entire litigation was in Plaintiff's favor. The declaratory relief
that Plaintiff sought was granted; both agreements were deemed valid and binding. The
Defendant sought to request six counterclaims in a Motion to Amend its initial Answer. The
claims were baseless, and the Plaintiff filed a thorough brief in opposition to that request to
amend, and in response the Plaintiff did not pursue them any further. Finally, the one
counterclaim that the Defendant did allege was dismissed at summary judgment.
As for how many acres needed to be made public, the Defendant raised that issue, not the
Plaintiff. The Plaintiff was not aware of any dispute on the number of acres to be provided
because the agreements identified that number, starting back with the Defendant's 2009 offer to
provide 15.1 acres. The Plaintiff simply responded to the Defendant's misguided attempt to
reduce the public park acreage, and the Court agreed by rejecting the Defendant's argument at
Summary Judgment.
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The final judgment in this case, vvhen viev11ed in relation to Hie relief sought by the
respective parties, shows that the Plaintiff prevailed. Eg.. Eighteen MUe Ranch, LLC v. Nord

Excavating & Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 117 P.3d 130 (2005).
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C.ERTlFJCATI~ O.F SERVICE

~,....,
l HEREJlY CERTIFY that on this )L\:!ay of November, 2016, a true and correct copy of
the f(}J:egoing document '.Vas served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnighi delivety to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in ~harge of the office as indicated below:
Bradley J. Dixon
GJVENS PURSLEY,

X

LL.P

601 \Vest Bannc>ck Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-:2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-UOO

trs. j\.fail
Facsimile
Overnight tvf ail
Hand Delivery
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Bradle y J. Dixon , ISB No. 6167
K.ersti .H. Kenne dy, ISB No. 9064
GIVEN S PURS LEY LLP
601 W. Banno ck Street
PO:So x 2720

DEC O1 2016
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
P SALAS, DEPUTY

Boise~ lD 83701-2720
Teleph one (208) 388·-1200
Facsim ile (208) 388-13 00
brndleydix.on@givenspursley.com
kerstik enncdy @give nspurs ley.com
Attorn eys for Defend ants and Counterdaimants

IN TiiE DISTRICT COUR 'f OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF l'.HE
STAT E OF IDAHO., IN AND FOR THE COUN TY OF CANY ON
THE CITY OF MTDDLETON,

P.lainti.H;
v.

Case No. CV -l 5-•8119

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, im Idaho limited
liability C()mpany, and WEST HIGHLANDS,

Dli:FE NDAN TS' MOTI ON TO
DISAL LOW PLAINTlF'F'S
M~:MORANl>UM Oli' fi'ftl~S AND COSTS

LLC, an Idaho limited liability compan y,
WEST HIGHL ANDS SUBDI VlSION
HOME OWNE RS ASSOC IATIO N, INC, an
Idaho Co11,oration; WEST HIGHL ANDS

LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho

lin:1.ited liability company>

___

Defondant s .
.,.,.............................,.......,......--.. ........,............"'. ""...."'......,......,.
~

...................,_.....................

,

COLEM AN HOME S, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST .HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an ldaho limited lfability compan y,
WEST HIGHL ANDS SUBDI VISIO N
HOME OWNE RS ASSOC IATIO N, INC, an
Idaho Corpor ation; WEST HIGHL ANDS

LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho

limited liabilit y company;

v.
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Defend ants and Counte rclaima nts.

THE crrY OF MfDDL ETON ,
Plainti ff and Couutt.>:rdcfcndanl,
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Defendants Coleman Homes. LLC. West Highlands, LLC, West Highlands Subdivision

Homeowners Association, Inc., and West Highlands Land Devek>pinent, LLC, by and through
their counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, hereby respectfully move this Court for an order
disallowing Plaintiffs Memorand um of Fees and Costs pursuant. to LR.C.P. 54(<1)(5).
This motion is supported by the Memonmdurn in s-~1pport. of Defendants ' Motion to
Disallow Plaintiff's Memorandu m of Fees and Costs and the pleadings on file in this matter.
DATED: December I, 2016.

GIVENS PURSLEY

U.J•

Bradley J. Dixon
Kersti H. Ken.nedy
A tt.omeys for Defendants and
Counterclai m ants
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CERTlli'ICA TE OF SERVICE
l HEREBY CERTIFY that on thia 1st day of December, 20 l 6, l served a true and
correct copy of the fnregoing DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DJS.AL.LOW

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS in the above-entitled matter as
follows:

,-------------~·····"·. . . . . . _._ . ., ,., , _. _._=
Joseph W. Borton

··

Bo.rton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

Facsimile: 208-493-4610

.Em.ai.1: joe@borton~lHkey.com

T]

Via U.S. Mftil

[X]
[ ]
[ ]
[XJ

Via Facsimile
Vi a Overnight Mail
Via Hand Delivery

Via email

'--------------------....e.·. _. . . . . . . . . . _.,.,., ,.,. . , , ,.. ._. . . . . . , ,. . . . . . ., . . .,. . , ,. . . ,. . . ___,
By:
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Brndley J_ Dixon, lSB No. 6 l 67
Kcrsti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064

DEC O1 2016

GIVEN S PURSL EY LLP
601 W. Bannoc k Street

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
P SALAS, DEPUTY

PO Box 2720
Boise1 ID 83701-2?20
Teleph one (208) 388wl200
Facsim ile (208) 388-13 00
brad1eydix:on@.gi venspurs1ey.eom
ken.tikcnned y@givenspursl ey. com
Attorne ys for Defendants and Counterclaim,1111:s

INT.HE DlSTRlCl' COURT OF TH.E THIRD JUDIC IAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF [DAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

Case N(). CV -15-8119

v.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
l.iability company, and WEST' .HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability compan y,
WEST HIOHL ANDS SUBDIV ISION
HOMEO WNERS ASSOCIATION, lNC, im.
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MEMO RAND UM lN SUPPORT OF

DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO

J>JSALLOW PLAINTlf?Jt'S
MEMO RAND UM OF FEES AND COSTS

Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHT.ANDS
tAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Htnitcd liability compan y,

De fondants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limite,cl

liability compan y, and WEST HIGH.LANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability compan y,
WEST HIGHL ANDS SUBDIV ISION

HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, JNC, an
Idaho Co1-porati<nl; WT:~ST HIGI-ILANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENI', LLC, an ldaho
lirnitcd liability company,
v ..

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintif f and Counter defenda nt,

MEMO RAND UM IN SUPPO RT OF DEFENDANTS' MO'I'ION TO D.ISAL
:LOW
PLAIN 'Jl.Ff'S M.11:MORANDUM OF F.EES AND COSTS - 1
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COME NOW the Defendants ("Cc>km1an") by and through their attorneys ofrncorc.1,
Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby submit this memorandum in support of their Motion to Disallow

Attorney Fees and Costs.

I.

A.

ARGUMENT

'I'hc City's .Request fo1· Attorney Fees and Costs is Premature.

Coleman notes lnitiaJly that the Citis request for fees and costs is premature, as crossmotions to reconsider are currently pending before the C()urt. Once this Court makes its decision
on the motions for reconsideration, fm1her analysis and briefing may be needed.

B.

The City is Not the Prevailing .Party.

wrhe dekrminnticm of whc> is a prevailing party is cmmnitted to the S()und discretion of
the trial coutt." Bream v. Benscoter, 139 Idaho 364, 368, 79 P.3d 723, 727 (2003); see also

Idaho R. Civ . .P. 54(d)(] )(B).

Generally, the prevailing paziy question is examined and

determint~d. from an overall view, not on a cla.im~bywcluinl basis. Hubo· v. Ligh(fcm::e USA, lnc.,
159 Idaho 833,367 P.3d 228~ 248 (2016). Idaho R. Civ..P. 54(d)(I)(B) sets forth the goveming
legal standards on the prevailing party issue. The.re are three factors the trial court should
consider when determining which party, if any, prevaikd: (I) the final judgment or rcs1.11t
obtained in relal:ion to the relief sought; (2) whether there were multiple claims or issues between
the parties; and (3) the extent to which ct1ch of the parties prevailed on each of the claims or
issues. Nguyen v. Bui, 146 ldaho 187, .192, 191 P.3d :t 107, 1 l 12 (Ct. App. 2008)(dting Idaho R.

Civ. P. 54(d)(l)(B)).
In tttking an overall view

tYf the

case, the City is

ll()t

the prevailing patty. The City aimed

to require Coleman to dedicate l 5.1 acres of land under the development agrec1m.>J1t, but was
unsuccessful. On St'}'.ltt-'1nber 3, 2015, Plaintiff filed the Petition for Declaratory RuJing
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("Plaintiff's Complaint''). Plaintiff's Complaint asked only that this Court conclude th.at the IFA
and Parks Dedication Agreement ("PDA") are enforceable. Plaintifrs Complaint identified no

dispute and did not request that this Court interpret any clement of the two contracts. During an
attempt at mediation in this case, it became clear that Middleton was seeking to obtain an

cxtrel\lely limited rulin.g from this Court .in an efibrt to contort: the nntt1.re of the open space
required by the PDA, by using a strained reading of the applicable development agreements.
Additionally~ during the course of settleme11t discussions the Plaintiff threatened to change
ordinances and the manner in which Detl.'tldants are regulated in the City of Middleton. As a
result, Defendants sought permission and were granted pcnnission to serve the Amended Answer
to Petition for Declaratory Ruling and Counterclaim (the "Counterclaim"). The Coru1terclaim
was a direct resp<mse to Plaintifrs improper attempts at re~ru1ating building in. the City of
Middleton and the less tha.n forthright approach taken by PlaintJffs Complaint. The
Counterclaim requested a complete interpretation of the IFA and PDA as wel I as asserting a
breach Qf contract claim regarding surreptitiou~l.y collected impuct fees contrary to the IF A.
Immediately following the service of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff returned aJJ impact tees
imprnpe:rly collected which is the subject of Count II of the Counterclaim. Coleman has

pre.yaile~ tbjs.as~.tofit.§ ~ase..
Not unti I April 15, 2016, did the City fully express its position regarding the IF A and
PDA. lt did so within. the April 15, 2016 letter froin City Atttm1ey Chris Yorgason in which it

demanded a financial b7llarantee based upon 15.1 acres of open space. See EXHIBIT C to the
Affidavit of Thomas Coleman in Support ofDefendants 1 Motion for Summary Judgment.
Plaintiff did not detail its actual position to the Court until its response to Defendants' motion for
summary judgment. At that time, Plaintiff finally acknowledged that tl1e basis of its case was to
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rely on the development agreernents (which H did not .sue upon) to impose
the submission of
15.1 acn~s of open space through the PDA. Indeed, this vt:ry argument
is once again atgucd in a
moti<m to reconsi.der submitted to this Court along with the C(>ntinued :lrgum
ent that the IFA and
PDA could never include less than :l 5.1 acres under their tcnns despite
clear contract language to
the contrary.
This Court' s M(m1orandum Decision and Ordt.1· on the Parties' CrossMotions for

Summ ary Judgment ruled that 12.8 acres of open space park land must
be submittt~d pursuant to
the PDA. 'I11is Court also ruled that had the new ordinance been enacte
d prior to the execution

ofth~~ PDA, the open space required by

tlR)

IPA would have bec~n reduced. 1 In sum, this Court

frmnd that the position regarding 15.1 acres of open space taken by
the City was not supported in

law M fact. This c.asc was originally pursued by the City of Middleton.
Although Middleton

was not fi:)rtlu·ight with its intentions or its position initially, it became
dear that Plaintiff was
attempting to take a wholly unsupp ortable position and was seeking
to regulate Defendants

consistent with that: unsupportable position. This Court's conclusion th.at
15. l acres of open
space is not required for the IFA or PDA means that Defendants prevail
ed on this element of the

case. Additionally because there was no basis for Plaintiff's posit.io
n regarding the l 5. l acres,

the City acted without a reasonable basis in foct or law. Under these
circumstances, this Court
should not conclude that the City is the prevai ling party.
C.

The City May Not Seek Rehnburscmcnt for Judge McKe e's
Mediation Fee, and Some Costs Have .Ileen ludud ed ln the Fee
Amount.

The City seeks a number of c()sts as a matte!' of right. Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure
54( d)( l )(C) enume rates a nurnber of costs award able as a mattc-r
of right. Mediation fi?es are not
1 This element
of the C(li1rl's 111ling is the subj1;·1ci ()f 11 molion to r(~co11sider served by
Defomlants. Sh()u]d
that nNtion be succc~l$ful, addlti,mal briefi:ng regardin g this Motion
n1ay be appropriate_
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included. Further, the putties• ~lgreement with Judge McKe e require
d a 50/50 sha.-ing of costs.
Thus, the mediat ion fee of$1,6 50.00 is not awarda ble as an item of
cost to the City.
Additi onally , the costs requested are encom passed within the foe reques
t. 1'hc costs for
the deposi tion transcr ipts have been includ ed in the fee amount, as
shown within the Octobe r
2016 invoice (charg e for Taylor transcr ipt of $86.40 ) and Septe1nber
2016 invoic e (d,arg e for
Colem an transcr ipt of $391.65). The foe for Judge McKe e for$ l ,650.0
0 appear s on the March
2016 invoic e. When the invoic es are totaled, they amoun t to $37,39
7.55, whi.ch is the total
reques t fhr foes. 'rherelhre., the fee request should be 1·cduc,l<l to $35,26
9,50, with the deposi tion
transcr ipts reques ted separa tely as costs, and the fee fbr Judge McKe
e not awarda blc as a cost as
discus sed above.

H. CONCLUSION
The Court should declin e to make uny rulings on the parties ' respec
tive petitio ns for
attorne y fees and co!'.ltS until it has made a decisio n <m the motion s
to reconsider. Howev er, even

at this junctu re, the City is nc)t the pn~vailing part.y. It sought to require
Colem an to dedicate~ 15. l
acres of open space, and pointe d to the develo pment agreem ents as
the operat ive documents.

Ultimately, this COltrt held thut 12.8 acres must be dedicat.ed under
the language of the PDA.
Cokm an prevai led on a nurnher of oth<!I" issues, includ ing the return
of the megal ly collected
impact fees. '11ms, the City cannot be declar ed the overall prevai ling
party and its attorne y fees
nnd costs should be denied. In any event, the City must betlr its own
half of the mediat ion fee-$ 'J ,650.0 0, and the reques ted attorne y foes should only total $35,26
9.50.
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK

T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT CO~T OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No.CV-2015-8119

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.

ORDER DENYING THE PARTIES'
MOTIONS FOR RECONSIDERATION

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, WEST
HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho Corporation;
WEST HIGHLANDS LAND DEVELOPMENT,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,

Defendants/Counterclaimants.

On October 17, 2016, the Court issued its memorandum decision and order on the crossmotions for summary judgment ("Summer Judgment Order"). On October 27, the Plaintiff filed
a motion for reconsideration of the Summary Judgment Order. On November 8, the Defendants
filed an objection to Plaintiff's motion for reconsideration, as well as their own motion for
reconsideration of the Summary Judgment Order or, alternatively, to reform the contracts.
The Court will decide these motions on the briefs.
"The decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration generally rests in the sound
discretion of the trial court." Puckett v. Verska, 144 Idaho 161, 166 (2007). The summary
judgment standard of review applies to these motions. Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266,
276 (2012). On a motion for reconsideration, the Court must consider any new admissible

ORDER DENYING MOTIONS FOR RECONSIDERA TION-1
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evidence or authority bearing on the correctness of an interlocutory order. Id However, a motion
for reconsideration need not be supported by any new evidence or authority. Id.
The Plaintiff provides no new evidence or authority that the Court did not already
consider when it issued the Summary Judgment Order.
The Defendants argue that the Court's interpretation and enforcement of the parties'
agreement violates the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act (IDIFA). The Defendants urge the
Court to adopt their interpretation of the agreements, or alternatively, to reform the agreements.
The law permits the parties to enter into these types of agreements. See Buckskin

Properties, Inc. v. Valley Cty., 154 Idaho 486 (2013); Bremer, LLC v. E. Greenacres Irrigation
Dist., 155 Idaho 736 (2013); In re Certified Question of Law, 156 Idaho 77 (2014). The
agreements in this case do not run afoul of IDIF A. See id. Reformation is not appropriate in this
case. See Kantor v. Kantor, 160 Idaho 812 (2016); Losee v. Idaho Co., 148 Idaho 219 (2009).
After considered the parties' arguments, the Court stands by its rulings in the Summary
Judgment Order, and therefore denies both motions for reconsideration.

ORDER
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

1. Plaintiff's Motion For Reconsideration is DENIED; and

2. Defendants' Motion For Reconsideration or, Alternatively, to Reform Contracts is
DENIED.

DATED: December J.%1;1016
Hon. Chris Nye
District Judge
ORDER DENYING MOTIONS FOR RECONSIDERATION-2
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Att()mcys .for Defendants and Counterclaimants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TH.E
STAT.E OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN'fY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintin:

v.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC., an Idaho limited liability c(m·ipany)

WESI' HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION; INC, .an
Idaho Corporation; WEST' HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
limited liability company,
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MEMORANDUM IN 0PP0S.ITI0N TO
PLAINTlFPS MOTION TO DJSALL0W
DEFENDANTS' PETITION FOR

ATTORN.li:V FEES ANl> COSTS

an Idaho

Defendants,,

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited

liability company, and WEST I:HGHLANDS,
I,LC, an Idaho lirnited liability company,

WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Id,th() CorpC)ration; WEST' HIGHLANDS

LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limittxl liability company,
Defendants and (\.m11terch1hriants.

v.
THE CITY OF MH)DLJ:rroN,

Plaintiff and Counterdefoudant,
MEMORANDUM' IN OPPOSITION TO Pl,AINTlFF'S MOTION "l"O DISALLOW
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this lawsuit the City of Middleton sued Coleman Homes, LLC, w·est Highlands Land
Development, LLC, West Highlands, LLC (the only entity that signed the Impact Fee
Agreement) a:nd West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Associati()n, Inc. (the only entity that
si,b-tled the Parks Dedication Agreement). On November 2, 2016, this Court entered the
Judgment in fhe above captioned lawsuit. Therein, the Court ruled that the Parks Dedication

Agreement and the Impact Fee Agreement are binding and enforceable and that l 2.8 acres of
open space is subject to tho terms of the Parks Dedication Agreement. The Court also denied the
City ofMiddleton~s strained and clearly erroneous request to increase the amount of acreage
subject to the Parks Dedication Agreement from 12.8 acres to 15.1 acres. Additionally,
Defendants recovered all of the improperly collected impact foes via their breach of contract
claim., the only money to change hands in this lawsuit. Only West Highlands, LLC signed the

Impact Fee Agreement and only West Highlands Homeowners Association? Inc. signed the Parks
Dedication Agreement.
On November 16, 2016, Defendants/Counterclaimants filed Defendants'
Co·unterclaimants' Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs. On November 29, the City of
Middleton filed the procedurally incorrect Objection to Defendants, Petition for Attorney Fees
and Costs (the '"Objection,"). On November 30, 2016, the City of Middleton filed. a Motion to
Disallow Defendants, Petition for Fees and Costs (the «Motion to DisaJlow..). The Motion to
Disallow is identical to the Objection and appears to have been filed to remedy the incorrect
procedural approach taken by the Objection.
The Motion to Disallow nominally complains about the amou.nt of Defendants/
Counterclaimants' fee request but offers no basis for that assertion and provides no affidavit of
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISALLOW
D.EF.ENDANl.S' PETITION FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS - 2
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evidence in support of the positi()n. ln fact, this lawsuit has involved the defense of four separate
entities regardin g highly complex issues as well consiste nt and repeated issues created
by the

City of Middleton behind the scenes. The ()nly argument offered in the Motion. to Disallow is
the
unsupportable position that Defondants/Counterclaimants are not the prevailin g party in

this

lawsuit.

l.
A.

ARGUMENT

Defondants/Counterclninumts ARf: the Prevailing Party in. this Lawsuit
As previously addressed by Defendants/Counterclaimants, "[t]he detennin ation of who
is

a prevailin g party is committe.<l to the sound discretion of the trial court." Bream v. Benscote
r,

139 Idaho 364, 368, 79 P.3d 723, 727 (2003); see also Idaho R. Civ. P. 54{d){l )(B). Generall
y,

the prtwailing party qut,st:ion is exmnint,'<1 and deteun.ined from an overall view, 11ot l'>ll a claim~
by-claim basis. Huber v. Lightforce USA . Inc., 159 Idaho 833. 367 P.3d 228,248 (2016).
Ida.ho .R. Civ. P. 54(d)(t) (B)sets fbrth the govemin g legal standards on the prevailing
, party issue. There are three factors the trial court should consider when determining which
party,

if any, prevailed: {l) the final judgmen t or result obtained in relation to the relief sought;
(2) whether there were nmltiple claims or issues between the parties; and (;I) the extent
to which
each of the parties prevaile d on each of the claims or issues. Nguyen v. Bui, l 46 Idaho
187, 192,

191 P.3d 1107, t 112 (Ct. App. 2008)(citing Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l) (B)).
1.

Coleman Homes, LLC, West Highlands Land Development. LLC Prevailed
In Evei-y As))ed of this l,awsuit.

The City of Middlet on has treated Coleman Homes, LLC and West Highlan ds Land

Development, LLC for all pUl])C.lSes in this lawsuit as signatories to the Impuct Fee Agreement
and Parks Dedication Agreement. However, Coleman :Homes, LLC and West Highland
s Land
Development, LLC were nut si1,'l1atories to either of those agret.--ments. The City of Middlet
on's
MEMO RANDU M IN OPPOS ITION TO PLAINTlFF''S MOTIO N TO DISALL
OW
Dfl:FF~NUANTS' PETITION FOR ATTOR NEY F.EES AND COSTS ~ 3
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ccmt.i.m.1ed S\1gge.~tio.n that it did not intend to raise the issue of acreage falls on this point. The
only reason the City of Middleton would have named Coleman Homes, LLC or West Highlands
Land Development, LLC in this lawsuit is due to their involvement with the development
agreements. It is obvious that the City of Middleton sought a limited ruling regarding
enforcea.biJity to use against non-signatories to the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Dedication

Agreement at a later date.
No recovery of any kind was had in this case against Coleman Homes, LLC or West

High1a.nds Land Development> LLC. The Judgment rendered in this case does not impact either
one ofth.ose entities. However. Coleman Homes, LLC recovered $23,760.00 in improperly

collected impact fees as a result of its prosecution of the breach of contract counterclaim. The
April 21, 2016 check was made out to ~'Colemm.1 Homes."
Under these circumstan.ces, in particular, Coleman Homes, LLC and West Highlands
Land Developmeut, LLC are prevailing _parties.

2.

West Highlands, LLC and We,t Highlands Subdivision Homeowners
Association, lne. also Prevailed in this Lawsuit.

One of the most perplexing at·gu:ments th.at the City of Middleton has l"epeatedly asserted
in this lawsuit is that it only raised the issue of whether the Impact Fee Agreement and Parks
Dedicnti?n Agreement were valid and enforceable and the Defendants injected the issue of
acreage into the lawsuit. This position, i.e., requesting that the Court make an advisory ruling
without the identification of any dispute or the impact of such a ruling, is ridiculous. The

determination of whether the 'Impact Fee Agreement and/or Parks Dedication Agreement were
enforceable or not, created (and creates) numero\ls complexities for the West Highlands
Development. In mediation, it became clear that the City of Middleton was seeking to use a

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTI.FF'S MOTION TO DISALLOW
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detennination that the agr(',-etne11ts were valid in order to take a baseless iu1d wh(>lly inappropriate
positio11 regarding the enforce.ment of the agreements~ using the development agreements to

it1crease acreage subject to the Parks Dedication Agreement. During that same mediation, the
City of .Middleton threatened to simply change the impact fee ordinance in order to get the open

space and/or financial conccssitms it wanted from this Court. This lawsuit. and the attempted
limited advisory ruling that was initially requested by the City of Middleton is little more than an
attempted abuse of authority to obtain more acreage than Middleton was entitled to. The only
reason that Coleman Homes, LLC and West Highlands Land Development, LLC were named in
this lawsuit, stems directly from the City ofMiddleton•s intention to use the development
agreements for this same PUl'POSe. During this same time, the City of Middleton was not
forthright with the Court regarding its position in this lawsuit and its position regarding fees
continues this trend.
To suggest that the Defendants injected the issue of acreage in this case is wholly
unsupportable by these facts. This Court always had the obligation to detennine the impact of a
ruling that the agreements were binding and valid. The issue of ae1·cage was always part of this
lawsuit. Defendants merely made the City of Middleton identify its true position to this Court to
make certain that a full and complete ruling was obtained, rather than a mere advisory ruling
with no identified dispute that wou.ld assure future disputes between the parties.
In reality, the City of Middleton aimed to require Coleman to dedicate 1,5.1

acre.., of land

under the development agreement, but wa~ unsuccessful. Defendants sought permission and
were granted permission to serve the Amended Answer to Petition for Declaratory Ruling and
Counterclaim. The counterclaim merely requested a complete interpretation of the agreements
between the parties, as well as

a.,serting a b:reach of contract claim regarding sutteptitiously

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISALLOW
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collected impact fees contrary to the Impact Fee Agreement. Immediately following the service
of the Counterclaim, the City of Middleton returned all impact fees improperly collected which

is the subject of Count 11 of the Counterclaim.
On April 15, 2016, the City of Middleton finally ex.pressed its position regarding its ttue
aim in this lawsuit. It did so within the April 15, 2016 letter from City Attorney Chris Yorgason

in which it demanded a flnancial guarantee based upon 15.1 acres of open space. See EXHIBIT
C to the Affidavit of Thomas Coleman in Support of Defendants, Motion for Summary
Judgment. The City of Middleton did not detail its actual position to the C'..ourt until its response
to Defendants' motion for summary Judgment. At that time, the City of Middleton finally
acknowledged that the basis of its case was to rely on the development agreements (which it did

not sue upon) to impose the submission of l 5.1 n.cres of open space through the Parks Dedication
Agreement.

This Court•s Mem<lrandum Decision and Order on the Parties' Cross-Motions for
Summary Judgment ruled that 12.8 acres of open space park land must be submitted pursum1t to
the Parks Dedication Agreement. This Court also ruled that had the new ordinance been enacted

prior to the execution. of th.e Parks Dedication Agreement~ the open space required by the Impact
Fee Agreement would have been reduced. This ruling is wl101ly contrary to the litigation
strategy pursued by the City of .Middleton whether it was candid with the Court regarding its
intentions 01· not. The City of Middleton has pursued 15.1 acres and has repeatedly argued that
the Impact Fee Agreement could not reduce acreage submitted through the Parks Dedication
Agreement under any circumstances. TI1ese two positions were wholly refused by this Court. It
is obvious that the City of Middleton hoped to get a ruling that the agreements were valid
(naming parties that were not signatories to the agreement but that were involved with the

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIF.F'S MOTION TO DISALLOW
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development agreement) and pursue the 15.1 acre strategy separately using such a ruling but
guaranteeing a future dispute.
This Court's conclusion that 15.l acres of open space is not subject to the Parks

Dedication Agrc..-cment means that the Defendants successfully prevailed against the litigation
strategy taken in this lawsuit. Had this Court merely ruled that the agreements were valid, which
would be contrary to the declaratory judgment statute, there would have been a future lawsuit

concerning whether 15. l acres were subject to the Parks Dedication Agreement. Cloarlyt the
City of Middleton would not have and did not prevail on that issue. Because th.ere was no basis
for the City of Middleton's position regarding the 15.1 acres, the City of Middleton acted
without a reasonable basis in fact or law. Under these circumstances, this Court should conclude
that the Defendants are the prevailing party.
II. CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, this Court should conclude that Defendants were the prevailing
party. At the very lea.st, this Court should conclude that Coleman Homes, LLC and West

Highlands Land Development, LI..C prevailed and should have their pro rata share of fees
awarded.

DATED: January 11, 2017.
GIVENS PURSLEY

LLP
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CANYON COUNTY Cl.ERK
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Attorneys fbr Defendants and Counterd.aimants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDlCIAL DISTRICT O:F THE
STATE OF IDAHO., IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-15-8119

V.

COLEMA N HOMES, LLC, au Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC., an Idflho liJx1ited liability company,

WEST HIGHLANDS Sl.JBDIVISJON
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an.
kfaho Corporaticm; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an ldaho
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BRADLE Y ,J. DIXON IN SUPPOR T OF
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limited liability company,

Defendants.
COLEMA N HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited

liability company, and WEST HIGHJ.. ANDS;
LLC, an Idaho Hm.itcd liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUHl.lTVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, a.1l
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Defendants and Coun:tcrcla.imants.

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
.Plaintiff and Countcrdefendant,
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STATE OF IDAHO )

) ss.
COUNTY OF ADA )
BRADLEY J. DIXON, being first duly sworn on <lath, deposes aod says:
I am an attorney with the la.w fim1 of Givens Pursley LLP and I represent Defendants

C()unterclaimants Coleman Hom.es, LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West. Highlands Subdivision
Ffomeowners Association, Inc., and. West Highlands Land Development, LLC, ("Defendan ts") in the
ab(}ve c,aptfoned matter. As such, l have personal knowledge of the matters stated herein. I
submit this supplemental affidavit in support of Motion to Strike Plaintitrs Petition for Fees and

Costs.
1. On November 2, 2017 the Judgment. by its own terms and pursuant to Rule 5(b), was
entered by Judge Christophe r Nye.

2. Therefore. any petitions for costs and fees were due for filing AND service pursuant
to Rule 54{d)(4) within 14 days following that entry. In this case, that date was November 16,

2016.
3. Upon review of the court's repository I became aware that Plaintiff filed Plaintiff's
Memorandu m of Fees and Costs (''Memoran dum•') and a supporting Affidavit of Joseph W.

Borton in Support of Plaintiff's Memorandum of Fees and Costs (''Affidavit") on. November 17,
2016.
4. After a review ofmy files and a search. of documents nui: offi.ce received by fax, it
became evident that my o:ffi.ce did not receive service copies <)fthe Memorandu m or Affidavit.
5. Upon determining that the Memorand um and Affidavit had not been filed OR served

timely, my office filed a motion t() strike the Memorandum and Affidavit.

SUPPLEM ENTAL AFFIDAV IT OF BRADLEY J. DIXON IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
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6. Followi11g the service of the motion to strike, on November 28, 20 l 6 l asked my
assistant to contact opposing counsel's of1:'icc and request a copy ofhc,th the Memorandum and

the Afiidavit.
7. On November 28, 2016 opposing counsel's office emailed a copy ofthe
Memorandum and AfHdavit to my office. That email was sent by Danielle Layman at 3:01 P.M.
on Novembt)r 28, 2016.
8. 'The d()cuments forwarded by Ms. Layman include cettificates of St'l.vice signed by
opposing counsel suggesting that they wt-re served by facsimile on. Novcmhct· l 7., 2016.
9. Give11s Pursley, LLP utilizes a centralized electronic facsimilt! receipt and delivery
system. That system, as well <ts the firm business ptacti.ce, creates a log of all incoming
facsimiles.
I 0. At my direction, following the hearing on January 19, 2016 l dirt.'Ctcd my staff to
again search the facsimile log and records. The Mcm.o.ra:ndum and Aflldavit were not received
011

November 17, 2016. In fact, t:he Memorandum and Affidavit were not received by facsimile

ever.

DATED this 19th day of .Jm1uary; 2017.

Notary f>ublic for tdaho
,.,
Commission Expircs:_}J. - ~o ~· :Jc I '1
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF' BRADLEY J . .DIXON IN SUPPORT OJ\' MO'l'ION
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CERTlFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that cm this 19t1:1 day of January, 2017, I served a true altd
correct copy of the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL AFFlDAVJ'f OF BRAD LEV J, DIXON

IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTlF.J;••s PETITION FOR FEES AND
COSTS in the above~entitlcd matter as follows:
Joseph W: Borton .
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.

·· [' ] Via U.S. Mail
• [X] Via Facsimile
· · [ ] Via Overnight Mail
·•[ J Via Hand Delivery
••.f ) Via email

Mt-'l'.idian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@iborton-lakey.com
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CANYON COUNTY CLEJ-1K.
M MARTINEZ DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

)

Case No.: CV 2015-8119

)

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION
HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDERAWARDINGATTORNEY
FEES AND COSTS TO THE CITY OF
MIDDLETON IN THE AMOUNT OF
$28,526.22

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

- - - -Defendants/Counterclaimants.
------------ )
Several motions pertaining to attorney fees and costs came up for hearing on January 19,
2017. The motions are: ( 1) The City of Middleton's ("Middleton") request for fees and costs; (2)
Coleman Homes, LLC, et. .al. ("Coleman") motion to strike Middleton's petition for fees and
costs; (3) Coleman's motion to disallow Middleton's memorandum of fees and costs; (4)
Coleman's petition for attorney fees and costs; and (5) Middleton's motion to disallow
Coleman's petition for attorney fees and costs. The parties filed accompanying memoranda and
affidavits. The Court took the motions under advisement.
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I.

Case history

On September 3, 2015, Middleton filed a petition for a declaratory ruling that the Impact
Fee Agreement ("IFA") and the Parks Dedication Agreement ("PDA'') are enforceable.
Pursuant to stipulation of the parties, the Court ordered that the IFA and the PDA are
valid and enforceable.
On May 6, 2016, Coleman filed a declaratory relief counterclaim asking the Court to
interpret the IFA and PDA. Coleman also alleged a breach of contract claim. The Court
dismissed that claim after Middleton returned impact fees it had collected from Coleman.
This case was whittled down to one main issue: under the parties' agreements, how much
land does Coleman have to set aside as open park space in the West Highlands Subdivision? The
parties stipulated to have the Court decide this issue on cross-motions for summary judgment.
The Court determined that Coleman must set aside 12.8 acres. The Court issued its
memorandum decision and order on the parties' cross-motions for summary judgment
("Summary Judgment Order") on October 17, 2016.
Middleton filed its motion for reconsideration on October 27, 2016.
The Court entered Judgment on November 7, 2016.
Coleman filed its motion for reconsideration of the Summary Judgment Order, or
alternatively, to reform the parties' contracts, on November 8, 2016.
Coleman filed its petition for attorney fees and costs and Bradley Dixon's supporting
affidavit on November 16, 2016.
Middleton filed its memorandum of fees and costs and Joseph Borton's supporting
affidavit ("Borton Aff.") on November 17, 2016.
The Court denied the parties' motions for reconsideration on December 13, 2016.
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II.

The parties timely filed and served their respective memoranda of fees and
costs and supporting affidavits

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(4) provides that an itemized memorandum of costs and fees must be filed
and served on adverse parties "not later than 14 days after entry of judgment." "Failure to timely
file a memorandum of costs is a waiver of the right to costs." Id.
Judgment was entered on November 7, 2016. I.R.C.P. 58; Stibal v. Fano, 157 Idaho 428
(2014). The parties timely filed their memoranda of fees and costs and supporting affidavits.
Coleman contends that Middleton did not timely serve its memorandum and supporting
affidavit. Middleton's memorandum and the Borton Aff. each have a "Certificate of Service"
stating that they were served on Coleman's counsel via facsimile on November 17, 2016.
Coleman's counsel submitted an affidavit stating that his office never received those faxes and
did not get the memorandum and affidavit until November 28, 2016.
This is a factual dispute for the Court to resolve. See, e.g. Allstate Ins. Co., v. Mocaby,
133 Idaho 593 (1999) (Defendant's objection to costs and fees was deemed timely where the
court was unable to determine from the record when the memorandum of costs was filed.) The
Court finds that Middleton timely served its memorandum of fees and costs and supporting
affidavit on November 17, 2016.

III.

Middleton is the prevailing party

"Determination of the prevailing parties in a civil action is committed to the sound
discretion of the trial court." Poole v. Davis, 153 Idaho 604, 606 (2012); I.R.C.P. 54. I.R.C.P.
54(d)(l)(B) provides:
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs,
the trial court must, in its sound discretion, consider the final judgment or result of
the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court
may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in
part, and on so finding may apportion the costs between and among the parties in
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a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the issues and claims involved
in the action and the resulting judgment or judgments obtained.
"Thus, there are three principal factors a trial court must consider when determining which party,
if any, prevailed: (1) the final judgment or result obtained in relation to the relief sought; (2)
whether there were multiple claims or issues between the parties; and (3) the extent to which
each of the parties prevailed on each of the claims or issues." Nguyen v. Bui, 146 Idaho 187, 192
(Ct. App. 2008). "In determining which party prevailed where there are claims and counterclaims
between opposing parties, the court determines who prevailed 'in the action'; that is, the
prevailing party question is examined and determined from an overall view, not a claim-by-claim
analysis." Oakes v. Boise Heart Clinic Physicians, PLLC, 152 Idaho 540,545 (2012).
Overall, Middleton prevailed in this action. The Court granted Middleton's request for
declaratory relief by ordering that the IFA and the PDA are valid and enforceable. On the
ultimate issue of open space acreage, the Court's 12.8-acre determination is much closer to
Middleton's position than Coleman's (a 2.3-acre difference versus a 5.88-acre difference).
Middleton also avoided liability on Coleman's breach of contract counterclaim.
Middleton prevailed in the overall action and is entitled to a costs and fees award.
Coleman did not prevail in this action and is not entitled to a costs and fees award.

IV.

Middleton is awarded $28,526.22 in costs and attorneys' fees

Middleton request costs and fees pursuant to I.C. §§ 12-120, 12-121, I.R.C.P. 54, and the
parties' IFA § 6. Middleton requests $2,128.05 in costs as a matter of right and $37,397.55 in
attorney fees, for a total cost/fee award of $39,525.60. 1

1 See

Borton Aff, CJ[CJ[ 5, 6, Exhibit A
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1. Middleton is entitled to $478.05 in costs as a matter of right

Middleton is entitled to certain costs as a matter of right. LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C); LC. § 101210. The Court will award Middleton's request for deposition transcripts. The Court will not
award the $1,650 mediation fee because it is not an enumerated cost as a matter of right, nor is it
a "necessary and exceptional" cost. LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C), (D). Thus, Middleton is entitled to
$478.05 in costs as a matter of right.
2. The Court will award $28,048.17 in attorney fees
The gravamen of this lawsuit is a commercial transaction. LC. § 12-120(3); Sims v.
Jacobson, 157 Idaho 980 (2015). Middleton is entitled to a reasonable attorney fee award

pursuant to LC. § 12-120(3) and the parties' contract. Id.; Moore v. Omnicare, Inc., 141 Idaho
809 (2005); I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l); IFA § 6.
The Court cannot award attorney fees under I.C. § 10-1210 because they are not "costs"
within the meaning of the statute. National Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, P.A. v. Dixon, 141
Idaho 537 (2005). The Court cannot award attorney fees under I.C. §§ 12-117 or 12-121 because
each side presented legitimate, triable issues. LC. § 12-121; LR.C.P. 54(e)(2); Nampa &
Meridian Irrigation Dist. v. Washington Fed. Savings, 135 Idaho 518, 524-25, (2001).

The calculation of the amount of attorney fees is committed to the sound discretion of the
trial court. Eastern Idaho Agricultural Credit Ass'n v. Neibaur, 133 Idaho 402 (1999). The Court
may only award "reasonable" attorney fees. The Court may apportion the fee award if it deems
that a party partially prevailed. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B); Nguyen, 146 Idaho at 192-93.
The Court considered the LR.C.P. 54(e)(3) factors as follows:
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(A) The time and labor reguired. This action commenced in September 2015 and was
resolved on summary judgment in November 2016. The parties engaged in a moderate motion
practice. The discovery in this case was not extensive.
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions. This case mostly involved questions
related to LLUPA and contract law.
(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience and
ability of the attorney in the particular field of law. The attorneys handling this case are
experienced in these areas of law.
(D) The prevailing charges for like work. Middleton's counsel charged a reduced rate for
legal services performed. (Borton Aff., 14).
(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent. The fees were charged at an hourly rate.
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case. The
Court is unaware of any time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case.
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained. This was a declaratory judgment
action. The Court determined that Coleman must provide 12.8 acres of open park space.
(H) The undesirability of the case. This case was not a particularly undesirable one.
(I) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client. Middleton's
counsel has provided legal advice and services to Middleton for four years. (Borton Aff., 18(1) ).
(J) Awards in similar cases. The Court is unaware of amounts awarded in similar cases.

(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research. None are requested.
Based on a review of the record and the applicable legal standards, a reasonable attorney
fee award is $28,048.17.
Thus, the Court awards a total of $28,526.22 in attorney fees and costs to Middleton.
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ORDER
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

I. Middleton's request for attorney fees and costs is GRANTED, in part, and Middleton is
awarded $28,526.22 in attorney fees and costs;
2. Coleman's motion to strike Middleton's memorandum of fees and costs is DENIED;
3. Coleman's motion to disallow Middleton's memorandum of fees and costs is DENIED;
4. Coleman's petition for attorney fees and costs is DENIED; and
5. Middleton's motion to disallow Coleman's petition for attorney fees and costs 1s
GRANTED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT Middleton's counsel prepare an amended

judgment that is consistent with this memorandum decision and order and the Judgment entered
November 7, 2016.

DATED: February ~2017
Hon. Chris Nye
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

/(/

'

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this<;[_ day off--.·_-~~·-----' 2017, a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing document was addressed and delivered as indicated
below:

¥[ ]

Bradley Dixon
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701

[ ]

Joseph Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand-delivered
Facsimile

6~/ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ ]
[ ]

Hand-delivered
Facsimile

JMJ~~
Clerk of the Court
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Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
A YOUNG, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Case No: CV-15-8119
Plaintiff,
vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.

AMENDED JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.

AMENDED JUDGMENT
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1

•

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

The Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee Agreement are binding and enforceable
agreements on the parties.

2.

12.8 acres of the public park land within the West Highlands Development is subject to
the terms of the Parks Dedication Agreement, open for public use in perpetuity, and
maintained by the West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association at no cost to the
City of Middleton.

3.

The Defendants' Counterclaim is dismissed with prejudice.

4.

Defendants must provide to the City of Middleton one or more financial guarantees if
Defendants apply for building permits before completion of an equivalent service level
for parks and streets.

5.

Plaintiff (City of Middleton) shall recover from the Defendants the amount of
$28,526.22, as and for attorney's fees and costs.

ENTERED this

\6t

February, 2017.

HONORABLE CHRISTOPHER S. NYE
Magistrate Judge
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this_ day of February, 2017, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:
Bradley J. Dixon

___ U.S. Mail

GIVENS PURSLEY,

LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

Facsimile
- - - Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Joseph W. Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

___ U.S. Mail

---

Facsimile
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

---

Deputy Clerk
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
S SWANSON, DEPUTY CLERK

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise. JD 83701-2720

Telephone (208) 388-.1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300

bra.dleydixo.n@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com
Atton1eys for Defendants and Countercla imants
IN THE .DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICJAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF .IDAHO; IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No. CV-15-8119

v,

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, ar1 Jdaho limited

liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS.

q_M.

MOTION 1'0 RECONSIDER. RE:
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS

LLC, an Idaho lii11ited liability company,
WEST HlGHLANDS SUBDIVISI ON
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST JU(iHLAND S

LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited Bahi!ity cotnpany,
Defendants.

COI~EMAN'i10MES:··1:Ic':·;;·1d;·ho·-ff;nTt;;r····
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, a.11 Idaho limit(~d liability company,

WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWN ERS ASSOCIAT ION, [NC, an
Idaho Corporation ; WEST HIGHLAND S

LAND DEVELOPMENr, I,1,C, at) J:d(~ho
limited liability company,
Defendants and Counterclairnants.
v.

nrn CITY OF MIDDLETON;
Plaintiff and Counterdetendau.t,
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Defend ants Colem an Homes, LLC, West Highla nds, LLC, West Highla
nds Subdiv ision
Homeo wners Associ ation, Inc., and West Highlands Land Develo
pment, LLC, by and tlmmgh
their counsel of record, Giv(~ns Pursle y lJJ\ hereby respectfr1Hy move:
this Court fbr
recons iderati on on a numbe r of conclu sions reache d by this Court
within its Memo randum
Decishm. and Order A wardin g Attorn ey Fees and Costs to the City
of Middle ton in the Amou nt

of $28,52 6.22.
This motion is supported by the Memo randum in Suppm t of Motion
to Recon sider and
the pleadi ngs on file in this matter .
DATE D: Februa ry 21, 2017.
GIVEN S PURS LEY

LU'
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J HEREB Y CERTI FY that on this 21st day ofFebn 1ary, 2017, l served a true 11nd
correct copy of the foregoing MOTIO N TO Rli:CONS.ID.~:R RE: ATTOR
NKY Fln~s in
the above-entitled matter as follows:
Joseph W. Borton
_Borton Lakey Law Offices
I 41 E. Carlton Avc.
. Meridia n; ID 83642
•Facsimile: 208~493~4610
•Email: joe@borton~lakcy.com

~-.. . . . . . ,.

,~~~

[ ] Via U.S. Mail
[XJ Via Facsimile
[ ] Via Overnight Mail
[ ] Via Hand Delivery
[ ] Via email

. . . . . . . ,. . . ,.. .y.••·~ -1\tt\ ,~---- ~--~
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Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
S SWANSON, DEPUTY CLERK

60 l W. Bannock Street

:ro Bt"lx. 2120

Boise, ID 83701.2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300

bradleydi,rnn@givenspursley.com.
kerstikenne dy@givens pursley.com
Attorneys for Defendants and Counterclai mants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

'J'IIE CITY OF Mlt)DLETON,

Plaintiff,
Case No, CV~tS-8119

v.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS.
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;

MOTION TO ALTER OR AM.END RE:
AM.F;ND l!!D JUDGM.J!:NT

WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDTVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
ldabo Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

.

Defendants.

.,.,, ._________

_,,~-----------

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHl,ANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability conlpany,
WEST HIGHLAND S SUBDIVISION

HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Defendants and Counterclaim ants.
V'.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant,
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.Defendants Coleman Hornes, LLC, West H.ighlai1ds, LLC, West Highlands Subdivision
Homeowners Association, Inc., and West Highlands Land Development, LLC, by and through
their counsel ofrecord, Givens Pursley LLP. hereby respectfully move this Court for an Order

altering or amending the Amended Judgment as follows:
On February 21, 2017 this office received the Amended Judgment. The Amended

Judgment indicates that it was filed by the Canyon County Clerk 011. February 16, 2017. And;
once again, opposing counsel fai1ed tc> submit to the Amended Judgment to this office for

evaluation. The Amended Judgment is inaccurate. This Court is aware that the parties to this
litigation have an obligation to continue to work together regardfog the development involved in
this case. From Defendants' perspective, that includes working with an executive that has been
hostile to the development. Thus, it is vital that the judgment be accurate and not deviate from
the issues actually addressed by this Court in its rulings.
First, at Paragraph 1, the Amended Judgment states "The Parks Dedication Agreement
and Impact Fee Agreement arc binding and enforceable agreements on the parties.'' This section
is not accurate and can be read to seek an enlargement oftJ1e agreements. Coleman Homes, LLC

and West Highlands Land Development, LLC were not signatories to either the Impact Fee

A,b-reement or the Parks Dedication Agreement. Only West Highlands, LLC ("West Highlands")
executed the Impact Fee Agreement and only West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners
Association 1 Inc. (the "HOA") e:x.ecut.ed the Parks Dedication Agreement. Thus, the lmpact Fee

Agreement may only be binding as it pertains to West Highlands and the Parks Dedkation
Agreement may only be binding as it pertains to the HOA.
Second, Paragraph 2 of the Am.ended Judgment is sloppy and creates the potential for
future disagreements. This Court ruled that 12.8 acres must be made available consistent with
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the terms of the Parks Dedicati on Agreeme nt. No ruling was made concern ing the terminol
ogy
used in the Amende d Judgmen t includin g perpetui ty and cost. Rather, those issues are
clearly
spelled out within the Parks Dedicatior1 Agreeme11t at Scctkms l through 6 of that agreemen
t:.
Given the circumst ances in this case, thi.s Court should be leery of any languag e used
in the
Amende d Judgmen t that was not specific ally addresse d or at issue within the motion
practice
betbre this Court.

Third, Paragrap h 4 concern s the requirem ent, pursuan t to the Impact Fee Agreem ent
to
provide a financial guaranty . Once again, this is applied tc, all Defenda nts in the Amende
d
Judgmen t which is inaccurate because only Wei:.'t Highlan ds is a signator y to the Impact
Fee
Agreem ent. Addition ally, the paraphra sed and incompl ete language of the Amende d
Judgmen t
creates a serious risk of future conflict and confusio n.
Fourth, the Amende d Judgmen t purports to require the paymen t of fees by alt defendan
ts.
As fully discusse d in the contemp oraneou sly filed motion to reconsid er, Defenda nts
object to tllis
on a number of grounds but do not address that amendm ent in this motion.
Based on the fbregoing, Defenda nts request that the Amende d Judgmen t be forther
correcte d and amended consiste nt with the Proposed Second Anlende d Judgmen t attached

J1ereto. A compare view is also attached in order to view the modest changes that are rt.~ueste
d.

DATED: Februar y2l,201 7.

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
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CERTIFICATE OF SERV l~E

I HEREBY CERTIFY that 011 this 21st day of February, 2017, I served
a true and

correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO ALTE R OR AMEND RE:
AMENDF;D
.JUDGMi;NT in the above-entitled matter as follows:

' :io'~eph··w: Bort;n~----~-..--- ·---. •. .

_]_Vi,a U.S. Mail

-•,---, ,s=,---..........-..,...._,.,_,,[,,,...'.

Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 B. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610

[X] Via Facsimile

[ ] Via Ovemight Mail
[ ] Via Hand Delivery
[ ] Via email

Email: joe@borton~1akey.com
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FEB 2 1 2017
Bradley J. Dixon, ISBN<). 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy , ISB No. 9064

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
S SWANSON, DEPUTY CLERK

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2 720
·re1epho11.e (208) 388-120 0
Facsimi le (208) 388~130 0
brndleyd ixon@gi venspurs ley.com
kerstikennedy(q}gi vens_pursley.com
Att.orneys for Defenda nts and Countcr daimant s

IN THE DlSTR.ICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICI AL DISTRI CT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO , IN AND FOR THE COlJNT Y OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLI~TON,

Plainti1:t
Case No. CV-15-8 119

v..
COLEM AN HOMES, LLC, an Id,1ho lim.itt\d

liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,

LLC, art Idaho limited liability company ,
WEST HIGHLA NDS SUBlJIVISJON
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCI ATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporat ion; WEST HIGHLA NDS
LAND DEVELO PMENT, lJ.C; an Idaho
limited liability company;

MEMORAN:OUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIO N TO .RECONSIDER RE:
ATTOR NEY FEES AND COSTS

Dcft,'tldants.

COLEM AN HOMES ; LLC; an Idi1ho lhriifod
liability company, and WHST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liabi.lity company ,

WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION

HOMEO WNERS ASSOCI ATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporat ion; WEST HIGHLA NDS

LAND DEVEL,OPMENT, LLC, au J.daho

limited liability c<mipany,

Defendan ts and Counterclahmml:s.
v.

THE CITY OF MIDDLE TON,

Plaintiff and Counterd efendant,
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I. INTROD UCTION

On February 8, 2017, this Court entered its Memorandum Decision and Order Awarding
Attorney Fees and Costs to the City of Middleton in the Amount of $28,526.22 (the "Order").
An Amended Judgment was received by Defendants on February 21, 2017 and, once again,
counsel for Middleton failed to provide the draft judgment for review. Coleman Homes, LLC
("Colema n Homes"), West Highlands , LLC ("West Highland s"), West Highland s Subdivision
Homeown ers Associati on, lnc. (the "HOA"); and West Highlands Land Development, LLC

("WH Land';) (collectively refemxl. to as "Defondants'') request reconsideration on a number of

C(mclusions reached by this Court within the Order. Specifically; Defendants state the following:
1.

This Court erroneou sly ruled that Middleto n t·imcly {lletl allfl :•;(tr1,~tl
Plaintifr s Memorandum. of Jfces und Costs (tlle .. Fee Petition").

2.

This Court erred .in concludin g that Middleto n was the prevailin g party .

.II. ARGlJM.ENT
A,

Plainti.frs Memora ndum of Fees and Costs ·was Not Timely Filed OR Served.
Idaho Ruic of Civil Pn->ccdurc 54(d)(5) rt·quires that a

memorandum of costs and foes be

"filed and served" on the r.1.dversc party "not later than t 4 days afler entry of judgment."

J..

Plaintiff's Fee Petition was not timely filed.

This Court ruled within the Order that judgment was entered on Novembe r 7, 2017 and

therefore a filing date of November 17, 2016 was timely pursuant to the rul.e. In supporting this
decision, the Court relied upon Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 58 and the Idaho Supreme Court
decision Stibal v. Ft.mo, 157 Idaho 428 (2014 ).

To begin, the Judgment in this case plainly states "ENTERED th.is 2 day of November,
2016.)' The stamp by the clerk indicates that it was filed on Novembe r 7, 2016.

MRMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF" MOTION TO RECONS IDER Rf!:: ATTORNEY
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Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 58 states that the "filing of a judgment by the court as

provided in Rule S(d)" Oil ''the placing of the clerk's filing stamp on the judgment" consists of
the clerk's e11try of judgment.. In its Order, the Court only considers the second aspect of Rule 58
regarding the placing of the clerk's stamp. However, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedun: 5(d) states
that entry is accomplished when a ..j1.1dge who agrees to accept it for filing, and who must then

note the filing date on. the paper and promptly send it to the clerk." Pursuant to the combination
of Rule 58 and Rule 5(d), the Court's notation of the en.try as November 2 .is binding and the
memorandum of cost's was not timely.
The Court's citation to

the Stibal decision presents an altogether different factual scenario

based on a completely different rule. In Stibal, the Idaho Supreme Court was presented with the
issue of whether a notice of appeal was timely pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 14(a) which
triggers a. deadline "within 42 days from the date evidenced by the filing stamp of the clerk of the
court on any judgment or order of the district court. .. _,, Stibal 157 Idaho at 433. TI1e first
aspect of Rule 58 cited above, referencing Rule 5(d) is not in the appellate rule deadline.

Therefore, that case is not applicable.
2.

The only evidence presen.ted to this Court regarding the service of the
Plaintlfrs Fee Petition was the Supplemental Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon in
Suppo1"t of' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Petition fo.- Fees and Costs.

This Court's Order ruled that a factual dispute existed between the llarties regarding the
service of the Fee Petition. Defendants presented the Supplemental Affidavit of Bradley J_
Dixon in Support of Motion to Strike Plaintiff's Petition for Fees and Costs outlining the fax

receipt and logging procecfores at Givens Pul'Sley, LLP a.s well as demi.ling th.e efforts to obta.in a
copy of the un-served petition. The City of Middleton provided no rebuttal, was careful at
argument not to represent that the documents were definitively served and noted only that a

certificate of service was attached to the documents alleging service on November 17, 2016.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER RE: ATTORNEY
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Citing to Allsuu e Ins. Co. v. Mocaby, 133 Idaho 593 (1999), the Court
concluded that this was a
factual dispute and ruled that the service had been timely compl eted
in the absenc e of any
afiirm ativc eviden ce or even allegation that it had been served C<)rrec
tly.
The Allstate decision reveals a completely opposi te

Sl.'t

of circumstances applyi ng an

analysis in the opposite direction from the Court here. There, Allstat
e alleged that Mocab y had
failed to timely object to its petition ibr foes and costs. Based on a
handwritten note on the top
of its memo randum of costs; as well as a certificate of service, Allstat
e argued that it filed on

July l l and Moc:aby's July 30 objection was untimely. However; the memo
randum also bore
facsimile dating on the top of each page noting a July 15 date. Bec{lu
se the Idaho Suprem e Court
was unable to definitively determ ine when the Allstate filed its petitio
n, it concluded that the
Mocab y objection was timely. Id. at 600. In sum, the ldah(l Suprem
e Court gave the beucfit of
the doubt to the object ing party, not the filing party; when no eviden
ce was available to
determ ine the filing date.
Herc, the Court is presen ted with eviden ce that: the certificate of service

was incorrect

and, indeed false. ·n1e City of Middl<;..'ion did not present a single bit of co1rnb
orating eviden ce to
support the Novem ber 17 service date and was careful in its rt,'Pres
entations to the Cm1rt.

Nonethek~ss, despite Defendants having their time to respon d drastic
ally decreased and despite
no eviden ce from Middleton th~it the Novem ber l 7 date is actually
correct, the Court has given
the offending party the benefit of the doubt and resolved what the Court
describes as n foctual
disput e when no facts were presen ted corroborating the Novem ber
17 service date. Taking the
Court' s logic to the necess ary conclusion, had Defendants objected
fourteen days frnm the date
they wt.Te actuall y served with the Fee Petition, this Court, using the
unsupported Novem ber 17
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service date, would apparently conclude that Defendants• object.ion was untimely. 111at
reasoning creates a result directly contrary to the very Supreme Court decision cited.
The Allstate decision first requires an actual factual dispute and second requires that the

b<:,.11,e:fit of the doubt should go to t'hc non-offending party. Allstate also refused tc) exclusively
rely on the certificate of service. Herc, the only actual evidence regarding service is the
supplemental affi.davit served hy Defendants. N<>thing in the record creates a factual dispute. It

is noteworthy that Middleton never responded that a.ffidavit. To be consistent with Allstate, this
Court should conclude that service was untimely.

B.

Tltis Court Erred in Conclu.din.g that Middleton Was tlte Pi:-evailing Party.
1.

In its prevailing party analysis tMs Court failed to ackn.owledg" that foqr
separate entities are defendants Jn this lawsuit,

a.

No relief was granted against Coleman Homes or. WH Land.

This Court based its prevailing party analysis on the suggestion that it found the Impact
Pee Agreement and Parks Dedication Agreement vaHd and enforceable, that it directed
"Coleman" to submit 12.8 acres of open space (which is closer to the request made by Middletun
than by Coleman Homes), and that Middleton avoided liability on CoJeman Homc.-st breach of

contract claim. This evaluation for a prevailing party analysis is inaccurate because it ignores the
separate corporatt~ identities of the four Defend an.ts.
Coleman Homes and WH Land were not signatories to either the Impact Fee Agreement
or the Parks Dedication Agreemer1t. 111us, the Court did n<.1t gr:a11t any relief either in the fonn of
concluding the agreements are valid and enforceable or in the form of the su.bmission of open
space u1,der the agreements agajnst either Coleman Homes or WH Land. In this regard,
Coleman Homes and WH Land incurred fees and had no relief granted against them. "Avoiding
liability is a significant benefit to a defendant. In haseball, it is said that a walk is as good as a
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hit. The latter, of course, is more exciting. In litigation, avoiding liability is as good for a
defendant as winning a money judgment is for a plaintiff:" Eighteen Mile Ranch, UC v. Nord

Excavating & Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 719, 117 P.3d 130, 133 (2005),
(i}

Coleman Homes prevailed on its contract cJailll,

This Court's conclusion that .Middleton avoided liability on the Co]eman Homes breach

of contract claim is erroneous. That claim was asse1ted primarily as a result of the improper
attempts by Middleton at collecting impact fees while simuJtaneously seeking enforcement of the
Impact Fee Agreement and Parks Dedication Agreement. This Court allowed the assertion of the

contract claitn and the City ofMiddlet()tl immediately pa.id Coleman Homes the sum of
$23,760.00 in improperly collected impact fees. In actuality, the only involvement of Coleman
Homes in this case is to recover the improperly collected impact fees by the City of Middleton.
Thus, for Coleman Homes no relief was obtained against it and it obtained relief against
Middleton.
b.

The only relief arguably granted against West High.lands is the
conclusion that the Impact Fee Agreement is valid and enfo.-ct.lable.

Once again, this Court's prevailing party analysis was based on the conclusion that the
agreements were enforceable, that 12.8 acres of open space must be submitted and that the

co11tract claitn was defeated. West Highlands was only a signatory to Impact Fee Agreement.
The only decision in. this lawsuit that remotely affects West Highlands is the conclusion that the

Impact Fee Agreement is valid and enforceable and West High.lands acknowledged that
conclusion long before substantive motion practice on any issue. It has no obligation to submit
acreage as open space. See Eighteen Mile Ranch, LLC, $upra.
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Defend.imts~ Amen ded Answer to Pditi< m for Decla ratory Rulin
g and
Counterc.laim ugrce d that the Impa ct Pee Agree ment aud Parks
Dedication Agreem.eut were valid.

rn deten nining that Middl eton was a preva iling party) the Court
relied upon the notion
that "the Court granted. Midd]eto1fs .request for declaratory relief
by orderi ng that the

IFA and

PDA are valid and enforceable.') Order at 4. The presentation
of this fa.ct in the Order creates
the illusion that the issue of e11.forceability was litigated as part
of the summ ary judgme11t
proce eding s. However., once the Mayo r's true goals were reveal
ed and it was discovered that
Middl eton was surrep titious ly collec ting hnpact tees, Defen
dants sough t penni ssion to file the
Amen ded Answ er tc, Petition for Declaratory Ruling and Count
erclai m (the "Ame nded
Answ er"). Therein, Defen dants admit ted that the Impac t Fee
Agree ment and Parks Dedication
Agree ment were enforceable. The reque st to file the Amended
Answ er was served on March 1,

2016. Middleton actually objected to that request. To be clear,
the Court did not rule that the
agree ments were valid and enforcea.ble during the course ofthis
litigation, it. was admitted by
Defon dants early in the case and before Stunm ary judgm ent

proceedings. TI1e vast major ity of

foes expen ded occur red long after this occurred. 11ms, it is
incori-ect to utnize the validity of the
agree ment in the prevai1ing party analysis.

d.

Page 008

The only relief grant ed against the HOA was the open space acrea
ge
requtrcmeut.

In its prevailing party analysis, the Court relies on the determ
inatio n that 12.8 acres of

open space must be submi tted as a result of the Parks Dedications
Agree ment. That open space

requi-rement .is enforc eable only agains t the signat ory to Parks Dedic
ation Agreement. The only
defen dant tl1at is a signat<.1ry to that agreem ent is the HOA.
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Middleton is not the prevailing party.

Middleton did not avoid liability <.ln the contract claim because Coleman Homes
recovered all illegally collected impact foes from Middleton. Additionally, Middleton did not
prevail on the enforceability of the Impact Fee Agreement or the Parks Dedicatio11 Agreement
because the Amended Answer disposed of that issue early in the case and it was not adjudicated

in the summary judgment decision.
No relief has been granted agafost Coleman Homest WH Land or West Highlands. The
only entity implicated in the Court's summary Judgment decisions is the HOA which is required

to submit 12.8 acres of open space via the Parks .Dedication Agreement. Middleton, however,
sought to increase that number to 15. l uti1izing a wholly inappropriate reading of the applicable
agreements and through threats of unfair 1·egulatio11 and targeting by the city government Where

the single position taken by the Plaintiff in the lawsuit, seeking 15.1 acres of open space, is
denied by the Court, there i.s no basis to conclude that Middleton is the prevailing party. To be
sure, Middleton prosecuted a lawsuit seeking to obtain far more open space tl;an it was e11.titled
t(). This

Co1,.1rt denied that undert.aking. With the addition of the fact that three of the four

Defendants are not subject to any relief in favor of Middleton, this position is bolstered.

HI.

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, this Court should conclude that .Midd)eton's request for fees and
costs was not timely filed or served. Additionally~ this Court must individually assess the
prevailing party status of each of the Defendants aud conclude that Middleton was not the
pnwaiJing party because its request to recover 15. t acres of open space from the HOA only was
denied.
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CERTl.l?lCATE OF SKl!,VJCE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of February~ 2017, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM .IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO

RF:CONSU)ER .in tho abovtHmtitlcd matter as follows:
Joseph W. Borton
. Borton. Lakey Law Offices

[ J Via U.S. Mail
[XJ Yiu Facsimile
. [ ] Via Overnight Mail
[ J Via Hand Delivery

· J41 E. Carlton Ave.
.·Meridian, ID 83642
Fal~Similc: 208-493-4610
· Email; joe@)borton-lakey.com

[ J Via CllUlil

•--------------~••,•,••,,,.,,
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FEB 2 7 2017
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
J COTTLE, DEPUTY CLERK

Joseph W. Borton [ISB No. 5552]
BORTON-LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No: CV-15-8119

Plaintiff,
vs.

PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
RECONSIDER ATTORNEY FEES

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, et al
Counterclaimants,

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON ,
Counterdefendant.
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COMES NOW, Plaintiff the City of Middleton, by and through its counsel of record,
Joseph W. Borton of the firm Borton-Lakey Law Offices, and hereby moves this court for an
Order denying Defendants' Motion to Reconsider.

BASIS FOR OBJECTION
This Court entered its Judgment in this matter on November 7, 2016. This Judgment was
entered against all Defendants. Moreover, this is a "Final Judgment" in accordance with IRCP

54(a)(l).
A judgment is final if either it is a partial judgment that has been certified as final
pursuant to subsection (b)(l) of this rule or judgment has been entered on all
claims for relief, except costs and fees, asserted by or against all parties in the
action.
Nobody sought to appeal this final judgment, and nobody requested to reconsider this
final judgment that was entered against all Defendants. This Motion to reconsider does not offer
the Court any new information that it did not already have prior to issuing its Memorandum
Decision on February 8, 2017.
As the Court properly concluded, the City's motion for attorney fees was timely filed and
served. The Court also correctly applied IRCP 58, which provides that "the filing of a judgment
by the court as provided in Rule S(d) !!.! the placing of the clerk's filing stamp on the judgment
constitutes the entry of the judgment". In this case the Judgment was entered on November 7 and
mailed to the attorneys on that same day. There was no prejudice to either party because each
had the full fourteen-day period in IRCP 54 to file a motion for attorney's fees. In fact, once the
Defendant received the Plaintiff's Motion it was able to formulate a thorough written response
and then file it over a month before it was due; well prior to the January 19 hearing. The Court
has already considered and rejected the Defendants' current argument. The Defendants' Motion
to Reconsider should be denied.
PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER ATTORNEY FEES- PAGE 2
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CERTIFlCAT_E ffF SERVICE

r HEREIJ \{ CERTTF'\:' that on this 27th day of Febn:mry, 2017, a true and cortect copy of
the foregciing document \Vas served by first-Clas$ 11_1ai_t, postage pr.epakl, and addres~ed to; by fox
transmission to; by overnight deJlvery to; or hy personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as fridicated below:
Bradley J. Dixon
GJVENS PURSLEY,

U.S. Ni.ail
\ /'

LLP

--1.X~,"--FacsimiJe
I

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720

_ _ _ Overnight !Vfflil

Boise,, ID 83 701-2720
Fmc;simite: (208) 388- 1300

- ~ - E--filii1g

Hand Deliver\.>.,
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FEB 2 7 2017
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
J COTTLE, DEPUTY CLERK

Joseph W. Borton [ISB No. 5552]
BORTON-LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-441 S
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No: CV-15-8119

Plaintiff,

vs.

PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
ALTER OR AMEND THE
AMENDED JUDGMENT

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, et al,
Counterclaimants,
V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Cow1terdefendant.

PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS'MOTIONTOALTERORAMENDTHEAMENDEDJUDGMENT
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COMES NOW, Plaintiff the City of Middleton, by and through its counsel of record,
Joseph W. Borton of the firm Borton-Lakey Law Offices, and hereby moves this Court for an
Order rejecting Defendants' Motion to Alter or Amend the Amended Judgment.

LEGAL BASIS FOR OBJECTION
1.

Procedurally the Defendants' motion must fail.
This Court entered its Judgment in this matter on November 7, 2016. This was a "Final

Judgment" in accordance with IRCP 54(a)(l ), which states:
A judgment is final if either it is a partial judgment that has been certified as final
pursuant to subsection (b)(l) of this rule or judgment has been entered on all
claims for relief, except costs and fees, asserted by or against all parties in the
action. (emphasis added)
That November Judgment was entered on all claims for relief, nobody disputes that fact.
Nor is there any dispute that after it was entered on November 7 neither party filed an appeal of
this final judgment. Finally, there is no dispute that the Defendants never requested a
reconsideration or alteration of this final judgment. In baseball terms, that is strike one, two and
three. The time to seek the relief requested in the present motion has long since passed, and the
Motion should be denied for that reason alone.
2.

Substantively the Defendants' Motion must fail.
After the Plaintiff was awarded attorney fees, this Court directed the Plaintiff to "prepare

an Amended Judgment that is consistent with this Memorandwn Decision and the Judgment
entered November 7, 2016." The Plaintiff complied. On February 16, 2017, this Court entered
an "Amended Judgment" which mirrors word for word the already-final language in the
November 7, 2016 Judgment. Each Judgment is reproduced below to illustrate that fact.

PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND THE AMENDED JUDGMENT
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The November 7, 2016 Judgment reads as follows:
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

The Parks Dedication Ag1:eem.ent and Impact Fee Agreement are binding and enforceable
agreements on the parties.

2,

12.8 acres of the public park land within the West liighlands Development is subject to
the tenns of the Parks Dedication Agreement, open for public use in perpetuity, and
maintained by the West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association at no cost to the
City of Middleton.

3.

The Defendants' Counterclaim is dismissed with prejudice.

4.

Defendants must provide to the City of Middleton one or more fmancial guarantees if
Defendants apply for building pennits before completion of an equivalent service level
for parks and streets.

The February 15, 2017 Amended Judgment reads as follows:
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

The Parks Dedication Agreement and Im.pact Fee Agreement are binding and enforceable
agreements on the parties.

2.

12.8 acres of the public park land within the West Highlands Development is subject to
the te1ms of the Parks Dedication Agreement, open for public use in perpetuity, and
maintained by the West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association at no cost to the

City of Middleton.
3.

Toe Defendants' Counterclaim is dismissed with prejudice.

4.

Defendants must provide to the City of Middleton one or more financial guarantees if
Defendants apply for building permits before completion of an equivalent service level
for parks and streets.

5.

Plaintiff (City of Middleton) shall recover from the Defendants the amount of
$28,526.22, as and for attorney's fees and costs.

PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND THE AMENDED JUDGMENT
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\Vherefore, it is respectfully requested that the Kfotionbe DENIED.
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CERTIFICAT.E·OF S.ERVTCK
IfIEREITY CERTIFY that on this 27:.i, day of February, 2017, a true ar1d cqr.rect copy .of
the foregoing doctm1r.mt ·was served by fh:st-c.lass mail, postage prepaid; and addressed to; by fax
transmission t:o; by overn:ightdeHvery to; or hy personally delivering to or leaving \Vith a person
in charge of the Z)fiice as indicated below:

D;vo··r1
Bl,,,~1-,~,:r
.,u,_. J,..

,

..,.___r

u

~

.

_,!,..-'ll..

U.S. Mail
------\:.;,---· Facsim. ile.·

• .

GJVENS PURSLEY, LLP

-,~>..••·-·

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-•2720
Facsimile: (208) 388~ 1300

·

Ovemight 1-fail
Hand Delivery

___ E-,fi1ing
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CANYON COL,,, I I • : .•
M MARTINEL DEFU I y

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.: CV 2015-8119

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER DENYING COLEMAN'S
MOTION TO RECONSIDER THE
COSTS AND FEES AWARD AND
GRANTING COLEMAN'S MOTION
TOALTERORAMENDTHE
JUDGMENT

)
)
)
)
)
)

- - - -Defendants/Counterclaimants.
------------ )
The Court entered judgment on November 7, 2016. On February 8, 2017, the Court
issued its memorandum decision and order finding that Middleton was the prevailing party and
awarding Middleton $28,526.22 in costs and fees. On February 17, 2017, the Court issued an
amended judgment that included the costs and fees award. On February 21, 2017, Coleman filed
a motion to reconsider the costs and fees award and a motion to alter or amend the amended
judgment. Middleton objected to both motions. The Court heard argument on the motions on
March 16, 2017. The Court took the matter under advisement.
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r

;

court decides a motion to reconsider, 'the district court must apply the same standard of review
that the court applied when deciding the original order that is being reconsidered."' Westby v.
Schaefer, 157 Idaho 616, 621 (2014) (quoting Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266, 276

(2012)). "If the original order was within the trial court's discretion, then so is the decision to
grant or deny the motion to reconsider." Id.
Determining prevailing party status and awarding costs and fees are discretionary with
the Court. I.R.C.P. 54; Poole v. Davis, 153 Idaho 604, 606 (2012). "Only in the rarest of
circumstances will this Court reverse the district court's determination of which party prevailed."
Poole, 153 Idaho at 606. The same is true with respect to the amount of costs and fees awarded

to the prevailing party. Id. After reviewing the record and the applicable legal authority, the
Court stands by its original decision on the motions for costs and attorney fees. The Court
therefore denies Coleman's motion to reconsider the costs and fee award.
"[1.R.C.P.] 59(e) provides a trial court a mechanism to correct legal and factual errors

occurring in proceedings before it." Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705, 707, 979 P.2d
107, 109 (1999). "A motion to alter or amend the judgment must be filed and served no later than
14 days after entry of the judgment." I.R.C.P. 59(e). The decision to alter or amend a judgment is
discretionary with the trial court. Slaathaug, 132 Idaho at 707. A Court may also grant similar
relief under I.R.C.P. 60.
After reviewing the record and the parties' arguments, it appears that the language in the
amended judgment should be amended to more accurately reflect the relief granted as it relates to
the particular Defendants. Thus, the Court grants Coleman's motion to alter or amend the
amended judgment.
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ORDER
THE REFO RE, IT IS HER EBY ORDERED THAT:
1. Cole man' s motion to reconsider the costs and attorney
fee award is DENIED.
2. Cole man' s motion to alter or amend the amended judgm
ent is GRANTED.

DATED: April

JQ_, 2017

ORDE R RE: MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER AND TO ALTE
R OR AMEND JUDG
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MENT - 3

-

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

J1

r

day of

a,,pn t

, 2017, a true and

correct copy of the above and foregoing document was
addressed and delivered as indicated
below:

~U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

Bradley Dixon
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701

/[ ]
[ ]

Joseph Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

Hand-delivered
Facsimile

~ S . Mail, postage prepaid
[ ]
Hand-delivered
[ ]
Facsimile

~
~
Clerk of the Court

~
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~2/2 1/17

14:1 0:29

208 -3.3 00

->

Brad ley J. Dixon; ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy} lSB No. 9064
GIV ENS PUR SLE Y LLP

CANYOt\!
'( CLERK
M MAR I ii~'"-i, GEPUTY

601 W. Bannock Street:
POB ox2? 20
Boise, ID 8370 1-27 20

Teleplmnc (208) 388-I 200

Facsimile (208) 388~1300
brad leyd ixon @giv ensp urslc y.co m
kcrst iken nedy @giv cnsp ursle y.co m
Atto mey s fbr Defendants tmd Counterclaimants
lN THE DIST RICT COU RT OF TUE THIR D
JUD ICIA L DIST RICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COU
NTY OF CAN YON

THE ClTY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-15~8 t 19

V,

SEC OND AME NDE D JUD GM ENT

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho lirnited

liability company, and WES T HIGH LAN DS,
LLC, an ldaho limit ed liability comp any,
WES T HIGH LAN DS SUB DIVI SION
HOM EOW NER S ASS OCIA rION , INC, an

ldaho Corpqratio.n; WEST HKHU.,ANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability cmnpatiy,
De.fondants.

COL EMA N HOM ES, LLC , an ldtiho limited
liability company, and WES T HIGH LAN DS,
U,C, a11 Idaho limit ed liability comp any,
WES T HIGH LAN DS SUB DIVl SlON
HOM EOW NER S ASSO CIAT ION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WES T HIGH LAN DS

LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

v.

Defendants and Countcrclaimonts.

THE CJTY OI•' MIDDLETON,

Plaintiff and Coumerdefendant,
•••••••••••....,•.,.•nv,...,~"rYY'-"""...,....,.•...,.,.,....,wo........,.............,_.,

..................,...,..........~ •..,...,..,.,.. ,.,,..,y -..,..~

--

SECOND AME NDE D JUD GM ENT -1
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,,
;,211 17

14:12 :04

208 -3.3 00

->

4547 5,Gi uens Pursely LLP

Page 007

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

The Parks Dedic ation Agree ment and Impa ct Fee-.~ Agree
ment are bindi ng an.d

enforceable agreen1ents.
2.

12.8 acres of the publi c park land withi n the West .High
lands Deve lopm ent is

subject h, the terms of the Parks Dedic ation Agreement.

3.

The Defondants' C()unterclaim is dism.isscd with pr~judice.

4.

West Highl ands, LLC must provi de the City of Middleton
one or more financ

ial

guara ntees consi stent with the te;.-rms and condi tions of
Sectio n 3 of the Irnpact Fee

Agreement.
5.

Plain tiff (City of Midd leton ) shaJI rccovt,"f 1}om the Defen
dants the amou nt of

$28;526.22, ns and for altc)mey's fees and costs.
ENTERED this

JO .o f ~ ~ 2017.

Magistrate Judge
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~/21/17 14:13:01 28B-3EIIIII388

..

->

45475.Giuens Pursely LLP

C

CATE OF SERVICE
.
-/)(v) (l
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on th.i.1, 1 _ day of ~ary, 2017, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing SECOND AMENDED JUDGMENT in the above-entitled
matter as follows:

~------------•---•m•.,••••-=•---r.-=-::-:::;..-,,:--::,,-::--::--:c-:--.,--------t
Joseph W. Borton
ia U.S. Mail
[ J Via Facsimile
[ ] Via Overnight Mail
[ J Via Hand Delivery
. [ J Via email

Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208w493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com
BradleyJ. Dixon
. ,..... .
Kersti H'. Kennedy
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701 ~2720
·Facsimile (208) 388-1300
·bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.00111

[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

ia U.S. Mail
Via Facsimile
Via Overnight Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via email

------~~-··-·-···,.--·---------....._----------By:
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Pa.ye 880

Bradley J. Dixon, ISB No. 6167
Kersti H. Kennedy, ISB No. 9064
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
bradleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givenspursley.com

L E D

A.M _ _ _....P,M.

MAY f 2 2017
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
J COTTLE, DEPUTY CLERK

Attorneys for Defendants and Counterclaimants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant/Respondent,

Case No. CV-15-8119
V.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS/
APPELLANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL

Defendants/Counterclaimants/Appellants.

TO:

The above named Plaintiff/Counterdefendant/Respondent The City of Middleton and its
attorneys of record Borton Lakey Law Offices and to the Clerk of the Court:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

1.

The above-named Defendants/Counterclaimants/Appellants Coleman Homes,

LLC, West Highlands, LLC, West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association, Inc. and
West Highlands Land Development, LLC ("Appellants") appeal against the above-named
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant/Respondent the City of Middleton ("Respondent") to the Idaho
Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision and Order Awarding Attorney Fees and Costs

DEFENDANTS AND COUNTERCLAIMANTS' NOTICE OF APPEQ
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-

to the City of Middleton in the Amount of $28,526.22. The Memorandum Decision was entered
by the Honorable Christopher S. Nye, presiding, on February 8, 2017.
2.

Appellants have the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

Memorandum Decision described in paragraph 1 above are appealable pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(7)
of the Idaho Appellate Rules. The district court entered its Judgment on November 7, 2016. On
February 8, 2017, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order Awarding Attorney
Fees and Costs to the City of Middleton in the Amount of$28,526.22. The Appellants moved to
reconsider this decision, and the Court entered its Memorandum Decision and Order Denying
Coleman's Motion to Reconsider the Costs and Fees Award and Granting Coleman's Motion to
Alter or Amend the Judgment on April 11, 2017. The District Court entered an amended
judgment on February 16, 2017 and a Second Amended Judgment on April 11, 2017. A copy of
the memorandum decisions and judgments are attached to this notice.
3.

Appellants' preliminary statement of the issue on appeal is as follows:
A. Did the District Court err in finding that Middleton was the prevailing

party in the action and awarding Middleton $28,526.22 in costs and fees?
B. Are Appellants entitled to attorney fees on appeal?
4.

No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record.

5.

Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. Appellants request hearing transcripts in

electronic form as follows:
A. April 21, 2016 9AM hearing; court reporter: Tamara Weber; estimated pages:
less than 100.
B. January 19, 2017 9AM hearing; court reporter: Tamara Weber; estimated
pages: less than 100.

DEFENDANTS AND COUNTERCLAIMANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
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C. March 16, 2017 9AM hearing; court reporter: Tamara Weber; estimated pages:
less than 100.
6.

Appellants request the following documents (including any exhibits or

attachments thereto) be included in the clerk's record in addition to those automatically included
under Rule 28, I.A.R:
PARTY

DOCUMENT

DATE

Coleman

Defendants' Motion for Leave to Amend Answer and Assert
Counterclaim

3/1/16

City

Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Leave to
Amend Answer

4/14/16

Coleman

Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to
Amend Answer and Assert Counterclaim

4/19/16

Court

Order Re: Amended Answer to Petition for Declaratory Ruling and
Counterclaim

5/3/16

Coleman

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment

6/9/16

Coleman

Notice of hearing On Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment

6/9/16

Coleman

Defendants and Counterclaimaints' Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Summary Judgment

6/9/16

Coleman

Affidavit of Thomas Coleman in Support of Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment

6/9/16

Coleman

Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon in Support of Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment

6/9/16

City

Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment

7/22/16

City

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment

7/22/16

City

Affidavit of Darin Taylor in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for
Summary Judgment

7/22/16

City

Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment

8/31/16

City

Affidavit of Darin Taylor in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment

8/31/16

Coleman

Defendants' and Counterclaimants' Memorandum in Opposition to
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment

9/1/16

Coleman

Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment

9/11/16

City

Rebuttal Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary
Judgment

9/8/16

FILING
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City

Affidavit of Joseph W. Borton

City

Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration

10/28/16

Coleman

Motion for Reconsideration or, Alternatively, to Reform Contracts

11/8/16

Coleman

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration or,
Alternatively, to Reform Contracts

11/8/16

Coleman

Defendants' Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration

11/10/17

Coleman

Defendants' Counterclaimants' Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs

11/16/16

Coleman

Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon in Support of Petition for Attorney Fees
and Costs

11/16/16

City

Plaintiffs Memorandum of Fees and Costs

11/28/16

City

Affidavit of Joseph Borton in support of Plaintiffs Memorandum of
Fees and Costs

11/28/16

City

Response to Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration

11/21/16

Coleman

Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Petition for Fees and Costs

11/28/16

City

Plaintiffs Objection to Defendants' Petition for Attorney Fees and
Costs

11/29/16

City

Motion to Disallow Defendants' Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs

11/30/16

Coleman

Defendants' Motion to Disallow Plaintiffs Memorandum of Fees and
Costs

12/1/16

Coleman

Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Disallow
Plaintiffs Memorandum of Fees and Costs

12/1/16

Court

Order Denying the Parties' Motions for Reconsideration

12/13/16

Coleman

Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to disallow
Defendants' Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs

1/11/17

Coleman

Supplemental Affidavit of Bradley J. Dixon in Support of Motion to
Strike Plaintiffs Petition for Fees and Costs

1/19/17

Coleman

Motion to Reconsider re Attorney Fees and Costs

2/21/17

Coleman

Motion to Alter or Amend re Amended Judgment

2/21/17

Coleman

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider re Attorney Fees
and Costs

2/21/17

Coleman

Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Reconsider Attorney
Fees

2/27/17

Coleman

Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Alter or Amend the
Amended Judgment

2/27/17

9/8/16

DEFENDANTS AND COUNTERCLAIMANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4
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7.

The undersigned hereby certifies:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set
out below:
Tammy Weber
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

(b)

That the Court Reporter has been paid the estimated fee for preparation of
the Reporter's transcript.

(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the Clerk's record has been paid.

(d)

That all appellate filing fees have been paid.

(e)

That a copy of this notice of appeal was and/or will be, simultaneously
with filing, served upon all other parties required pursuant to I.A.R. 20.

DATED: May

g

2017.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

~J~~f.J..i~.7~~====r:.==~:::::
Kersti H. ennedy
Attorneys for Defendants and
Counterclaimants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

12,~oay of May 2017, I served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS AND COUNTERCLAIMANTS' NOTICE
OF APPEAL in the above-entitled matter as follows:

[ ]
[X]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

Via U.S. Mail
Via Facsimile
Via Overnight Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via email

B y ~ ~
Kersti H. Kennedy
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Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Case No: CV-15-8119
Plaintiff,
vs.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Comp~y.

JUDGMENT

RECEIVED
NOVO 9 2016

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability compap.y;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Givens Pursley, LLP

Defendants and Counterclaim.ants,

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.
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1

WDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

The Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee Agreement are binding and enforceable
agreements on the parties.

2.

12.8 acres of the public park land within the West Highlands Development is subject to
the terms of the Parks Dedication Agreement, open for public use in perpetuity, and
maintained by the West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association at no cost to the

3.

The Defendants' Counterclaim is dismissed with prejudice.

4.

Defendants must provide to the City of Middleton one or more financial guarantees if
Defendants apply for building permits before completion of an equivalent service level
for parks and streets.

ENTERED this~ day November, 2016.

JUDGE
CHRIS NYE
HONORABLE CHRISTOPHER S. NYE
Magistrate Judge
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~.. State of Idaho

}
'! County of Canyon 88•
I hereby certify that the foregoing instrument
z : 0 : 11 a true and correct copy of lhe original aa

· . ,:.,.-·.,•-:,~ fl!
">'o•.
. : CJ :;~"'l \
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•

\
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o:;:;: :lhe same appoars in this office
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DATED

f 'l . I t~

/ -

.

~~~~~.~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~-
~~ · 1l) •••••••••~\..<) .,.,..-t CHRIS YAMAMOTO. Cicrk ol lhe Dis1nct Court
####.. JU01c,~ ,,....
ey.
~
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this '\day of November, 2016, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:

)><

Bradl€y 1-. D-i-Xor-

U.S~Mail
Facsimile
--- - - Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street

P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Joseph W. Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

X

___ U.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile
- - Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Deputy Clerk
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_ _ _....,A.M. ________P.M.

FEB OB 20ll
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
M MARTINEZ, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

)

Case No.: CV 2015-8119

)

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
lAND DEVELOPMENT, lLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER AWARDING ATTORNEY
FEES AND COSTS TO THE CITY OF
MIDDLETON IN THE AMOUNT OF
$28,526.22

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants/Counterclaimants.
)
---------------Several motions pertaining to attorney fees and costs came up for hearing on January 19,
2017. The motions are: (1) The City of Middleton's (..Middleton") request for fees and costs; (2)
Coleman Homes, LLC, et. al. ("Coleman") motion to strike Middleton's petition for fees and
costs; (3) Coleman's motion to disallow Middleton's memorandum of fees and costs; (4)
Coleman's petition for attorney fees and costs; and (5) Middleton's motion to disallow
Coleman's petition for attorney fees and costs. The parties filed accompanying memoranda and
affidavits. The Court took the motions under advisement.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS - I
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I.

Case history

On September 3, 2015, Middleton filed a petition for a declaratory ruling that the Impact
Fee Agreement ("IFA") and the Parks Dedication Agreement ("PDA'') are enforceable.
Pursuant to stipulation of the parties, the Court ordered that the IFA and the PDA are
valid and enforceable.
On May 6, 2016, Coleman filed a declaratory relief counterclaim asking the Court to
interpret the IFA and PDA. Coleman also alleged a breach of contract claim. The Court
dismissed that claim after Middleton returned impact fees it had collected from Coleman.
This case was whittled down to one main issue: under the parties' agreements, how much
land does Coleman have to set aside as open park space in the West Highlands Subdivision? The
parties stipulated to have the Court decide this issue on cross-motions for summary judgment.
The Court determined that Coleman must set aside 12.8 acres. The Court issued its
memorandum decision and order on the parties' cross-motions for summary judgment
("Summary Judgment Order") on October 17, 2016.
Middleton filed its motion for reconsideration on October 27, 2016.
The Court entered Judgment on November 7, 2016.
Coleman filed its motion for reconsideration of the Summary Judgment Order, or
alternatively, to reform the parties' contracts, on November 8, 2016.
Coleman filed its petition for attorney fees and costs and Bradley Dixon's supporting
affidavit on November 16, 2016.
Middleton filed its memorandum of fees and costs and Joseph Borton's supporting
affidavit ("Borton Aff.") on November 17, 2016.
The Court denied the parties• motions for reconsideration on December 13, 2016.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS - 2
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II.

The parties timely filed and served their respective memoranda of fees and
costs and supporting affidavits

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(4) provides that an itemized memorandum of costs and fees must be filed
and served on adverse parties "not later than 14 days after entry of judgment." "Failure to timely
fiJe a memorandum of costs is a waiver of the right to costs." Id.
Judgment was entered on November 7, 2016. I.R.C.P. 58; Stibal v. Fano, 157 Idaho 428
(2014). The parties timely filed their memoranda of fees and costs and supporting affidavits.
Coleman contends that Middleton did not timely serve its memorandum and supporting
affidavit. Middleton's memorandum and the Borton Aff. each have a "Certificate of Service"
stating that they were served on Coleman's counsel via facsimile on November 17, 2016.
Coleman's counsel submitted an affidavit stating that his office never received those faxes and
did not get the memorandum and affidavit until November 28, 2016.
This is a factual dispute for the Court to resolve. See, e.g. Allstate Ins. Co., v. Mocaby,
133 Idaho 593 (1999) (Defendant's objection to costs and fees was deemed timely where the
court was unable to determine from the record when the memorandum of costs was filed.) The
Court finds that Middleton timely served its memorandum of fees and costs and supporting
affidavit on November 17, 2016.
III.

Middleton is the prevailing party

"Determination of the prevailing parties in a civil action is committed to the sound
discretion of the trial court." Poole v. Davis, 153 Idaho 604, 606 (2012); I.R.C.P. 54. I.R.C.P.
54(d)(l)(B) provides:
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs,
the trial court must, in its sound discretion, consider the final judgment or result of
the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court
may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in
part, and on so finding may apportion the costs between and among the parties in
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a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the issues and claims involved
in the action and the resulting judgment or judgments obtained.
"Thus, there are three principal factors a trial court must consider when determining which party,
if any, prevailed: (1) the final judgment or result obtained in relation to the relief sought; (2)
whether there were multiple claims or issues between the parties; and (3) the extent to which
each of the parties prevailed on each of the claims or issues." Nguyen v. Bui, 146 Idaho 187, 192
(Ct. App. 2008). "In determining which party prevailed where there are claims and counterclaims
between opposing parties, the court determines who prevailed 'in the action'; that is, the
prevailing party question is examined and determined from an overall view, not a claim-by-claim
analysis." Oakes v. Boise Heart Clinic Physicians, PLLC, 152 Idaho 540,545 (2012).
Overall, Middleton prevailed in this action. The Court granted Middleton's request for
declaratory relief by ordering that the IFA and the PDA are valid and enforceable. On the
ultimate issue of open space acreage, the Court's 12.8-acre determination is much closer to
Middleton's position than Coleman's (a 2.3-acre difference versus a 5.88-acre difference).
Middleton also avoided liability on Coleman's breach of contract counterclaim.
Middleton prevailed in the overall action and is entitled to a costs and fees award.
Coleman did not prevail in this action and is not entitled to a costs and fees award.
IV.

Middleton is awarded $28,526.22 in costs and attorneys' fees

Middleton request costs and fees pursuant to I.C. §§ 12-120, 12-121, I.R.C.P. 54, and the
parties' IFA § 6. Middleton requests $2,128.05 in costs as a matter of right and $37,397.55 in
attorney fees, for a total cost/fee award of $39,525.60. 1

1 See

Borton Aff, Tl! 5, 6, Exhibit A
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1. Middleton is entitled to $478.05 in costs as a matter of right
Middleton is entitled to certain costs as a matter of right. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C); I.C. § 101210. The Court will award Middleton's request for deposition transcripts. The Court will not
award the $1,650 mediation fee because it is not an enumerated cost as a matter of right, nor is it
a "necessary and exceptional" cost. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C), (D). Thus, Middleton is entitled to
$478.05 in costs as a matter of right.
2. The Court will award $28.048.17 in attorney fees
The gravamen of this lawsuit is a commercial transaction. I.C. § 12-120(3); Sims v.

Jacobson, 157 Idaho 980 (2015). Middleton is entitled to a reasonable attorney fee award
pursuant to I.C. § 12-120(3) and the parties' contract. Id.; Moore v. Omnicare, Inc., 141 Idaho
809 (2005); I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l); IFA § 6.
The Court cannot award attorney fees under I.C. § 10-1210 because they are not "costs"
within the meaning of the statute. National Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, P.A. v. Dixon, 141
Idaho 537 (2005). The Court cannot award attorney fees under I.C. §§ 12-117 or 12-121 because
each side presented legitimate, triable issues. LC. § 12-121; I.R.C.P. 54(e)(2); Nampa &

Meridian Irrigation Dist. v. Washington Fed. Savings, 135 Idaho 518, 524-25, (2001).
The calculation of the amount of attorney fees is committed to the sound discretion of the
trial court. Eastern Idaho Agricultural Credit Ass'n v. Neibaur, 133 Idaho 402 (1999). The Court
may only award "reasonable" attorney fees. The Court may apportion the fee award if it deems
that a party partially prevailed. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B); Nguyen, 146 Idaho at 192-93.
The Court considered the I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) factors as follows:
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(A) The time and labor reguired. This action commenced in September 2015 and was
resolved on summary judgment in November 2016. The parties engaged in a moderate motion
practice. The discovery in this case was not extensive.
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions. This case mostly involved questions
related to LLUPA and contract law.
(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience and
ability of the attorney in the particular field of law. The attorneys handling this case are
experienced in these areas of law.
(D) The prevailing charges for like work. Middleton's counsel charged a reduced rate for
legal services performed. (Borton Aff., 14).
(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contineent. The fees were. charged at an hourly rate.

(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case. The
Court is unaware of any time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case.
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained. This was a declaratory judgment
action. The Court determined that Coleman must provide 12.8 acres of open park space.
(H) The undesirability of the case. This case was not a particularly undesirable one.
(I) The nature and leneth of the professional relationship with the client. Middleton's
counsel has provided legal advice and services to Middleton for four years. (Borton Aff., 1)[8(1)).
(J) Awards in similar cases. The Court is unaware of amounts awarded in similar cases.

(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research. None are requested.
Based on a review of the record and the applicable legal standards, a reasonable attorney
fee award is $28,048.17.
Thus, the Court awards a total of $28,526.22 in attorney fees and costs to Middleton.
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ORDER
THEREF ORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERE D THAT:
1. Middleto n's request for attorney fees and costs is GRANTED, in part, and Middleton is

awarded $28,526.22 in attorney fees and costs;
2. Coleman 's motion to strike Middleton's memorandum of fees and costs is DENIED;
3. Coleman 's motion to disallow Middleton's memorandum of fees and costs is DENIED;
4. Coleman 's petition for attorney fees and costs is DENIED; and
5. Middleto n's motion to disallow Coleman's petition for attorney fees and costs is
GRANTE D.

IT IS FURTHE R ORDERE D THAT Middleton's counsel prepare an amended

judgment that is consistent with this memorandum decision and order and the Judgment entered
November 7, 2016.

DATED: February ~201 7
Hon. Chris Nye
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

i-

day of

~UF-"-"=/p____, 2017, a true and

correct copy of the above and foregoing document was addressed and delivered as indicated
below:

Mu.s.
Mail, postage prepaid
[ ]

Bradley Dixon
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701

[ ]

Joseph Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

Hand-delivered
Facsimile

~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ ]
[ ]

Hand-delivered
Facsimile

1vAAAMJ
Clerk of the Court
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_F_I_A_k_E__q_~
APR 1 t 2017
CANYON CO!ff; v C:\

v;'<

M MAR~lf\Jl:

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

)

Case No.: CV 2015-8119

)

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MEMO RANDU M DECISION AND
ORDER DENYING COLEM AN'S
MOTIO N TO RECONSIDER THE
COSTS AND FEES A WARD AND
GRANT ING COLEM AN'S MOTIO N
TO ALTER OR AMEND THE
JUDGM ENT

)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants/Counterclaimants.
--- ----- --- --- - )
The Court entered judgment on November 7, 2016. On February 8, 2017, the Court
issued its memorandum decision and order finding that Middleton was the prevailing party
and
awarding Middleton $28,526.22 in costs and fees. On February 17, 2017, the Court issued
an
amended judgment that included the costs and fees award. On February 21, 2017, Coleman
filed
a motion to reconsider the costs and fees award and a motion to alter or amend the amended
judgment. Middleton objected to both motions. The Court heard argument on the motions
on
March 16, 2017. The Court took the matter under advisement.
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court decides a motion to reconsider, 'the district court must apply the same standard of review
that the court applied when deciding the original order that is being reconsidered."' Westby v.
Schaefer, 157 Idaho 616, 621 (2014) (quoting Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266, 276

(2012)). "If the original order was within the trial court's discretion, then so is the decision to
grant or deny the motion to reconsider." Id.
Determining prevailing party status and awarding costs and fees are discretionary with
the Court. I.R.C.P. 54; Poole v. Davis, 153 Idaho 604, 606 (2012). "Only in the rarest of
circumstances will this Court reverse the district court's determination of which party prevailed."
Poole, 153 Idaho at 606. The same is true with respect to the amount of costs and fees awarded

to the prevailing party. Id. After reviewing the record and the applicable legal authority, the
Court stands by its original decision on the motions for costs and attorney fees. The Court
therefore denies Coleman's motion to reconsider the costs and fee award.
"[1.R.C.P.] 59(e) provides a trial court a mechanism to correct legal and factual errors
occurring in proceedings before it." Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705, 707, 979 P.2d
107, 109 ( 1999). "A motion to alter or amend the judgment must be filed and served no later than
14 days after entry of the judgment." l.R.C.P. 59(e). The decision to alter or amend a judgment is
discretionary with the trial court. Slaathaug, 132 Idaho at 707. A Court may also grant similar
relief under I.R.C.P. 60.
After reviewing the record and the parties' arguments, it appears that the language in the
amended judgment should be amended to more accurately reflect the relief granted as it relates to
the particular Defendants. Thus, the Court grants Coleman's motion to alter or amend the
amended judgment.
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ORDER
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

1. Coleman's motion to reconsider the costs and attorney fee award is DENIED.
2. Coleman's motion to alter or amend the amended judgment is GRANTED.

DATED: April

JJJ_, 2017
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

u__

day of

o,pvi I

, 2017, a true and

correct copy of the above and foregoing document was addressed and delivered as indicated
below:

Bradley Dixon
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701

~,,~.S . Mail, postage prepaid
[ ]
Hand-delivered
[ ]
Facsimile

Joseph Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

/u
[ ]

[ J

.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand-delivered
Facsimile
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RECEIVED
FEB 2 \ 2017

Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

F I L E D

_ _ _A.M, _ _ _P.M.

FEB t 6 2017

Givens Pursley, LLP

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
A VOUNG. OEPlJTV

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Case No: CV-15-8119
Plaintiff,
vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.

AMENDED JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.

AMENDED JUDGMENT
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JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

The Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee Agreement are binding and enforceable
agreements on the parties.

2.

12.8 acres of the public park land within the West Highlands Development is subject to
the terms of the Parks Dedication Agreement, open for public use in perpetuity, and
maintained by the West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association at no cost to the
City of Middleton.

3.

The Defendants' Counterclaim is dismissed with prejudice.

4.

Defendants must provide to the City of Middleton one or more financial guarantees if
Defendants apply for building permits before completion of an equivalent service level
for parks and streets.

5.

Plaintiff (City of Middleton) shall recover from the Defendants the amount of
$28,526.22, as and for attorney's fees and costs.

ENTERED this

l!2

day February, 2017.

JUDGE
CHRIS NYE
HONORABLE CHRISTOPHER S. NYE
Magistrate Judge
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CLERK' S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisl2 day of February, 2017, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmiss ion to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:
Bradley J. Dixon

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-27 20
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Joseph W. Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

~

AMENDED JUDGMENT

U.S.Mail
- - Facsimile
_ _ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
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CA!,fyt:JN COUN'r·1' CiiK
M MAf,TIN~l. ldLPUTY

Brad leyJ . Dixo n; lSB No. 6167
Kersti H. Ken nedy , JSB No. 9064

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Ba11nock Street

POB ox2 720

Boise, lD 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facs imil e (208 ) 388- 1300

bradleydixon@givens1,ursley.com
kerstikenncdy@givenspvrslcy.com
Atto rney s for Dcfo ndan ts and Cou nter claim
ants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THlRD

JUDICIA

L DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDA HO, IN AND FOR THE
COU NTY OF CAN YON

THE CITY O.F M.IDPLETON,
Plaintiff,
v.

Case No. CV-15~8119

COLEMAN HOMES. LLC, an Idaho Hroiled
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC. un Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HJGiiLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporetion; WEST HIOHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, ar1 Idaho
lim.lt<:d liability companyi

SECOND AMENDEJ> JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COLEMANHOMES, U,C , an ldah,1 lirn
it~
liability compa11y, and WEST HIGHLANDS
,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVtSION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC,
on
Idaho Corporation; WEST HJGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability compa11y,
V.

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

:Plaintiff and Counterdefeodant,
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JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

The Parks Dedication Agreement and Impa ct Fee
Agreement ore binding and

enforceabJe agreements.

2.

12.8 acres of the public park land within the West Highlands
subject to the tcnns of the Parks Dedi catio n Agreemen

Development: is

t.

3.

llle Defendants' Counterclaim is dismissed with pi:ej\.1
dice.

4.

West Highlands., LLC must provi de the City of Midd
leton one or more

financial

guarantee$ consistent with the term$ and conditions of
Section 3 of the Impact Fee
Agreement.

5.

Plaintiff (City of Middleton) shall recovt.T from the Defen
dants the amount of

$28,526.22, as and for attorney's fees and costs.
ENTE RED this

JO .o f ~ , 2017.

H01.......,,.,.,.
Magistrate Judge
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1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on thi.s

.JL_

4547525 Giuens Pursely LLP

<lay of n..111~:::.

correct copy of the foregoing Sfl:CO.ND AMENDED .JUDGMENT in the above-entitled
matter as follows:

,--------------------·--...,~--'------------Joseph W. Borton
·-r ] Via U.S. Mail
[ J Via Facsirn:ilc
[ ] Via Overnight Mail
[ J Via Hand Delivery
[ ] Via em a.ii

Botton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian1 ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-493-46 l O
Email: joe@borton~Iakey.com

_ _,,,,,__ _ _....,_....,.,,,....,,.=·-·-~~·~-------"+-,._,,...,,-"'-c----,,..,..--,---,-._ _ _ _ _ i

1.-E--'1 Vfo U.S. Mail

Bradfoy J. Dixon
Kersti H. Kennedy
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box 2720
Boise, 1D 83701-2720
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
·bradleydixon@givenspursJey.com

[ ] Via Facsimile
[ ] Via Overnight Mail
[ J Via Hand Delivery
[ ] Via email

ke.i:stlkennody@givenspursley.com

.By:
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Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

CANYON

CJ>1'!! CLERK
r,fJDEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

Case No: CV-15-8119

Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant/Respondent,
PLAINTIFF/COUNTERDEFENDANT/CROSS APPELLANT'S
NOTICE OF CROSS APPEAL

vs.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
Defendants/Counterclaimants/appellants.

To: The above-named Cross-Respondents COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, WEST
HIGHLANDS LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, and their attorneys of record Givens Pursley,
LLP, and to the Clerk of the above-entitled Court:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

1.

The above-named Cross-Appellant (City of Middleton) appeals against the above-named

Cross-Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision and Order re:

CROSS APPELLANT'S NOTICE OF CROSS APPEAL
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attorney's fees entered in the above-entitled action on February 8, 2017 (Honorable Christopher
S. Nye, presiding); and from the Memorandum Decision and Order entered in the above-entitled
action on April 11, 2017 (Honorable Christopher S. Nye, presiding). A copy of these documents
are attached to this Notice.
2.

That Cross-Appellant has a right to cross-appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

Judgments or Orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to
Rule 1l(a)(7) and 15(b) I.A.R. Cross-Respondents filed a Notice of Appeal on May 12, 2017 to
the Idaho Supreme Court from this Court's February 8, 2017 Memorandum Decision and Order
awarding Attorney Fees and Costs to the City of Middleton in the amount of $28,526.22.
3.

Pursuant to I.A.R. 18(f) Cross-Appellant's preliminary statement of the issues on cross-

appeal is as follows:
a.

Did the District Court err in the Second Amended Judgment by stating in
paragraph 4 that the obligation of providing the City of Middleton a "financial
guarantee" was an obligation of West Highlands, LLC, rather than the Developer
Coleman Homes, LLC, as set forth in paragraph 3 of the Impact Fee Agreement?

b.

Did the District Court err in awarding part, but not all, of the attorney's fees
incurred and requested by the City of Middleton as the prevailing party?

c.
4.

Is Cross-Appellant entitled to attorney's fees on appeal?

I.A.R. 18(h) Reporter's Transcript: A reporter's transcript has already been ordered as

part of Cross-Respondent's original Notice of Appeal. Cross-Appellant would utilize that same
reporter's transcript, to wit: April 21, 201 7; March 16, 201 7; and January 19, 2017.

CROSS APPELLANT'S NOTICE OF CROSS APPEAL
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•

I.A.R. 18(i) Cross-Appellant requests the Clerk's Record automatically included pursuant

to Rule 28 I.AR., as well as those Additional Documents requested to be included with the
Clerk's Record as set forth in paragraph 6 of the Appellant's May 12, 2017 Notice of Appeal.
6.

Pursuant to I.A.R. 18(k) the undersigned hereby certifies:
a. That a copy of this notice of Cross-Appeal has been served on each reporter of
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out
below:
Tammy Weber, Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany St, Caldwell, Idaho 83605

b. That the Court reporter and Clerk have each been paid their respective fees as
represented by the Appellant's Notice of Appeal.
c. That all appellate cross-appeal fees have been paid.
d. That a copy of this Notice of Appeal was and will be served upon all other parties
required pursuant to I.AR. 20.

DATED this 2nd day June 2017.
Y LAW OFFICES

on
PlaintifflCross-Appellant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of June 2017, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:
Bradley J. Dixon

U.S. Mail
X
Facsimile
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
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Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

NOV O7 20\6
CANYON COUNTY CLERK

T. cRAWFQAQ, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Case No: CV-15-8119
Plaintiff,

vs.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.

JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,

v.
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.

JUDGMENT
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JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

The Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee Agreement are binding and enforceable
agreements on the parties.

2.

12.8 acres of the public park land within the West Highlands Development is subject to
the terms of the Parks Dedication Agreement, open for public use in perpetuity, and
maintained by the West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association at no cost to the
City of Middleton.

3.

The Defendants' Counterclaim is dismissed with prejudice.

4.

Defendants must provide to the City of Middleton one or more financial guarantees if
Defendants apply for building permits before completion of an equivalent service level
for parks and streets.

ENTERED this d,. day November, 2016.

JUDGE
C IS NYE
HONORABLE CHRISTOPHER S. NYE
Magistrate Judge
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ay of November, 2016, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:

L

Bradley J. Dixon
GIVENSPURSLEY,LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
-- - Overnight Mail
__._ Hand Delivery

Joseph W. Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

/

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
- - Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery

Deputy Clerk
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FEB O8 2017
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
M MARTINEZ, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

)

Case No.: CV 2015-8119

)

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,

)
)
)
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER AWARDING ATIORNEY
FEES AND COSTS TO THE CITY OF
MIDDLETON IN THE AMOUNT OF

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,

)

$28,526.22

WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDNISION
HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC., an

)
)

Idaho corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)

vs.

)
)

)
Defendants/Counterclaimants.
_______;_~==;;;;...;;:...;;...;;..;;====.;._- )

Several motions pertaining to attorney fees and costs crune up for hearing on January 19,
2017. The motions are: (1) The City of Middleton's ("Middleton") request for fees and costs; (2)
Coleman Homes, LLC, et. al. ("Coleman") motion to strike Middleton's petition for fees and
costs; (3) Coleman's motion to disallow Middleton's memorandum of fees and costs; (4)
Coleman's petition for attorney fees and costs; and (5) Middleton's motion to disallow
Coleman's petition for attorney fees and costs. The parties filed accompanying memoranda and
affidavits. The Court took the motions under advisement.
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Case history

On September 3, 2015, Middleton filed a petition for a declaratory ruling that the Impact
Fee Agreement ("IFA") and the Parks Dedication Agreement ("PDA") are enforceable.
Pursuant to stipulation of the parties, the Court ordered that the IFA and the PDA are
valid and enforceable.
On May 6, 2016, Coleman filed a declaratory relief counterclaim asking the Court to
interpret the IFA and PDA. Coleman also alleged a breach of contract claim. The Court
dismissed that claim after Middleton returned impact fees it had collected from Coleman.
This case was whittled down to one main issue: under the parties' agreements, how much
land does Coleman have to set aside as open park space in the West Highlands Subdivision? The
parties stipulated to have the Court decide this issue on cross-motions for summary judgment.
The Court determined that Coleman must set aside 12.8 acres. The Court issued its
memorandum decision and order on the parties' cross-motions for summary judgment
("Summary Judgment Order") on October 17, 2016.
Middleton filed its motion for reconsideration on October 27, 2016.
The Court entered Judgment on November 7, 2016.
Coleman filed its motion for reconsideration of the Summary Judgment Order, or
alternatively, to reform the parties' contracts, on November 8, 2016.
Coleman filed its petition for attorney fees and costs and Bradley Dixon's supporting
affidavit on November 16, 2016.
Middleton filed its memorandum of fees and costs and Joseph Borton's supporting
affidavit ("Borton Aff.") on November 17, 2016.
The Court denied the parties' motions for reconsideration on December 13, 2016.
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The parties timely filed and served their respective memoranda of fees and
costs and supporting affidavits

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(4) provides that an itemized memorandum of costs and fees must be filed
and served on adverse parties "not later than 14 days after entry of judgment." "Failure to timely
file a memorandum of costs is a waiver of the right to costs." Id.
Judgment was entered on November 7, 2016. I.R.C.P. 58; Stibal v. Fano, 157 Idaho 428
(2014). The parties timely filed their memoranda of fees and costs and supporting affidavits.
Coleman contends that Middleton did not timely serve its memorandum and supporting
affidavit. Middleton,s memorandum and the Borton Aff. each have a "Certificate of Service.,
stating that they were served on Coleman,s counsel via facsimile on November 17, 2016.
Coleman's counsel submitted an affidavit stating that his office never received those faxes and
did not get the memorandum and affidavit until November 28, 2016.
This is a factual dispute for the Court to resolve. See, e.g. Allstate Ins. Co., v. Mocaby,
133 Idaho 593 (1999) (Defendant's objection to costs and fees was deemed timely where the
court was unable to determine from the record when the memorandum of costs was filed.) The
Court finds that Middleton timely served its memorandum of fees and costs and supporting
affidavit on November 17, 2016.

m.

Middleton is the prevailing party

"Determination of the prevailing parties in a civil action is committed to the sound
discretion of the trial court." Poole v. Davis, 153 Idaho 604, 606 (2012); I.R.C.P. S4. I.R.C.P.
54(d)(l)(B) provides:

In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs,
the trial coun must, in its sound discretion, consider the final judgment or result of
the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court
may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in
part, and on so finding may apportion the costs between and among the parties in
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a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the issues and claims involved
in the action and the resulting judgment or judgments obtained.

"Thus. there are three principal factors a trial court must consider when determining which party.
if any, prevailed: (1) the final judgment or result obtained in relation to the relief sought; (2)
whether there were multiple claims or issues between the parties; and (3) the extent to which
each of the parties prevailed on each of the claims or issues." Nguyen v. Bui, 146 Idaho 187, 192
(Ct. App. 2008). "In determining which party prevailed where there are claims and counterclaims
between opposing parties, the court determines who prevailed 'in the action'; that is, the

prevailing party question is examined and determined from an overall view, not a claim-by-claim
analysis." Oakes v. Boise Heart Clinic Physicians, PUC, 152 Idaho 540, 545 (2012).
Overall, Middleton prevailed in this action. The Court granted Middleton's request for
declaratory relief by ordering that the .IFA and the PDA are valid and enforceable. On the
ultimate issue of open space acreage, the Court's 12.8-acre determination is much closer to
Middleton•s position than Coleman's (a 2.3-acre difference versus a 5.88-acre difference).
Middleton also avoided liability on Coleman's breach of contract counterclaim.
Middleton prevailed in the overall action and is entitled to a costs and fees award.
Coleman did not prevail in this action and is not entitled to a costs and fees award.

IV.

Middleton is awarded $l8.526.22 in costs and attorneys' fees

Middleton request costs and fees pursuant to J.C. §§ 12-120, 12-121, I.R.C.P. 54, and the
parties' IFA § 6. Middleton requests $2,128.05 in costs as a matter of right and $37,397.55 in
attorney fees, for a total cost/fee award of $39,525.60. 1

1 See

Borton Aff, Tll S, 6, Exhibit A
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1. Middleton is entitled to $478.05 in costs as a matter of right
Middleton is entitled to certain costs as a matter of right. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C); I.C. § 101210. The Court will award Middleton's request for deposition transcripts. The Court will not
award the $ l ,650 mediation fee because it is not an enumerated cost as a matter of right, nor is it
a ..necessary and exceptional" cos~. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C), (D). Thus, Middleton is entitled to

$478.05 in costs as a matter of right.
2. The Court wiH award $28,048.17 in attorney fees
The gravamen of this lawsuit is a commercial transaction. I.e. § 12-120(3); Sims v.

Jacobson, 157 Idaho 980 (2015). Middleton is entitled to a reasonable attorney fee award
pursuant to LC. § 12-120(3) and the parties' contract. Id.; Moore v. Omnicare, Inc., 141 Idaho
809 (2005); I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l); IFA § 6.
The Court cannot award attorney fees under I.C. § 10-1210 because they are not "costs"
within the meaning of the statute. National Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, P.A. v. Dixon, 141
Idaho 537 (200S). The Court cannot award attorney fees under I.C. §§ 12-117 or 12-121 because
each side presented legitimate, triable issues. I.C. § 12-121; I.R.C.P. 54(e)(2); Nampa &
Meridian Irrigation Dist. v. Washington Fed. Savings, 135 Idaho 518, 524-25, (2001).

The calculation of the amount of attorney fees is committed to the sound discretion of the
trial court. Eastern Idaho Agricultural Credit Ass'n v. Neibaur, 133 Idaho 402 (1999). The Court
may only award "reasonable" attorney fees. The Court may apportion the fee award if it deems
that a party partially prevailed. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B); Nguyent 146 ldaho at 192-93.
The Court considered the I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) factors as follows:
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(A) The time and labor required. This action commenced in September 2015 and was
resolved on summary judgment in November 2016. The parties engaged in a moderate motion
practice. The discovery in this case was not extensive.
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions. This case mostly involved questions
related to LLUPA and contract law.
(C) The skill reguisite to perform the legal service properly

and the experience and

ability of the attorney in the particular field of law. The attorneys handling this case are
experienced in these areas of law.
(D) The prevailing charges for like work. Middleton's counsel charged a reduced rate for

legal services performed. (Borton Aff., tJ[4).
(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent. The fees were charged at an hourly rate.
(F) The time limitations imposed

by the client or the circumstances of the case. The

Court is unaware of any time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case.

(G) The

amount

involved and the results obtained. This was a declaratory judgment

action. The Court determined that Coleman must provide 12.8 acres of open park space.
(H) The undesirability of the case. This case was not a particularly undesirable one.
(I) The nature and length of the professional relationship with

the client. Middleton's

counsel has provided legal advice and services to Middleton for four years. (Borton Aff., '18(1)).
(J) Awards in similar cases. The Court is unaware of amounts awarded in similar cases.
(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research. None are requested.
Based on a review of the record and the applicable legal standards, a reasonable attorney

fee award is $28,048.17.
Thus. the Court awards a total of $28,526.22 in attorney fees and costs to Middleton.
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ORDER
THEREFORE. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT;
1. Middlet on's request for attorney fees and costs is GRANTED, in part, and Middlet
on is
awarded $28,526.22 in attorney fees and costs;

2. Colema n's motion to strike Middlet on's memorandum of fees and costs is DENIED
;
3. Colema n's motion to disallow Middlet on's memorandum of fees and costs is DENIED
;

4. Colema n's petition for attorney fees and costs is DENIED; and
5. Middlet on's motion to disallow Colema n's petition for attorney fees and costs
is

GRANTED.

IT IS l!..URTHER ORDERED THAT Middlet on's counsel prepare an amended
judgmen t that is consiste nt with this memorandum decision and order and the Judgmen
t entered
Novemb er 7, 2016.

DATED : Februar y ~201 7
Hon. Chris Nye
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

j_ day of-tfu--...~----' 2017, a true and

correct copy of the above and foregoing document was addressed and delivered as indicated
below:
Bradley Dixon
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701

__.-tt
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand-delivered
Facsimile

Joseph Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

--E-1'

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

[ ]
[ ]

Hand-delivered

Facsimile
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F ',J..M.----L E 9,.M.
______
rtB \ 6 20\7
CANYON COUNTY CLERK

Joseph W. Borton ISB #5552
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Office: (208) 908-4415
Fax: (208) 493-4610
Email: joe@borton-lakey.com

AYOUNG, oePU1'V

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Case No: CV-15-8119
Plaintiff,
vs.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST IDGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company.

AMENDED JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company;
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Defendants and Counterclaimants,
V,

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant.

AMENDED JUDGMENT
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JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

The Parks Dedication Agreement and Impact Fee Agreement are binding and enforceable

agreements on the parties.
2.

12.8 acres of the public park land within the West Highlands Development is subject to

the terms of the Parks Dedication Agreement, open for public use in perpetuity, and
maintained by the West Highlands Subdivision Homeowners Association at no cost to the
City of Middleton.
3.

The Defendants' Counterclaim is dismissed with prejudice.

4.

Defendants must provide to the City of Middleton one or more financial guarantees if
Defendants apply for building permits before completion of an equivalent service level
fot parks and streets.

5.

Plaintiff (City of Middleton) shall recover from the Defendants the amount of
$28,526.22, as and for attorney's fees and costs.

ENTERED this / ~ y February, 2017.

JUDGE
CHRIS NYE
HONORABLE CHRISTOPHER S. NYE
Magistrate Judge
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~2

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thif
day of February, 2017, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:

fX'

Bradley J. Dixon

U.S. Mail
~ Facsimile
_ _ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Joseph W. Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

CV' U.S. Mail

AMENDED JUDGMENT

==s=
Facsimile
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
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APR 11 2017
CANYON COl:i'-HY CLERK
M MARTINEZ. [;~f-'UTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CITY OF MIDDLETON,

)
)

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,

Case No.: CV 2015-8119

) MEMORANDUM DEClSION AND
) ORDER DENYING COLEMAN'S
) MOTION TO RECO:NSIDEl{ THE
) COSTS AND FEES AWARD AND
) GRANTING COLEMAN'S MOTION
) TOALTERORAMENDTHE

vs.

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
)
WEST IIlGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
)
HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC., an )
Idaho corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
,)
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LL~ an Idaho
)
limited liability company,
)
)
Defendants/Counterclaimants.
)

JUDGMENT

--------~-...;.._____

The Court entered judgment on November 7, 2016. On February 8, 2017, the Court
issued its memorandum decision and order finding that Middleton was the prevailing party and
awarding Middleton $28,526.22 in costs and fees. On February 17, 2017, the Court issued an
amendedjudgnient that included the costs and fees award. On February 21, 2017, Coleman filed
a motion to reconsider the costs and fees award and a motion to alter or amend the amended
judgment. Middleton objected to both motions. The Court heard argument on the motions on
March 16, 2017. The Court took the matter under advisement.
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court decides a motion to reconsider, 'the district court must apply the same standard of review
that the court applied when deciding the original order that is being reconsidered.'" Westby v.

Schaefer, 157 Idaho 616, 621 (2014) (quoting Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266, 276
(2012)). "If the original order was within the trial court's discretion, then so is the decision to
grant or deny the motion to reconsider." Id.
Determining prevailing party status and awarding costs and fees are discretionary with
the Court. LR.C.P. 54; Poole v. Davis, 153 Idaho 604, 606 (2012). "Only in the rarest of
circumstances will this Court reverse the district court's determination of which party prevailed."

Poole, 153 Idaho at 606. The same is true with respect to the amount of costs and fees awarded
to the prevailing party. Id. After reviewing the record and the applicable legal authority, the
Court stands by its original decision on the motions for costs and attorney fees. The Court
therefore denies Coleman's motion to reconsider the costs and fee award.
"[1.R.C.P.] 59(e) provides a trial court a mechanism to correct legal and factual errors
occurring in proceedings before it." Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705,707,979 P.2d
107, 109 (1999). "A ~otion to alter or amend the judgment must be filed and served no later than
14 days after entry of the judgment!' I.R.C.P. 59(e). The decision to alter or amend a judgment is

discretionary with the trial court. Slaathaug, 132 Idaho at 707. A Court may also grant similar
relief under I.R.C.P. 60.
After reviewing the record and the parties• arguments, it appears that the language in the
amended judgment should be amended to more accurately reflect the relief granted as it relates to
the particular Defendants. Thus, the Court grants Coleman•s motion to alter or amend the
amended judgment.
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THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

1. Coleman's motion to reconsider the costs and attorney fee award is DENIED.

2. Coleman's motion to alter or amend the amended judgment is GRANTED.

DATED: April

J!J_, 2017
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

11__ day of

flp.vi I

, 2017, a true and

correct copy of the above and foregoing document was addressed and delivered as indicated
below:
· ~U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ ]
Hand-delivered
[ ]
Facsimile

Bradley Dixon
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Joseph Borton
BORTON LAKEY LAW OFFICES
141 E. Carlton Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

<J
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand-delivered
Facsimile

UMW\~
Clerk of the Court
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4517525 Givenrfu~LLP

APR f 1 (·vv
Bradley J. Di1<ou, ISB No. 6 l 6 7
Kcrsti H. Kennedy. fSB No. 9064

OJVENS PURSU:tY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
POBox:2720
Boise, 1D 83701-2720
Telephone (208) 388-1200
Facsimile (208) 388-1300

brad1eydixon@givenspurslcy.com
kerstikc.ru1cdy@giv¢mpursley.co111
Attorneys for Defendants and Counterc1aimanls

lN THB DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRfCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THB CITY OF MJDDLET<)N.
Plaintiff,

Supreme Court No. 4 S1 OS
Case No. CV-15-8119

v.
COLEMAN HOMES, LLC. an Idaho Hmiled
liability company. and WF--ST lUGHLANDS,
LLC. an Idaho limited liability compnny,
WEST HlOULANDS SUBDIVISION
H:OMBOWNERS ASSOCJAT'ION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WBST HIOlll,ANDS
.LANO DEVFi.J...OPMBNT, 1,1,e, an Idaho
limited Jiability company.

SECOND AMENDED JUDGMENT

Defendnuts.

OOLJ.iT'AN llOMBS, Lt.C, a~ Idaho lfo:iited-·
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMt!OWNllRS ASSOCIATION, INC 1 an
Idaho Corporauon; WBST RtOfILANDS
LAND DEVBLOP~m. LLC. an Idaho
limited liability compa1iy,

v.
THE CITY OP MIDDLB'l'ON,
Plaintiff and Couuterdefendant,

FILED•
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82/21/17 11:12:01 208-380-1300
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1547525 Giuens Pursely LLP

Pdgc

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
l.

The Parks Dedication Agreement nnd Jmpact Fee Agreement are binding and
enforceable agreements.

2.

12.8 acres of the public park land within the West Highland$ Development is
subject to the tenns of the Parks Dedicntion Agreement.

3.

Tile Defendants' Counterclaim is dism.issed with prejudice.

4.

West Highlands, LLC must provide the City of Middleton one or more financial

guarantees consjstent with the terms and et)nditJons of Section 3 of the Impact Fee
Agreement.

5.

Plai.ntiff (City of Middleton) shall recover from the Defendants the amount of
$28,526.22, ns end for attorney's fees and costs.

ENTEREDthis

JO

of~,2017.

H O ~
Magistrate Judge
Stale of Idaho

County of canyon

}

ss.

I
~3~c-

I hereby certify that the foregoing instrument
is a true and corrct1 copy of the original ae
lhe seine ~lkt>ris 1i!i:r:1).
l>ATED

' Deputy

~
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1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on tbli

4547525 Giuens Pursely LLP

JL_ day of ,,

y" ary. 2017, l served a true and

correct oopy of the foregoi11g SECOND AMENDED JUDGMENT in the above-entitled

matter as follows:

-·--,,--.,.,,...,~.

Joseph W. Borton
Borton Lakey Law Offices
14 l E. Carlton Ave,
Meridian, 10 83642

]Via lJ.S. Mail
[ J Via Pucsimilc
[ ] Vfo Overnight MaiJ
[ ) Via Hand Delivery
[ J Via email

Faosimile: 208-49346 lo
Email: joe@bortun-lakey.com
• UtXon

- - - - - •

-•A

N_,.,,,,-\<_"'"N-0,S

l.f--1

Kersti H. Kennedy
OWENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street

.-Via U.S. Mail

{ ] Via Fac,imilo

·-

[ ] Via Ovemight Mnil
[ J Via Hand Delivery
[ J Viaemait

P0Box2720

Boise, ID 83701~2720
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
·brndleydixon@givenspursley.com
kerstikennedy@givcnspursley.<X>rtl

Stale of Idaho
}
County of Canyon ss.
I hereby certify that tho foregoing fnsff'Ument
Is a true and correct copy of the original u

the same appears in this office.
OATEO

5..,/S-tz
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE CI'IY OF MIDDLETON,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant/Respondent,
-vsCOLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDMSION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants/Counterclaimants/Appellants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-15-08119*C
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the following
are being sent as exhibits as requested in the Notice of Appeal:

NONE
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this 25th day of July, 2017.

.........,,,

,,,,,•;~\CT

c'''GJjRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE CI1Y OF MIDDLETON,

Plaintiff-Counterdefenda nt-Respondent,
-vs-

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, and WEST HIGHLANDS,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
WEST HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC, an
Idaho Corporation; WEST HIGHLANDS
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Defendants-Counterclaimants-Appellants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV15-08119*C

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK

I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the above and
foregoing Record in the above entitled case was compiled and bound under my
direction as, and is a true, full correct Record of the pleadings and documents under
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this 25th day of July, 2017.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNIY OF CANYON
THE CI1Y OF MIDDLETON,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff-CounterdefendantRespondent,
-vsCOLEMAN HOMES, LLC, etal.,
Defendants-Counterclaim antAppellants.

SUPREME COURT NO. 45105-2017

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or had delivered by United State's Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the
Clerk's Record to each party as follows:
Bradley J. Dixon, Kersti H. Kennedy, GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock Street, PO box 2720 Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Joseph W. Borton, Borton Lakey Law Offices
141 E. Carlton Ave., Meridian,Idaho 83642
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this 25th day of July, 2017.
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TO:

Clerk of the Court
Idaho Supreme Court
451 West State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720

DOCKET NO. 45105
(
( CITY OF MIDDLETON
(
( vs.
(
(COLEMAN HOMES, LLC, et al

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED
Notice is hereby given that on July 24, 2017, I lodged the transcript(s) of
60 pages in length in the above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of
the County of Canyon in the Third Judicial District.
This transcript consists of hearings held on:
4121116 Motion Hearing
1119117 Motion Hearing
3116117 Motion Hearing

Isl Tamara A. Weber
Tamara A. Weber, CSR No. 278
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany
Caldwell, ID 83605
tammy@canyontranscription.com
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